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SPECIAI, ATTENTION

is directed to the cautionary notice on this page that pub.
lisbed rulings of the Bureau do not have the force and effect
of Treasury Decisions and that they are applicable only to facts presented io the published case
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The rulings reported in the Internal Revenue Bulletin are for the infarmation of taxpayers aad their counsel as
showing the trend of oflicial opinioa in the admrnistrstioa of the Bursas of Internal Revenue; the rulings other than
Treasury Decisions have none of the force or effect of Treasury Decisions snd do not commit the Department to
aay interpretatioa of the law which hss not been formally approved and promulgated by the Secretary of the
Treasury. Each ruling embodies thc administrative application of the law and Treasury Decisions to the entire
state ol lacts upon which a particular case rests. It is especially to bc noted that the same result will aot necessarily bc reached ia another case unless all the material facts are ideatical vrith those of the reported case. As it is
not always feasible to publish a complete statement of the lacts underlying each ruling, there can be no assurance
that any new case is identical with the reported case. As bearing out this distinction, it may be observed that the
rulings pablished from time to time may appear to reverse rulings previously published.
Oedcers of the Bureau of Internal Revenoe are especially cautioned agamst reaching a conclusion in any case
merely on the basis of similarity to a published ruliag, and should base their judgment oa the application of all peranent provisions o( the lsw snd Treasury Decisions to au the facts in each case. These rulings should be used ss
aids ia studying the law and its formal construction as made in the regulatioas snd Treasury Decisioas previously
issued.

la add it ton to publishing all Internal Revenue Treasury Deci ci one, it is the poscy o( the Bureau of internal Bavenue
to publish all rulings snd decisions, includiag opinions of the Assistant General Counsel for the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, which, becanse they announce s ruling, or docisioa. apon a uovd questian or upon a questinn in regard
to which there exists no previously published ruling m decision, or for other reasons, are'of each importance as
to be of'general interest. It is also the policy of the Bureau to pablish all rulings dr'tftrcisirins which revoke, modifv,
amend, or asect in any manner whatever any published ruling or decision. In many instances opinions of the
Assistant Gcaeral Counsel for the Bureau of laternsl Revenue arc aot of general interest because they announce
no new ruling or no new constrnction of the reveuue laws but simply apply ruhags already made pnblfc to certain
situations of fact which are without special siguigcance. Itis not the policy of the Bureau to publish such opiniona
Therefore. tbe numbers assigned to the publislted opinions of the Assistant General Counsel for the Bureau of
Internal Revenue are not consecutive. No unpublished ruling or decision will be nted or relied upon by any oflicer
or employee of the Bureau of Internal Revenue as s precedent in the disposition ol other cases. Unless otherwise
specihcslly indicated, all pubusbed rulings aud decisions have rqpeived the consideration and approval of the
Assistant General Counsel for tire Bureau of Internal Revenue.
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made public and all Treasury Department
The
Treasury decisions) pertaining to Internal Revenue matters.
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No. 3, 80 cents; No. 4, 80 cents; No. 5, 25 cents.
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INTRODUCTORY

NOTES.

The Internal Revenue Cumulative Bulletin XV-1, in addition to
all decisions of the Treasury Department (called. Treasury decisions)
pertaining to Internal Revenue inatters, contains Assistant General
Counsel's opinions, and rulings and decisions pertaining to income,
estate, gift, sales, and. miscellaneous taxes, as indicated on the title
page of this Bulletin, published in the weekly Bulletins (Volume
XV, Nos. 1 to 26, inclusive) for the period January 1 to June 80,
1936. It also contains a cumulative list of announcements relating
to decisions of the United States Board of Tax Appeals pubhshed
in the Internal Revenue Bulletin Service from January 1, 1982, to
June 80, 1936.
Income Tax rulings are printed in four parts. Rulings under the
Revenue Acts of 1986, 1985, and 1934 are printed as Part I ("A,"
1986 Act, "B," 1985 Act, and "C," 1984 Act), the section headings
corresponding~
with the sections of those Acts. The rulings under
the latter Act are published under the article hea. dings corresponding to the article headings of Regulations 86. Rulings under the
Revenue Act of 1982 are published as Part II, the section and article
headings corresponding with the section and article headings of the
Revenue Act of 1982 and Regulations 77. Rulings under the Revenue Act of 1928 are printed as Part III, the section and article headings corresponding with the section and article headings of the
Revenue Act of 1928 and Regulations 74. Rulings under the Revenue Act of 1926 and prior Acts are printed as Part IV, the section
and article headings corresponding
with the section and. article
headings of the Revenue Act of 1926 and Regulations 69.
Rulings under Title IX of the Social Security Act will be published under article headings of Regulations 90 and rulings under
Title III of the Revenue Act of 1986 Tax on unjust enrichinentwill be coded under the sections of that Act and the article headings
of Regulations 95.

—

ABBREYIATIO YS.

The following abbreviations

are used tlnoughout

—
—
—
—
—
——
C. S. T. Capital Stock Tax Division.
D. C.—
Treasury Department circular.
I state Tax Division.
T.—
General Counsel's or Assistant
G. C. iiI. —
Internal Revenue Bulletin.
I. R. B.—
—
I. T. Income Tax Ilnit.

the Bulletin:

A, B, C, etc. The names of individuals.
A. R. AI. Com&uittee on Appeals and Review memorandum.
A. R. R. Committee on Appeals and Review recommendation.
B. T. A. Board of Tax Appeals.
C. B. Cumulative Bulletin,
Ct. D. Court decision.
F&.

General Counsel's

memorandum.

IV

—

M, N, X, Y, Z, etc. The nanies of corporations,
ing to context.
Mim. Mimeographed
letter.
MS. Miscellaneous Division.
O. or L. O. Solicitor's law opinion.
O. D. Once decision.
Op. A. G. Opinion of the Attorney GeneraL

places, or businesses,

accord-

—
—
—
——
P. T.—
Processing Tax Division.
Sales Tax Divish&n.
S. T.—
Sil.—
Silver Tax Division.
Solicitor's memorandum.
S. M, —
Solicitor's opinion.
Sol. Op. —
S. R.—
Sol icitor's recommendation.
S. S. T.—
Social Security tax and Carriers tax.
T.—
Tobacco Division.
T. B. M.—
Advisory Tax Board memorandum.
T. B. R.—
Advisory Tax Board recommendation.
Treasury decision.
T. D.—

and y are used to represent certain numbers, and when used with the word
"dollars" represent sums of money.
Treasury Decisions that embody
The practice of promulgating
court decisions relating to the internal revenue has been discontinued.
a&

Hereafter opinions of the courts, with appropriate headnotes for the
information and guidance of taxpayers and OScers and employees of
the Bureau of Internal Revenue, will be published in the Internal
Revenue Bulletin without formal approval and promulgation by the
Secretary of the Treasury.
ANNOUNCEMENT

RELATING

TO BOARD

OF TAX APPEALS

DECISIONS.

Under the provisions of the recent Revenue Acts, relating to appeals to the Board of Tax Appeals, the Commissioner may acquiesce
in the decision of the Board or he may, if the appeal was heard by
the Board prior to the passage of the 1926 Act, cause to be instituted
a, proceeding in court for the collection of any part of a tax determined by the Commissioner to be due but disallowed by the Board,
provided that such proceeding is commenced within one year after
final decision of the Board. Xs to appeals heard by the Board after
the passage of the 1926 Act, the Commissioner may, within six
months after the Board's decision is mndered, file a petition for a
review of the decision by a Circuit Court of Appeals or by the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Colunibia; however, as to
decisions rendered on and after June 7, 1932, petitions for review
must be filed within three months after the decision is rendered.
In order that taxpayers and the general public may be informed as to
whether or not the Commissioner has acquiesced in a decision of the
Board of Tax Appeals disallowing a tax determined by the Commissioner to be due, announcement. w~tll be made in the weekly Bulletin
at the earliest practicable date. A notice that the Commissioner has
acquiesced or has nonacquiesced in a Board decision relates, however,
only to the issue or issues decided in favor of the taxpayer. Decisions so acquiesced in should be relied upon by ofiicers and employees
of the Bureau of Internal Revenue as precedents in the disposition of
other cases before the Bureau.
For additional inforniation which will be of assistance in the use
of the Internal Revenue Bulletin service read the Introductory Notes
to the latest Digest.
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RV —26-8140
XV—26-8141

2986.

Offic decisions (S. T.):
825
826
827
828
829

XV—3—(914

146
140
274
293

299
87

119
136

XV-22-S]06
XV-23-8116
XV—25-8]38

XV—26-8145

X V-6 —7950

XV-2O-eOoi
XV-21—8099
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7
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Otttce decisions
171
172
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175
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CKce decisions
18
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'79

473
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466
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4420
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150
497
125
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XV—8—7968
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XV—12-8013
XV-13-S021
XV—]5-8041
XV-16-8054
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XV-18-8070

XV-18-8071
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510
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621
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400
522
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RELATING TO
LIST OF ANNOUNCEMENTS
DECISIONS OF THK UNITED STATES BOARD OF TAX
APPEALS PUBLISHED IN THK INTER iAL REVENUE BULLETIN SERVICE FROM JANUARY 1, 1932, TO JUNK 30,
1936, INCLUSIVE.

CUMULATIVE

[Announcements relating to the acquiescence or nonacquiescence of ihe Commissioner in
decisions of the United Staies Board of Tsr Appeals, as published in the weekly Internal
Revenuo Bulletin, from December 22, 1924, to December 31, 1931, inclusive, are printed in
Cumulative Bulletin X-2, pages 1-106. The list below, therefore, coutains only such announcements published in the weekly Bulletins from January 1, 1932, to June 30, 1936, reclusive. ]

' XV—26—8139
The Commissioner flcquiesces in the following
United States Board of Tax Appeals:

Abeles, Charles T
Abeles, Clifford
Abeles, Francis, estate of
Abeles, John T
Abeles, Katherine
Abeles, Willicmene H
Acme Manifolding Co. , Inc
Adclaide Park Land ct al. , trustees
Afremow, David, estate of
Afremow, Sarah, executrix
Alabama Mineral I.and Co

Volume.

40546
37690

37693
37694
37696
41034
25194
38687
39980
39o93
39593
56960
69007
74759
20765

('

Albers, William H. '
Albert Lea Packing Co. , Inc
Albrccht et al. , Katherine H. , executrices
A[coma Corporal, ion
Alexander, J. I'. , estate of
Allegheny Garbage Co
Allen, Irene C
Allied American Corporation
Amba, ssador Petroleum Co

'

I ife Insurance Co.s

of the

Board of Tas Appeals.

Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

American Central

decisions

)
I

)

4[295
60700

39019
44860
25414

31704
40039
30133
81998
56024
63436

Page.

24
24
24
24
24
24
s»
2o
25
25

ss
33
24
27
28
27
30
25
25
28
3n

435
435
435
435
435
435
429
211
1246
1246
586
373
376

1091
1291
1210
636
834
1276
868
1182

Acquiescence relates to deduction for contributions.
tas decision; acquiescence relates to deduction of $133,000.
relates to issue whether petitioner received interest on mortgagos svhen it bid in property
upon foreclosure.
»

' Estate
Acquiescence
r

~ Ruling No. 8139 includes all acquiescence snd nonacquiescence
nue Bulletin service from January 1, 1932, to June 30, n36.

(1)

notices published

in the tn'lerner

reve-

AcQUIKscENcEs

—Continued.
Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

16229
27623
67368
67369
69800
39721

American Cigar Co
American Feature Film Co
American Gas k Electric Co. and subsidiary companies.
American Printing Co
American Security k Trust Co. et al. , executors 1

39167

American South African Line, Inc
Anco Investment Co
Anderson, C. K
Anderson, Gustave
Anderson, J. H
Anderson, Stanley S
Ann Arbor R. R. Co
Arguimbau, Frank M
Armstrong, C. George
Armstrong, William B
Arnold dt Winsor Co

Ashforth,

Albert

B., estate of '

Ashforth et al. , Mable A. , executors

Atkins, J. B., estate of
Atkins, Mrs. J. B

Atlantic Coast Line R R.. Co
Axton, Edwin D
Axton, Robert L
Axton, Wood F

Barclay, W. L
Barker, Fred
Barnes, Henry H
Bs,sch, N. J

B k B Ice k Coal Co
Beasley, W. E

'

(

(

38519
58958
65310
65311
56160
56162
56441

Babbitt, Inc. , B. T. (Delaware)
Babbitt, Inc. , B. T. (New York)
Baker, I. B

Baldwin, Florence G
Balfour, Sir Robert
Ball, Pl:ilip D. C
Baltimore k Ohio R.
Baltimore dt Ohio R.
Bankers Dairy Credit
Barber, Arthur
Barber, Philip C
Barber, St. George
Barber Trusts, Sarah

(

62955
68830
70701
58647
33242
36224
63827
42053
25869
73614
58400
58603
61553
47190
48009
49354
47190
48009
49354
38520

R. Co
R. Co. s
Corporation

P

74047
74047
56348
32387
40230

36737
53702
37239
48329
26747
26755
26757
2674726757
8743
51102
56440
45928
67637
60061

Board of Tsx Appeals.
Volume.

Page.

21
24

464

33

471

27
24

1270
334

30

753

30
27

29
31
31
32
29

988
1305
1208
1274
88
331
604
418
1261
670

26

1188

26

1188

28
28

500
500

31

730

32
32
32

613
613
613

32
32
32
23

693
693
613
512
154
388
368
194
886

26

30
33

25
27
29

30
26
25
25
25
25
26
28

32

30
27

31

18

513
513
513
513
970
657
613
305
1346
580

Estate tax decision.
Nonscquiescence published in Bulletin XII-l, withdrawn.
Acquiescence relates to issue involving contributions by shippers for construction of side snd
spur tracks
and deduction for internal-revenue stamps affixed to bonds,
r

s
s

AcQUIEscENCEs

—Continued.
Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

Board of Tax Appeals
Volume

31931

Beaumont, Louis D

Bebb, Richard E., estate of '
Beggs, John I. (Trusts)
Behr, Charles B
Bell, Ivor B.'
Bellows Falls Power Co
Henedum, M. L.'
Bent Co. , R. G
Berdcll, Jr. , Charles P
Bernstein, Isaac M
Best, FraIIk E
Billups, George W
Bingham, Robert W
Birckhead, Oliver W
Birdncck Realty Corporation

46569
49422
41295
65675
39534
22335
18592
29104
30990
57312
59796
70298
36729
36746
54917

((

Biscayne Bay Islands Co

(

Blair, Jr. , Mrs. VViley
Bloodgood, Edith B
Blum, Julius, trustee
Blumenthal, Lucy A
Boehringer, Rudolph '
Boos Bros. Cafeteria Co
Borg k Beck Co
Bostick, Jr. , John, trustee
Bowden, Paul Akers
Bowen, Edwin L.'
Braun, Arthur E., trustee
Brinton, Lillian McDonald
Brown, Berenice
Bryan et ux. , C. A
Bryan et ux. , L. J

(

51051
72389
46079
27616
35098
40147
69682
26750
39242
40939
45741
51507
64975
49891
39200
24223
34964
68382
54923
62985
54556

53715
24667

36637
( 24036

Buck, John A. , estate of '

Buck et al. , Mary M. , executors

Page

'

Buena Vista Land k Development
Buffalo Union Iron Furnace Co.'

Co

' Estate tsx decision; acquiescence relates to deduction of $133,000.

24037
32584
44153
E 44684
32584
44153
E 44684
2025
16075
16076

25

474

27

1091
370
1290
377
195
917
1369
600

30
30
27
25
28
26
32
28
26
29
27

744

25

1070
804
186
466
1084

23

731

31
25

212

25

119

30

591

29
25
24
31
26

8
651
995

33

33

513

25

1410
208

29
28
25
19
19

1161

25

780

25

780

13
23

895
439

472

814
111
111

Acquiescence relates to that part of decision holding that Walter E. Het tmsn is not liable ss s transferee;
snd to limitation issue.
s Acquiescence relates to right of overriding royalty owners to benefit of section 211(b), Revenue Act of
1913.
s Acquiescence relates to issue involving section 115(g) of the Revenue Act of 1928.
I Acquiescence relates to issue ss to basic values of stock.
' Estate tsx decision; acquiescence relates to value of certsia real estate in Saa Francisco and value of
stock of Lsngendorf Baking Co. for estate tsx purposes; snd ressonsbleaess of Commissioner's allowance
for support of the widow.
~ Acquiescence
relates to issue regarding deductloas for obsolescence of blast furasces.
s

AcQUIEscENGES

—Continued.
Board of Tax Appeals.

Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

Volume.

Bullington,

Orville

69684

Bullington, 1VIrs. Sadie
Bullis, Helen H
Bullock, George '

(

Burdick, Ella P. , trustee
Burdick, Joel W. , estate of
Burnham, Silas H
Burroughs, Ambrose H. , estate of
Burton, Benjamia T
Butler, U. H
Byers Trust, A. T

California Coast Oil Co
Camp Manufacturing Co
Canaday, Inc. , Ward 1VI
Canfield et al. , Frances Marshall, executors
Canfield, George F., estate of
Canning, John F
Capital Compress Co

Carman,

Co

Carol, Sue (Mrs. Nick Stuart)
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio Ry
Carolina Contracting Co
Carter Publications, . Inc
Caspar Lumber Co
Cathey, George
Cathey, Luke
Catlin, Daniel K
Catlin, Theron E
Central Market Street Co.t
Central National Bank
Central National Bank, trustee
Central Rendering Corporation
Central Trust & Savings Bank
Ceutury Circuit, Inc. , of Delaware
Champion, David J.s
Chs, mpion, T. Pierre '
Chapman & Dewey Land Co
Chapman
f

& Dewey Lumber Co

)
)

25018
35955
58682
68415
68415
41482
49303

27095
63963
71025
71649
71650
77638
44888
66891
57729
46056
46057
25421
25413
24837
42587
28701
20776
42588
69345
55569
68818
55568
87403

( 51059
83466

81
32

212
501

23
29
29
29
29

710
731
731
605
190

28
24

31

1241
506
25

25
25

902
537

29
81
81
29
31

)

855
724
724

99

273

25

162

24

679

30

)

)

81
82
28

30
24
24
25
25
25
29
25
24
29

730
1171
160
579
506
506
834

81
27
27
25

884
499
530
1128
876
580
764
1312
1812
1166

25

1166

37402

47130
50196
51058

Acquiescence relates to issue 2 of decision.
of taxes a mong aiiilis ted
corporations
Acquiescence relates to basis upon which gain or loss upon mdem
ption of stoc k should be computed.

t Acquiescence relates to issue regarding
apportionment
&

(

69679
68164
78954
31209
46322
46322
61009
53795
59797
61055
46055
68382

212

44321
44939
50178

F. J

Carnie, Goudie Manufacturing

Page.

AcuvIEscENcEs

—Continued.
Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

Board of Tnx Appeals.
Volume.

Chicago & Northwestern Ry. Co. '
Christopher, Rachel S.'
City Bank Farmers Trust Co. , executor
City Bank Farmers Trust Co. et al. , executors
Clark et al. , James, executors

86843
47704
59797

31869
34499
3358o
40890
51197

z

Cleland Estate Co. , Inc. , Henry A. '

Clemcnts, W. L
Cleveland Trinidad Paving Co.'
Clinchfield Securities Co
Clinton Cotton Mills, Inc
Coats, Inc. (R. I.), J. & P '
Colgate, Mary
Colorado & Utah Coal Co
Columbian Carbon Co. '
Columbus Brick & Tile Co. '
Commercial Investment Trust Corporation
Community Mausoleum Co.'
Cone, Emma S., executrix '
Cone, Irving H. , estate of '
Connally, Mary W. T
Connecticut River Power Co

(

(

Connelly, James A. »

46058
41962
46297
40554
54880
38904
61882
53799
42743
42707
43495
50051
70384
68034
68034
60434
18591
29106
44081
45833
46267

E.n

(

60566
66948
44083
45834
44082
72891
44859
41963
38579
53044
54740
60228
26751
44r68
44769

1407
292
190
663
1235
436

24

20
25
28
28
27
26
25
26
28

33
31
31
82
25

506
772
446

1311
1127
506
588
456
794
143

19
515
515
920
195

30

51967

Connelly, L. B.is
Connelly, Mary B.»
Conservative Gas Co
Continental I.egal and Protective Association
Contractors Construction & Supply Co. '

Cook, Flizabeth
Cook, M. M. , estate of
Cook, P. W
Cooke. Beatrice B
Coombs, Elizabeth M
Coombs, J. Howard

22

26
29
23
24

Page.

)

so
30
80
30
20

5o2

sz

636
772
1351
33
100

25
25
25

513
1320
1320

25
27

)

331
331

t Acquiescence
relates to following issues: Itfsterial and supplies ndjnstment; azuortizstion of bond
premium; assessment of Association of Railway Executives; railroad Y. M. C. A.
z Estate tax decision.
s Acquiescence does not relate to basis of property devised subject to a life estate.
Nonacquicscence notice published in (.'umulative Bulletin X—2 revoked.
t Acquiescence relates to contributions issue snd issue respecting deduction of amount paid to treasurer
of Rhode Island on account of increasing capital stoclr.
s Nonncqulescence
published in Internal Revenue Bulletin XI-14 revoked.
' Acquiescence relates to inclusion in consolidated invested capital of capital stock issued for a tile snd
brick manufacturing plant, etc.
s Acquiescence
relates to the foBowing issues: Deduction of expenses in connection with issuance of
prelcrred stock; deduction for dividends credited to accounts of employees for purchase of stock.
s Acquiescence relates to issue whether a sale of a cemetery crypt is s sale of realty entitling the taxpayer
to the installment basis when total amounts received in basic year do not exceed 40 per cent of gross price.
» Acquiescenco relates to question whether the value of rights to subscribe to certain bonds constitutes
income.
» Acquiescence re]ales to issues regarding allocation of total cost between commou snd preferred stocks
purchased.
&

AcqulEscEifczs

—Continued.
Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

82610

Cooper, John I
Corbett, Elliott R
Corning Trust Co. , trustee
Cornwell, F. L
Cosmopolitan Bond & Mortgage Co. '
Costello, Joseph '
Cotton, G. E
Couchman, William Venning
Coursey, Sarah A. W'
Cox, Attilla
Cox, Carrie G
Crane, Alexander B., eats, te of '
Crane et al. , Alexander M. , executor '

( 40115
40926
29252
80808
44617
22640
59655
67729
70957
71755
69698
69698

71718
71718

Crews, Charles

66766

Crews, Everett

66767

Crews, Ralph W

66701

Crews, Robert E

66702

Croker, Bula E
Cromv ell et al. , William Nelson, executors
Cronan, Mr. and Mrs Francis M
Crouse, George N
Crowley, Joseph J., estate of '
Crowninshield Shipbuilding Co
Culver, Wilmer T

41121
42619
78185

Cunard Coal

'

43446

51419
( 35472
18987
37574
26874
26875
28792
56314

Co. '

Curtis, Laura M

Dahl, Andrew H. , estate of
Dahl et al. , Julia, executors
Daley, Eugene S., executor
Daly, Margaret P
Dana, Myer
Dancer, Edith M. , estate of
Davis, John A
De Forest, Kate R.'
Delaware A Hudson Co. s

'

(

44845
44845
26645
65218
50248
70456
20708
87284
50553
50629

Board of Tax Appeals.
Volume.

Page.

24
27
26
24

80
27
25

30
33
31
81

30
80

30
81
88
88
80
81
88
30
81

33
27
24
83

26
25
24

216
388
1859
915
717
877
866

118
1068
819

819

29
29
615
187
441
36
615
187
441
615
187
44.1

588
461
668
477
840
925

24

1018

26

284

631

24
24
25

32
30
80
24
27
26

1167
1167

949
965
83
1277
36
373
520

t Acquiescence relates to issue involving method of accounting
f Acqmescence relates to that part of decision holding that Walterused by taxpayer.
E, Hettman is not liable as a transferee. I
and to limitation issue.
Acquiescence relates to the following issue: Inclusion in petitioner's taxable net income
for 1930, th
total profit received from sale of real estate by the trust,
s Nonacquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletin XIII-1
withdrawn.
s Estate tax decision; nonacquiescence published in Cumulative
Bulletin X-2 revoked.

s

Estate tax decision.

f Acquiescence relates to deductions for additional royalties and officers'
salaries and directors'
s Gift tax decision.
s Nonacquiescence published in Comu lative Bulletin XI-2, withdrawn.

f~g.

AcutIIEscErfcEs

—Continued.
Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

Board of Tsx Appeals.
Volume.

Dennett, Carl P. '
Dennett, Marie G. r
Dennis, Frank H. , estate of s
Dennis, Merry M. , executrix '
Denny, Reginald s
Detroit Trust Co. et al. , executors
Dickey, Walter S., estate of
Dickinson, Albert G

71858
72023
50268
50268
49516
35472
51643
85015
43176
58025r
59280
17717
17717
63981
50828
84858

('

Dillon, Herbert L

Dirksen, Anna L. , executrix
Dirksen, Theodore H. , estate of
Dittmar, Emmy
Dockweiler et al. , Isidore B., executors and trustees

Doernbccher

Manufacturing

'

48o27
46421

Co

f&0607

63628
71584

Dohme, Alfred R. I.
Dolesc & Shepherd Co. Syndicate No.
Dome Co
Dominion National Bank
Donnelly, Catherine, estate of
Donnelly et al. , Garrett J., executors
Doric Apartment Co
Douglas Co. , John
Drake, Francis E
Drexel Packing Co
Duffr Robert

6819
41l86

41887
52165
56 43
5644
44655

88726
46804
20775
87552
65921
65924
66808
54444
26996

C.'

Duncan, T P
Duncan, Mrs. T. P
Dunham, Walter E'
Dunne, I~'inlcy Peter
du Pont, Pierre S.'

Eagle Pass L Piedras Ncgras Bridge Co
Eastcrwood, Jr. , W. E
Easterxvood, Jr. , Mrs. W. E
Erisendrath, Edwin W
Eriscndrath et al. , Edwin XV. , executors
Eisendrath, Marion
Eisendrath et al. , Rose L., trustees
Lrisendrath, William B
Eisendrath, Wilham N. , estate of

424fi0

(

40181
63416
40182
63417
86726
36724
86727
86728
86725
86724

30
80
26
26
88
25
82
23

Page.

49
49
1120

1120
788
340
1288
1211

82
24
24
82

1254

30

1152
1152
349
1136

30

973

31
80

671
1171
967

26
26
81

31
82
23

30
24
23
31
81
27
29
18

421
577
577

1187
1807
475
876
1842
212
212
1068

1109
1028

23
28

1887
1283

28
28
23
28
28
28

1283
744
744
744
744
744
744

r Acquiescence
relates to deductibility cf losses sustained by petitioners upon alleged sales of stock to
each other during tbe tax year.
r Estate tsr decision.
s Acquiescence relates to issue involving deduction of operating expenses of aeroplane and depreciation
thereon; snd whether amounts expended for costumes, make-up, and wigs are deductible as ordinary
and necessary expenses.
Acquiescence relates tn issue I of decision.
r Nonacquiescence
trublisbed in Cumulative Bulletin IZ-2 revol'ed.
&
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Volume.

Eldridge, Alice H. '
Eldridge, A. S.'
Elgin Compress Co
Elliott-Granite Linen Corporation
Elmore Milling Co
Enameled Metals Co

64779
64778
49302
48212
46768
52972

19011

22021
22022
26259
42184
29260
64897
62664
43044
30726

Ennis Ice Co

Erb et al. , Ray L., executors

30
30
31

2

Evans, A. T
Evans et al. , Anson, trustees
Evans Products Co
Evergreen Cemetery Association

Page.

26
27
25

1821
1321
273
936
84
186

24

40

29
30
29
29

1350

25

544

26
27
24

1359
1346
376

30

1051

746

710
992

F

Falck, Alexander D
Falls City Ice 4r Beverage Co
Fame Canning Co

2C462

Farmers Educational and Cooperative State Union
of Nebraska
Farmers Life Insurance Co. s
Farmers' Loan dr Trust Co. , trustee
Farmers Union State Exchange
Fawsett, Charles F
Federal Street dr Pleasant Valley Passenger Ry. Co

Fidelity Savings

4 Loan

Association

Fidelity Union Trust Co. , executor
Fifth Avenue Bank of New York executor '
First Citizens Bank 4 Trust Co
First National Bank of Boston, administrator
First National Bank of Key West
First National Bank in Mobile
Fisher, Charles D. , estate of
Fitch, Florence H
Florence Manufacturing Co

Folk, H. B
Fordyce et al. , William C. , trustees
Forest Products Chemical Co
Forres, Lord
Forrester, W. A
Foster L. B.s
Foster, N. C., estate of s
Acquiescence relates
ln 1929 or 1930.
s Acquiescence relates
s Acquiescence re!ates
s Estate tax decision.
s Acquiescence relates
&

f

67636
20774
10596
1810o
7194
31748
43317
29465
18105
64474
297o8
14862
31801
39406

69193
69166
71599
36488
46588
45186
68782
68888

(

51670
15383
26079
28896
31018
58647
46621
40229
48973
78691
48086
82984

27
26

30
31
24

)

)
)

262

23

1059

88
82
82
25
26

304
208
335
252
370
632
82
1299
676

30

)

423

1859
1051
139

32
29
25
25

30
27
25

32
26
25

599
988
688
164
745
1328
414

to issue whether dividends dec!ared in lg2g constituted income to the
petitioners
to market value of oil and gas leases on Mar ch 1, 1913.
issue
in
connection
to
with option payment received for p urchase of land.
to issue regarding fihng of separate return for 1923.
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Taxpayer.

Foster et al. , Willard, executor
Fox, Fontaine '
Francke, Charles F
Frank, Emil
Franklin Telegraph Co
Franklin Title

Frischkorn Development
Fuhlage, Alfred

Volume.

32984
71084
56438
50224
29695
51947
60167
E 67805

Trust Co.s

&k

Board of Tax Appeals.

Co

E.'

61754

25
30
32
27
26

Page.

414
451
613
1158
914
266

)

222

G.
Gambill, A. A
Gamble, Cecil H. , executor '
Gamble, James N. , estate of
Gamble, Mary II., estate of '
Gamble k Stockton Co.s
Gardner, Charles E.
Garron et al. , Isa, bel K. J., executors
Gaston, William A

47902
60840
55595
60840
42707
38575
47705
52163
62309
58787
58788
66511
45240
61218

'

Gay, D. J
Gay, E. C
General Outdoor Advertisiug Co. , Inc. r
George, Jerome R
George Machinery Co. , R. B
Gibbs, G. Wildy
Gillette Rubber Co
Ginsbcrg, Albert A
Ginsbcrg, Nathan A
Given, T. H. , estate of
Glsncy, Inc. , A. R
Globe Construction

Stock Telegraph Co
Gold
Golden, Edward A
Goldman, Maxwell
. Goldsmith, Max
Gordon, Alfred W
Gordon, Kizzic s
Gordon, Max L.s
Gore Bros. , Inc
Gottlieb Realty Co
Graepcr, W. A
Grand River Gravel Co
' Estate tsx decision.
&

Acquiescence relates to deduction for depreciation

32
33
26
25
26

)

c

r
43052
50073
27628
27629
54556
62062
43438
51694
53310
29470
27625
30302
59722
57488
22332
22333
39538
42528
46619
23085

&4

31
31
32
27
26
28

31329

Co

&fz

26

)

&1

24
24
29

81

995
94
892
94
794
1351
292
57
580
580
1011
765
594
18
483
18
18

1161
236
146

26
24
24

914

29

30

804
275
377
377
1290

28
27
22

632
1124

29
27
27

18

915

418

on premises; snd inclusioa in year 1030 in petitioner

Fox's income, $7, &00 representing rentnl value of premises occupied by him.
Acquiescence relates to issue mvolving de1iuction of commissions paid on sale of mortsge notes.
Acquiescence relates to issue whether taxpayer is entitled to the statutory personal exemption ss the
head of a family.
' Acquiescence relates to inclusion in consolidated invested capital of capital stock issued for s tile snd
brick manufacturing plant, etc.
Acquiescence relates to issues regarding allocation of total cost betweea common and preferred stocks
&
&

&

purchnsed.
1 Acquiescence relates to issue whether petitioner realised gain on transfer of certain of its assets to Central
Outdoor Advertisiag Co. for stock of that company.
Acquiescence relates to that part of decision holding that Walter E. Hettman is aot liable as a transferee;
and to limitation issue.
&
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51794
56540
64064

Grant, Harry Johnston

Great Southern Life Insurance Co. '
Green, Robert

D.s

Green, W. S

( 71114
53647
(

Grey Bull Corporation
Griffis, Stanton '
Griffiths, Eva Lavino
Griffiths, George W
Griffiths, John
Griswold Co
Guaranty Building k Loan Co
Gudeon, Walter T
Gulf Coast Irrigation Co. '

Gullett, C. E
Gullett, W. J
Gummey, Frank
Gurnee, Augustus

B.s

Coe, estate of

'

Haberland, Paul
Hafner, Alfred
Hailey-Ola Coal Co
Halladay, Sarah P
Hamburg, Jr. , Sam
Handly, Franklin

Miller

Hanna, R. J., estate of
Hanna, Virginia W. , executrix
Hanscom, Fdward E., estate of r
Hanscom et al. , Melville, executors '
Harbeson Lumber Co. , W. B
Harkness, Edwarrl S
Harkness, Mary S
Harnischf ger, Henry, estate ~r 7
Harnischfeger et al. , Marie x ., executors "
Harper, H. T
Harrah, Marie Yl
Harrah, William F
Harrison, Inc. , J. M

Hartford-Empire

Co

(

43786
46373
63487
47376
38577
63354
42498
48074
68628
55352
54739
60229
83694
40081
41343
52517
52518
61056
42619
29289
48389
57132
80962
26754
30304
66810
67671
74406
62718
62718
44992
44992
33076
51012
65169

(
( 71310
71311

(

69636
69686
62784
25269
21648
50594
29958
41736
58600

Board of Tsx Appeals.
Volume.

80

1028

33

512

24

719

26

1017

27
25

853
1351

30
25
25
33
27

852
1292
1292
537
754
100

24

9o8

81
31
26

1067
1067
894
461

24

24
25
24

1870
888
895
513
915

80

1271

31
81

1126
1126
173
173

31

24
24
24

31

31
31
81
81
27
27

30

Acquiescence in issue involving deductibility of interest paid on matured coupons surrendered
Acquiescence relates to transactions 1, 2, 3, and 4,
Aqufescence relates to issues regarding allocation of total cost between common snd preferred
purchased.
e Acquiescenoe relates to all issues except afhliation
issi e.
e Nonscquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletin XII—
1, withdrawn.
e Estate tsx decision; nonacquiescence
published in Cumulative Bulletin X-2, revoked.
r Estate tax decision.
t

Page,

542

1100'
1100
224
224

1126
1805
1805
45

134

e

e

stocks
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Hastings, Clive, estate of
Hastings, E. E
Hastings, Frederick A
Hatfield J. T
Havard, Charles
Hawk, Henry C. , estate of
Hawk, Ida W. , executrix
Hay, W. H
Hayinan Co, B
Hazelwood, N. H
Helck, Edwin J
Hemphill, Clifford '
Henke Trust, Mrs. Catherine
Henke, Henry, estate of
Henningsen, Walter F

63739
63790
38364
72783
82341
60690
60690
37499
16552
61834
56161
83578
68321
63321

i'

5t&668

62345
60729
63821
46306
33279
22841
57032
63141
16253
62676
62676
41723
42769

Herif 3t Dittmar Land Co
Hervey, W. R
Hess, Nathaniel J
Hettman, Walter E.'
Hewitt, Ers ine
Hickman, Fannie Snyder
Hillman, F. D. , estate of
Hillinan et al. , Judson McClintock, administrators
Himelhoch

Bros.

ik

Co

Hires Co. , Charles E
Hobbs, Henry
Hobbs, Teck
Hoffer, Anita Owens
Hoifer, T. B
Holliday, John H
Hollingswortli, A. E
Hollister, George Buell
Holly Development Co
Holmby Corporation
Holmes, George W
Houghton, Alanson B
Houghton, Jr. , Amory, estate 0 f
Houghton, Arthur A
Houghton, Charles F., estate 0f
Houston Bros. '
Houston, George T.s
Houston, Horace K.s
Houston Land & Trust Co. , trustee
Houston, Philip D.'
Howard et al. , John K

Hubbard,

Edward, estate of

~ Acquiescence
purchased.
s Acquiescence
and to limitation
s Acquiescence
out during 1919,

( 45ti63
47731

27352
27351
33374
33375
64127
542S2
29461
42771
52661

51303
53797
29445
29444
29446
29465
12052

(
(
(

18104
22003
22009
63321
22007
52168
62309
68373
67569

29
29
27
82
25
29
29
25
25
29
82
25
33
38
30

Page.

163
163
1805
1

1161
1061
1061
96
736
595
618
1851
78
78
301

31
31

849
1232
475
877
962
483
1126
1126

26

541

26
26
26
24
24
29
27
26

1351

32
25
24
27

30
24

83
28
29
26
26
26
26

241
241
22
22
1272
621

1359
774

34

1091
605
1359
1859
1359
1359
51
51
51
73
51
57

30

619

22
22
22

33
22

relates to issues regarding allocation of total cost b etween common and preferred stocks
relates to that part of decision holding that Walter E , Eettman is not liable ss a transferee;
issue.
relates only to deduction for business expenses in 1920 snd to number of feet of timber
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Hubbard, Mildred M
Hubbard, Mildred M. , formerly executrix
Hubbard, Mildred M. , transferee
Hughes, E. A
Hunter, C. W. , executor
Hunter, George H. , estate of
Hunter, Jr. , Thomas A. '
Huntington, Henry E., estate of 2
Huntting, Henry R
Hurlbut, E. frl
Hurt et al. , Mrs. A. B., executors
Hurt, Joel, estate of
Huyler's,

Inc

Illinois Cent, ral R.

(

63837
63878
67569
67335
45417
45417
58490
45429
75304
71788
28099
28099
28369
29154
39841

32

33
30
30

i-

62023

R. Co

Iverson, I. C
Iverson, Ruphane B

56299
59687
67639
52761
57835
68002
.
6S504
68003
68503
68001
68505
29585
46272
50981
16429
20899
48838
48837

James, William L
Johnson Florence D. , estate of
Jones Chester Addison '
Jones, R. D

70278
75969
50206
69858

(

Insull, Samuel

Jr. , Samuel

International Ocean Telegraph Co
Interstate Realty Co

Iten Biscuit Co

.

)
)
I

I

)
)

619
619
619

1248

417
417
941
289
495
868
653
653

24

425

25

1107

):2
)

642991

Illinois Power 55 Light Corporation
Independent Ice 4ft Coal Co
Indiana Lamp Corporation
Ingalls, Charles C., estate of s
Insull, Margaret A

Insull,

30
30
30
32
26
26
33
28

Page.

27
28
25
52

32

1

1189
1346
491
773
47
1070
47
1070
47

26
25

1070
914
728

25

880
863
863

30
33
31
29

491
1003
55
928

17

495
213

K.
Hammerdiner, J
Ixansas' City Leasehold 55 Improvcmcnt
Kansas City 4ft Memphis Farms Co

Co. '

41643
46555
35718
51060

2o

1166

Acquiescence in issue as to whether petitioner received a taxable distribution from
Marshall Field 415 Co.
on January 5, 1927, in the amount of 51,116.5n
2
Acquiescence relate to issue regardmg loss from operation of a farm hl 1925 and 1926 and issue
re ardm
increasing deflcienc7 for 1925 by amount of interest accrued on bonds exchanged for
or sr
art ob'ects.
o lec s.
5 Estate tax decision.
4 Acquiescence
as to issue whether petitioner should be allowed to file his return
e urn on comm
community property
basis.
5 Acquiescence
relates to March 1, 1915, value for purposes of calculating gain or loss
upon sale of land
at Versailles, Mo. ; whether the invested capital of the Simcoe Realty Co. should be increased
for 1918j
and the March 1, 1913, value for amortizatiou purposes of a leasehold belonging
Kansas
to
Cit Le b lu
414 Improvement
Co.
2

Acqurzsczwczs
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Kansas City Southern
companies

'

Railway

22668
35527
35528
35529

Co. and affiliated

22

929

25
25

284
284
212
212
212
212
212

35530
35531

Kasch, Ed
Kasch, Theodora
Kell, Frank
Kell, Mrs, Frank
Kell, Joe A
Kell, Willie May
Kelley, John P

Kent, Everett E

(

Kessler, J. M
Kibele, O. B.'
King, Elenrietta M. , estate of
Kingsbury, K. R
Kinney Co. , Inc. , G. R
Kirchner, Julius C
Kleberg et al. , Robert J., executors
Knight, E. D
Kraemer, Samuel
Kuhn, Ida L
Kunau et al. , Oscar F. C. , trustees

Lake Charles Naval Stores
Landers, Douglas J., estate of s
Lang et al. , Florence O. R., executors
Lang, Henry, estate of s
Langworthy, Marjorie C.4
Lawrence, Gls, dys G
Lawson, John
Leamington Hotel Co
Leidcsdorf, Samuel D
Leonard Holding Corporation, George
Letts, Jr. , Arthur
Lewis, Srru A. S
Ley, George W. '
Ley, Mary C.s
Liberty Farms Co
Liberty Hosiery Mills
Lido Building Co. , Inc

Paga

(

48293
48293
69677
69678
69681
69685
38233
39o76
42589
46064
52640
24882
52632
56382
31397
32980
25428
52632
56865
37822
32609
40267
64815

34630
36940
35443

71117
71117

s

71961
75494

B., estate

of

(

40232
48413
48305
48871
'62106
56163
22336
22337
26717
29899
66546
53385

31
31
31
31
26
26

482

31

849
377
95
1126
1091
1305
95
188
686
216
509

27

31
31
26
27

31
28
25
24
27

25
21
32
32

30
33
25
26
26
26
30

32
27
27
22
31
31

173
1347
527
527
1216
868
154
1004
881
46

800

613
377
377
1298
64
461

Acquiescence relates to the following issues: Deduction of contributions to Y. M. 0, A. , Priests of Palace,
and Association of Railway Executives; and amortization of commissions and expenses incurred in sale
of bonds.
t Aoquiescence relates to that part of decision holding that Walter E. Hettman is not liable as a transferee;
and to limitation issue.
s Estate tax decision.
4 Acquiescence relates to reorganization
issue.
s Acquiescence relates to that part of decision holding that Walter E. Hettman is not liable as a transferee;
and to limitation issue.
&
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Lincoln, Robert Todd, estate of '
Lippincott et al. , J. Bertram, executors
Lippincott, Walter, estate of '
Littauer, Eugene, estate of '
Littauer et al. , Lucius N. , ex& c rtors s

Little, C. B
Lloyd, S. Rose
Lloyd, Walter s
Loeb, Jr. , et al. , William, trustees
Logel, Joseph F
Longyear,

Jr. , John

39167

'

M

Longyear, M. r B., estate of
Loughborough Development Corporation
Lourie, David A.
Luhrig Collieries Co

MacCallum Gauge Co
Malta Temple Association 4
Manhattan Life Insurance Co
Manistique k Lake Superior R. R. Co
Markham Irrigation Co.'
Marston, Edgar L
Martin Hotel Co. and affiliated corporations
Martin et al. , J. Earle, trustees
Martin, T. S., estate of
Martins, Andy s
Marvin, Walter S.r
Masoni, Paul
Matagarda Canal Co.s
Matchette, Franklin J
Matthews, J P
Mauldin, I. M
McAuliife, Agnes A
McCall, Florence '
M c Carter, Uz al H
McConnell, Stella H
M cCool, Bess
McDonald, L. G
McEwan, Anna B
McEwan et al. , Anna B., executors
McEwan, A. F
McEwan, Lillian G
McEwan, W. H. , estate of
McGrew, Elizabeth W

(

49233
49233
51858
51858
61821
75765
44089
34161
37762
40071
47117
56027
62410
36438
46583
51064
27630
40048

70437
29476
32940
35337
41344
61961
16275
44583
44583
22334
38578
58413
40082
41345
40710
26250
26239
49071
47702

69193
43478
46059
25427
25996
25997
25995
25994
25997
26753

Board of Tsx Appeals.
Volume.

Pag8.

24
27
27
25
25
27
32
30
26
24

334
735
735
21
21
1022
887

28

1085

25
29
24
26

252
95

32
16
32
29
24
29
24
24
24

544
408
492

331

635
798

18
194

331
958
976
899

27
25

33

862
862
377
351
843

24
26
22
22

958
909
858
858

29
26

33
29
24
27
26
26
26
26
26
25

624
292
304
32
506
1305
727
727
727
727
727

513

Estate tax decision.
Estate tsx decision; acquiescence relates to issues 4, 5, and 7 of decision.
s Acquiescence relates to question whether the value of rights to subscribe
to certain bonds constitutes
income.
Nonacquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletin VIII-2 withdrawn.
r Acquiescence relates to all issues except afhliation issue.
s Acquiescence relates to that part of decision holding that Walter E. Hettman
is not liable as a transferee
snd to limitation issue.
r Acquiescence relates to issues regarding allocation of total cost
between common snd preferred stoch
I
2

&

purchased.
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McLaughlin, Thomas J
McLennan, A R
McMillan, William Northrup,
McRae, Louise C., executrix
McRae, Philip, estate of I

'

59788
26730
45966
32303
32303

estate of '

29
25
27

247
1052

30

1087
1087

Mead Coal Co. , C. H

(
St. Louis

19930
42513

'

22021
22022
26259
42184

Milgrim & Bros. , Inc. , H. '
Milliken, Sallie Gibbs
Minneapolis, St. Paul &. Sault Ste. Marie Ry. Co
Mississippi Packing Co. , Inc
Missouri State Life Insurance Co.'

33177
31330
74118
20772
58241
62386

Mitchell, L. C
s

Mobile Light & Railroad Co.v
Moore, Edward W. , estate of '
Moore, Louise C. , executrix '
Moorehead, W'illiam A
Moorshead, 0
Mossman, B. Paul '
Mossman, William E., estate of '
Muchnic, H. E., administrator
Munroe, Grace Johnson
Murchison, Mrs. A. H

49259
53458
51305
54701
54708
35443
68338
61722
42513
45032

Milby & Dow Coal & Mining Co

Mitchell, Oscar

318
599

Memphis Memorial Park
Mente & Co. , Inc
Mente, Eugene W
Mente, J. G
Mercantile-Commerce
National Bank in
et al. , executors and trustees '
Mercantile Trust Co. of Baltimore et al
Merrill, Isaac L
pleaser, Richard B., estate of '

Metropolitan Properties Corporation
Michigan Central R. R. Co.'
Michigan Trust Co. et al. , executors

Page.

i

41610
41680
41874
54673
41026
42062
58720
58720
25853
57045
59747
59747
63789
76942
62838

)

ss
29
29
29

21
32

1037
804
804
804
1347
82

31
27
24
28
27

530
556
220
437
556

24

40

24
28
34
24
29
28

853
18
177
376
401
767

27

101

23

543
108
108
858
253
596
596
163
995
257

33
33
22
28

32
32
29
32
28

Estato tax decision; acquiescence, except in so far as concerns the question of situs.
Estate tsx decision.
s Acquiescence relates to the following issues: Whether amount paid by New York Central R. R. Co. to
State of illinois in connection with issuance of bonds was a tax or fee; salvage recovered from ore docks;
credit representing depreciation on propert:y retired in 1918.
t

2

4 Acquiescence relates to issue 1 of decision.
IAcquiesrence does not relate to following issues: Deduction for reserve set up to meet liability upon
matured coupons; adjustment of income for rental of space occupied in home office building and depreciation upon such building.
4 Acquiescence relates to issues regarding assignment
of earnings of iron mines in payment of legal services aud deduction of amount paid to son for alleged services rendered.
1 Acquiescence relates to following issues: 1. Whether payments received by s trustee oa behalf of petitioner in the taxable years in accordance with a written agreement entered into by and between petitioner
and another' iu 1906 constitute taxable payments of rent or noutsxable payments on the selling price of
assets. 2. Whether petitioner sustained statutory net losses for 1924 and 1926 which csa be deducted from
its income for 1926 and 1926, respectively.
I Estate tax decision; acquiescence ia holding that the commuted values of the installruent policies ia
the first two groups should bo included in the gross estate.
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38222
40176
58858
40174
58857

Murphy, Mae A. Ixellcy
Murray, Edward J

Murray, Rebecca J
Murtha 4 Schmohl Co
Musgrove, Floyd L
Mutual Assurance Society of Virginia

17911
42591
43911

)

Page.

26

212

zs

624

zs
17

624
442
. 554

27
24

1102

53044

27

33

50748
50320
24520
37001

28
29
25
23
24

1078
139
407
1362
952

30

32
236
101
101
101
101

N.
Nail et al. , R. F., executors
National Capital Insurance Co. of the District of
Columbia
National Casl. et Co. , Inc. '
National Contra, cting Co.'
National Mill Supply Co

National
National
Neracher,
Netcher,
Netcher,
Netcher,
Netcher,
Newaygo
Newblock
Newbury,
Newbury,

Packing Corporation
Tile Co
George A
Charles, estate of
Gladys Oliver, executrix
Irving
Townsend
Portland Cement Co
Oil Co. of Texas'
Mollie Netcher
Mollie Netcher, trustee
Newell et al. , Sterling, executors '
New England Power Co
Newman et al. , Rose, executors '
Newman, Samuel, ests, te of '
New Market Investment Co. '
Newton, Elizabeth Ik '
Newton, Joseph R., estate of '
New York Central
New York Chicago

(

28045
38049
38052
57835
18593
29105
59598
59598

(.

35719
47703
47705
19932
34437
62040

R. R. Co.s
k St. Louis R. R. Co

Niagara Share Corporation of Maryland
Nibley-Mimnaugh
Lumber Co
Nicodemus, Jr. , F. C.r
Nippert et al. , Alfred K. , executors and trustees
Noonan Estate Trust, F. R

31668
33971
64013
74411
38053
38053
38052
38050
36319

2104?
70813

(

17527
52326
62569
55595
62664

32
26
26
26
26
27
26
26

26
25
25
31

31
17
26

26

109?
696
101
101
773
195
772
772

213
292
292
437

23
51
32
26
32
29

177
832
791
125
892
710

Acquiescence relates to deduction of corporation excise taxes.
'Acquiescence in Board's decisioa that petitioner had the right to
contract, on completed basis and that formula used by petitioner was allocate overhead expenses to each
permissible; and issue relative to
negligence.
s Nonacquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletin XI-2
revoked,
s Estate tax decision.
I Acqufescence relates to March I, 1913, value for purposes
of calculating gain or loss upon sale of land at
Versailles, Mo. ; whether the invested capital of the Simcoe Realty Co. should
be increased for 1918; and the
March I, 1913,value for amortization purposes of a leasehold belonging to
Kansas City
i y Leasehold
ease o A Imp
mprovement Co.
s Acquiescence relates to the following issues:
Whether amount
by New York Central R. R. Co.
to State of Illinois ia connection with issuance of bonds was a tax orpaid
fee; salvage recovered from ore docks
credit representing depreeiatioa on property retired in 1918,
r Nonacquiescence
published in Cumulative Bulletin XI-2 withdrawn.
&

AcuIIIEscENcEs
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Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

North Side Lumber & Timber Co
Northern Coal Co.'
Noyes, Jansen s

Board of Tax Appeals.
Volume.

Page.

34924
34945
38574

27
24
25

1187
307
1351

45778
69686
69680
44090
45745
48121
54714
60746
44089
45746
48143
54713
60745
64272
35721
32335
59957

24

31
31

1082
212
212

80

331

O.
Oakley, Richard H
O'Donohoe, John F
O'Donohoe, Mrs. John
Olmsted, George %

F

s

Olmsted, Iva C.'
Olympia Harbor Lumber Co
Ontario Realty Co '

O'Rear,

E. C.'

Osborne, Owen, estate of'

Pacific & Atlantic Telegraph Co. of the United
States
Pacific Coast Biscuit Co. et al. '
Package Machinery Co
Paine et al. , Francis Ward, executors
Paine, William A. , estate of
Palm Beach Mathcr Co
Palmer, Bradley W s
Parke, Davis & Co
Parker, Clara B., executrix'
Parker, George D. , estate of s
Parkland Ice & Coal Storage Co
Parriott F B ie
Patterson, Elizabeth P
Peavy-Byrnes

Lumber Co

30

30
17

29586
71588
54334

34113
34113

(

43850
62652
62717
58604
58604
67640
30989
76058
15824
16354
25984

28
29

698
374

26
32
28
25
25
24
32

914
39
980
764
764
536
550

31
31
31
27
28
33

)

114
213

427
644
644
1346

917
57
223

t Acquiescence relates to inventory issue.
stocks
4 Acquiescence
relates to issues regarding allocation of total cost between conunon and preferred
purchased.
to certain bonds constttuhs
4 Acquiescence relates to question whether the value of rights to subscribe
income
calculating gain or loss upon sales of land
4 Acquiescence relates to March 1, 1918, value for purposes of
of ttte Sttncoe Realty Co. should be increased for 1918;
at Versailles, Mo. ;whether the invested capitalpurposes
of a leasehold belonging to Kansas City Leasehold
and the March 1, 1913, value for amortization
Co.
dr Improvemont
automobile partly used in
r Acquiescence relates to issue as to allowable deduction of cost of operating
taxpayer's business in 1924.
XIII-1
withdrawn.
4 r onacquiescence
published in Cumulative Bulletin
of petitioner's charter.
t Acquiescence with respect to deduction of expense incident to amendruentvrhere
the stock in respect of
4 Acquiescence
relates to issue whether stock rights were capital assets
the rights.
sale
of
to
prior
two
years
than
more
for
held
been
which they were issued had
Commissioner expect
favor
of
in
wholly
wss
not
' Acquiescence relates to all questions vvherein decision
decision regarding existence of partnership of George D. Parker Co.
Revenue Act of
section
211(b),
benefit
of
to
t4 Acquiescence relates to right of overriding royalty owners
1918.
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Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

Peavy-Moore Lumber Co
Peavy-Wilson

I.umber

Co

Peck, Clara S., estate of
Peck et al. , Fremont C. , executors
Pegg, Albert O. '
Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co
Pennsylvania Indemnity Co
Pennsylvania Investors Co
Peoples Life Insurance Co.'
Perata, John M
Perkins et al. , Jacob

Perkins et al. , Thomas N. s

Perry, Howard E
Perry, Raymond A. , estate of
Pershouse, Alice E
Pershouse, Mabel B
Peters, Andrew J.'
Phillips, C. J
Phoenix Insurance Co
Pictorial Review Co

Piggly Wiggly Corporation
Pitkin, George P

Pittsburgh

Athletic Co.'

Pittsburgh Melting Co
Pittsburgh ci'r West Virginia Ry. Co
Pizitz Dry Goods Co. , Louis

15823
16355
25986
15822
16356
25985
61520
( 61521
61520
61521
22338
52577
59670
71992
20766
66969
71744
57923
28701
57848
58305
58306
58443
58475
58770
58772
58904
58905
58906
58907
58917
58918
58925
69855
63645
26749
26748
54050
47901
48867
43995
25126
43860
65173
60569
66964
67422
44858
72157
72158
46585
Vyalter E. Hettman

Board of Tax Appeals
Volume

(
(

(

)
)

(

)

(
(

Page

25

223

25

223

87

31
27
32
30

(

87
377
339

24

413
376

31
33
25

706
843

1123

606

33
32
25
25
28
26
29
26
28
31

394

27

1074

22

636
66
161

442

513
513
976
995
291
472

412
403

Acquiescence relates to that Part of decision holding that
is not liable as a transferee; and to limitation issue.
3 Acquiescence relates onlv to treatment
of rental value,
3 Acquiescence relates to the following iscue-:
Ic any part of the deficiency as to Eastern Carbon Black Co., Thompson Oil Co. G. H. M. Co. and
,
Davis
,
Bros. Co. due to fraud with intent to evade tax?
Did the shares of Interstate Gas Co. stock received by G. H. M. Co. as a div:. dend from Easter
Carbon
Black Co. constitute in part a liquidating dividend?
' Konacquiescence Published in Cumulative BuBetin XII-2 revoked
3

I9
AcqxffascENcEs
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Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

(.

P-M-K Petroleum Co. '
Polar Ice 5t Coal Co
Pope, Olive R
Powell, Benjamin I
Powel, T. I. Hare t
Prairie Oil k. Gas Co
Price, Laura M

Price, W. E
Prophylactic

Brush Co

Prosperity Co. , Inc. s
Prosser, Constance B
Provident Trust Co. of Philadelphia,
Putnam Trust Co
Putty, Mrs. Malcolm

50576
54779
67638
29274
50380
64464
57117
40659
41072
32996
47845
E 47846
45896
59468
26752
59957
34743
69683

Quinn, Evan V
Quinn, Martin M
Quinn, Paul H

Ramish, Adolph
Ramish, Inc. , Adolph
Randall, Marjorie G.'
Rapp, John W. , estate of
Rauh Realty Co

Ray Oil Co.'
Reardon 4 Sons Co. , John
Record Petroleum Co
Reese, Augusta Bliss
Remco Steamship Co
Reynard Corporation '
Reynolds Cattle Co
Rhea, Isaac T
Rhea, Mrs. Isaac T
Rhodes, Herman M
Rialto Mining Corporation
Richards k Hirschfeld, Inc
Richardson, Amy S., executrix s
Richardson, Charles W. , estate of '
Richmond, Fredericksburg k Potomac
Riggs National Bank

"

(
(

(
R. R. Co.'

Volume.

Page.

24
27
25
26
27
29
24
24

360
1346
1161
509
55

25

676

27
25
29
26
31

513
374

8544
8598
8574

26
26
26

970
970
970

39568
39569
38971
28618
32822
34332
20773
50962
62424
57728
67386
70795
68445
71463
54960
54959
54899
48692
56877
21715
64023
64023
68876
30903

30
30

1290
1290
475
1061

(
executor'

Board of Tax Appeals.

27
24
26
28
24
32
29

30
30

31
29
29
34
25
24
31

31
33
17

113
216
216

28
655
212

48
1204
376
1270
565
579
451

206
804
804
212
980
1280
245
245
895
615

Acquiescence relates to third issue of decision.
' Nonacquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletin XII-1 withdrawn,
s Acquiescence rolsies to deduction of loss resulting from liquidation of one of its subsidiaries.
' Nonacquiesccnce published in Cumulative Bulletin XIII-1 withdrawn.
4 Acquiescence
in that pert of decision relating to deductibility of loss sustained In 1994 from sale of
residence.
4 Acquiescence relates to issue whether petitioner wss taxable in 1923 ss a trust or as sn smocistion.
r Acquiscence relates to deduction for depreciation on premises; and inclusion in year 1930 in petitioner
Fox's Income, $7, 400, representing rental value of premises occupied by him.
4 Estate tax decision.
~ Acquiescence
relates to increased deduction for loss on retirements of roadway property.
t4 Nonacquiescence published in Cumulative
Bulletin X-2 withdrawn.
t
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Taxpayer.

Ritter Lumber Co. et al. , W. M

Roach Studios, Inc. , Hsl
Robertson, Callie E
Robertson R. R
Robison, Nester L
Robson, Clara P., estate of
Rodeo-V allej o Ferry Co. '
Rogers, Brown & Crocker Bros. , Inc
Rolandelli, Guiliano z
Rosenberg, Louis
Rosenbloom Finance Corporation '
Rossheim, Irving D.'
Roth, Gorton
Roy & Titcomb, Inc
Ruiz, M
Russell, C. C
Russell, Mrs. C. C

(
(

Volume.

(
of the

(

231
117

31

828
635
635

33

)

25
24
32

)

33
24
24

31
26
24

67097
46060
46061

30
24

50613
65675
45966
26651
49304
37447
43121
51944
59486
61156
63920
42908
43145
59612
29854
30238
33610

30
30
27
25
31
25
25
32
32
25
26
32
25
24
24

24

46270

Page.

30
33

28
28

29138

St. Johns Investment Co
St. Louis Union Trust Co. et al. , cotrustees
St. Louis Union Trust Co., executor s

Sanders, W. C
San Marcos Compress Co
San Martinez Oil Co
Sappington, G. Ridgely
Savings Feature of the Relief Department
Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co
Scatena, Elvira '
Schepp Co., L
Schermerhorn, Harriet Pullman
Schumacher, J. P
Scovill Manufacturing Co
Scruggs, Gross R
Scruggs Investment Co

42833
42834
42835
42836
43604
43605
43606
48749
57319
57320
57321
57322
61750
42496
42497
53878
26645
36411
48528
67581
57479
67286
27626
35778
40903
57503
22568

Beard of Tsx Appeals.

1107
949
936
207
843
18
763
857
631

969
746
506
506

973
370

318

949
273
218
1385
295
675
419
1031
1242
265

1174
1174

Acquiescence relates to deduction of contribution to Victorv Hi hwsy gsspcfatjpp
2 Acquiescence
relates to reduction of profit of members of syndicate bv the 21&&
per cent commission due
syndicate manager; snd whether portion of the syndicate income consisting of dividends
shoul&mbe taxed tp
the individuals only st surtax rates.
&
Acquiescence relates to holding of Board that distributions received from Joseph
Finch dz C p
not partial liquidating dividends.
Acquiescence relates to issue whether petitioner realized additional compensation on
ss]e of stp k f
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. , in 1928.
Estate tsx decision; acquiescence, except in so far as concerns the question of situs.
& Acquiescence
relates to issue involving inclusion of fair market value of rights to buy
bonds in petitioncr's income.
&

&

&

~

I,
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Taxpayer.

Board of Tax Appeals.
Volume.

Scruggs, Marian P
Seaconnet Coal Co.'
Searles Real Estate Trust
Second National Bank of Philadelphia
Securities Co
Security First National Bank of Los Angeles et al. ,
executors '
Selbert, Ltd
Sells Sporting Goods Co
Shaffer, C. B.'
Shand, Gadsden
Shapiro, Saro uel
Shaw, David, estate of
Shea, R. P
Shepherd, Ccttie G. , estate of'
Simcoe Realtv Co.'
Simmons, II, et al. , Edward C., executors
Simmons, Edward H
Simmons, George %., estate of
Simmons et al. , Richard W. , executors
Simmons, Wallace D. , estate of
Simms Oil Co. '
Simms Petroleum Co.'
Sinclaire et al. , Helen B., executors
Sinclaire, Henry P. , estate of
Sinclaire, Jr. , Henry P., estate of
Sinclaire et al. , Murray, executors
Sinclaire, Reginald
Sinclaire, William, estate of
Sioux Falls Metal Culvert Co
Sipes, Jasper
Sloss, Hattie Hecht '
Smaather, E. E., estate of '
Smathers Power Typewriter Co
Smith et al. , Elizabeth D. , executors

Smith, I. N. , estate of
Smith, Jessie executrix
Smith, Mrs. )essie
Smii, h, Louis, estate of
Smoot, Lewis E
Sneed, Jr. , J. T
South Memphis Land Co
Southard, Jennie

38711
18089
24489
76825
40553
45429
57069
20771
29259
26238

65158
34499
37835
40034
69166
35720
47210
47211
47212
47212
47210
61497
61496
37703

('.

)

(
(

37703
41070
72605
64835
29260
43968
39291
49668
39291
49668
18876
22313
18876
32578
45694
44500
42592

24
24
25
33
25

1174

28
29
24
29
22
29
24
24

289

32
17
32
32
32
32
32
28

28
26
26
26
26
26

29252
37520
37620
37864

26

26
31
33
29
28
25
25
24
24
24
25

(

Page.

'30

27
27

307

1115
750
446

319

876
1360
858
1012
1235
798
208

213

320
320
320
320
320

1106
1106
1359
1359
1359
1359
1359
1359
1324
709
830
1360
327
291

291
807
807
807
1038
1121
478
897
554

Acquiescence relates to inventory issue.
I Acquiescence relates to issue regarding loss from operation of s farm in 1925 and 1925 and issue regarding
increasmg deficiency far 1925 by amount of interest accrued on bonds exchanged for art objects.
' Acquiescence relates to market value of oil and gss leases on March 1, 1913.
~
Estate tax decision.
' Acquiescence relates to March I, 1913, value for purposes of calculating gain or loss upon sale of land at
Versailles, Mo. ; whether the invested capital of the Simcoe Realty Co. should be increased for 1913; and
the March I, 1913, value for amortization purposes of s leasehold belonging to Kansas City Leasehold 5:
Improvement Co.
s Acquiescence relates to basis for computing depreciation on assets acquired by gimme Oil Co. in 1925
from Clayton Oil 4 Refining Co.
' Acquiescence relates to the following question: Did petitioner receive a dividend from Hecht Broadway Corporation in 1929 in the amount of $1,503?
' Acqu. escance relates to Board's holding that bonuses should be taxed as separate or community property
in accordance with the classification of the properties under the lease; and issue in connection with assessment of deficiency for 1925.
I Acquiescence relates to issue involving deduction for depletion fram advanced royalties or bonuses.
~
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Taxpayer.

Board of Tax Appeals.
Volume.

Southern

4k

29694
21481
29951
37887—
37898
56320
56321
4?006
42434
34946
38408
20770

Atlantic Telegraph Co

Southern Railway Co. et al. '
Spangler, Georgia M
Spangler, J. W
Sprague-Sells Corporation
Sprague k Son Co. , C. H. s
Sprunt k Son, Inc. , Alexander
Standard Beef Co

(

33159
36393

Standard Conveyor Co
Standifer Construction Corporation, G. M
Starr, Frank C
Stauffen, Theodora B
Stearns, Robert L
Steege, W. E
Stegeman, A. V
Stegeman, Jr. , Albert V
Stegeman, Fannie L
Stegeman, H. M
Stegeman, EI. R
Stcgeman, Mabel K
Stcgeman, Willistn L
Stephenson, Ida
Sternberg, Herman J
Stevens, John H
Stevenson Consolidated Oil Co.'
Stewart, Maco, executor
Stewart, Theodore E
Stock Yards Bank of Cincinnati
Stockham, Elijah
Stone et al. , Irving K., executors and trustc
Stone, Irving Lee, estate of 4
Stoneman, David
Storey, H. M
Straubel, F. L. G
Stromeyer, Irene
Stromeyer, William A
Strong, Harold C.s
Stuart, Charles
Stuart, Jr. , Willoughby H
Sugar Creek Coal k Mining Co
Sullivan, Eugene C
Summerfield Co
Sunburst Oil tk Refining Co
Sweinhart, James

( 40873
)
51636

es'

69259
26756
37573
67098
26643
26650
26644
26647
26646
26649
26648
62825
55758
29685
43416
63645
70297
41085
22569
43830
43830
27627
62813
56867
55341
55342
38576
53796
73869
73758
29389
58711
45979
54784

Page.

26

914

2?

673

29
29
30
24
24
24

263
263
1165
307
599
376
281

30
31

?5

24
30
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

33
32
24
23
32

32
25
26
26
26
24

31
29
28
28
25
29
32

31
26
29
23
29

184
671

513
1013
746
949
949
949
949
949
949
949
.252

1039
52
610
442
600

964
631
1
1

18
1126
516
472
472

1351
605
573
344

1359
77
829

1179

Acquiescence relates to following issues: 1. Did petitioner realize taxable income
from un f
Portions of amounts dePosited by shippers for construction of facilities for use of such
sh~tppersf
3 pyh
bonds were sold at a Premium Prior to March 1, 1913, is the amortized portion
of
such
premtum
acorns
3 Did Oom4ufsstoner erroneously exclude from adiustment for materi
equivalent to inflation contained in book value of such materials and supplies as were not ~zd
d
4 Acquiescence
relates io inventory issue.
' Acquiescence
relates io issues regarding reduction of income for fiscal year
ending
b,
ovember
3p fg34
by loss sustained for 11 months ending November 3p, fg&3, and inclusion in income
for all years of $1 par
valuo of capital stock of Sunburst. Oil 3: Gas Co. received by petitioner as
a
premium.
4 Estate tax
decision; acquiescence relates to issue involving deductions from
gross estate,
4 Acquiescence
relates to issues regardiug allocation of total cost between cotumon
on an
and pre
preferred
erre stocks
purchased.

AcctmzscENcEs
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No.

Taxpayer.

Talbot,

J. A i

Teague, E. B
Texas Irrigation Co.'
Thiele, Walter
Thompson, Edward W
Thompson, W. L
Three Rivers Security Corporation
Thrift Realty Co

86191
73034
40083
c 41846
67506

51108
51104

44857
44880
, 50658
81029
38464
42340
45957

Tiift, Charles

31030
33465

Tifft, Lewis E
Times-Picayune Publishing Co
Tobey, Maurice
Tolcrton dt Warfield Co.t
Torrens, James H '
Tracy, David E., estate of

Tracy et al. , Gertrude Hemler, trustee
Tracy, William R
Tresner, Amy

Tricou, Sallie S
Trinity Drilling Co.s
Troll, Annie
Trost, Edward E
Trout, H. W
True, Edkvard C
Turbcville, Allie M

Turner, Kathlecn M. s
Turrish, Henry
Twin Bell Oil Syndicate
Twining, Edmund S
Ulster k Delaware R. R. Co
Union Lard Corporation

428-t 1

(
(

45958
48892
49589
27624
45820
53778
54828
62982
54828
62982
45513
66708
28098

( 40258
61498

61215
78848
89020
68501
43733
47900
55558
64884
64560
22840
44742

Board of Tsx Appetds,
Volume.

28
32
24
32
28
28

30
29
25

Page.

792
641
958
134
657
657
636
545

986

25

27
24
28

277
18
892
787

31
30

1156

30

1156

25

1055
615
187
441

30
31
33
25
28
83
34
27
31

713
1106
598
24
1210
671
288

377

29518
70296

27
24
26
32

28927
20769

25
24

109
376

913
165
600

Acquiescence relates to loss incurred in sale of a boat.
relates to all issues except affiliation issue.
t Acquiescence relates to issue regarding deduction of loss sustained by petitioner during nonaffiliated
period.
not taxable on any part of the
' Acquiescence in Board's decision in so far as it holds that petitioner inwas1028.
sons
proceeds of the 100 shares preferred stock given by him to his four
acquired
by gimme Oil Co. in 1020
assets
on
depreciation
computing
basis
for
4 Acquiescence
relates to
from Clayton Oil A ltedning Co.
s transe Acquiescence relates to that part of decisiou holding that Walter E. Hettman fs not liable ss
feree; and to limitation issue.
t

' Acquiescence
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Docket
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Taxpayer.

Union Pacific

R. R. Co '

Union Pacific

R. R. Co. et al '

Union & Peoples National

'

51530
70188
70219
3568985649
35684
r 35680
40060
40061

Bank of Jackson et al. ,

l

Board of Tax Appeals
Volume

32

Page

383

1126

40062

70456

30
29
27

127?
731

( 26757

25

513

Vaillant, Ethel N etcher
Vermont Hydro-Electric Corporation
Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke Co

88051
59638
51576

26
29
29

101
1006
1087

Walker, George H. , estate of
Walker Products Corporation
Ward Bros. Co

31869

23
80
24

668
686
989

20

1225

31

1126
576

administrators
Union Trust Co. of Pittsburgh, trustee
United Autographic Register Co
United States Trust Co. of New York, trustee

s

44856
80992
58039
58040

Warner Co.'
Warner, Ralph C
Washington Market Co
Waterbury, Charlotte M. '
Waterbury, Donald N. '
Waterbury, Eugene W '
Waterbury, Whitford N. '
Watson, Jr. , John H
Wayne County & Home Savings Bank
Wedding, G. G
Weeks, Alanson
Wcis, Samuel W
Wheelock, R. L
Wheelock, Mrs. R. L
White Oak Transportation Coy
Whitman, Ward & Lee Co
Whitney, Williard M
Whitson, Thomas J
Wilcox, C. B
Williams, Jr. , Alford J

61009
80384
26747-

( 59190
62510

s

48912
73381
73880
78888
78882
53414
49144
56442
63916
62126
87806
87805
18088
61552
87927
40283
46871
66915

25

38
88

33
33
27
26
92

31

:0

28
28
24
29
26
25
27

29

483

208
208
208
208
468
761
618
627
478

611
611
307
670
212
154
580
892

&Acquiescence relates to issues with respect to loss sustained by O. & W. R. R. Co.
exchange of land
in Seattle in 1925; amount of loss sustained by O. & W. Railroad and Navigation Co. in on
in Multnomah. County, Oreg. ; contributions to hospital departments in 1924, 1925, and 192o on sale of land
of discount on bonds issued prior to March I, 1913, and commissions; unrefundable portion1926; amortization
of deposit made
with petitioner in connection with construction of branch line.
r Acquiescence relates to donations issue; amortization of
discount on bonds issued prior to 1912 corn utation of tax for 1920.
r Estate tax decision.
t Nonacquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletin XII-I,
withdrawn.
4 Acquiescence
relates to issue as to basic values of stock.
s Nonacquiescence
published in Cumulative Bulletin XI-2, revoked.
I Acquiescence relates to inventory issue.
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Williams, Ella J
Williams, L. H
'Williams, W. W
Williamson, Alexander

Williamson,

Archibald

(
(Lord Forres)

29273
58789
46062
40281
43972
40229
48978

25

1161

24

580
506
154

31

)
)

Page.

25
25

154
615
187

30
31
33

Willis, Mary

66718

Wilson Jz Co. , Inc. , of California
Wilson 4 Co. , Lee
Wilson Commission Co
Wilson Furs, Inc
Wilson, George S., estate of '
Wilson Shipbuilding Co.'
Winne, Walter G
Winslow, Mary N
Wolf, A. C
Wood, Fred T
Wood Lumber Co. , E. K

20768
38826
20767
57058
50828
34337
60900
76059
56489
38808
23605
24156
71962
54741
60227
25881
25854
45508

26

94
858
21

62023

30

1107

34161

84
24
26

815

5242

21

152

Woodard, John S.'
Woodward, Arthur P
Wray, Eliza J
Wright, George M
Wright, Leonard Marshall

(

441
376
840
376

24

25
24

29.
30
25
27

319
1136
182
869
57

33
32
27

613

25

1018
1216
100

30
82
24
22

162

Y.
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Ry C 0
Young, Ethel P
Yukon Alaska Trust
Zinsser
t
r
s

8z

Co

62991
( 38868

1

635

Estate tax decision.
Acquiescence does uot relate to issue 5 of decision.
Acquiescence relates to reorgauisatiou issue.

The Commissioner has withdrawn his acquiescence in the following
decisions of the United States Board of Tax Appeals:
Board of Tax Appeals.
Taxpayer.

McIlhenny et al. , Frances Plumer, executors '
McIlhenny, John D. , estate of '
Wade, Jeptha H, , estate of '
Wade, Jr. , et al. , Jeptha H. , executors '
t

—

Docket
No.

45008
45008
43164
48164

Estate tax decision; acquiescence published iu Cumulative Bulletin X-2.
84326' 30
2

—

Volume.

22
22
21
21

Page.

1093
1098
389
339

The Commissioner does NOT acquiesce in the following decisions
of the United States Board of Tax Appeals:
Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

Board of Tax Appeals.
Volume.

Abelson Rca!ty Co. , Inc
Abelson's, Inc

A.

Ackcrman, Irving C

Park Co
A!hers, William H '
A'lbrecht et al. , Katherine B., executrices
.Alkcr, Vera M. Ko'nler
AI!ied Furriers Corporation
American Brick 8 Tile Corporation
A'alameda

'-

American Central Life Insllrance Co.s
America, n Gas dr Electric Securities Corporation
American Ideal Cleaning Co
'American Railways Co

American Refrigerator

Transit Co

American Seating Co.'
Ames, Muriel 0"kes
Ames, Jr, Ward
Apartment Corporation
Appleby, Francis S
Afabol Manufacturing Co
Archbald, Edward B

'Archbald,

Joseph A

-Aichbald,

Jr. , Joseph

58792
58798
80811
31684
40948
40949
8855
74759
41295

86116
50059
29994
80188
81998
56024
68486
62604
49205
67662
64782
67602
c 72861
14676

71811
49817

850
8 78
1091

33
27
25
24
22

243
457

1121

1182

83
30
30

245
529

31

465

14
80
27

828

989

27

887

27
25
28

837
928
582

29

750

28

621

27
27
27
28
23
80

859
859
859
1811
1311
194

67199
57374

relates to issue concerning loss on sale of

25

65062

Auto Strop Safety Razor Co. , In c

t Nonacquiesoence

512

26
27

40544
40751

s
s

24

31

Atlas Life Insure, nce Co

.Babson, Fred K
Babson, Gustavus
Babson, Henry B
'Baliinger, Bessie M. , executrix
Ballinger, Walter F., estate of
Baltifnore k Ohio R. R. Co. '

686

42024
73089
50489

- f 61678
7 65O68
40419
39148

Armstrong, William M
Ashton, Willard II

686

24

516
624
849
533
1068
837

- 'If 61660
65o64
61661

A

24

Page.

52224
52223
52222

82177
82177
37239

26

stock of A. Nash gr Co.
s Estate tax decision; nonacqmescence relates to State
inheritance tax i ae
s Non acquiescence relates to issue whether certain funds
denominated
Xusu red's personal benefit fund
"
were reserve funds required by law, and issue whether the petitioner's

"

"

liability on outstandin
unsurrendered unpaid coupons constitutes a reserve fund required hy law.
s Acquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletin VIII-X
withdrawn.
s Estate tax decision,
s Nonacquiescence
relates to deductibility as expense for year 192C of amount for rnainten
ce of ways
and structures.

27
NorrAcqcrEscENcss

—Continued.
Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

Board of Tax Appeals.
Volume

55587

Bank of California, National Association
Bankers Trust Co. , trustee
Bartlett, J. Kemp
Bashford, Raymond I
Bass, Francis M
Bateman, F. L
Bay, Robert P
Bebb, Richard E., estate of i
Beebe, Junius, trustee
Beebe, Marcus, estate of
Behan, Thomas W
Belfast Investment Co.'
Bell, Frederic D., estate of
Bell

k

60699
( 32459

Sons, Samuel

Beresford, Vivien Helen de la Poer, estate of
Berkeley Elall School, Inc
Bindley, Mary M. , estate of
Bismarck Triburte Co
Blair, Cecil Charles
Blair, Edward. T
Bliss, Sydney R
Bliss, Valentine
Blum, Bessie
Blum, David
Board of Fi;e Underwriters of the City of Duluth
Boca Ceigs, Development Co
Boehringer, Rudolph s
Bonwit, Paul J
Boston Safe Deposit & Trust Co. et al. , executors
Bowcn, Edwin L.s
Bowman-Biltmore Hotels Corporation
s

Bowman Hotel Corporation

Brackman, J. W
Bradbury I. C
Briskey Co
British-American Tobacco Co. , Ltd
Brooklyn City R. R. Co
Brooklyn 4 Queens Transit Corporation
Brooklyn Radio Service Corporation
Brooks, Reginald
Brown, Frank A. , estate of
Brown, H. C
Brown, Harry A
Brown, Pearl B., executrix
Broxvning, John N

'

63632
71565
73626
47772
66014
4129o
52707
52707
75428
19128
69534
38056
41647
E 45616
67259
47415
58871
59660
69803
42313
63741
55902
53422
52221
52220
43150
40446
49891
53661
49272
62985
41472
43629
10651
24912
28971
38006
45714
45780
60899
41224
20853
208o3
61229
68560
47677
88348
48136
47677
72713

30
24
28

33
30
34

556
10
285
10
4

28
27
26
26
82
17

31
32

851
1168
1091
190
190
1088
213
945
701

22

793

31
31
28
33
29
31

329

1116
113

83
80
38

281
1096
1192
962
782
580
580
860
941
8
507
679
208

24

1193

24

1193

24
23
29

259
1351
987

27
27
27

226
77
77
269
70

26
26

29
29
26
2o
29

31
31
26
25
26
26

31

Estate tax decision; nonacquiescenee relates to State inheritance tax is-ue.
Nonacquiescence in issue as to whether petitioner is entitled to deductiou for amortization
tract warehouse for 1918.
s Estate tax decision.
t
s

Page.

901
631
931
901
927
of tbs Les

' Nonacquiescence relates to issue involving reorganization.
s Nonacquiescence relates to issue whether gains on sale of stock of the Woterb ury Chemical Co, were
taxable to petitioners or to trusts crested by them.

28
NONAcgufxscENcEs

—Continued.

Butler-Veitch Co

72714
32584
44153
44684
32584
44153
44684
76255
16075
16076
31209
47800
37321
44909
58795
9447
10202
10755
33469
42684
50305
45169
45170

Cadwaladcr, Mary Helen
Cadwa!ader, Jr. , Richard M

71800

Browning, S. P

Buck, John A, , estate of

'

Buck et al. , Ma, ry M. , executors '

Buckhardt, August
Buffalo Union Iron Furnace Co. '
Bullock, George '
Bunge North American Grain Corporation
Burdett", Clara
Burley, Blailche B., executrix
Burrill, Edward L
Busche,

(

F. C.

4

Business Real Estate Trust of Boston

(

Champion, David J.s
Champion, T. Pierre s
Chandler, Constance

Volume.

31

)

(

31736

25

780

32
23
23
27

1272
439

25

692

710
150

26
26

615
1401

10

1345

25

191

)

23

27
32

1078
1157

si
26
26
27
27

81
28

28
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
26
25
25
33
27

55568
67471

927

i

}
36382
51880
51881
47444
53489
45303
45392
51882
47669
51883
51884
51885
47669
51886
58793
24837

Page.

25

46327

Carcy, Robert
Carey Fibre Products Co. , Emerson
Carey Salt Co
Carroll, J I
Carroll, Lena Carter
Carson Esi, ate Co
Carson, John E
Carson, Rose L
Carter, A. L
Carter, A. E. , administrator
Carter, Mrs. A. L
Carter, E. A
Carter, Lillie N
Carter, Maude H. , estate of
Carter, Jr. , W. T
Cassels, Robert
Central Market Street Co. '
Central Union Trust Co. of New York, executor
Central United National Bank

Board of Tax Appeals.

Docket
No.

Taxpai er.

675
675
65
65
607
236
236
65
65

65
65
65
65
65
1401
499
757
588

1312
1812
720

~

' Estate tax decision; nonacquics& enee relates to deduction of alnount of a claim filed
against t e
te
and allowed by probate court.
~
Nonacquiescence relates to issue regarding deduction from gross income of fiscal year ended April SD,
1910, of -" ervo for relining blast furnaces.
S Nonscquiescence
relates to issue 1 or decision.
t Acquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletin R—
1 withdrawn.
s Nonscqu';escence
relates to issue re arding Board's jurisdiction of subsidiaries.
Nonacquicscence relates to issue whether redemption of stock was equivalent to taxable dividend.

.

&
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NONAcQUIEscENcEs

—Continued.
Docl-et
No.

Taxpayer.

Board of Tax Appeals.
Volume.

Chandler, Harrison Gray
Chandler, Helen
Chandler, Marian Otis
Chandler, Norman
Chandler, Philip
Chapman, C. F
Charavay, Marius A
Chemical National Bank of New York
Chenowith, H. C
Chicago Dock & Canal Co
Chicago & North Western Ry. Co. '
Chidlaw, Harry Ii
Christensen, Niels A
Clark, Percy H
Clark Thread Co.s

(

(

Cleland Estate Co. , Inc. , Henry A.s
Clovis, C. H
Coastwise Transportation Corporation
Cobleigh, Margaret Edwards, estate of '
Cochrane, David IZ '
Columbia Pacific Shipping Co
Columbus Brick & Tile Co.'
Commercial Garage Co
Commercial Investment Trust Corporation
Community Bond & Mortgage Corporation
Community Mausoleum Co. '
Community Telephone Co
Community Water Service Co
Cone, Edward K
Connelly, James A

'

Connelly, L. B.s
Connelly, Mary B.s
Cook, Elizabeth Erm
Cook, Sam

(

67470
67475
07468
67473
67476
52490
70005
71592
45604
38349
48268
36343
69782
72424
65177
38903
47974
33585
40890

32
32
32
32
32
28
29
30
26
32
22

29

33
31
28

68433

32
28
24
26
29

39916

'

(

720
720
720
720
720
53
1255
178
301
231
1407
1096
79
1082
1127
436

51197

40765
60428
50968
42707
41646
43495
50051
43784
70384
77568
77560
58777
44081
45833
40267
51967
60506
66948
44083
45834
44082
38579
35014

Page.

1167

32
32
26

964
794
793
143
480
19
164
164
1401

30

331

30
30
25
25

331
331
1351

26
22
28
27

33

)

646
725
176

92

Nonacquicscence relates to following issues: Undermsintenance;
proflt and loss on bonds retired;
amortiration of bond discount.
r NonacquiLsceacc relates to issue respecting depreoiation,
s Nonacquiescence
relates to basis for determination of gain or loss oa the sale of property devised subject
to a life estate.
' Estate tax decisirn.
r Acquiesceace published ia Cumulative
Bulletin XII-I revoked.
s Nonsequiescence
relates to inclusion in consolidated invested capital of cap.'ial stock issued (or promissory notes.
s Nonacquiesconco
relates to deduction in 1926 of excess of market value over sale price of stock sold io
employees.
s Nonacquiescence
relates to issue whether the fiasl installment on the sale price of mauso!eum crypts
to be retained by a trustee as a perpetusl care fund should be excluded from the full coniract price in computing profi. the taxpayer reportin. . on the accrual installment basis.
r Nonacquiescence
relates io issue invoivin t!se amounts paid to stockholders by J. G. Curtis Leather
Co. upon cancellation of certain stoci-.
w Nonacquiescence
relates to value of commoa stock of A. merican Chain Co. , Inc. , and the basis of allocation of cost between said common steel- and preferred stock of said company acquired at the same time
and under the same agreement.
&

30
NONActIUI»scKNcEs

Taxpayer.

Cooper, A. T. '
Cosmopolitan Bond k Mortgage Co.'
Coughlin, R. Lawrence and Evelyn W
Coursey, Sarah A. W.s
Crile, Grace McBride
Crispin, Mrs. Egerton
Crosby Oscar T
Cross, maurice
Cunard Coal Co.4
Cuppia, Jerome C
Curlee, Shelby H. , trustee
Czajke, I. T., transferee

—Continued.
Docket
No.

8144
44617
76106
71755
48136
45267
51817
82785
26874
26875
28792
68545
48888
64689

Board of Tax Appeals.
Volume.

7
80
32
83
26
28
27
24

j

Page.

798
717
1048
1068
1020
286
1284
1079
234

26
28
88

1401
778
564

27

2

158
1288
981
405
405
185
185
102

31

1161

31

1161

30
80
88
27
7
19
19
28
82
82
82
32
32
26

826
49
738
515
279
507
466
1270
864
364
364
364
864
1821

D

Davidson, Watson P
Davis, C. R.'
Davis, Frederick H
Davis, Thomas L
Degener, John F., estate of '
Degener, Jr. et al. , John F., executors
De Lisser, horace, estate of '
de Mille, Cecil

B.'

de Mille Productions,

Inc. , Cecil B.'

de Mille Productions, Inc. , William C
Dennett, Marie G.'
Denny, Reginald»
Depew, Ganson
Des Moines Improvement Co. '
Dohrmann, Andrew B. C

Dolomite, Inc
Donner, Carroll E
Donner et al. , Carroll E., executors
Donner et al. , Carroll E., guardians
Donner, Joseph W
Donner, Jr. , Joseph W
Dort, J. Dallas, estate of 4
Douglass, Howard W. , estate of '
Drawoh, Inc

46486
10299
82950
87324
87395
88500
88500
2459
52995
61291
65122

('

71951
52996
61290
65128
53108
61321

('

72028

49516
50860
8573
20658
23969
60661
60237
60286
60235
60236
60285
44785
40031

45014

10
20
24
24
26
26

30
28

1143
666

Acquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletin VII-1 withdrawn.
Nonacquiescence relates to issue involving commissions charged on real estate
loans.
4 Nonacquiescence
relates to the following issue: Computation of taxable
profit to petitioner from sale
of land by the trust during 1930 on the basis of the value of said land
as of March 1, 1913.
' Nonacquiesccnce relates to expenditures for ruins equipment.
4 Acquiescencc published
in Cumulative Buuetin X-1 withdrawn.
' Estate tax decision.
7 Bstate isx
decision; acquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletin X-2
recalled.
4
Nonscquiescence does not relate to the case of Constance A. de Mil!
e, Docket 71932, which was disposed
of by stipulation.
4 Nonacquiescence
relates to deductibility of 310,000 because
had invested became worthless in 1930, although that fact was of the fact that a bond in which petiti. ner
not ascertained until 1931.
is Nonacquiescence relates to deduction
of amount expended for dental bridge work and amount
expended
in keeping petitioner in first-class physical condition.
&

4

NONAVQCIEscENcES

—Continued.
Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

Drunheller,

41515

George

Duff, Robert C. '
Dunham et al. , Lucy Belle, executors
Dunham, Mary Virginia, estate of '

Dye, Clarke

'

E

Edison Securities Corporation
Edward Securities Corporation
Eifert, Earl C
Eldridge, Alice H. '
Eldridge, A. S.'
Elkins, Hallie D.'
Elkins, William L., estate of
Ely, Elizabeth Taylor
Emery, Mary M. , estate of '
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United
States
Equitable Trust Co. , of New York, ancillary administrator s
Erb et al. , Ray L., executors '
Ethel D. Co
Eustis, Augustus H s
Evening Star Newspaper Co
Everhart, James William

Fairmount Cemetery Association
Farmers Cotton Oil Co
Farmers Life Insurance Co J
Fawsett, Charles F
Feldman, Henry 0
Ferree, C. B
Fidelity 5t Columbia Trust Co. , trustee
Fidelity Union Trust Co. et al. , executors '
Field, Marshall
Fifth Avenue Bank of New York, executor

(

(

Fifth Street Building
E

First National Bank in St. Louis

'

(

Page.

27
23
26
26
33

209
1342
286
286
824

58180
52662
71208
45781
647?9
64778
39255
56449
76546
40899

31
29
30
23
30
30

558
483

31110

(

Volume.

A. ppeals.

45752
37552
46603
46603

74911

East Coast Oil Co. , S. A

Board of Tax

24
28

33
25

918

1351
1321
1321
572
367
249
585

708

33241
57867

67259
29260
32032
71637
61870
66855
26675

31
29

329
1315

27

25
820
762

30925
42811
42679
43317
72057
45359
61542
65041

25
27
27

30
28

318

30
28
32

65042
72236

30

36908
69534
16627
29264
45537
44278
48078

26
31
32

31

1272
105
423

908
236
725
562
171
116
945
701
876

1124

Nonncquiescence relates to issue 2 of decision.
Estate tax decision.
Nonncquiescence relates to deduction of loss in transfer of securities to a corporation in which petitioner
owned nil the stork except qualifying shares.
' Acquiescence puNished in Cumulative Bulletin RI-2 revol-ed.
assets
s Nonacquiescence
relates to the following issues: Reduction of cost basis (March 1, 1913, value) of1913,
to
March 1,
sold by a partnership in 1919 by depreciation allowed in computing income for period ss
part of tl;e sale
December 1, 1915; computation of 1919 partnership profit on sale of assets br considering
vendee.
the
price taxes of the partners paid in 1929 by
' Acquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletin XIII-2 withdrawn.
s Nonncquiesceuce
does not relnto to issue in connection with option payment received for purchase
1

s

s

of land.
t Acquiescence notice published in Cumulntive

Bulletin R-2 recalled.

Norf Accluf EscENcEs

—Continued.

'

First National Bank of Boston, administrator
First Peoples Tm!st
Fisher k Fisher, Inc
Fisher, Irving
Fitzgerald, Thou!as
Fleitmann, William M. , estate of s
Fleitmann, Jr. , et al. , Willis!n M. , executors
Fleming, William

Fleming,

Mrs, William

Flctchc;, Sa.iaihiel R

Flintermann, Ca, rl H. L., estate of
Folger c'c Co. , J. A .

'

Sr

44746
45403
60929
61622
62075
28449
28449
I 61042
—
'L 65676
f 61043
65677
83041
75516
22212
30721
31200
85147

(.

25
26
S2

80
29
22
i

612
551
211
488

1113
1291
1291

)

si

628

}

s&

623

82

996

or

1

88
26
26
26
29
80
28

564
708
708
1328
326
451

32
82
81
oo

260

27
26
22
20
25
25

887
794
1027

75

1

46672
46672
48i386&

62o84
71084

20878,
51947
60167
6780 r

Page.

22

—,

51838

Trust Co.

Franl-s, ,3ack M
Fuhlage, Alfred E.'
Fuller, Alvan T
Furniture Corporation

1183

!

&

5868
61754
&

of America,

I td

Gale, Emily A
Gamble 8" Stockton Co. '
Garcin, Edvvarcl H
Gardner, Charles E.'
Garrie, Daniel T., estate of
Garvan, John Joseph, esta, te of '
Gary, Virginia V. , executrix '
Gassner, Louis '
General Machinery Corporation
General Outdoor Advertising Co. , Inci»
General Iltilities ok Operating Co
Gerard, Erie

!Estat

2

Volume.

-( '

Folgcr Estate Co
Forest Glen Cre-mery Co
Foster, Caroiiroe B., estate of '
Foster ct al. , Charles H. %'. , executors
Foster, I.. B.'
Founders Associates
Fox, Fontaine '
Fox River Paper Co
Franklin Title

Board of Tsx Appeals.

Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

-(

787,&9
72800
72801

61672
42707

21657

88575
31736
44746
40031
4017
70449
66511
52770
45221

I

30
4

33
82
29
28

222
154

878

1351
757
612
1143
1071
1215
1011
934
236

tax decision.
Acquiescence notice published in Cumulative Bulletin X-2 recalled.
Nonacquiescence relates to deductions in 1929 and 1925 on account of losses resulting from
alleged sales
of sccuri!, ies.
o Nonacquiescence
relates to inclusion in income of corporation for years ended March 31, 1930, snd
March 31, 1931, aruounts representing rental of premises occup!ed by its president,
o Nonacquiescence
relates to the question whether Franklin Bond. 4r Mortgage Co. was entitled
to deduct
commissions paid on the sale of its bonds instead of prorating cost over the life of the bonds.
o Nonacquiescence
relates to issue whether redemption of shares of stock represents
payment
in
partial
liquidation of a corporation or a taxable dividend,
Nonacquiescence relates to inclusion in consolidated invested capital of capital stock issued for
promissory notes.
o Nonacquiescence
relates to value of common stock of American Chain
tion of cost, between said common stock and preferred stock of said companyCo. , Inc. , snd the basis of allocaacquired st the same time snd
under the same agreement.
o Acquiescence
published in Cumulative Bulletin X-1 withdrawn.
!o Nonacquiescence in issue involving counsel
fees paid in connection with litigation.
s

o

!
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—Continued.
Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

41641
('62854

Goforth, R. S
Goldberg, Harry S.'
Goldschmidt et al. , Georgette, executors
Goldschmidt, Henry P., estate of z
Goodan, May Chandler
Graham, M. H

77506
75624
31435
16383
17875
52316
52316
5389

16138
16138

s

67472
38335
62029
65577
68324
56540
64064

Grant, Helen E

Great Southern Life Insurance Co. '

71114
48617

Great Western Power Co. of California
Green, H. A
Green, Robert D.r
Greenleaf Textile Corporation
Gregory, Evelyn E
Griffis, Stanton '
Grosvenor, Theodore P
Guitar Trust Estate

Gulf, Mobile

ijz

Hale, Ernest H
Hale, R. W
Hale, W. T

74910
53647
46746
55299
38577
60381

35102
33694
40081
41343

Co.s

Northern

R. R. Co

'o

Volume.

38042

Gerlach, Theodore R
Gcrvtle et al. Mark L.'
Gessner, Herman
Girard Trust Co. et al. , administrators
Gladding, Mary D. , estate of '
G. M. & S. Co
Goetjen ijr Mietson Co

Gulf Coast Irrigation

Board of Tax Appeals.

n

( 24887 )
(

33
32
32
27
26
26

32
32

14
14
32
26

565
830
1258
926
385
223
223
1206
1206
1073

1010
1010
720
301

760

ss

512

30
33

503
824

24
26
27
25

31
2o

.

719
737
223

1351
574
1213

4

233

42150

67105
67750
67751

Page.

33
32
32

504

356
356

i Nonacquiescence
relates to the following question: Are petiticners entitled to deduct on their individual returns the operating and capital losses sustained by real estate syndicates of which they v-ere
members?
z And 19 related dockets.
r Estato tax decision.
~ Acquiescence
published in Cumulative Bulletin X-1 withdrawn.
s Estate tax decision; acquiescence published
in Cumulative Bulletin X-2 recalled.
ii Nonacquiescence
in followin issues:
s loan where it foreclosed liens on certain bonds pledged
accrued
upon
interest
Did the i, axpayer realize
as collateral?
where notes were exchanged for new notes which
net
income
taxable
interest
as
Did taxpayer realize
includod interest and the ncw notes were not paid during the taxable year?
three
other insurance companies during the taxable
of
business
assets
and
the
)Vbere taxpayer acquired
year, was income realized upon the collection of interest that was accrued but not paid ss of date of purchase?
Nonacquiescence relates to transaction 6.
s Nonncquicscence
relates to value of common stock of American Chain Co. , Inc. , and the basis of allocation of cost between said common stock nnd preferred stock of said company acquired st the same time
agreement.
same
snd under the
z Nonncquiesceucc
relatos to affiliatio issue.
» Nonncquiescence relates to issues involving sward of Interstate Commcrce Commission in 1929 for
transportation of United States mnils in 1916 and 1917; snd deduction in 1926 for depreciation on ways
anil structures.
ii Nonacquiescence applies to the entire decision of the Board in so fsr as it is adverse to the Commissioner.
Partial acquiescence published in Bulletin XI-26 revoked.
&

NONAcQIIIEsoENczs~ontinued.
Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

Board of Tax Appeals.
Volume

Hall, Harry E. R., estate of
Hall, Martha M
Hancock, G. Alla, n
Hanson, Charles C
Harbison, Ralph W. '
Harbison, William Albert '
Hardwick, Marjory Taylor
Harlan, George H
Harris, Allen '
Harris, Simon
Harrison, James M
Harrison, J. E
Hart, John H
Hartley, Cavour, executor
Hartley, G. G. , estate of
Hauser, W. E
Hawley Investment

Co

Hazeltine Corporation

Hedrick,

J. T

Heffelfinger,

Frank T

Heller, B. G
Hefnphill, Clifi'ord s
Hendrickson, Joseph G. , estate of
Henn, A. W
Hcnritze, J. B
Henritze, Nell
Henritze, T. R
Henritze, T. W
Hermann, John C
Hertenstein, Freda M
Hertenstein, Frederick
Hicklnan, Howard C
Hieronymus, Carl Richard, estate of
Highlands,
Evanston-Lincolnwood
Subdivision,
First Addition, Trust No. 1546, et al
Highlands,
Evanston-Lincolnwood
Subdivision,
Trust No. 1521, et al
Highway Trailer Co
Higley 4 Co. , E. B
Hill, D. F. estate of '
Hill et al. Paul F. executors s
Hinds, Walter DeWitt, estate of 4
' Acquiescence publish d in Cumulative
Bulletin XII-1 withdrawn.
s Acquiescence

J 70004

29
81

7 71598

64501
86867
15398
54846
54347
76545
60500
10980
31632

25
28
26
26

38
30
10
24

66193
45361

80
28
27
27
27

I 52795

't

60115

(

42343
42843
43301
43302
45169

lh
',

45170
42277
47011
51981
60313
33588
41145
44852
o3881
68407
69694
73479
40684
38573
73029
87102
60609
60607
60608
60606
51959
'55988
55986
87869
48980

)

26

)

28

Page.

1255

1018
607
590
896
896

249
804
1874
512
966
236
528
952
952
1178

1232

25
25
32
20
28
28
28
28
27
29
29
27
24

259
1351
449
1138
1172
1172
1172
1172
409
216
216
807
269

74464

32

760

74465
44568

82
28
2o
24
24
82

760
792
127
1144
1144
254

51003
29399
29899
49860

published in Cumulative Bulletin X-I withdrawn.
s Nonacquiescence
relates to value of common stock
American Ch am Co„Inc , and the b asia of allocation of cost bet~san said common stock and preferredof stock
of said company ac quired at th e same time
and under the same agreement.
4 Estate tsx decision.

scnwczs

NoNAc421(f
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Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

Hittell, John B
Hodges, Agnes Wiley, executrix
Hodges, W. L., cstatc of
Hodges, W. L, , trustee
Hoge, Arthur K. estate of
Hoge, Blanche C. , executrix
Hoge et al. , Ethel H. , executors

Holmes, Carl
Holmes,

&4z

t

Nonscquiesccnce

for the computation

( 606'74

33
30
2?

718
337
1229

27

660

27

1229

27

660

33
30

318

5339544043
52861
48631
51570

Home Title Insurance Co
Honnold, W. L
Household Products, Inc
Housman, . Clarence J
Housman, Frederick
Houston Baseball Association
Houston Bros. '
Houston, George T.'
Houston, Horace K.'
Houston, Philip D.r
Hulburd, Charles H. , estate of
Hulburd, De I'"orest, individually
and trustee
Hummel-Ross I"ibre Corporation
Humphrey, Dudley T
Hunter, G. W. , estate of '
Hunter, Jr. , Tholnas A. '
Huntington, Henry E., estate of
Hutchison Coal Co
Hyde, James H

Northwestern
Indianapolis
Ingra(n, Thomas J
Irvington Investments Co

718

(:.

Holmes, Margaret A

Ry. Co

33

58119
58118
58119
449-13

E. A. , trustee

&fz

'i3394
( ,63737

55211
44809
"8!98
o 74

.

(-'

45430
1205?
l;3104
22008
22009
22007
2.028

24
26
26
24
22
22
22
22
27

646
646

774
594
1401
1401
69
51
51
51
51

1123

67201
35688
29291

30

1160

25
28

234
1281

33859
33861
56948
77557

24
24
32
32

197
197
1063
1165

335(i4
58490
45429

25

34939
65495
69952

Traction Co

301
301

31

27

643!(3

Danville

276
301

1123
451
280
1078
941
289
973
256

22028
598((5

31
32

33
28
24

Electric

relates to March 1, 1913, value, and to the basis for the deduction
of gain or loss upon subsequent sale of (ho timber.

' Estate tax decision.
' Nonscquiescence in

26
26
26
32
32

and as executor

'

Page.

33

( 52861
51473

F

Illinois Life Insurance Co
Imperial Elevator Co
Imperial Investnient, Co
Indianapolis, Crawfordsville

Volume.

70820
38336
38336
38337
68435
68435
I 5((118

i

Hoge, James D. , estate of
Holding Corporation, O. P P
Holmes Bakery c('z Confectionery

Board of Tsx Appeals.

for depletion aud

"B"

issue involving question of realization of taxable prost on excrxsnge of class
common stock for class "A" stock.
r Nonacquiescence rcla(os to issue whethe" taxpayer sustained a net loss in any business regularly carried
on in 1924 which could bo carried forward snd deducted from taxable income in 1925.

NorrAcctvrzscz Nczs

—C ontinued.
Docl-et
No.

Taxpayer.

Iten Biscuit Co
Ives, Charles E
Ives Dairy, Inc
Iwicki, E. W. , transferee
Jackson k Eastern Ry. Co
Jackson, Paul Wilde, trust
Jackson, Wermich Trust
Jamison Coal k Coke Co
Janotta, Steffa S.'
Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co
Johnson, A. M
Johnston, F. Harold, executor
Johnston, F. M. , estate of
Johnston, Hugh McBirney, individually
ecutor s, nd trustee
Jones, Bessie R
Jones, Chester Addison s
Junge, Claus, transferee

E

Kitselman, C. M. , estate of
Knapp Kittie A. '
Knox, Seymour H
Koch, Harry A
Kountze, Charles T
Kountze et al. , Charles T., executors
Kountze, Luther L., estate of
Krause et al. , Frances A. , executors '
Krug, George F
Krull, Francis '

Page.

870
579
564

22

288

811
1M

48149
6134o
79029
79029

83
24
24
28
25
82
88
38

22028
58285
50206
64687

27
27
81
88

88295

82807

31690

( 84088
51172
and as ex-

Volume.

29
23
88

42149
(t 74928

Kansas City Southern Pxy. Co. and affiliated companies 4

Keener Oil 5t Glass Co
Keeys, Edward L
Kehoe, John
Kehoe, Sarah
Kelly, Francis J., executor'
Kelly, Rose A. , estate of s
Kerhaugh, Henry S
Kerrigan, Arthur L
King, John M

43667
45164
51527
39878
64658

Board of Tax Appeals.

22668
85527
35528
85529
35580
85531
60789
45860
64609
64609
70890
70899
68976
58794
41549
67474
77812
2775
65208
55318
87828
87535
87585
49860
46718
16985

822

554
89
1885
156
551
551

1123
171
55
564

22

32
28
84
84
31
81
29
26
26
82
38

7
88
26
24
24
24
32
80
10

186
236
59
59
941
941
1014
1401
1158
720
494
790
972
1025
405
405
405
254
1875
1096

Nonacquicscence relates to issue involving deduction for depreciation on ways ond structures.
Gift tsx decision.
Nonacquiescenc
as to issue regarding deduction for depletion.
4 Nonscquieseence
relates to the followmg issues: Deduction of amounts expended to restore petitioner's
roperty notwithstanding the fact that tbe Director General of Railroads made
payment to petitioner for
ls failure to maintain the property; exclusion fronr gross income
of intercompany freight charges on
material and supplies used in making additions and betterments to petitioner's
proper'ty.
' Estate tax decision.
' Acquiescence published in Cmnulative Bullei, in VII-I
withdrawn.
t Acquiescence published iu
Cmnulative Bulletin X-I withdrawn.
&

r

s

Nolc!AcOIJIEscENcEs
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Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

Board of Tax Appeals.
Volume.

Lafayette Life Insurance Co
Langford Invcstmcnt Co. , trustee
Langford, Jr. , ct al. , Pierce P
Langxvorthy, Marjorie C.'
Laube, Justus
Laun, Alfred A
Laun, J. B
Lazarus & Co. , F. & R
Leeper, Frank E., estate of
Leeper, Pearl E
Leetonia Furnace Co
Lembcl-e, George A
Leon & Son, Inc. , Albert
Levine, Hyman '
Liberty Marine Insurance Co
Liebes & Co. , H
Linderman, William S., executor
Littauer, Eugene, estate of '
Littauer et al. , Lucius N. , executors
Livingood, Chs, ries J., executor '
Lloyd, Walter s
Loffland, J. M. s
Loffiand, T. S.'
Louis, Cora Ik
Louisville Trust Co. et al. , trustees
Lustig, David L., estate of '

(
(

(
3

Malcrncc, D. 8
Mallory, L. W. , estate of
Malloy & Co
Manchester Coal Co
Manhattan Life Insurance Co
Mann, George D
Manus-Muller & Co. , Inc
Margay Oil Corporation
lVlarkham Irrigation Co.'
Marvin, Walter S.'
Matagarda Canal Co, '
Mathcson, Hugh M
Mathccvs, Susan H. , executrix

41721
42663
57203
67203
71961
70007
71595
45347
45348
69481
69750
45266
45265
32272
75365
534.40
7435
07263
28644
35038
58871
51858
51858
40899
48120
13425
13426
49179
65040
70582
63553
33231
57906
33392
60827
54223
63370
59778
44891
41344
38578
40082
41345

71353
43208

Page.

946
28
28
30
29
26
26
32
28
28
23
33
29
8
32
23
28
25
25
25
30
10
10
29

30
33

31
27

24
28
33
30
26
24
25
24
31

33

222
222

1216
1265
764
764

633
236
236
979
700
251
298
736
787

113
21
21
585

331
14
14
1200
562
1225

662
750

1130
577
129
281

1015
199
958
1351
958
493
682

Nonacquiescence relates to question whether distribution of stock had the effect of distribution of a
taxable diviclend.
t Acquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletiu X-I withdrawn.
s Estate tax decision; nonncquiescence
in respect to that part of decision cvhich holds that nccrued intorest
paid on Federal income taxes for 1997 and 1928 from date of decedent's death to Novembor 3, 1930, is s proper
expense.
administrative
allowablo
c Acquiescence published
in Cumulative Bulletin XI-9 revoked.
Curtis Lentlcer
s Nonacqniesccnce
relates to issue involving the amounts paid to stocl-holders by J.
Co. upon cnncellntion of certain stoclc.
s Nonacquicscencc
relates to depreciation allowable under tho Revenue Act of 1913; ncquioscerce publishec! in Cumulative Bulletin VIII-1 withdrnwn in so far ns it applies to this issue.
7 Estate tax decision.
' Nonncquicsccnce relates to affiliation issue.
s Nonacquiescenco relates to valuo of common stock of American Chain Co. , Inc. , snd thc basis of allocation of cost between snicl common stoclc nnd preferred stool. c. s.cid company ncclnirmi at tho same time
nnd under thc s:uue ngrccment.
c

6.

l
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Taxpayer.

W. B., estate of
McCabe, Ben C
McCabe, George H. , estate of
McCabe, James
McCabe, James Roscoe
McCabe, Milton Mathew
McCabe, William John
McCabe, Jr. , William John
McCormick et al. , Cyrus H. , trustees
McCrory, Luke W. , trustee
McCurdy, W'illiam H. , estate of '
McGrath, James W. and Antonette
McGrath, Marie Louise
McGrath, Robert E
McIlvaiuc et al. , William B., trustees
McKinney, Ida I
McLister, Frank
McMillan, William Northrup, estate of
Merner, Delight Ward
Merrell, Irving S
Metropolita, n Ice Co.s
Meyer, George L., transferee
Meyer, Robert R
IVlichigan Central R. R. Co.'
Miglietta, Olga K
Miles Re"lty Co
Miller, Albert
Mills, J. H. Goadby
Minnesota Tet Co
Missouri State Life Insurance Co.'
Mitchell, Charles E
Mitchell, J, F. B
Mathews,

Mitchell, Oscar

'

Mitchell, William

Mitten Management,

Inc

Modjeski, Ralph
Moore, Alma, V
Moore Bread Co
Moore, Edward W. r estate of
1VIoore, G. H
Moore, John R
Moore, Louise C., executrix r

r

(
'

43208
69783
69779
69778
69781
69777
69780
69784
44139
32444
67681
65040
05042
65039
52931
57226
45823
48562
45966
73406
70103
53936
69525
64654
44032
19930
36379
51394
45368
58797
54227
58241
62386
74720
65834

('-

Volume.

33
29
29
29
29
29
29

29
26
25

31
30
30
30
29
32
27
27
32

33
32
33
27
28
25
31
28
26

34
29
32
33

41G80

41874
54673
58799
42494
53990
61861
49517
64790
68219
41645
58720
38351
64791
68218
58720

27

Page.

682

1096
1096
1096
1096
1096
1096
1096
1172
994
379
562
562
562
304
450

155
318
658
1151
587
564
44
437
243
443
236
1401
145
401

1093
806
101
1401

29

576

28
30

1051

22

793
108
301
1197
108

33
26
30
33

1197

' Estate tax. decision.
r Estate tax decision; nonacquiescence
as to question of situs.
s Acquiescence published in Cumulative
Bulletin XIV-2 withdrawn.
r Nonacquiescence
relates to following issues: Whether ma!1 pay received in 1921 constituted income in
interest
received
on
completed
addition
and bcttcrrnents in final settlement with the Director
1920; rental
General.
' Nonacquiescence relates to deduction for reserve set up to meet liability upon matured coupons; adjustment of income for rental of space occupied in home oiiice build!n and depreciation upon such building.
S Nonacquiescence
relates to issue regarding deduction from income of sprinkling tsx.
Estato tax decision; nonacquiescence in the crnclusions on the third group of polic es that the proceeds
thereof shculd be excluded from the gross estate.

NONActlIIIEscENcEs

—Continued.
Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

Morganite Brush Cb. , Inc
Moro Realty Holding Corporation
Morris, Arthur

J

(

Morriss et al. , Julia L
Morriss Realty Co. Trust No. 1

(

Morriss Realty Co. Trust No. 2
Morse, Emma R., estate of '
Moser, Carolyn L
Mosser, Charles Fi
Mott, Charles Stewart
Mueller, Earl W
Murphy et al. , Fred T., trustees
Murphy Personal Property Trust
Mutual Lifo Inrurance Co. of New York
Myrick, Julian B

Board of Tax Appeals.
Volume.

Page.

26869
87406
44759
50490
64246
41023
41024
45863
45864
41023
45863
41024
45864
44652
55937
55399
51585
57506
45862
48795
48795
9704
51526
63876

24

776

25

1185

33

241

88r99

24
29
25

1076
28

1076

28
27
29
27

1076
1070
216
518
1040
236

30
28
20
25
23
29

724
724
749
822

N.
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Ry
National Casl-et Co. , Inc. '
National Contracting Co.s
National Grange Mutual Liability Co
National Land & Construction Co
National Outdoor Advertising Burea, u, Inc
National Pipe & Foundry Co.'
Neal et al. , J. Henry, trust es
Neill, James '"
Nelms, Frank Haywood
Nelms, Mrs. Frank Haywood
Netchcr, Charles, estate of
Newberry Lumber & Chemical Co
Newbury, Mollie Netcher, trustee
Newport Co
New York Central

R. R. Co.'

New York Life Insurance Co
New York, Ontario & Western Ry. Co
Lumber Co
Nibley-Mimnaugh
Nichols & Cog Lumber Co

J
l

50820
24520
73099
40126
65252
70999
32997
45403
9290
51887

51888
42435
68511

(

42435
35431
19932
84487
62040
88880
52698
17527
28601

25
82

856
139
407
666
562
1025

19

242

31

26
8
27
27
81
88
81
24

551
299
65
65
41
150
41
1246

28

487

24

121?

30

408
978
54

26
24

r Estate tax decision.
profits
s Nonacquiescence
relates to the application of a net amount of operating losses after applying the on
the
parent company
of a subsidiary during the period of a8iliation to reduce the loss sustained by a
company.
subsiiiiary
liquidation of a
192a
costs
in
overhead
of
deductibility
regardin
Nonacquiescence relates to issue 1 of decision and issue
Bulletin IX-2 revoked. Revocation of prior acquicsccncepnd
r Acquiescence published in Cumulative
Board's decision to limit the word "distributod"
present nonacquiescence are due to I, he failure of the
stockholders.
the
made
to
distributions
cash
to the
X-1
withdrawn.
Bulletin
in Cumuhitivc
r Acrprie cence published
income iu
relates to folloivin issues: Whether mail psy mceived in 1921 constituted
rr Nonacquiescence
nts in fiu. l settlement with the Director
betterrn
and.
addition
1920; rental interest received on conrpleted
rr

0eneral.
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Nicholson, James
Nicola, E, Ii'
Nielsen Co. , E. H
North American Investment
Northern Coal Co. i
Northport Shores, Inc
Noyes, Jansen '

C0

Oakman et al. , Mamie R
O'Donnell, Thomas A
Ogden, Hugh W
Old Colony Trust Co. , trustee
Old Mission Portland Cement Co
Old National Bank in Evansville, executor
Olinger Mortuary Association
Oliver, Olive Hume

Olmsted, George W. '

Olmsted, Iva C.4

Olstad,
Omaha
O'Rear,
Oregon

Oscar A
Coca-Cola Bottling C 0

E, C.'

Terminals

Co

Oswego Fails Corporation

Owens,
Owens, Mrs,
Owens, O. 0

Pacific
Pacific
Pacific
Palmer,
Parker,
Parker,
Parker,

66966
57417
8899
30188
34945
64500
38574

J. T

Coast Biscuit Co. et al. '
Nash Motor Co
Rock & Gravel Co
Bradley W r
Clara B., executrix '
George D. , estate of s
Herbert 1., estate of '

'

42917
52987
62979
28943
74928
88858
67681
36502
65640
44090
45745
48121
54714
60746
44089
45746
48148
54713
60745
76688
52641
32885
68893
28301
82678
r
34352
68149
63150
31986

82
88
26
24
24
31
25

24
38
25
81

23
80

Page.

977

1113
228

419
807
1018
1351

84
1277
1239

311

305
379
1281
1880

80

30
32
26
28
29

670
1128
698
1882
60

469
469
1147

71588
45169
45170

( 28776

82
23
26

62652
58604
58604
58320

32
81
81
80

89
958
296
550
644
644
342

i Nonacquiescense relates to statute of limitations issue.
i Nonaoquiescene relates to value of common stock of American Chain Co. Inc.
, and the basis of allocat!on of cost betvveen said common stock and prefened stock of said company, acquired
at the same time
and under the same agreemeut.
-'
Estate tax decision.
' iVonacqedescence relates to issue involving the amounts paid to stockholders by y. G. Curtis Leather
Co. rpon cancellaticn of certain stook.
i Nonacquieswnse relates to issue regarding amount of loss sustainecl
by petitioner by reason of destruction by fire of his res!clence and furniture.
s Nonacquiescence
xvith respect to deduction of amounts expended in connection with dissolution and
liquidciior of a corporation.
c 8'onacquIcscence
in Board's decision holding that i,he Superpower rights were not dividends.
' Nonacquiesccnce relates to issue regarding
existence cf George D. Parker Co. PartnershiP.

NONAcQvIEsczNcES
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Docket
No.

Taxpayer.

Volume.

Parker et al. , Emily King, trustees '
Parriott, F. B.s
Peabody, Cornelia Haven, estate of '
Peabody et al. , Stephen, executors '
Co. for Insurances on Lives and
Pennsylvania
Granting Annuities, executor and trustee

53320
30989
39647
39647

'

Phillips, William S

(

Piercc, Edward A
Pittsburgh dt Lake Erie R. R. Co. '
Plains Realty Co

(

Plant, Henry Bradley
Plettner, Maude Brown
P-M-K Petroleum Co. '
Portland Furniture Manufacturing
Post ii'a Sheldon Corporation
Price, Harry
Priestcr, H. C
i Estate tax decision.
i Nonacquiescence relates to interpretation

Co

28
24
24

73029
57848
58305
58306
58443
58475
58770
58772
58904
58905
58906
58907
58917
58918
58925
13830
50336

Perkins et al. , Thomas N. s

Petaluma ifa Santa Rosa R. R. Co. '
Phelps et al. , Luis James, executors

30

32

342

917
787
787
449

GGG

24446

31769
58796
42764
48977
65492
67197
43889
48984
52094
55659
60923
33345
50576
54779
61809
70367

11
27
24
26
28

541
1224
98
1401
259

31

412

30

133

25
24

631
360

30
28
29
33

878
26
1255
230

'

516695

70008
71596
55195

Page.

i

of article lg67, Regulations 44, as applied to exchange of stack

of Pittsburgh Texas Oil 4: Gas Co.
s $anacquiescease
relates to the following issues:
Did tho statute of limitatioas, at the time of the mailing of the deficiency notices, bar assessment and
collection of the deficiencies as to Thompson Oil Co. , Eastern Carbon Black Co. , W. H. Davis, Lillian A.
Davis, Mal ilda, lvf. Davis, Alton N. Davis, Emma I uette Davis, executrix, u/iv O. L. Davis, Lue Davis
and Davis Bros. Co. , whore the income tax returns were filed with a deputy collectarf
Did ihe statute of limitations at tbo tirae of the mailing of the deficiency notices, bar assessiaent and
collection of the deficiency as to 4'hoinpson Oil Co. , whero a consolidated return was originally file and the
Commissioner later ruled against consolidation7
Is G. H. 1Vl. Co, entitled to a deduction greater than $14,179.74 as an additional bonus to its general
manager7
4 Nonacquiescencc
relates to that part of decision concerning purchase of taxpayer's ovrn bonds at less
than par which were held as an investmeat.
Acquiesceuce notice as to this issue published in Cumulai. ive
Bulletin VII-2 revoked.
i Estate tax decision; nonacquiescence with respect to the trusts for the son and daughter.
s Nonacquiescence
relates to rental interest question and Board's decision with respect to portion of mail
pay received in 1921.
i Noaacquioscence relatos to first issue of decision.

42
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58909

Proctor Shop, Inc '
Prosperity Co. , Inc
Prouty, Olive H
Prudential

(

Insurance Co. of America
E

Pryor!ft Lockhart Development

Co

Purse, James N
Quinn, Porte

F

Rainbow Gasoiine Corporation
Ranclolph, Frankie Carter
Randolph, R. D
Randolph, Virgil P., trust

Ray Oil Co.'
Raymond, Howard '6'
Realty Associates, as syndicate n!anager '
Preed, Latham R
Reese, Augusta Bliss
Rehtam, Inc
Reybine, Alpheus, estate of '
Reybine, Martha H. , executrix '
Reynard Corporation '
Richardson et al. , Forrest, executors s
P!ich5eld Oil Co
Richmond, Frcdcricksburg !fr Potomac Ps. R. Co.'

Riffel, Henry '
Riley, Anna E
Riley Stoker Corporation
Riley, Thomas J., transferee
Rio Grande Land!f. Canal Co
Rio Gra, nde Reservoir d: Ditch Co
Robbins, Harwood

Roberts, G P
Roberts, %'alter B
Robertson, J. G
Rocksvood, Ceorge 0
Rockwood, william M

!Acquiescence

721

( 66268
45896

'

(

28

59468
57829
56641
60884
67238
38872
45668
51326
54124

1068

332
1054
725

67156
65152
72365
51890
51889
48S33
43123
45219
48015
61554
58544
27921
58800
70410
45016
60660
60600
67386
70795
44652
42921
68876
3576
61066
36584
64638
71350
71351
67076
6S434
37534
49552
52370
72711
72712

Page.

142

31

1050

27

65
65

?7
28

773

28

1204

26
17
26

1401
1173
1401

30
28
31
31
30
27
25

33

3.

29
26

33
31

31
33
32
24
28

31
31

1

666

314
314
451
1070
101
895
436
160
749
564
507
507
880
646
405
53
927
927

published in Cumulative Bulletin XIII-2, 33, revoked.
Nonacquiescence relates to overstatement of loss sustained as a result of liquidation of subsidiary.
Nonacquiescenee relates to issue whether petitioner was taxable for years 1926 to 1929, inclusive, as a
trust or as an association.
s Acquiescence
published in Cumulative Bulletin X-2 withdraw.
s Estate tax decision.
s Nonacquicscenc
relates to inclusion ir income of corporation for years ended March 31, 1939, and
March 31, 1931, amounts representing rental of premises occupied bv its president.
Nonacquiescence relates to issue involving the question, .are payments made to holders of gu ranteed
stock designated in certificates as dividends &leductible as interest'.
s Estate tax decision; acquiesceuco published
in Cumulativo Bulletin X-2 recalled
r

s
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36411

Rodeo-Vallejo Ferry Co.'
Rogers, May
Rolandelli, Guiliano '
Roosevelt sit Son Investment Fund
Rorimer, Louis
Rosenbloom Finance Corporation s
Ross, Blanche S.4
Ross, Walter L
Rosser, E. M. , executor s
Rossheim, Irving D.e
Roth, W. A. '

(

( 51171
73282
40765
57503
45065

Sabatini, Rafael

St. Louis Southwestern

Ry. Co

'

St. Louis Union Trust Co. , executor
Salomon, Leon 1
San Carlos Milling Co. , Ltd.
San Jacinto Life Insurance Co
Sand Springs Ry. Co
Sather Lease Thomas Sather t4t Co
Scatena, Elvira 'o
Schocn, Louis
Schwartz-Kasser Improvement Co
Scott, Thomas B., estate of"
Scovell, Clinton EI., estate of '
Scripps, Robert P
Seaconnet Coal Co.
Seatree, William Ernest
Security First National Bank of Los Angeles et al. ,
executors
Security Sa, vings etc Con".mcrcial BanlSelwyn Eddy Co

'„

—

"

"

48528
45051
57479
67286
76190
58850
35778
40903

50134
13319
27708
E 33938
45960
3725
12231
39525
75348
32438
32430
31979
03920
56770
o0870
50330
49272
77110
18089
22094
33040
45429
59523

21012

24
31

Page.

32

936
9S4
1176

33

843

34
27
24
28
30
24

38
871
763
39
502
176
S5?
587

31
22

705

S17
27
4
8
24
34
21
26
32
30
20
27

318
1109
979
1132
1S6
1291

24
o5

675
1075
322
1224
079
963
307
396

28
29
25

289
170
1341

30
33

' Nonacquiescence relates to first issuo of decision.
t Nonacquiescence as to issue, regarding taxsbtlity in 1929 of dividends declared in stock in 1929, certificatcs for wlfich were not dehvered until 1929.
s Nonacquiescenco
does not r laio to the Board's holding that distributions re" ivoi from Joseph II.
Finch 6c Co. were noi, partial liquidating dividends.
' Gift tax decision.
s Estato tox de"i ion.
s Nonacquiescence
relates to issue whether Commissioner is entitled to incrosse:1 rloficioncy as raised
by his amended answer filed with the Board.
' Acquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletin X-I withdrawn.
s Estate tax decision; nonacquiescence
es to question of situs.
s Acquiescence as to issue 2 aud nonacquiescence
as to issuo 1 publishei in Cumulative Bulletin XI-I
withdrawn.
» Nonacquiescence rclsies to dividend issue.
n Estate tax decision; nonacquiescence with respect to the trusts for the son snd dau„Incr.
» Nonacquiescsnce relates to statute of limitations issue.
"Nonacquiescence relates to issue whether taxoxyer sustained a net loss in any busine:s rogulsrly c.rried
ou in 1924 which could be carried forwsrd sni I iu. to 1 from tsx able inco u. in 1 n5.

NONActlUIEscENCEs

Do civet
No.

Taxpayer.

Shaffer, C. B.'
Shaffer, John C

Sharp et al. , Edith Huggard,

executors

of '

Sharp, Walter P., estate
Sheaffer Penn Co. , W. A
Shepherd Syndicate
Shlenker, Simon J
Sibley et al. , John R. , executors
Sibley, Rufus A. , estate of '
Silberblatt, Solomon
Skewes-Cox, Edith Page
Skiff, Frank V4
Small's, Inc
Smathers, E. E., estate ot '
S'miley, Albert K
Smiley, Francis G

24921
24921
46335

61669
68335
51173
53791
29260

Smith, Milton, estate of
Sinith, Jr. , 1VIilton, executor
Sneed, Jr. , J. Y '
Snyder, Inc. , H. S. err M. W
Southern California Rock k Gravel Co

'

Spang, Chalfant k Co.r
Spencer, George Frinclr, estate of
Speyer, James
Sprague, C. O. M
Sprague cfs Son Co. , C. H '
Spring City Foundry Co
Sredies, Inc

s

29259
50086
59511
43317

43317
36604
43332
51327
53301

Smith, Mrs. Grant

Southern Railway Co. et al

—Continued.

'

52132
52132
45694
36686
30393
21481
29951
3788737398
58790
72236
56435
65833
34946
21169
45015

31516
33142

Stanley Co. of America

Stayton, Jr. , William H
Steam s, Marshal 1, administrator
Steele, William, estate of
Stern et al. Samuel E. A. execu ors

74424
74425
48300
43305
43306

Board of Tax Appeals.
Volume.

1315

29
28
30

1293
532
290
532
290
1056
1062.
1401
915
915

38
30
33
27
26
26
16
16
28
29
28
24
29

73.

167
39
636
1315
193
193

38
33

1178
28
28

422
422

30
26

1121

26

.296

692

'

27 .

673

31
81

721

'

171

517,

33
24
25
28

806
307
822
666
705

71867
48930
73347

24

2459

2

940

34

.269

173
102

Nonacquiescenee relates to the following issues: Reduction of cost basis (March 1, 1913, value) of assets
sold by a partnership in 1919 by depreciation allorved in computing income for period 1&arch 1, 1913, to
December 1, 1913; computation of 1919 partnership profu on sale of assets by considering as pari, of the sale
price taxes of the partners paid in 1920 by the vendee.
~ Estate tax decision.
s Acquiescence published in Cumulative
Bulletin VIII-2 withdrawn.
s Gift tax decision.
s Nonacquiescence
relates to issue whether certain interest ia real estate situated in Texas was acquired
by petitioner prior or subsequent to his marriage; and that part of decisioa which holds that delay rentals
received are community income notwithstanding rhat the lands from which they arise may be the separate
property of either spouse.
s Nonacquiesceace
relates to issues involving additional compensation, rental interest on additions and
bettennents, and back m:. pay for use of properties duriug Federal control.
Acquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletin XIV-Zwithdrawn.
s Nonacquiesceuce
relates to statute of limitations issue.
s Estate tax decision; acquiescence published
in Cumulative Bulletin X-2 recalled.
&

&

.

30.

40023

s

Page.
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Stetson, Iola Wise
Stevens, Byam K
Stevens, William D
Stevenson Consolidated Oil Co. '
Stewart, John B
Stewart, William Rhinelandcr, estate of ss
Stewart, Jr. , et al. , William Rhinela uder, executors
Stifel, Arthur C
Stifel, Edward W
Stifel, Henry G
Stine, Dollie M
Stine, M. Josephine
Stockholms Enskilda Bank
Stone, H. C., estate of
Stone, Mrs. II. C., executrix
Stone et al. , Irving IZ. , executors and trustees '
Stone, Irving Leo, estate of '.
Straub, Tecla M
Stra, us, Aaron
Strayer, Walter A
Streefkerk, itfirs. S
Strong, Harold C.s
Sturgeon-Hubbard Trust
Sturgeon et al. , Rollin S., trustees
Sullivan, Joseph J
Suncrest, Lumber Co
Swarts, Inc. , Edtvard G
Stvift, h'Iary Dodson, estate of
Swisky, Toby W

''

(
(

41743
70006
71593
70009
71594
43416
57531
67776
67776
60738
60739
60740
62694
62695
55765
38336
38330
43830
43830
55935
65091
48564
45363
38076
37095
37095
60071
33244
30050
44909
42032

26

)
)

ss

390
173
1255

ss

1255

23
29

31
31
29
29
29
32
32
25

26
26
26
26
29
27
27
28
25
25
20

33
25!

01002
63038
7099S

Taft, Anna S., estai, c of '
Taft, Robert A. , executor '
Talbot, I'rederick C., estate of

Talbot,
Talbot
Talbot,
Taylor,
Taylor,
Taylor,
Taylor,

!

77923
77923
20411

J. A '

et 01., Susan D. , executors
William H. , estate of
H. Seldon, estate of '
Jr. , et al. , H. Seldon, executors
Jessie Carter
Judson L

s

3G191
20409
20409
04444
G4444

51891
51892

610
809
201
201
1145
1146
1145
482
482
1328

301
801
1
1

216
1116
156
231i

1351
308
368
629
375

25
26
26

10G6

32

777

33
27
23
27
27
27
27
27
27

071
671
829
792
829
829
220
220
65
65

ii0177

Swiss Oil Corporation

Page.

615
259

Nonacquiescence relates to issuo regardIng inclusion in income for 1920 of 8180,823.38 received upon
exchnngo by petitioner of 250, 000 simres of Sunburst Oil dr ('ns Co. stock with thnt corporation.
s ltstato tax decis!on; nonacqu!osccncc rel!!tcs to fair!narket value of an undivided
or fractional interest
lu cortnin real property.
s Estate tax decision; nonacqulescence
relates to fair market value of 3, 039 shares of stock of Rhinelnnder
Real ltstste Co. as of September 4, 19'9. Acquiescence ns to this issue publishe, i in Bulletin XIV-7 with.

drawn.

!

Estate tax decision; nonacquiescence relates to issue involving property transfeu ed by trust agremn nt.
' Nonncquiescence relates to value of common stock of American ('hain Co. , Inc. , and the basis of allo.
cation of cost betwoen said common stock an!I preferred stock of sold company acquired at the same ii!ne
snd uuder the sam( agreement.
!! Estnio tas decision.
Nonncquicscence relates to depreciation allowance in co!nputing loss in sale of a boat.

!

NoNActtrJJEscENcEs

.
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Taxpayer.

Ten Eyck, Peter G

Tennessee Consolidated

Coal Co

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis
Ternnnal Realty Corporation

Terre Haute, Indianapolis & Eastern Traction Co
Terre Haute Traction & Light Co
Terry, Anna Davis
Terrj-, Jr. , J. T
Texas Irrigation Co. '
Texas Pipe Line Co
Thatcher & Son, John
The Hub, Inc
Thieman, Mrs. Leo
Thrall, Edna May
353 Lexington Avenue Corporation
Tide Water Oil Co
Tillotson Manufacturing Co
Title & Trust Co
Titus, C. Dickson
Titus, Inc. , C. W
Todd, Willis
Tolerton & Warfield Co.'
Torrens, James H. s
Towers & Sullivan Manufacturing Co
Townsend, A. J
Toxvnsend, W. S
Transatlantic Shipping Co. , Inc
Travelers Bank & Trust Co
Travelers I'ire Insurance Co

Travelers Indemnity

Co

Troian Oil Co
Turncy, W. W
Turney, Mrs. W. W
Tuthill, Jr. , Horace S
Tuttle, Carl B
Twin Bell Oil Syndicate
Tyler et al. , Sidney F., trustees
Uihlein, Joseph E
Ullmann, Emanuel Solomon
UBmann, Jr. , Joseph

Docket
No.

Board of Tax Appeals
Volume

Page

68197
33383
49832

29
24

1113

53429

33

906

( 63699
43766
50762
60596
71157,
33858
33860
45446
65835
40083
41346
59457
56888
65545
46298
65041
52449
55546
65089
39936
44167
73785
20705
42268
37536
45320
53778
40508

('

73186
74541

("

61932
62834
71o49
62833
(-,71348
57916
62832
71347
33757
65258
65257
52448
70558
45052
56449

51234
56470
56471

369

623

24
24
26

33
24
32

30
26

30
31
32
27
29
27

33
24

33
24
23'
31l
2o
32
32

31
31

197
197
1418
806
958
125
510
1201
562

994
1176
762
1208

913
25
36
928
405
892
787
922
940
940

938
507

31

507

31

507

26
31

659
308
308
994

31
31
32
31
26
28

1176

30
30
30

399

782
172
367

764
764

Nonacquiescence relates to affiliation issue.
s Nonacquiescence
relates to issue regarding deduction of loss s ustained
two affiliate d companies
during fiscal year ended January 31, 192&, and the taxable period Feb ruary 1 tobyA pril 23,
1924, 1 n computing
the consolidated net income for taxable period April 26 to Decembe r 31, 1924, an d tho year
1929
s Nonacquiescenee
relates to the trust and dividend issues.
s

—Continued.
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Docket
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Taxpayer.

Board of Tsx Appeals.
Volume.

Ullmann, Samuel, estate of
Ullmann et al. , Theresa, executors
Union Guardian Trust Co. , administrator
Union Guardian Trust Co. , executor '
Union Pacific

56472
56472

'

75516
44735
51530
70183
70219

R. R. Co.s

80
80
82
26

Page.

764
764
996
1321

383

35639Union Pacific

t

R. R. Co. et al. s

l

Union Trust Co. , trustee
United National Corporation

United Oil Co

(

Van Camp Packing Co. , Inc
Vn, n Schaick, George S., Superintendent
ance of New York, liqt tidator
Van Vorst k Co. , C. 8
Vaughan, %i!liam W
Voelbel, Jacob, estate of 4
Voelbel, Walter W. , executor '
Volur. teer State I.ifc Insurance Co
Von Gunten, Christian W
Vonncgut Hardware Co
Waggoner, Ella
Waggoner, W. T
Walker, Talbot C
Wall, F&rank E.s
Walters, John W
W'ard

ct al. , Daisy

35GS5

26

40060
40061
40062
42917
67949
380S2
42922
51622

24

25

101

46131

26

256

67263

32
30

786
878
548
276
276
1149
702
784

7036G

31

33517
33516

.

7359
70010
71597

M

Watab Paper Co

Charlotte M. '
Donald N. e

(626-14—

7
7
27
28
28

2-1

71

4
29

62619

29

22848
34679
24773
28082
38685

24

41733
46076
51387
73381
733SO

1401

38

67843
6009
6009
54176
61278
44940

20407

Wardman, IIarry
Warner Collieries Co. of Delatvarc

Waterbury,
Waterbury,

of Insur-

35649
35684

26

657
657
829

915
1255

1251
102
1047
488

33
33

208
208

' Estate tsx decision.
s Nonacquiescence
relates to the issues regarding cost of intercompany transportation of material used
of capital assets; sale in 19211 of block 391, Seattle Tide Land'; salo of land to Kansas City
Terminal Railway Co. ; adjustment for denreciation snstained prior to January 1, 1909, of equiprnemt retired
in 1924.
' Nonacquioscence relates to issue regarding rental interest nnd issue concerning net loss of Los Angeles
& Salt Lake It. R, Co. for period January 1 to Apri!30, 1921.
4 Estate tax decision; acquiescence
published iu i.'umulstive Bulletin X-2 recalled.
r Acquiescence published
in Cumulative Bulletin X-I withdrsrvn,
4 Nonncqulesccnce
relates to issue whether gains on sale of stock of the Wnterbury Chemical Co. were
taxable to petitioner or to trusts created by them.
in construction

48
NONAccfuIEscENcEs
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Docket
No

Taxpayer.

Eugene W '
Whitford N. '
Vv'atson-iVloore Co
Wayburn, Ned
V'ella Fargo Baulc & Union Trust, Co. , administrator
Wells, James E
Wells, Thomas E.'
Coal Co
West Virginia-Pittsburgh
Wheeler, Dwight C
Wheeler, P. L
Wheeling Mo]d & Foundry Co. (Del. )
Whipple, Frank H
White, Juliet C
White Oal- Transportation Co.'
White, Rita M. Kobler
white, Sidney J
Wilcox & Sons, J. F
Wile, Edwin 4
Williams et al. , Frank G. , executors
Williamson, Ruth Chandler
Wilson, John P
Wilson, Luke F., estate of
Wilson, Peter J., transferee
Wilson Shipbuilding Co.'
winston Bros. Co
Wobber Bros
Wobbers, Inc
Wolpert, Urban F
Wood, Ellen Ayer
Wood I~'urniture Co. , J. A
Wood, Jr. , H. 0
Wood, Jeremiah
Wood, Stuart, estate of
Wood, VVillis D
Woodard, John S.s
Woodward, George '

Waterbury,
'Vi aterbury,

Youngstown

Sheet & Tube Co

Ziegler, Albert W
Ziegler, Clifford E
Zimmerman and wife, Calvin
Zobelein, George
Zobelein, Mrs. Edward
Zukor, Adolph

(

73383
73382
62179
74348
20411
62948
78829
20337
25030
71338
69028
23410
57532
58775
18088
36112
58776
40619
54451
33564
67468
52931
57226
32444
64655
3433?
59270
36875
36874
48563
65211
40565
65832
74090
74688
75624
69844
71962
42279

f 28149

46291
46292

71145
45352
45353
76120

Board of Tax Appeals.
Volume.

33
33
30
32
27

29
34
24
32
32

Page.

208
208

1197
813
829
222

315

23

234
909
917
929
809
1401
307
243
1401
878
787
1078
720
304
994
564
182
905
322
322
155
1050
564
806
1141
926
806
1216
1258

24

1246

23
23
31
28
28

1091
1091
754
236
236
324

27

29
26
24
25
26
28
31
25
32
29
25
33
25

29
26
26
27
29
21

33
31
32
33
30

33

Nonacquiescence relates to issue ~bather gains on sale of stock of the Waterbury Chemical Co. were
taxable to petitioner or to trusts created by them.
s (lift tax decision.
s Nonacquiescence
relates to statute of limitations issue.
' Nonacquiescence relates to the trust and dividend issues.
' Nonacquiescence relates to issue 6 of decision.
s Nonacquiescence
relates to question whether distribution of stock had the effect of distribution of s
taxable dividend.
' Acquiescence published in Cumulative Bulletin X-2 withdrawn.
~

INCOME TAX RULINGS.

—PART

I.

REVENUE ACTS OF 1936, 1935, AND 1934.
A. REVENUE ACT OF 1936.

—

SUBTITLE C. SUPPLEMENTAL PROVISIONS.

—

SECTION 148. WITHHOI. DING OF TAX
AT SOIJPCE.
XV-26-8148
(A!so Section 144. )
T. D. 4640
lVithholding of income
Revenue Act of 19M.

tax under sections 143 and 144 of the
TREASURY DEPART&IENTI

OFFiCE OF CohIMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE&

Washington, D. C.
CoPeetors of Internal Eevenee and Others Concerned:
PARAERAFii A. The Revenue Act of 1086 (Public, No. 740I Seventy-fourt!i Congress, second session, H. R. 12805), was approved by
the President, June 22, 1086, 0 p. in. , eastern standard time.
PARAon~rxr B. Section 148 (Title I Income Tax) of the Act, relating to withholding of tax at the source, provides:
Ssc. 143. &VITIIziornINo oF TAx AT Soi;nca.
(a) TAx-I'I'EE covalvANT IIONns.

—

(1)

——
In

any case where boIIds, mortgages, or
deeds of trust, or other similar obligations of a corporal. iou, issued before January 1, 1034, contain a contract or provision by which the obligor a. grees to
pay any portion of the tax iinposed by this title upon the obligee, or to reimburse tho obli "ce for any nortion of the tax, or to pay the interest without
deduction for any- tare Ivhich ihe obligor may be required or permitted to pay
thereon, or to retain therefrom under anv )aiv of the United States, the obligor
shall deduct and Ivithhold a tax equal to 2 per centum of the interest upon.
such bonds, inoI&gages, deeds of trust, or other obligations, Ivhether such interest is payable annually or at shorter or longer periods, if payable to au in&lividua, a partnership, or a foreign corporation not engagecl in trade or business
within the United States and not having any office or piace of business therein:
ProI ide&l, That if the liability assumed by the obligor does not emceed 2 per
centum of the interest, then the deduction and withholding shall be at the
following rates: (A) 10 per centum in the case of a nonresident a. lien indivirluai
(except that such rate shall be reduced, in the case of a resident of a contiguous
country, to such rate, not less tlmn 5 per centum, as may be providerl by treaty
with such country), or of any partnership not eugaged in trade or business
within the Unii-«1 Siates and not having any office or place of business therein
and composed in Ivhole or in part of nonresident aliens, (8) in the case of such
a foreign corporation, 15 per centum, and (C) 2 per centum in the case of other
individuals and partnerships: ProvIded further, That if the oivners of such
obligations are not known to the withholding agent the CommLssioner may
Req«ir&I&sc&It

ot I&ithhol&linp.

(49)

50

$143.]

authorize such deduction and withholcling to be at the rate of 2 per centum,
or, if the liabi)ity assunied by the obligor does not exceed 2 per centum of the
interest, ihen at the rate of 10 per centum.
(2) Iiencfit of c&edits against nct income. Such deduction and withholding
shall not be required in the case of a citizen or resident entitled to receive such
iuterest, if he files with the ivithliolding agent on or b fore I&'ebruary 1 a signed
notice in writing claiming the k&enefit of the credits provided in section 25(b);
nor in the ease of a nonresident alien individual if so provided for in regulations prescribed by the Coniniissioner under ection 21o.
(3) I»comic of obkigo& aud obligee. The obligor shall not be allowed a deduction for the payment of the tax imposed by this title, or any other tax paid
pursuant to the tax-free covenant clause, nor shall such iax be included in
the gross income of the obligee.
(b) NoNPEsIDENT AIIENs. All persons, in whatever capacity acting, including lessees or niortgagors of real or personal property, fiduciaries, employers,
and all ofiicers and employees of the United States, having the control,
receip. ', custody, disposal, or payment of interest (except interest on deposits
ivith persons car&iy ng on the banking business paid to persons not engaged
in business in the United States and not having an ofiice or place of business tlierein), dividends, rent, salaries, wages, pren&iums, annuities, compensaannual or
or other fixed or determinable
emoluments,
tions, remunerations,
periodical gains, profits, and income (bu'. only to the extent that any of the
above items constitutes gross income from sources within the United States),
of airy nonresident alien individual, or of anv partnership not engaged in
trade or business Ivithin the United States and not having any ofiice or place
of busiuess therein and composed in whole or. in part of nonresident aliens,
shall (except in the cases provided for in subsection (a) of this section and
except as otherivise provided in regulations prescribed by the Coinmissioner
under section 215) deduct and withhokl from such annual or periodical gains,
profits, and income a tax equal to 10 per centum thereof, except that such
rate shall be reduced, in the ease of a uonresident alien individual a resident
of a contiguous country, to such rate (not less than 5 per cen'. um) as iuay be
provided by treaty with such country: Provided, That no such deductiou or
withholding shall be required in the case of dividends paid by a ioreign corporation unless (1) such corporation is engaged in trade or business within
the United States or has au ofiice or place of business therein, and (2) more
than 85 per centum of the gross income of such corporation for the 3-year
period ending with the close of its taxable year preceding the declaration
of such dividends (or for such part of such period as the corporation has been
in existence) was derived from sources within the United States as determined under the provisions of section 119: Prorided fssrtko&', That the Commissiouer may authorize such tax to be deducted and withheld froiu the
interest upon any securities the owners of which are not known to the withholdiug agent. Under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary, there may be exempted from such deduction and
withholding the compensation for personal services of nonresident alien individuals who enter and leave the United States at frequent intervals.
(c) RETOBN AND PAYMENT. Every person required to deduct and withhold
any tax under this section shall make return thereof on or before March 15
of each year and shall on or before June 15, in lieu of the time prescribed
in section 50, pay the tax to the ofiicial of the United States Government
authorized to receive it. Every such person is hereby made liable for such
tax and is hereby indemnified against the claims and demands of any person
for the amount of any payments Inade in accordance with the provisions of this
section.
(d) INcoME QF BzcIPIENT. Income upon which any tax is required to be
withheld at the source under this section shall be included in the return of
the recipient, of such income, but any amount of tax so withheld shall be
credited against the amount of income tax as computed in such return.
(e) TAx PAID EY BEGIPIENT. If any tax required under this section to be
deducted and withheld is paid by the recipient of the income, it shall not be
re-collected from the withholding a. ent; nor in cases in which the tax is so
paid shall any penalty be iinposed upon or collected from the recipient of' the
income or the withholding agent for failure to return or pay the sauie, unless
such failure was fraudulent and for the purpose of evading payment.
(f) R~~NDs AND cBEDITs. Where there has been an overpayment of tax
under this section any refund or credit made under the provisions of section
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—
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—
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822 shall be made to the withholding agent unless the amount
Was actually withheld by the withholding
agent,

of such tnx

Acr. —
Notwithstanding

the pro(g) WiTHHormivo nEFoas RNAcTiuExT or
visions of subsections (a) nnd (b), the deduction and withholding
for any
period prior to the tenth day after the date of the enactment of this Act shall
be upon the items of income and at the rates prescribed in section 148 (a)
and (b) of the Revenue Act of 1984, as amended, in lieu of the items and
rates prescribed in such subsec4ions.

—

C. Section 144 (Title I Income Tax) of the Act, relating to payment of corporation income tax at the source, provides:
PARArRAPH.

Sovncr. .
sublect to taxation
under this title not engaged in trade or business within the United States aud
not having auy ofhce or place of business therein, there shall be deducted and
withheld nt the source in the same manner anti upon the same items of
income as is provided in section 143 a tax equal to 15 per centuin thereof,
except that in the case of. dividends the rate shall be 10 per centum, and
except that in the case of corporations organized under tlie laws of a contiguous country sucli rate of 1O per centum wiih respect to divirleu!ls shall be
reduced to such rate (not less than 5 per centum) as may be provided by
treaty with such country; aud such tax shall be returned a»d paid in the same
manner and subject to the same conditions as provided in that section: Proeided, That in the case of interest described in subsection (a) of that section
(relating tc tax-free covenant bonds) the deduction and withholding shall be
n. t the rate specified in such subsection.
(b) TVithkolding befog e &'nactment of Act. 'Votwilhstanding the provisions
of subsection (a), the deduc tion and withholding for any period prior to tlie
tenth day after the date of the eianct!rent of this Act shall be upon the items
of income and at the rates prescribed. in section 144 of the Revenue Act of
1984, as amended, in lieu of the items nnd rates prescribed in sucli subsection.

Sac. 144.

PAxsrEivT

or ConpoaAixoiv

IscoMs TAx

AT

(a) General rale: —In the case of foreign corporatious

—

—

PARAoRArH D. Section 14((b) (Title I Income Tax) of the Act,
relating to returns of information at the source, provides:

Sxc. 147. INroRMArioN

AT

SovacE.

.,I

—

(b) Itetarns regardless of an!onnt of payment. Such returns may be required, re nr!iless of amounts, (1) in the case of payments of interest upon
bonds, mortgnges, dee!)s of trust, . or other similar oblig«tions of corporatious,
«nd (2) in the case of collections of items (not payable in the United States)
of interest upon the boncis of foreign couniries and interest upon the bonds
of and dividends froui forei'n corpor«tions by persons undertaking as a matter of business or for profit the collection of foreign pnynicnts of such interest
or rlividends by means of coupons, checks, or bills of exchange,

—

PARAoRArH E. Section 62 (Title I Income T;ix) of the Act,
relating to rules and regulations, provides:

Sac. G2. Runes Axu REGvIMTIoxs.
The Commissioner, vvith the approval
publish nil needful rules and regulations

of the Secretnry, shall prescribe nnd
for the enforcement of this title.

PARAGRAPH E. Pursuant to the above-quoted provisions of the Act,
the followin~ regulations are hereby prescribed with respect. to
withholding of tax at the source:
For the purARTICLs 1. Domestic, foreign, resident, and nonresident persons.

—

pose of these regulatious, a domestic corporation is one organized or created
in the Unitetl States, includiug only the States, the Territor~ies of Aliskn and
Hawaii, nnd the District of Columbia, or under the law of the Unitetl Stntcs or
of any State or Territory, and n foreign corporation is oue which is not domestic.
A foreign corporation engaged in trade or business withiu the United States
or having an office or, phice of business therein is referred to in these regulations ns a resident foreign corporation, nnd a foreign corporation not engage(1
in trade or business within the United States nnd not having any oihce or.
A partnership
phicc of business therein, as a nonresident foiwign corporntiou.
engaged in trode or business within tlie United States or liaving nn oflice or

02
place of business therein is referred to in these regulations as a resident
partnership, and a partuersliip not eiigaged in trade or business within the
United States and not liaving any office or place of business thereiu, as a nonresident partnership.
the term "nonresident
As used in tliese regulatious
alien" iucludes a uonresident alien individual and a nonresident alien fiduciary.
Aar. 2. 1V(thholding taa at soaice. (a) )V(tkliolding (n general. Withholding of a tax of 10 per ceut is required in the case of fixed or determinable
annual or periodical income paid to a nonresident alien or to a nonresident
partneiship, composed in whole or iu part of nonresident alien individuals,
except (1) income from sources without the United States, including interest
on deposits with persons carrying on the banking business paid to persons not
eug iged in business iu the United 'States and not having any office or place
of business therein, (2) interest upon bonds or other obligations of a corporation containing a tax-free covenant and issued before January 1, 1934, (3)
dividenrls paid by a foreign corporation unless (a) such corporation is eugaged
iu tiade or business within the United States or has an oflice or place of
business therein, and (b) more than 85 per cent of the gross income of such
corporation for the 3-year period ending with the close of its taxable year
preceding the declaration of sucli dividends (or for such part of such period
as thc corporatiou has been in existence) was derived from sources within the
United States, as determined u~der the provisions of section 119, (4) dividends
distributed by a corporation organized under the China Trade Act, 1922, to a
resident of China, aud (5) except that such rate of 10 pcr cent shall be reduced,
in the case of a resident of a contiguous country, to such rate, not less than
5 per cent, as may be provided by treaty with such country.
A tax of 10 per cent must be withheld from interest on bonds or securities
not containing a tax-free covenant, or containing a. tax-free covenant and issued
on or after January 1, 1934, if the owner is unknown to the withholding agent,
except where such interest represents income from sources without the United

—

—

States.

I'or withholding in the case of income paid to nonresident foreign corporatious see article 11.
Itesident or domestic fiduciaries are required to deduct the income tax at
the source froui all fixed or determinable annual or periodical gains, profits,
and income paid to nonresideut alien beneficiaries, to the extent that such
items constitute gross incoiue from sources within the United States. Income
paid to a uonresident alien fiduciary which is otherivise subject to the ivithholding provisions of the Act is not exempt from withholding
by reason of
the fact that ihe beneficiaries of the income are citizens or residents of the
United States.
A debtor corporation haviug an issue of bonds or other similar obligations
which appoints a duly authorized agent to act ui its behalf under the withholding provisions of the Act, is required to file notice of such appointment
with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Sorting Section, Washingtou, D, C.,
giving the name aud address of the agent.
If in connection with the sale of its property, pavment of the bonds or other
obligations of a corporation is assumed by tlie assignee, such assignee, ivliether
an individual, partnership,
or corporation, must deduct aud withhold such
taxes as ivould be required to be withheld by the assignor had no such sale
or transfer been made.
For withholdiug in the ease of dividends distributed by a corporation organize&1 under the Chiua Trade Act, 1922, see articles 4 and 12.
(b) Tax-free covenant bonds (ssrsed before Janaary 1, 1M/. The withholding provisions of section 143(a)1 are applicable only to bonds, mortgages, or
deeds of trust, or other similar obligations of a corporation which were issued
before Jaiiuary 1, 1984, and which contain a tax-free covenant. For ihe purpose of section 143(a)1 bonds, mortgages or deeds of trust, or other similar
obligations of a corporation are issued ivlien delivered.
If a broker or other
peison ac(s as selling agent of the obligor the obligation is issued ivhen delivered by the agent to the purchaser.
If a lucl-er or other person purchases
the obligation outright for the purpose of holding or reselling it, the obligation
is issued when delivered to such broker or other person. In order that the
date of issue of bouds, mortgages, or deeds of trust, or other similar obligations of corporations, containiu
a tax-fre covenant may be readily determined by the oivner, for the purpose of. preparing the ownership certificates
required under these regulations the "issuing" or debtor corporation shall indicate, by an appropriate notation, the date of issue or use the phrase,
issued on

—
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or after January 1, 1934," on each such obligation or in a state»&cut accompanying the delivery of such obligation.
In cases rvhere on or after J'anuary 1, 1M4, ihe maturity claie of bonds
or other obligations of a cori&oration is extended, r. hc bonds sl:all 1&e considered to have been issued on or after January 1, 1934. The i»tore. t on such
obligations is not subject to the withholding provisions oi section 143(a) but,
falls within the class of iuterest described in se~ction 143(b).
In the ease oi interest upon boncls or other. obligations of a corporation containing a tax-free cove»ant and issued before January 1, 1M4, paid to an individual, fiduciary or a partnership, rvhether resident or nonresident, withholding
of a tax of 2 per cent. is required, except that if the liability assumed by the
obligor in connection with such a covenaut does not exceed 2 pcr cent of the
interest, withlrolding is r&&quirecl at the rate of 10 per cent in the case of a
nonresident alieu, or a nonresident partnership composed in whole or in part
of nonresident alien indivicluals, or if the ov;ner is unknown to the rvithlroldirrg
agent. Tire rates of vvithholding applicable to the interest on bonds or ot!&&r
obli ations of a corporation containing a tax-frce covenant, and issued before
Ja»7&ary 1, 1934, are applicable to interest on such obligations issued by a
domestic corporation or a resident foreign corporation.
IIowcver, withholding
is &rot requirecl in the case of interest pavments on such bonds or ob i atious
if such irrterest is not to be treated as income iror» sources within the United
States under section 119(a)1(B) of the Act, a»d the payments are mad to:r
nonresident alien or a partnership composed in whole of. norrresi&lent alie»s.
n&mresident

foreign corporation

having

a fiscal or paying

agent in tire

l.'nited

States is required to withhold a tax of 2 per cent upon the interest on its tazfree covenant bo»ds issued before January 1, 1M4, paid to a citizen or reside»t
of the United States, imlividual or fiduciary, or a partnership any men&her of

which is a citizen or resi&ient.
Icor rvithholding in the case of interest upon bonds or other obligations of a
corporation containing a tax-free covenant and issue&1 before January 1, 1034,

to no»resident foreig~ corporations see article 11.
Borrds issue&1 under a trust deecl coutaining a taz-1'ree covenant are treated
as if they contain such a covenant. If neither thc bonds nor the trust dec&la
given by tire obligor to secure them contain a taz-free cove»a. nt, sup;&leurental
agreements exec»te&l by ihe obligor corporation and the trustee coutainiug a
tax-free covenant wlriclr modify the original trust deeds to that ezt ut are of
the same effect from the date of their proper executiou as if they ha&1 been
part of the original deeds of trust, and the bouds fror» such date are subject
to tire provisions of section 143(a), provided appropriate authority exists for
The authority must be
the modification of tire trust cleeds in this manner.
contained in the origirml trust deeds or actually secured from tire bo&adhol&lers.
In the case of corporate bonds or otlrer obligatious containing a taz-free
covenant, issued before .January 1, 1M4, the corporation paying a Icederal taz,
or arry 1:c&rt of it, forsome one else pursuant to its agreemert is not entitlecl to
decluct such payr»ent from gross income on any ground nor shall the taz so
The amount of the
paid be inclucled in the gross income of ihe bondholder.
tax may rrevertheless be claimed by tire bondlrolder as a credit against the
toial amount of income tax clue in accordance with section 143(d). In the case,
horvever, of corporate bonds or other obligations containing an appropriate
for some one else, pursuant to its
taz-free covenant, the corporatioupaying
agreemerrt, a Sr;«e iaz or any tax other ihan a Federal tax may deduct such
payllrerrt as i»ter»st!&aid on indebtedness.
The withholding
under Rcuerrr&e Act of 1Mfn as amended.
. (o) 1Vitt&trolddng
provisions of section 143 and section 144 of ihe Revenue Act of 1936 (wlrich ar' e
for
the
collection
provisions providing
at the source of
merely administrative
the tax imposecl uuder other sections of the Act) do not apply for any period
of
the
enactment
after
the
date
of
that
Act, that is,
prior to tire tenth day
for any period prior to July 2, 1M6. For such prior period witlrholding shall
i.
rates
income
and
at
he
provided
the
Revenue
by
Act
be uporr the items of
pai&l
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of 1934, as a-mended.
ART. 3. Fizcd or dctcrmin&r bio, annual or f&eriodicat &neo&&re. Only fixed or
The Act
determinable annual or periodical income is subject to withlrolding.
specifically iucludes in such income, interest, dividends, rent, salaries, rvages,
But other.
premiums, annuities, compensation, renruucrations and emoluments.
kinds of income are included, as, for instance, royalties.
Income is fixed when it is to be paid iu amounts defrnitely predetermined,
Income is deter&»inable whenever there is a basis of calculatiorr by which the
The income need not be paid annually
amount to be paid may be ascertained.

ff it is paid per.'od.'cally; that is to say, from time to time, whether or not at
That tlie lengtli oi time during which the pavments are to
regular intervals.
be niade may be increiised or diniinLshed in accordance with some one's will or
with the liappeulng of an event does not make the payments any the less
or periodical. A salesman worl-ing by the month for a comdeterminable
mission on sales which is paid or creditedi monthlv receives determinable
periodical incoiue. The distributable share of tbe income of an estate or trust
from sources ivitliin the United States paid by a fiduciary to a nonresident
alien beneficiary constitutes fixed or determiniible aiuiual or periodical income
within the ineaning of sectiou 143(b). The income derived from the sale in the
United States of property, whether real or personal, is not fixed or determinable annual or. periodical income.
from interest on
Withholding
AsT. 4. (a) Ezeniptiom from, I;ithholding.
corporate bonds or other obligatious issued prior to January 1, 1934, containing
a tax-free covenant shall not be required in the case of a citizen or resident if
be files ivith the withholding ageut when presenting interest coupous for payment, or not later than February 1 following the taxable year, au ownership
certificate on Form 1000 stating that his net income does not exceed his personal
To avoid inconvenience a resident alien
exeinption and credit for dependents.
agents,
shouhl file a certificate of residence on Form 1078 with withholding
of Internal Revenue,
ivho shall forivard such ceriificates' to the Commissioner
Sorting Section, Washington, D. C. , with a letter oi transmittal.
'Ibe iucome of domestic corporations and of resident foreign corporations is
free from withholding.
Xo ivithholding from dividends paid by a corporation organized under the
China Trade Act, 1922, is required unless the dividends are treated as income
froin sources within the United States under section 119 of the Act and are
distributed to—
(1) A nonresident alien other than a resident of China at the time of such
distribution;
(2) A nonresident partnership composed in whole or in part of nonresident
aliens (other than a partnership resident in China); or
(3) A nonresideut foreign corporation (other than a corporation resident in
China).
The salary or other compensation for personal services of a nonresident alien
individual who enters and lea. ves the United States at frequent intervals, shall
not be subject to deduction and ivithholding of income tax at the source, provided he is a resident of Canada or Mexico. Such a nonresident alien shall
file ou Form 1040B, with the collector of internal revenue for the district in
which he is employed, a true and accurate return of his total income from all
sources withiu the United States, including the compensation for personal
services rendered in the United States,
Tbe following items of fixed or determinable annual or periodical iucome from
sources within the United States received by a citizen of France residing in
France, or a corporation organized under the laws of France, are not subject to
the withholding provisions of the Revenue Act of 1936, since such income is
exempt from Federal income tax under the provisions of the convention and
protocol between the United States and France, signed April 27, 1932, and
effective January 1, 1936 (C. B. XIV—2, 533):
(1) Amounts paid as consideration for the right to use patents, secret processes and formulas, trade marks and other analogous rights;
(2) Income received as copyright royalties; and
(3) Private pensions and life annuities.
The items of fixed and determinable income enumerated above paid to citizens
of France residing in France and corporations organized under the laws of
France are not subject to tire withholding provisions of the Revenue Act of
1936. The person paying such income should be notified by letter from the
French citizen or corporation, as the case mav be, that the income is exempt
from taxation under the provisions of the couveutiou and protocol referred to
above, Such. letter from a citizeu of Frauce shall contaiu his address and a
statement that he is a citizen of France residing in France. The letter from
such corporation shall contain the address of its office or place of business and
a statenient that it is a corporation orgauized under the laws of the Republic
of Fraiice, and shall be signed by an ofiicer of the corporation giving his official
title. The letter. of notification or a copy thereof should be immediately forwarded by the recipient to the Commissioner of Internal Reveuue, Sorting
Section, Washington, D. C.

—
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(b) Discontinuance of exemption ccrtipcates; A nonresiilent alien lndivirlual
not engaged in trade or busiuess ivithin the Unite&1 State;; au&1 not having an
oifice or place of business thereiu is subject to the t ix imposed by section
211(a) of the Act on gross income and is not entitled to auy persoual exemption or credit for dependents.
Although a nonresiilent alien individual who is
engaged in trade or business within the Uniterl States or bas au office or place
of business therein is entitled to the personal exeniption of $1,000 (and a credit
for dependents if he is a resident of C'inada or Mexico), he is subject to the
normal tax and the surtax imposed by sections 11 and 12 of tire Act by reason
of the provisions of section 211(b) and the benefit of the persoual exemption
and credit for dependents may not be received by filing a claim therefor with
the withholding agent. Accordingly, the use of exemption certificates by nonresident alien individuals as provided for in prior regulations is hereby disFor relief from withholding with respect to compensation for percontinued.
sonal services in the case of nonresideiit aliens, residents of Canada or Mexico,
who enter and leave the United States at frequent intervals, see article 4(rr).
Iu accordance ivith the proAirT. 5. Ownership certificates for bond interest.
visions of sectio~ 147(b), citizens aud resiilent individuals ard fiduciaries, resident partnerships and nonresident partnerships all of the members of whic!i are
citizens or residents, owning bonds, mortgages, or deeds of trust, or oiher similar
obligations issued by a doniestic corporation, a resident foreign corporation, or a
nonresident foreign corporation having a fiscal agent or a paying agent in tbe
United States, when preseuting interest coupons for payment shall file ownership
certificates for each issue of such obligations regardless of the amouut of tlie

—

coupons.
In the case of interest payments on overdue coupon bonds, tbe interest coupous
of which have been exhausted, ownership certificates are required to be filed
when collecting the interest in the same manner as if interest coupons ivere presented for collection.
In all cases where the owner of bonds, mortgages, or deeds of trust, or other
similar obligations of a corporatiou is a nonresident alien, a nonresident partnership composed in whole or in part of nonresident aliens, a nouresldent foreign
corporation, or where the owner is unknown, au oivnership certificate for each
issue of such obligations shall be filed ivhen interest coupons for any aiuount are
The ownership certificate is rerluired ivhether or uot the
presented for payment.
However, oivnership certificates need
obligation contains a tax-free covenant,
not be filed by a nonresident alien, a partnership composed in whole of nonresident aliens, or a nonresident foreign corporation iu connection with interest payments on such bonds, mortgages, or deeds of trust or other similar obli ",itions of
a domestic or resident foreign corporation qualifying under section 110(a)1(B)
of the Itevenue Act of 1M6, or of a nonresident foreign corporation.
The ownership certificate shall show the name and address of the debtor corporation, the name and address of the oivner of the obligations, a description of,
the obligations, thc amount of interest and its due date, the rate at ivhich tax is to
be withheld, and the date upon which the interest coupons were presenterl for
payment.
Ownership certificates need not be filed in the case of interest payments ou
obligations of a State, Territory, or any political subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia; or obligations of a corporation organized under Act of Cou.
of the United States; or the obligross, if such corporation is iiii instrumeutality
(See section 22(b)4 of tire
gations of the Uuited States oi its po'sessions.
Act. ) Ownership certificates are not required to be filed in connection ivith
interest payments on bonrls, mort a=os, or ileeds of trust, or otlier similar obliga
Ownership certificates are not
tions issued by an individual or a partnership.
required where the owner is a domestic corporation, a resideut foreign corpo.
ration, or a foreign government.
IVhen interest coupons detached froru corporate bonds are received unaccompanied by ownership certificates, uujess the owner of the bonds is knowm to the
first bank to which the coupons are presented for payinent, and the bank is
satisfied that the owner is a person wbo is not required to file an oivnership
certificate, the bank shall require of the payee a statement showing the name
and address of the person from whom the coupons were received by the pavee,
and alleging that tbe owner of the bonds is unknown to the payee. Such statement slmll be forwarded to the Commissioner with the monthly return on Form
1012. The bank shall also require the payee to prepare a certificate on Form
1001, crossing mit 'owner" and inserting "payee" and entering tlie amount cf
the interest on line 3, and shall stamp or write across the face of tire certificate
"Statement furnislied, " adding the name of the bank.
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Oivnersbip certificate are required in connection Ivith interest payments on
registered boud" as i» tlie case of «oupou bouds, except tliat if ownership certifica~tes are not furnished by tlie owner of such boiids, o vnership certificates must
be prepared by the witlibolding agent.
Aar. 0. Forni of cciiificaie foi citizens or r'esidents. For the purpose of
article 5, Foriu 1000 shall be used iuprepari»g ownership certificates of citizens
or residents of the United States (individual or fiduciary), resident partnersbips, and nonresident partnerships all of the members of which are citizens or
If the obligations are issued by a nonresident foreign corporation
residents.
having a fisc" 1 or paying agent iu the United States, Form 1000 should be modified to shoiv the liame and address of tlie fiscal agent or the paying agent in
addition to the name and acldress of the debtor corporation.
Aicr. 7. Eorin of certificat for nonresident aliens, nonresident foreign. corporat(ons, and nnlcnotcn oiciiers, For the purpose of al'ticle 5, Form 1001 sliall be
used in preparing ownership certificates (a) of nonresident aliens, (b) of nonresident partuerships composed in whole or in part of nonresident aliens, (c)
of' no~resident foreigu corporations, aud (d) where the owner is unknown.
For the purpose of this article and articles 5, 0, and 9, existing oivnership
certificate forms, properly niodified, may be used pendiug tlie issuauce of revised
forms.
AaT. 8. Return and paynient of taz Ioithheld.
Every withholding agent shall
mal-e on or before March lo an annual return on Form 1018 of the tax ivithheld
Tliis return should
from interest on corporate bonds or other obligations.
be filed ivith the collector for the district in which the ivithlioldiug agent is
located. The withholding agent shall also mal-e a monthly return on Form
1012 on or before the 20th day of the month followiug that for which the
return is made. The ownership certificates, Forms 1000 and 1001, must be
forwarded to the Commissioner with the monthly return. Such of the forms
as report interest from which the tax is to be withheld should be listed on the
While the forms reporting interest from which no tax is to
monthly return.
be withheld need not be listed on the return, the number of such forms subIf Form 1000 is modified to
mitted should be entered in the space provided.
s!iow the name and adilress of a fiscal or paying agent in the United States
(see article 0), Forms 1012 and 1018 should be likeivise niodified.
Every person required to deduct aud withhold any tax from income other
tlian sucli bond interest, shall make an annual return thereof to the collector
o» or b fore March 15 on Form 1042, showing the amount of tax required to
be ivitbbeld for each nonresident alien, nonresident partnership
couiposed in
ivhole or in part of nonresident aliens, . or nonresident foreign corporation to
which income other than bond iuterest was paid during the previous taxable
year. Forin 1042 should be filed Ivith the collector for the district in mhich
the withholding agent is located. In every case of both classes the tax withheld must be paid on or before June 15 of each year to the collector. For
penalties aml additions to the tax attaching upon failure to niake such returns
or such payment, see sections 145 and 291 of the Act.
If a debtor corporation has designated a bank to act for it as mithholding
agent, and the bank has not collected any tax from the bondholders nor received
any fuuds from tbe debtor corporation to pay the tax which the debtor corporation assumed in connection with its tax-free covenant bonds, the bauk
can not be held liable for the tax merely by reason of its appointment as withholding agent. If a duly authorized withholding
agent bas become insolvent
or for uny otlier reason fails to make pavment to the collector of internal
revenue of Inoney depositerl with it by the debtor corporation to pay taxes,
cr money ivitbbeid from bondbolders, the debtor corporation is not discharged
of its liability under sectioii 148(a)1, since the withholding agent is merely
the agent of flic debtor corporation.
APT. 9. Oicnersluip certificates tn the case of fidIIciafies and joint olcners. —
If fiduciaries have the contrpl and custody of more tlian one estate or trust,
ancl such estates anil trusts !lave as assets bonds of corporations and other
securities, a. certificate of ownership shall be executed for each estate or trust,
reganlless of the fact that the bonds are of the same issue. Tbe ownership
cer(ificate should sboiv the name of the estate or trust, in addition to 'the
rame and arlilress of the fiduciary. If bonds are owned jointly by tmo or
Ill»1'e pel'soils, 41 sep'll'ate ownership certificate must be executed in behalf of
each of tbe oivners.
Asr. 10, Return of income from Ichicfi tnz Icas Icitfifield. The entire amount
of the income from which the tax mas mitbbeld shall be included in gross income in the r turn made by the recipient of the i~come without deductfon foi

—
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such payment of the tnx. But any tax so withheld shall be credited a ainst
the total income tax as computed in the taxpayer's return. If the tnx is paid
by the recipient of the income or by the withholdin ~ agent it shall not b" recollected from the other, regardless of the origina. l liability therefor, and in
such event no penalty will be asserted aga'nst either person for failure to return or pay tlie tax where no fraud or purpose to evade pa&ment is involved.
ART. 11. Withhoming iv& the case of iioilresi &lent foreign coi »&irations.
A tax
of 15 per cent is required to be withheld in the ease oi' fixed or determinable
annual or periodical income paid to n uonresident i'orei n corporation ex&ept
(1) income from sources without the United Stntes, including interest on i!eposits by persons carrying on the banking business paid to persons not engaged
in business in the United States and not having any office or place of business
therein, (2) interest upon bonds or other obligations of n corporation containing a tax-free covenant and issued before Jaiiuary 1, 1934, where the liability
assumed by the obligor does not exceed 2 per cent of the interest, and (3)
dividends.
Withholding of a tax at the rate of 2 per cent is required in the case of interest payments;made to a nonresident foreign corporation, representing income
from sources within the United States, paid upon corporate bonds or other
obligations containing a tax-free covenant, issued before Jnnuary 1, 1M4, ivhere
the liability assumed by the obligor exceeds 2 per cent of the interest.
A tax of 10 per cent is required to be withheld from incoine from sources
within the United States paid to a nonresident foreign corporation which consists of dividends (other than dividends distributed by a corporation organized
under the China Trade Act, 1922, to a resident of China) except that such rate
of 10 per cent shall be reduced, in the case of corporations organized under
the laws of a contiguous country, to such rate (not less than 5 per cent) as may
be provided by treaty with such country,
Dividends paid by a foreign corporation are not, however, subject to withholding unless sucli corporation is engaged in trade or business within the United States or has an oflice or place
of business therein and more than 85 per cent of the gross income of such foreign corporation for the S-year period ending with the close of its taxable year
precerling the declaration of such dividends (or for such part of such period as
the corporation has been in existence) was derived from sources within the
United States as determined under the provisions of section 119 of the Act.
For withholding in the case &if divi&len&ls distriliuted by a corporation organized under the China Trade Act, 1922, see articles 4 and 12.
'bif a China Trade Act corporation.
Dividends disART. 12. Withholding
tributed by a corporation organized uiider the China Trade A.ct, 1922, which
are treated as income from sources within the United States under the provisions of section 119 of the Act are subject to ivithholding at the rate of
10 per cent when paid to persons (other than resideni. s of China) who are (1)
nonresident aliens, (2) nonresident partnerships composed in whole or in part
of nonresident aliens, or (3) nonresident foreign corporations.
The 10 per
cent rate of ivithholding sp, .cified in this article ivith respect to dividends shall
be reduced in the case of shareholders wbo are (a) nonresident aliens residents of a contiguous country or (b) nonresident foreign corporations organized under the laws of n contiguous country, to such rate (not less than 5
per cent), as mny be provided by treaty with such country.
Ai&T. 13. Aids to iriiliholding
agents in determining liability for ioithhotding
of taa'. Since no ivithl&olding of tax on bond interest or other income is required in the case of a resident foreign corporation, the person paying such
incoiue should bc notified by n letter from such corporation that it is uot
subject to the wiihbol&1ing provisions of the Act. The letter from the corporation shall contain the address of its office or place of business in the United
Stntes and be signed by nn officer of the corporation giving his official title.
Such letter of notification, or copy thereof, should be immediately forwarded
of Internal Revenue, Sorting Section,
by the recipient to tlie Conunissioner
Wasliington, D. C.
Although tlie burden of withholdin„ tax from dividends is placed upon the
payor corporation, or any other person (including a nominee), having the
ontml, receipt, custody, disposal, or payment of dividends, if such payor
corporation or person hns no other reason to believe that the dividends are
subjc&t to withliolding, tlie following procedure in general mny be adopted:
(1) As to those stockholders whose name and style indicate that they are
nonreshlent aliens, foreign partnerships, or foreign corporations, the tax shall
34326' 36
3
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—
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be withheld in all cases if the address of any such stockholder is without the
United States.
(2) If the address of such stockholders is in care of an individual, a partnership, or a corporation within the United States, the tax shall likewise
be withheld, but as to any stockholder whose address is within the United
St ates, t h e tax need not be withheld.

C11As.

Jr.

HENRY MORGENTHAU',

T. RUssEIL, ,

of Internal Revenue.

Acting Commissioner
Approved June 25, 1986.
&

Secretary of the Treasury.
(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register June 26, 1986, 12.39 p. m. )
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SECTION 144. PAYMENT OF CORPORA. TION
INCOME TAX AT SOURCE.
SECTION

144.

Regulations

REVENUE ACT OP 1936.

with respect to withholding

of tax at source.

(See

T. D. 4649, page 49.)
B. REVENUE

TITLE

INCOME
I.—

AND

ACT OP 1935.

EXCESS-PROFITS TAXES.

—

SECTION 102. INCOME TAXES ON CORPORATIONS.
SEGTIoN

XV—4—7919

102.
REVENUE ACT OP 1935,

I. T. 2952

Procedure to be followed by domestic corporations in complying
with the provisions of section 144 of the Revenue Act of 1964, as
amended by section 102 (f) and (i) of the Revenue Act of 1935,
relating to the withhn)ding of income tax at the source on dividends
paid to foreign corporations.

Advice is requested relative to the procedure to be foL'owed by
domestic corporations in complying with the provisions of section 144
of the Revenue Act of 1934, as amended by section 102 (f) and (i)
of the Revenue Act of 1985, relating to the withholding of income
tax at the source on 10 per cent of the dividends paid to foreign

corporations.
Under the provisions of section 28(p) of the Revenue A.ct of 1984,
corporations are allowed as a deduction from gross income the
amount received as dividends fron1 a dotnestic corporation which is
subject to income tax. The deduction is not allowed, however, in
the case of dividends received from a corporation organized under
the China Trade Act of 1922, or a corporation which under section
251 of the Revenue Act of 1984 is taxable only on its gross income
from sources within the United States by reason of its receiving a
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large percentage of its gross income from sources within a possession
of the United States.
Section 28(p) of the Revenue Act of 1984 was amended by section 10o(h) of the Revenue Act of 1935 to allow as a deduction only
90 per cent of the amount of dividends received from a domestic
corporation, leaving the balance (10 per cent) of the dividend taxable. Under the provisions of section 144 of the Revenue Act of
1984, as amended by section 102 (f) and (i) of the Revenue Act of
1M5, income tax is required to be withheld at the source from 10
per cent of the dividends paid by a domestic corporation to "foreign
~ ~
~ not
corporations
engaged in trade or business within the
United States and not having any once or place of business
therein
Under the above amendments to the Revenue Act of 1934, domestic
corporations should deduct a tax of 15 per cent of the 10 per cent of
dividends (not permitted as a deduction) on and after January 1,
1936, if paid by a domestic corporation subject to taxation under
Title I (Income Tax) of the Revenue Act of 19M to foreign corporations not engaged in trade or business in the United States and not
having an once or place of business therein. The Bureau has been
advised that many of the larger corporations are confronted with an
administrative problem in complying with the foregoing provisions
of law. In order to distinguish between domestic and foreign corporations for the purpose of withholding the tax on the 10 per cent
of dividends not allowable as a deduction, the following procedure
has been suggested by withholding agents for determining the foreign corporation stockholders from which the tax shall be deducted:
1. As to those stockholders of record whose name and style indicate that they are foreign corporations, the tax shall be deducted
in all cases if the address of such stockholder is without the United
States.
9. If the address of such corporate stockholder is in care of an
indhvidual or corporation within the United States, the tax shall
likewise be deducted; but as to those foreign corporations whose
address on the stock books is within the United States, the tax shall
not be deducted.
It is further proposed that in cases where a tax has been withheld
in paying a dividend to a stockholder who in writing states that the
stockholder is not a foreign corporation or that, if a foreign corporation, it is engaged in trade or business within the United States or
has an once or place of business therein, refunds will be made by
the dividend disbursing corporation in reliance upon such representation, unless such tax has been reported to the Government.
Although the burden of withholding tax from dividends, which
are paid to a foreign corporation not engaged in trade or business
within the United States and not having any ofhce or place of business therein, is placed upon the payor corporation, it is concluded
that the procedure suggested, if the domestic corporation has iio
other reason to believe that the dividends are subject to withholding,
will enable it to comply with the provisions of the Act. In so far as
the Bureau is concerned, no reason is seen at the present time why
the suggested procedure should not in general be adopted by domestic
corporations for the purpose of ascertaining which dividends paid to
foreign corporations are subject to withholding.
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)102.l
SECTION

XV-21-8096

102.

6. C. M. 16521

REVENUE ACT OP 1933.
Where stoclr. of a domestic corporation is registered in the names
of Dutch Administration Office, a tax at the rate of 15 per cent
should be withheld from 10 per cent of the dividends paid by the
domestic corporation (which are not allowable as a deduction
under section 23(p) of the Revenue Act of 1084, as amended by
section 102(h) of the Revenue Act of 1085), unless disclosure on
Forms 1087 is made by the Dutch Administration OKces that the
stock registered in their names is actually owned by nonresident
alien indivicluals or other persons not subject to the withholding
provisions relating to such dividends.

Advice is requested concerning the withholding of income tax by
domestic corporations from dividends payable to Dutch Administration Ollices, the latter being foreign corporations not engaged in trade
or business within the United States and not having any ofIice or
place of business therein.
Under the provisions of section 144 of the Revenue Act of 1984,
as amended by section 102 (f) and (i) of the Revenue Act of 19M,
domestic corporations subject to taxation are required to deduct a
tax of 15 per cent on 10 per cent of the dividends (not permitted
as deductions) paid on and after January 1, 1986, to foreign corporations not engaged in trade or business in the United States
and not having any oflice or place of business therein. A. ruling on
this subject was contained in I. T. 2952 [page 58, this Bulletin]. In
that ruhng it is stated in part as follows:
It is further proposed that in cases where a tax has been withheld in paying
a dividend to a stockholder who in writing states that the stockholder is not
a foreign corporation or that, if a toreign corporation, it is engaged in trade
or business within the United States or has an ofhce or place of business therein,
refunds will be made by the dividend disbursing corporation in reliance upon
such representation, unless such tax has been reported to the Governruent.

It is pointed out in that ruling that the burden of withholding of'
tax is placed upon the payor corporation and that no reason is ween

why the procedure suggested should not in general be adopted by
domestic corporations for the purpose of ascertaining which dividends paid to foreign corporations are subject to withholding.
The
specific case now referred to is that of the Dutch A. dministration
Oflices, which buy large blocks of stock issued by domestic corporations and in turn issue their own bearer certificates which are sold
abroad. The Dutch Administration
OSces propose to notify the
domestic corporations to the e8ect that they have no knowledge of
any foreign corporations owning any of. their bearer certificates, and
that, if they learn of any foreign corporation owning the certificates
at the time the coupons are payable they will deduct the income. tax
and forward it to the domestic corporation.
The question of withholcling income tax at, the source from dividends upon stock of doniestic corporations registered in the name
of Dutch Administration
is not new. Under section 18(f)
of the Revenue Act of 1916, dividends upon stock of domestic corporations were subject to withholding.
Under the provisions of
Treasury Decision 28S2, promulgated October 19, 1916, Form 10SV
was drafted for use in disclosing the identity of ownership of stock
where the stock was registered in a name other than that of the
actual owner. Under the provisions of Treasury Decision 2886, pro-

aces
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mulgated on the same date, it was stated that Dutch Administration Offices bear the relationship of agent with respect to tlieir bearer
certificate holders. Provision was also made in that Treasury decision for the use of Form 1087 to disclose actual ownership.
Treasury Decision 2669 (moclifying Treasury Decision 2886) was proInulgated under date of March 9, 1918, in which it was stated that the
Ofiices to their various
relationship of the Dutch Administration
bearer certificat holders is that of fiduciary, and again a provision
was made for the use of Form 10S7 to disclose actual ownership of
stock. Under the present regulations the use of Form 1087 is prescribed in article 147—8. In that article it is stated that dividends on
stock are prima facie the income of the record owner of the stock
and provision is made for disclosure of the name and address of the
actual owner on Form 1087, It is further provided that unless such
disclosure is made the record owner will be held liable for such
tax based upon such dividends.
It is the opinion of this office that where stock of a domestic corporation is registered in the names of Dutch Administration 0%ces,
a tax at the rate of 15 per cent should be withheld froin 10 per cent
of the dividends paid by the domestic corporation (which are not
allowable as a deduction under the provisions of section 23(p) of
the Revenue Act of 1984, as amended by section 102(h) of the Revenue Act of 1935), unless disclosure is made by the Dutch Administration Offices that the stock registered in their names is actually
owned by nonresident alien individuals or other persons not subject
to withholding provisions relating to such dividends.
As indicated above, the regulations provide that disclosure should
be made on Iform 1087, prescribed for use of the record owners of
stock of domestic or resiclent corporations. Such forms are evidence
which may be relied upon by the domestic corporation to justify
its failure to withhold income tax from dividends paid to foreign
corporations. Attention is invited, however, to the fact that the burden
of withholcling the tax from the dividends is placed upon the payor
corporation. If it docs not withhold the tax, Forms 10S7 and any other
evidence on which it relied should be forwarded with its withholding
return, Form 1042, and will be considerecl in connection with the audit
of its return. In other words, the evidence upon which the payor
corporation relied will be subject to final approval by the Department.
HERTZIAN

General Compel for the Department

OLIPIIANT&

of the Treasury.
XTT-8-7970

T. D. 4626
INCOME TAX.

Regulations 80 amended to accord with the Revenue Act of
1035 and other Acts amending the income tax provisions of the
Revenue Act of ID3L
TREASIIRV DEPARTMENT,

OFFICE OF COMMIssIONER OF INTERNAL REvENIIE,

washington, D. C.
Concernedr
Others
To Collectors of Internal Pieeenue and
PAi«ORAPH A. The Revenue Act of 1935, approved August 80)
1985 (Public, No. 407, Seventy-fourth Congress, first sessioil), in so
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far as it relates to Federal income tax for the purposes of this
Treasury decision, provides:

Sac. 101. Suaraxzs oN rNnzvmu~s.
Section 12(b) of the Revenue Act of 1984 is amended by striking out all
after the bracket—
"$6,080 upon surtax net incomes of $44,000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $44, 000 and not in excess of $50,000, 27 per centum in addition of
such excess. "
and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"$7,700 upon surtax net incomes of $50,000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $50, 000 and not in excess of $56,000, 81 per centum in addition
of such excess.
"$9,560 upon surtax nct incomes of $56, 000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $o6, 000 and not in excess of $62, 000, 65 per centum in addition
of such excess.
"$11,660 upon surtax net incomes of $62, 000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $62, 000 and not in excess of $68,000, 89 por centum in addition
of such excess.
"$14,000 upon surtax net incomes of $68, 000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $68, 000 and not in excess of $74, 000, 48 per centum in addition
of such excess.
"$16,580 upon surtax net incomes of $74,000; and upon surtax net incomes
iu excess of $74, 000 anal not in excess of $80, 000, 47 per centum in addition
of such excess.
"$19,400 upon surtax net incomes of $80,000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $80, 000 and not in excess of $90,000, 51 per centum in addition
oi' such excess.
"$24,500 upon surtax net incomes of $90,000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $90,000 and not in excess of $100,000, 55 per centum in addition
of such excess.
000 upon surtax net incomes of $100,000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $100,000 and not in excess of $150,000, 58 per centum in addition
of such excess.
"$59,000 upon surtax net incomes of $150,000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $150,000 and not in excess of $200,000, 60 per centum in addition
of such excess.
"$89,000 upon surtax net incomes of $200, 000; and upon surtax net incomes
in exec'ss of $200, 000 and not in excess of $2-0, 000, 62 per centum in addition
of such excess.
"$120,000 upon surtax net incomes of $250, 000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $250, 000 and not in excess of $800, 000, 64 per centum in addition
of such excess.
"$152,000 upon surtax net incomes of $800, 000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $800, 000 and not in excess of $400, 000, 66 per centum in addition
of such excess.
"$218,000 upon surtax net incomes of $400, 000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $400, 000 anil not in excess of $500, 000, 68 per centum in ad:lition
of such excess.
"$286,000 upon surtax net incomes of $500, 000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $500, 000 and not in excess of $750,000, 70 per centum in addition
of. such excess.
"$461,000 upon surtax net incomes of $r50, 000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $750, 000 and not in excess of $1,000, 000, 72 per centum in addition
of such excess.
"$641,000 upon surtax nct incomes of $1,000, 000; and upon surtax net incomes
in excess of $1,000, 000 and not in excess of $2, 000, 000, 78 per centum in addition
of such excess.
"$1,871,000 upon surtax net incomes of $2, 000,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $2, 000, 000 and not in excess of $5, 000, 000, 74 per centum in
addition of such excess.
"$8,591,000 upon surtax net incomes of $5, 000, 000; and upon surtax net
inconies in excess of $o, 000, 000, 75 per centum in addition of such excess. "

"$0,
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SEc. 102. IxcoME Texas oN coapoaxTmNs.
(a) Section 13(a) of the Revenue Act of 1984 is amended to read as follows:
(a) Rate of taa. There shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxable
ear upon the net income (in excess of the credit against net inccme provided
I section 26) of every corporation, a tax as follows:
"Upon net incomes not in excess of $2, 000, 12~/q per centum.
"$250 upon net incomes of $2,000; and upon net incomes in excess of $2,000
and not in excess of $15,000, 18 per centum in addition of such excess.
"$1,940 upon net incomes of $15,000; and upon net incomes in excess of
$15,000 and not in excess of $40, 000, 14 per centum in addition of' such excess.
"$5,440 upon net incomes of $40,000; and upon net incomes in excess of
$40, 000, 15 per centum in addition of such excess. "
(b) Section 141(c) of the Revenue Act of 1984 is amended by striking out
"except that there shall be added to the rate of tax prescribed by section 18(a)
a rate of 2 per centum, but the tax at such increased rate shall be considered
as imposed by section 18(a)" and by inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"except that the rate of tax shall be 15s/4 per centum, in lieu of the rates prescribed by section 13(a), but the tax at such rate of 15'/~ per centum shall be
considered as imposed by section 18(a)."
(c) Sectio~ 23 of the Revenue Act of 1934 (relating to deductions from gross
income) is amended by adding at the end thereof a new subsection as follows:
"(r) Charitable and other contributions by corporations. In ihe case of a
corporation, contributions or gifts ma. de within the taxable year to or for the
use of a clomestic corporation, or domestic trust, or domestic con'. munity chest,
fund, or founclation, organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes or the prevention of cruelty
to children (but in the case of contributions or gifts to a trust, chest,
fund, or foundation, only if such contributions or gifts are to be used within
the United States exclusively for such purposes), no part of the net
earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual,
and no substantial part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda,
or otherwise attempting, to infiuence le islation; to an amount which tloes not
exceed 5 per centum of the taxpayer's net income as computed without the
benefit of this subsection.
Such contributions or gifts shall be allov able as
detluctions only if verified under rules and regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secrctarv. "
(d) Section 204(c) of the Revenue Act of 1984 (relating to deductions from
gross income by insurance companies other than life or mutual) is amended by
adding at the end thereof a new paragraph as follows:
"(10) Charitable, and so forth, contributions, as provided in section 23(r)."
(e) Section 232 of the Revenue Act of 1984 (relating to deductions allowed
before the
foreign corporations) is amended by inserting "(a) In general.
beginning of the section and by inserting at the end thereof the following new
subsection:
"(b) Charitable, end so forth, contributions, The so-called ' charitable
contribution' deduction allowed by section 23(r) shall be allowed whether or
not connected with income from sources within the United States. "
(f) Section 144 of the Revenue Act of 1934 (relating to payment of corporation income tax at source) is amended by inserting after the words "a tax
equal to 13s/4 per centum" the following: "thereof with respect to all payments
of income made before January 1, 1980, and equal to 15 per centum thereof
with respect to all payments of income made after December 81, 1985."
(g) Section 148(a) (1) of the Revenue Act of 1984 (relating to withholding
of interest on tax-free covenant bonds) is amended by striking out clause
(B) thereof and inserting in lieu thereof' the following:
"(B) in the case of such a foreign corporation, 13'"jz per centum with respect
to all payments of interest made before January I, 1930, and 15 per centum"
with respect. to all payments of interest ma. de after December 31, 1935, and.
(h) Section 23(p) of the Revenue Act of 1934 (relatin, to the deduction
is amended by striking out the words
of. dividends received by corporations)
"the amount" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "90 per centum
"
oi the amount.

"

—

—

—"

—

(i) Section 144 of the Revenue Act of 1984 is amended by striking out the
period at the end thereof and inserting a colon and the following: "proDido@
further, That in the case of the payment, after December 81, 1985, of dividends
of the class with respect to which a deduction is allowed by section 23(p),
the deduction and withholding provided for in this section shall also apply
to 10 per centum of the amount of the payment: Provided further, That the
Commissioner, under rules and regulations prescribed by him with the approval
of the Secretary, may authorize withholding under this section and section
148(a) (1) (8), in cases where the taxpayer has a taxable year ending on
any other date than December 31, at the rate of 18@ per centum (and, in
the case of payments of dividends with respect to which withholding is reuntil
quired, may authorize such payments to be made without withholding)
the beginning of the taxpayer's jirst taxable vear which begins after December
"
81, 1985.
SKc. 108. INcoME TAx 0N LIFE INRURANcE coMPANIKs.
Sections 201(b) (1) and (2) of the Revenue Act of 1984 are amended by
tax at
striking out "18+4 per centum of" and inserting in lieu thereof
: the rates speciQed
in section 13 upon. "
SKC. 104. INCOME TAX ON INSURANCE COHPANIKs OTHER THAN LIFE OR HUTUAL.
Sections 204(a) (1) and (2) of the Revenue Act of 1984 are amended by
striking out "18a44 per centum of" and inserting jn lieu thereof "a tax at
the rates speciQed in section 13 upon.

"a

"

SKc. 107. TAxARLK YEARS To wHIGH APPLIGABLK.
The amendments made by sections 101, 102 (except subsections (f), (g),
and (i) thereof), 108, and 104 shall apply only in the case of taxable years
beginning after December 81, 1935.
SEO. 108. CREDIT ALLOWED CIIINA TRADE AcT OORPCRATICNs.
(a) Section 261(a) of the Revenue Act of 1984 is amended to read as
follows:
" (a) Ailo4oance of credit. For the purpose only of the taxes imposed
by section 18 of this Act and section 106 of the Revenue Act of 1985 there
shall be allowed, in the case of a corporation organized under the China
Trade Act, 1922, in addition to the credit provided in section 26, a credit
against the net income of an amount equal to the proportion of the net income
derived from sources within China (determined in a similar manner to that
provided in section 119) which the par value of the shares of stock of the
corporation owned on the last day of. the taxable year by (1) persons resident
in China, the United States, or possessions of the United States, and (2)
individual citizens of the United States or China wherever resident, bears
to the par value of the whole number of shares of stock of the corporation
outstanding on such date: ProoMed, That in no case shall the diminution,
by reason of such credit, of the tax imposed by such section 18 (computed
without re "ard to this section) exceed the amount of the special dividend
certified under subsection (b) of this section; and in no case shall the
diminution,
by reason of such credit, of the tax imposed by such section
106 (computed without regard to this section) exceed the amount by which
such special dividend exceeds the diminution permitted by this section in the
tax imposed by such section 18."
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply, with respect
to the tax imposed by section 18 of the Revenue Act of 1934, as amended,
only in the case of taxable years beginning after December 81, 1935.

—

SKc,

109. PKRsoNAL

HoLDING coMPANIKs,

(a) Section 851(a) of the Revenue

follows:

—

A. ct

of 1984 is amended

to rea. d as

" (a) Imposition of tax. There shall be levied, collected, and paid, for
each taxable year, upon the undistributed adjusted net income of every personal holding company a surtax equal to the sum of the following:
" (1) 20 per centum of the amount thereof not in excess of $2, 000; plus
"(2) 80 per centum of the amount thereof in excess of $2, 000 and not in
excess of $100,000; plus
" (3) 40 per centum of the amount thereof in excess of 8100,000 and not
in excess of @00,000; plus
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"(4) 50 per centum of the amount thereof in excess of 3500,000 and not'
in excess of $1,000, 000; plus
" (5) 60 per centum of the amount thereof in excess of $1,000,000."
(b) Section 851(b) (2) (C) of such Act is amended by striking out the
period at the end thereof and inserting in lieu thereof a comma and the following: "and distributions (not in complete or partial liquidation and not a
'dividend' as defined in section 115) made during the taxable year out of
earnings or profits of such vear. "
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply only in the case of
taxable years beginning after December 81, 1985.
110. COBPoaATE LIqUIDATICNS.
(a). Section 112(b) of the Revenue Act of 1984 is amended by adding after
paragraph (5) a new paragraph reading as follows:
SEO.

—

"(6) Exchange (n Hquidat(on. No gain or loss shall be recognized upon
the receipt bv a corporation of property (other than money). distributed in
complete liquidation of another corporation, if the corporation receiving such
property on such exchange was on the date of the enactment of the Revenue
Act of 1985 and has continued to be at all times until the exchange, in control
of such other corporation.
As used in this paragraph 'complete liquidation'
includes any one of a series of distributions
by a corporation in complete
cancellation or redemption of all its stock in accordance with a plan of
liquidation under which the transfer of the property under the liquidation is
to be completed within a time specified in the plan, not exceeding five years
from the close of the taxable vear during which is made the first of the series
of distributions under the plan. If such transfer of property is not completed
within the taxable year hhe Commissioner may require of the taxpaver, as a
condition to the nonrecognition of gain under this paragraph, such bond, or
waiver of the statute of limitations on assessment and collection, or both, as
he may deem necessary to insure the assessment and collection of the tax
if the transfer of the property is not completed in accordance with the plan.
This paragraph shall not apply to any liquidation if any distribution in pursuance thereof has been made before the date of the enactment of the
Revenue Act of 1935.
(b) Section 112(c) (1) of the Revenue Act of 1984 is amended by striking
out "or (5)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(5), or (6).
(c) Section 112(e) of the Revenue Act of 1984 is amended by striking out
"subsection (b) (1) to (5) " and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (b) (1)
to (6)."
out
(d) Section 112(i) of the Revenue Act of 1934 is amended bv strikin
in lieu thereof "(4), (5), or (6)," and by
"(4), or (5)" " and inserting
"
"
striking out
(8), (5), or (6)."
(8) or (5) and inserting in lieu thereof
(e) The amendments made by this section shall apply only in the case
of taxable years beginning after December 31, 1935.

"

"

SEO. 202. EsTATE TAx

—

VALUATIoN.

802 of the Revenue Act of 1926, as amended, is amended by
adding a new subdivision as follows:
If the executor so elects upon his return (if filed within the time prescribed by law or prescribed by the Commissioner in pursuance of law), the
value of the gross estate shall be determined by valuing all the p"operty included therein on the date of the decedent's death as of the date one year
after the decedent's death, except that (1) property included in the gross estate
on the date of death and, Ivithin one year after the decedent's death, distributed
by the executor (or, in the case of property included in the gross estate under
subdivision (c), (d), or (f) of this section, distributed by the trustee under
the instrument of transfer), or sold, exchan ed, or otherwise disposed of, shall
bo included at its value as of the time of such distribution, sale, exchange, or
other disposition, Ivhichever first occurs, instead of its value as of the date one
year after the decedent's death, and (2) any interest or estate which is affected
by mere lapse of time shall be included at its value as of the time of death
(instead of the later date) with adjustment for any difference in its value as
of the later date not due to mere lapse of time. No deduction under this title
of any item shall be allowed if allowance for such item is in eifect given by
iyherever in any other subdivision or
the valuation under this subdivision.

(a) Section

"(j)
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section of this title or in Title II of the Revenue Act of 1982, reference is made
to the value of property at the time of the decedent's death, such reference
shall be deemed to refer to the value of such property used in determining
the value of the gross estate. In case of an election made by the executor
under this subdivision, then for the purposes of the deduction under section
808(a) (3) or section 808(b) (8), any bequest, legacv, devise, or transfer enumerated therein shall be valued as of the date of decedent's death with adjustment for any difference in value (not due to mere lapse of time or the occurrence or nonoccurrence of a contingency) of the property as of the date one
in
year after the decedent's death (substituting the date of sale or exchange
"
the case of property sold or exchanged during such one-vear period).
(b) The amendment made by this section shall be effective only with respect
to transfers of estates of decedents dying after the date of the enactment of
this Act.
SEC. 404. INTEREST ON DELINqUKNT TAZEs.
Notwithstanding
a.ny provision of law to the contrary, interest accruing during any period of time after the date of the enactment of this Act upon any
internal-revenue tax (including amounts assessed or collected as a part thereof)
or customs duty, not paid when due, shall be at the rate of 6 per centum per
annum.
SEC. 406. FAIL'LEE To FILE aEIURNS.
In the case of a failure to make and file an internal-revenue tax return required by iaw, within the time prescribed by law or prescribed by the Commissioner in pursuance of law, if the last date so prescribed for filing the return
is after the date of the enactment of this Act, if a 25 per centum addition to
the tax is prescribed by existing law, then there shall be added to the tax, in
lieu of such 25 per centum: 5 per centum if the failure is for not more than
80 days, with an additional 5 per centum for each additional 80 days or fraction thereof during which failure continues, not to exceed 25 per centum in the
aggregate.

SEo. 503. EFFEUTIvE nATE oF AcT.
Except as otherwise provided, this Act shall take eftect upon its enactment.
PAR. B. The Act entitled "An Act to amend certain provisions re-

"

lating to publicity of certain statements of income, approved April
19, 1935 (Public, No. 40, Seventy-fourth Congress, erst session), provides:

That section 55(b) of the Revenue Act of 1934 relating to filing and making
public certain income statements is amended to read as follows:
"(b) (1) All income returns filed under this title for any taxable year beginning after December 81, 1934 (or copies thereof, if so prescribed by regulations made under this subsection), shall be open to inspection by any official,
body, or commission, lawfully charg'ed with the administration
of any State
tax law, if the inspection is for the purpose of such administration or for the
purpose of obtaining information to be furnished to local taxing authorities
as provided in paragraph (2). The inspection shall be permitted only upon
written request of the governor of such State, designating the representative
of such official, body, or coromission to make the inspection on behalf of such
oKcial, body, or commission. The inspection shall be made in such manner, and
at such times and places, as shall be prescribed by regulations made by the
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary.
"(2) Any information thus secured by any official, body, or commission
of any State may be used only for the administration
of the tax laws of
such State, except that upon written request of the governor of such State
any su. h information may be furnished to any official, body, or commission of
any political subdivision of such State, lawfully charged with the administration of the tax laws of such political subdivision, but may be furnished only
for the purpose of, and may be used only for, the administration
of such
tax laws. Any officer, employee, or agent of any State or political subdivision,
who divulges (except as authorized in this subsection, or when called upon to

testify in any judicial
political subdivision, or
such, is a partv) any
permitted him or another

or administrative
proceeding to which the State or
such State or local otficial, body, or commission, as

information acquired by him through an inspection
under this subsection shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
and shall upon conviction be punished by a fine oi not more than $1,000, or
"
by imprisonment for not more than one year, or both.

PAn. C. The Act entitled "An Act to exempt from taxation oificial
compensation of certain foreign representatives and to provide for
the deductibility from income of certain dividends on preferred
thereof,
stock owned by the United States or instrumentalities
approved August 27, 1985 (Public, No. 374, Seventy-fourth Congress,
first session), provides:
That section 110 of the Revenue Act of 1984 relating to exclusions from
gross income is amended by adding at the end thereof a new subsection reading

"

as follows:
"(h) compensation of mnptottees of foreign governments. Wages, fees, or
salary of an employee of a foreign government (including a consular or other
received as compensation for ofiicial
oQicer, or a nondiplomatic represeutative)
services to such government—
"(1) If such employee is not a citizen of the United States; and
"(2) If the services are of a character similar to those performed by emof the United States in foreign countries; and
ployees of the Government
"(8) If the foreign government whose employee is claiming exemption
grants an equivalent exemption to employees of the Government of the United
States performing similar services in such foreign country.
"The Secretary of State shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the
names of the foreign countries which grant an equivalent exemption to the
services ia
employees of the Government of the United States performing
such foreign countries, and the character of the services performed by employees of the Government of the United States in foreign countries. "
SEc. 2. The provisions of section 1 shall be retroactively applied in computing income under the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1984 and prior Revenue
Acts, or any of such Acts as amended, subject to the statutory period of limitations properly applicable to such Acts.
SKc. 8. Title I of the Revenue Act of 1934, relating to income tax, is amended
by adding after section 120 a nevv section reading as follows:
"Sso. 121. Deduction of dividends paid on certain preferred stock of certain
In computing the net income, for any taxable year beginning after
corporations.
December 31, 1984, of any national banking association, or of any bank or
trust company organized under the laws of any State, Territory, possession
of the United States, or the Canal Zone, or of any other banking corporation engaged in the business of industrial banking and under the supervision
of a State banking department or of the Comptroller of the Currency, or of
any incorporated domestic insurance company, there shall be allowed as a
deduction from gross income, in addition to deductions otherwise provided for
in this title, any dividend (not including any distribution in liquidation) paid,
within such taxable year, to the United States or to any instrumentality
thereof exempt from Federal income taxes, on the preferred stock
" of the
corporation owned by the United States or such instrumentality.

—

—

PAR. D. In order to accord with the above-mentioned Acts, Regulations 86 are amended as follows:
The first paragraph of article 1—1 is amended to read:

—

1. Hcope of regulations, These regulations deal with the tax upon
Aaxzcrz 1—
income imposed by Title I and Title I—A of the Revenue Act of 1984, and by
such titles as amended by (a) the Revenue Act of 1985, approved August 80,
1935, (b) the Act entitled "An Act to amend certain provisions relating to
publicity of certain statements of income, approved April 19, 1985, and (c)
the Act entitled "An Act to exempt from taxation official compensation of
certain foreign representatives and to provide for the deductibility from income
of certain dividends on preferred stock owned by the United States or instrumentalities thereof, approved August 27, 1985.

"

"

Article 1—
1 is further
reading:

amended

by adding

at the end thereof a

new paragraph

The references in these regulations to the Revenue Act of 1934 and to titles,
thereof shall be considered, wherever
sections, subsections, or paragraphs
consistent, as references also to such Act, titles, sections, subsections, or
paragraphs thereof as amended by the Acts referred to in the first pn. agraph
of this article.

The first sentence of article 11—1, relating to normal income tax
on individuals, is amended to read:
Title I of the Revenue Act of 1934, and Title I of that Act, as amended,
which in general apply to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1933 (see
section 1), and taxable vears beginning after December 31, 1935, respectively,
impose an income tax on individuals, including a normal tax (section 11) and
a surtax (section 12).
Article 12—o, relating to computation of surtax, is amended to

read:

—

2. Corrtptttatiort of sttrtaz. The table designated below as Surtax
ART. 12—
Table No. 1 shows the surtax due for taxable years beginning after December
31, 1933, but not after December 31, 193, upon certain specified amounts of
surtax net income. The table designated below as Surtax Table No. 2 shows
the surtax clue for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1935, upon
certain specified amounts of surtax net income. In each instance the first
figure of the surtax net income in the surtax net-income column is to be
The percentage given opposite applies
excluded and the second flgtlre included,
to the excess of income over the fi&st figure in the surtax net-income column.
The last column gives the total surtax on a surtax net incolne eoual to the
second figure in the surtax net-income column.
SURTAx. TABLE

No. 1.

(Taxable years besinnins after December 31, 1933, but not after December 31, 1935.)
Surtax net income.

$0 to $4, 000
$4, 000 to $6, 000
$6', 000 to $8', 000
$8, 000 to $10,000
$10,000 to $12,000
$12, 000 to $14,000
$14,000 to $16,000
$16,000 to $18,000
$18,000 to $20, 000
$20, 000 to $22, 000
$22, 000 to $26, 000
$26, 000 to $32, 000
$32, 000 to $38,000
$38, 000 to $44, 000
$44, 000 to $50, 000
$50, 000 to $06, 0&CO
$56, 000 to $62, 000
$62, 000 to $68, 000
$68, COO to $74, 000
$74, 000 to $80, 000
$80, 000 to $90, 000
$90, 000 to $100,000
$100,000 to $150.000
$150,000 to $200, 000
$200, 000 to $300, 000
$300, 000 to $400, 000
$400 000 (o $500 000
$500, 000 to $750, 000
$750, 000 to $1,000, 000
$1, 000, 000 up

Per cent.

5
6

7
8

9
11
13
15
17
19
21
24
27

30
33
36
39
42

00
52

03
54
55
56

57
58
59

Total sllrtax.

$80
180
300
440
600
780
1, 000
1, 260
1, 560
2, 240
3, 380
4, 640
6, 080
7, 700
9, 500
11, 480
13, 640
15, 980
18, 000
23, 000
28, 000
54, 000
80, 500
134, 500
189, 500
245, 500
388, 000
533, 000

Svarax T~RLR No. 2.
(Taxable years beginning after December 31, 13350
Surtax net income.

$0 to $4, 000
$4, 000 to $6, 000
$6, 000 to $8, 000
$8, 000 to $10,000
$10,000 to $12,000
$12,000 to $14,000
$14,000 to $16,000
$16,000 to $18,000
$18,000 to $20, 000
$20, 000 to $22, 000
$22, 000 to $26, 000
$26, 000 to $32, 000
$32, 000 to $38,000
$38,000 to $44, 000
$44, 000 to $50,000
$50, 000 to $56, 000
$56, 000 to $62, 000
$62, 000 to $68, 000
$08', 000 to $74', 000
$74, 000 to $80, 000
$80, 000 to $90,000
$90,000 to $100,000
$100,000 to $150,000
$150,000 to $200, 000
$200, 000 to $250, 000
$250, 000 to $300, 000
$300, 000 to $400, 000
$400, 000 to $500, 000
$500, 000 to $750, 000
$750, 000 to $1,000, 000
$1,000, 000 to $2, 000, 000
$2, 000, 000 to $5, 000, 000
$5, 000, 000 up

Per cent.

4

5
6

7
8
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
24
27

31
35
39
43
47
51
55
58
00
02
64
66
68
70
72
73
74
75

Total surtax,

$80

180
300
440
600
780
1, 000
I& 260
1, 560
2, 240
3, 380
4, 640
6, 080
7, 700
9, 560
11, 660
14, 000
16, 580
19, 400
24, 500
30, 000
59, 000
89, 000
120, 000
152, 000
218, 000
286, 000
461, 000
641) 000
1, 371, 000
3 591, 000

The surtax for any amount of surtax net income not shown in the tables
is computed by adding to the surtax for the largest amount shown which is
less than the surtax net inccnie, the surtax upon the excess over that amount
at the rate indicatefl in the tables. Accordin ly, the surtax due for taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1033, but not after December 31, 1935, upon
a surtax net income of $03,128 would be $11,880.08, computed as follows:
$11, 480. 00
Surtax on $02000 from Table No. 1
400. 08
Surtax on $1,128 at 30 per cent

11, 880. 08
Total
The surtax due for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1035, upon
a surtax net income of $63,128 would be $12,099.92, computed as follows:
$11, 000. 00
Surtax on $62, 000 from Table No. 2
430. 02
Surtax on $1,128 at 30 per cent
Total

12, 000. 92

—
The following is substituted for the first sentence of article 18 1,
1935
September
9,
approved
Decision
45S5,
as amended by Treasury
and the re(C. B. XIV—9, 54), relating to tax on corporations, thereof:
second
paragraph
the
made
mainder of that article is
31, 1933, but not
In general, for taxable years beginning after December
tax on all corporations
after Deceinber 31, 1935, the Act inlposes antheincome
rate of 183/a per cent of the
not expressly exempt (see section 101) at
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net income subject to tax, and for taxable years beginning after December 81,
1985, an income tax at the rates specified in section 18(a) of the Revenue A.ct
of 1984, as amended by section 102(a) of the Revenue Act of 1985. The
following table shows the tax due from corporations in general for taxable
years beginning after December 81, 1985, upon certain specified amounts of
net income. In each instance the first figure of the net income in the netincome column is to be excluded and the second figure included. The percentage
given opposite applies to the excess of income over the first figure in the
net-income column.
The last column gives the total tax on a net income
equal to the second figure in the net-income column.
CORPORATION

INOOME

TAx TABLE.

(Taxable years beginning after December 31, 19330
Net income.

Per cent.

$0 to $2, 000
$2, 000 to $15,000
$15,000 to $40, 000
$ 40, 000 up

12Vs
18

14
15

Total tax.

$250
1, 940
5, 440

The tax for any amount of net income not shown in the table is computed
by adding to the tax for the largest amount shown which is less than the
net income, the tax upon the excess over that amount at the rate indicated
in the table. Accordingly, the tax due for taxable years beginning after
December 81, 1985, upon a net income of $20, 000 would be $2, 640, computed

as follows:

Tax on $15,000 from table
Tax on $5,000 at 14 per cent

$1, 940. 00
700, 00

Total

2, 640. 00

The following is substituted for the last sentence of the erst paragraph of article 93(o)—1, as amended by Treasury Decision 4585,
approved September 9, 1%5 (C. B. XIV—
9, 54), relating to contributions or gifts by individuals:
This article does not apply to gifts by estates and trusts (see section 162).
or gifts by corporations see article 28(r) —
1.

For contributions

Article 23(o) —1 is further amended by adding at the end thereof
a new paragraph reading as follows:

A donation made by an individual to an organization other than one referred
to in section 28(o) which bears a direct relationship to his business and is
made with a reasonable expectation of a financial return commensurate with
the amount of the donation may constitute an allowable deduction as business expense.

98(o) —o is revoked,
A new article is added after article O8(q) —1, designated "Art.
23(r) —1," as follows:
ART. 28(r) —
1. Contributions or gifts by corporations, A corporation is
A.rticle

—

entitled to deduct from gross income . for a taxable year beginning after
December 81, 1985, contributions or gifts to organizations referred to in section 28(r), whether or not such contributions or gifts constitute business
expenses, but only to the extent provided in that section.
Corporations may deduct, for a taxable year beginning after December 81,
1985, to the extent provided by section 28(r), contributions or gifts to organizations referred to in that section, only for the taxable year in which they are
actually paid, re ardless of when pledged' and regardless of whether the books
and records of the corporation are kept on the cash receipts and disbursements
basis or the accrual basis.

The provisions of the first paragraph of article 23(o) —1, as amended, relating
to (1) the statement in returns of the name and address of each organization
to which a contribution or gift was made and the approximate date and the
amount of the contribution or gift, (2) the substantiation of the claims for
deductions when required by the Commissioner, and (3) the basis for calculation of the amount of a contribution or gift which is other than money, are
equally applicablo to claims for deductions of contributions or gifts by cor-

porations under section 23(r).
Donations to organizations other than those referred to in section 23(r)
which bear a direct relationship to the corporation's business and are made
with a reasonable expectation of a financial return commensurate
with the
amount of the donation may constitute allowable deductions as business
expenses. For example, a street railway corporation may donate a sum of
money to an organization
(of a class not referred to in section 23(r) ) intendIng to hold a convention in the city in which it operates, with the reasonable
expectation that the holding of such convention will augment its income
through a greater nuniber. of people using the cars. Sums of money expended
for lobbying purposes, the promotion or defeat of legislation, the exploitation
of propaganda, including advertising other than trade advertising, and contributions for campaign expenses, are not deductible from gross income.

The following is substituted for articles 55(b) —1 to 55(b) —5, inclusive, relating to publicity of returns:
Aar. 55(b) —
1. Def(nitions, Any word or term used in this article and articles 55(b)-2 to 55(b) —4, inclusive, which is defined in the Revenue Act of 1%4,

—

or the Revenue Act of 1984 as amended, shall be given the respective definition
contained in that Act.
AaT. 55(b)-2. Copies of income returns.
Every person (except nonresident
alien individuals) required to file an income return (including afiiliation schedules) uncler the provisions of. sections 51, 52, 141, 142 or 187 of Title I, section
351 of Title I—A, or section 792 of Title V of the Revenue Act of 1%4, or any
such section as amended, or under section 166 of the Revenue Act of 1%5, for
after December 31, 1984, shall file with the
any taxable year beginning
return a copy thereof on a duplicate form on colored paper which will be
The copy on such duplicate form shall be a comprovided for that purpose.
plete duplicate of the return as filed except that the aiMavits on the duplicate
form need not be filled in. There shall be attached to the copy on the duplicate form a copy of any schedule or statement attached to the original return
except (1) Schedule C-1 in the case of a corporation return, (2) the copy of
the will or trust instrument in the case of a fiduciary return, (8) the power
of attorney on Form %5 or Form 930 in the case of a return made by an
agent, and (4) thc copy of the annual statement made to the insurance dePartment oi the State, Territory, or District of Columbia in the case of a
return of an insurance company. In lieu of filling in the duplicate form on
colored paper, a legible photostat or photograph of the return and rein. ted schedules as filed may bo filed with the return provided such photostat or photograph is not of larger dimensions than the return and is securely fastened to
the duplicate form.
Aux. 55(b) —
3. Inspection of copies of returns. Within a reasonable time after
the returns are filed the copies thereof (including photostats and photographs),
under such procedure as may be prescribed by the Commissioner, shall be made
available for inspection in the office of the collector of inter~al revenue in which
the returns are filed, by any official, body, or commission, lawfully charged
with the administration of any State tax law, or by the representatives of such
by the governor of the
official, body, or commission designated inwriting
State, for the purpose of su&h admiuistration or for the purpose of obtaining
inforniation to be furnished to local taxing authorities as provided iu secti&n
55(b) (2) of the Revenue Act of 1934, as amended. The governors of the respective States shall be notified by the Commissioner of the date the copies nf
the returns are available for inspection and inspection tliereof shall not be
permitted atter one year from such date.
ARr. 55(b) —4. Request for permission to inspect copies. Bequests for permission to inspect the copies of returns must be in writing signed by the governor under the seal of. his State, and must be addressed to the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, Washington, D. C., Records Division. The request must
state (a) the kind of returns it is desired to inspect, (5) the taxable year

—

—

—

or years covered by the copies of returns it is desired to inspect, (o) the name
of the ofiicial, body, or commission by whom or which the inspection is to be
made, (d) the name of the representative of such official, body, or commission, designated to make the inspection, (e) by specific references, the State tax
law which such ofiicial, body, or commission is charged with administering
and the law under which he, she, or it is so charged, (f) the purpose for which
the inspection is to be made, and (g) if the inspection is for the purpose of ob.
taining information to be furnished to local taxing authorities, (1) the name
of. the otficial, body, or commission of any political subdivision
of the State,
lawfully charged with the administration of the tax laws of such political subwhom
or
which
the
information
to
secured
division, if any, to
by the inspection is to be furnished, and (2) the purpose for which the information is to
be used by such oificial, body, or commission.

As to inspection and furnishin~~r copies of returns under other provisions of law see Treasury Decision 4504, approved December 29,

1Ã4 (C. B. XIV—1)' 86).

The following new articles are added after article 119(b) (5) —9:
112(b) (6) —1. Exchange in liquidation of controlled corporation —
Defini-

ART.

—

tion of terms. Under the general m)e, upon the exchange of property, gain
or loss must be recognized if the new property differs in a material particular,
either in kind or in extent from the old property.
See article 111—
1. The
purpose of the provisions of section 112(b) (6) is to except from the general
rule certain exchanges incident to complete liquidation of a corpora. tion which
The nonrecognition of gain or loss is
is controlled by another corporation.
limited to the receipt by a corporation of property (other than money) distributed during a taxable year of the recipient beginning after December 81, 1985, in
complete liquidation of another corporation, if the recipient corporation is in
control of such other corporation.
The Act expressly requires that the recipient
corporation must have been on August 80, 1985 (the date of the enactment of
the Revenue Act of 1965), and have continued to be at all times until the
exchange, in control of the liquidating corporation.
The Act also expressly
provides that the provisions of section 112(b) (0) shall not apply to any liquidation if any distribution in pursuance thereof has been made before August 80,
1985. Section 112(i) places a limitation on the application
of section
112(b) (0) to foreign corporations, See article 112(i)—l.
The application of the term "exchange in liquidation" is strictly limited to
the specific transactions described in section 112(b) (0).
The term "complete liauidation" means the distribution of the properties
of the controlled corporation in cancellation or redemption of all its stock
in accordance with a plan of liquidation.
The term also includes any one of
a series of distributions of property of the controlled corporation in complete
cancellation or redemption of all of its stock in accordance with a plan of
liquidation.
The term "plan of liquidation" means a plan (evidenced by written memoranda) providing for a complete liquidation within one taxable yea. r or within
a specified time not exceeding the 5-year period allowed by section 112(b) (6).
The term "control" is defined, for the purpose of section 112(b) (0), in
section 112(h). See article 112(h) —
1.
Aar. 112(b) (0) —2. E~'achanges in Hquidation for property and money. If in
an exchange in liquidation in pursuance of a plan of complete liquids. tion, there
is received by the controlling corporation money (not permitted to be received
without the recognition of gain) then
(1) As provided in section 112(c) (1), the gain, if any, to the controlling
corporation will be recognized in an amount not in excess of the sum of money,
but
(2) No loss from such an exchange will be recognized (see section 112(e) ).
ART. 112(b) (0) —
8. RachangeS in Liquidation as affecting minority interests.
In an exchange in liquidation in pursuance of a plan of complete liquidation,
the gain or loss of minoritv shareholders shall be determined without regard
to section 112(b) (0), which is not applicable thereto, since that section does
not apply to exchanges in liqu dation made by minority shareholders.
ART. 112(b) (0) —
4. Fiting of bonds or icaicers of statute of limitations.
Any
bond required under section 112(b) (0) shall have such surety or sureties as
the Commissioner may require. However, see section 1126 of the Revenue Act

—

—

—

of 1926 (paragraph

81 oi' the Appendix to these regulations), providing that
where a bond is required by law or regulations, in lieu of surety or sureties
there may be deposited bonds or notes of the United States. Only surety companies holding certificates of authority from the Secretary of the Treasury
as acceptable sureties on Federal bonds will be approved as sureties. The bonds
shall be executed in triplicate so that the Commissioner, the taxpayer, and the
surety or depositary may each have a copy.
Waivers umler section 112(b) (6) of the statute of limitations on assessment
or collection, or both, shall be executed on a form prescribed by the Commissioner.
AaT. 112(b) (6) —
5. Records to be kept end inforrnaHon to be filed volta returns.
(a) Permanent records in substantial form shall be kept by every corporation which is a party to an exchange in liquidation under section 112(b) (6)
showing the information required by this article to be submitted with the
The plan of liquidation must be adopted by each
return of the corporation.
of the corporations parties thereto and the resolution of adoption shall appear
as part of the oificial records of each such corporation.
(5) The controlling corporation shall file with its return for its taxable
year in which the liquidation occurred, or, if the plan of liquidation provides
for a series of distributions over a period of more than one taxable year, for
each taxable year in which a distribution is made under the plan:
(1) A duly certified copy of the plan for complete liquidation.
(2) A statement showing the amount of money, if any, and all properties
received as a distribution in liquidation, and the fair market values of such
properties at the date of distribution.
(8) A statement as to its ownership of the voting stock and of the shares of
all other classes of stock of the liquidating corporation (showing percentages)
as of August 30, 1985 (the date of the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1985),
and at all times since, to and including the date of the distribution in liquidation, and the cost or other basis of such stock.
(c) The liquidating corporation shall file with its return for the taxable year
in which the liquidation occurred, or, if the plan of liquidation provides for a
series of clistributions over a period of more than one taxable year, for each
taxable year in which a distribution is made under the plan, a list of all of
its properties and money, showing the amount of money and the fair market
values of its properties on the date of the exchange in liquidation or, if the
plan of liquidation provides for a series of distributions over a period of more
than one taxable year, the amount of money and the fair market values of all
of its properties on the date on which each distribution was made, specifying
the amount of money and the properties transferred in each such distribution.

—

Article 112(c)—1 is amended by adding at the end thereof a new
paragraph reading:
2.
As to receipt of money in an exchange in liquidation, see article 112(b) (6) —
—
amended
to
read:
The first paragraph of article 119(e) 1 is
The Act provides that in no event shall a loss be recognized from a tax-free
exchange of property under section 112(b) (1) to (6), inclusive, notwithstanding the fact that there is received in the exchange other property or money
in addition to property permitted to be received without recognition of gain
or loss.

The first sentence of article 112(h) —1 is amended to read:
Section 112(h) defines the term "control" in reference to the phrase "control
of the corporation, " as used in section 112(b) (5) and (6) and section 112(g) (1).
The first sentence of article 119(i)—1 is amended to read:
A foreign corporation will not be considered a corporation to which a tax-free
transfer of property for steel- or securities may be made, or a corporation a
party to a reorganization with which a tax-free reorganization exchainge may
be made, or a corporation a party to an exchange in liquidation to )vhich a
tax-free liquidation distribution may be made, unless, prior to the transfer or
exchan c, it has been established to the satisfaction of the Commissioner ihat
such transfer or exchange is not in pursuance of a. plan having as one of its
principal purposes the avoidance of Federal income taxes.

.

1, relating to basis of propParagraph (c) of article 118(a) (5)—
erty acquired by bequest, devise, or inheritance, is amend. ed to read:
(o) Fair market value. For the purposes of this article, the value of prop-

—

erty as of the date of the death of the decedent as appraised for the purpose of
the Federal estate tax or if the property is not appraised as of the date of the
death of the decedent for such purpose or if the estate is not subject to such
tax, its value as appraised as of the date of the death of the decedent for the
purpose of State inheritance or transmission taxes, shall be deemed to be its
fair market value a.t the time of the death of the decedent.

Article 118(a) (6)—1 is amended by inserting after the fifth paragraph thereof a new paragraph reading as follows:
under section
corporation
(decreased in the amount of any
assignable to the properties distributed
money received and increased in the amount of gain recognized upon such
exchange) shall be allocated among the several properties received in the
proportion that the fair market value of each such property as of the date of
distribution bears to the fair market value of all of such properties on that

In the case of distributions

to a controlling

corporation

112(b) (6) the cost or other basis of the stock of the liquidating

date.

The second sentence of the second paragraph of article 116—1,
relating to income of foreign governments, ambassadors, and consuls,
is amended to read:
Their income from all sources other than a business carried on by them in
the United States is also exempt.

The third paragraph

of article 116—1 is amended to read:

All employees of a foreign government (including consular or other officers,
who are not citizens of the United States
or nondiplomatic representatives)
are exempt from Federal income tax with respect to wages, fees, or salaries
received by them as compensation for official services rendered in the United
States to such foreign government, provided (1) the services are of a character
similar to those performed by employees of the Government of the United
States in such. foreign country and (2) the foreign government whose employee
is claiming exemption grants an equivalent exemption to employees of the
Government of the United States performing similar services in such foreign
country. The Act entitled "An Act to exempt from taxation oflicial compensation of certain foreign representatives and to provide for the deductibility
from income of certain dividends on preferred stock ovimed by the United States
or instrumentalities
thereof, " approved August 27, 1935 (Public, No. 874, Seventy-fourth Congress, first session), provides that the Secretary of State shall
certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the names of the foreign countries
which grant an equivalent exemption to the employees of the Government of
the United States performing services in such foreign countries, and the character of the services performed by employees of the Government of the United
States in foreign countries. The income received by employees of foreign governments (other than ambassadors, ministers and members of their households
including secretaries, attaches and servants) from sources other than their
salaries, fees, or wages, referred to above, is subject to Federal income tax.

The second paragraph of article 148—1, relating to withholding
of tax at source, is amended to read. :
A tax of 18+~ per cent is required to be withheld in the case of ffxed or
determinable annual or periodical income (with the exceptions stated in the
flrst paragraph of this article) paid before January 1, 1986, to a nonresident
foreign corporation (see article 801—
8). In the case of payments of such income (including 10 per cent of payments of dividends of a class allowed as a
credit by section 25(a) ) made after December 81, 1935, a tax of 15 per cent
is required to be withheld.
See section 144 and article 144—1.

The first sentence of the ninth paragraph of article 148-1 is
amended to read:
%'ithholding of a tax of 2 per cent is required in the case of interest paid
to an individual or a partnership,
whether resident or nonresident
(see

75
article 801—8), or to a nonresident foreign corporation upon bonds or other
obligations of domestic corporations or resident foreign corporations
(see
article 801—8) containing a tax-free covenant and issued before January 1,
1984, except that if the liability assumed by the obligor in connectio~ with such
a covenant does not exceed 2 per cent of the interest, withholding is required
at the rate of 4 per cent in the case of a nonresident alien or a nonresident
partuership composed in whole or in part of nonresident alien individuals, at
the rate of 18% per cent in the ease of payments made to a nonresident
foreign co&adoration before January 1, 1936, and. at the rate of 15 per cent in
the case of paymeni. s made to a uonresident foreign corporation atter December
31, 1985.
The next to the last sentence of article 148—8, as amended by

Treasury Decision 4585, approved March 16, 1%5 (C. B. XIV—1,
118), relating to exeinption from withholding, is amended to read:
In the case of (c) the rate of withholding applic:&ble is 13% per cent in
the case ofdistributions made prior to January 1, 1936, and 15 per cent iu
the case of distributions made after December 81, 1985.

The first paragraph of article 144—1, as amended by Treasury
Decision 4585, approved March 1(i, 1%5 (C. B. XIV—1, 118), is

to re~ad:
—
Ai&T. 144 1. Withholding
in the case of nonresident foreign corporations.
In general, with respect to pavments to nonresideut foreign corporations (see
—
article 801 8) vithholding is required of a tax of 2 per cent in the case of
interest representing income from sources within the United States paid upon
corporate bonds or other obligations containin,
a tax-free covenant, issued
before January 1, 1934, except that if the liability assumed by the obligor in
connection with such a &.ovenant does not exceed 2 per cent of the interest,
vvithholdiug is required at the rate of 18% per cent with respect to payments
made before January 1, 1936, and at the rate of 15 per cent with respect to
payments made after December 81, 1S85. i&vithholding of a tax of 18% per cent
is also required in the case of payments made before Janu&iry 1, 1936, of other
Rxcd or determinable annual or periodical income from sources within the United
States to uonresideht foreign corporations, except dividends paid by a domestic
corporation subject to taxation under Title I other than dividends distributed
by n. corporation organized under the China Trade Act, 19"2, to a nonresident
foreign corporation which is uot a resident of Chiua. Avithhol&ling of a tax
of 15sper cent is also required in the case of payments made after December
31, 1985, of other fixed or determinable aunual or periodical income from sources
within tlie United States to nonresident foreign corporations, except 90 per ceut
of the amount of dividends distributed by a domestic corporatiou subject to
taxa tion under Title I other th in dividencls distributed by a corporation
organized under the China Tracle Act, 1922, to a nonresident foreign corporation which is not a resident of Cliina. A tax of 15 per cent shall be withheld
from 10 per cent of tlie amount of dividends distributed after December 31,
1085, by a domestic corporation subjeci-, to taxation under Title I to a uonresideut foreign corporatiou including uonresident forei n corporations having
a taxable year ending on auy other date tlian Deceniber 81, except that no
&vuhholding is required froiu dividends distributed by a corporation organized
under the China Trade Act, 1922, to a nonresident foreign &:&rporation ivhich is
a resiclcnt of China. As to refunds of excess tax withheld at the source see
sections 143(f) and 822 and articles 148—11, 8"2-1, 822 —2, 82o 8 as amended
by Treasury Decision 4585, approved September 9, 1985 (C. B. XIV—2, 54), and
822—
4 to 822 —
7, inclusive,
aniended

—

The second sen(ence of the first paragrapli of article 901(b) —1,
relating to rates of tax on life insurance conipanies, is amended to

read:
The rate for 1934, and for subsequent years is 18% per cent, except that
for taxable years begiiining after Dec:mber 81, 1935, the tax is iinposed at the
graduated rates speciRed in section 18(a) of the Revenue Act of 1934, as
ammided by section 102(a) of the Revenue Act of 1985, and tlie net income
upouwhich the tax is imposed differs from the net income of other corpora-

tions.

1, relating to the deduction
A. rticle 208(a) (3) —
life insurance companies, is amended to read:

of dividends

by

—

1. Dividends. The deduction allowed by section 208(a) (8)
AaT. 208(a) (8) —
with the deduction
for dividends received from other corporations is identical section,
as amended,
allowed other corporations by section 28(p), and by that
except that for taxable years beginning after December 81, 1935, life insurance
companies are entitled to a deductiou for the full amount received as dividends
from a domestic corporal. ion which is sub1ect to taxation under Title I of the
Revenue Act of 1984, as amended, other than a corporation entitled to the
benefits of section 251, and other than a corporation
Trade Act, 1922.

organized under the China

The third sentence of article 204(a)-1, as amended by Treasury
2, 54), relatDecision 4585, approved September 9, 1985 (C. B. XIV—
ing to tax on insurance companies other than life or mutual, is
amended to read:
The rate of tax imposed by section 204 is 18s/4, per cent, except that for
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1985, the tax is imposed at the
graduated rates specified in section 18(a) of the Revenue Act of 1984, as
amended by section 102(a) of the Revenue Act of 1985, and the net income
upon which the tax is imposed, as defined in section 204, differs from the net
income of other corporations.

The first sentence of article 232 —1, relating to deductions
foreign corporations, is amended to read:

allowed

Foreign corporations are allowed the same deductions from their gross
income arising from sources within the United States as are allowed to domestic
corporations to the extent that such deductions are connected with such gross
income except that for taxable years beginning after December 81, 1985, the
so-called charitable contribution deduction allowed by section 28(r) is allowed
whether or not connected with income from sources within the United States.

The following is substituted for the next to the last sentence of
article 261—
2, relating to credits allowed China Triode Act corpora-

tions:

In the case of taxable years beginning before January 1, 1986, the decrease
in tax by reason of such credit must not exceed the amount of the special
dividend referred to in section 261(b), and is not allowable unless the special
dividend has been certified to the Commissioner by the Secretary of Commerce.
In the case of taxable years beginning after December 81, 1985, the diminution, by reason of such credit, of the tax imposed by section 18 (computed
without regard to section 261(a) of the Revenue Act of 1%4, as amended
by section 108 of the Revenue Act of 1985), shall not exceed the amount of
the special dividend referred to in section 261(b), and is not allowable
unless the special dividend has been certified to the Commissioner by the
Secretary of Commerce.

The third sentence of article 261—
4, relating to withholding by a
China Trade Act corporation, is amended to read:
In the case of an individual shareholder or partnership, the rate of withis 4 pcr cent, and in the case of a corporation, 18s/~ per cent with
respect to payments made before January 1, 1%6, and 15 per cent with respect
to payments made after December 81, 1%5.
holdin

The following sentence is added. to the third paragraph of article
273—
1, relating to jeopardy assessments:
In any ease, however, interest accruing during any period of time after
August 80, 1%5, is at the rate of 6 per cent per annum.
The following is substituted for the first three paragraphs of
article 291—1:

—

AaT. 291—1. A. &Mition to the taa& tn case
failure to
return. In case nf
failure to make and file a return requiredof by Title I file
within the prescribed
tjme, a certain per cent of the amount of the tax is added to the tax
unless
the return is later filed and failure to file the rei. urn within
prescribed
time is shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner to be due the
reasonable
cause and not to willful neglect. If the last date prescribed bytolaw
prescribed by the Commissioner in pursuance of law for filing the return is orbei'ore
August 81, 1985, the amount to be added to the tax for failure to make ancl
file the return within the prescribed time is 25 per cent of the amount
tax. If the last date so prescribecl for filing the return is after Augustof the
80,
1935, the amount to be added to the tax in lieu of such 25 per cent is 5 per cent
if the failure is for not more than 80 days, with an additional
5 per cent
for each additional 30 days or fraction thereof' during which failure continues,
not to exceed 25 pcr cent in the aggregate. Two classes of delinquents are subject to this addition to the tax:
(a) Those who do not file returns and for whom returns are made by a
collector or the Commissioner, and
(b) Those who file tardy returns and are unable to show reasonable cause
for the delay.
A taxpayer who files a tardy return and wishes to avoid the addition
to
the tax for delinquency
must make an aflirma&ive showing of. all facts
allege'd as a reasonable &ause for failure to file the return on time
in the form
of an aiMavit which should be attached to the return.
If such
is furnished vvith the return or upon the collector's demand, thean aifidavit
collector,
unless otherwise directed by the Commissioner, will forward the afiidavit
the return, and, if the Con&missioner determines that the delinquency was with
to a reasonable cause, an&1 not to willful ne lect, the acldition to the tax due
will
not be assessed. If the taxpayer exercised ordinary business care
and prudence and was nevertheless unable to file the return within the
prescribed
time, then the delay is due to a reasonable cause.
If the addition to the tax for delinquency iu filing the return has been
added, the;«uount so added shall be collected in the same manner as the
tax.

The next to the last paragraph of article 351—3, relating to the
computation of undistributed adjusted net income of personal holding companies, is amended to read:
The "undistributed adjusted net income" is computed by subtracting from
the "adjusted nct income" described above, (a) an:&mount equal to 20
per cent of the excess of the adjusted net income over the amount of dividends receivecl fron& personal holding companies which are allovvable as a
deduction for the purpose of the tax imposed by section 18 or 204,
reasonable amounts used or set aside to retire indebtedness incurred (h)
by the
taxp;&yer prior to January 1, 1984 (see article 851-4), and (c) any dividends
paid during tbe taxable year, and for taxable years beginning after December
31, 1035, dist:ributions (not in c&unplete or partial liquidation and not a "dividend" as define in section 115, for example, as a result of an existing deficit)
made during the taxable year out of. earnings or proiits of such year.
Article 851—5 is amencled to read:
ART. 851—
5. Rates of surtax. For taxable years beginning before January
1, 1080, the surtax is to be computed at the rate of. 30 per cent upon the
amount of the undistributed
adjusted net i»come not in excess of $100,000,
and at the rate of 40 per cent upon the a.mount of the undistributed adjusted
net income in excess of $100,000. F&or taxable vears beginning after December
31, 1035, the surtax is to be coruputed at the rates specified in section 851(a)
of the Revenue Act of 1934, as amended by section 109 of the Itever&ue Act
of 1935. The following table shows the surtax due from personal holding
companies for taxable Iears bcginnin
after December 81, 1085, upon certain
specific&l amounts of un&listributed
adjusted net income. Iu each instance the
first 8 'ure of the undistributed adjusted n& t income in the undistributed
adjusted net-income column is to be excluded and the seco«d fiaure included.
The perceuta c given opposite applies to the excess of income over the first
8"ure in the undistributed adjusted net-income column. Tbe last column wves
the total surtax on an undistributed adjusted net income equal to the second
figure in the undistributed
adjusted net-income column.

—
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Hor. nINa CoMr&NT SUETY TanLE,

(Taxable years beginning after December 31, If)sa)
Undistributed

Per cent.

adjusted net income.

Total surtax.

20

$0 to $2, 000
$2, 000 to $100,000
$100,000 to $500, 000
$500, 000 to $1,000, 000
$1,000, 000 up

$400
29, 800
189, 800
439, 800

30
40

50
80

The surtax for any amount of undistributed adjusted net income not shown
in the table ls computed by adding to the surtax for the largest amount shown
adjusted net income, the surtax upon
which is less than the undistributed
the excess over that amount at the rate indicated in the table. Accordingly,
the surtax due for taxable years beginning after December 31, 193o, upon an
adjusted net income of $150,000 would be $49,800, computed as
undistributed

follows:

Tax on $100,000 from table
Tax on $50,000 at 40 per cent
49, 800. 00

Total

GUT T. HELVERINQ)
Commissioner of Internal Reu)ent4e.

Approved

February 18, 1936.

STEPIIEN

B. GIRaoNs)

Acting Secretary of the Treasury.
C. REVENUE ACT OF 1934.
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SUBTITLE B. GENERAL PROVISIONS.
PART

II.—
COMPUTATION

OF NET INCOME.

—

SECTION 22(a) . GROSS INCOME: GENERAL
DEFINITION.
ARTIULE

22(a) —1: What included. in gross income.

XV—6-7987

G. C. M. 16020
REVENUE ACT OF 1934 AND PRIOR REVENUE ACTS.

Taxability of income of restricted Indians of the Five Civilized
Tribes.

An opinion is requested as to what changes, if any, are to be made
in procedure with reference to the taxabihty of income of restricted
Indians of the Five Civilized Tribes on account of the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States in Sfsperintend'ent of Five Ciu)itieerj T'ribes (on behalf of Sanfjy Foa)) v. Commissioner (295 U. S.
,
418) Ct. D. 974) C. B. XIV—1, 158).
That case involved the taxability of the income of a restricted
Indian derived from the reinvestment of income from restricted
allotted lands) the original income having been considered to be tax-

exempt as from a tax-free source. It has been the consistent position
of the Bureau that the reinvestment income is taxable. (See E'otic
SneQ et aL v. Comm& sioner, 10 B. T. A. , 1081, and G. C. M. 9621,
C. B, X—2, 111.) The decision of the United States Supreme
Court in Superintendent, etc. , v. Commis~ner, supra, confirms that
position.
In that case the Court stated that nontaxability and restriction
upon alienation are distinct things and that taxation of the trust
property of its Indian wards by the &federal Government, under Federal Revenue Acts general in scope, is not so inconsistent with the
relationship between the Government and its Indian wards that exemption is a necessary implication; and that if exemption exists it
must derive plainly from agreements with the Indian Tribes or some
Act of Congress dealing with their affairs.
With particular reference to the taxability of the restricted allotments of the Five Civilized Tribes, and of the income derived directly therefrom, the Attorney General in his opinion of March 15,
1924 (34 Ops. A. G., 275, T. D. 8570, C. B. III—1, 85), ruled that, in
addition to the specific exemption for stated periods of the homestead allotments contained in the Acts of Congress, all of the restricted allotted lands continued to be exempt from taxation during
the continuance of the restrictions "in accordance with the purpose
and intent of section 19 of the Act of April 26, 1906 (34 Stat. , 137,
144) and section 4 of the Act of May 27, 1908 (85 Stat. 312, 313)."
SectIon 19 of the Act of 1906 clearly exempted the aliotted lands
during the continuance of the restrictions but not beyond the life
of the original allottee. Section 4 of the Act of 1908 provided that
all allotted lands from which restrictions are removed shall be subject to taxation and all other civil burdens, and that allotted lands
shall not be subject to any personal claim or demand arising prior
to the removal of restriction. Exemption from taxation by necessary implication of allotted lands solely because of the existence of
restrictions seems to be required by the language of Congress in said
section 4, even if tested by the stanclard of construction raised by the
Supreme Court in Superintendent, etc. , v. Commissioner, supra. At
any rate, Congress in the Act of May 10, 1928 (45 Stat. , 495), seems
to have proceedecl on that understanding of the matter. In section
8 of the latter Act, it is provided that all minerals, including oil
and gas, produced on or after April 26, 1931, from restricted allotted
lands of the Five Civilized Tribes in Oklahoma shall be subject to
ta, xatloll.
By section 4 of that Act, it is provided also that on and after saicl
date allottecl, inherited, or devised restricted lands of each Indian
in excess of 160 acres shall be subject to taxation; that the restricted
owner shall select from his restricted lands tracts not exceccling 160
acres which shall remain exempt from taxation (except as to the
minerals produced therefrom as above inclicated), such selection to
be eviclencecl by a certificate filed with the Superintendent
of the
Five Civilized Tribes and recorded in the proper county; and that
such certiiicated restricted lands shall remain exempt (except as to
minerals produced) while the title remains in the Indian designated
in the certificate or any full-blood heir or devisee of the land. By
section 1 of the Act of January 27, 1933 (47 Stat. , 777), the exemption of the certificated restricted lands was broadened by making
&
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as to minerals produced) in the hands of
heir, devisee, or donee (and not only as to a
or devisee), or in the hands of any restricted
lands are purchased with restricted funds.
This o]fice is of the opinion, therefore, that no change in the
procedure followed by the Bureau for the period up to April 26
1981, in respect of the taxability of the restricted allotted lands o)
the members of the Five Civilized Tribes, and of the income derived
directly therefrom, is required on account of the decision of the
Supreme Court in Superintendent, eto. , v. Commissioner, supra. The
procedure to be adhered. to beginning with April 26, 1981, is indicated. by the above review of the express legislation of Congress in
the Acts of May 10, 1928, and January 27, 1988.
With reference to the taxability of reinvestment income, it has
been indicated above that the Bureau's position has consistently been
that such income is taxable, and that the decision in Superintendent,
etc. v. Commissioner, supra, is but an af]irmation of a long standing
position of the Bureau.

them exempt (except
any restricted Indian
full-blood Indian heir
Indian for whom such

RoRER1

H.

JACKsoN,

ssistant General Covs1sel for the
BNreau of Internal Revenue.
ARvrcLE
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XV—8—7961
O. C. M. 16100

REVENUE ACT OF 1934 AND PRIOR REVENUE ACTS.

Taxability of income of restricted members of the Osage Indian
Tribe.

Advice is requested relative to the taxability of income of the
restricted members of the Osage Indian Tribe.
The case of Superintendent of Five Civilized Tribes (on behalf of
Sandy Fox) v. Commissioner (295 U. S., 418, Ct. D, 974, C. B.
XIV—1, 158) which has given rise to this review of the matter,
dealt primarily with the taxability of income from the reinvestment
of income from the restricted allotted lands of members of the Five
Civilized Tribes. The Court held that such reinvestment income is
and has been subject to tax. In answer to the contention that restrictions and nontaxability should go hand in hand, "and that it
is not lightly to be assumed that Congress intended to tax the
ward for the benefit of the guardian,
the Court said that the
general terms of the taxing Act include the income under consideration and if exemption exists it must derive plainly from agreements
with the Indians or some Act of Congress dealing with their affairs.
The Court specifically stated that the decision in B/ac&bird v. Commissioner (88 Fed. (2d), 976), which is to the contrary, does not
harmonize with its opinion in Choteau v. BMrnet (288 U. S., 691),
and concluded with the following language:

"

Nor can we conclude that taxation of income from trust funds of au Indian
ward is so inconsistent with that relationship that exemption is a necessary
implication.
Nontaxability and restriction upon alienation are distinct things.
(Choate v. Trapp, 224 U. S., 665, 673.) The taxpayer here is a citizen of
the United States, and wardship with limited power over his property does not,
without more, render him immune from the common burden.

81
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8&uto v. Gibson-Zahniser
Oil Corporation, supra, held that restricted land
purchased for a full-blood Creek ward of the United States with trust
funds was not free from State taxation, and declared that such exemption
could not be implied merely because of the restrictions upon the Indian's
power to alienate.

—

—

The Osage A.llotment Act of 1906 (84 Stat. , 589) is silent as to any
tax exemption of the Osage mineral rights or of the income therefrom, nor is there any language in any of the subsequent Acts of
Congress dealing with the Osage Tribe which exempts such rights
or income from Federal taxation.
(See 3fary B/aekbird v. Commissione~', l4 B. T. A, 1247, for a similar conclusion by the Board
of Tax Appeals. ) Accordingly, in view of the decision of the United
States Supreme Court in 8uperintendenf,
etc. , v. Cammissioner,
supra, it ls held that the income of the restricted members of the
Osage Tribe from rents, royalties, and bonuses derived from the
mineral leases of the Tribe is subject to Federal income tax.
The homestead allotments of the members of the Osage Tribe
were made inalienable and nontaxable by section 2, paragraph 4, of
the Allotment Act of 1906 "until otherw&se provided by Act of Congress, " subject to the provision in paragraph 7 of section 2 that if
a member were issued a certificate of competency by the Secretary
of the Interior, his homestead should remain inalienable and nontaxable for 25 years or during his life. By section 8 of the Act of
March 8, 1921 (41 Stat. , 1249), it was provided that the homestead
allotments of aQ the me~nbers of the Osage Tribe should not be subject to taxation, if held by the original allottee, prior to April 8,
1981. (See I. T. 1884, C. B. II—2, 62. ) By section 1 of the Act of
March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. , 1478), the rule now in eRect is that the homestead allotments of those Osa«es of one-half or more Indian blood
who do not, have certificates oF competency are exempt in the hands
of the orioinal allottee or in the hands of his unallotted heirs or
devisees of one-half or more Osage Indian blood until January 1,
1959, provided that the tax-exempt land of any such Indian allottee,
heir, or devisee shall not at, any time exceed 160 acres. The income
from such homestead allotments remains exempt from Irederal income tax. It should be borne in mind that the exemption mentioned
jn this paragraph has no relation to the minerals contained in such
allotments, the mineral rights under all the allotted'lands havin«
been reserved as tribal property without provisions for tax exemption as heretofore pointed out. (See I. T. 1884, supra. ) The homestead exemption is to be confined within the limits last above indicated.
The former position of the Bureau that the income of the restricted members of the Osage Tribe from the mineral leases of the
tribe shoulcl not be subjected to Federal income tax was adopted
after the decision of the United States Supreme Court in Chateau
v. Burnet, supra. Inasmuch as certiorari had not been applied for in
8/aelcb~rd v, Comm~'ssioner& supra, and inasmuch as the rulin8 of
the circuit court of appeals tn that case to the eRect that a restricted
Indian is not subject to the tax because of his relationship with the
Federal Government arising out of the existence of restrictions was
in harmony with th'e ruling of the Attorney General to the same
eRect in reference to the restricted allotments of the Quapaw Indians (34 Ops, A. G., 489, T. D. 8754, C. B. IV—2, 87), it was decided
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that, the Government should continue to abide by that position. Accordingly the mineral income of such restricted Indians has been
considerecl to be tax exempt up to the present time. In view of the
fact that the exclusion of such income from the returns of the restricted members of the Osage Tribe has been based upon OKcial
action thus taken and not upon any act or failure of the Indians, a
reversal of procedure for prior years would entail a hardship upon
such Indians. Because of this situation, this otfice is of the opinion
that the conclusion that such mineral income is taxable to such restricted indians should not be applied retroactively prior to May 20,
1985, the date of the decision of the United States Supreme Court in
Superintendent) eto. ) v. C'ornrnissioner supra.
With respect to the taxability of the income of restricted Indians
froin the reinvestment of income derived from sources heretofore
considered to be tax exempt, it has been the consistent position of
the Bureau that such reinvestment income is taxable. This position
was approved by the Board of Tax Appeals in E'atie SneP et al. v.
Commissioner (10 B. T. A. , 1081), decided. February 29, 1928. In
G. C. M. 9621 (June, 1981, C. B. X—2, 111), this olfice restated its
position that such income is taxable. The matter was finally concluded by the decision of the United States Supreme Court (May 20,
1985) in Superintendent) eto. , v. Com, missioner) supra. The situation in this respect does not present any change of position of the
Bureau as a result of that decision.
ROBERT

Assistant
Approved.

H.

JACKSON)

General Counsel for the
Bureau of Znterna/ Ret)enue.

T. HELvERiNo, Commissioner.
T. J. COOLmoE) doting Seeretarg.
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22(a) —1: What included in gross income.
ALL REVENUE ACTS.

XV—19—8075
G. C. M. 16572

The proceeds of an embezzlement constitute taxable income in
the hands of the embezzler for Federal income tax purposes.

An opinion is requested whether embezzled funds constitute taxable income to the embezzler.
Section
B of the Revenue Act of 1918 provides in part that net
income shall include among other things "gains, profits and income
derived from "' * s the transaction of any lawful business car~.
ried on for gain or profit *
In the Revenue Act of 1916
(section 2(a) ) the definition of net income was amended and among
other changes the word "Lawful" was deleted therefrom.
Thereafter, in Eau v. Uniteel States (260 I'cd. , 181), decided by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, it was for the first
time judicially stated that funds acquired by taxpayers through
embezzlement should not be treated as income for Federal income
tax purposes. The statement in that case was merely dictum and the
court gave neither reasons nor citations of authority in support, of it.
The Rau case was followed by Cunited States v. Frank Auditors)
an unreported case decided by the United States district court in

II

"

"
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the same circuit in which the Rau case was decided. In granting a
motion for dismissal of the indictment charging perjury and fraud
in connection with taxpayer's willful failure to return as income
property which he had stolen or embezzled, the court, again merely
by way of dictum, observed that stolen property could not be regarded as taxable income under the Revenue Acts. No authority
was cited in support of that conclusion but the court gave as a reason the fact that a thief and an embezzler do not acquire legal
title to the proceeds of such crimes, and it was intimated tha. t
nothing could be regarded as taxable income other than property
the legal ownership of which may be regarded as residing in the
taxpayer.
In S'teinberg v. Un&'ed States (14 Fed. (2d), 564), also from the
same circuit as the preceding cases, the court, stated that upon the
authority of the Rau case a distinction might be drawn between the
proceeds of an embezzlement, a robbery, or a burglary and those of
sales of liquor, or plumes from birds of paradise, the legal title to
which resides in the offender and is therefore taxable income in liis
hands. That statement was also dictum and is considerably weakened by the succeeding paragraphs in the court's opinion which indicate that the court was merely making an argumentative statenient
with respect to the taxable status of embezzlecl property.
Contrasted with the dicta above mentioned, tliere is the broacl
and unqualified definition of gross income contained in the Revenue
Acts from 1916 to the present time which specifically includes
'gains or profits and income derived from any source whatever. "
It would be dificult to find more appropriate language for the expression of a legislative intent to include as taxable income all gains
inuring to a taxpayer whether or not obtained by lawful means.
There is nothing m the definition to suggest that Congress intended
to draw a distmction between gains enjoyed by the taxpayer to
which he had legal title and those possessed by him and inuring to
his benefit but to which he does not have legal title. Moreover, such
a distinction can scarcely be said to harmonize with the rules of
the Bureau as to what constitutes tax, ble income in other cases.
For example, apart fromthe specific requirements of section 16. of.
the Revenue Act of 1984 and the corrcsponcling provisions of prior
Revenue Acts, it is now cs'tablished by decisions of the United Slates
Supreme Court that the grantor of an irrevocable trust is taxable
on that portion of the in~come of the trllst ivhich is used for he
purpose of discharging his own obligations.
(See Dongks v. 1Villcvt8'i 296 U S ) 1~ Ct D 1041 C B XIV 2i 50 j deli i ing v
Schweitzer&', 296 U. S., 551; Del; i iong v. 8humenthal, 296 U. S., 552. )
In those cases the grantors of the trust had no interest in the trust
income which could be described as a definite legal or equitable estate.
The taxation of such income to them was sustained by the court
n each case upon the theory that the income was, nevertheless, actually applied for their benefit,
The United States Supreme Court has also defined income as
"gain derived from capital, from labor, or from both combined, plovided it be understood to include profit gained through a sale or conversion of capital assets. " (L&isner v. 3Xacomber, 252 U. S., 189, T. D.
8010, C. B. 3, 25. ) This definition of income is likewise suQiciently
,

!

~
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The proceeds of
all-inclusive to comprehend embezzled property.
an embezzlement may surely be regarded as a gain, and if the court's
requirement that gain must be derived from labor may be taken to
mean that the gain must result from some expenditure of human
energy, then it would seem that the proceeds of an embezzlement are
derived from labor.
Although there are no decisions holding directly that the proceeds
of an embezzlement constitute taxable income, yet, in view of the
foregoing, it may properly be said that there is no controlling authority to the contrary. Furthermore, the definitions of taxable income
and. all analogies indicate that such proceeds were not excepted by
Congress from those gains which do constitute taxable income. (See
generally the reasoning of the court in United States v. Wampler,
—
5 Fed. Supp. , 796, Ct. D. 791, C. B. XIII 1, 101.)
Accordingly, it, is the opinion of this oflice that the proceeds of an
einbezzlernent constitute taxable income in the hands of the embezzler.
HERMAN

General Counsel for the Department

ARTIGLE

22(a)-4:

Compensation

in cash.

paid other than

OLIPHANT)

of the Treasurit.

XV—10—7982
G. C. M. 16069

REVENUE ACT OF 1934.
Premiums paid by an employer on the ordinary type of life insurance policies on the lives of its employees represent addiPremiums paid by an employer
tional income to the employees.
on group life insurance policies for its employees do not constitute additional income and are not required to be included
in the Federal income tax returns of the employees.

Advice is requested relative to the treatment for Federal income
paid on both ordinary and. group life
insurance policies by the M Company for the benefit of its employees.
It was held in I. T. 2891 (C. B. XIV—1, 50) that amounts paid
by an employer toward the purchase of retirement annuity contracts
for the benefit of employees are not constructively received by the
employees in the year or years in which such payments are made
and are not, therefore, required to be included in the Federal income
tax returns of the employees. It is suggested that the ruling in
question is inconsistent with the statements in G. C. M. 84M (C. B.
IX—2 114), wherein it was pointed out (citing cases) that premiums
paid by a corporation for insurance policies on the lives of its oflicers represent additional compensation to the oflicers. Advice is,
therefore, requested whether the conclusion reached in G. C. M.
84M, supra, is to be applied to the premiums paid on the ordinary
life insurance policies taken out for the employees of the M Company or whether I. T. 2891 is applicable. Advice is also requested
as to the efl'ect, for income tax purposes, of the right of the insured
to designate the beneficiary.
The statements made in G. C. M. 8482, that generally the premiums
paid by corporations on individual life insurance policies taken out
by or on behalf of their oflicers and covering their lives constitute
additional income to the oflicers which should be included in their
returns for the year or years in which paid, find support in the

tax purposes of premiums

[$22(b), Art. 22(b) —1.

decisions of the Board of Tax Appeals in George 3fattheu& Adams v.
oonumusioner
(18 B. T. A. , 881), N. Loving Danforth
Commissioner (18 B. T. A. , 1221), and in the more recent decisions of the
Board of Tax Appeals and the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit in Frank D. Yuengling v. Commissioner
(27 B. T. A. , 782i alarmed 69 Fed. (2d), 971). The position of this
OSce in this particular also fiinds support in the statement made by
the United States Supreme Court in Burnet v. WeQs (289 U. S., 670&
Ct D 688& C B XII 1& 261 ) viz

-.

&

Insurance for dependents is to-day in the thouglit of many a pressing social
duty. Fven if not a duty, it is a common item in the family budget, kept
up very often at the cost of painful sacrifice, and abandoned only under dire
compulsion.
It will be a vain effort at persuasion to argue to the average man
that a trust created by a father to pay premiums on life policies for the
use of sons and dau hters is not a beneflt to the one who will i&ave to pay
the premiums if the policies are not to lapse. Only by closing our minds to
common modes of thought, to everyday realities, shall we find it in our poiver
to form another judgment.

The ruling published as I. T. 2891 is not to be construed as modifying G. C. M. 8482& supra. The latter should be followed in eases
involving the question of the treatment for Federal income tax
purposes of premiums paid by an employer on life insurance policies
other than group life insurance policies. The position of the Bureau
on the question of premiums paid by an employer on group life
jnsurance policies is indicated by article 22(a) —8 of Regulations 86,
as well as tlie corresponding articles of prior regulations, reading in
part as follows:
Premiums paid by an employer on policies of group life insurance
covering the lives of his employees, the bcneflciaries of which are designated
by the employees, are not income to the employees.

No distinction should be made between the premiums paid by an
employer on an individual policy of life insurance covering the
life of an employee where the employee is entitled to designate tile
beneficiary and premiums paid on a policy of life insurance the
proceeds of which inure directly to the benefit of the employee's
wife or other dependents or his estate, notwithstandin&o' the insured
employee may not be permitted to designate the beneficiar.
ROBERT

H.

JACKsoiV&

cissiatant General Counsel foe the
Bureau of Internz/ Revenue.

—

SECTION 22(b). GROSS INCOME: EXCLUSIONS
FROM GROSS INCOME.
AETIO', E 22 (b) —
1: Exemptions Exclusions f rom
XV—18—8016

—

I. T. 2968

gross income.

REVENUE ACT OF 1084.

The retirement pay received by an offlcer retired from active
service in the Regular Army, h, avy, or 5Iarine Corps is not czempt
from Federal income tax under the provisions of the Act of August
12, 1085 (Public, No. 262, Seventy-fourth Congress, 40 Stat. , 607).

Inquiry is made whether the retirement pay received by. a retired
Army ORicer is exempt from Federal income tax under the provisions
of the Act of August 12, 1985& relating to "veterans.

'
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The taxpayer entered the military service of the United States in
1892 as a commissioned officer and served continuously until 1919
when he was retired. from active service for disability in line of duty.
He is a veteran of the Spanish-American War, Phi(ippine Insurrecdetertion, and the World War. The Veterans A.dministration
mined that he was entitled to total disability rating from the date
of retirement.
Section 8 of the Act of August 12, 1985 (Public, No. 262, Seventy2, 588), provides in part
fourth Congress, 49 Stat. , 607, C. B. XIV—
as follows:
Sac. 8. Payments of benefits ~ ~ ~ made to, or on account of, a beneffciary under any of tlie laws relating to veterans

shall be exempt from taxa-

tion

Section 1251 of the Revised Statutes provides:
When a retiring board Qnds that an officer is incapacitated for
active service, and that his incapacity is the result of an incident of service,
and such decision is approved by the President, said officer shall be retired
from active service and placed on the list of retired oiffcers. (Title 10, section
938, U. S. C. )

~
'

The term "veteran " relates to one long exercised in the service of
war or, more popularly, one who has seen service as distinguished,
The taxpayer's
from a recruit or a soldier in his first enlistment.
service undeniably entitled him to be called a "veteran, " but the
question of exemption from Federal income tax of the pay received
by officers retired from active service in the Regular Army, Navy, or
Marine Corps does not rest upon the use of that term alone.
The Act of August 12, 1935, is entitled "An Act, to safeguard the
estates of veterans derived from payments of pension, compensation,
en:ergency officers' retirement pay and insurance, and for other purposes. " Section 5 states that the Act shall be eff'ective from and
after its passage but that its provisions "shall apply to payments
made heretofore under any of the A. cts mentionecl herein. ' Under
section 2, mention is made of the War Risk Insurance Act, as
amended, the World War Veterans' Act, 1924 as amended, the Emergency Officers' Retirement Act, as amendecI, the World War Adjusted Compensation A. ct, as amended, the pension laws in effect
prior to March 20, 1983, Public Law Numbered 2, Seventy-third
Congress, as amended, Public Law Numbered 484, Seventy-third
Congress, or any A. ct or A.cts amendatory of such A.cts. The Act of
August 12, 1985, does not mention the statute under which the taxpayer receives retirement pay, nor is any reference made therein to
any of the general statutes under which retirement pay is provided
for officers or enlisted men of the Regular Army, Navy, or Marine
Corps.
Retirement allowances paid to ofFicers retired from active service in
the Regular A.rmy, Navy, or Marine Corps are regarded as compensation for services previously rendered and for awaiting orders to
active service whenever the contingency inay arise. An officer who is
retired from active service is still in the military service of the
United States.
It is held, therefore, that the provisions of the Act of August 12,
1935, supra, are not such as to exempt from Federal income tax the
retirement pay received by an officer retired from active service in
the Regular Army, Navy, or Marine Corps.
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22(b) (2) —2: Annuities.
REVENUE aCT OF 1994.

Taxation of annuities

paid to retired

XV—26—8140
I. T. 2984

civil service employees.

Advice is requested whether Treasury Decision 8112 (C. B. 4, 76),
promulgated January 10 1921, relating to the taxability of annuities
granted under the Civil Service Retireinent Act, is applicable to such
annuities received in the taxable year 198o. In the event that Treasury decision is not applicable, the Bureau is requested to rule as to the
proper treatment, for Federal income tax purposes, of an annuity'
received under the following statement of facts:
The annuitant in question was separated from the service on June 80, 1985,
and granted an annuity of $1,200 per annum, ei'fective July 1, 1985, payable
in 12 equal monthly installmeuts.
During his service there was deducted from
his salary for the retirement fund the sum of $2, 281.91. Of this amount $00 was
credited to the so-called "tontine account" representing $1 per month from
July 1, 1980, as provided in the Retirement Act of. May 29, 1980, which remains
in the retirement fund. The balance of his deductions $2, 221.91 plus interest of
$098.08 was credited to his individual account, and this sum, $2, 919.99, purchased
tor him $208.56 of his $1,200 annuity.

It was held in Treasury Decision 3112, supra, that an annuity
paid to a retired civil service employee is subject to tax to the extent
that the aggregate amount of the annuity payments exceeds the
amounts withheld from the compensation of the employee.
Prior to
the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1984, annuity payments in an
amount equal to the consideration paid by the annuitant were returnA. lthough the
able to him tax free for Federal income tax purposes.
amount ultimately returned to the annuitant tax free under the provisions of section 22(b)2 of the Revenue Act of 1984 is unchanged,
it is distributed over a diferent period. Each year the excess of
the amount received over 8 per cent of the consideration paid by
the annuitant is tax free until the aggregate of the sums exclucled
from gross income und, er the Revenue Act of 1984 and prior Revenue
Acts exceeds the consideration paid. AVhen the aggregate of the
amounts received. and excluded from gross income equals the consideration paid. by the annuitant, the entire amount received thereafter in each taxable year must bc included in gross income. No
chan«e has been made, therefore, in Treasury Decision 8112, but the
provisions of the Revenue Act, of 1934, with respect to annuities in
general, operate so as to cause a chan«c in the method of its application to cases in 1984 anil subsequent years.
Relative to the ruling r;quested, article 22(b) (2) —2 of Regulations 86, relating to the Revenue Act of 1984, provides in part as
follows:
If an annu'lty is payable In tivo or more installments over each
12-month period, such portion of each installment shall be tax; ble as is equal
to 8 per cent of the aggregate premiums or consideration poikil for such
* * '. divided by the number of installments payable duriu
annui1y,
such years, ~ * 4'.

The consideration paid by the annuitant in the present case is held
to include the amount credited to the tontine account and to exclude
the interest credited to his individual account. Applyin« the law
an&1 regulations to the facts presented, $5. i0 ('@,281.91 X.08=$68.4:&73
—:12)is the portion of the annuity payment of $100 each inontli
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which is subject to Federal income tax. For the six months of 1985
the annuitant received $600. Of this sum, $84.20 ($5.70X6) is the
part which should be included, in the annuitant's gross income for
that year and the remainder, $565.80, should not be returned as
income.
Assuming that like provisions (section 22(b) 2 of the Revenue Act
of 1984) will be in eRect for the years 1986 and 1987, $68.45 (8 per
cent of $2,281.91) of the annuity for 1986 will be taxable and $1,181.55
will not be taxable. The total amount to be excluded. from gross
income for 1985 and 1986 is, therefore, $1 697.85. This leaves $584.56
($2@81.91 minus $1,697.85) to be exclud~ed from gross income for
1987. Consequently, of the annuity of $1/00 to be received in that
year, $615.44, or the diRerence between the annuity and, the. excluded
sum of $584.56, is the amount which will be includible @s taxable
income in the annuitant's return for that year.
ARTrcxx

22(b) (8) —1: Gifts and bequests.
aEvENUE ACT or. j.ss4.

XV—11—7998
I. T. 2959

Where, under the provisions of the Civil Service Retirement Act
of Nay 29, 1980, as amended by the Act of tune 22, 1934 (48 Stat. ,
1201), a beneficiary, distributee, or next of kin receives any part
of the amount standing to the credit of a decedent, whether an
employee or annuitant at the date of death, such sum. is exempt
from Federal income tax under the provisions of section 22(b)8
of the Revenue Act of 1984.

Advice is requested whether the amount to the credit of a decedent under the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1980, as
amended, when paid to a beneficiary, distributee, or next of kin is
subject to Federal income tax in the hands of the recipient.
Section 12(c) of the Civil Service Retirement Act, as amended. by
the Act of June 22, 1984 (48 Stat. , 1201), reads as follows:

(c) In ease an annuitant
purchased by the employee's
this Act an amount equal to
ment, the amount remaining
paid, upon the establishment
of precedence:
First, to the beneficiary

shall die without having received in annuities
contributions as provided in (2) of section 4 of
the total amount to his ciedit at time of retireto his credit and any accrued annuity shall be
of a valid claim therefor, in the following order

or beneficiaries designated in writing by such
annuitant and recorded on his individual account;
Second, if there be no such beneficiary, to the duly appointed executor or
administrator of the estate of such annuitant;
Third, if there be no such beneficiary, or executor or administrator,
payment may be made, after tlie expiration of 30 days from the date of the death
of. the annuitant, to such person or persons as may appear in the ]udgment of.
the Civil Service Commission to be legally eititled thereto, and sucn payment
sliall be a bar to recoverv by any other person.
In the case of an annuitant who has elected to receive an increased annuity
as provided in section 4 of this Act, the amount to be paid under the provisions
of this subsection shall be only the accrued annuity.

Section 12(d) of the Civil Service Retirement Act, as amended,
provides for payment, in the same order of precedence of the amount
in the retirement fund to the credit of an employee who dies without having attained eligibility for retirement or without having
established a valid claim for annuity.
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Section 22(b)3'of the Revenue Act of 1934 provides for the exclusion from gross income and the exemption from taxation of—
(3) Gifts,

bequest,

bequests, and rlc~ises.
devise, or irheritancc

—The

value of property

acquired

by gift,

It is held, therefore, that where under the provisions of the Civil
Service Retirement, Act of May 29, 1930& as amended by the Act of
June 22, 1934 (48 Stat. , 1201), a bencficIary, distributee, or next of
kin receives any part of the amount standing to the credit of a
decedent, whether an employee or annuitant at the date of death,
such sum is exempt from I& ederal inconle tax under the provisions of
section 22(b)3 of the Revenue Act of 1934.

—

SECTION 23(a). DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS
INCOME: EXPENSES.

1: Business

ARTIGLE 23 (a) —

REv

expenses.
'.

xr C

ACT OF

10"4.

Attorney's fees pai&l in connection with litigation involving Louisiana taxes on merchandise.
(See I. T. 2972, page 108.)

1: Business

ARTIGLE 2&l(a) —

expenses.

XV—20—8084

I. T, 2973

REVZXI.'E ACT OF 1004

Where a substitute teacher is employed in lieu of a regular
teacher in the public schools of the District of Columbia and the
latter pays the substitute on a per diem basis, the amount l&ai&1 by
the regu'lar teacher constitutes a proper deduction as an ordinary
and necessary business expense.

Advice is requested whether the amount paid to a substitute teacher
in the public schools of the District of Columbia by a regular teacher
in such schools for services rendered by the former in the absence of
the latter is deductible as an ordinary and necessary business expense
under section 28(a) of the Revenue Act of 1934.
It is stated that there are two classes of substitutes, one known as
an annual substitute and one as a per diem substitute.
The annual
substitutes (provided for in the District of Columbia Code) receive a
basic salary and when they are not substituting for regular teachers
they are employed in regular work. AVhen OIIe of the annual substitutes is used in lieu of a regular teacher, the compensation of the
latter is reduced, such reduction being based upon a schedule emloycd in the schools. If, however, a per diem substitute is calletl
y the principal of the school to substitute for a regular teacher,
then the regular teacher, instead of having a reduction in the antount
of compensation, as in (he case where an annual substitute is employed, rec& ives full compensation and is required to pay the per
The latter is the class concerning
dieln teacher a certain amount.
which the inquiry is made.
846-"6'

—86

—
4
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Upon consideration of the question presented, it is held that where
a substitute is employed in lieu of a regular teacher and the latter
pays the substitute on a per diem basis, the amount so paid by the
regular teacher constitutes a proper deduction as an ordinary and
necessary business expense. Support for this view is found in Lillian
3f. Gold'smith v. Commissioner (7 B. T. A. , 151, acquiescence, C. B.
VII—1, 19). In that case the petitioner was vice president and owned
50 per cent of the capital stock of a corporation engaged in business
in Chicaoo, Ill. She received a Qxed salary of $5,000 a year. Due
to her aLsence from Chicago and. her inability satisfactorily to
protect her interest in the corporation, she personally employed a
substitute and paid him a salary of $90 a week (a total of $1,040 in
the year involved) to look after her interests in the corporation and
to keep her fully advised in the premises. That amount was allowed
by the Board as an ordinary and necessary business expense.
There is no doubt, of course, in the other situation, that is, where
an annual substitute is employ~ed and the regular teacher's salary is
reduced accordingly, that the latter shou]d return, for Federal income tax purposes, only the net amount of compensation received.

—

SECTION o8(c). DEDUCTIONS FROW% GROSS
INCOME: TAXES GENERALLY.
ARilcz. E 28 (c)—1: Taxes.

XV—1—7886
G, C. M. 15894

REVENUE ACT OP 1834.

In the State of Mississippi the ownership of personal or real
property on January 1 of each year is the event which determines
the liability for taxes thereon and taxpayers whose books of
account are kept on the accrual basis should accrue their property
taxes as of that date.

Advice is requested relative to the proper accrual date for property taxes in the State of Mississippi.
The provisions of law applicable to the question submitted. are
contained in chapter 61 of the Mississippi Code, 1980, Annotated,
volume 1, reading as follows:

—

$120. Taaes, a lien, from what date. Taxes, both State and county, assessed
upon lands or personal property, shall bind the same, and be entitled to preference over all judgments, executions, encumbrances, or liens, whensoever created; and all taxes assessed shall be a lien upon and bind the property
assessed, from the 1st day of January of the year in which the assessment
shall be made;. and no property shall be exempt from distress and sale for
taxes. And it shall not be necessary to the validity of an assessment, or of a
sale of land for taxes, that it shall be assessed to its true owner; but the
taxes shall be a charge on the land or personal property taxed, and the sale
shall be a proceeding against the thing sold, and shall vest title in the purchaser, without regard to who may own the land or other property when assessed or when sold, or whether wrongfully assessed, either to a person, or
to the State, or any county, city, town, or village, or subdivision of either.
8121. What date lives liability to taxation. All taxable property brought
into the State or acquired or held by any person before the 1st day of J'nuuary shall be assessed, and taxes thereon paid for the ensuing year, provided,
however, that when a municipality is created or the corporate limits thereof

—

extended after the 1st day of January of any year, it shall have, pidor to July 1
of said year, the full right and popover to assess sai:1 property and collect taxes
for the current year to the same extent as if it had been created or limits
extended prior to the 1st day of January of tliat year. But nothing in this
section shall be construed to liinit the power of the State to define and declare
the situs of particular species of p. operty bavin" no fixed situs at some place
in this State.

The Bureau has consistently held that ownership of. property on
the date as of which the assessment is made is the "event" which
determines the liability for taxes, and if the taxpayer's books of
account are kept on the accrual basis, he should accrue property taxes
as of that date. (See 6. C. M. 1580o, C. B. XIV—
2, 80, and decisions cited therein. ) The rulings of the Bureau have followed the
principle laid down by the Supreme Court of the United States in
United 8tates v. Anderson (269 U. S., 422, T. D. 3889, C, B. V—1,
179), wherein it was stated that in advance of the assessment of a
tax all the events may occur ivhich fix the amount of the tax and
determine the liability of the taxpayer to pay it.
AVith respect to personal property, there appears to be no doubt
from the wording of section 8121 of the Mississippi Code, 1980,
that ownership of the property on January 1 fixes the liability for
taxes assessed for the ensuing year. (The day as of which personal property should be assessed was formerly February 1.) In
Adams v. Lamb-Fish Lumber Co. (114 Miss. , 584, 75 So., 878), the
Supreme Court of Mississippi pointed out that the liability for taxes
The
on personal property attaches as of the date of assessment.
liability attaches to all personal property owned on that date regardless of the fact that actual levy is made at a later date.
As to real property no specific date is stated in the statute as of
which assessment should be made, but the State court decisions indicate that the date is the same as in the case of personal property,
that is, January 1. Although the exact amount of the liability for
property taxes ip not ascertained until later in the year, the liability
relates back to the date as of which the lien for ta~xes attaches.
(Vicksburg 'lVatertcorIes Co. v. VicIrsburg lVater &S'upply Co. , 80
Miss. , 68, 81 So., 585; IVi Mberger v. 8hatc, 84 Miss. , 442, 86 So., 589;
8toinney v. Coc1crell, 86 Miss. , 818, 88 So., 358; cVcIIenry Baptist
Church v. IIIcNeat 86 Miss. , 22, 88 So., 195.) The lien date prescribed by statute at the time those cases were decided was February 1. That date has since been changed to January 1. (See section 8120 of the Mississippi Code, 1980.)
In view of the foregoing, it is held that in Mississippi ownership
of personal or real property on January 1 of each year is the event
which determines the liability for taxes thereon, and taxpayers
whose books of account are kept on the accrual basis should accrue
their property taxes as of that date.
Although section 3120 of the Mississippi Code, 1930, was amended
by chapte~r 199 of the session laws for 1984, the amendment docs not
in any ivay afi'ect the conclusions stated herein.
AaTnllH

H.

IZENr,

Acting Assistant general Counsel for the
Bureau of Internal revenue.
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The general consumers' sales tax imposed by the West Virginia
(emergency) revenue act of 1985, eCective July 1,
suppleinental
1985, and terminating tune 80, 1987, is deductible by the purchaser
or consumer as a tax in his Federal income tax return.

A. taxpayer inquires whether he may deduct, for Federal income
tax purposes, the sales tax paid by him under the provisions of
Article II of the West Virginia supplemental (emergency) revenue
act of 1935.
Prior to the enactment of that act, a general consumers' sales tax
(emergency)
had been imposed by Title II of the supplemental
on
revenue act of 1934, e8ective A.pril 1, 1934, and terminating
June 30 1935. The Bureau held that the tax so imposed was
deductibIe as a tax only by the retailer or vendor. (I. T.. 2812, C. B.
XIII—2, 51.)
Article II of the supplemental
(emergency) revenue act of 1935
is found in chapter 84 of the acts of the West Virginia Legislature,
regular session, 1935. The law was passed i%larch 9, 1935, became
e8'ective July 1, 1935, and will terminate on June 30, 1937. The
provisions bearing on the question involved read as follows:

' '

" Iior the privilege of engaging in the business of selling tanSEc. 8.
gible personal property at retail, and of dispensing certain selected services
defined in section 6 of this article, a retail dealer shall collect from a purchaser
a tax of 2 per cent of the gross proceeds of each separate transaction, and shall
pay the amount collected to the tax commissioner in accordance with the provisions of this article.
A purchaser shall pay the amount of the tax to the retail dealer. The retail
dealer shall keep the tax paid by the purchaser separate and apart from the
proceeds of sale and shall account to the State for all the tax paid by the
purchaser. There shall be no tax on sales where the monetary consideration is
5 cenis or less. On each sale where tlie monetary consideration is from 6 cents
to 50 cents, both inclusive, the tax payable by the purchaser shall be 1 cent; on
each sale where the roonetary consideration is from 51 cents to $1, both inclusive, the tax payable by the purchaser shall be 2 cents, and on each 50 cents of
such monetary consideration, or fractional part thereof, in excess of $1, the
tax payable by the purchaser shall be 1 cent.
No profit shall accrue to any person by virtue of the provisions of this section,
as a result of the collection of the tax herein levied upon purchasers, notwithstanding that the total amount of such taxes collected may be in excess of the
amount for which such person would be liable by the application of the levy
of 2 per cent to the gross proceeds of his sales, and the total of all taxes collected by any such person shall be returned and remitted to the tax commissioner as hereinafter provided.

Szo. 6. ~ ~ ~ The provisions oi' this title shall apply not only to selling
tangible personal property, but also to the furnishing of all services, except
professional and personal services, and except those services furnished by corporations subject to the control of the public service commission and the State
road commission.
Kl

SEc. S. ~ * " It is the intent of this article that the tax levied hereunder
shall be passed dn to and be paid by the consumer.
The amount of the tax
shall be added to the sales price, a.nd shall constitute a part of that price and
be collectible as such.
SEo. 9. ~ * ~ . A person engaged in any business taxable hereunder shall
not advertise or hold out to the public, in any manner, directly or indirectly,
that he will absorb all or any part of the tax, or that the tax imposed
this
article is not to be considered an element in the price to the consumer. by
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Section 28(c) of the Revenue Act of 1984 provides that in cornputing net income there shall be allowed as deductions taxes paid or
accrued within the taxable year, with certain exceptions not here material. Article 28(c) —1 of Regulations 86, relating to the Revenue
Act of 1984, provides that in general taxes are deductible only by the
erson upon whom they are imposed. From the provisions of the
tate law quoted above, it is clear that the legislative intent was to
iinpose the tax under the AVest Virginia supplemental
(emergency)
revenue act of 1985 upon i.he purchaser or consumer and to make the
retail dealer the colle tor of the tax for and on behalf of the Si,ate.
Since the tax is imposed upon the purchaser or consumer& he may
deduct the amount paid by him as a tax in his Fecleral in=. ome tax
return. If, however, the tax is added to or made a part of his business expenses, or is otherwise used to reduce his net income. it may
not be cleducted separately as a tax.
The foregoing ruling is applicable only to the general consumers'
sales taz imposed under the West Virginia supplemental (emergency)
revenue act of 1985, and in no way alters the conclusion reached in
I. T. 2812, supra, under the consumers' sales tax law enacted in 1988.
ARTtcr, r.
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1034.

lederal income tax purposes, the cigarette stamp taz, cftective July 1, 103o, imposed by the State of Connecticut is an allowable deduction as a tax in the return of the rlistributor or dealer
Ii'or

purchasing and atfizin ~ the stamps. To the purchaser or consumer
of the cigarettes, the cost of the stamps is merely additional cost
of the article purchased.

Advice is requested as to who may take a deduction, for Federal
income tax purposes, of the cigarette stamp tax imposed by the State
of Connecticut in 1985.
The law under which the tax is imposed is contained in chapter 75a
of the Cumulative Supplement to the Connecticut General Statutes,
January Sessions, 1981, 1988, 1985. The law applies only to cigarettes
sold by distributors, or held by dealers for resale, between July 1,
1985, and June 80, 1989, inclusive. Provisions of the law pertinent to
the issue read as follows:

—

Whenever used in this chapter, unless the context shall
SEo. 464c. Definitions.
~ ~ * the word "distributor"
shnll mean any person
otherwise require,
cigarettes
engaged in this State in the business of producing or manufacturing
or importing into the State cigarettes at least 75 per cent of which are purchased
thereof; " ~ " the word "dealer" shall
directly from the manufacturers
herein, who is engaged in
mean any person other than n distributor, as defined
"'
":
~
the word "sale" or
this State in the business of selling cigarettes;
"sell" . hall include or npply to gifts, ezchnn es and barter.
Ssc. 4Gfic. D&alsrs and distributors to be lkznscd. Each person en aging in
nny distributor or
the business of sellin ~ cigarettes in this State, includin
dealer, shall secure a license from the taz commis toner before eugaging in such
business, or continuing to en nge therein after Zuly 1, 1033.

—

III

—

SEc. 4GSc. One mitt tar imposed. A. tnx is impose(1 on all cigarettes held in
this State by any person for sale, snid tnz to be at the rate of 1 mill for each
cignrette, nnd the payment thereof to be eridence&1 by the nfiizing of stamps
to the packages containing the cigarettes, as hereinafter provided. Any cigarette on which a tax hns been paid, such payment being evidenced by the ntfix-
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ing oi' such stamp, shall not be subject to a further tax under this chapter,
Nothing contained in this chapter shall be construed to impose a tax on any
transaction the taxation of which by this State is prohibited by the Constitution of the United States.
4
4
4
4
Szo. 473c. Distributors to age stamps. Each distributor shall aflix, or cause
to'be aflixed, 4 4 4 to each individual package of cigarettes sold or distributed by him, stamps of the proper denomination, as required by section 463c.
Such stamps may be aflixed bv a distributor at any time before the cigarettes are
tra. nsferred out of his possession.
Ssc. 474c. Dealers to attn stamps. Each dealer shall, within 24 hours after
July 1, 1935, and within 24 hours after coming into possession of any cigarettes
not bearing proper stamps evidencing payment of the tax imposed by this chapter, and before selling such cigarettes, aflix or cause to be aflixed, in such manner
as the commissioner may specify in regulations issued pursuant to this chapter,
to each individual package of cigarettes, stamps of the proper denomination, as
required by section 463c.

—

—

Pertinent provisions of the regulations published in tune, 1935,
by the tax commissioner of the State of Connecticut, relating to the
statutes imposing a tax on the sale of cigarettes, read as follows:
3. Affissiag of stamps. 4 4 4 Distributors selling cigarettes to licensed
dealers and licensed dealers selling cigarettes not purchased from a distributor
in this State, are required to affix to each package of cigarettes a stamp
equal in value to 1 mill for each cigarette contained therein
From the foregoing it appears that any person in the State of
Connecticut who is engaged in the business of selling cigarettes must
secure a license. With the exception of certain nonresidents engaged
in the business of selling and shipping cigarettes into the State,
stamps are sold only to licensed distributors and licensed dealers.
It is clear under the State law and regulations that the tax is imposed
upon the distributors or dealers who, in purchasing and afIjjxing the
stamps, pay the tax.
Section 93(c) of the Revenue Act of 1934 provides that in computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions taxes paid
or accrued within the taxable year, with certain exceptions not here
material. Article 23(c)-1 of Regulations 86, relating to the Revenue Act of 1934, states that in general taxes are deductible only by
the person upon whom they are imposed.
For Federal income tax purposes& the cost of the stamps, which
are required by the laws of Connect1cut to be purchased and. RSxed
to packages of cigarettes, is an allowable deduction as a tax in the
return of the distributor or dealer purchasing and aSxinz the
stamps. The cost of the stamps, however, may not be deducted separately as a tax if it is included as a part of the business expense
of the distributor or dealer or is otherwise used to reduce his net
income. To the purchaser or consumer of the cigarettes, the cost
of the stamps is merely additional cost of the article purchased.

—
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The retail sales tax imposed by the State of Washington, effective May 1, 1935, is deductible by the purchaser or consumer as a
tax in his Federal income tax return.
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Advice is requested whether the sales tax imposed by the State
of Washington is deductible in the I~'cderal income tax return of the
consumer.

The tax on retail sales, efFective &lay 1, 198o, is in!.posed under
title 8 of the State revenue act of 1985& chapter 180, Laws of Washington& 1085. Provisions of the law pertinent, to the question read
as follows:

'

SEo. 10. ~ ~
From and after the 1st day of May, 1285, there is hereby
levied and there shall be collected a tax on each rei. ail sale in this State
equal to 2 per cent of the selling price.
Szo. 17. * " ~ For the purposes of this ti:le, unle"s o', herwise required
by the context:

(b) The t&.rm "seller" means every person engaged in the business of mal-ing
sales at retail or retail sales, whether as agent, broker, or principal;
~
The taz hereby imposed shall be paid by the buyer to the
Sec. 21. ~
seller, and it shall be the duty of each seller to collect from the buyer the
full amount of the tax payable in respect to each taxab!e sale. The amount
cf tax shall be paid by the buyer in cash, or by token or in scrip having the
face value of either thc purchase price or that portion of the purchase price
for which the taz has not been paid in cash. In case any sc!ler fails to collect
the taz herein imposed he shall be persona!!y liable to the State for the
amount of such taxes as he fails to collect. The amount of tax, until paid to
the seller, shall constitute a debt from the buyer to the seller and all a&nounts
collected by the seller slrall be deemed held in trust for the State.
&

" to require that persons ma!ring
The commission shall have povver "
retail sa!es slmll purchase and keep on hand scrip or tulrens for thc purpose
of supplying buyers therewith.
Sac. Zx. ' "" "" Each seller, ou or before the 15th day of the n&onth
succeeding the end of each bimonthly period, shall make out a re!.urn for ihe
preceding bimonthly period * ~ ~ setting forth the an&ount of a!l sales,
nontazak&le sales, all taxable sales, t!.e amount of taz thereon and such other
information as the tax commission may rccuire, si "n ard transmit the sa&ne
""
~
to the tax commission.
The taz collected by a scl!er or accrued
under the provisions of this title shall be paid by thc seller to the i.az con&n:ission: ~ ~: p&o&. i&led, I&,o&oeoor, That the commission shall have full povor
to provide, by reg'ulation, methods by which scrip or tokens shall bc rc&lecm& d,
accepted, transmitted
or canceled in satisfaction of taz in&posed under the
provisions of this title.
"
*
~ The commission nmy authorize a seller to prepay the taz
Szu. 24.
levied under this title upon sales made through vending machines or si&ni!ar
devices, and waive the collection of the taz from the customer.
Xo such
authority shall be granted ezccpt upon application to the corn&nission ar&&1
unless the commission, after hearing, shall find that thc conditions of the
applicant's business are such as to render impracticable the collection of ihe
tax in the manner otherwise provided under this title.
"'

&

-

Sec. 27. ': & ~ Whoever, excepting as express!y authoriz«! pursuant to
this act, refunds, remits or rebates to a buyer, either directly or inc!irectly and
by whatsoever means, all or any part of the tax levied by this title, or mal-cs
in any form of advertising, verbal or otherwise, any statements which mi ht
infer that he is absorbing the tax or paying ihe taz for the buyer by an ac!justmcnt of prices, or at a price including the tax, or in any other m nner
whatsoever shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Section 28(c) of the Revenue Act of 1984 provides that in computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions taxes paid
or accrued within the taxable year, with certain exceptions not here
material. Article 28(c) —1 of Re&&ulations 8(&, relatin~ to the Revenue
Act of 1084, provides that in general taxes are deductible only by
the persons upon whom they are imposed.

fj23(c), Art. 23(c)—1.]

From the State law quoted above, it is clear that the legislative
intent was to impose the tax on retail sales upon the buyer and to
make the seller the collector of the tax for and on behalf of the State.
Since the tax is imposed upon the buyer or consumer, he may deduct
the amount, paid by him as a tax in his Federal income tax return.
If the tax is added to or made a part of his business expense, or is
otherwise used to reduce his net income, it may not be deducted
separately as a tax.
Inasmuch as under section 24 of title 8 of the State law authority
may be granted to a seller to prepay the tax on sales made through
vending machines or similar devices and to waive the collection of
the tax from the customer, in such cases the seller is entitled to
deduct the amount of tax so paid as a tax in his Federal income tax
return.
ARTrcr. E
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The sales tax imposed under the sales tax act of New Jersey
(chapter 208, laws of 1935) is an excise tax imposed for the privilege of selling tangible personal property at retail and is deductible
by the retailer as a tax under section 23(c) of the Revenue Act of
1934 in determining his net income subject to Federal income tax.

Advice is requested whether the New Jersey sales tax is an allowable deduction in the Federal income tax return of the consumer

or retailer.
The tax in question is imposed under the sales tax act of New
Jersey, chapter 268, laws of 1985. The chapter is entitled "An act
imposing taxes for the privilege of selling tangible personal property at retail, providing for the disposition of the proceeds thereBy the terms of
from, and prescribing the method of collection.
the law the tax was effective from July 1, 1985, to June 80, 1988,
but the law was repealed. by chapter 1 of the first special session,
laws of 1985, eA'ective at midnight October o5, 1985. Provisions of
the act pertaining to the question are as follows:

"

301. De)tnitions.

i. "Retail sales" or "sales at retail" mea~s any sale of tangible personal
property, in the ordinary course of business, for consumption or use or for any
purpose other than for resale in the t'orm of tangible personal property.
The term "retail sale" or "sale at retail" does not include an
* not being made in the ordinary course of'
~
~
isolated transaction
repeated and successive transactions of a like character
n. "Taxpayer" means
sions of this act.

any person

subject to a tax imposed

by the provi-

401. Tax rate.

For the privilege of selling tangible personal property at retail, in this State,

the period commencing July 1, 1935, and ending June 30, 1938, every
shall pay a tax of 2 per centum upon the total gross selling price thereof,
as in this act provided. This tax shall be fn addition to all other taxes.
Adding tarn to sales price.
Every retailer shall add the tax imposed by this act, or the average equfvaleut of said tax, to his sales prices, except as hereinafter provided. snd when

during
person
except
402.

[$23(c), Art. 23(c)-1.
added the tax shall constitute a part of the price, shali be a debt of the purchaser to the retailer until paid and shall be recoverable at law in the same
armer as the purchase price. 4'
s

le

405, Cancellation of sale; tan credit.
Where a sale has been rescimled or canceled and the goods if delivered have
been returned and the full sale price and tax thereon have been refunded or
credited, the retailer shall be entitled to a credit for the amount af the tax
If
which would have accrued had the sale not been rescinded or canceled.
the tax has already been paid to the commissioner the credit shall be applied
against any present or future liability of ihe retailer, under this act, and if
there be no such liability the retailer shall be entitled to a refund of the tax
so paid.
504, Tax a debt; proceedings to recover; preference.
The taxes, fees, interest and penalties imposed by this act, from the time
the same shall be due, shall be a personal debt of the retailer to the State of
New Jersey, recoverable in any court of competent jurisdiction in an action
at law in the name of the State of Nevv Jersey.
GOS.

Refunds

and credits.

a. Any retailer, at any time within two years af'ter the payment of any
original or additional tax assessed against him, may Qle with the commissioner
oath for refund,
a claim under
b. If "' s s it shall be determined by the commissioner that there has
been an overpayment of taz, the amount of such overpayment shall be credited
against any liability of the retailer under this act an(1 if there be no such liability the retailer shall be entitled to a refund of the tax so overpaid.
The following excerpts from the rules and rem&lations promulgated by the SPate tax commission indicate the administrative concept as to who shall be regarded as the taxpayer:
202. Nature of tire taa. The sales tax is a iax imposed upon every person
in the State of New Jersey engaged, more or less regularly, in malving sales
of tangible personal property at retail. It is a tax for the privilege of selling
tangible personal property at retail and is measured by the total gross sales
of such property.

—

— —

* ~ ~ It is for the
302. Class of property involved in a "sale at retail. "
tangible personal
privilege of making retail sales of this kind of property
that the taz is imposed.
property
If a person is engaged in the business of rendering services in which the use
of supplies and materials is incidental, he is not liable to the State for the
payment of the sales tax on the supplies an(1 materials used; he is the consumer and the tax must be included in the prices he pays for his supplies and
materials. The retailer who sells to him is liable to the State for the tax.

—

—
—

While the taz is imposed upon,
G01. Tav mast be passed on to purchasers.
and must be paid by, retailers, it must be passed on by the retailers to the
purchasers.
002. Schedule for passing on the taa'. It is the intent that the average
equivalent of the tax imposed upon, and payable bv, each retailer shall be
passed on to consumers.
*
G03. Taa liability not determined, by the atnoant of tax passed on.
The State as the tax-collecting agency lool-s only to the retailers for the payment of the tax at the rai. e of 2 per cent of their total gross sales of tangible
personal property, regardless of the antount passed on to consumers.

—

Section 28(c) of the Revenue Act of 1984 provides that in computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions taxes paid or
accrued within the taxable year, with certain exceptions not here
material. Article 28(c) —1 of Regulations 80, relating to the Revenue Act of 1984, provides that in general taxes are deductible only
by the person upon whom they are imposed,
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The pertinent provisions of the New Jersey sales tax law are not
entirely harmonious with respect to the identity of the taxyayer.
Some provisions indicate that the tax was intended to be a privilege
tax levied upon the retailer and measured by the volume of gross
sales, while others appear more consistent with the view that the consumer was the intended taxpayer with the retailer merely a collecting
agency for the State. However, in view of the title of the act, which
states that it is "An act imposing taxes for the privilege of selling
tangible personal property at retail, " the provisions of the act imposing the tax (section 401 of the New Jersey sales tax act), and the
regulations of the State tax commission, it is the opinion of the Bureau that the tax in question is an excise tax imposed upon the retailer
for the privilege of selling tangible personal property at retail,
although he is required to pass the amount of the tax on to the purchaser as part of the selling price. The retailer, therefore, is entitled
to deduct the amount as a tax under section 28 (c) of the revenue Act
of 1984 in determining his net income subject to Federal income tax.
The tax may not be deducted, however, unless the amount thereof
collected by the retailer has been included in his gross income, rior is
the tax deductible if it has been refunded to him. Furthermore, the
amount may not be deducted separately as a tax if it is added to or
lnade a part of the business expense of the retailer, or is otherwise
used to reduce his net income. The purchaser or consumer may not
deduct the amount as a tax notwithstanding it is passed on to him by
the retailer.
ARTrcLE
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The excise tax imposed upon an employer under section 901 of
the Social Security Act is deductible for Federal income tax purposes.

For Federal income tax purposes an employer may deduct the
excise tax imposed under section 901 of the Social Security Act for
the year in which such tax is paid or accrued, depending upon the
method of accounting employed.
ARv'zcxn:
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The retail occupational sales tax imposed by the State of South
Dakota, effective July 1, 1M5, is deductible by the consumer as
a tax in his Federal income tax return.

Advice is requested whether the retail occupational sales tax
imposed by the State of South Dakota is deductible by the retailer
or consumer for Federal income tax purposes.
The law under which the retail occupational sales tax of South
Dakota is levied is set forth in Division
(sections 88 to 88) of
chapter 209, Laws of South Dakota, 1985. That chapter is entitled
"An act ~ ~ * imposing and providing for the collection,
enforcement and administration
of a net income tax, and a tax

III
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upon the exercise of the privilege of engaging or continuing to
engage in the business or occupation of selling at retail as defined
herein ~ ~ *. The act was approved Ma:ch 14, 1985, and became efFective July 1, 1985.
Section 84(a) of chapter 205 provides:
There is hereby imposed as a tax upon tho privilege of engaging
in business as a retailer, a tax of two per cent (2'ro) upon the gross receipts

"

from all sales of tangible personal property, consisting of goods, wares, or
merchandise, except as otherwise provided in this division, sold at retail in
the State of South Dakota to consumers or users. There is hereby imposed
a like rate of tax upon the gross receipts from the sales, furnishing or service
of gas, electricity, water and communication service, including the gross receipts from such sales by any municipal corporation furnishing gas, electricity
service to the public in its proprietary capacity, except
and communication
as otherwise provided in this division, when sold at retail in the State of
South Dakota to consumers or users; and a like rate of tax upon the gross
receipts from all sales of tickets or admissions to places of amusement and
athletic events, except as otherwise provided in this division.
The tax herein levied shall be computed and collected as hereinafter provided.

Under the provisions of the law, discounts taken on sales and the
sale price of property returned by purchasers when the full sale price
(including tax) is refunded to the purchasers are excepted from the
Sales to certain purchasers, such
computation of "gross receipts.
as the United States, the State of South Dakota, public or municipal
corporations, and relief agencies, and sales of certain commodities
already taxed by the State, such as gasoline, beer, cigarettes, etc. ,
are exempt. The retailer is required to add the amount of the taz
to thc sales price and collect it from the purchaser, unless the director
of. taxation shall determine that the use of tokens or coupons is the
most expeditious method of collection, in which event the purchaser
may be required to buy such tokens or coupons and the retailer will
collect, the tax from the purchaser at the time of the sale by collecting
the necessary amount of tokens or other evidence of tax payment,
Refunds are to be Inade to the retailer on account of property returned to him by the purchaser only where the retailer has actually
The act contains
refunded the amount of the tax to the purchaser.
provisions establishing the manner in which the retailer shall return
and account for the amounts collected from the purchaser as a taz,
and penalties are provided for failure properly to collect and return
such amounts.
The director of taxation has issued rules and re&rulations with
respect to the retail occupational sales tax of South Dakota. Articles
2 and 5 provide in part as follows:
ARr. 2. feature of the faa. In accordance with the intention of the legislature, as expressed in the act, the two per cent (2%) sales tax is hereby declared
to be a consumer's tax.

"

—

—

Aar. 5. ilfonthfy returns an&1, payment of tax.
Since the two per cent (2%) sales tax will be paid by consumers an(1 th
merchants or dealers will act merely as tax collectors on behalf of the State,
the monthly returns and rcmittances must be filed within the time prescribed
by the act.

Section 28(c) of the Revenue Act of 1984 provides that in computing nct income there shall be allowed as de&luctions tazes paid or
accrued within the tazablc vcar, with certain exceptions not here
material. Article 28(c) —1 of Regulations 86, relating to the Revenue
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Act of 1984, provides that in general taxes are de'ductihle

only by
the person upon whom they are imposed.
In order to ascertain who is entitled to the deduction for Federal
income tax purposes of the retail occupational sales tax imposed by
the State of South Dakota, it is necessary to determine the legislative
intent, that is, whether it was intended to impose the tax upon the
retailer or consumer. Features of the act imposing the tax which
indicate that the consumer is the intended taxpayer are those which
emphasize the imposition of the tax upon each sale as a separate
transaction (which is not consistent with the principle of a privilege
or license tax), provide for the exemption of certain commodities
already taxed, require the retailer to add the amount of the tax to
the sale price and collect it from the purchaser at the time of the
sale, and allow refunds to the retailer only when he has refunded
the tax to the consumer. In addition, the director of taxation for
the State of South Dakota has held that the tax is imposed upon
the consumer, that the consumer is the taxpayer, and that the retailer
is merely the collector of the tax for the State.
The State law and the regulations thereunder thus indicate that
it was the legislative intent to impose the South Dakota retail occupational sales tax upon the consumer. The tax being imposed upon
the consutner, he may deduct the amount paid by him as a tax in
his Federal income tax return. In the event the tax is added to or
made a part of his business expenses, or is otherwise used to reduce
his net income, it may not be deducted separately as a tax.
ART1OLE
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The sales tax imposed under the Wyoming emergency sales tax
act of 1935 is, with one exception (single unit purchases of 13 cents

or under), imposed upon the consumer, who may deduct the
amount paid by him as a tax in his Pederal income tax return.

Advice is requested whether the sales tax of 2 per cent imposed by
the State of Wyoming is deductible by the consumer.
The tax in question is levied under the emergency sales tax act of
1985~ chapter 74, Laws of Wyoming, 1985, effective on and after
April 1, 1985, and will expire on March 81, 1987, Provisions of the
act pertinent to the question are as follows:
SEc. 4. Prom and after the effective date of this act, within the limitation
herein set out, there is hereby levied and there shall be collected and paid:
(a) A. tax upon every retail sale of tangible personal property made within
the State of Wyoming equivalent to two (2%) per cent of the purchase price
paid or charged, or in the case of retail sales involving the exchange of property, equivalent to two (2%) per cent of. the consideration paid or charged,
including the fair market value of the propert'y exchanged at the time and
place of the exchange, except that, those commodities now bearing a State
excise tax in excess of Qve (5%) per cent shall not be taxable under the
provisions of this act.
(b) A tax equivalent to two per cent (2%) of the amount paid: (1) to
carriers, or telephone or telegraph corporations defined by the constitution
of
the State of Wyoming and also as defined by law, whether such
are municipally or privately owned, for all transportation, telephone corporations
service, or
telegraph service; provided, that said tax shall not apply to interstate movements of freight, passengers and express; (2) to public utilities,
gas, electric,
and heat corporations as deimed by chapter ninety-four
(94), Wyoming Revised
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Statutes, 1%1, whether

are municipally

such corporations

or privately

owned

for gas, electricity, or heat, furnished for domestic or commercial consumption.
(c) A tax equivalent to two per cent (2%) of the amount paid for all meals
furnished at any restaurant, eating house, hotel, drug store or other place at
vvhich meals are regularly served to the public;
(d) A tax equivalent to two per cent (2%) of the amount paid for admission to any place of amusement, entertainment or recreation;
(e) The State board of equalization shall provide uniform methods an&1
schedules for adding the tax or the average equivalent thereof to the selling
price, and it shall be the duty of said board io formulate and promulgate

appropriate rules and regulations to effectuate the purpose of this act; provided, that the purchaser, consumer or user shall not in any single unit purchase of thirteen cents (ls'&i) or under, be required to pay the tax as provided
herein, and in all such cases the retailer shall assume and pay said tax.
Sac. 5. Every person receiving any payment or consideration upon a sale
of property or service subject to the tax under the provisions of this act, or
to whom such payment or consideration is payable (hereinafter called the
vendor) shall be responsible for the collection of the amount of the tax imposed on said sales and shall, on or before the 15th day of each month, make
a return, under oath or a%rmation, to the State board of equalization for the
preceding month and shall remit the taxes so collected to the State board of
The vendor shall, in so far as the same can be done practicablv,
equalization.
collect the tax from the vendee,

If any vendor shall ~ ~ ~ collect as a tax an amount in excess
of 2 per cent of liis total taxable sales, he shall remit to the board the full
if any vendor
amount of the tax herein imposed, and also such excess; and
"'
&:
shall colunder the pretense or representation of collecting the tax
~
i
~
an amount in excess of 2 per cent of his total taxable sales, the
lect
retention of such excess or any part thereof, or the intentional failure to rcniit
* is declared to be unlawful
~ ~ ~ the full amount
punctually
and shall be punishable by a fine of not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,COO)
or by imprisonment for not to exceed six months, or by both such fine and

'

&'

&'

imprisonment.

Szo. 11. A tax due and unpaid under this act shall constitute a debt due the
State from the vendor and may be collected, to ether with interest, penalty.
judicial proceedings, which remedy shall be in
and costs, by appropriate
a&iditiou to all other existing remedies.
Szo. 16. It shall be unlawful and a misdemeanor for any retailer io adv&rtise or hold out, or state to the public, or to any consumer, dirc ctly or indirectly,
that the tax or any part thereof imposed by this act will be assumed or
absorbed by the retailer, or that it will not be considered as an elemeiit in thc
price to the consumer, or if added, that it, or any part thereof, will be
refunded.

Rules and regulations were promulgate(1 by the State board of
equalization on March 22, 1935, Article 4 provides in part that:

It is the obligatory and binding dutv nf the retailer an(1 of the
of tangible personal property, of meals, of admissions and of service,
subject to said tax 'i ~ ~ to charge to and collect from the purchaser
said tax and to remit the same to the board as hereinafter provided; nnd he
will be held liable and responsible to the State for the entire amount of saiil
taxes in a sum of not less than two per cent (2%) upon his gross taxable

vendor

sal&

s,

Rule 2 of the special rules promulgated by the boarcl relates to
refunds to consumers and provides that when a retailer allows a,
refund or credit to a customer and the refund or creclit is deductible
must return to, or
from the retailer's gross receipts, "the retailer
'
credit the customer with, the amount of tax' passed on"' to the
Rule
customer on the amount of dccluctible gross receipts. * ~

"
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46 states that the burden of proof is upon the seller to determine
whether the buyer is exempt from payment of the tax. The law
and regulations indicate that it was the legislative intent to impose
the tax, with one minor exception, on the buyer or ultimate consumer
and to make the retailer or vendor the collector of the tax for ancI
on behalf of the State.
Section o8(c) of the Revenue Act of 1984 provides that in computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions taxes paid
or accrued within the taxable year, with certain exceptions not
Article 23(c) —1 of Regulations 86, relating to the
here material.
Revenue Act of 1934, provides that in general taxes are deductible
only by the person upon whom they are imposed.
Inasmuch as the tax under the Wyoming emergency sales tax
act of 1985 is, with one exception, imposed upon the consumer, he
1nay deduct the amount paid by him as a tax in his Federal income
tax return. If, however, the tax is added to or made a part of
his business expense, or is otherwise used to reduce his net income,
it may not be deducted separately as a tax. The exception referred
to is the single unit purchases of 18 cents or under.
(See subdivision (e) of section 4 of the act. ) The vendor is specifically
There is
required to assume and pay the tax on such purchases.
nothing in the law or regulations to indicate that the tax on such
purchases is determined by the vendor as a separate item or treated
as other than a component part of the 2 per cent of the gross taxable
sales in computing the amount for which he is liable to the State.
Unless the tax on the single unit purchases of 18 cents or under is
accounted for separately as a tax by the vendor, it is not deductible
by him as a tax for Federal income tax purposes.

1: Taxes.

ARTICLE o3 (c) —

XV—14- 8025
I. T. o965

REVENUE ACT OF 1934.
The tax imposed by the Missouri emergency revenue act of 1935
is deductible by the consumer for Federal income tax purposes.

Advice is requested whether the sales tax imposed by the Missouri
emergency revenue act of 1985 is deductible by the consumer or

retailer.
The act in question repeals a prior act, under which a tax was imposed for the privilege of engaging in the business of making sales
at retail and is efFective from August 27, 1935, to December 81,
1937. (lee Laws of Missouri, 1935, page 411 et seq. ) The title
of the act states that it is an act to repeal the existing sales tax law
and to enact in lieu thereof a new law to provide for the raising of
additional revenue by imposing and levying a tax of 1 per cent of
the purchase price on sales at retail of tangible personal property
and a tax of 1 per cent on the amount paid or charged for certain
services. Provision is made for the collection of the tax by the
vendor at the time of the sale or rendering of service. The act
makes it unlawful for the seller to advertise that the tax will be
assumed or absorbed by him or that it will not be added to the selling price or charge for service rendered, or, if added, that it will
be refunded.
Pertinent provisions of the law read as follows:
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SEo. 2. Taa imposed, on retail sale of tangible personal property, sale of se&'vice, etc. Amount of taa. From and after tbe effective date of this act and
up to and including December 81, 1287, there shall be and is hereby levied and
imposed and there shall be collected and paid:
(a) Upon every retail sale i» this State of tangible personal property a
tax equivalent to one (1) per cent, of the p»rchase price paid or charged,
or in case such sale involves the exchange of property, a tax equivalent to
one (1) per cent of the consideration paid or charged, including the fair market
value of the property exchanged at the time and place of the exchang .
(b) A tax equivalent to one (1) per cent. of tlie amount paid, for admission
and seating accommodations
to any p!ace oi amuscnient, entertainment
or
recreation, games and athletic events.
(c) A tax equivalent to one (1) per cent of a&»aunts paid or charged on all
sales of electricity or electrical current, water and gas (natural or artificial),
to domestic, commercial or indusi& ial c&&nsumers.
(d) A tax equivalent to one (1) per cent on amounts paid or charged on
all sales of service to telephone subscribers «»d to others through cqnipn&ent
of telephone subscribers for the transmission of ines ages and conversations,
both local and long distance, and upon the sale, rental or leasing of all equipment or services pertaining or incidei&t&&1 thereto.
(e) A tax equivalent to cne (1) per cent of amounts paid or charged for
all sales of services for traiismission of messages by te'. e raph comp;&nies.
(i) A tax equivalent to one (1) per cent of the amounts paid or charged
for advertising of whatever I-ind or character to be published in ne&vspapers
or magazines or to be displayed on billboards or other l-ind of indoor or outdoor advertising devices or to be broadcast over radio stations or to bc displayed
by any stereopticon or motion picture.
(g) A tax equivalent to one (1) pcr cent of the amount paid or charged
for the makin" or rendering of any sale, service or transaction by any commercial laundry, or for cleaning, pressing or dyeing.
(h) A tax equivalent to one (1) per cent oi the amount paid or charged
for tickets, fares aml services by every person operating a railroad, sleeping
car, dining car, express car, aiid such buses and trucks as are licensed by tlie
Public Service Commission of Missouri, engaged in the transportation of persons or freight for hire,
(i) A. tax equivalent to one (1) per cent on the amount of sales or charges
for all rooms, meals and drinks furnished at any botel, tavern, inn, restaurant,
eating house, drug store, dining car, tourist cabin, tourist camp or other place
in which rooms, meals or drinks are regularly served to the public.

—

—

—

—

sale responsible for taa Taa is upo» sale P&»»lty
Sr&&. 5. Person, making
for failure to pass on t&&s&. Every person receiving any payment or consideraof service subject to the t«x
tion upon the sale of property or renderin
imposed by the provisions of this act, or required to m»1-e collection of the
tax imposed by the provisions of this act, shall be responsible not only for
the collection of the amount of the tax imposed on said sale or service but
shall, on or before the 15th day of each month, niake a return to tlie State
auditor of all taxes collected for the preceding month or required to be collected for the preceding i»onth, and shall remit the taxes so collected or
required to be collected to the State "uditor. The seller of any prcperty
or person rentlering any service, su)&j&: t to the tax imposed by this act is
directed to collect tlie tax from tlie purchaser of such property or the recipient
of the service as the case may be.

—

The State auditor has issued rules and
Missouri emergency revenue act of 1935.
provide in part as folio&vs:
The act imposes a tax ulicn
A«rrcr. x 1.
tangible personal property at retail and/or ce&tain
&'

'&

&'

regulations
A.rticles

1,

under the
and 15

9&

the transaction or sale of
services from August 27,

1085, to Dcccniber 81, 1M7.
A«v. 2.

~

4'

This tax is upon the sale, service or transaction and shall be collected bv the
person making the sale of tangible personal propert& or rendering the services
embraced in the act.
II

III

ji23(o), Art.
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Mr. 15,
(Q)

But in any event the merchant is required to collect the equivalent
of 1 per cent in tax and at the end of the month must ffle his report and remit
the tax on a 1 per cent basis.

In the opinion of this once, the title of the act, its provisions,
and the regulations thereunder clearly show that the excise tax in
question is imposed upon the purchaser or ultimate consumer and
that the seller is the collector of the tax for and on behalf of the
State.

Section 28(c) of the Revenue Act of 1984 provides that in computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions taxes paid
or accrued within the taxable year, with certain exceptions not here
material. Article 28(c) —1 of Regulations 86, relating to the Revenue
Act of 1984, provides that in general taxes are deductible only by
the person upon whom they are imposed. Inasmuch as under the
Missouri emergency revenue act of 1985 the sales tax is imposed upon
the consumer, he may deduct the amount paid. by him as a tax in his
Federal income tax return. In the event the tax is added to or made
a part of his business expenses, or is otherwise used to reduce his
net income, it may not be deducted separately as a tax.
ARTIULE

28(c) —1: Taxes.

XV—16—8048

I. T. 2968

REVENDE ACTS OF 1928, 1982, SND 1984.

The excise tax imposed by the State of Ohio on the use, distribution, or sale of motor vehicle fuel is deductible for the taxable
year 1%5 and subsequent taxable years in the Federal income tax
return of the consumer who pays it and to whom it is not
refunded
The excise tax imposed on the use, distribution, or sale of liquid
fuel is deductible by the dealer for Federal income tax purposes.
I. T. 2472 (C. B. VIII —1, 74) revoked.

Advice is requested whether the motor vehicle fuel tax and the
liquid fuel tax imposed bv the State of Ohio are deductible by the
purchaser or the dealer in his Federal income tax return.
In I. T. 2472 (C. B. VIII—1, 74) the Bureau held that the dealer
was entitled to a deduction of the gasoline tax imposed by the State
of Ohio. Subsequent to that ruling numerous changes have been.
made in the State law. The statutory provisions under which the
tax is levied are found in the Permanent Supplement, 1926—1985, to
Page's Annotated Ohio General Code, chapter 9, sections 5522 to
5542 —18c. The law has since been amended by 116 Ohio laws (pare
422), 1985, effective September 2, 1985, without e8ecting any substantial change in the sections quoted herein. The pertinent sections
read as follows:
SEc. 5527. Excise tax of 14 cents per gallon on donator vehicle fneif frarFor the purpose of providing revenue for maintaining the
pose; exemptions.
State highway system of this State in passable condition for travel, for repair-

—

ing the damage caused to such highway system by motor vehicles used on the
same, for widening existing surfaces on such highways where such widening
is rendered necessary by the volume of motor vehicle traffic thereon, for resurfacing such highwavs where existing surfaces have become worn or rutted, for
enabling the several counties of the State to properly maintain and repair their
roads and for enabling the several municipal corporations of the State properly
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to maintain, repair construct and repave their streets, and supplementing revenue already avaffaI&le for such purposes and arising from direct taxation and
from registration fees of motor vehicles, and for distributing equitably upon
those persons using the privilege of driving such motor vehicles upon such highways and streets a fair share of the cost of maintaining aml repairing the same,
an excise tax is hereby imposed on all dealers in motor vehicle fuel upon the
use, distrlbutfon or sale within this State by them of motor vehicle fuel at the
rate of one and one-half cents (1~/q&t) per gallon so used, distributed or sold, to
be computed in the manner hereinafter set forth;
S»x&. 5534. Refund
of taaf application for refund; right to receive refund
not transferable; exception. Any person who shall use any motor vehicle fuel
on which the tax herein imposed has been paid, for the purpose of operating or
propelling stationary gas engines, road rollers, power shovels, tractors not used
on public highways, unlicensed motor vehicles used exclu. ively in intraplant
operations, motor boats or aircraft, or who shall use any such fuel upon which
the tax herein provided for has been paid, for cleaning or dyeing, or any other
purpose than the propulsion of motor vehicles upon the highways of this State
shall be reimbursed to the extent of the amount of the tax so paid on such
motor vehicle fuel fn the following manner: Provided, hocoever, That such
applications for refun&ls must be filed with the tax commission of Ohio within
f)0 days from the date of purchase or invoice.

—

III

The right to receive any refund under the provisions of this section shall not
be assignable, except to the duly licensed dealer who shall have sold to the
user the motor-vehicle fuel upon which the claim for refund is based.

SEc. 5541. Additional cecil tax of 1+ cents per gallon, on motor vehicle
4'
fuel; purpose. For the purpose of providing revenue "
an excise tax
is hereby imposed on all dealers in raotor vehicle fuel, upon the use, distribution, or sale within the State by them of motor vehicle fuel, at the rate of one
and one-half cents (1'&t~tI) per gallon so used, distributed or sold, subject to
the specifi exemptions therein set forth, to be reported, computed, paid,
collected, administered, enforced and refunded, and the failure properly and
correctly to report and pay same penalized in exactly the same manner as is
provided in sections 5527 to 5536-1, both inclusive, of the general code and all
of the provisions contained in said sections 5527 to 5536—1, both inclusive, of
the general code, relating to motor vehicle fuel excise taxes shall be, and the
same hereby are reenacted and incorporated as ii' specifically set forth herein;
wh ch tax shall be in addition to the tax imposed under said sections 5527 to
55M —1 of the general code.

—

&

Section 28(c) of the Revenue Act of 1984 and the corresponding
provisions of prior Revenue Acts provide that, in computing net
income there shall be allowed as deductions taxes paid or accrue&1
within the taxable year, with certain exceptions not here material.
Article 28(c) —1 of Regulations 86, relating to the Revenue Act of
1984& and corresponding provisions of regulations promulgated uncler
rior Revenue Acts provfdo that in general taxes are deductible only
y the persons upon whom they aD: imposed. While some of the
language of the Ohio statutes under which the tax on motor vehicle
fuel is unposed may indicate that the dealer is the one upon whom
the tax is imposed& that view is not consistent with section 5527,
wherein it is stated that the purpose is "for distributing equitably
upon those persons using the privilege of driving such motor vehicles
upon such highways and streets a fair share of the cost of maintainin~O and repairin~ the same. " Furthern&ore& section 5584, v;ith
respect to reimbursements, provides that the person who uses motor
vehicle fuel for purposes other than the propulsion of motor vehicles
is entitled to a refund of the amount of tax paid.
That it was the legislative intent to impose the tax upon the
consumer and to charge the dealer with its collection is borne out
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by the language of the decisions of the Ohio courts in State v. ConApp. , 267, 171' iV. K, , 111), Cincinnati Oil
f&,eM 027 Co. (84 Ohio
4VorAs Co. v. C&tg of Cincinnati (40 Ohio Apg. , 8, 177 N. K., 768),
and State v. Broton (112 Ohio St., 590, 148 zW. E., 95).
It is held, therefore, that the excise tax imposed by the State of
Ohio on the use, clistr.'bution, or sale of motor vehicle fuel is decluctible as a tax in the I&'cderal income tax return of the consumer
If, however, such tax
who pays it and to whom it is not refunded.
is aclded to or macle a part of the business ex&pense of the consumer, it may not be deducted by him separately as a, tax. Under
the authority granted by section 1108 (a) of the Pevenue Act of 1926,
as amended bv section 60o of thc Revenue Act of 1928 and section
506 of the Revenue Act of 1984, this ruling will be appliecl to income tax returns for 1985 and subsequent taxable years only. Since
I. T. 24 2, supra, is inconsistent w!th this ruling, it is hereby
revoked.
Provision is made i;! an act approved July 1, 1988 (115 Ohio Laws,
1988, 681), for the levy and collection of a i. ax on the use, distribution, or sale of L'quid fuel within the State of Ohio. "Liquid
fuel" is defined under section 5542 —1 to include "any volatile or
inHammable
liquid by whatever name such liquid may be known
or sold, which is used or usable, either alone or when mixed or
compounded, for the purposes of generating light, heat or power,
or for any purpos" whatsoever; and vciihout prejuclicc to the generality of said description, includes gasoline, kerosene and all other
like substances, but does not include tar or petroleum residue oils
from which gasoline and kerosene have been extracted.
The tax is 'imposed in the following terms:
Sac. AM~2 —2. Pa&pose of taa&; rate. For the purpose of affording the advantages of a free education to the vouth of the State and to defray the
expenses of admini tcring this act, an excise tax is hereby imposed on all
dealers in liquid fuel upon the use, clistribution or sale within this State by
them of liquid fuel on and after the day of passage of this act, and to snd
including the 31st day of December, 1935, at the rate of one cent (le) per "al-

"

—

ion so used, distributed

forth;

or sold, to be computed

in the manner

hereinaf ter set

The only refunds provided in the case of liquid fuel (sections
5542-12 and 5542 —14) are to the dealer for the tax paid on liquid
fuel lost or destroyed or on excess gallonage reported solcl over the
amount received.
It is held that, the tax of 1 cent per gallon imposed by the State
of Ohio on the use, distribution, or sale of liquid fuel is imposed
on the dealer and is deductible by him as a tax for Federal income
tax purposes. The tax, however, may not be deducted separately
as a tax if it has been inch!ded as a part of the business expenses
of the dealer or is otherwise usecl to reduce his net income. Any
part, of the tax which has been refunded to the dealer may not be
deducted; and, if the tax has been passed on to the consumer, the
amount collected must be included in gross income,
Approved.
grenz.

GUT T. HELVERIib u&
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

iz C, T~vr. ou,
Acting Secretary of the TreasurlI.
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REVEiVUE ACT OF 1984.

I. T. 2971

The California franchise tax accrues on the first day of a taxpayer's taxable year. A taxpayer keeping its books on the accrual
basis is entitled to deduct in its return for the fiscal year ended
July 81, 1935, the amount of its California franchise tax which
accrued on August 1, 1984, the tax being measured by the taxpayer's net income for the fiscal year ended July 81, 1984.

Advice is requested relative to the proper accrual date for Federal income tax purposes of the California franchise tax under the
law now in efFect.
On July 81, 1985, the M Corporation had accrued a State franchise tax liability based upon its net income from August 1, 1984,
to July 81, 1985. It contends that such tax is deductible in its
Federal income tax return filed for the same period. In support,
of that view the taxpayer relies upon the decision of the United
States Supreme Court in United 8tute8 v. Anderson et at. (269
U. S., 422, T. D. 8889, C. B. V—1, 179).
The Bureau held that a corporation filing its return on the accrual
basis for the calendar year 1981 was entitled to deduct for that year
the amount of the California franchise tax imposed by the act of
March 1, 1929 (as amended by chapters 64 and 65, California
Statutes, 1981), which tax accrued on January 1, 1981, and was
measured by the net income for the calendar year 1980. (I. T.
2770, C. B. XIII—1, 111.) The statute of 1929, however, has been
further amended by chapters 275 and 858, California Statutes, 1985,
Pertinent proeffective June 6 and June 25, 1985, respectively.
visions of the law, sections 4, 11, 12, and 28, as amended by chapters
275 and 858, read as follows:
SEc. 4. (1)
(8) * v ~ every corporation * " ~ shall annually pay to the State,
for the privilege of exercising its corporate franchises within this State, a tax
according to or measured by its net income, to be computed, in the manner
hereinafter provided, at the rate of 4 per centum upon the basis of its net
income for the next preceding

fiscal or calendar year.

(7) Taxes under this section ~ " ~ shall accrue
"taxable year, " as defined in section 11 hereof.
(8) The provisions of this subdivision, and
act enacted during the year 1935, shall apply
December 81, 1984. Provided, however, that
ginning prior to January 1, 1985, and ending

on the first day of the

of all other amendments to this
to taxable years beginning after
the tax for taxable years beduring the calendar year 1985,

shall be adjusted

"
Szo. 11. (a) The term "income year, as herein used, means the calendar
year, or the fiscal year ending during such calendar year, upon the basis of
which the net income is computed herein.
(b) The term "taxable year, " as herein used, means the calendar year, or
the fiscal year ending during such calendar year, for which the tax is
payable.
A

SEo. 12. The net income shall be computed upon the basis of the taxpayer's
annual accounting period, fiscal year or calendar vear as the case may be,
in accordance with the method of accounting regularly employed in keeping
the books of such taxpayer

~
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In the case of corporations of the classes referred to in subdivision (8) of
section 4 of this act, one-half the amount of tax disclosed by the return,
shall be due and pa, able as a first installment of the tax on such corporations,
on or before ihe 15th clay of the third month following the close of the income
year, as defined in section 11 hereof. The balance of the tax shall be due and
payable as a second installment, on or before the 15th day of the ninth month
following the close of the income year. A tax imposed by this act or any
installment thereof may be paid at the election of the taxpayer, prior to the
date prescribed for its payment.

The instant case is not parallel with United States v. Andenon,
supra. In that case it was iield that, where a taxpayer kept its books
on the accrual basis and set up a reserve during the year 1916 for
the munitions manufacturer's tax imposed by the Revenue Act of
1916, the munitions tax should be taken as a deduction in the income
tax ieturn for the year 1916, as accrued, a,nd not in the return for
the year 1917 when the tax was paid. In the instant case the tax
for the fiscal year ended July 81, 1%5, accrued, as provided by the
California law, on the 1st day of the taxable year. That is, the tax
for the fiscal ~Tear ended July 81, 1%5, accrued on August 1, 1984,
in the case oi a corporation exercising its franchise on that date.
The tax is for the fiscal year ended July 81, 1985, not the fiscal year
ended July 81, 1934, though measured by the net income for the
fiiscal year ended July 81, 1984. Accordingly, a taxpayer on the
accrual basis, filing its Federal income tax return for the fiscal year
ended July 81, 198o, is entitled to deduct in the return for that year
the amount of the franchise tax accrued on August 1, 1%4, which tax
is measured by the ta. xpayer's net income for the fiscal year ended
July 81, 1984. (See also Petals&a ck Santa Rosa Railroad Co. v.
Commissioner, 11 B. T. A. , 541, in which it was held that the California State franchise tax, based upon the gross receipts for 1920, was
an expense of the business for 1921 and could not be deducted in the
prior year as an accrued liability. )
ARTicrz 28(c) —1: Taxes.

(Also Section 28(a), Article 28(a) —1.)

XV—19—8076

I. T. 2972

REVZibUE ACT OF 1034.

Where u taxpayer uses the accrual method of accounting, adclitional taxes assessed by the Slate of Louisiana on merchandise
in the taxpayer's warehouse ou the last day of the years 1081,
1M2, and 1M3, and which were paid in 103o, are allowable deductions for the year in which the original taxes on the merchanclise
accrued.
Attorney's fees paid in 1925 in connection with litigation concluded in that year with respect to the taxes are an allowable
deduction in the return for that year.

Advice is requested relative to the deductibility of certain taxes
and attorney's fees.
The State of Louisiana Taxing Commission increased the assessment on consigned merchandise held in the taxpayer's warehouse
on the last day of the years 1%1, 1982, and 1%8, resulting in taxes
payable in 1982 of 10.58@ dollars, in 1988 of 4.21m dollars, and in
1984 of 5.26a dollars. In the year 1985 the taxpayer paid the total
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amount of additional taxes (20' dollars) and attorney's fees of 691
dollars in connection therewith.
During the years under consideration the taxpayer used the accrual method of accounting and filed
its returns on the calendar year basis.
Under section 28(c) of the Revenue Acts of 1028, 19M, and 1034,
provision is made for the deduction of taxes from gross income for
the year in which they are paid or accrued. The Bureau has held
that personal property taxes in Louisiana accrue, for Federal income
tax purposes on January 1 of each year. The tax is for the period
of the calendar year and is assessed as of the 1st day of January
of the year in which the assessment is made. (I. T. 2648, C. B.
XI—2, 81.) In the assessment of merchandise or stock in trade on
hand during the year preceding the calendar year in which the assessment is made, the inventory value, as prescribed by Louisiana
statutes, furnishes the basis for the assessment. (Section 8828,
volume 8, Louisiana General Statutes, Dart, Annotated, 19M. )
To a taxpayer whose books are kept on the accrual basis taxes
are deductible from gross income for the taxable year in which such
taxes accrue and not for the year in which they are paid. (United
States v. Andergon 269 U. S., 422. ) It appears that the additional
taxes of 10.53m doIlars, based on December 81, 1981, figures, were
assessable as of January 1, 1982, accrued on that date, and constitute
taxes for the calendar year 1982; that, similarly, the additional taxes
of 4.21m dollars accrued as of January 1, 1938, and constitute taxes
for the calendar year 1088; and that the taxes of 526z dollars
accrued as of January 1& 1084, and constitute taxes for 1984.
Inasmuch as the additional taxes were levied by reason of a valuation placed. on the property by the taxing authorities in excess of
that originally reported for the years in question, the taxpayer is
not entitled to the deduction of the total additional taxes in the
return for 1985. Such deficiencies in tax accrue as of the date the
original tax accrued.
(A. R. R. 1158, C. B. —2, 92; T. 1958, C. B.
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The additional tax of 10.58m dollars is, therefore, an allowable
deduction for 1932, the additional tax of 4.21m dollars is deductible
for 1988, and the additional tax of 5.26m dollars is deductible for
1934.
Since the litigation concerning the payment of the additional taxes
was concluded in 1985, the attorney's fees paicl in that year are an
allowable deduction as an ordinary and necessary business expense
in the return for 1985.
T 1084)CB
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REVENUE ACTS OF 19SS AND 1984.

The license tax on chain stores imposed by section 2, chapter 469,
Laws of lyisconsin, 1S88 (approved July 25, 1988), is not deductible
for Federal income tax purposes even though accrued on the taxpayei"s books in 1988 and 1084, inasmuch as the tax never became
operative.

Advice is requested as to the proper accrual date of the license
tax imposed upon chain stores by section 2, chapter 460 of the Laws
of Wisconsin, 1088.

$23(c), Art. 23(c)—1.l

Iao

The act, designated as chapter 469, and entitled "An act to create
section 76.75 and subsection (5) of s~ection 20.09 of the statutes, relating to an emergency occupational tax" on chain stores, providing
was approved July 25, 1988
penalties, and making an appropriation,
(published Julv 28, 1988), and was to terminate December 81, 1985.
Section 1 of tlte act imposed. an occupational tax on chain stores
measured by gross income at graduated rates. Section 2 of the act.
reads in part as follows:
Sac. 2. If it is finally determined that the occupational tax on chs. in stores
imposed in section 1 of this act is invalid, either in its entirety or in its application to any particular person or group, then such persou shall imntediately
be required to secure a license and pay a license fee as hereinafter provided,
effective as of July 1, 1933.

The fees for licenses to engage in the chain store business ranged
from $10 to $100 for each store, depending upon the number of stores
operated in the State.
Section 8 of the act reads as follows:
Ssc. 3, It is the intent of the legislature that in the event that the provisions

of section 1 of this act are finally declared invalid as to any person or group,
such person or group shall be required to pay the license fees prescribed in
seetiou 2 the same as it said section took effect on July 1, 1933, except for
such period for which such person shall have paid a license fee under chapter
32. It is also the intent of the legisla29, laws of the special session of 1M1—
ture that in the event that section 2 of this act takes efi'ect by reason of section
1 being declared invalid, the emergency board shall provide such funds for the
department of a riculture and markets as may be necessary to carry out its
functions under section 2 of this act.

Under date of June 4, 1985, the Supreme Court of Wisconsin in
ck Co. , Inc. , v. H'enry (218 Wis. , 506, 261 N. AV. , 20)
held that the Wisconsin statute in imposing a graduated occupational
tax on gross incomes of chain stores was void as arbitrary and discriminatory under the equal protection clause of the fourteenth
amendment to the Constitution of the United States. That case
was consolidated with Wadhams Oil, Co. v. Henry.
Petition for
writ of certiorari to the United Stat'es Supreme Court was filed in
the latter case but the petition was denied under date cf October
21, 1985 (296 U. S., 625). (Cf. 8tetoart Dry Goods Co. v. Lewis, 294
U. S., 550, relating to a similar tax imposed by the State of Kentucky. ) Before the petition for writ of certiorari was denied, however, the Wisconsin Legislature enacted a law which was approved
October 2, 1985 (pubhshed October 4, 1985), chapter 545, Laws
of Wisconsin, 1985, repealing section 76.75 and subsection (7) of
section 20.09 of the Wisconsin Statutes and section 2 of chapter
469, Laws of Wisconsin, 1988. That act, enective upon publication
on October 4, 1985, imposed a graduated occupational tax upon chain
stores ranging from $25 to $250 per store and depending upon the
number of stores operated. In view of the fact that the occupational
tax on chain stores was declared invalid by the Supreme Court
of the State of Wisconsin and petition for writ of' certiorari was
denied by the United States Supreme Court, inquiry has been made
relative to the proper accrual date for Federal income tax purposes
of the license tax imposed by section 2 of chapter 469 of the Laws
of Wisconsin, 1988, quoted above.
In United 8tates v. cinderson (269 U. S., 422, T, D. 8889, C. B.
V—1, 179), it was stated that in advance of the assessment of a tax

Ed Sehnster
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the events may occur which fi1x the amount of the tax and
determine the liability of the taxpayer to pay it.
Although that
case related to the accrual of munitions taxes, the general principle laid down has been cited as a precedent in many cases dealing
with the question as to the proper accrual date of taxes. Under
the provisions of section 9 of chapter 469, Laws of Wisconsin, 1988,
the license tax imposed by that section did not become effective
unless the occupational tax on chain stores (section 1) measured by
The question
gross income should be finally. declared invalid.
whether the occupationa'l chain store tax was invalid was not finally
determined until petition for writ of certiorari was denied by the
United States Supreme Court on October 91, 1985. The denial of
the petition for writ of certiorari on that date might well have
been considered the "event" which determined the liability of chain
stores for the license tax imposed by section 2 of the Wisconsin law,
of the
but before litigation of the question of the constitutionality
occupational chain stores tax, measured by gross income, was terminated by denial. of the petition for writ of certiorari on October
91, 1985, the legislature on October 2, 1985, repealed the law imosing the tax. It follows that section 2, chapter 469, Laws of
isconsin, 1988, never became operative because the license tax
(based on the number of stores conducted) was not, by the express
provision of that section, to become effective unless and until the
provisions of section 1, chapter 469, Laws of Wisconsin, 1988 (which
imposed an occupational tax on chain stores), were finally declared
to be invalid.
Inasmuch as the license tax referred to in section 9 of chapter
469, Laws of Wisconsin, 1988, never became operative, having been
repealed before section 1, imposing an occupational tax on chain
stores, was finally determined invalid, a taxpayer in that State may
not, for Federal income tax purposes, take a deduction for any
amount of such tax which he may have accrued on his books for
the years 1988 and 1984. (With respect to the allowance of deductions for taxes declared to be unconstitutional, see I. T. 9578, C. B.
X—11 119.)

"

HERMAN OLIPHANT&

General Counsel for the Department
ARTzcLE
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REVENEE ACT OF 1934.

The emergency gross receipts tax imposed by the State of Maryland (effective from April 1, 1935, to March 31, 1936) is deductible
as a tax bv the vendor for Federal income tax purposes.

Advice is requested whether the vendor or the consumer is entitled
for Federal income tax purposes of the emergency
gross receipts tax imposed by the State of Maryland.
The law under which the tax was imposed is set forth in chapters
188 and 589 of the Laws of Maryland, 1985. It was efiective from
April 1, 1985 to March 81, 1986. Chapter 1S8 is entitled "An act to
acrd a new subtitle and 17 new sections to article 56 of the Annotated
'
'
Code of Maryland, 1999 Supplement, title Licenses, said new sub-

to a deduction
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title to be known as ' E&merI, ency Gross '" Receipts Tax, ' and said new
A.
and 72—Q, to follow
sections to be known as sections 72—
article,
providing for the levy
immediately after section 72 of said
and collection of a tax for the privilege of' engaging in tlie business of selling tangible personal property at, retail " at"' the rate of
providing
1 per cent of the gross receipts from such sales; ~
the method and m~anner of collecting said tax; and imposing penalties
for violations of the provision of this act.
Provisions of the act pertinent to the question involved read as

'

"

follows:
72—
A. DeQnitions.
III

(d) The word "vendor" means any person who engages in the business of
selling at retail tangible personal property subject to the tax imposed by this
act, whether ruch person is a manufacturer, producer, wholesaler, jobber or
retailer.

(g) The word "consumer" means the purchaser at Qual sale or the user of
any tangible personal property subject to the tax imposed by this act.
72—B. For the privilege of engaging in the business of selling tangible personal
property at retail, there is hereby i&nposed upon every person engaging in such
business a license fee or tax, in addition io all other fees or taxes imposed by
law, at the rate of 1 per centum of the gross receipts of any such person, on
or after April 1, 1035, to and including March 31, 1930, from the sale of all
tangible personal property at retail in this State.
72—
C. On or before the 10th day oi' May, 1035, and on the 10th day of each
calendar month thereafter, every vendor who has made any sales at retail subject to the tax hereby imposed during the preceding calendar month, shall make
~
~ ~ and shall pay the comptroller the amount
a return to the comptroller,
of the tax herein imposed.
'I

Ifl

k

72—E. (a) As soon as practicable after the return is Qlcd, the comptroller shall
examine it and compute the tax. If the amount paid exceeds the amount which
should have been paid, the excess shall be refunded by the coruptroller or credited on account of future taxes accruing from the same taxpayer or his sucessor
or assigns.
72—S. Every tax imposed by this act and all increases, interest and penalties
thereon shall become, from the time due and payable, a personal debt from the
person liable to pay the same to the State of Maryland

Chapter 539, Laws of Maryland, 198o, adds section 72CC and
72CCC "for tlie purpose of increasing the fee for registering the
title to motor vehicles and authorixing registered motor vehicle
dealers to deduct from their gross sales, before the payment of the
1 per cent, gross receipts tax, the amount of gross sales on motor
vehicles.

"

Section 23(c) of the Revenue Act of 1934 provides that in computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions taxes paid
or acciued within the taxable year, ivith certain exceptions not here
material. Article 28(c)1 of Regulations S()& relating to the Revenue
Act of 1M4, provides that in general taxes are deduc(, ible only by
the person upon whom they are imposed.
In order to ascertain who is entitled to the deduction of the emergency gross receipts tax imposed by the State of Maryland, it is
necessary to deterinine the legislative intent as to whether the tax
was imposed upon the vendor or upon the consumer.
The title of
the act, which states that it is "An act ~ * * providing for the

[)23(c), Art. 23(c)-l.

of a tax for the privilege of engaging in the
business of selling tangible personal property at retail, " the literal
terms under which the tax is imposed (72—B), and all other provisions of the act indicate that the tax was intencled to be a privilege
tax levied upon the vendor and measured by the volume of gross
sales.
It is held, therefore, that the emergency gross receipts tax imposed
by the State of Maryland is an excurse tax upon the vendor for the
rivilege of selling tangible personal property at retail and is deuctible by the vendor as a tax under section o8(c) of the Revenue
Act of 1984 in determining his net income subject to Federal income
fax. The tax mav not be deducted separately as a tax if it is added
to or made a part of the vendor's business expense, or is otherwise
used to reduce his net income.
levy' and collection

ARTIULE

28(c)-1: Taxes.
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REvENuE ACT OP 1934.

I. T. 9978

The motor fuel tax imposed under chapter 58, Laws of Washington, 1933, as amended by chapter 109, Laws of Washington,
1935, is deductible as a tax in the Federal income tax return of
the owner or operator of the motor vehicle by whom it is paid and
to whom it is not refunded.
The fuel oil tax imposed under Title XI, chapter 180, Laws of
Washington, 1935, is deductible by the distributor.

A ruling is requested whether, for Federal income tax purposes,
the distributor or purchaser may deduct the tax imposed by the State
of Washington (1) on motor fuel and (9) on fuel oil. It is stated
that the law in effect when the Bureau held that the motor fuel tax
2, 106)
was deductible by the purchaser (G. C. M. 7071, C. B. VIII —
has been repealed; that the tax ls now imposed under chapter 58,
Laws of Washington, 1988, as amended by chapter 109, Laws of
Washington, 1985; ar. d that the fuel oil tax is imposed under Title
XI, chapter 180, Laws of Washington, 1985.
The pertinent provisions of the statute imposing the motor fuel
tax, as amended in 1985, read as follows:
An

act imposing an excise tax on gasoline and other inflammable
for the payment, collection and lien of the tax,

liquids, and

providing

Szo. 5. Every distributor shall pay, in addition to any other taxes provided
by law, an excise tax to the treasurer of this State of five (5) cents for each
gallon of motor vehicle fuel sold, distributed or used by it in the State of
The tax herein imposed shall be collected and paid' to the State
Washington.
of Washington but once in respect to any motor vehicle fuel. Bills shall be
rendered by distributors to all purchasers of inflammable petroleum products of
flfty (50) gallons or more, and upon request to all purchasers of smaller lots.
In the case of sales of motor vehicle fuels as herein defined, such bills shall
contain a statement that the distributor has assumed the tax thereon; and in
other cases the bills shall contain a statement that the purchaser is responsible
for the tax, if the product shall be used for the purpose of operating a motor
vehicle.
Ssc. 6. Every person who shall use any inflammable petroleum products other
than motor vehicle fuel, to operate a motor vehicle, as herein defined, shall
pay a tax of five (5) cents for each gallon thereof so used. Every such
person shall report to the director and pay the tax in the manner provided

for distributors

III

IP
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who shall use any motor vehicle fuel as herein deQned for the
purpose of operating any internal combustion engine not used on nor in conjunction with any motor vehicle capable of being operated upon a public
highway, and as the motor power thereof, upon which motor vehicle fuel
excise tax provided tor in this chapter has l en pa. id, shall be entitled to and
shall receive a refund of Ave (5) cents for each gallon of motor vehicle fuel
so used. Every person who shall purchase and use any motor vehicle fuel
as herein defined as an ingredient t' or manufacturing or for cleaning or dyeing
or for some other similar purpose ard upon which the motor vehicle fuel excise
tax provided for in this chapter has been paid shall be entitled to and shall
receive a refund of five (5) cents for each gallon of motor fuel so used.
Every person who shall export any motor vehicle fuel as herein defined for
use outside of this State and who shall have paid the excise tax upon such
motor vehicle fuel as required by this chapter, either directly to the vendor
from whom it was purchased or indirectly by adding the amount of such
excise tax to the price of such t'uel, shall b entitled to and receive a reiund
of Qve (5) cents for each gal'on of motor vehicle fuel so exported: Provided,
Any person claiming refund from motor vehicle fuel used other than in
motor vehicles as herein provided may be required by the director of licenses
to also t'urnish information by affidavit regarding ihe amount of motor vehicle
fuel purchased from other sources or for other purposes during the period
reported upon vihich no refund is claimed.
Any person

Section 28(c) of the Revenue Act of 1934 provides that, in computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions taxes paid or
accrued within the taxable year, with certain exceptions not here
material. Article 28 (c) —1 of Regulations 86, relatinq to the Revenue
Act of 1984, states that in general taxes are deductible only by the
person upon whom they are imposed.
While it is true that by the terms of the Washington law the distributor is required to pay the tax to the State, his position with
respect to the tax is that of collector only. The provisions of the motor
fuel tax law, when considered in their entirety, indicate that it was
the intention of tile legislature to impose a tax upon the use of
motor vehicle fuel, including all infiammable petroleum products,
in the propulsion of motor vehicles upon the highways of the State
and not upon the sale of such f'uel by the distributor.
(See generally Cunningham v. Points, 9 Fed. (M) 469, discussing the statute
here in question. ) The re~fund provisions of the statute which
authorize a refund of the tax to purchasers of motor vehicle fuel
who use it for purposes other than the operation of motor vehicles
is particularly significant in this connection.
Since the distributor is merely the collector of the motor vehicle
fuel tax, it is evident that the purchaser or consumer is the taxpayer
within the meaning of section o8(c) of the Revenue Act of 1984.
Accordingly, the tax is deductible as a tax in the Federal income tax
return of the owner or operator of the motor vehicle by whom the
tax is paid and to whom it is not refunded. If the tax is added. to or
made a part of. the business expense of the taxpayer, or is otherwise
used to reduce his net income, it can not be deducted by him separately as a tax.
Relative to the tax on fuel oil imposed by Title XI, chapter 180,
Laws of Washington, 198o, pertinent provisions of the law read as
&

follows:

SEo. 78. From and after the 1st day of May, 1985, there is hereby levied and
there shall be collected, in addition to any other taxes provided by law, an
excise tax upon every distributor at the rate of one-quarter (Pq) cent for each
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gallon of fuel oil and/or diesel oil sold, distributed, withdrawn or used by him
in the State of Washington.
The tax herein imposed shall be collected by the
director of licenses of this State and shall be paid by every distributor but
once in respect to any fuel oil and/or diesel oil, sold, distributed, withdrawn
or used by him.
Bills shall be rendered by distributors to all purchasers of fuel oil and/or
diesel oil of fifty (50) gallons or more and to all purchasers of smaller
quantities upon request containing a statement that the distributor has assumed the tax thereon.
SEa. 79.

"

shall mean and include every person who
(e) The word "distributor
produces or compounds fuel oil and/or cliesel oil and
refines, manufactures,
sells, distributes, or in any manner uses the same in this State; also any person
who imports any fuel oil and/or diesel oil into this State and stores, withdra. ws,
sells, distributes, or in any manner uses the same in this State whether in the
original package or container in which it is imported or otherwise; also any
person who having acquired in this State in the original package or container
fuel oil and/or diesel oil, shall distribute or sell the same, whether in such
original package or container in which the same was imported or otherwise, or
in any manner uses the same;

and certain
While the fuel oil tax law includes administrative
other provisions of the motor fuel tax law (chapter 58, Laws of
Washington, 1988), section 81 of the fuel oil tax law specifically
excepts from application thereto those provisions (sections 5, 6, 18,
etc. ) of the motor fuel tax law which furnished the basis for concluding that the motor fuel tax was imposed upon the consumer. It appears, therefore, that it was the legislative intent to impose the fuel
The amount of such tax paid by the
oil tax upon the distributor.
distributor is, therefore, deductible by him f' or Federal income tax
The tax, however, may not be deducted separately as a
purposes.
tax if it has been included as a part of the business expense of the
distributor or otherwise used to reduce his net income.

—

SECTION 28 (e) . DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME:
LOSSES BY INDIVIDUALS.
ARTicLE

28(e) —1: Losses by individuals.

XV—14—8026
G. C. M. 16255

REVE%UK ACT OF 1994.

Where an automobile purchased for the taxpayer's personal use
is damaged in a collision, the deduction allowable under section
23(e)3 of the Revenue Aet of 1984 is the amount of the loss actaatty sustained but not in excess of the amount computed in accordance with the provisions of sections 28(h) and 118(b) of that
Aet.
Recommended

that I. T. 2217 (C. B. IV—2, 58) and
(C, B. IV-2, 53) be modified.

I. T.

2281

Advice is requested relative to the determination of the amount
of the loss deductible under the provisions of section 28(e)8 of the
Revenue Act of 1984 where an automobile purchased for the tax-

payer's personal use was damaged in a collision.
In the year 1929 the taxpayer purchased an automobile for his
personal use at a cost of 7a," dollars. In the year 1984 he had a collision, not due to his own recklessness, at which time he carried no colliJust prior to the collision the automobile had been
sion insurance.

appraised for trade-in purposes at, 8.60& dollars. After the collision
the car was traded in but the allowance was only 1.07' dollars.
Section 28(e)8 of the Revenue Act of 1084 provides that in computing the taxable net, income of an individual there shall be allowed
as a deduction losses sustained during the taxable year and not compensated for by insurance or otherwise of property not connected
with the trade or business, if the loss arises from fire.", storms, shipwreck, or other casualty, or from theft. In interpreting the corresponding section of prior Revenue Acts, it, has been held that a loss
resulting from an automobile collision, xvhere such accident was not
due to the willful act or willful negligence of the taxpayer, is deductible as a loss arising from "other casualty.
(8hearer v. Anderson, 16 Fed. (2d), 095; W. 8. Blouson v. Commi88ioner, 9 B. T. A. ,
1008, acquiescence, C. B. VIII—
1, 6; Trcey V. Buekwalter v. Commiaeionee, 20 B. T. A. 1005; I. T. 2408, C. B. VII—
1, 85; and article
28(e) —1 of Regulations 86. )
Section 28(h) of the Revenue Act of 1084 provides that the basis
for determining the amount of deduction for losses sustained, to be
allowed under section 28(e) of that Act, shall be the adjusted basis
provided in section 118(b) for determining the loss from the sale or
other disposition of property.
Under the provisions of section
118(b) of the Revenue Act of 1934, the basis for determining gain
or loss from the sale or other disposition of property acquired after
February 28, 1018, with certain exceptions inapplicable in the instant
case, is the cost of such property, diininished as provided by section
118(b)1(B) for exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence, amortization, and depletion, to the extent allowed (but not less than the
amount allowable) under that 4.ct or prior income tax laws.
In Tvncy V. Buc1 maltev v. Commiseiosler, supra, the Board of Tax
Appeals allowed as a deduction in the cas~e of an automobile damaged by fire in 1024 only the difFerence between the actual value
immediately prior to the fire and the salvage value.
In Heine' v. Tindle (276 U. S., 582), arising under the Revenue
Act of 1918, the taxpayer built a residence in 1888, used it as a residence until 1901, and leased it beginning in 1001 until he sold it in
1020. The United States Supreme Court held that there occurred
in 1901 a transaction entered into for profit, and since the fair market
value of the property on March 1, 1018, was less than the value in
1901, and less than actual cost, the taxpayer sustained a deductible
loss of the difFerence between the March 1, 1918, value and the selling
price.
In 3fitehell v. Commissioner (48 Fed. (2d), 697, certiorari denied,
284 U. S., 646) the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
said in a case arising under the Revenue A. ct of 1921—

"

&

The allowance of anything beyond an actual loss would be most unlikely in
the absence of a clear legislative mandate.
The provision in section 214(a)6
that losses are to be computed upoii the ba is of the "fair market price or
"
value as of March 1, 1913, should be construed, like other similar clauses, as
merely a limitation upon losses that would otherwise have been deductible.
While Congress can, of course, allow such deductions as it pleases and limit
them as it will, it can not reasonably be thought to have intended in any case
to have allowed more than actual losses
In george BuPock v. CommMei oner (23 T. A. , 710, acquiescence,

C. B. XI—1, 2) the Board said:

B.
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The Tindle decision in effect holds that in determining the loss sustained
from the sale of property originally acquired as a residence, &&nd later converted into business property, the rule is to compute the amount of the loss,
first, in accordance with the applicable statute &leanug with the &«mpun&tiou
of gain or loss from the sale or other disposition of property, and, second, to
allow as a deduction only that portion of the loss so determined a. occurred
subsequent to the time the property was converted into business uses.

It is our opinion that the instant case is controlled by section 204(b), supra,
and that the value in 1916 should be used only as a limitation upon the actual
loss prescribed by the statute.

In Charles

Board said:

J. Thatcher

v. Commissioner

(24

B. T. A, 1180) the

When residential property is converted into business property, it
is the fair market value of the property at the time of conversion which represents the cost of the business property.

The above reasoning has been carried into article 28(e) —1 of Regulations 86 in interpreting section 28(e) of the Revenue Act of 1M4.
That article provides in part as follows:
Losses by individuals.

—

If, however, property so purchased or constructed is prior to its
purposes and is
sale rented or otherwise appropriated to income-producing
used for such purposes up to the time of its sale, a loss i'rom the sale oi' the
property, computed as provided in section 111, is, subject to the limitations
provided in section 117, an allowable deduction in en amount not to exceed the
escess of the value of the property at the time it was appropriated to incomeproductng purposes (with proper adjustment for depreciation) over the amount
realized from the sale. [Italics supplied. ]

The example set f'orth in article 28(e)-1 shows clearly a computation wherein the allowable loss is limited to the actual loss sustained, based upon the value of the property when converted to
income-producing purposes, although the provisions of section 28(h)
are equally apphcable.
Section 28(e) 8 of the Revenue Act of 1%4 allows as a deduction
certain losses sustained durin&r the taxable year, including losses
Such losses must be actuaVf susarising from "other casualty.
tained. In such a case it is not the purchase price of the property
which is lost but the value of the property at the time of the casualty.
It is the opinion of this ofhce that the provisions of section 28(e)8
are controlling with regard to the deductibility of such losses by individuals, and that such losses are limited thereby to the amount of
'loss actually sustained; and that section 28 (h) which provides that a
loss must be determined or measured by the adjusted basis is a limitaTherefore, although computation must be made in
tion provision.
accordance with section 28(h) and section 118, the amount deductible
is the loss actuary sustained, and not in excess of the amount comuted under section 118. As stated above, this view was adopted in
egulations 86 and is clearly set forth in the example relating to loss
from sale of property purchased as a residence but later converted
to income-producing purposes.
In the present case the taxpayer's automobile was valued just prior
to the collision at 8.60'& dollars. Just after the collision its value was
only 1.07+ dollars. The loss actualtj sustained as a result of the
collision was, therefore, the difference between those amounts, or
2.58m dollars. Since that amount is not in excess of the amount com-
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puted under section 118, it follows that 2.58m dollars is the amount
of the loss allowable as a deduction under section 28(e) 8.
In view of the fact that the position adopted herein is not in accord
with the conclusion reached in I. T. 2217 (C. B. IV—
2, 58) that upon
the destruction of a resiclence by fire in the year 1924 the deductible
loss sustained was the difference betvveen the cost of the property
(without any adjustment for depreciation) and the insurance or
other compensation received, reduced by the salvage value, if any, of
the property, or with the conclusion reached in I. T. 2281 (C. B,
IV—2, 58) that the -mount of a loss sustained by a taxpayer through
the b~ursting of a boiler used in the heating of his residence is the
diQ'erence between the basis of the boiler and the insurance or other
compensation received, reduced by the salvage value of the boiler, if
any, it is recommended that I. T. 2217 and I. T. 2281 be modified
accordingly.
HERMAN OLIPHANT)

General C'ounsel for the Department

of the Treasury.
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SECTION 28 (k). DEDUCTIONS FROiVI GROSS
INCOME: BA.D DEBTS.
ARTIOLE

28(k) —1: Bad debts.
INCOXIZ

XV—15—8048
T. D. 4688

T VX.

Last paragraph of article 23(k) —1 of Regulations
paragraph of article 101 of Itegulations 77, amended.

86 and last

TREASURY' DZPARTMEN

Tq

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF IN TERNAL REVENUE)

Washington, D. C.
To Collectors of Internal Revenue and Others Concerned:
The last paragraph of article 28(k) —1 of Regulations 86 and the
last paragraph of article 191 of Regulations 77 are amended to read:
Where banks or other corporations which are subject to supervision by
Federal authorities (or by State authorities maintaining
ubstantially equivalent standards) in obedience to the specific orders of stkch supervisory oKcers
charge oi'f debts in whole or in part, such debts shall be conclusively presumed,
for income tax purposes, to be worthless or recoverable only in part, as the
case may be, but in order that any amount of the charge-off may be allowed
as a deduction for any taxable year it must be shown that the charge-off took
place v.ithin such taxable year.

This document is issued under the authority prescribed by section
62 of the Revenue Act of 1%4 and section 62 of the Revenue Act

of 1082.

GIIv
Approved April 8, 1%6.
WAYNE C. TABOR,
Acting Secretary of the Treasury.

T. HELvERINO,
C oniniissioner.

(Filed with the Division of the Federal Pegister April 7, 1936)
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1:Bad

ARTrcLE 28 (k) —

[jl28(k), Art. 23(k)-1.

XV—26—8141
I. T. 2985

debts.

REvENuE ACTs OP 1932 AND 1934,

Treasury Decision 4688 [page 118, this
ductions for debts charged off by banks
obedience to specific orders of Federal or
is not applicable to charge-offs ordered by
taken in settlement of debts.

Bulletin], relating to deor other corporations

in

State supervisory officers,
such offlcers on real estate

Advice is requested on the following question:
%'here real estate, taken over in satisfaction of a debt, is set up on the books
of a bank at its fair market value or at a value the same as the unpaid amount
of a mortgage note and later a bank examiner orders that the value at which
it is carried be written down and the bank complies, may the bank claim this
amount as a deduction on its income tax returni

Treasury Decision 4683, which amends the last paragraph of article
86, promulgated under the Revenue Act of
1934, and the corresponding article of Regulations 77, promulgated
under the Revenue Act of 19M, relates solely to debts charged off
during the year of ascertainment of worthlessness in whole or in
part. A debt denotes the existence of the relationship of debtor and
creditor. If a bank, in compliance with the order of a State or Federal bank examiner, charges off debts in whole or in part, the Burea. u
will allow a deduction (as a bad debt) for the amount of the chargeofF made in compliance with such order, provided the charge-off is
made in the year of ascertainment of worthlessness in whole or in

28(k) —1 of Regulations

part.

It is clear, however, from the language used in Treasury Decision
4688, supra, that unless the relationship of debtor and creditor exists
the rule prescribed therein is not, apphcable. Real estate acquired in
satisfaction of a debt becomes an asset, of the bank and the relationship after such acquisition is not that of debtor and creditor. Acthe requirements of the State or Federal
cordingly, notwithstanding
bank examiners that the value of the real estate be written down,
such a charge-o8 does not fall within the contemplation of the provisions of the Treasury decision.
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—

PART IV. ACCOHNTING PERIODS AND METHODS OF
ACCOUNTING.

—

SECTION 41. 6ENERAL RULE.

1: Computation

ARPIcLE 41—

of net income.

XV-6-7988

I. T. 2956

REVENUE ACT OF 1934.

The following rates of exchange are accepted by the Bureau of.
internal Revenue as the current or market rates of exchange
prevailng as of December 81, 1985:

Country or city.

Monetary unit.

Value in
terms of
United

States

Country or city.

Monetary unit.

States
money.

money.
Argentina
Argentina
Australia

Peso (gold)
Peso (paper)

Pound
ling)

.

$0. 746931

(Ster-

. 188100
. 168607
. 083883

Schiaing

Austria

Bel 8 a

Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
Chile
China (Shanghai)
Colombia
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
England

Milreis
Lev
Dollar
Peso
Yuan dollar
Peso
Peso
Koruna
Krone

Pound (Sterling)

Finland
France

.

Markka
Franc
Reichsmsrk
Drachma
Dollar

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong
Hungary

ARTIcLE 41— Computation

India
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zea!and

. 013375
993828
... 050950
295312
569800
...999200
041553
. 220045

Norway
Panama
Peru
Philippine Islands
Poland
PorrugaL
Rumania
South Africa

. 021743
. 066183
.402421
. 009400
. 318437

Spain
Straits Settlements
Sweden
Switzerland
Uruguay
Venezuela
Yugoslavia

4. 930000

.296375

Pengo

1:

. 328650

3. 913437

.

of net income.

Value in
terms of
United

Rupee
Lira

$0. 372185

. 080411

. 287700
. 277675

Yen

Peso
Florin

Pound (Ster-

3. i!43750

ling)

Krone
Balboa
Sol
Peso
Zloty
Escudo
Leu

Pound

, 679478

. 247650

1. 000000

, 247100

.. 500000
189020
. 044833

(Ster-

ling).
Peseta
Dollar
Krona
Franc
Peso (gold)
Bolivar
Dinar

. 007875

4.'87525~0

.. 137100
576250
254133
325389
...802750
..255700
022925

XV—8—7963
I. T. 2958

REVENUE ACT OF 1934

Taxpayers who regularly make their income tax returns on the
cash receipts and disbursements basis should not include in such returns any increment, in value of United States savings bonds, issued
under the provisions of section 22(c) of the Second Liberty Bond Act,
as amended, until they receive payment for the bonds, whether at or
before maturity. The entire difFerence between the price paid for the
bonds at issue and the amount received in pavment therefor should
be reported as income for the taxable year in which redemption occurs. (See
C. M. 15875, C. B. XIV—2, 100, relative to taxpayers
who employ the accrual method of accounting. )

6.

[)42, Art. 42-L'

—

SECTION 42. PERIOD IN WHICH ITEiMS OP
GROSS INCOME INCLUDED.
ARTrcLE

~1:When

included in gross income.

XV—6-Y080
G. C. M. 16121

REvENuE LCT oir 1934.
Compensation received in 1935 by the executors of the estate
of A for services rendered by him prior to his death in November,
1934, but not payable until after January 1, 1935, should be included in his return for the taxable year 1934 even though his
books of account were kept on the cash receipts and disbursements
basis.

The opinion of this once is requested whether compensation for
services rendered by A prior to the date of his death in 1934, but not
payable until after January 1, 1085, should be included in his return of income for the taxable year 1934.
The taxpayer, A, was employed by the M Company under a contract dated January
1M8, by the terms of which his compensation was fixed as a salary equal to
per cent of the net profits
derived from the sale of merchandise in the stores directly under
his control and management, payment to be made annually as soon
as convenient after January 1, but not later than March 1. It was
also provided that in the event of the death of A, the contract
should thereupon terminate "and he or his legal representative shall
be entitled to share in the profits only to the time of his death,
such share to be based upon the total net profits for the
pear, pro rata for the time served. ' It was further provided that
'final settlement can not be required until after the succeeding
annual inventory shall be finished, not later, however, than March
1, of the succeeding year.
Since the M Company did not determine its net profits until after
the close of the calendar year, the amount of the taxpayer's compensation. for services rendered in one year was not determined and paid
until the following year. The taxpayer's books of account were kept
on the cash receipts and disbursements basis. Pursuant to the method
of determining and paying his compensation above described, the
compensation ior services rendered in one calendar year was reported
b him as income for the succeeding year. The taxpayer died in
N ovember, 1034, and his executors, in filing his income tax return for
the taxable yeai 1034, reported only the compensation which he had
received in January, 1034, as compensation for services rendered in
1988. The revenue agent, , relying upon section 42 of the Revenue Act
of 1034, recommends the inclusion as taxable income of the decedent,
for services renA, for 1084 of z dollars, representin«compensation
de~red by him in 1034, the ainount of which was not determined and
paid to the executors until January, 1985. The action of the revenue
agent has been protested by the taxpayer's legal representatives.
Based upon the foregoing facts the following question is submitted:
Can the salary received by the executors in 1985, representing com-

—

—

"

84328'

—88

—
8
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$43, Art. 43-2.]

pensation of the decedent, A. , for services rendered by him in 1984&
properly be considered as income accrued to the date of death of the
decedent and included in the return filed in his behalf for the taxable
year 1984(
Section 42 of the Revenue Act of 1984 reads as follows:
SEo. 42. Period in, tohich items of gross income inclnded, .
The amount of all items of gross income shall be included in the gross income
for the taxable year in which received by the taxpayer, unless, under methods
of accounting permitted under section 41, any such amounts are to be properly
accounted for as of a ditferent period. In the case of the dealh of a taxpayer
there shall be included in computing net income for the taxable period in which
falls the date of his death, amounts accrued up to the date of his death if not
otherwise properly includible in respect of such period or a prior period.
T' he last sentence of the foregoing section is new in the Revenue

Act of 1984, being added, as the report of the Committee on Finance
discloses, for the purpose of making taxable as income in the year of
his death amounts earned by, or accrued to, a taxpayer up to the
date of his death& which amounts had theretofore entirely escaped.
taxation as income in cases where the decedent's books of account
were kept on the cash receipts and disbursements basis. (See Senate
Report, No. 558 at page 28, and Nichols v. United 8tates, 64 Ct. Cls. ,
241, certiorari clenied, 277 U. S. 584. )
Under the circumstances of the present case, it is evident that the
taxpayer had, at the date of his death, become legally entitled to
receive a certain share of the net profits derived from the sale of mer-chandise in the stores under his management for the year 1984, to be
computed by prorating the total net profits for the year upon the
basis of the time served by him in such year prior to his death. Only
the exact amount of his share of the profits remained to be determined. This once is, therefore, of the opinion that the taxpayer's
share of the net profits had "accrued up to the date of his death"
within the meaning of section 42 of the Revenue Act of 1984. Accordingly, the compensation received in 1985 by the executors of the
estate of A for services rendered by him prior to his death in the
year 1984 should be considered as income accrued to the date of death
which is includible in A's return for the taxable year 1984.
HERMAN

General Counsel for the Department

OLIPMANT)

of the Treasury.

—

SECTION 48. PERIOD FOR WIiICH DEDUCTIONS
AND CREDITS TAKEN.
ARTIcLE 48—
2:

%hen charges deductib'. e.

XV—20—8085

G. C. M. 16279

REvENuE ACT OP 1934.
The entire amount expended in 1934 by the Af Railroad Co. for
incidental repairs (current maintenance cost) to railroad cars constitutes a proper deduction for the year 1934 for J'ederal income
tax purposes, even though in that year the number of cars repaired
was four times the average annual number and authorization was
procured from the Interstate Commerce Commission to amortize
the cost of such repairs over a period of four years.

An opinion is requested whether certain expenditures made b the
M Railroad Co. in 1984 for the repair of railroad cars may be

[$43, Art. 43 —2.
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amortized, for Federal income tax purposes, over the vears 1934 to
1937, inclusive.
The taxpayer repairs on an average u cars each year, the expense
of which is charged to current, maintenance cost. In 1934, however,
in order to increase employment, its directors authorized expenditures to cover repairs of 4z cars in the event that proper authority
could be obtained from the Interstate Commerce Cominission to
make an accounting consistent with the company's best interests.
The taxpayer accordingly made application to the commission for
permission to amortize the contemplated repair expenditures over
a 4-year period and in 1934 received from the commission the necesThe company began and completed the consary authorization.
templated repair program during the year 1934. Because, howevers
were equivalent
to approximately
four years
the expenditures
normal expenditures, the taxpayer deducted in its 1934 return only
one-fourth of the total cost of repairing the 4a cars, with the intention of deducting as expenses the remaining three-fourths in equal
amounts in its returns for 1935, 1936, and 1937. The question has
been raised as to the proper treatment of such expenditures for
Federal income tax purposes.
Section 43 of the Revenue Act of 1934 reads as follows:
SEC. 43. PERIOD FOR WHICH DEDCCTIONS AND CREDITS %A, KEN.
The deductions and credits provided for in this title shall be taken for the
taxable year in which "pa.id or accrued" or "paid or incurred, " dependent
upon the method of accounting upon the basis of which the net income is
computed, unless in order to clearly reflect the income the deductions or credits
should be taken as of a different period.

Article 43—9 of Re&oulations 86, promulgated
Act of 1934, provides in part as follows:

under the Revenue

—

Each year's return, so far as practicaANT. 43-2. When charges dedactiblc.
ble, both a.s to gross income and deductions therefrom, should be complete in
itself, and taxpayers are expected to make every reasonable effort to ascertain
The expenses, liabilities, or
the facts necessary to make a correct return.
deflcit of one year can not be used to reduce the income of a subsequent year.
A taxpayer has the right to deduct all authorized allowances, and it follosvs
that if he does not within any year. deduct certain of his expenses, losses,
interest, taxes, or other charges, he can not deduct them from the income of
the next or any succeeding year.
Article 23(a)-4 of' Regulations 86 states:
4. Repairs. The cost of incidental repairs which neither mateART. 23(a) —
rially add to the value of the property nor appreciably proloug its life, but
keep it in an ordinarily efficient operating condition, may be deducted as
expense, provided the plant or property account is not increased by the aniount
Repairs in the nature of replacements, to the extent
of such expenditures.
that they arrest deterioration and appreciably prolong the life of the property,
should be charged against the depreciation reserve if such account is kept.

—

In view of the statutory provisions and regulations quoted above,
it is held that since the expenditures made in 1934 to cover repairs of

4z cars constituted incidental repairs (current maintenance cost)
rather than replacements or improvements, the amount th& reof is not
amortizable over a 4-year period but should be deducted for the
vear 1934. (Cf. Olil Colony Rci7road Co. v. Commissioner, 284
l7. S.) 5M. )
HERMAN

General Counsel for the Department

OLIPHANT~

of the Treasury.
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Ij53. Art. 53—2.j

—

PART V. RETURNS AND PAYMENT OF TAX.

—

SECTION 51. INDIVIDUAL RETURNS.

9:

ARTIcLE 51— Form

XV—o0-8094
T. D. 4648

of return.

—

Preparation of income tax returns Correct address of taxpayer
2 of Regulations 86.
required. Amending article bl —

—

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE)

Washington, D. C.
To Collectors of Internal Revenue and Others Concerned:
o of Regulations 86, relating to income returns required,
Article 51—
to be made under the Revenue Act of 1984) is hereby amended by
adding at the end thereof the following:
The home or residential address of the taxpayer (including the street and
if any) sha'1 be given in the space provided at the top of the return
for the name and address of the taxpayer. A taxpayer having a permanent
business address may give that address as the principal or mailing address,
provided that the complete home or residential address is also given within
the srace provided.
number,

The foregoing amendment

shall take efFect 15 days after the

d. ate

of approval of this Treasury decision.

This document is promulgated under the authority contained in
section 62 of the Revenue A.ct of 1984.
GUT T. HELVERING)
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Approved May 11, 1986.
WAYNE

C.

TATLOR,

Acting 8ecretary of the Treason)r)J.
(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register May 13, 1936, 12.26 p. m. )

—

SECTION 58. TIME AND PLA. CE FOR
FILING RETURNS.
ARTIOLE

58—9: Extensions of time for f)ling

returns.
INCOME TAX

—MUTUAL

INSURANCE

XV-17-8060
T. D. 4686

COMPANIES OTHER THAN

LIFE.

Extension of time for Sling returns.
TREASURT DEPARTMENT,

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE)

Washington) D. C.
To Collectors of Internal Revenue and Others Concerned:
Pursuant to the provisions of section 58 of the Revenue Act of
1984, extensions of time for such period as may be necessary, but

125

[fj54, Art.

64-1.

not later than June 15, 1936, are hereby granted to mutual insurance
companies other than life for the filing of income tax returns, Form
1030, for the calendar year 1935.
This document is issued under the authority prescribed by sections
58 and 62 of the Revenue Act of 1934.
GvY. T. HEr vERzNG)
o Internal Revenue

Commissioner

Approved April 15, 1936.
~AYNE C TAYLOR)
Acting Secretary of the Treasury.

f

(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register April 18, 1936, 9.34 a. m. )

—

SECTION 54. RECORDS AND SPECIAL RETURNS
AR1xGLE 54—
1: Aids to collection of tax.
XV—7—7958
Mim. 4426
When a subsidiary's
original return is not filed in the same
district as the return of the common parent corporation, copies
thereof Gled in that district must be plainly designated as such.

TREAsvRY DEPARTMENT)

OFFxcE oF CoMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE)
Washington, D. C., January O'I) 1986.

Collectors of Internal Eevenue) Internal Revenue Agents in Charge
Officers and Employees of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, anJ
Others Concerned:
Information has been received that in many instances a subsidiary
corporation, not permitted to be included in a consolidated return
under section 141 of the Revenue Act of 1934, has failed to designate
the copy of the original return as such when filing such copy, as required by the second paragraph of article 54—
1 of Regulations 86,
with the collector to whom the return of the common parent corporation was made, the subsidiary's separate original return having been
filed with the collector in whose district is located its principal
place of business or principal OSce or agency. As a result the copies
are not readily distinguishable as such.
In order to assure proper handling of copies of the original returns of subsidiary corporations filed in accordance with the requirements of the second paragraph of article 54—
1 of Regulations 86, such
copies shall have plainly typed or written across the top of page 1
of the return form the words "CoPY SvnsmrARY CORPORATzoxORIGINAL RETURN FILED WITH Tl?E COLLECTOR AT (designate city and

—

SLate). "

Corresponclence in regard to the instructions contained herein
should refer to the number of the mimeograph and to the symbols

IT:E:RR.

GvY

T. HELVKRING,
Commissioner.

$54, Art.
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54-1.]

1:

ARTronE 54— Aids

to collection of tax.

XV—20—8086

I. T. 2Ã4

REVENUE ACT OF 1994.

Assessments

for failure to file duplicate income tax returns.

Under regulations prescribed by the Treasury Department (T. D.
4626, page 61, this Bulletin) to carry out the provisions of section
55(b) of the Revenue Act of 1984, as amended by the Act (Public, No.
40, Seventy-fourth Congress, C. B. XIV—1, 552) approved April 19,
1985, every person (except nonresident alien individuals) required to
file an income return for a taxable year or period beginning on or
after January 1, 1985, is also required to file with the return a copy
thereof. on the duplicate form on colored paper provided for that
purpose or a photostatic or photographic copy of the original return.
The regulations require such copy to be a complete duplicate of the
return as filed except that the copy need not be signed or the aKdavits on the duplicate form otherwise filled in. The regulations
rovide further that there shall be attached to the copy on the
uplicate form a copy of any schedule or statement attached to the
original return except (1) Schedule C-1 in the case of a corporation
return, (2) the copy of the will or trust instrument in the case of a
fiduciary return, (8) the power of attorney on Form 985 or Form
986 in the case of a, return made by an agent, and (4) the copy of
the annual statement made to the insurance department of the State,
Territory, or District of Columbia in the case of a return of an
insurance company.
Under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act relating to the
filing of copies of income returns, and for other purposes" (Public,
No. 510, Seventy-fourth Congress, page 522, this Bulletin), approved
April 10 1986, which amends section 54 of the Revenue Act of 1984,
as amended, by adding at the end thereof a new subsection (d), if
any person required pursuant to the above-mentioned regulations to
file a copy of his income return for any taxable year beginning on
or after January 1, 1985, fails to file such copy at, the time required,
there will be assessed against such person $5 in the case of an
individual return, or $10 in the case of a fiduciary, partnership, o'r
corporation return, and the collector of internal revenue with whom
the return is filed will prepare such copy. With respect to the
filing of income returns for any taxable year beginning during the
calendar year 1985, however, such amount of $5 or $10 will be assessed
only if the copy is not filed before the expiration of 15 days after
the mailing oi a request therefor by the collector. In the case of'
an income return for a taxable year beginning on or after January 1,
1986, which is filed without the required copy, the taxpayer is
subject to an immediate assessment of $5 or $10, as the case may be,
because of the failure to file such copy and no request to supply it
is necessary or will be made.
If an assessment of $5 or $10 is made because of the taxpayer's
failure to file the required copy of his return, such assessment is
payable under the law upon notice by the collector, as in the case
of an assessment of an additional tax due on account of a mathematical error appearing on the face of the return, and the taxpayer
has no right of appeal to the Board of Tax Appeals with respect
to such assessment.

[])101, Art 101(11)—1.
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—

SECTION 55. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.
SEGTIQN 55 (a,

).
REVENUE ACT OF 1934.

Special Committee Investigating Old Age Pension Organizations,
House of Representatives.
(See T. D. 4687, page 810.)

—

SECTION 57. EXAMINATION OF RETURN AND
DETEPMINATION OI' TAX.

1: Examination of return and determination of tax by the Commissioner.

ARTICLE 57—

XV—15—8065

I. T. 2967

REVENUE ACT OE 1934.

Determine. tion of income and profits
land, Ohio, division.

tax liability 'in the Cleve-

As a further step to improve administration
of the income tax
laws, the Bureau of Internal Revenue has authorized the internal
revenue agent in charge of the Cleveland Ohio, division, beginning
April 1, 1936, to issue final notices of deficiency (90-day letters) in
income tax cases arising in that division.
These letters represent
the final notice under the statute of the proposed assessment of
additional taxes and advise the taxpayer that upon petition the
case will become subject to the jurisdiction of the United States

Board of Tax Appeals.
The Bureau has also authorized the internal revenue agent in
charge at Cleveland to assume the responsibilities and authority of
the Income Tax Unit in Washington in the conduct of negotiations
for settlement in respect of proposed increases in tax liability and
in the consideration of the entire record in the endeavor to reach
agreements with taxpayers or their counsel. The primary purpose
of this action is to afford taxpayers a more convenient and less costly
method of disposing of their income tax questions and to enable the
Bureau of Internal Revenue to expedite the work of audit and investigation.

—

SUBTITLE C. SUPPLEMENTAL PROVISIONS.

—

SUPPLEMENT A. RATES OF TAX.

—

SECTION 101. EXEMPTIONS FROM TAX
ON CORPORATIONS.
ARTIcLE

101(11)—1: Farmers' or other

hail, cyclone, casualty,
companies or associations.

or fire

mutual
insurance

XV—15—8045
T. D. 4634

INCOAIE TAX.

J'irst paragraph

of article 101(11)—1 of Regulations 86, amended.

)Ill,

Art.

128

111-1.]

TREASURT DEPARTMENT)

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE)

Washington) D, 0.
To CoVectors of Interna/ Revenue and Others Concerned;
The first paragraph of article 101(11)-1 of Regulations 86 is
amended to read:
To be exempt under section 101(11) the business of the organization must
be purely mutual and its income must be used or held solely for the purpose
of paying losses or expenses. Neither the extent of the territory in which the
company may properly operate nor the fact that it accepts premium deposits
instead of assessments is decisive as to its exemption. The writing of nonmutual
insurance regardless of amount will deprive a company of the exemption,

62

This document is issued under the authority prescribed by section
of the Revenue A.ct of 1934.
GUT

T. HELVERINO)

C ommissi oner.

Approved April 7, 1986.
WATNE C. TATLOR,
doting Secretary of the Treasury.
(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register April 10, 1936)
SUPPLEMENT

COMPUTATION OF
B.—

NET INCOME.

—

SECTION 111. DETERMINATION OF AMOUNT OF)
AND RECOGNITION OF) GAIN OR LOSS.
ARTICLE

111-1:Computation of

gain or loss.

KV—1—7887
G. C. M. 15766

REVENUE ACTS OF 1932 AND 1934.

In determining gain or loss recognized and interest received,
if any, where a taxpayer whose books were kept on the cash re-

ceipts and disbursements basis exchanged a mortgage on which
unpaid interest had accrued for Home Owners' Loan Corporation
bonds, the amount realized (cash plus the fair market value of
the bonds received and the accrued interest thereon) should be
applied first to the basis of the mortgage to the extent of the
principal, then the balance, if any, which does not exceed the
unpaid accrued interest, to such interest, and the excess, if any,
to the basis.
1, 78) be modified.
Recommended that I. T. 2773 (C. B. XIII—

An opinion is requested relative to the proper treatment for Federal income tax purposes of an exchange by the M Company, whose
books are kept on the cash receipts and disbursements basis, of a first
mortgage on real estate for bonds of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation.
The facts are as follows:
$10, 000
Principal and cost of mortgage acquired in 1927
636
L)npaid interest thereon when exchanged for H. O. L. C. bonds in 1934
JO, 636
Total
For which taxpayer received $10,100 par value H. O. L. C. bonds having
9, 424
a fair market value on the date of exchange of
9
Accrued interest thereon
18
Cash
Total
9, 451

Section 112 of the Revenue Act of 1984 provides that upon the
sale or exchange of property the entire amount of the gain or loss
shall be recognized, except as thereinafter providecl. One of the exceptions is contained in section 112(b) 1, which reads as follows:

—

(1) Property held for productive use or investment. &o gain or loss shall be
recognised if property held for productive use in trade or business or for investmeut (not including stock in trade or other prop rty held primarily for
sale, nor stocks, bonds, notes, choses in action, certificates of trust or beneficial
interest, or other securities or evidences of indebtedness or interest) is exchanged solely for property of a like kind to be held either for productive use
in trade or business or for investment.
The present mortgage comes within the parenthetical portion of
the language of section 112 quoted above and the gain or loss arising
from the transaction must be recognized.
(See I. T. 2778, C. B.
XIII—1, 78. )
Under section 111(b) of the Revenue Act of 1984, the amount realized from the exchange in the instant case is the sum of the cash and
the fair market value of the bonds received and the accrued interest
thereon. It is the opinion of this ofiice that in determining gain or
loss recognized and interest received, if any, the amount realized
should be applied first to the basis of the mortgage to the extent of
the principal, then the balance, if any, which does not exceed the unaid accrued interest, to such interest, and the excess, if any, to the
asis. The basis of the mortgage here involved, under section 118
of the Revenue Act of 1984, is its cost ($10,000). The amount realized
from the exchange of the mortgage being less than the principal of
the mortgage ($10,000), the amount realized is applicable, under the
above-stated rule, in its entirety to the basis of the mortgage, resulting
in a loss (determined under section 111 (a) and (b) of the Revenue
Act of 1984 and which is recognized under section 112 (a) and (b)
of that Act) represented by the di(Ference between the basis and the
amount realized. Inasmuch as it appears that the amount realized
(fair market value of the bonds on the date of the exchange plus the
cash payment and accrued interest) from the exchange is less than the
basis (cost of the mortgage) and also less than the principal, no portion of the amount realized should be considered as interest received
but should be applied entirely to the basis, resulting, as previously
indicated, in a recognized loss of the difference between the basis
and the amount realized.
The mortgage in this case was a "capital asset" within the definition contained in section 117 of the Revenue Act of 1984 and the loss
recognized upon the exchange thereof is subject to the provisions of
that section. I. T. 2778, supra, in which it was held that gain or loss
must be recognized upon the exchange of a real estate mortgage for
bonds of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation, was not concerned
with the exchange of a "capital asset" and a ruling based on that
decision might produce an incorrect result in a case involving the
exchange of such an asset. In I. T. 2778 it was not necessary to
distinguish between the two classes of income, but that ruling is
not strictly accurate in so far as it treats the excess there received
entirely as a profit from the exchange rather than as a receipt of interest. (Cf. National Life Insurance Co. v. UniterI, States, 78 Ct. Cls.
869, 4 Fed. Supp. , 1000, Ct. D. 810, C. B, XIII—1, 290, certiorari
denied, 291 U. 8., 688, holding that where a mortgage is foreclosed
&
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interest is received where the amount bid on the sale equals the unpaid
principal and unpaid interest even where the mortgagee is the successfuI bidder; John IIancocIs IlIutua/ Life Insurance Co. v. Com, 9) 20, holding that
missioner, 10 B. T. A. , 786, acquiescence, C. B. VII —
interest is not received where the bid equals the face of the mortgage
only; and American Central Life Insurance Co. v. Commissioner, 30
B. T. A. , 1182, acquiescence, C. B. XIII—9) 1, holding that "interest"
was derived where mortgaged property acquired in discharge of the
debt was not shown to be worth less than the loans, costs and interest. )
There is no valid distinction between a case where t e taxpayer is
held to receive interest through foreclosure proceedings, or through
the voluntary deeding of the property by the mortgagor, andre case
where it is realized through receipt of Income Owners' Loan Corporation bonds which are exchanged on behalf of the debtor in settlement and satisfaction of the mortgagee's claim against him.
Inasmuch as the method prescribed herein of allocating the
amount realized in the exchange may dier in results from the conclusion reached in I. T. 9778) supra, it is recommended that I. T.
9778 be modified to conform to the rule set forth in this memorandum.
This Ofhce is also of. the opinion that the proper basis for determining gain or loss on the subsequent sale or disposition of the
bonds received in exchange is their fair market value at the date of
'the exchange.
(Section 118, Revenue Act of 1984.)
ARTHUR

H.

KENT)

Acting Assistant General Counsel f' or the
Bureau of Internal Ret)enue,

—

SECTION 116. EXCLUSIONS FROM GROSS INCOME.
116—9: Compensation
and employees.

ARTIOLE

of State OKcers

XV—5—7985
Mim. 8838 (Rev. )

Taxability of compensation received by officers and employees of
a State or political subdivision.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT)

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REvENUE
Washington) D. C., January 11) 1M6.

Collectors of Internal Revenue, Internal Revenue Agents in Charge
and Other. Officers and Employees of the Bm'eau of Internat
Ret)enue Concerned:
In order to insure greater uniformity in the administration of the
Revenue Acts in regard to the imposition of the Federal income tax
upon the compensation received by OKcers and employees of a State
or its political subdivisions, and to secure the revenue to which the
Federal Government is entitled from that source, it is desired to
direct attention to the provisions of article 648 of Regulations 77,
article 116-2 of Regulations 86, to rulings of the Bureau and to
certain court decisions and decisions of the United States aboard of
Tax Appeals which pertain to the subject.
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Article 116—2 of Regulations

[$116, Art. 116-2.

86 reads in part as follows:

The operations of a State or political subdivision thereof essential to the exercise of its governmental functions, and which only the State
or the political subdivision can do itself, are exempt from Federal taxation.
Compensation received for services rendered to a State or a poutical subdivision thereof is to be included in gross income unless (u) the person receives such compensation from the State or political subdivision as an ofDcer
or employee thereof, and (b) the services are rendered in connection with the
exercise of an essential governmental function.

States and political subdivisions thereof have a dual character and
possess two kinds of power, one that is a governmental power and
one that is a corporate or proprietary power. In the exercise of the
former, the State and its political subdivisions are clothed with
In the exercise of the latter, they are treated as prisovereignty.
vate corporations.
(Collector v. Day, 11 Wall. , 118; State of South
Carolina v. United States 199 U. S., 437; Teazie Bank v. Fenno,
8 Wall. , 588; and United States v. Railroad Co. 17 Wall. , 822. )
However, there is a fundamental distinction between a "public" purpose and a "governmental" function.
(State of North Dakota v.
Olson, M Fed. (2d), 848. )
The doctrine of immunity from Federal taxation of State agencies
or instrumentalities
essential to the discharge of its "usual" and
"essential" functions of government is not expressly stated in the
Constitution but has been established by decisions of the United States
Supreme Court which have held that due to an "implied" constitutional restriction the Federal Government can not interfere with the
States in the discharge of such functions. The exemption does not
exist for the benefit of the individual but solely to protect the exercise
of the sovereign powers of the States and their political subdivisions.
The protection of the sovereign power of the Federal Government to
levy and collect taxes is no less important than the protection of
governmental activities of States and political subdivisions.
That the doctrine of immunity should be confined within appropriate narrow bounds was recognized by the United States Supreme
Court in Willncts v. Bijnm (282 U. S., 216 [Ct. D, 280, C. B. X—1, 809] )
when it stated that The limitation of this principle to its appropriate
application is also important to the successful working of our governmental system. The power to tax is no less essential than the power
to borrow money, and, in preserving the latteri it is not necessary to
cripple the former by extending the constitutional exemption from
taxation to those subjects which fall within the general application
of nondiscriminatory laws, and where no direct burden is laid upon
the governmental instrumentality, and there is only a remote, if any,
[Italics
infiuence upon the exercise of the functions of government.
supplied. ] The rule must be applied according to practical standards. (Railroad Co. v, Peniston, 18 Wall. 5' 3fetcalf ck Eddy v.
3fitchell, 269 U. S. 514 [T. D. 8824, C. B. 0 —i, 218] and Barnet v.
—
Jerkins Trust, 288 U. S., 508 [Ct. D. 658, C. B. XII 1 214].) The
United States Supreme Court in Educational Filnu Corporation v.
Ward (282 U. S., 379) said that "The constitutional power of one
government to reach this permissible object of taxation may not be
curtailed because of the indirect effect which the tax may have upon
In that same decision the Court also said: "This Court,
the other.
in drawing the line which defines the liinits of the powers and iinmuni-

"

"

"

ties of State and National Governments, is not intent upon a mechanare
ical application of the rule that government instrumentalities
inimune froin taxation, regardless of the consequences to the operations of government, . The necessity for marking those boundaries
grows out of our constitutional system, under which both the Federal
and the State Governments exercise their authority over one people
within the territorial limits of the same State. The purpose is the
preservation to each government, within its own sphere, of the freedom to carry on those affairs committed to it by the Constitution,
without, undue interference by the other. * ~
(Cases cited).
The United States Supreme Court in Flint v. Stone Tracy Co.
(220 U. S., 107) said that "The true distinction is between the attempted taxation of those operations of the States essential to the
execution of its governmental functions, and ~hick the State can
only do itself, and those activities which are of a private character.
The former, the United States may not interfere with by taxing
the agencies of the State in carrying out its purposes; the latter
are not removed from the field of legitimate Federal taxation. " [Italics supplied. j
The rule is not applicable where the public activity is one commonly undertaken by private corporations or individuals, as, for
example, the operation of a municipal waterworks plant, an electric
light plant, or a street railway.
(See Flint v. Stone Tracy Co.,
supra and B'elvering v. Powers et al. , 293 U. S., 214, Ct. D. 900,
C. B. XIII=2& 218.) In Helvering v. Powers et aL, supra, the Court

*"

said:

We see no reason for putting the operation of a street railway in a difTerent
In each case, the State, with its own
category from the sale of liquors.
conception of public advantage, is undertaking a business enterprise of a sort
that is normally within the reach of the Federal taxing power and is distinct
from the usual governmental functions that are immune from Federal taxation in order to safeguard the necessary independence of the State.
If the business itself, by reason of its character, is not immune, although
undertaken by the State, from a Federal excise tax upon its operations, upon
what ground can it be said that the compensation of those who conduct the
enterprise for the State is exempt from a Federal income tax't Their compensation, whether paid out of the returns from the business or otherwise, can
have no quality, so far as the Federal taxing power is concerned, superior to
that of the enterprise in which the compensated service is rendered.

In State of Ohio

XIII—1, 581), the

v, iVelvering et al. (292 U.

Court said:

S., 860, Ct. D. 8M, C. B.

But, by the very terms of the rule, the immunity of the States from
Federal taxation is limited to those agencies which are of a governmental
character. Whenever a State engages in a business of a private nature it exercises nongovernmental
functions, and the business, though conducted by the
State, is not immune from the exercise of the power of taxation which the
Constitution vests in the Congress.
The argument seems to be that the police power is elastic and capable
of development and change to meet changing conditions. Nevertheless, the
police power is and remains a governmental
power, and applied to business
activities is the power to regulate those activities, not to engage in carrying
them on.

As stated by the United States Supreme Court in 3fetcalf ck Eddy
v. 3fitchell, supra, "An once is a public station conferred by the ap* ~ * Where an once is created the
pointment of government.
l.aw usually 6xes its incidents, including
its term, its duties and its
~ ~ + The term ' ofBcer '
compensation.
is one inseparably con-
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nected with an office; * * *. A statute may authorize the employment or engagement of an individual and yet not create an
ofhce" nor constitute the individual an "employee.
An employee
is one who is continuously employed to render services of a routine
or recurring character and who is subject to direction not only as to
what shall be done but as to "how it shall be done. " (Cornrnissi oner
v. Nodjeski, 75 Fed. (2d), 468, certiorari denied, 295 U. S., 764. ) One
engaged to render a particular service to a State or political subdivision, or to bring about a desired result, or one who has entered into
a contract to accomplish a specific object is an independent professional agent or an independent contractor, and not an employee, as
there is not present a control of such a nature as characterizes an
employer and employee relationship.
If all or a part of the
Effect of sources of funds for compensation.
compensation of an ofBcer or employee of a State or political subdivision thereof is paid directly or indirectly by the Federal Government,
such compensation (or part) is taxable, as, for example, the compensation paid by the United States to officers of the National Guard of
a State, or the compensation paid by a State to ofBcers or employees
of an agricultural school or college wholly or partly out of grants
from the Federal Government.
This is also applicable to State
where compensation is paid from
emergency relief administrations
pants of Federal funds. (I. T. 2859, C. B. XIV—1, 101.) The ruling
in regard to taxing the compensation of ofBcers and employees of
agricultural schools and colleges paid from Federal grants will be
applied only for the year 1934 and subsequent years, as the regulations
under prior Revenue Acts specifically provided that such compensation is not subject to Federal income tax.
Eeceieers, liquidators of banks and insurance companies, and notanes public. It is also held that in certa, in other cases where the
compensation is not paid out of public funds of t' he State or political
subdivisions, the compensation is subject to Federal income tax, as
the imposition of the tax would not so burden the State or political
subdivisions as to constitute a substantial and direct interference by
the Federal Government with the exercise of a usual sovereign function. Accordingly, the compensation of receivers appointed by State
courts and liquidators of banks and insurance companies taken over
by the States which is paid out of the funds or assets of the corporations involve), is not exempt. (See G. C. M. 18488, C. B. XIII—2, 156,
and G. C. M. 14116, C. B. XIV—1, 102.) Fees of notaries public are
subject to tax. (Article 116—
2, Re~mxlations 86.)
Thy Department has decided
State alcoholic administrations.
that it was not the intention of Congress to impose the Federal income tax directly on States or political subdivisions thereof. States
and political subdivisions which engage in the manufacture and/or
sale of alcoholic beverages will not be taxed on the profits inade from
such sales. (See G. C. M. 14407, C. B. XIV—1, 103.) However, as
the activity is one that is proprietary in nature as distinguished from
one that is essentially governmental, the compensation of the ofBcers
and employees engaged in the manufacture and/or sale of such beverages is subject to Federal income tax. (See OIiio v. Helvering et
al. supra. )
In regard to the taxable status
Public parks and playgrounds.
of the compensation of ofBcers and employees whose services are

"

—

—

—

—

rendered in connection with the maintenance and operation of public
parks, the decision in Commissioner V. 8herrnan (69 Fed. (2d), 755),
upholding the decision of the United States Board of Tax Appeals
(27 B. T. A. , 1169) that the salary of the superintendent of public
parks in New Bedford, Mass. , is exempt from Federal income tax,
is iiot accepted as a precedent for other cases involving the taxable
status of the compensation of officers and employees of public parks.
An appeal has been taken from thc decision of tlie United. States
Board of Tax Appeals in Bernard Peter Lumb v. Commissioner,
docket No. 70050 (unpublished), which is now pending before the
Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. That case involves
the question. of the taxability, for Federal income tax purposes, of
the compensation of an employee of the Board of Park Commissioners of San Francisco, Calif. Pending a final judicial determination of the question presented in the Lamb case, supra, the Bureau
will adhere to its ruling that the compensation of individuals who
render services in connection with the maintenance and operation of
public parks and playgrounds is not exempt from Federal income
tax. (See I. T. 2627, C. B. XI—1, 119.)
II'ospitals. It is held that the operation of charitable, isolation, or
insane hospitals by' States or political subdivisions constitutes the
exercise of an essential governmental function& and the compensation of the ofii~e and employees of such hospitals is exe~mt from
Federal income tax. 0n the other hand, in the case of the operation
by a State or political subdivision of a general hospital, where all
classes of patients are admitted and charges made to such as can
pay, even though the amount of such charges is less than the cost
the activity is classed as a pr~orietary one and the compensation o)
the officers and employees oT such a hospital is subject to Federal
income tax. (I. T. 2357, C. B. VI—
T 2642) 0 B XI 2& 44)
1) 52)
A.s to hospitals coming between these extremes, no definite rule can be
laid down and each case must be decided. on the particular facts. In
submitting information with respect to such institutions you should
give fully all the facts particularly as to the statutes or ordinances
providing for their establishment and operation, the practice with
respect to admission of patients and charges therefor, and all other
pertinent facts.
Independent contractors. Particular attention should be given to
cases of professional men who engage in private practice and who
also serve States or their political subdivisions professionally.
As
a general rule they will be held to be independent contractors or
independent professional agents on the authority of N'etculf ck Ed'dy
v. mitchell, supra; Commk~ai oner v. 3fcDonough (46 Fed. (2d), 944,
Ct. D. 838, C. B. X—1, 867); Barnet v. J'ones (50 Fed. (2d), 14)
l7ndeneood v. Commissioner (56 Fed. (2d), 67); Zohn Reid, J'r. , v.
Commissioner (28 B. T. A. , 1217) Commissioner v. iVodj eski, supra;
and Walter G. Winne v. Commissioner (27 B. T. A. , 869). In Register v. Commissioner (69 Fed. (2d), 607, Ct. D. 863, C. B. XIII-9
is settled doctrine, however, that one of
284), the court said that
a class subject to taxation claiming the benefit of an exemption
must bring himself exactly within the exception he claims.
To hold moneys which petitioner has earned in the practice of his profession exempt from income tax merely because the
client who paid them was a city, would be to set unreasonable bounds

—

I

—

~

~
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to the doctrine of the immunity of the sovereign to press its conseuences far beyond the practical necessities of either government. "
'his class of cases is the most dificult upon which to reach a decision. In submitting inforination relative to them it is desired that
you do not merely draw a conclusion that the individual is an ofhcer
or an employee but that you give very fully all the facts, etc. , upon
which you base your opinion, so that this once may be in a position
to determine the correctness of your conclusions. Very complete and
definite information should be furnished in regard to the nature of
their activities, whether a public ofiice is provided for them, whether
tliey are required to observe regular once hours, whether the position is specifically provided for by statute or by ordinance, and, if
so, the provision of the law or ordinance should be secured, and the
citation to the law given by volume and page. (Sce F. A. Pease v.
Commissioner, 80 B. T. A. , 17, now pending on appeal before the
United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. ) In
Register v. Commissioner& supra, the court said that 'In deciding
those cases as we did we laid down no general rule. We did not
undertake to, we did not, mark out for other cases the line beyond
which the I&'ederal taxing power could not go. We recognized that
on what side of that line each case would. fall must be precisely and
separately determined in each case as it arises.
State banIes. The operation of a State bank has also been held to
be the discharge of a proprietary function and, therefore the compensation of its officers and employees is subject to tax. (The State
of North Dakota v. Olson& supra. )
Harbors. The construction& ownership, and operation by a State
or political subdivision of wharves, piers, elevators, terminals, icing
plants, warehouses, and other port facilities to promote shipping and
commerce are proprietary activities.
(S. M. 2232, C. B. III—2, 88;
and Packet Co. v. E'eo7cule, 95 U. S., 80.) (Cases involving compensation of employees of the Port of. New York Authority are now pending before the United States Board of Tax Appeals. )
Appointees of State courts. As a general rule the compensation
of masters appointed by State courts to hear and report on specific
cases, receivers, auditors, examiners, guardians of estates of incompetent, persons, appraisers and public administrators
will be subject to
tax (I T 1245& C B k 1& 108 j T 1805& C B I 1& 104 j I T 2080&
C. B. III—1, 117; S. M. 5287& C. B. V—1, 222; G. C, M. 14116, supra;
and 3fillcr v. 3lcCanghn& 22 Fed. (2d), 165 (alarmed 27 Fed. (2d),
128)& C. B. VII —
2, 266. ) The acquiescence in the decision of the
United States Board of Tax Appeals in David E'. Cochrame v.
Commissioner (26 B T A. 1167& C B XII 1& 8) was withdrawn
(C. B. XIII—2, 28).
Rural credit boarcl. The function of a, rural credit board has been
held to be proprietary in character and the compensation of its
officers and employees is, therefore, subject to tax. (S. M. 5490, C. B.
V—1, 87. )
B'arbor pilots. The compensation of harbor pilots is taxable.
See rulings in C. B.VI—2, 89 to 58, and Beio v. United States, 85 Fed.
2d), 977. )
Irrigation am' reclamation clistricts. The functions of irrigation
and reclamation districts are proprietary in nature and the compensation of the ofBcers and employees thereof is subject to tax,

—

—

—
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Tax collectors. Persons appointed only for the purpose of collecting delinquent taxes or particular taxes are not ofEcers or emplopee8
of a State or its political subdivisions and the compensation received
for such services is subject to tax. (G. C. M. 809, C. B. V—2, 28, and
Reed v. Commissioner', 84 Fed. (2d), 268, reversed. by the Supreme
Court, 281 U. S., 699.)
School cafeterias. The operation of school cafeterias is an activity
that is proprietary in nature and the compensation of the overs and
employees whose services are rendered m connection therewith is
taxable. (See Eugene Hosluns et al. v. Commissioner, 82 B. T. A. ,
682. )
iViced actirrities. In some cases individuals render services to
States or political subdivisions in connection with an instrumentality
embracing both yroprietary and governmental activities. In such
cases the taxabihty of the compensation received will depend upon
"the nature of the enterprise, and not the particular incidents of its
The fact that a part of the activity may be governmanagement.
mental in nature does not warrant exemption when that part is merely
incident to the main purpose.
(See cV. S. Denman, ez. , v. Oommissi oner, 27 B. T. A. , 256, affirmed 78 Fed. (2d), 198 ' and &electing v.
Powers, supra. ) When a taxpayer claims the benefit of an exemption
from taxation, the burden is upon him to show clearly that he is
within the exemption claimed.
(Phoenix' Eire ck marine Insurance
Co. v. Tennessee, 161 U. S., 174; 6'hicago, Burlington ck Eansas City
R. E. v. Cugey, 120 U. S., 569; 3fetcalf ck Eddy v. 3fitchell, supra. )
In regard, therefore, to the administrative difFiculties involved in
cases where a State or a political subdivision combines in one agency
activities which are partly proprietary and partly governmental and,
neither can be said to be merely incidental, it may be stated that it
devolves upon the taxpayer to substantiate from records the division
of his time between the two, such as the number of months, days, etc.,
devoted to each. If he can furnish no basis for the division of his
time or salary which appears reasonable, the total amount should be
included in taxable income.
Correspondence in regard to this mimeograph should refer to the
number thereof and to the symbols IT:
RR.
GUr T. Hzz, vErrzNo,
Oommissi oner.

—

—
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SECTION 117. CAPITA. L GA.INS AND LOSSES.
2: Limitations on capital gains
AzTzcLE 117—
XV—26—8142

I. T. 2986

and capital losses.

REVENVZ ACT OF 1984.

Where the M Improvement District refunded its bonds prior to
maturity with the intention of not reissuing them, losses sustained
by the holders thereof are subject to the lirnjtntions contained in
section 117 (a) and (d) of the Revenue Act of 1S34, unless the
bonds were not held as "capital assets" as defined in the Act.

Advice is requested as to the applicability of section 117 of the
Revenue Act of 1984 to losses sustained by, individuals and corpora-
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tions through the refundin~ of bonds of the M Improvement District
for an amount less than the face value of such bonds. That district obtained a loan for the purpose of refinancing its outstanding
bonded indebtedness and used the proceeds of the loan in the refunding of all of its outstanding bonds on the basis of'
cents on each
dollar of principal in full satisfaction of the principal and accrued
interest on such bonds.
Section 117 of the Revenue Act of 1%4 provides in part as follows:
(a) General rule. In the case of a taxpayer, other than a corporation, only

—

—

the following percentages of the gain or loss recognized upon the sale or exchange of a capital asset shall be taken into account in computing net income:
100 per centum if the capital asset has been held for not more than 1 year;
80 per centum if the capital asset has been held for more than 1 year but not
for more than 2 years;
60 per centum if the capital asset has been held for more than 2 years but
not for more than o years;
40 per centum if the capital asset has been held for more than 5 years but
not for more than 10 years;
80 per centum if the capital asset has been held for more than 10 years.
(b) Definition of capital assets. Vior the purposes of this title, "capital
assets" means property held by the taxpayer (whether or not connected with
bis trade or business), but does not include stock in trade of the taxpayer or
other property of a kind which would properly be included in the inventory'
of the taxpayer if on hand at the close of the taxable year, or property held
by' the taxpayer primarily for sale to customers in. the ordinary course of his
trade or business.

—

—

(d) Limitation on capital Losses. Losses from sales or exchanges of capital
assets shall be allowed only to the extent of. $2, 000 plus the gains from such
sales or exchanges.
If a bank or trust company incorporated under the laws
of the United States or of any State or Territory, a substantial part of who;e
business is the receipt of deposits, sells any bond, debenture, note, or certificate
or other evidence of indebtedness issued by any corporation (including one
issued by a government or political subdivision thereof), witli interest coupons
or in registered form, any loss resulting from such sale (except such portion
of the loss as does not exceed the amount, if any, by which the adjusted basis
of such instrument exceeds the par or face value thereof) shall not be subject
to the foregoing limitation and shall not be included in determining the applicability of such limitation to other losses.

—

(f) Retirement of 'bonA, etc. I&'or the purposes of. this title, amounts received
by the holder upon the retirement of bonds, debentures, notes, or certificates or
other evidences of indebtedness issued by any corporation (including those
issued by a government or political subdivision thereof), with interest coupons
or in registered form, shall be considered as amounts received in exchange

therefor.

"

"

In the opinion of this ofBce the term retirement of bonds, as used
in section 117(f) of the Revenue Act of 1934, includes the purchase
or refunding by a corporation of its bonds prior to their maturity
date with the intention of not reissuing the same bonds.
It is held, therefore, that the loss sustained by an individual holder
of bonds of the M Improvement District as the result of the refunding of such bonds on the basis above set forth is subject to the limitations contained in section 117 (a) and (d) of the Revenue Act of
1934, and that such a loss sustained by a corporate holder of the
bonds is subject to the limitation of section 117(d), unless the bonds
in both cases do not constitute "capital assets" as defined in section
117(b) of the Act.

—

SECTION 119. INCOME FROM SOURCES WITHIN
UNITED STATES.
ArTzcLE

United

119-7:Income from

sources without the

States.

XV—22—8102

1. T. 2976

REVENUE ACT OF 1934.

The rental or benefit payinents made by the Secretary of Agriculture under the provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act
to the AI Company, a foreign corporation operating in Puerto Rico,
for reduction in acreage, or reduction in production for market of
sugar cane, are income from sources without the United States.

Advice is requested whether the rental or benefit payments
received by the M Company, a sugar cane producer in Puerto Rico,
by reason of sugar cane production adjustment contracts under the
provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act constitute income
from sources within or without the United States.
The M Company conducts all its business in Puerto Rico, where
its ofFices are located, and for Federal income tax purposes is considered a foreign corporation. Its income is derived primarily from
the cultivation and sale of sugar cane produced in Puerto Rico.
It was held in I. T. 2767 (C. B. XIII—1, 85) that the rental or
benefit payments made to producers by the Secretary of Agriculture
under the provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act for the
reduction in acreage, or the reduction in production for market of
any basic agricultural commodity specified in section 11 of that Act,
as amended, constitute taxable mcome to the recipient. However,
the acreage for which the rentals were paid in the instant case, or
upon whIch production was reduced, is located in Puerto Rico.
Accordingly, the income in question arose from the ownership of
land by the M Company without the United States and constitutes
income from sources without the United States.
The fact that the Agricultural Adjustment Act has been held to
(United' 8tates v. Butler et al. , Receiiiers of
be unconstitutional
B'oosac 3fills Corporation, 297 U. S., 1) does not have any efFect on
the question of whether payments made under that Act constitute
income.

—

SUPPLEMENT C. CREDITS AGAINST TAX.

—

SECTION 131. TAXES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES
AND POSSESSIONS OF UNITED STATES.
ARTIULE

131-1:Analysis of credit for taxes.
REVENUE ACT OF 1934.

XV—13—8017
I. T. 2964

The tax imposed by Canada on nonresidents in connection with
the use of copyrights in Canada is an allowable credit under
section 131 of the Revenue Act of 1934, subject to the limitations
provided in that section.

Advice is requested relative to the allowance of a credit against
United States income tax for taxes levied by the Canadian Government in respect of copyrights under chapter 97 of the income war
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tax act, enacted by Canada in 1917, and chapters 12, 24, 41, 55, and
40, all of which are amendments to the income war tax act. The
relates particularly to a new provision written into the law
(chapter 40, assented to June 28, 1935), by virtue of which American
filrn producers will be subject to a 5 per cent tax at the source based
on sales made in Canada.
The following provisions of the Canadian tax law are pertinent:

inquiry

Chapter g7. g. There shall be assessed, levied and paid upon the income
during the preceding year of every person
Chapter 41. gB. (1)
(2) In addition to any other tax imposed by this act an income tax of 5
per centum is hereby imposed on all persons who are nonresidents of Canada,
in respect of
(a) All dividends

received from Canadian debtors irrespective of the currency in which the payment is made, and
(b) All interest received from Canadian debtors if payable solely in Canadian funds except the interest from all bonds of or guaranteed by the Dominion
of Canada.
Chapter 55. 5.
(c) All interest received by a nonresident parent company from a Canadian
subsidiary company
(d) All income for any taxation period received from any Canadian estate

or trust
Chapter 4p. g

directly
respect of
(i) any copyright, used in Canada, relating to books, music, articles in
periodicals, newspaper syndicated articles, pictures, comics and other newspaper or periodicals features, and (ii) any rights in and to the use of any
copyrighted work subsequently produced or reproduced in Canada by way of
the spoken word, print or mechanical sound on or from paper, coinposition,
films or mechaniral devices of any description.
The tax payable by virtue of this paragraph shall be deducted by the
Canadian debtor from the amount paid or credited to such nonresident at the
time of payment or crediting, and shall be remitted to the receiver general of
Canada.

Section 31 of the Revenue Act of 1934 provides that income taxes
imposed by foreign countries shall be allowed as a credit to the extent provided in section 131, which in turn places certain limitations
upon the credit. Section 131(a) of that Act provides in part:
(a) Alien. ance of credit. If the taxpayer signifies in his return his rlesire
to have the benefits of this section, the tax imposed by this title shall be
credited with:
(1) Citizen, and domestic corporation. In the case of a citizen of the United
States and of a domestic corporation, the amount of any income, war-profits,
and excess-profits taxes paid or accrued during the taxable year to any foreign couutry or to any possession of the United States;
In order that the credit may be allowed, it is essential that the
tax paid to the foreign country be an income, war-profits, or cxcessprofits tax. If the tax is in the nature of an income tax, it must be
a tax on income according to the concept of income as defined by
the Supreme Court of the United States in Eisner v. 1Iaeoriil "i (252

—

—

U. S., 189 I T. D. 3010& C, B. 8, 25]). The Court stated:

Income may be defined as the gain derived from capital, from labor or from
both combined, provided it be understood to include profit gained through a
sale or conversion of capital assets

The 5 per cent tax deducted at the source by the Canadian debtors
is a tax imposed upon royalties or similar payments for the use of
copyrighted materials.
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the foregoing principles to the tax imposed by Canada
in connection with the use of copyrights in Canada,
it clearly appears that the tax is an allowab]e credit under section 181
of the Revenue Act of 1984, subject to the limitations provided in
that section.
Applying

on nonresiclents

XV—1—7888
I. T. 2949

181-5: Countries which do or do not
satisfy the similar credit requirement.

A.RTIGLE

REVENUE ACT OF 1934.

of section

Germany does not satisfy the similar credit requirement

181(a)8 of the Revenue Act of 1984.

XV—24—8121
I. T. 2980

5: Countries which do or do not
ARTIcLE 181—
satisfy the similar credit requirement.

REVENUE ACT OF 1934.

The Netherlands Government does not satisfy the similar credit
requirement of section 181(a)8 of the Revenue Act of 1984.
SUPPLEMENT

ESTATES
E.—

AND TRUSTS.

—

SECTION 161. IMPOSITION OI' TAX.
of the tax.
1:
(Also Section 166, Article 166—1.)

XV—11—8008
T. D. 4629

ARTIcLE 161— Imposition

INCOME TAX.

Article
trusts —

Estates and
tions 86, amended.

161—1 and article 166—1 of Re~laTREASURT' DEPARTMENT,

OFFIcE oF COMEIISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Washington, D. C'.
Concerned:
Others
Jteeenne
and
Internal
To Collectors of
—
is
amended by
Regulations
86
of
hereby
Article
161
1(a)
(1)
deleting from the end of the first sentence of the first paragraph of
that article the parenthetical phrase "except in the case of those
trusts within the scope of sections 165, 166, and 167.
(2) The last paragraph of article 161—1(a) of Regulations 86 is
amended to read as follows:
The provisions of sections 161, 162, and 168 (relating to estates and trusts,
fiduciaries and beneficiaries) contemplate that the corpus of the trust, or the

"

income therefrom, is, within the meaning of the Act, no longer to be regarded
as that of the grantor. If, by virtue of the nature and purpose of the trust,
the corpus or income therefrom remains attributable to the grantor, these provisions do not apply. Thus the provisions of sections 166 and 167 deal with
certain trusts which are excluded from the scope of sections 161, 162, and 168.
And other trusts, not specified in sections 166 and 167, where in contemplation
of iaw the corpus of the trust or the income therefrom is regarded as remain
ing in substance that of the grantor are likewise excluded from the scope of

sections 161, 162, and 163. Some of such trusts are dealt with in article 166-1
and art. icle 167—
1. Special rules are prescribed in section 166 with respect tc
the taxation of employees' trusts.

(3) Article 161—1(b) of Regulations 86 is amended by adding, at
the end of the first sentence thereof after the reference to sections
165, 166, and 167, the phrase "and articles 166-1 and 167—1."
(4) Article 166—1 of Regulations 86 is amended to read as follows:
Aar. 166-1. Trusts, vcrith respect to the corpus of which, the grantor is re-

—

garded ae remaining in substance the onmer.
(a) If the grantor of a trust is
regarded, within the meaning of the A.ct, as remaining in substance the owner
of the corpus thereof, the income therefrom is not taxable in accordance with
and
the provisions of sections 161, 162, and 163 but remains attributable
taxable to tlie grantor. This article deals with the taxation of such income.
As used in this article, the term "corpus" means any part or the whole of
the property, real or personal, constituting the subject matter of the trust.
(b) Section 166 defines with particularitv instances in which the grantor
is regarded as in substance the owner of the corpus by reason of the fact
that he has retained power to revest the corpus in himself. Por the purposes
of this article the grantor is deemed to have retained such power if he, or
any person not having a substantial interest in the corpus or the income
therefroin adverse to the grantor, or both, may cause the title to the corpus
to revest in the grantor. If the title to the corpus will revest in the grantor
upon the exercise of. such power, the income of the trust is attributed and
taxable to the grantor regardless of—
(1) whether such power or ability to retake the trust corpus to the grantor's
own use is effected by means of a power to revoke, to terminate, to alter
or amend or to appoint;
(2) whether the exercise of such power is conditioned on the precedent
giving of notice, or on the elapsing of a period of years, or on the happening

of a specked event;

(3) the time at which the title to the corpus will revest in the grantor
in possession and enjoyment, whether such time is within the taxable year
or not, or whether such time be fixed, determinable, or certain to come;
(4) whether the power to revest in the grantor title to the corpus is in the
grantor, or in any person not having a substantial interest in the corpus or
income therefrom adverse to the grantor, or in both. A bare legal interest,
such as that of a trustee, is never substantial and never adverse;
(6) when the trust was created.
But the provisions of section 166 are not to be regardecl as excluding from
taxation to the grantor the income of other trusts, not specified therein, in
which the grantor is, for the purposes of the Act, similarly regarded as remaining in substance the owner of the corpus. The grantor is regarded as in
substance the owner of the corpus, ii', in view of the essential nature and
purpose of the trust, it is apparent that the grantor has failed to part permanently and definitively with the substantial incidents of owiiership in the
corpus.
In determining whether the grantor is in substanco the owner of the corpus,
the Act has its own standard, which is a substantial one, dependent neither
on the niceties of the particular conveyancing device used, nor on the technical description which the law of property gives to the estate or interest
transferred to the trustees or beneQciaries of the trust. In that determination, among the material factors are: the fact that the corpus is to be returned
to the grantor after a specific term; the fact that the corpus is or may be
administered in the interest of the grantor; the fact that the anticipated income
is being appropriated in advance for the customary expenditures of the grantor
or those which he would ordinarily;md naturally make; and any other circumstances bearing on the impermanence and indefiniteness with wliich the grantor
has parted with the substantial incidents of ownersliip in the corpus.
Thus the grantor is regarded as being in substance the owner of the corpus if,
in any case, the trust amounts to no more than an arrangement whereby the
grantor, in the orderiu" of his ai'fairs, finds it expedient to entrust for a period
the title to, and custody or management of, certain of his property to a trustee,
the income from such property to be used by the trustee during such period to
make those expenditures which the grantor would customarily or orclinarily
or naturally make and to which the grantor chooses to commit himself in acl-
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vance, while the corpus is to be held intact, for return in due course to the
grantor. In such a ease, it is immaterial that, at the time of the creation of the
trust, an irrevocable disposition or consummated gift was made of those prop.
erty rights which consist of the right to the expected future income of the corpus for the specified period. On the other hand, if the grantor, incident to s,
definitive and permanent disposition of certain of his property, creates the trust
in order to conserve the property, not for hitnself but for the donees, who will
ultimately enjoy it, the provisions of sections 161, 162, and 163 are applicable.
(c) For example, a grantor is regarded as remaining in substance the owner
of the corpus of the trust, if he has placed it in trust for his son, John.
(A) for the term of three vears, at the end of which time the trust might
be extended for a like period at the option of the grantor and successively
thereafter, but in the absence of such an extension the title is once more to
revest iu the grantor in possession and enjoyment; or
(B) for the term of a year and a day, then to be distributed to whomsoever
the wife of the grantor shall by deed appoint (the wife not having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of the corpus or the income therefrom); or
(C) for the term of the grantor's life, then to be distributed to John, the
grantor reserving, hovvever, the right to alter, amend, or revoke any provision
of the trust instrument, upon notice of a year and a day.
In these typical cases the grantor is regarded as having retained the substantial incidents of ownership with respect to the income-producing property
since the corpus will or may once more revest in himself in (A) upon the
expiration of the trust period if the grantor does not exercise his option to
extend the trust, in (B) upon the designation of the grantor as distributee,
and adversely interested, and in (0) upon the
by a person not substantially
revocation of. the trust instrument or an alteration or amendment thereof,
resulting in the designation of the grantor as distributee.
(d) If the grantor is regarded as remaining in substance the owner of
the corpus the gross income of such corpus shall be included in the gross
income of the grantor, and he shall be allowed those deductions with respect
to the corpus as he would have been entitled to had the trust not been

created.
If the grantor strips himself of the substantial incidents or attributes of,
ownership in the corpus retained by him so that he ceases to be regarded
as in substance the owner of the corpus, the income thereof realized after
the effective date of such divesting is not taxable to the grantor but is taxable
as provided in sections 161, 162, and 163.
CIIas. T. RvsszrL, ,

Acting Commissioner of Internal
Approved March 7, 1936.
WxrNE C. TATLoR,
Acting Secretary of the Treasisrg.

Eeeenue.

—

SECTION 166. REVOCABLE TRUSTS.
166—1: Trusts in the corpus of which the grantor
retains an interest.

ARTICLE

REVENUE LCT OP 1934.

Amendment
page 140.)

of Regulations

86, article 166—1.

(See T. D. 4629,

—

SECTION 167. INCOME FOR BENEFIT OF GRANTOR.
ARTloLE 167—
1: Trusts in the income of which
X.V-11-7995
the grantor retains an interest.

Mim. 4485

Income of trust taxable to grantor.
TREASURT DEPARTMENT)

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENIIE)
Washington, D. C., February 86', 1M6'.

Collectors oj' Internal Revenue, Internal Revenue Agents in Charge,
and Others Concerned:
Reference is made to the decision of the United States Supreme
Court in Douglas v. Willcuts (296 U. S., 1, Ct. D. 1041, C. B.
XIV—2, 250), rendered on November 11, 1985, in which the Court,
held that the income of the trust created by the taxpayer providing
for annual payments out of such income to his wife In lieu of alinlony and any other interest in his property or estate was taxable to
the husband, the grantor, under the provisions of the Revenue Acts
of 1926 and 1928. The trust agreement was executed three days before the wife was granted a decree of' absolute divorce in a district
court of the State of' Minnesota and its provisions were approved
by the court and incorporated in the decree. In holding that the
trust income was used to pay a legal obligation of the taxpayer, the
Court stated in part:
The creation of a trust by the taxpayer as the channel for the application of the income to the discharge of his obligation leaves the nature of
(Bsraet v. Wells, supra. ) In the present case, the
the transaction unaltered.
net income of the trust fund, which was paid to the wife under the decree,
stands substantially on the same footing as though he had received the income
personally and had been required by the decree to make the payment directly.

On December 9, 1985, the Supreme Court under the authority of
its decision in Douglas v. Willcuts, supra, rendered per curiam decisions reversing the decisions of the circuit courts in the following
cases: Helvering v. Edrnond O. Schioeitzer (56 S. Ct. , 804); Helver&ng v. Lucy A. . Blumenthal (56 S. Ct. , 805); and Helvering v. Francis
O'. Stolees (56 S. Ct. 808). In such cases the circuit courts had held
,
that the income of the trust was not taxable to the grantor. The
material facts in these cases are as follows:
In Helvering v. Edmond O. Schueitzer& supra, reversing the Circuit
Court of Appeals far the Seventh CircuIt (75 Fed. (2d), 702), arising under the Revenue Acts of 1926 and 1928& the taxpayer crleated
trusts for the benefit of his three minor chIlclren, the income of
which was payable to him to be used solely for their support, maintenance, and' education. In Helvering v. Lung A. Blumenthal, supra,
reversino' the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit (76
Fed. (2cI), 507), arising under the Revenue Act of 1928, the taxpayer created a trust which contained a provision dire~cting the

trustee to apply the unpaid accumulated dividends on the stock
placed in trust, when paid, toward the liquidation and. payment of
the principal and interest thereon of a loan obtained by the taxpayer from a bank, The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit had looked upon the corpus of the trust as the primary fund
for the payment of the debt, the taxpayer standing in the relation
of surety only, and had held that the payment of the indebtedness
through the satisfaction of the lien had primarily benefited those to
In Helvering v. Franri8
whom the corpus belonged.
Stokes,
supra, reversing the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit
(79 I&'ed. (2d), 256), arising under the Revenue Act of 1928, a trust
was created for the maintenance, education, and support of the settlor's children during their respective minorities,
The agreement
directed the trustee, as each child became 21 years of age or died
prior to that time, to transfer the equal share of the fund of such
child to the wife of the taxpayer or if' she should not be living, to
the taxpayer himself, and if neither should be living, to other persons for the purposes therein expressed.
The provisions of the Revenue Acts of 1926 and 1928 relating to
trusts, the income of which inures to the benefit of the grantor, are
substantially the same as the corresponding provisions of the Revenue Acts of 1982 and 1984 (section 167). The above-mentioned decisions of the Supreme Court uphold the position which the Bureau
is taking under such provisions, which position is expressly stated
in article 167—1 of Regulations 86, that is, that in cases in which the
income of a trust may be applied to the support of minor children,
the payment of alimony, or the discharge of other legal obligations
of the grantor, such income is taxable to the grantor. Care should
be exercised in the examination of returns involving the question
of the proper treatment for Federal income tax purposes of the income of trusts which inures to the benefit of the grantor in order
that the examination of such returns and the determination of. the
tax liability of the taxpayers concerned may be made in accordance
with the position of the Bureau.
Correspondence and inquiries regarding this mimeograph
will
refer to the number thereof and to the symbols IT:
CTR.

J.

E:

CIIAS.

T. RUSSELL)

Acting Commissioner.

—

SUPPLEMENT H. NONRESIDENT ALIEN INDIVIDUALS.

—

SECTION 211. GROSS INCOME.
ARTIULE

211—7: Exclusion of earnings of foreign

ships from gross income.

XV—16—8049
I. T. 2969

REVENUE ACTS OP 1928, 1932, AND 1934.

Belgium meets the equivalent exemption provisions of sections
212(b) and 281(b) of the Revenue Act of 1928 (from January 1,
1981), section 212(b) and 281(b) of the Revenue Act of 1982, and
sections 211(b) and. 281(b) of the Revenue Act of 1984.

[$351, Art. 351—2.
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ARTIVLE

211-7: Exclusion of

ships from gross income.

earnings

of foreign

XV-20—8087

I. T. 2975

REVZNVE ACTS OF 1932 AND 1934.

Spain does not satisfy the equivalent exemption requirements
211(b) and 231(b) of the Revenue Act of 1984 and tlie
corresponding provisions of the Revenue Act of 1982.

ok sections

TITLE IA~ABBITIONAL INCOME TAXES.

—

SECTION 851. SURTAX ON PERSONAL HOLDING
COMPA. NIES.

ARTicr, E 851—
2: Classification

of a personal

holding company,

XV—17-8057

I. T. 2979

REvENDE ACT OY 1934.

Where a lease of certain land provided that the lessor was
entitled to one-eighth of the oil and gas produced from tlie premises, payments made in 1934 to the lessor by the lessee on a. ccount
of such one-eighth interest constitute "royalties" within the meaning of that term as used in article 351—
2(1) of Regulations 36.

A ruling is requested whether certain payments received by the
M Company under an oil and N, as lease conic &vithin the meaning of
the term "royalties" as used in article 851—2(1) of Remilations 86
for the purpose of determining whether that company is a " personal
holding company. "
On Rfay
1929, a lease of certain premises was entered into between the M Company as lessor and. the N Company as lessee. Article II of the lease provides for the delivery to the lessor of oneeighth part of the amount of all oil and other substances (except gas
produced and saved from the land) and for the sale of all royalty
oil by the lessor to the lessee at the price stated. Article III of the
lease provides that the lessor shall be entitled to receive and take
one-eighth of all gas (in excess of that used by the lessee in operation under the lease) which is saved and utilized from the premises.
While the lessee is not obligated to save any gas produced on the
premises, it is stipulated that in case the lessee desires to save and
utilize the gas the lessee shall have the right to purchase the lessor's
royalty sha~re at the price mentioned therein. Article IV of the lease
provides as a further consideration for the lease a, fixed annual rental
of x dollars commencing three years from the date of the lease. It
is stated that if the payments under Articles II and III of the lease
inay properly be treated as rentals and not as royalties the taxpayer
would not be a "personal holding company" within the nieauing of
section 851 of the Revenue Act of 1984.
Article 851-2(1) of Regulations 86 provides in part as follows;
(I) Royoities. The term "royalties" includes amounts received for the use

—,

—

or for the privile e of using patents, copyrights, secret processes and formulas, good will, trade marks, trade brands, franchises, and other like property.
It do~ 9 not include rents, nor overriding royalties received by an operating
oi'

comps lly.
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The term "rental" must be taken in its usual and ordinary sense,
that is, as applying to a fixed sum to be paid at stated dates for
(Duffi/v. Central Railroad Co. of Negro Jersey,
the use of property.
268 U. S., 55; Frank ck Seder Co. v. Commissioner, 44 Fed. (2d),
147.) In J. T. Sneed', Jr. v.' Commissioner (33 B. T. A. , 478) it
was said: "The word ' royaIty as used in a gas lease generally refers
to ' a share of the product or profit reserved by the owner for permitting another to use the property' [citing cases]. It is a compensation for the privilege of drilling and producing "oil and gas
Royalties
and consists of a share in the product [citing cases].

under an ordinary oil and/or gas lease are not paid as fixed rents
but for oil and/or gas taken out and do not constitute "rental"
within the ordinary meaning of that term. (State v. Hatcher, 115
Ter. , 332, 281 S. W. , 192.)
While it is apparent that the fixed annual payments of z dollars
provided in Article IV of the lease here in question are rents, it
and III of
is also clear that the payInents provided in Articles
the lease are "royalties" within the meaning of that term as used
in article 351—
2(1), supra.

II

TITLE IV~EXCISE TAXES.

—

SECTION 607. ENFORCEMENT OF LIABILITY
FOR TAXES COLLECTED.
SECTION

XV—23—8115

607.

I. T. 2979

REVENUE SCT OP 1934.

Where a deficiency is determined in income tax required to be
withheld at the source under the Revenue Act of 1934, deficiency
notice will be sent to the withholding agent under the provisions
of section 272(a) of that Act.

The Board. of Tax Appeals having held in Sisters of the Third
'Order of St. Francis of the Diocese of Pittsburgh, Pa. , v. Cornmisopinion dated March 11
sioner (Docket No. 82367, memorandum
1936) that it has jurisdiction with respect to income tax required
to be withheld at the source under the Revenue Act of 1934, notice
will be issued to the withholding agent by registered mail, as provided by section 272(a) of. that Act, in the case of a deficiency in
such tax.

TITLE V~CAPITAL STOCK AND EXCESS-PROFITS
TAXES.

—

SECTION 702. EXCESS-PROFITS TAX.
SECTION

702.
REVENUE ACT OF 1934.

In computing
Revenue Act of
come-tax taxable
due to a change
annual basis.

XV—8—'7908
G. C. M. 15937

the excess-profits tax under section 702 of the
1934, the income of a corporation having an inyear consisting of a period of less than 12 months
in accounting period should not be placed on an

Advice is requested with respect to the excess-profits tax liabili y
of the M Company under section 709 of the Revenue Act of 1984
for the period January 1 to June 80, 1985. The question presented

is whether the net income of' a corporation should be placed on an
annual basis where a return is filed for a period of less than a year
due to a change in its accounting period.
The provisions of the Revenue Act of 1984 relating to excessprofits tax read as follows:
SEO. 702. ExcEss-PRoFITs TAx.

(a) There is hereby imposed upon the net income of every corporation, for
each income-tax taxable year ending after the close of the erst year in respect
of which it is taxable under section 701, an excess-profits tax equivalent to
centum of such portion of. its nct income for such income-tax taxable
l& per
year as is in excess of 12% per centum of the adjusted declared value of its
capital stock (or in the case of a foreign corporation the adjusted declared
value oi' capital cmploved in the transaction of its business in the United
States) as of the close of the preceding income-tax taxable year (or as of
the date of or anization if it had no preceding income-tax taxable pear)
determined as provided. in section 701. If the income-tax taxable year in
respect of which the tax under this section is imposed is a period of less than
12 months, such adjusted declared value shall be reduced to an amount which
bears the same ratio thereto as the number of months in the period bears to
12 months. For the purposes of this section the net income shall be the
same as the net income for income tax purposes for the year in respect of
which the tax under this section is imposed.
(b) All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable in respect of the
taxes imposed by Title I of this Act, shall, in so far as not inconsistent with
this section, be applicable in respect of the tax imposed by this section, except
that the yrovisions of section 131 of that title shall not be applicable.
Section 709(a) provides that for its purposes the term "net income, " as used therein, shall be the same as the net income for income
tax purposes. Section 702(a) makes applicable, in so far as not
inconsistent therewith, all provisions of law relating to income taxes.
Section 47(c) of the Revenue Act of 1984, relating to income taxes,
reads as follows:
(c) Income placed, on annual basis. If a separate return is made under
subsection (a) on account of a change in the accounting period, the net incom&,
computed on the basis of the period for which separate return is made, shall

—

the amount thereof by 12 and
be placed on an annual basis by multiplying
dividing by tlie number of n&onths included in the period for which thc
separate return is made. The iax shall be such part of the tax con&puted
on such annu &l basis as the nun&ber of months in such period is of 12 mo~ths.

It will be observed that, section 709(b) of the Revenue Act of
1984 states that the income tax provisions of tile law shall be applicable in respect of the excess-piofits tax "zn so fo'&" as not &&con"
s stent «&ith tl&'is section& [709]. Section 702(a) provides that if the
income-tax t;ixal&le year in respect of which the tax under this section is imposed is a period of less than 19 months, the adjusted declared value of capital stock shall be reduced to an amount which
bears the same ratio thereto as the number of months in the period
These provisions are specific and prescribe the
bears to 12 months.
exact method by which the comput:ition shall be ma&le. Accordingly,
the ocneral provisions of section 47(c), supra, of tlie Revenue Act of
1984 r&quiring income to be placed on an annual basis where a,
return for a period of less than 19 months is filed due to a change in
accounting period are not applicable in computing the excess-profits
C&
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tax under section 702 of the Revenue Act of 1984 for a period of less
than 12 months. The correct computation of the tax is as follows:
Net income for 6-month period ended June 30, 1935
$10, 000. 00
Adjusted declared value of capital stock as of December 31, 1934,
50, 000. 00
$100,000, reduced to a 6-month basis
12'/q per cent of $50,000
6, 250. 00
Amount subject to excess-profits tax ($10,000 minus $6,250)
3, 750. 00
187. 50
Excess-profits tax, 5 per cent of $3,750

In view of the foregoing, it is the opinion of this OKce that in
computing the excess-profits tax under the provisions of section 702
of the Revenue Act of 1934, the income of a corporation having an
income-tax taxable year consisting of a period of less than 12 months
due to a change in accounting period should not be placed on an
annual basis.
(See I. T. 2951, page 469, this Bulletin, for method of computation
under the National Industrial Recovery Act. With respect to the
case where a corporation dissolves during the taxable year, see
T.

2817, C.

B. XIII-2, 116.)

I.

ROBERT

H

JACKSON)

Assistant General Counsel for the
Bureau of Internal Eevienue.
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II.

REVENUE ACT OF 1932.

—

SUBTITLE B. GEXEHAL PROVISIONS.
PART

II.—
COMPUTATION

OF NET INCOME.

—

SECTION 22(a). GROSS INCOiME: GENERAL
DEFINITIOiV.
ARTrcr, z

51: What

included in gross income.
REVENUE ACT OY 1932.

Taxability of income of restricted Indians of the
Tribes. (See G. C. M. 16020, page 78. )
ARTrcrz

51: Vi

I&'ive

Civilized

hat included in gross income.
REVIi, NUEi

ACT OF 1932,

Taxability of income of restricted members of the Osage Indian
Tribe. (Sce G. C, M. 16100, page 80.)
ARTrcrz

51: What

included in gross income.
REVENUE ACT OF 19 2.

Proceeds of embezzlement.

(S"c G. C. M. 16572, page 82. )

—

SECTION 23 (c). DEDUCTIOiVS Ii'ROM GROSS
INCOME: TAXES GENERALLY.
ARTrcr, z

151:Taxes.

REVENUE ACT OF 1932.

Mississippi property taxes.
ARTrcLE

(See G. C. M. 1'5894, page 90.)

151: Taxes.
REVENr:E ACT OF 1932.

Ohio liquid fuel tax.
ARTrcr, z

(See I. T. 2968, page 104.)

151: Taxes.
REVENUE ACT OF 1932.

Wisconsin chain store tax.

(See G. C. M. 16491, page 109.)

150

—

SECTION 28 (j). DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS
INCOME: BAD DEBTS.
ARTICI.E 191: Bad debts.
REVENUE ACT OF 1982.

Amendment
page 118.)
ARTIULE

of Regulations

191: Bad

77, article 191.

(See T. D. 46M,

debts.
REVENUE ACT OF 1982.

Charge-offs ordered by bank examiners with respect to real estate
taken in settlement of debts. (See I. T. 2985, page 119.)

—

PART V. RETURNS AND PAYMENT OF TAX.

—

SECTION 55. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.
ARTIGLE

421: Inspection of returns.
REVENUE ACT OF 1982.

Special Committee Investigating Old Age Pension Organizations,
House of Representatives.
(See T. D. 4687, page 310.)

—

SUBTITLE C. SUPPLEMENTAL PROVISIONS.

—

SUPPLEMENT A. RATES OF TAX.

—

SECTION 101. CAPITAL NET GAINS AND LOSSES.
ARTIcLE

501: Definition and illustration

capital net gain.

XV—3—7909

of

—

Mim. 4409

Property acquired by intestacy or general bequest. Determination, for capital gain and loss purposes, of period "held by the
taxpayer. " Effect of Supreme Court decisio~.

—

TREASURY DEPARTMENT)

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE)

W'ashington, D. C., December 87, 1MB.
Collectors of Internal Eevenue, Internal Eevenue Agents in Charge,
and Other Officers and Employees of the Bureau Concerned:
Reference is made to the decision of the United. States Supreme
Court, rendered on November 11, 1985, in the cases entitled Nancy E.
3IcFeely v. Co~n~nissioner of Internal Eevenue, No. 24; The United
8tates of America v. The First National Bank of Boston et al. , No.
110; Commissioner of Internal Revenue v. Frances 0, Lee, No. 111;
Rufus E. Eand, J'r. , v. Conwnissioner of Internal Revenue, No. 489;
and Isabel E'. Dibblee v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, No. 494
(56 S. Ct. , 54, Ct. D. 1040, C. B. XIV—2, 209).
The above-mentioned cases arose under section 101 of the Revenue
Act of 1928, which permits taxpayers at their option to pay Federal
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income tax at the rate of 12&/2 per cent on net gains from the sale
or exchange of capital assets. Section 101(c)8 of that Act, so far
as material, provides that ' capital assets ' means property held by
the taxpayer for more than two years * * s. The questioii presented to the Court was whether property acquired from a decedent
by intestacy or by general bequest is, within the meaning of section
101(c)8, held by the taxpayer from the date of the decedent's cleath
or from the date of the distribution of the property. The Court held
that in such cases the property was held by the taxpayer from the
date of the decedent's death.
In each of the above-mentioned cases the taxpayer sold the property more than two years after the death of the decedent but less
than two years after distribution to the taxpayer by the representatives of the decedent's estate. In each case a, return was made of the
profit from the sale as capital net gain taxable at 121/2 per cent, as
provided in section 101 of the Revenue Act of ll)28.
The Government contended that until actual distribution property
can not be said to be held by one havino an interest in a decedent's
estate, and even if this be not true, section 118(a)5 of the Revenue
Act of 1928, making the value at the date of distribution the basis for
determining the gain in such cases, requires that, the word "held" in
section 101(c)8 be construed to set the same date as the time at which
the holding begins.
The taxpayers contended that property is, in contemplation of law,
held from the date of acquisition, and one deriving property from a
decedent's estate through devise, bequest, or intestacy acquires the
property at the date of death and holds it from that date; that all
prior Acts using similar phraseology have been so interpreted by
the Treasury Department; that the reenactment of those Acts without significan chango constitutes a legislative confirination of the
administrative interpretation; and that section 118, relating to the
basis for determining gain or loss, can not alter the plain meaning of
section 101, which prescribes the length of time property must be
held in order to constitute a capital asset.
In sustaining the taxpayers' contentions the Court stated in part
as- follows:
In common understanding to hold property is to own it. In order to own

"

"

or hold one must acquire. The date of acquisitiou is, then, that from v;hich
to compute the duration of ownership or the length of holding. Whether under
local law title to personal property passes from a decedent to the legatee or
next of kin at death subject to a withholding of possession for purposes of
* ~ ~ or passes to the personal representative for the puradministration,
* " ~ tlic title of the beneficiary, though derived
poses of administration,
" is for presthrough the executor, relating back to the slate of death, ~
In either case, the date of acquisition ivithin tlie
ent purposes immaterial.
intent of the Revenue Act is the date of death, * ~ ~ [Brciostn v. Gage,
280 U. S., 827, and cases cited. ]

'

We are of opinion that section 101(c)8 is clear on its face; that it deals
solely with the tenure necessary to claim a rate of 12i/s per cent on capital
nct gain as distinguished from the normal and surtax rate upon ordinary
gain; that section 118(a)5 deals only with the bash for the calculation of the
tax in cases falling under section 101(c)8; that the sections are not inconsistent; and that each should be read as affecting the subject to which alone
it applies.

Inasmuch as section 101 of the Revenue Act of 1M2, in so far as
material, is substantially the same as section 101 of the. Revenue Act
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by the Supreme Coturt in the abovementioned cases is also applicable to cases arising under section 101
of the Revenue A.ct of 19M, which in general applies to the taxable
years 19M and 1938.
Inquiries in regard to this mimeograph should refer to the number
RR: CTR.
thereof and the symbols
GUT T. HELVEE1NG,

of 1928, the rule announced

IT: E:

CotRf&zgs'cofl sro
COMPUTATION
B.—

SUPPLEMENT

OP NET XNCOME

—

SECTION 112. RECOGNITION OF GAIN OR LOSS.
MV —1—7889
ARTrcLE 571: Recognition of gain or loss.

D. T. S950

REVENUE ACT OP 1932.

I. T. O773

page 198.

(C. B.XIII—1, 78) is modified, in view of G. C. M. 15766,

—

SECTION 116. EXCLUSIONS FROM GROSS INCOME.
ABrlcLE 643: Compensation of State oKcers and employees.
REVENUE ACT OP 1932.

Taxability of compensation received by OKcers and employees of
(See Mim. 8888, revised, page 180.)
a State or political subdivision.

—

SUPPLEMENT C. CREB1TS AGAINST TAX.

—

SECTION 181. TAXES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES
AND POSSESSIONS OF UNITED STATES.
XV—9—7979
ARTfcLE 691: Analysis of credit for taxes.
G. C. M. 16144
REVENUE ACT OP 1932.

Method of computing the credit for foreign taxes under section
131(n)4 of the Revenue Act of 1932 in the case of an American
citizen who has a capital net loss or a capital net gain for the

taxable year.

An opinion is requested relative to the method of computing the
credit for foreign taxes under section 181(a)4 of the Revenue Act
of 19K where the taxpayer, an American citizen& has a capital net
loss or a capital net gain for the taxable year.
The taxpayer, A, ls a member of a foreign partnership and his
pro rata share, of the foreign income taxes paid by the partnership
was claimed by him as a credit against his United States tax in accordance with the provisions of section 181(a)4 of the Revenue Act
of 19M. The return for the calendar year 19M disclosed no tax due,
since the credit for foreign taxes exceeded the United States tax
liability. The taxpayer sustained a capital net loss from sources

[(131, Art. 691.
within the United States which exceeded the ordinary net income,
and, consequently, instead of having a net income under section 21
of the Act the taxpayer had a net loss. Nevertheless, he is subject
to tax, in view of section 101 of the Revenue Act of 1%2, which permits the tax on ordinary net income to be reduced by only 12I/2 per
cent of the capital net loss. In view of this situation, the following
questions are submitted:
(1) Where a capital net loss from sources within the United Stat. s
exceeds the ordinary net income of the taxpayer, may a credit for
foreign taxes be allowed)
(2) If the amount of such capital net loss is less than the ordinary
net income, should the total net income used in the limiting ratio on
the foreign tax credit reflect the capital loss&
(8) Are capital net gains to be included in total net income forming the denonIinator of the limiting ratio l
Section 181 of. the Revenue Act of 19M, in so far as applicable,
reads as follows:
SEG. 181. TAXEs oF FCRMGN couNTRIEs AND Pcss'ssIC is CF UNITED STATEs.

—

(a) Allowance of credit. If the taxpayer signifies in his return his desirc to
have the benefits of this section, the tax imposed by this title shall be credited
with:

—

(1)

Citizen and domestic corporation.
In the case of a citizen of the I'nited
anc7 of a domestic corporation, the amount of any income, war-profits,
and excess-profits taxes paid or accrued during the taxable year to any toreign
country or to any possession of the United States; and

States

—

(4) Partnershtps and estates. In the case of any such individual who is a.
of a partnership or a beneficiary of an estate or trust, his propor-

member

tionate share of such taxes of the partnership or the estate or trust paid or
accrued during the taxable year to a foreign country or to any possession of
the United States, as the case niay be.
(b) Liniit on credit. TIIC amount of the credit taken under this section
shall be subject to each of the following limitations:
(1) The amount of the credit in respect of the tax paic7 or accrued to any
countjy shall not exceed the same proportion of the tax against which such
credit is taken, which the taxpayer's net income from sources within such
country bears to his entire net iucome for the same taxable year; and
(2) The total amount oi' the credit shall not exceed the same proportion
of the tax against which such credit is taken, Ivhich the taxpayer's net income
from sources without the United States bears to his entire net income for the
same taxable year.

—

Section 101 of the Revenue Act of 19M reads as f'ollows:
SEC.

191. CAPITAL

NET GAINs Aiin

IDssES.

—

In the case of any taxpayer, other than
a corporation, who for any tazable year derives a capital net gain (as hereinafter defined in this section), there shall, at the election of the taxpayer, be
levied, collected, and paid, in lieu of all other tazes imposed by this title, a taz
determined as follows: A partial tax shall first be computed upon the basis of
the ordinary nct income at the rates and in the manner as if this section had
not been enacted and the total taz shall be this amount plus 12I/z per centum
of the capital nct gain.
(b) TasI in case of capital net loss. In the case of any taxpayer, other than
a corporation, who for any taxable year sustains a capital net loss (as hereinafter defined in this section), there shall be levied, collected, and paid in lieu of
all other taxes imposed by this title, a tax deterniined as follows: a partial tax
shall first be computed upon the basis of the ordinary net income at the rates
and in the manner as if this section had not been enacted, and the total tax
shall be this amount minus 12+s per centum of the capital net loss; but in no

(a) Tax in case of capital net gain.

—

8432G'

—
GG

—
8

case shall the tax of a taxpayer who has sustained a capital net loss be less
than the tax computed without regard to the provisions of this section.
(c) Deftnttions. For the purposes of this title-

—

8

4r

(7) "Ordinary net income" means the net

income, computed in accordance
with the provisions of this title, after excluding all items of capital gain, capital
loss, and capital deductions.

The diSculty in applying the provisions of section 181(b) of the
of the words "net
Revenue Act of 19M hes in the interpretation
income " contained in the limitation on the credit for foreign taxes.
In other words, the question is what denominator should be used in
arriving at the same proportion of the tax against which such credit
is taken which the taxpayer's "net income from sources without the
United States bears to his entire net income for the same taxable
Section 21 of the Revenue A.ct of 19M states that "net inyear.
c'ome
means gross income computed under section 22 less the deductions allowed by section 28. The limitation on the credit for foreign
taxes, based on net income, has been in the Revenue Acts since the
enactment of the Revenue Act of 1921. (See section 222(a)5 and
section 288(a) of the Revenue Act of 1921 and corresponding provisions of subsequent Revenue Acts. ) In the Revenue Act of 1921 a
provision was made in section 206(b) to permit the taxpayer at his
election to be taxed on capital net gains at the rate of 12&/2 per cent.
In section 208 of the Revenue Act of 1924, the provision permitting
taxation of capital net gains at the rate of. 12&/2 per cent was retained
in section 208(b), and in section 208(c) a limitation was put upon
capital net losses by requiring the tax to be erst computed on ordinary net income and allowing the tax on ordinary income to be
reduced by 12&/s per cent of the capital net loss. Thus, although the
method of computing income tax due the United States in the case
of capital losses was changed in 1924, no corresponding change was
made in the Revenue Act of 1924 and subsequent Revenue Acts with
respect to tlie limitation on the credit for foreign taxes. The result
is that to apply the provisions of section 181(b) of the Revenue Act
of 19M with a strict interpretation of the words "net income" would
in some cases lead to a ridiculous conclusion.
If the taxpayer sustained a large capital net loss from sources within the United States
the eGect would be to eliminate entirely any tax on income derivecl
from sources within the United States if the denominator based on
section 181(b) of the Revenue Act of. 19M is to be considered net
income as defined in section 21, that is, gross income under section
22 less deductions allowed by section 28. The real intent of the provision relating to foreign taxes, as contained in section 181 of the
Revenue Act of 19M, was to avoid double taxation. It was not the
purpose of the law, where the taxpayer derived income from sources
within and without the United States, to eliminate the United States
tax entirely but only to give the taxpayer a fair proportion of the
foreign taxes as a credit. This seems clear from a reading of House
Report No. 708, dated March 8, 1982, relatinmr to the Revenue Act
of 19M, at page 28, wherein it was stated that ' Under section 181(b)
of the existing law the credit allowed for taxes paid to foreign countries is subjected to a limitation in order to prevent foreign taaes
from absorbing the tax on income from sources +within the Un@ed
States. u [Italics supplied. j The scheme of all the Revenue Acts

"
"

since that of 1916 has been to sweep all income of every sort, including capital gains, into what is denominated gross income and to
authorize certain deductions therefrom in order to arrive at net income, the base for calculation of the tax. (A'eleering v. Blas, 298
U. S., 144, Ct. D. B84, C. B. XIII—2, 191.) Where a taxpayer has a
capita], net gain, the base of the tax is "net income" for the reason
that the tax is not only computed on the ordinary income but is also
computed on the capital net gain. Therefore, in arriving at the
limitation under section 181(b) of the Revenue Act of 1982 on the
credit for foreign taxes, the proportion or fraction would be as

follows:
Net income from sources without U. S.'
XU. S. tax=Credit.
Total net income

Where, however, there is a capital net loss instead of a capital
net gain, the base of the tax is not gross income computed under
section 22 less deductions allowed by section 28. On the contrary,
the base of the computation is the ordinary net income, although the
tax on ordinary net income is reduced by a percentage of the capital
net loss. Therefore, the limitation under section 181(b) of the Revenue Act of 1082, where there is a capital net loss, would be expressed
as follows:
Net income from sources without U. S.'
XU. S. tax=Credit.
Ordinary

net income

The result of the foregoing is to permit in every case a fair allowance for foreign taxes paid where there is income irom sources ivithin
the United States, but the formulae or fractions shown above do not,
permit the foreign taxes to absorb entirely the taxes applicablc to net
income from sources within the United States. The above conclusions do no violence to the statute but give effect to the intention of
Congress to avoid double taxation by permitting a credit for foreign
taxes and at the same time requiring the taxpayer to pay tax on
income derived froni sources within this country. In answer to the
specific questions submitted, it is held that:
(1) The credit for foreign taxes may be allowed even though a
taxpayer has a capital net loss from sources within the United States
which exceeds his ordinary net income.
(2) Where such capital net loss is less than the ordinary income,
the denominator to be used under section 181(b) of tlie Revenue Act
of 1082 is ordinary net income. "
(8) Where the taxpayer has a capital net gain from sources within
the United States, the ainount thereof should be included in the denominator of the fraction used as the limitation under section 181(b)
of the Revenue Act of 1082, that is to say, the clenominator is "total
net income.

"

"

Cr'eneral

HI:II1IAX OLIPEIAXT,
of the Treasury.

Counsel for the Departnicnt

AIITiciz 00;&: Countries which do or do not s;itisfy the
similar credit requirement.
nEVENUI: ACT

Netherlands

Government.

OIi'

10 2.

(See I. T. 20SO, page 140.)
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698: Limitations on credit for
foreign taxes.

XV-2-7899

Anrioiw

0. C. M. 16029

REVENUE ACT OF 1932.

A dividend received by a citizen of the United States on stocir
of a domestic corporation must be treated as income from sources
without the United States, for the purpose of computing the limitation on the credit for foreign taxes under section 131 of the Revenue Act of 1982, if. such dividend under section 119 of the Act is
defined as income from sources without the United States.
A dividend received by a citizen of the United States from a
foreign corporation must be treated as income from sources within
the United States, for the purpose of computing the limitation on
the credit for fore:gn taxes under section 131 of the Revenue Act
of 1932, if such dividend under section 119 of that Act is defined
as income from sources within the United States.

An opinion is requested relative to the computation of the credit
for foreign taxes under the following circumstances:
During the year 1932, the taxpayer, a citizen of the United States,
received a dividend of a dollars from the M Corporation and a dividend of 2z dollars from the 0 Corporation.
The M Corporation is
a, domestic corporation, incorporated
under the laws of the State of
R, and during the three preceding years derived its entire gross income from a foreign country.
The 0 Corporation is a foreign cor-

poration and during the three preceding years derived 50 per cent
or more of its gross income from sources within the United States.
The question submitted makes it necessary to consider the meaning
of certain phraseology used in section 119 of the Revenue Act of
1932 and its relationship to similar phraseology contained in section

131 of that Act.
Section 119 of the Revenue Act of 1932, relating to income from
sources within the United States, in so far as material, reads as
follows:
SEc. 119. INcoME

FRQM sonRGEs wITHIN

UNITED STATEs.

—

Gro~s income frozen sources in United States. The following items of
gross income shall be treated as income from sources within the United States:

(a)

—

(2) Dividends. The amount received as dividends—
(A) from a domestic corporation other than a corporation entitled to the
benefits of section 251, and other than a corporation less than 20 per centum of
whose gross income is shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner to have
been derived from sources within the United States, as determined under the

provisions of this section, for the 3-year period ending with the close of the
taxable year of such corporation preceding the declaration of such dividends
(or for such part of such period as the corporation has been in existence), or
(B) from a foreign corporation unless less than 69 per centum of the gross
income of such foreign corporation for the 8-year period ending with the close
of its taxable year preceding the declaration of such dividends (or for such
part of such period as the corporation has been in existence) was derived from
sources within the United States as determined under the provisions of this

section;

—

(c) Gross income from sources wttlwut United States. The following items
of gross income shall be treated as income from sources without the United
States:

s
other than those deidved from sources within
States as provided in subsection (a) (2) of this section.

(2) Dividends

the United
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Section 181 of the Revenue Act of 19M, relating to credit for
foreign taxes, reads in part as follows:
(b) IAmit on credit. The amount of the credit taken under this section shall

—

be subject to each of the i'ollowing limitations:
(1) The amount of the credit in respect of the tax paid or accrued to any
country shall not exceed the same proportion of the tax against which such
credit is taken, which the taxpayer's net income from sources ivithin such
country bears to his entire net income for the same taxable year; and
(2) The total amount of the credit shall not exceed the same proportion of
the tax against which such credit is taken, which the taxpayer's net income
from sources ivithout the United States bears to his entire net income for the
same taxable year.

It is the opinion of this once that in applying section 131(b) the
territorial source of the taxpayer's income is to be determined by reference to the provisions of section 110. This is the implication of
section 181(e) of the Revenue Act of 19M, which provides in part as
follows:
The credits provided in this section shall be allowed only ii' the taxpayer
establishes to the satisfaction of the Commissioner
(1) the total amount of
income derived from sources without tlie United States, determined as provided,
in section 119,

It is also the implication of article 602, Regulations 77, which con
tains the statement, "As to the meaning of ' sources ' see section 119.'"
Likewise, in enacting the Revenue Act of 1984& Congress assumed
that section 110 defined the territorial source of income for the purpose of applying section 181. The report of the Senate Committee
on Finance (Report No. 558, on the revenue bill of 1934, pago 8S)
contains the following statement:
An amendment
has been made to subsection (a)2(B) of the House bill.
Under the House bill dividends from foreign corporations (50 per cent or ruore
of the gross income of which was derived from sources ivithin the United States)
are subject both to normal tax and surtax in the hands of an individual and are
fully subject to income tax in the hands of a recipient corporation, and at the
same time such dividends are taxable in full by the country under the laws of
which the corporation is organized.
Unless such dividends are treated for
credit purposes as income from sources without the United States, a citizen
of the United States or a domestic corporation will be unable to take a credit
against its Federal income tax for the income taxes paid to a foreign couutry
on such dividends.
This follows because of the limitation on the credit for
foreign taxes contained in section 181(b) of the House bill. Iu order to rectify
tliis situation and provide for a credit in such cases, your committee has
amended the House bill so that dividends from such foreign corporations ivill
be treated i' or purposes of section 181 as income from sources without the
United States.

Consequently, there was added to section 119(a)2(B) the words
dividends from a foreign corporation shall, for the purposes
of section 181 (relating to foreign tax credit) be treated as income
from sources without the United States.
t is evident that the
amendment to section 110(a) 2(B) as it appears in i.he Revenue Act
of 1934 was not regarded as being merely clarifying, but was intended to nial.-e a material change in the law,
In view of the foregoing, it is the opinion of this oKce that in
applying section 181 of the Revenue Act of 10M dividends received
from a foreign corporation must be considered as income from
sources within the United States if 50 per cent or more of the foreign corporation's gross income for the period prescribed by statute
was derived from sources ivithin the United States; and that divi-

"but

"

$212, Art. 1042.]

dends received from a domestic corporation must be considered as
income from sources without the United States if 80 per cent or
more of its gross income for the period prescribed by statute was
derived from sources without the United States.
From the above it is concluded:
(1) A dividend received by a citizen of the United States on stocl&
in a domestic corporation must be treated as income from sources
without the United States, for the purpose of computing the limitation on the credit for foreign taxes under section 131 of the Revenue Act of 1932, if such dividend under section 119 of the Act is
defined as income from sources without the United States, and
(2) A dividend received by a citizen of the United States from
a foreign corporation must be treated as income from sources within
the Umted States for the purpose of computing the limitation on the
credit for foreign taxes under section 131 of the Revenue Act of
1982, if such dividend under section 119 of that Act is defined as
income from sources within the United States.
ROBERT

H.

JACKSON)

Elssistant General Compel for the

Bureau of Internal Eeeenue.

SUPPLEMENT

E.—
ESTA.TES

AND TRUSTS.

—

SECTION 167. INCOME FOR BENEFIT OF GRANTOR.
ARTIOLE

881: Income of trusts taxable to grantor.
REVENUE ACT OF 1932.

Income of trust which inures to benefit of grantor,
4435, page 143.)
SUPPLEMENT H.

—NONRESiDENT

(See Mim.

ALIEN INDIVIDUALS.

—

SECTION 212. GROSS INCOME.
ARTIOLE

1042: Exclusion of earnings of foreign ships from

gross income.

REVENUE ACT OF 1932.

Belgium, equivalent exemption.

(See I. T. 2969, page 144.)

1042: Exclusion of earnings of foreign ships
from gross income.

ARTicLE

REVENUE ACT OF 1932.

Equivalent exeniption

—Spain.

(See

I. T. 2975, page

144.)
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INCOME TAX RULINGS.

—PART

III.

REVENUE ACT OF 1928.

—

SUBTITLE B. GENERAL PROVISIONS.
PART

II.—
COMPUTATION

OF NET INCOME.

—

SECTION 22(a). GROSS INCOME: GENE&RAL

DEF INITIO'N.

51: What

ARTIGLE

included in gross income.
REVENUE ACT OF 1028.

Taxability of income of restricted Indians of the
Tribes. (See G. C. M. 16020, page 78.)

51: What

ARTIULE

I&'ive

Civilized

includ. ed in gross income.
REVENUE ACT OF 1028.

Taxability of income of restricted members
Tribe. (See G. C. M. 1'G100, page 80. )
ARTIOI. E

51: What

included

of the Osage Indian

XV-10—7083
Ct. . D. 1087

in gross income.

—REVENUE ACT OF 1028—DECISION
INCOME —
ASSIGNMENT —
TESTAMENTARY TRUST.
INCOME TAX

OI COURT,

An assignment, by the life beneficiary of a testamentary
trust,
of all right, title, and interest in the trust fund was invalid, where
the will provided that payments of trust income should be niade to
the beneficiary ivithout power of anticipation by voluntary or involuntary assignment or otherwise, aud trust inconie paid to the
assignee, pursuant to the instrument of assignment, was taxable

to the bencticiary.

DISTRIOT CoURT oF THE UNITED STATEs FDR THE DIsTRIcT

Alice

S. Aing

v. United

[November

os hIAssacHUsETTS.

Sta,'es of America.
4, 1935.]

OPINION.

SwEENET, J. : Tliis is an action at law to recover a deficiency assessment of
income tax for the years 1929 and 1980. The point of law involveil disposes
of the claims for both years as they are filed undir the s;ime circumstances.
The plaintiff contends that since the petitioner had assigned all of her right,
title aml interest in a trust fund hereinafter set forth in tlie a reed statement
of facts, and that, not being entitled to income under th;it trust fund, the
laconic was not taxable to her. The defendant questions the validity of the
assi nmcnt by the petitioner, and contends that, since the purported assignnieut
was invalid, the income thereunder was incoiue due her Ivithin the nieani;&g
of section 21 of i. he Revenue Act of 192S (26 U. S. C. A. , section 2021).

The court adopts as its findings

of fact the following agreed statement

facts:

of

"It is hereby stipulated by and between the parties hereto by their respective
attorneys, that the fol)owing facts may be taken as true upon the trial of
this case, subject to the right of either party to object, on grounds of irreleto any of the facts herein stipulated, and subject
vancy or immateriality,
further to the right of either of the parties to introduce other and further
evidence not inconsistent with any of the facts herein stipulated to be true.
"On Deceinber 1, 1913, the will oi Henry P. King, late of Beverly, Mass. ,
rh. ceased, was duly proved and allowed in the probate court for the county of
Essex. The said will, in so far as pertinent to this case contaius the following
provisions:
" 'All the rest and residue of my property of every nature I give to my
trustees h reinafter named upon the following trust, to pay the net income
thereof to my wife Alice S. King upon her own sole order or receipt for and
during her life and atter her death to apply so much of said income for the
maintenance and etlucation of my son Henry P. King, Jr., as my trustees
shall deem necessary adding the unexpended balance of income to principal
until he shall have attained the age of twenty-one (21) years snd thereafter
to pay over to him as much of the net income of said trust fund as in their
absolute discretion my trustees shall decide as best for his interests adding the
unexpended balance thereof if any to principal until he shall have attained
the age of thirty (30) years and after my said son shall have attained the
age of 30 years to pay over to him such part or the whole of the principal of
said trust fund at such time or times as mv trustees shall in their absolute
discretion decide as best for his interests paying over or withholding
(or
part each) in their discretion the net income of such part or the whole of said
trust fund as shall not have been paid over to him as aforesaid and upon the
death of my said son to pay over and distribute such of said' trust fund as
shall not have been previously paid over and distributed to and among his
children in equal shares and/or to their issue by right of representation «nd in
case my said son shall die without leavin issue surviving him then to my
sister Sarah K. Weld or if she shall be not then living to her children in
I also empower
equal shares and/or their issue by right of represeutation.
rnv trustees in case my said son shall marry to pay over during his lifetime
to or for the benefit of his wife, or children or both such portion or the whole
of the income of said trust fund as my trustees in their absolute discretion
shall deem best and in such manner as they deem best. Payments of income
hereunder are to be made upon the sole order or receipt of the beneficiary
without power of anticipation by voluntary or involuntary assignment or otherwise and free from the control of any creditors. '
"The petitioner in this case is the Alice S. King mentioned in said wilt.
The petitioner aud the trustees under the said will and Henry P. King, formerly
Jr. , all executed a certain instrument on April 1, 1920, in these words:
" ' That

ENow ALL MEN Bx THEsE PREsENTs

v;hereas Henry P. King late of Beverly, Mass. , deceased, by his will
duly proved and allowed in the probate court, county of Essex, December 1,
1918 (Rec. Book 710, page 42), gave all the rest and residue of his property
to his trustees upon trust to pay the net income thereof to his wife Alice S.
King for aud during her lite, and after her death for the benefit of his son,
IIenry P. Ein, Jr. , and upon certain other trusts therein more particularly set
forth, and
'Whereas said Henry P. King, Jr., has now attained the age of twenty-one
(21) years and has married, and I desire to waive in his behalf and release
absolutely my beneficial life estate under said will.
to "him
'
Now THEaEPoEE, I, Alice S. King, widow of said Henry P. King, in
consideration thereof and of one dollar and other valuable considerations paid
by said Henry P. King, Jr. , receipt of which is acknowledged, do hereby waive,
release and surrender, and in confirmation of such waiver, release and surrender, do hereby assign, transfer and set over unto the said Henry P. King,
Jr., all of my said life estate and all my beneficial interest under said trust,
and authorize and direct to the trustees hereunder henceforth to pay over to
him the income at such times and in such manner as is provided in said wiii
to be paid to me, and I hereby release and discharge the trustees from all
liability and obligation to me under said will, and agree to indemnify them

"
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and hold them harmless for all liabilii:y or damage which
for any payments made or acts done in consequence hereof.

they shall incur'

" 'ALrcE

S. Krxa.
(Signed)
In consideration of the foregoing assignment and agreement oi' indemnity
me, William S. Spaulding, John T. Spaulding and Edward M. ~&Veld, trustees
under the will of Henry P. King, hereby accept said vaiver and assignment
and agree to be governed thereby so far as is consistent mith the terms of

"

'

said will,

(Signed)
(Signed)
(Signed)

" 'In

" ' WILLIAm S. SPAELnrxo,
" ' Jorrx T. SPAI&Lnrxo.

"

'

EnwARn

M. WELn.

cousideration of the foregoing I, Henry P. King (formerly Henry P.
King, Jr. ), hereunto set my hand and seal in token of my assent thereto and
acceptance thereot.
APRIL

1, 1920.'

(S;gned)

"'HExRv P. Kixo.

[Seal. ]

"Said Henry P. King, Jr. , mas born on January 12, 1898, and is nom known
as Henry P. King. In pursuance of said instrument Lbe said trustees in the
years 1929 and 1030 paid over all the net income from the said trust to the
said Henry P. King. The petitioner did not include the said income in her
E&ederal income tax returns for the calenrlar years 1929 and 1930. With respect
to the petitioner, 's I&'ederal income tax for the calendar year 1929 a deficiency
assessment of $4, 540. 6 was assessed. to the petitioner on account of the said
income from the said trust for the year 1929. A lil-e &leficiency mas assesse1
against the petitioner for the year 1930 in the amount of $2, 175.62 on account
of the income from the said trust during the year 1930.
"The petitioner is and has been at all material times a citizen of the Unite(1
The
of Massachusetts.
SLates and a resident of Beverly in the Commonwealth
mentioned deficiency assessment for the calendar
petitioner paid the above —
year 1929 on May 1S, 1032, and later on August 0, 1932, the petitioner paid
$606.65 as interest assessed on said deficiency for 19"9. Tbe petitioner paid
for the calendar year 1930 on July
Lhe amount of the deficiency assessment
1, 1032, and later on Au ust 12, 1932, paid $176.58 as interest assessed on said
deficienc for Lbe calenilar year 1930. All thc aforementioned payments mere
made to Thomas W, White, collector of intern;il revenue at Boston, Mass. , mho
was no longer in office as collector of internal revenue ivhen the present petiOn April 17, 1933, petitioner filed claims for refund for
tion mas brought.
the tax vears 1929 and 1930 in the respective amounts of $4, 540.26 with interest,
'I'he said claims for rei'uncl alleged the same
and $2, 175.62 with interest.
of tax liability of the petitioner as Ivere set
grounds for the redetermination
forth in the petition in tliis case. The petition was "filed mithin tmo years
of the disallowance of the respective claims for refund,
Under these facts it is clear that tlie decision in this case must turn on
tlie right of the petitioner Lo alienate the income provided for her by the trust
fuild.

In deciding this question this court is bound by the Massachusetts decisions
(I&r&&arliurton
v,
as to the validity and construction of a spenilthrift trust.
1flrtte, 176 U. S, , 4S4; Frculer v. IIclrcring, 291 U. S., 35, 45 [Ct. D. 782, C. B.
XIII—1, 242]. )
It has long been the ettled rule in Massachusetts that a testator may, in
creating an equitable interest in a trust, fund for another, impose such limitations on the right to alienate or anticipate the fund as may be rleemed necessary, and to restrict the fund created from the direct or indirect attachment
(B& oad&rag National Bank v. A&inn&s, 133 Mass. , 170; Boston
of creditors.
Safe Deposit &4 Trust Co. v. L»ke, 220 Mass. , 484; IIaskcll v. IIaskell, 234 Mass. ,
442. )

the intent
In construing a trust created by a ivill, recourse must be harl totestator
set
the
of the testator as expressed in the will, In the instant case
"ivithout power of
up a spendthrift trust providing that the beneficiary " vvas
Considering the instruanticipation by voluntary or involuiitary assignment.
ment as a whole, it seems obvious that the testator intended to create a trust,
the income of which mould be paid to the petitioner during her lifetime. Plainly
it was intended that she would not have the right to receive other than the
income from this i'und as it matured, and was mithout the power to dispose of
ber future interest in the fund by assignment or otherwise.
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The petitioner argues that the prohibition against anticipation by assignment
does not in any way limit the power to assign, and that since the power to
assign was not denied to her that the conveyance of her interest in the trust
Anticipatn her son was valid. It is diificult to follow this line of argument.
tion is defincd as "used in the present for what is to accrue; dealing with the
(Words and Phrases, Volume I, 216.) The testator
income before it is due.
particularly set up a limitation against the right of the beneficiary to anticipate
or dispose of her future income. He particularly provided that she could not
To hold that the assignment here
&lispose in the present of her future interest.
is valid would in effect run counter to the intent of the testator.
The contention of the petitioner that she was in effect merely releasing the
trustees from the further obligations of making payments to her under the
trust falls to the ground by the force of its own weight, when reference is made
to the fact that she directed the trustees to pay her future income to her son.
The third contention of the petitioner is that the assignment if not good as
a present assignment was, nevertheless, a binding and unconditional contract
under which the petitioner never had an equitable right to the income. It is
unsound in the light of the foregoing. Under a valid spendthrift trust such a
contract would be invalid. It could not be valid as an assignment of a future
interest for the right of anticipation was particularly denied this petitioner.
In view of this decision it is not necessary to pass on the respondent's request
for rulings. The petitioner's requests for rulings in so far as they are consistent with this opinion are granted; in so far as they are inconsistent with
this opinion are not granted.
The action is dismissed.

"

ARTIcLE

51: What

included in gross income.
REVENUE ACT OF 1928.

Proceeds of embezzlement.

(See

68: Sale and retirement
tion of its bonds.

6. C. M. 16579, page

by corpora-

ARTIGLE

82.)

XV-11-7996
Ct. D, 1091

—REVENUE ACT OF 192S—DECISION OF COURT.
—
1. INCDME PURCHASE BY CORPDRATIoN oF ITS OWN BoNDs.
INCOIIE TAX

An operating railroad corporation (on the accrual basis) which
purchased some of its own bonds in 1930 at a price less than par,
at which they were issued in 1909, realized taxable gain in the
year of purchase to the extent of the difference between the par
issue price and the lower purchase price.
2. DEcisioN AFFIRMED.
Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (31 B. T. A. , 62) affirmed.

S.

CERTIORARI DENIED.

Petition for certiorari denied October 14, 1935.
UNITED STATEs CIRGUIT CDUBT OF APPEALs FDB THE THIRD CIROUIT.

Jfontane,

Wtfofntng

cf

Bonthern

Before

Rattroad

flo. , pettttoner, v. commissioner
Revenue, t'espondent.
Petition for review from the United States Board of Tax Appeals.

Internal

of

BUFFINoTON and THo~psoN,

Circuit Judges, and JoHNsoN, District
Judge.

[May 16, 1935.]
OPINION.

Per curiainf In this income tax case it appears the taxpaver, an operatinE
railroad corporation, had, in 1909, in the purchase of railroad property, issue8
$900,000 of its own bonds at par. In the tax year of 1960 it bought back
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$55,000 par value of these bonds for $89,882.50. While it has not surrendered
such bonds to the trustee for cancellation, it still owns them and by its purchase
On hearing, the Comhas proportionately paid such part of its indebtedness.
missioner held the taxpayer had made a profit of the difference between the
par issue price and the lower purchase price. The Tax Board approved the
Commissioner's holding, saying "The principle applicable here is that of United
Statee v. XA'bg Lntmber Co. (284 U. S., 1 [Ct. D. 420, C. B. X—2, 856]) and
Jfebeerlng v. Smertoan Chicle Co. (291 U. 8., 426 [Ct. D. 809, C. B. XIII—1,
"
265]), in both of which the taxpayers bought in bonds at less than face value.
Board's
atiirmed.
it
is
Tax
ruling,
error
in
the
Finding no

—

SECTION 98(a). DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS
INCOME: EXPENSES.
ARTIGLE

121: Business expenses.
REVENUE ACT OF 1928.

Commissions

of organization.
ARTIULE

paid by corporation on sale of stock at or near time
(See Ct. D. 1099, page 198.)

121: Business expenses.
REVENUE ACT OF 1928.

Fees of attorneys for prosecution of claims before Mixed Claims
(See Ct. D. 1100, page 172.)

Commission.
ARTIOLE

121: Business expenses.
REVENUE ACT OF 1928.

Dividends on preferred stock of lessor corporation
under guaranty.
(See Ct. D. 1125& page 167.)

paid by lessee

—

SECTION 23(c). DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS
INCOME: TAXES GENERALLY.
ARTIGLE

151: Taxes.

Revocation
page 104.)

of

I. T.

REVENUE ACT OF 1928.

0472 (C.

B. VIII—1, 74). (See I. T.

2968,

—

SECTION 28(e). DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME:
LOSSES BY INDIVIDUALS.
ARTIOLE

XV—8—7964
Ct. D. 1081

171:Losses.
INCOME TAX

—REVENUE

Loss —
1. DEDUcTIQN —
AND

—DECISION

ACT OB' 1928

PUROHARE AND
SUBSIDIARY CORPORATIONS.

OF COURT.

SALE oF SECURITIEs

—PARENT

Ivhere a corporation (not an insurance company), with the evident purpose of bettering the Qnancial standing of its wholly
owned subsidiaries (insurance companies), purchased from them
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certain securities at their original cost, which greatly exceeded their
then market value, and immediately sold the securities through
brokers at market price, it is not entitled to deduct as a loss the
difference between the amount paid for the securities and the price
at which they were sold.

2.

DECIsloN AFFIRMED.

Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (80 B. T. A. , 418) affirmed.

8.

CERTIoRARI DENIED.

Petition for certiorari denied October 14, 1985.
UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE THIRD CIRCUIT.

Pennsylvania

Indemnity

Co., petitioner, v. Commissioner
respondent.

of Internal Revenue,

Petition for review from the United States Board of Tax Appeals.

Before

BUFFINGToN, DAvIs, and THOMPsoN,

Circuit Judges.

[March 27, 1985.]
OPINION.

Per curiam: The pertinent facts in this income tax case are as follows:
The Pennsylvania Indemnity Co. acquired in 1980 from its wholly owned subsidiaries certain securities having a then market value of $420, 051, which it
immediately sold through brokers for $420, 782.25. For those securities the
taxpayer paid $666,967.37 to its subsidiaries.
The sole question .is whether
the taxpayer has a right to deduct $247, 687.29 from its gross income, representing the ditference between the amount it paid its subsidiaries and the
amount ultimately received from resale. The Tax Board held it had no right
to deduct; thereupon the taxpayer took this appeal. We are of opinion no
error was committed by the Board.
The situation was that the financial standing of the taxpayer's two, wholly
owned, subsidiary companies had been, to that extent, impaired by the drop
in value of their assets of some $270, 000. Evidently with the purpose of
restoring such depreciation, the owning company took over the depreciated
assets, not at their then market price, but at their original cost price, and
immediately sold the same at market price and at a loss of some $246, 000.
Measured by the ordinary relations of life, it was the old story of a father
making good the loss of his son's business and starting him again with an
unimpaired capital. The order of the Board is aiiirmed.
ARTicx, E

171: Losses.

XV—11—7997

Ct. D. 1092

INCOME TAX

—REVENUE

—DECISION

ACT OF 1928

1. DEDUcTICN —
Loss —
SALE oF STocK—
WHNPHER

OP COURT.

BoNA FIDE SALte

Where the taxpayer authorized her husband to deliver to a
broker for sale certain shares of stock, with the admitted purpose
of establishing a tax loss, her son purchased the stock with borrowed Inoney, within two weeks of the sale the taxpayer gave the
son the money to discharge his loan, and within a year the son
returned the stock to hcr without consideration, the alleged sale
was not bona fide, and no deductible loss was sustained.
2. BCARD oF TAx APPEALs FINDINGs CF PAc T CCNULUsloN CF
LAw.

—

—

The facts presented to the Board of Tax Appeals furnished substantial evidence from which it could find that no bona fide sale
was made. The Board's finding was not so arbitrary as to constitute a denial of due process and was not contrary to the "undisputed evidence, " nor was its conclusion, from the ultimate facts
found, unwarranted in law,
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APPIRMEI&.

Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (29

4.

B. T. A. , 931)

affirmed.

CERrroRArI DEvizi&.

Petition for certiorari denied O.tober 14, 1935.

or APPEAI. s roa IHE Fnis. Ciaciur.
for re»ie&c, v. Commissioner of Internal

UNIIEn SrAIEs CIRct&Ir Coi&ar

Luella IIogt Slagton, petitioner

&'

Reuenue.

Appeal from Board of Tax Appeais.

Before BINoIIAM, WnsoNI and Moarox,
[5Iarch 26, 1935.]

JJ.

OPINION.

Wir. sov, J. : This is a petition by a taxpayer for a review of a decision of
the Board of Tax Appeals under section 1003(a) (b) of the Revenue Act of
1926. It involves a deficiency tax for the year 1928. The deficiency tax was
assessed by reason of a refusal by the Commissioner to allow a deduction for
a loss of approximately $139,000 due to an alleged sale by the taxpayer of
1,500 shares of stock in the IIoyt Shoe Co. The stock at the time of sale was
represented by trust certificates which were transferable.
They were a part
of a large issue of such certificates which had been issued at the request of
bankers, who had in 1927 advanced to the shoe company large sums of money
and taken over the management of the company, which at the time was fmanBoth Mrs. Slayton and her husband held otlier stocl- in
cially embarrassed.
the company than the shares, the transfer of which has given rise to this
controversy.
The Commissioner, upon a report of the facts connected with the sale by the
deputy collector as a result of an examination of the taxpayer's return and
an investigation of the alleged sale by a Federal revenue agent, disallowed the
deductions on the ground that uo bona fide sale was made. The Boar(1 of Tiix
Appeals afFirmed his finding.
The 18 assignm«. nts of error in her petition for review may be sunimarize«l
as follows: That the Board erred in finding that no bona )Me sale took place,
that its findings do uot support its judgment, and that the Board errcd iii not
basing its conclusion on facts supported by "undisputed testimony. "
The Board of Tax Appeals is not a court. It is an executive or administra.
tive board, upon the decision of which tlie parties are given an opportunity to
base a petition for review to the courts. (Old Colong Trust Co. v. Con&missioner, 279 U. S., 710, 725 [Ct. D. 80, C. B. VIII —2, 222], ) On revieiv tlie courts
may modify or reverse a decision of the Board only when it is not in accordance with law.
boards, the Supreme
In speaking of ihe scope of review of administrative
Court in Pliitlips v. Co&nmissioncr (283 U. S., 5S9, 600 [Ct. D. 350, C. B. X-l,
2G4]) said:
has long been settled tliat determinations of fact for ordinary administrative purposes are not subject to revieiv. ~ ~ " Such administrative findings on issues of fact are accepted by the court as conclusive if the evidence
was legally suificient to sustain them and there was no irregularity iu the
proceedings. "
In Tagg Bros. «f- 1(IoorcI&ead ct al. v. United States ct aL (280 U. S., 420, 44'&)
the court said:
has been settle«l in cases arising under the Interstate Commerce Act that
if an orcler rests upon an erroneous rule of law (Interstate Commerce Cn&nmisston v. Diffenbaugho 222 U. S., 42), or is based upon a fiiiding made without
evidence (Chicago Junction case, 264 U. S., 25S, 203), or upon evidence which
clearly does not support it (I&iterstate Con&merce Commission v. U&iion Pacific
R. R. Co. , 222 U. S., 541, 547; I&e&c Raglan«l D: isions case, 201 U. S., 184, 203;"
Colorado v. United States, 271 U. S., 153, 1GG), the order must be set aside.
In Interstate Commcrce Comniission v. I'ou&s'stile «f. X«&sh pille R. R. Co. (2'&7
U. S., 8S, 91), the court said:
"In the comparatively few cases in wliich such questions have arisen it has
orders, quasi judicial in clmrbeen distinctly recognized that admhiistrative
acter, are void if a hearing was denied; ii' that granted was inadequate or

"It
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manifestly unfair; if the finding was contrary to the 'indisputable character
of the evidence' (Tantg Tntnt v. Edsett, 228 U. S., 673, 681; CNnt Yoh, v. Vatteil
States, 208 U. S., 8, 18; Lono Wah Suey v. 13aottnts, 225 U. S., 460, 468; ZakonMite
v. Wolf, 226 U. S., 272);
" or, if the facts found do not, as a matter of law,
support the order made.
In Traott v. Comnrtissionter (53 Fed. (2d), 575, 578 [Ct, D 468, C. B. XI—1,
205]) the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, in interpreting the
decisions of the Supreme Court, well said:
"We assume, therefore, that the court may, and should, in every case iu
which a hearing was had and evidence was introduced before the Board, look
into such evidence to determine whether it was 'legally sufficient to sustain'
It is not required to weigh
the findings maile. The court need go no further.
of witnesses; nor may it usurp
the evidence, or to determine the credibility
the power of administrative decision. n n ~ The analogy to an appeal in
equity, suggested but not adopted in our decision in Collie v. Commissioner (32
Fed. (2:1), 753), can not now be considered a close one. The question of the
March 1, 1913, value of property is a question of fact, and a decision of this
sort reached by the taxing officer or board wi;hin the scope of the authority
conferred by law, when made in good faith, and in the absence of gross mistake
(Cf.
or other irregularity, has long been held by the courts as conclusive.
Hagerty v. Haitdlestont, H'ntbband n4 Co. , 60 Ohio St., 149, 165, 166. ) This is
the decision of the Taxing Board must prevail
but another way of saying that
if it is not contrary to the ' indisputable character of the evidence' or if the
The evidence is legally
evidence is 'legally sufficient to sustain' such finding.
sufiicient to sustain the finding if there be substantial evidence to support it,
and the record as a whole does not clearly, convincingly, or even possibly,
' indisputably ' require a contrary conclusion.
In order to reverse the Board of Tax Appeals under section 1008(b) of the
1926 Act, because it is contrary to law, it must appear that the Board has
found the facts on which its decision rests, without any substantial evidence
to support its findings; or it has denied the taxpayer a fair hearing, either by
refusing to receive relevant and material evidence, or by other arbitrary pro.
ceedings; or has orred as a matter of law in the conclusion it reached from the
ultimate facts found. A fact found contrary to "indisputable evidence" or
without "legally sufficient evidence" is only another way of saying that the
finding was without substantial evidence to support it.
It is urged, because the taxpayer in this case testified that, acting upon
her husband's advice she indorsed the certificate of stock in question and
authorized her husband to deliver it to some broker for sale at a price established by her husband, and that she did not know her son had bought it until
her husband told her and asked her if she was willing to give her son the
money to pay for it, which she did; and because her son corroborated this
testimony, and the Government presented no witness who disputed it; a finding that the sale was not bona flite was contrary to the "undisputed evidence"
and without any evidence to support" it, aud was therefore erroueous in law.
but may not from all the evidence in the
Oral testimony may be "undisputed,
case constitute "indisputable evidence. "
There are some unusual features to this case which we think warranted the
Board in arriving at the conclusion it did. It was not an open, direct sale
to a member of the family, as in Connsmissionter v. Hale (67 Fed. (2d), 561),
in which the purchase was made after sales in the open market, and paid
for out of the independent means of the purchaser.
To determine whether the Board's conclusion had support in the evidence, it
is necessary to have a clear understanding of the situation of the parties at
the time of transfer to the son. The husband, Hovey E. Slayton, became connected with the Hovt Shoe Co. in 1908, and, after the death of his wife' s
father, who organized the company, Mr. Slayton became its president, treasurer
It met financial reverses in 1927 and the management
and general manager.
was taken over by a banking house which has advanced large sums of money
to enable it to continue. Mr. Slayton then organized a corporation known as
the Slayton-Learoyd Co. to take over the sale of the trust shares in the
Investors Trust, the agency for which had formerly been
Massachusetts
ha. ndled by the Learoyd, Foster & Co., a brokerage house dealing in these
shares and in other stocks.
The son, after graduating from college, worked for a time for the Hoyt
Shoe Co., and in August, 1928, was employed or was connected with Learovd,
Foster & Co., and on biovember 1, 1928, was employed by the Sla.yton-Learoyd

"
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Co., of which his father was an OIIicer, and which occupied the same oifices as
Learoyd, Foster & Co.
Mrs. Slayton knew little about the business of the Hoyt Shoe Co. except
as she was told by her husband.
Her transfer of the stock was at his suggestion and from her testimony he clearly acted as her agent in arranging
for the transfer of the shares.
It is significant that the alleged sale was not made direct to the son. Mrs.
Slayton apparently did not know to what brolrerage house the certificate ivas
given for sale. The husband arranged it all. The son's account of his alleged
can explain how I came to go to
purchase of the stock was as follows:
Li'. M. Hamlin & Co. to buy the securities.
When I first spoke to father about
I
knew
that
he was anxious to establish it as a tax loss, and
buying the stock,
I said I was willing to buy the stock at its fair value, which he set on it, and
with
Learoyd, Foster & Co. to find out where I could
I made arrangements
take care of that stock, to pick it up as I sliould, in a legal way, and I left
the matter at that time entirely up to them. "
Of course, both the father and son knew where it coul(1 be "picked up.
No adequate reason appears why ilie son could not have dealt directly with
Lr. M. Hamlin & Co. and borrowed the money of Slayton-Learoyd
Co., in which
his father was an oificer and he was an employee, or his father and mother at
the outset could not have given him the money to purchase the stock, except
it would not then have had the appearance of a bona fide sale. We think the
Board was warranted in finding from the testimony that, while Mrs. Slayton
had been made by
did not know at the time of the sale that arrangements
the husband for the son to buy, she intrusted the entire transaction to her
husband to carry it out as her agent, and is a matter of law his knowledge was
hers as were his acts. The Board may ivell lmve found that the father,
through L&'. M. Hamlin & Co., who sold a like amount of the stock to the son
at the same time, delivered his and his ivife's certificates to Y. M. Hamlin &
Co. , and that the son, who conferred with the father witli reference to the
transaction, knew perfectly well ivhere they could be "picl-ed up" when he
intrusted the deal to Learoyd, I ostcr & Co.
Within tivo weeks of the sale the Inoney was given to the son by Mrs. Slayton
to pay for her stock, or to discharge his loan, and before the cnd of the next
year the son returned to each parent without consideration the same shares he
had acquired in this manner.
It was not necessary for the Board to find that
the testimony of Mrs. Slayton, or that of the son, was or was not truthful, and
the testimony of counsel has little, if any, bearing on the issue here.
The wife naturally relied on hcr husband; the husband was advised that by
a sale a deductible iax loss could bc created. He attenipted to perfect it, but
from the indirect course taken to br!n it about, together with the admitted
fact that Mrs. Slayton gave the son the money for tlie stock, who within a
year returned the stock to her ivithout any consideration, furnished substantial
evidence from which the Board could find that no bona fid sale was made.
It can not be said that there ivas no evidence to support the findings of the
Board, or that it was so arbitrary as to co~stitute a denial of due process, or
iviis arrived at a ainst "indisputable testimony, " or that the conclusion of the
Board from the facts found was uot warranted in laiv.
The actual facts ani'I not form is the determining factor in these cases. See
(decided by the Supreine Court
Oregorg, Petr. , v. Hen eriag, Commissioner
January 7, 1935 [Ct. D. 911, C. B. XIV—1, 193] L involving an alleged bona fide
reorganization of a corporation to reduce taxation.
The decision of the Board of Tax Appeals is alarmed.

"I

"

—

SECTION N (l;). DEDUCTIONS FROAI GROSS
INCOliiK: DEPRECIATION.

XV—24—8122
Ct. D. 11M

201: Depreciation.
(Also Section 23(a), Article 121.)

ARTIcLE

INCO:iIE TAX

—REvENUE

ACT OE IORS

LEssoR
DEPREOIATIoN —
1. DEDUcrioN —

—DECISION

OI' COURT.

LxssEE CQRPoILiTIQNs.
Where a railway company leased all its properties for a period
of 999 years, the lessee company agreeing to maintain, repair, and
AND
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renew the leased property during the term of the lease and to return it to the lessor at the termination thereof in good order and
condition, neither the lessor nor the lessee is entitled to a deduction
for depreciation with respect to the leased property, under section
28(k) of the Revenue Act of 1928, since the lessee had no capital
investment therein and the lessor had sustained no loss.

2.

—

EZPENsE
NEUEssARY
AND
ORDINARY
DEDUOTICN
MENTS MADE IN PERFORMANCE OF GUARANTY.

—Loss —
PAY-

A railroad company which acquired the common stock of another
for a stated. consideration and agreed to guarantee the payment of
dividends on the preferred stock of the latter is not entitled to
a deduction in the amount of the payments made in performance
of the guaranty, either as an ordinary and necessary expense of
the business or as a loss sustained in the course of its operation,
since such payments were part of the consideration paid for the
common

8.

stock and were therefore capital expenditures.
AFFIRMED.

DECISION

Decision of the Board of Tax

4.

CERTIORARI

A.ppeals

(81 B. T. A. , 780) affirmed.

DENIED.

Petition for certiorari denied April 6, 1936,
VNPTED

STATEs CIROUIT CDURT oF APPEALs FDR THE FDURTH CIRUUIT.

Atlantic Coast
Carolina,

Ice

Ciinohfield

Railroad Co., petitioner, v. Commissioner
Revenue, respondent.

of Internal

respondent.

On petition to review the decisions of the United

Before

v. Commissioner

d Ohio Railtoatl, petitioner,
Revenue,

of Internal

States Board of Tax Appeals.

PAREER, NORTHcoTT, and SoPER,

Circuit Judges.

[January 6, 1986.]
OPINION.

SDPER, Circuit Judge: Two questions are presented by the petition for review
in these cases !1) whether either the lessor or the lessee is entitled to a
deduction for depreciation under section 23(k) of the Revenue Act of 1928
(45 Stat. , 791), when one railroad company leases equipment from another for
999 years and agrees to maintain, repair and renew the property during the
term of the lease, and (2) whether a railroad company which acquires the
common stock of another in exchange for a stated consideration,
including
a guaranty to pay dividends on the other's preferred stock, and makes payments under its guaranty, is entitled to deduct the amounts paid as ordinary
and necessary expenses or losses under section 28 (a) and (f) of the Revenue
Act of 1928. Income taxes for the years 1928, 1929, and 1980 are involved.
Vnder a lease of October 16, 1924, the Carolina, Clinchfield k Ohio Railway,
hereins. fter called the Carolina company, and its subsidiaries, leased all their
properties to the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Co., hereinafter called the
Coast Line, and the Louisville dr Nashville Railroad Co., jointly, for a period
of 999 years. The Coast Line owns 51 per cent of the stock of the Louisville
The lease provided for the payment by the lessees of money'
(k Nashville.
rental in stated amounts, certain corporate expenses of the lessors, interest
on outstanding obligations of the lessors, and all taxes upon the lessors or
the leased property, including Federal income taxes. In additio~ thereto,
the lessees agreed at their own expense to maintain, repair, renew and replace
the leased property so that the same should at all times be in substantial
repair, working order and condition, but with the right in their discretion to
replace with other property of equal value; to make such additions and betterments as in their judgment should be advisable at their own expense and
accept the bonds or other obligations of the lessors therefor; during the term

—
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of the lease, to assume all liability of the lessors in respect to maturing
obligations as set out in the lease, with the right only to receive new bonds of
the lessors payable in etfect at the end of the lease and without interest;
during the term of the lease to abide by, keep and p-rform all agreements
and covenants binding on the lessors under any of their mortgages, deeds of
trust and equipment trust agreements; and to return the leased property
at the end of the term or upon earlier termination of the lease in good order
and condition, ordinary wear and tear excepted.
Since the effective date of the lease, the accounts of all the railroad compaxdes involved have been kept in accordance with the uniform system of
accounts prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission pursuant to the
authority vested in it by the Interstate Commerce B.ct. In accordance with
this system, no charge has been made on the books of the lessors on account
of depreciation computed on the leased equipment, but depreciation has been
computed thereon and currently accrued on the books of the lessees.
The taxpayers concede that their tax liability is not controlled by the
system of accounts established in accordance with the rules and regulations
of the Interstate Commerce Commission; but the Coast Line, one of the
taxpayers, seeks to deduct from its gross income an allowance for depreciation
with respect to the property in which it had no capital investment but which
it held under the lease for 999 years. The Carolina company, the other
taxpayer, seeks in the alternative to deduct from its gross income an allowance for said depreciation on the same property which during the term of the
lease, the Coast Line was obliged to retain, repair and renew. In our opinion
neither position is tenable. It has been uniformly held that where property
is leased for a long term of years and the lessee covenants to maintain, repair
and renew the property, the lessee is not entitled to an aBowance for
depreciation because it has invested no capital in the property.
(See Welss v.
Wiener, 279 U. S„883[Ct. D. 60, C. B. VIII —1, 257]; Belt Rutlu;ay Co. v.
Commtsstoner,
88 F. (2d), 541, certiorari denied, 281 U. S., 742; Tunnel
Ratlroad Co. v. Commissioner, 61 F. (2d), 166, certiorari denied, 288 U. S.,
604. ) In respect to the lessor under such a lease, the decisions are also
unanimous to the effect that it is not entitled to an allowance for depreciation
because it has sustained no loss, in view of the fact that the lessee has
v.
assumed an obligation to maintain,
repair and renew.
(Commissioner
Terre Haute Electric Co., 67 F. (2d), 697 [Ct. D. 838, C. B. XIII—1, 295];
Georgie Raihcay !I Electric Co. v. Coinmissioner, 77 F. (2d), 897, certiorari
denied, October 14, 1985, 56 Sup. Ct. , 117.)
It is suggested by the taxpayers that in none of the cases in which these
questions have been considered did the court have before it at the same
time both the lessor and lessee railroad, and therefore did not meet the
alternative propositions
that the allowance for depreciation with respect
to the property should be made either to one or the other. The contention
that the allowance must be made to one or the other of the parties to such
a lease was, however, considered and re]ected in New 1'oris Central Railroad
Co. v. Ccmmtsstoner (79 F. (2d), 247, certiorari denied, December 23, 1935),
in the following language:
"The petitioner argues that either the lessor or the lessee of property should
have a right to deduct a reasonable amount for exhaustion and depreciation,
that under the facts at bar the lessor sustains no loss of capital, since he will
receive equivalent property upon the termination of the lease, and that therefore the loss falls upon the lessee who has the burden of restoring the property's value. The Commissioner relies upon Wetss v. W!ener (279 U. S., 838,
49 S. Ct, , 887, 78 L. Ed. , 720), as did the Board, as establishing that the
claimed deductions should not be allowed. There the taxpayer was engaged in
He
the business of taking 99-year leases, renewable forever and subletting.
claimed a deduction for depreciation of the buildings, which, it was assume&1
for purposes of the decision, he undertook to keep up to their present condition.
In disallowing the deduction, Nr. Justice Holmes pointed out' that the lessee
had not yet made any capital investment, and concluded that it is not enough
may not be carried out to
that he has made a contract that very possiblv
'
(279 U, S., 833, at page 836, 49
replace that capital at some future time.
S. Ct. , 887, 888, 78 L, Ed. , 720. ) Despite possible verbal differences in the
leases, we think Weiss v. Wiener is controlling and requires affirmance of the
Board on this issue. In the case at bar the lessee made no capital investmcnt
in the leased property.

"
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The facts with regard to the second question raised by the Coast Line relate
to an agreement of February 23, 1926, between the Coast Line and a committee
representing the bondholders of the Atlantic, Birmingham 3t; Coast Railroad Co.
which was placed in receivership in 1915, and operated by the receiver up to and
including the year 1926. During the taxable years involved, all of its stock wss
owned by the Coast Line and its income tax returns were included in the consolidated returns filed by the latter. The agreement of February 23, 1926
provided that a new company should be organized to acquire the property of
the company in receivership which should have a capitalization of $5,200, 000
par value preferred stock entitled to 5 per cent cumulative dividends, payable
semiannually, and 150,000 shares of. no par value common stock; that the preferred stock should have no power to vote except in case of a continuing default in the payment of two semiannual dividends, in which event the preferred stock should have exclusive voting power so long as the default continued; that the dividends of the preferred stock should be guaranteed by the
Coast Line; that the Coast Line should provide cash for certain specified
requirements in the total amount of approximately $3,600,000 and that the Coast
Line should be entitled to receive the entire issue of common stock in exchange
for the cash so provided. The agreement was performed and the stock of the
During each of the years 1923, 1929,
company distributed as therein provided.
and 1930, the Coast Line in compliance with its guaranty, paid the dividends
on the preferred stock, including the sum of $257, 059 to owners thereof other
than the Coast Line itself. In its returns for these years, it claimed the said
sum as a deduction, but it was disallowed by the Commissioner.
The taxpayer contends that the obvious purpose of this agreement was to
place it in a position to maintai~ and exercise continuous control of the properties of the A. , B. 4 C. Railroad Co. and to operate these properties as a part
of its railroad system. It is pointed out that the taxpayer acquired nothing
new or in addition to what it already had by the payments, and that each payment preserved for the six months' period the existing right to exclusive voting control over the affairs oi' the A. , B. 5 C. Railroad and the management of
its property. It is therefore contended that the payments were a regularly
recurring expense necessary to preserve control over the physical operations
of a part of the taxpayer's railroad system, and should be regarded either as
an ordinary and necessary expense of the business or as a loss sustained in the
course of its operation.
The argument is not without persuasive force, but we are of opinion that
the payments made by the Coast Line under its guaranty were part of the
consideration paid by it for the common stock and were therefore capital expenditures rather than losses or ordinary and necessary business expenditures.
In New. ar)r Ifilk 6 Creen Co. v. Con~issmner (34 F. (2d), 854), a dispute
between two sets of stockholders of a corporation was settled by an agreement
whereby one set acquired the stock formerly held by the other; and as part
of the agreement, the corporation guaranteed a return of 8 per cent upon the
consideration so paid for its stock for a period of 10 years. It was held that
the amounts paid under this guaranty by the corporation were not deductible
from income as an ordinary and necessary business expense, but constituted
part of the price paid by the stockholders who acquired the business in order
to get control of the company.
The Coast Line contends that if a similar view is adopted in the present
case, it will be impossible to determine the basic cost of the stock now or at
any particular time in the future, and s'. nce the Coast Line would not be relieved from the obligation of its guaranty by a sale, the transaction could
never be closed for tax purposes.
This consideration, however, would not
necessarily determine the character of the expenditures made under the guaranty, nor would any practical diificulty arise in the determination
of the
gain or loss by the taxpaver for purposes of taxation in case of a sale. If such
a sale should take place, the cost of the stock would then be determined by
reference to the cash outlay made under the agreement in 1926, including therein
such amounts as would ha~ e been paid in the performance of the guaranty, and
the profit or loss could be calculated accordingly.
If aclditional payments
under the guaranty should subsequently be required, they would be deductible
as losses for the year in which they should occur.
The decisions of the Board of Tax Appeals are alarmed.
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SECTION 23 (n) . DEDUCTIONS I'ROM GROSS INCOME:
CHARITABLE AND OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS.
ARTIGLE 262: Donations by corporations.
XV—14-8027
Ct. D. 1101
INCOME TAX

—REVENUE

1. DEDUcrroN —

—DECISION

ACT OP 1028

CRDINARY AND NEOEssARY

OF COURT.

KxeENRE —
CQNTRISUTIoNs

CHEST.
A corporation publishing a newspaper, which took aggressive
leadership in and made substantial contributions to a Community
Chest campaign in 1929 and 1%0, was not entitled to deduct the
amounts of the donations as ordinary and necessary expenses,
within the meaning of section 23(a) of the Revenue Act of. 1928,
although its attitude no doubt materially aided in the maintenance
of its good will and the expenditure may have had an advertising
value.
2. DEOIsioN REvERsxn.
Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (28 B. T. A. , 762) reversed.
TO COMMUNITY

8.

CERTIORARI DENIEo.

Petition for certiorari denied October 21, 1935.
VNITEO S'rATEs CIRCUI'r CoURT op APPEALs xoR THE FoURTH CIRcUIT.

gag 2'. IIelvcrtng,
On petitions

Gommissioner of Internal Itevenne,
Star Neu;spaper Go. , respondent.

petitioner,

v. Evening

to review the decision of the United States Board of Tax Appeals.

Before SorER, Circuit Judge, and

MoCLINTIU

and HAYEs, District Judges.

[June 10, 1M5. ]
OPINION.

HAYEs, District Judge: This is an appeal by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue from a decision of the Board of Tax Appeals, reported in 28 B. T. A,
762, and involves the right of the L&"vening Star, a corporation publishing a
newspaper, to deduct as "ordinary and necessary expenses" within the meaning of section 28(a. ) of the Revenue A&'. t of 1928 contributions to the Washington
Community Chest in the years of 1929 and 1930.
The taxpayer publishes the Kv&. ning Star, a newspaper of the largest circulation and having more than half the advertfsing business in the city of Washington. Its circulation in 1929 was 105,978 daily and 111,0'76 Sunday, vielding
advertising revenue of $2, 211,722, and in the year 1980, the figures we&w 110,018,
115,389, and $2, 068, 442 respectively.
The Community Chest was sponsored by 57 charitable agencies for the purpose of mal&ing an appeal to the people of Washington to support the enterprise
for the charitable needs of the city. In the campaign for each year, the taxpaver took the aggressive leadership through the news and editorial columns
and in addition contributed $20, 000 and $25, 000 in 1929 and 1930 respectively.
Its net income as deterinined by the Commissioner, for 1929 was $1,882, 530.88
and for 1M0, $1,061,1M.54.
The Board ot Tax Appeals decided that the taxpayer was entitled to deduct
these cont&dbutions as necessary and ordinary expenses.
In Old I(fission Portland Cement Go, v. Helvering (293 V. S., 289 [Ct. D. 903,
C. B. XIV—1, 332']), Mr. Justice Stone says: "The privilege of deducting donations from gross income, conferred on ind vidual taxpayers by section 214(a)
of the Revenue Acts of 1921, 1924, and 1926, has not been extended to corporations.
"A proposal to extend it to them Ivas rejected by Congress pending the passage of the Revenue Act of 1918. (Congressional Record, House, Volume b6,
1921, 1924, and
Part 10, 10426—10428. ) Section 234(a)l of the Revenue Acts of
'
1926 authorizes corporations to dedu&t from gross income all the ordinary
during the taxable vear in carryin"
an&1 necessary expeuses paid or incurred
on any trade or business. '
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"Article 562 of the Treasury Regulations 62, interpretative of the 1921 Act,
that corporations ivere not entitled to deduct charitable donations.
But it recognized tlic ri "ht to deduct donations 'made *by~ a +corporation for
when liinited
purposes connected with the operation of its business
or eclucational institutions conducted for
to cliaritable institutions, liospitals
' and also donations ' which legitimately
represent
the benefit of its employees,
a consideration 'for a benefit fiowing directly to the corporation as an incident
of its business.
"These provisions were retained, without substantial change, in the regulations promulgated under the 1924, 1926, and 1928 Acts. (Article 562 of Treasury Regulations 65, 69; article 262 of Treasurv Regulations 74. ) As section
„"~4(a)1to which they pertain has been reenacted in several Revenue Acts,
the regulation now lias the force of law. (3fcCa«ghn v. 1Tershey Chocolate Co.,
1, 444]; 3fassaoiinsetts j)f«t«al Life
288 U. S., 488, 492 [Ct. D. 845, C. B. X—
Inssrnnce Co. v. United States, 288 U. S., 269, 278 [Ct. D. 688, C. B. XII—1, 286], )
"It is a question of fact in each case v;hether a donation is made to an
institution conducted for the benefit of the donor's employees or is consideration "
for a benefit floiving directly to the donor as an incident of its business.
for a beneiit
The taxpayer contends the contributions Ivere a "consideration
" The
manager
fiowing directly to the donor as an incident of its business,
and the associate editor in substance stated that they do not know whether the
Star sold any more papers because of its support of the Community Chest; nor
do they have definite information as to how much advertising resulted from
the contribution; but, while they have no way of showing, they think definitely'
the result was a larger sale of papers; the prestige of the paper was enhanced
and, having urged others to give until it hurt, its prestige Ivould have suffered
if it had not contributed in a liberal manner.
Whether the contribut:ions resulted in an increase in the circulation or adveitising of the Star, and, if any, to what extent, is of necessity, mere conjecture. The evidence falls far short of establishing either proposition. If
any benefit, in either respect, did accrue, it is so indirect and remote that it
can not rise to the dignity of being substantial, nor warrant a finding that
the donations involved were, in a genuine sense, necessary and ordinary expeuses within the meaning of section 26 of the Revenue Act of 1928, or of
74. It is not enough that the expense be necessary;
i, he Treasury Regulations
it must be ordinary and necessary. (Welch v. IIelvcring, 290 U. S., 111 [Ct.
D. 755, C. B. XII—
2, 112].)
The taxpayer's attitude no doubt materially aided in the maintenance of its
good will. Such would be the eftect on any paper published in that or another
city, although in a different degree. But the act was a contribution by a corporation. Congress did not authorize a corporation to deduct charitable contributions.
The taxpayer advertised it as a donation laying claim, by its act,
to a response of a generous impulse; giving until it hurts, by example, in order
that its precept might be eftective. There was no suggestion of a reward desired
or anticipated.
Certainly the expenditure was not an ordinary and necessary
declared

expense, although it may have had an advertising value.
21 B. T. A. , 1168.)
The decision of the Board of Tax Appeals is reversed.
Reversed.

(Zitlgon-Schild

Co.,

—

PART IV. ACCOUNTING PERIODS AND METHODS OF
ACCOUNTING.

—

SECTION 41. GENERAL RULE.

Nl: Computation of net income.
(Also Section o3(a), Article 121; Section 131,
Article 691.)
INCOiiz T' K REVENUE ACT OF 102S—
DECISION OF
1. INCQME —
PETMENT oF Awxi&ns
RETURN QF CAPITAL.

AIITIVLE

—

XV—14—8098
Ct, . D. 1100
COVRT.

Amounts received in 1928 by the taxpayer, v.ho had been a
member of a banking house in Germany, in part payment of
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awards of the Mixed Claims Commission in respect of accounts
to his credit in German banks during the war period (the awards
representing capital, and interest from January 1, 1020, to January 1, 1928), constituted a return of capital and no part thereof
was taxable as income, in view of evidence showing the improbability of the receipt of further payments.
Principle announced in
Burnet v. Lotfan (Ct. D. 351, C. B. X—1, 345; 283 U. S., 404)
followed.
2. INGOM~CLLEOTIDNs CREDITED PRIOR To JCLT 2f 1921 CAsII
REOEIPTS AND DissczsEMENTs BAsI8.
Collections of interest, dividends, and profits made by German
banks, and credited to the taxpayer's accounts therein prior
to July 2, 1921, can not be taxed as received in 1928 or any subsequent year, his books having been kept on the cash receipts and
disbursements ba. sis.

—

3.

DzpvcTION

—
ATToRNzvs'

Fzzs.

The entire amount of attorneys' fees paid in 1928 for prosecution of taxpayer's claims before the Mixed Claims Commission
was deductible as a business expense, under the provisions of
section 23(a) of the Revenue Act of 1928.

4. DEDL&cTICNCBEDII TAxEs oF FOREIGN CovNTRT.
Income taxes for 1916 assessed against the taxpayer by the
German Government and paid during the following four years, and
deducted from the award entered by the Mixed Claims Commission in 1926, were not allowable as a credit or deduction in
1928 under the provisions of sections 23 (c) and 131 of the
Revenue Aet of 1028, those sections limiting the credit or deduction to taxes paid or accrued within the taxable year.
5. DECISION AFFIRMED.
Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (30 B. T. A. , 517) affirmed.
6. CERTIORARI DENIzn.
Petition for certiorari denied October 28, 1935.
UNITED STATEs CIRGUIT CovRT

Oomm&tssioner

of Internal

Revenue,

oF APPEALs FoR THE SEcoND CIBOUIT.

petitioner,

James 8peyer, petitioner, v. Commissioner

v. James Spetfer, respondent.

of Internal Revenue, respondent.

Petitions to revise a determination of the Board of Tax Appeals (30 B. T. A. , 517). Both
+he Commissioner and the taxpayer file petitions.
Determination aQirmed.

Before

MANTON,

SwAN, nnd CHAsz, Circuit Judges.

[June 10, 1035.]
OPINION.
MANTGN, Circuit Judge: lii 1928, the taxp &yer, pursuant to the Settlement of
War Claims Act (45 Stat. , 254), received $485,912.43 part payment on account
of awards of the Mixed Clainis Co&omission (United States and Germany).
The awards were made in respect of reichsmark accounts to his credit in
German banks during the World War period. The awards were $906,738.47
principal, and $307,775.52 interest from January 1, 1020, to January 1, 1&028.
The principal of tlie awards contained iuterest, dividends an&1 profii. s credited
to the taxpayer's account in the German banl-s prior to July 1, 19'1. The
taxpayer contended and the Board of Tax Appeals held that the nniount paid
was in part restoration of the principal and not taxable income.
The tnxpay& i ivns in the banking business in New York (",ity, with a partner,
in April, 1017. He was also n meniber of a bnnl.-ing liouse nt krnnkford-onMain, Germany,
At this time the N&. w York firm h:id mnrk accounts with
vnrious bnnks in Germany.
April 4, 1017, the taxpny& r withdrew from the
German firni. He i&ad five accounts in marks ivitii his Gerninn firin. The
interest of his partner in tlie New York City partnership vvas assigned to him
December 31, 1923. The taxpayer's books were kept on a cnsh basis.
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German war legislation resulted, August 9, 1917, in the extension of a moratorium to debts payable to persons in the United States. A decree of November
10, 1917, resulted in the restriction on sales, assignments and charges of enemy
owned property and it became applicable to persons of the United States. January 80, 1918, a decree provided that property of United States residents would
Under the
by the German Government.
be taken over for administration
German law a bank account deposit creates a debtor-creditor relationship between a depositor and his bank. The accounts of this taxpayer were never
taken over under the decree authorizing the Treuhander to do so. The accounts
were continued in the name of the taxpayer, and that of his New York firm,
throughout the war period.
Before the Mixed Claims Commission, appointed pursuant to statute, after
controversy, a compromise was reached between the agent of Germany and our
Government, whereby Germany assumed a joint liability with the German banks
in respect to the mark balances. By the terms of that agreement, these awards
were made to the taxpayer. By the War Claims Act (45 Stat. , 254) means of
Section 4(c) lists priorities of payment.
payment of awards were provided.
The amounts received and the disbursements made, as the record discloses, indicate a very long delay estimated at 24 years before this taxpayer would be
paid in full the amount of his award. Moreover, upon convincing evidence, the
Board of Tax Appeals conclusion that there is not only a lack of certainty of
future payments, but that it is highly probable that the taxpayer will never
receive any substantial part of that which is due him, is justified.
The taxpayer's capital investment in the bank accounts on which the award
was based was $1,228, 748.28. Of the pavment received $485, 912.43 the ComThis conclusion was
missioner determined $181,535.45 was taxable income.
reached by analyzing the taxpayer's capital, interest on the awards from January 1, 1920, to Ja.nuary 1, 192S, and interest, dividends and profits paid into the
bank accounts in Germany prior to December 81, 1920. The Commissioner
treated the interest on the awards, and the interest, dividends and profits paid
into the bank accounts, as income, and on this basis found that the awards
stated as of January 1, 1928, were made up of 61 per cent capital and 39 per cent
income. He then determined that as each payment is made out of the German
special deposit fund on the awards it would contain 89 per cent taxable income.
In this manner he arrived at the amount of income and taxed it accordingly.
The Board of Tax Appeals disagreed.
The taxpayer's capital in the bank accounts was far in excess of the payment
received in 1928. In order to arrive at gain or loss, there must be withdrawn
from the gross proceeds an amount sufficient to restore capital that existed at
the commencement of the period under consideration.
(Eisner v. 3faccm(ier,
252 U. S., 189 [T. D. 8010, C. B. 3, 25j; Doyle v. Mitchell Bros. Co., 247 U, S.,
179.) In Drier v. IIetveri»g (72 Fed. (2d), 76 (C. A. D. C. ) ), the court considered income tax on an award of the Mixed Claims Commission.
The award
made on August 1, 192S, amounted to $68, 782.70, of which $48, 000 was principal
and $21,128, interest.
At the time of the seizure of Drier's property, it was
worth $68, 782.70. The value of the taxpayer's property at the time it was acquired by her was equal to the sum recehed by her under the award of the
Claims Commission; the total sum received was sufficient only to restore the
capital value that existed at the commencement of the period under consideration, and the court held that there was no realized gain and no income tax
assessable.
In the instant case, the Board found that there was no reasonable prospect
of the full amount being paid. In Aatomcbile Insurance Co. of IIartford v. Coniraissioner (72 Fcd. (2d), 265), the taxpayer keeping its books on an accrual
basis, received 80 per cent of the amount due as an award of the Mixed Claims
Commission and we held that it was entitled to accrue the diiference for that
year. The case is distinguishable because this taxpayer kept his books on a
cash basis. Moreover, the record in the Automobile Insurance company case
contained no evidence showing the improbability of receiving further payments
from Germany, as is shown in the instant case and as found by the Board.
In Barnet v. Logan (283 U. S., 404) [Ct. D. 851, C. B. X—1, 845], the court
considered the attempt of the Commissioner to base income tax on a speculative
assumption wherein he determined the value of the seller's promise to pay 60
per cent a ton for ore mined. Adding this value to the cash, the Commissioner
then deducted the seller's basis for the stock and found the taxable profits. The
court held there would be no taxable income until actual receipts by the seller
exceeded his basis for the stock. We think the same principle is applicable here.

—

—

—

—
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The taxpayer rightfully contends that the items collected by the German
banks which consisted of interest, dividends and proffts paid and credited to
the taxpayer's accountS prior to July 2, 1921, and which the taxpayer did not
report in his Federal income tax returns for the year when collected, could not
be taxed as received in 1928. The reason advanced for not reporting these
taxes was the lack of means of communication between Germany and the
United States during the period of the war and for some time thereafter.
The taxpayer was not advised of their deposit. These items collected by
the German bank and deposited to the credit of the taxpayer in the accounts
were received in the years such deposits were made and accordingly could not
be treated as income to this taxpayer in 1928 or any subsequent year. Accordingly, the decision of the Board of Tax Appeals, that of the payment received
in 1928 no part thereof is taxable income, is affirmed.
The Commissioner's appeal also involves the deductibility of the. attorneys'
fees charged as a business expense and disbursements under section 28(a). The
Commissioner determined that a portion of the attorney's fees allocable to
what he concedes to be the taxpayer's capital in the awards, is not deductible
as an expense i' or the reason that it is a capital charge. This contention
was rejected by the Board of Tax Appeals which held that the full amount
was deductible from gross income in accordance with the provisions of section
28(a) of the Revenue Act of 1928. It must be remembered that this taxpayer
had a banking house in Germany where balances were kept. The cost of the
recovery of these balances through the Mixed Claims Commission comes directly
within the specifications of deductions for expenses. The proceedings before
the Mixed Claims Commission were for the purpose of recovering assets for
It is not questioned but that the attornevs were paid the amounts
the taxpayer,
Such fees are
claimed in connection with the transaction of this business.
(Xornhanser v. United States, 270
deductible as an expense of the business.
2, 207].)
U. S., 145 [T. D. 4222, C. B. VII —
The taxpayer appeals from the determination of the Board of Tax Appeals
for
taxes paid to the German Government in
disallowing deduction in 1928
behalf of the taxpayer from 1917 to 1920. During that period, without the
taxpayer's consent or knowledge, the German partnership paid to Germany,
and charged the taxpayer's personal accounts on its books, $59,805.81 for
income taxes assessed against the taxpayer on the German income for 1916.
In the claim ffled with the Mixed Claims Commission in 1922, the taxpayer
asked for an award for the mark balance in his capital account on December
The commission, in
81, 1916, with the German partnership, plus interest.
1920, entered an award for that amount, stated in dollars, less the amount
owing by the taxpayer to the German partnership which included the German
taxes paid. The taxpayer maintains that this balancing of the accounts with
the German partnership had the effect of forcing him to pay the taxes in 1928.
The taxpayer relies on section 28(c) and section 181 of the Revenue Aet of
1928, as authority for a credit and deduction for payment of foreign taxes,
but those sections limit the deduct:ious to taxes paid or accrued within the
taxable year. The taxable year here involved was 1928; these taxes accrued
in 1916, and were paid during the following four years. Such deductions must
(Darling v. Commissione&, 49 Fed.
be taken in the year of their occurrence.
(2d), 111; DeLoss v. Oomn1tsÃoner, 28 Fed. (2d), 808. )
The determination is affirmed.

AaTicrE

Ml:

Computation

of net income.
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REVENUE ACT OF 1928.

C. M. 16166

No taxable income is derived by taxpayers from awards of the
Mixed Claims Commission, United States and Germany, under
the Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928, until there has been a
recovery by the taxpayers of their capital bases, if any.
1, 129) and G. C. M. 9460 (C. B. K—1,
G. C. M. 9210 (C, B. K—
138) modiffed.

Reference is made to the court decisions in Conwnk sioner v. 8peyer
and Commi8sioner v. t7llmunn (77 I'ed. (2d), 824, and 77 Fed. (9d),
807), respectively, certiorari denied, 56 S. Ct. , 155. In those cases
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the Circuit Court of Appeals f' or the Second Circuit aKrmed the
decisions of the Board of Tax Appeals and held that no taxable
income was received by the taxpayers (whose accounts were kept on
the cash receipts and disbursements basis) as the result of awards
of the Mixed Claims Commission& United States and Germany,
under the Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928 until the taxpayers had received a return of their capital bases. The circuit
court declined to follow G. C. M. 9210 (C. B. X—1, 129), in which
it was held that in determining the amount of taxable income derived by taxpayers on the cash receipts and disbursements
basis
from payments received pursuant to the Settlement of War Claims
Act the Bureau should ascertain the part of tlie award so received
which represents interest upon the principal of the award accruing
prior to January 1, 1928, the part attributable to interest included
in the principal of the award& and tlie part attributable to the
amount awarded as compensation
for the property seizerl or destroyed by Germany during the war and giving rise to the award
in question; and that the part attributable to interest, constitutes
taxable income to the recipient in the year in which the taxpayer
on the cash receipts and disburseinents basis receives such aniount,
but that no income is realized with respect to the part attributable
to the amount awarded as compensation for the property taken
until there has been a recovery of the capital basis If any.
The position taken by the Circuit Court of Xppea]s for the
Second Circuit is in accord with the position of the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in Drier v. HeleerinrJ
72 I~'ed. (2d), 76) and the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fourth
ircuit in ZTelvering v. Drier (79 Fed. (2d), 501).
In view of the foregoing, G. C. M. 9210, supra. , which deals with
taxpayers on the cash receipts and disbursements basis, and G. C. M.
9466 (C. B. X—1, 133), which deals wii, h tazpayers on the accrual
basis, are modified to hold that no taxable income is derived by
taxpayers from awards of the Mized Claims Commission, United
States and Gerinany, under the Settlement of War Claims Act of
1928 until there has been a recovery by the taxpayers of their
capital bases, if any.
HERMAN

General Counsel for the Departs;nt

OLIPHANT)

of the Treosury.

—

SECTION 42. PERIOD IN WHICII ITEMS OF GROSS
INCOME INCLUDED.
ARTIUI, E

331: When

included

in gross income.

—REVENUE ACT OF 1028—DECISION
1. INcoME —
DiscovNTs —
MErHCD OF AccovNTnvG.
INCOME TAX

A trust company

filed returns

XV—8—7965
Ct. D. 1082
OF COURT.

for 1929 and prior years, using

a combination of the cash receipts and disbursements
the accrual method, and treating discounts
income at the time the loans were made,
of payment.
Later it filed an amended
cash receipts and disbursements
basis,
actually received in 1929, which resulted

method and
on commercial paper as

irrespective of the date
return for 1929 on the
reporting all discounts
in the inclusion of dis-

1??
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counts accrued and reported in 1928. The discounts received in
1929 were properly included in gross income for that year, under
section 42 of the Revenue Act of 1928 and article 331 of Regulations 74, it not being shown that there had been any reasonable
consistency in the treatment oi' items of gross income in prior
years or that the method of accounting used in 1928 clearly reflected income for that year.
2. CERTIORsRI DEztEo.
Petition for certiorari denied October 14, 1935.
UNITED STaTES CIROUIT CoURT oF APPEALs FoR THE SEOCNn CIRcUIT.

Mount Vernon Trust Co., petitioner,

v. Commissioner
respondent.

Petition to review a decision of

tl&e

of Internal Revenue,

United States Board of Tax Appeals.

Before L. Hen, SwaN, and CHAsE, Circuit Judges.
[March 11, 1935.]
OPIEION.

This proceeding involves income taxes for the year 1929. The taxpayer seeks
to review a decision of the Board sustaining the action of the Commissioner in
including ln gross income items of discount received in 1929 which had been
reported as accrued income in the taxpayer's return for 1928. Order affirmed.
SwAN, Circuit Judge: The question presented bv this appeal is whether the
Commissioner properly included in the petitioner's gross income for 1929 certain
discounts received in that year which had been reported as accrued income for
the year 1928 and were used in computing the 1928 tax. From the stipulated
facts it appears that in conducting its business as a trust company the petitioner, among other things, discounts commercial paper. Up to and including
3928 the petitioner used a method of accounting which was a combination of the
cash receipts and disbursements method and the accrual method; that is, some
items of income or expense were recorded when received or disbursed, while
others were recorded when earned or incurred irrespective of the date of payment. Discounts were treated as income at the time loans were made, whether
payment of such discounts was made then or later. The petitioner's income tax
returns for 1928 and prior years were made in accordance with the method oi'
accounting above described and were accepted and closed by the Commissioner
without objection thereto. The original return for 1929 was made on the same
basis as the returns for former years, but subsequently an amended return for
1929 was filed on the cash receipts and disbursements basis. This was done
without having obtained the prior consent of the Commissioner, but he audited
tbe return for 1929 on the basis of cash receipts and disbursements.
In its
amended return the petitioner reported all discounts actually received in 1929,
regardless of the time as of which they accrued, and this resulted in including
discounts of $146,133.33 which had accrued in 1928 and had been reported in the
return for that year. In other words, this sum Ivas included as income in both
years and has been twice taxed. This duplication was called to the Commissioner's attention by a claim for refund, but the claim was rejected and a
deficiency for 1929 was determined based on other adjustments which are not
here involved.
The petitioner claims an overpayment of some $16,500. A
closing agreement under section 606 of the Revenue Act of 1928 has been entered
into, precluding the petitioner from claiming any refund on account of the
1928 tax.
The petitioner contends that this is a case where the change from one proper
basis of reporting income to another proper basis has resulted in a duplication of items in successive years, and that the Commissioner has, and sh&&uld
exercise, discretionary power to eliminate such duplication. The respondent, on
the other hand, contends that this is merelv a case where the taxpayer is
s»king to correct nn error in the 1928 tax, which arose from the use of an
improper and "hybrid" system of accounting, by the exclusion of income from
the year 1929, in vvhich year it is properly taxable.
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If we were faced with a case in which a taxpaye~ on an accrual basis for an
earlier year &vas forced to duplicate items of income for the ensuing year when
he went upon a cash basis, we should find the petitioner's argument very persuasive. It is unlikely that Congress intended that a change in the taxpayer's
method of bookkeeping should result in double taxation, and it may well be that
section 42 of the Revenue Act of 1928 (45 Stat. , 805) and article 822 of Regulations 74 should be construed to give the Commissioner power to eliminate
(See National Bank of
the duplication of items under such circumstances.
South Carolina v. Lucas, 86 F. (2d), 1018 (App. D. C. ).) The recent decision of
this court in Chemung Canal, Trust Co. v. Commissioner, January 7, 1965, in
which we affirmed without opinion the decision of the Board of Tax Appeals
reported in 80 B. T. A. , 280, did not decide this question, for there the taxpayer
kept his books on a cash basis in both years. Nor do we find it necessary to
decitle it now.

The petitioner I-ept its books for the year 1928 on an amorphous basis. Its
counsel suggests that the items recorded on the cash basis may have been few,
but the record does not bear this out. "Some items of income or expense"
were recorded on the cash basis, while "others" were recorded on the accrual
basis. For all that appears the method of accounting may have been a hotchpot of cash and accrual items. Taken literally section 41 seems to recognize
any "method of ~ccounting regularly employed in keeping the bool-s" of the
taxpayer, provided that it should "clearly reflect the income. " (See 3forrisPoston, Coal Co. v. Commissioner, 42 F. (2d), 620, (C. C. A. 6); compare Nt7es
Bement Pond, Co. v. United States, 2S1 U. S., 857, 361 [Ct. D. 1S5, C. B. IX—1,
295].) But the regulations (article 822, Regulations 74) contain the following

provision:

—

"AnT. 822. Bases of computation.
Approved standard methods of accounting
will ordinarily be regarded as clearly refiecting income. A method of accounting will not, however, be regarded as clearly reflecting income unless all items
of gross income and all deductions are treated with reasonable consistency. "
This is a proper and valid regulation. When section 41 speaks of "the method
of accounting" it can not mean to include a merely haphazard division between cash and accrual bases. (Compare United States v. mitchell, 271 U. S.,
9 [T. D. 3865, C. B. V—1, 238]; United States v. Anderson, 269 U. S., 422
[T. D. 8889, C. B. V—1, 179]; Aluminum Castings Co. v. Routzahn, 282 U. S.,
92 [Ct. D. 270, C. B. X—
1, 852].) A different situation might be presented
if the record showed that the books of the petitioner were kept on an accrual
basis with some exceptions of small items which were entered only when paid
and received. See article 842, Regulations 74, which recognizes that "particularly in a going business of any magnitude there are certain overlapping
items both of income and deduHions, and so long as these overlapping items
do not materially distort the income they may be included in the year in
which the taxpaver, pursuant to a consistent policy, takes them into his accounts. " The present record does not disclose that there was any "reasonable
consistency" in the treatment of items of gross income, "some" were on the
cash basis and "others" on the accrual basis. Therefore the petitioner has
not shown that the discounts were properly included in its 1928 return and
that its method of accounting clearly refiected its income for that year.
Consequently, under section 42 and article 881 of Regulations 74 the discounts
received in 1929 were properly included "in the gross income for the taxable
year in Which received by the taxpaVer, and the case becomes like Chcmung
Canal Trust Co. v. Comm&issioner, supra, and a mistake in the 1928 return can
uot be offset by excluding from 1929 income properly returnable in that year.
National BanA: of South Carolina v. Lucas (36 F. (2d), 1018 (App, D. C. )),
upon which the petitioner strongly relies, was treated by the court as a case
in which the taxpayer's books were properly Rept upon an accrual basis "in
so far as matters here are concerned. " From the facts appearing in the
Board's opinion (10 B. T. A. , 642) it would seem that the only items treated
on the accrual basis were items of discount. We should find difficulty in agree.
ing with the conclusion that those were properly returned in the earlier year
(see Citemung Canal, Trust Go. v. Commissioner, supra), but in any event the
case is not preciselv in point since in the appeal at bar the record fails to
disclose that only discounts were accrued; as already stated the petitioner's
method may have been a complete hotchpot of the cash and accrual bases.
It is urged that the Commissioner's acceptance of the returns for 1928 and
prior years is a recognition that the method used in those years was proper, but

"
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can arise against the Commissioner from his acceptance of the
return. In Niles Dement Pond Co. v. UnWed States (281 U. S., 357, 862) a
similar argument was rejected, with the suggestion that the failure of the Commissioner to correct the return may as well be attributable to error or oversight
or lack of information as to his opinion of the propriety of the item. (See
also J'. C. Nichots Land, Co. v. Commissioner, 65 F. (2d), 487, 488 (C. C. X. 8);
Tonntngsen v. Commissioner, 61 F. (2d), 199, 200 (C. C. k. 9) [Ct. D. 669,
C. B. XII—1, 251]; Bonwit Teller d Co. v. Commissioner, 58 F. (2d), 881,
884 (C. C. h. . 2). )
The order is affirmed.

no estoppel

ARvrciE

831: When included in gross income.

(Also Section 43, Article 342.)
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G. C. M. 16780

REVEEUE h. CT OE 192S.
'Where 4, who kept his books on the cash receipts and disbursements basis, received income under a claim of right and without

restriction as to its disposition, such income was properly reported
in his income tax returns for the years in which received, although
he was subsequently required to pay the amount to another.
He
is, however, entitled to a deduction for the amount of such payment
for the year in which paid.
G. C. M. 1582 (C. B. VI—1, 171) modified.
Recommended that
O. D. 825 (C. B. 4, 95) and I. T. 1164 (C. B. I—
1, 17) be revoked
and that O. D. 1141 (C. B. 5, 184) be modified.

An opinion is requested whether certain profits included in the
taxpayer's income tax returns for the years 1928 and 1929 should
be eliminated therefrom because in a later year he was required to
account for such profits to another.
In 1928 the taxpayer, A, who kept his books on the cash receipts
and disbursements basis, was a director of the M Company. In that,
year it was essential for the M Company to acquire rights to manufacture under certain basic patents and it was believed that such
riphts might be acquired through the N Company, then in receivership. It developed that this purpose might be accomplished by thc
M Company acquiring y shares of N Company stock. Later it appeared that the M Company could not raise the funds with which to
urchase this stock (or so it was claimed) and the stock was acquired
y a number of persons, includinp the taxpayer, who made large
rofits in 1928 and 1929 dealing in the shares. The M Company
ater went into bankruptcy and the trustee brought suit against the
taxpayer and his associates to compel them to account for the profits
realized from their dealings in the N Company stock. The basis of
the suit was that the profit was made in violation of the defendants'
The taxfiduciary duty as ofiicers and agents of the M Company.
ayer denied liability. The trial court decided in favor of the
efendants but its decree was reversed by the circuit court as against
Certiorari was denied
the taxpayer and certain other defendants.
Court.
the
United
States
Supreme
by
The taxpayer reported as income for the years 1928 and 1929 his
prohts from thc sale of the stock, but now contends that such profits
should be eliminated from inconie for those years because of the
adverse judgment rendered in a later year.
It is well settled that when a taxpayer receives earnings under a
claim of. right and uses them as his own, he has received income
which he is required to return, for Federal income tax purposes, in
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the year of receipt even though another may be asserting a right to
those earnings and may subsequently
by litigation or otherwise
compel liim to pav them over. (2Vort American Oil Conso~atel
v. Burnet, 286 U. S., 417, Ct, . D. 499, C. B. XI—1, 2%; Board v. Com
missioner, 51 Fed. (2d), 73, certiorari denied, 284 U. S., 658; Trojan
Oit Co. v. Commt'ssi oner, 26 H. T. A. , 659.)
In Forth American Oil Consohdated v. Burnet, supra, the taxpayer, in 1916, was operating certain oil properties legal title to
which stood in the name of the United States. The Government,
claiming also the beneficial ownership, instituted suit to oust the
taxpayer from possession and in 1916 s~ecured the appointment of a
receiver to operate the property and to hold the net income thereof.
In 1917 a decree was entered dismissing the bill and the money imThe Government
pounded was paid to the defendant corporation.
took an appeal, which was not finally determined until 1922. The
court, held that the taxpayer should report the amount as income for
1 917, when it collected it, and not for 1922, when its right was flnally
In so holding the court said:
established.

If a taxpayer receives earnings under a claim of right and without
restriction as to its disposition, he has received income which he is required
to return, even though it may still be claimed that he is not entitled to retain
the money, and even though he may still be adjudged liable to restore 1ts
equivalent.
(See Board v. Comnttssumer, 51 F. (2d), 73, 75, 76. Compare
United 8tates v. S. 8. TVMte Dental Bffg. Co., "74 U. S., 398, 403. ) If in 1922
the Government had prevailed, and the company had been obliged to refund
the profits received in 1917, it would have been entitled to a deduction from
the profits of 1922, not from those of any earlier vear. (Compare Lttcas v.
Arrterican Code Co. , supra. )

Board v. Commissioner, supra, a8ords another illustration of the
rule that income received iinder a claim of right and without restriction as to disposition must be reported in the year of receipt. In
that case corporation
sold all of its assets and went into liquidation. At that time
had entered into a contract for the construction of a pipe line. The other party to the contract was unable to
finance his part of the agreement.
The project was taken over by
the liquidating trustees and two other officers and constructed on the
and those individuals.
joint credit of
Upon the sale of the properties of
the liquidating trustees distributed a part of the proceeds
to the officers and other liquidating trustees in 1920. Certam stockholders contested this distribution and filed an action which was not
flnally settled until 1927. In holding that the taxpayer was required
to report the amount as income for 1920 rather than for 1927, the
court stated. in part as follows:
We are of the opinion that tlie Board was right in allocating this income
to the year 1920. That it was actually received during that year is not disputed; nor is it disputed that it was received under a claim of right and as
profits to which the petitioner nas justly entitled. The only claim made is

0

0

0

0

that the contract whereby

petitioner purported to secure his interest in the
pipe line was illegal and unenforceable by reason of his position as a director
0'd
Dominion Oil Co. In this contention the petitioner of course never
of the
acquiesced. The payment was never refunded.
Possibly it might have been
recovered in th litigation which was instituted for that purpose, but 1t was
not, and it is at least unusual that a taxpayer should be heard to assert
the possibility of an adjudication of alleged misconduct and breach of trust,
rs relieving him from tax liability which 1s predicated upon the assumption
of the honesty and legality of his acts. Obviously, the sum involved must be
considered as income either for the year 1920 or 1927, and we think that it
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must be allocated to the year 1920, in which it was actually received, rather
than to the year 1927, in which the taxpayer's right to retain it was established.

In the Trojan Oil Co. case a similar conclusion was reached
under circumstances closely analogous to those presented in North
Ameru, an O~l Consolidated v. Burnet, supra, although the litigation
terminated in a later year unfavorably to the taxpayer.
The Board
commented as follows:
Although in the instant case more than one year's earnings were impounded
we think the
and the litigation was decided in favor of the Government,
decision in the North, American Consolidated case governs in this case.

In the instant case the taxpayer received the income under a claim
of right and without restriction as to its disposition. On authority
of the cases cited herein, this offic is of the opinion that the profits
in question should not be eliminated from the taxpayer's gross income for the years 1928 and 1929, but that the taxpayer is entitled
to a deduction, for the' year in which paid, of the amount of the
profits paid to the trustee for the M Company.
6. C. M. 1582 (C. B. VI—1, 171) is modified in so far as it is
with the views herein expressed. It is recommended
that O. D. 825 (C, B. 4, 95) and I. T. 1164 (C. B. I—1, 17) be revolIed and that O. D. 1141 (C. B. 5, 184) be modified in so far as
it is inconsistent with the views herein expressed.

inconsistent

HFRMAN

General Counsel for the Department
ARTIcLE

OLIPHANT)

of the Treasury.

882: Income not reduced to possession.
REVENUE ACT OF 1928.

0. C. M.

page 175.)

9466

(C. B. X.—1, 188) modified.

(See G. C. M. 16166,

—

SECTION 48. PERIOD FOR WHICH DEDUCTIONS
AND CREDITS TAKEN.
ARTICLE

842: When charges deductible.
REVENUE ACT OF 1928.

Income included

6. C. M. 16780, page

in return required

to be paid to another.

(See
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SECTION 45. ALLOCATION OF INCOME AND
DEDUCTIONS.
SECTIGN
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45.

—REVENUE ACT OF 1928—DECISION
SALEs BETwEEN DOMEsTIO
ALLocATION —

INCOME TAX

l. INcoME —

CORPORATIONS

OF COURT.
AND

FOREION

OF A RELATED GEOIIP.

a domestic corporation whose stock was owned
corporations, sold at cost certain property which
had appreciated in value to a foreign corporation, the stock of
which was owned by the same interests that owued petitioner's
The petitioner,

by two foreign

]i45
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stock, and on the following day the foreign purchaser sold the
property to a domestic corporation at a substantial profit, both
sales taking place outside the United States. The provisions of
section 45 of the Revenue Act of 1928 are applicable to these facts,
and the profits from the ultimate sale were properly allocated to
The legislative purpose of the section was to prethe petitioner.
vent the avoidance of tax or the distortion of income by shifting profits from one related trade or business to another by means
of transactions such as these.

2.

CONSTITUTIONALITY.

Section 45 of the Revenue Act of 1928 as applied to the facts
as depriving the taxpayer of
in this case is not unconstitutional
property without due process of law. It does not measure the tax
oi'
another, but looks through
of one corporation by the income
form to reality.
3, DECISION AFFIRFIED.
Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (81 B. T. A. , 1152) afiirmed.

4.

CERTIORARI DENIED.

Petition for certiorari denied November 25, 1985.
UNITED STATES CIRGUIT COURT oF APPEAL$ FoR TIIE SEcoND CIRGUIT.

Co. (Delaroare), Ltd. , petitioner, v. Commissioner
Internal Recenue, respondent.
an order of the United States Board of Tax Appeals.
to
review
Petition
Before MANTON, SWAN, and CHAsE, Circuit Judges.

Asiatic Petroleum

of

[August 16, 1985.]
OPI 1IL ION.

The taxpayer, Asiatic Petroleum Co. (Delaware), Ltd. , seeks reversal of an
order determinin ~ a deficiency in its income tax for the year 1929. Order
affirmed.
SwAN, Circuit Judge: This case was heard by the Board upon' stipulated
facts, which included a stipulation that if the Commissioner was correct in
applying section 45 of the Puvcnue Act of 1928 (45 Stat. , 806) there was a
deficiency of $808, 0'88 in i.he petitioner's tax for the vear 1929; otherwise
there was no deficiency. The Board sustained the Commissioner.
The agreed facts are these. Two foreign corporations, one organized under
(called Royal Dutch) and the other under the
the laws of the Netherlands
laws of Great Britain (ca'fled British Shell), ovvued respectively 60 and 40
per cent of the stock of another Netherlands corporation (called Bataafsche)
and of the petitioner (hereafter referred to as Asiatic). Neither Royal Dutch
nor British Shell has ever done any business in the United States other than
Bataafsche deals in petroleum products
holding stock of domestic corporations.
in various parts of the world other than the United States. Asiatic is a
Dela!vare corporation, organized in 1920, and has alvvays been a holding
company engaged in holding the stocks of various subsidiary corporations.
For the year 1929 Asiatic filed a consolidated return, for itself and its subsidiaries, which omitted to include any profit from the trans'actions now to be
described. Asiatic ovvned 80, 997 shares of a Louisiana corporation (referred
to as Norco) and on January 8, 1929, contracted in London, England, to sell
said Norco slmres to Bataafsche for the price of $8, 999,700, Ivhich was the
cost basis of the stock to Asiatic. Payment was made in London, and on the
following day, January 9, 1929, the stoep certificates, properly indorsed in
blank, were delivered to a representative of Bataafsche in Montreal, Canada.
On the same date Bataafsche sold and delivered in Montreal said Norco shares
to a Delaware corporat!on known as Shell Union for the sum of $6, 755,000.
No part of the purchase price paid by Shell Union Ivas ever received by
Asiatic. Bataafsche owned 59 per cent or more of the voting siock of Shell
Union. On May 8, 1929, Shell Union sold said Norco shares to Shell Petroleum
Corporation of St. Louis, a Virginia corporation whose stock was Ivholly owned
by Shell Union, for $6, 755, 000. Thereupon Shell Petroleum took over the assets
and liabilities of Norco and caused the latter to be dissolved before the end of.

1929. The profit of $2, 755, 800 realized by Bataafsche upon its sale of the
Norco shares to Shell Union was allocated by the Commissioner to Asiatic by
pplying to the foregoing facts the provisions of section 45 of the Revenue
ct of 1928. This produced the deficiency complained of, which the Board of
Tax Appeals confirmed.
The statute under which the Commissioner purported to act reads as
follows!
"Szo. 45. X1locetfoe of 4noome end deductioms. In any case of two or more
trades or businesses (whether or not incorporated, whether or not organized
in the United States, and whether or not afliliated) owned or controlled
directly or indirectly by the same interests, the Commissioner is authorized
to distribute, apportion, or allocate gross income or deductions between or
among such trades or businesses, if he determines that such distribution, apportionment, or allocation is necessary in order to prevent evasion of taxes
or clearly to reflect the income of any of such trades or businesses. "
The petitioner contends that section 45, properly interpreted, is inapplicable
to the facts of this case, and, if applied, is unconstitutional.
Section 45 authorizes the Commissioner to make an allocation of gross
income among businesses controlled by the same interests in order (1) to
revent evasion of taxes, or (2) clearly to refiect the income of any of such
usinesses.
The substance of the two contemporaneous
sales above described
was to transfer the Norco stock to Shell Union at a price of $6, 755,000, and it
can scarcely be doubted that the intermediate sale to Bataafsche, made abroad
and at the cost basis of the stock to Asiatic, was devised i' or the purpose of
avoiding income taxes on the profit of $2, 755,800, to which Asiatic would concededly have been subject had it sold direct to Shell Union at the price which
e latter paid. Since the parent corporations had the same stock ownership
n both Asiatic and Bataafsche, it would be a matter of indifference to the
eneficial owners of the profit whether it was realized by the one subsidiary
or the other. But the petitioner contends that, assuming a purpose to avoid
taxes, the Commissioner can not justify his allocation to Asiatic of the profit"
realized by Bataafsche on the ground of preventing an "evasion of taxes,
because that phrase is not the same as avoidance of taxes. It is argued that
"avoidance" connotes escape from taxation by avoidance of the receipt of
income, while "evasion" connotes an effort to escape taxation by one who has
received taxable income, and is conduct criminally punishable under section
146(b) of the Revenue Act of 1928. By selling to Bataafsche at cost what it
might have sold to Shell Union at a profit, Asiatic avoided the receipt of
income; hence, it is urged, it did not evade any tax, and section 45 is inapplicable on the basis of tax evasion. We can not accept so narrow a construction. Asiatic had an actual proQt (excess of value over cost) before the sale
The phrase
to Bataafsche, though as yet unrealized for income taxatiou.
"evasion of taxes" is broad enough to include the avoidance of the realization
for taxation of such a profit through its transfer to another branch of the
same business enterprise in a way which only changes its place in the business
et-up, That such was the meaning ascribed to it during the progress of the
ill through Congress is evident from the committee reports which explain
that evasion may be attempted "by the shifting of profits, the making of
Qctitious sales, and other methods frequently adopted for the purpose of
'milking.
(H. Rept. No. 2, Seventieth Congress, first session, page 16; S.
Rept. No. 960, Seventieth Congress, first session, page 24; see also 69 Congressional Record, part 2, page 1068.)
Section 45, although it has no exact counterpart in earlier legislation, is
based on the consolidated return provisions of section 240(d) of the Revenue
Acts of 1921 and 1924 and section 240(f) of the Revenue Act of 1926. Upon
the fact that the committee reports explaining section 240(d) of the 1921 Act
(H. Rept. No. 850, Sixty-seventh Congress, first session, page 14; Report No.
275, Sixtv-seventh Congress, fret session, page 20) refer to foreign subsidiaries
as a frequently employed method of "milkiug" the parent company or otherwise
its financia account. ", and that the committee reports
improperly manipulating

—

'"

"
regarding section 45 also mention "mill.-ing, the petitioner bases an argument
tlat the "milking" at which thc legislation vvas aimed, is only that of a
domestic parent by a foreign subsidiary, so that section 45 has no application
when the parent is a foreign corporation or, as in the present case, two such
corporations,
But we see nothing in the language or in the purpose of the
statute to justify giving it so restricted a meaniu'. An evasion or avoidance

of taxes may be accomplished when a foreign subsidiary "milks" a domestic
subsidiary of the common foreign pa. rent as well as when it "milks" a domestic
parent. The statute is designed to frustrate the one abuse no less than the
other.
interpreting section 45 turns
A niore substantial contention with respect
" to
The Commissioner is authorized
on the meaning of the words "gross income.
to allocate gross income among trades or businesses under tlie specified stain
tory conditions. If there is no gross income, there is nothing to allocate. It is
argued that the profit realized by Bataafsche on the sale of the Norco stock to
bhefi Union was not "gross incoine" within the definition of that term contained.
in the Revenue Act of 192S, since section 231(a) proviiles that "In the case of
ross income includes only the gross income from sources
a foreign corporation
within the United States, " and under section 119(e) Bataafsche's profit was
income from sources without the United States. It is true that f' or the purpose
of imposing taxes on a foreign corporation "gross income" has a more limited
meaning than is given it in tlie general definition contained in section 22, and
it is likewise true that Bataafsche realized no taxable profit. But Bataafsche
did realize a prcfit which falls within the general definition of gross income in
section 22. Bearing in mind tlie abuses at which section 45 was directed, we
agree ivith the Board that "gross income" should be given its broader meaning
wliether the income to be allocated be received by a foreign or a domestic
Section 45 is not concerned with vhether the recipient of gross
corporation.
income is a corporation or whether, if it be, it is a domestic or a foreign
corporation. It speaks in terins of two or more trades or businesses, "whether
"
or not incorporated" and "whether or not organized in the United States, and
the implication is clear that "gross income" means the same ivhether it be
received by a business organized within or v-ithout the United States. The
legislative purpose was to prevent the avoidance of taxes or the distortion of
income by the shifting of profits from one business to another by means of such
transactio»s as this record presents.
The final argument a ainst the applicability of the statute is that Asiatic
is purely a holding company and o not engaged in a trade or business. This
is based upon the stipulation in the agreed statement of facts that "the petitioner is and always has been a holding company, engaged in holding the stocks
of various subsidiary corporations. " It is not clear from this language that
Asiatic is solely a holding company and does nothing else. In its 1929 return
its "kind of business" is stated to be "petroleum and petroleum products. "
But if it be assumed that it was purely a holding company and conducted the
business of dealing in petroleum products solely through subsidiaries, we think
this was a "business" within the meaning of section 45. It can hardly be
thought that Congress intended to leave holding companies free to avoid taxes
and subjected only their subs''diaries to the terms of the statute.
The eases
relied upon by the petitioner are quite beside the mark since they deal with
statutes of very different import.
For the foregoing reasons we are satisficd that section 45 is applicable to
the facts at bar. It remains to consider the contention that, so applied, it is
unconstitutional.
The argument is that the profit was Bataafsche's, and that to allocate it to
Asiatic is nothing more than an effort to tax one person on the income of
another, which results in a deprivation of property without due process of law.
(Hoeper v. Taa Commissioiier, 284 U. S., 206; Heiner v. Donnan„285 U. S.,
312 [Ct. D. 473, C. B. XI—1, 3'4].) The Hoeper case held invalid a State
statute which required the income of the wife to be added to the income of the
husband and taxed the latter upon the aggregate income. The Heiner case held
invalid a provision of the Federal estate tax law w'hich requires that gifts by
the decedent within tw'o years of his death must be deemed transfers made in
contemplation of death. This was unconstitutional
because in effect it measured the decedent's estate tax by the property of his donee. AVe do not regard
the
either case as opposite to
situation now before the court. Here Asiatic had
potential income, the value in excess of cost of the Norco stock. True, it was
income
not taxable
until realized in money. In order to avoid the receipt by
Asiatic of taxable income, the potential income was transferred without consideration to Bataafsche, a foreign corporation, in whose hands the realized profit
vvould not be taxable.
The transferee and the transferor had the same stockholders so that it was immaterial to the beneficial owners of the potential in.
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come whethei' lt was
declares that under
though the potential
deprive the taxpaver
seems as appropriate

realizetl by one business or the other. Legislation which
such circumstances the transferor shall be taxed just as
income had been realized by it, does not, in our opinion,
oi' property without due process of law. Such a statute
a provision for enforcing a general scheme of lawful taxation, and no more dltficult to sustain against constitutional attack, than the legislation under consideration in Taft v. Bowers (278 U. S., 470 [Ct. D. 49, C. B.
VIII —1, 220]). It does not measure the tax of one person by the income of
another, as in FIoeper v. Tav Commissioner, supra; rather, it looks through form
to reality, and recognizes that the appreciation in value during the transferor's
ownership of the property (when realized for the benefit of the real oivners, the
stockholders) should be ascribed to the transferor rather than to the transferee.
Even without such a statute as section 45, many cases have gone very far in
disregarding formal transfers introduced into corporate transactions for the
(See 8. A. I)facqaeen Co. v. Coinmissioner, 67 F.
purpose of escaping taxation.
(2d), 857 (C. C. A. 3) [Ct. D. 830, C. B. XIII-1, 206]; Penn. Indemnity Co. v.
Commissioner, 77 P. (2d), 92 (C. C. A. 8); FIelvering v. Gcn. Utilities d Operating Co., 74 F. (2d), 972 (C. C. A. 4); TayLor Oil 6 Gas Co. v. Commissioner, 47
I&'. (2d), 108 (G C. A. 5); IIellebash v. Commissioner,
05 F. (2d), 902 (C. C, A.
0) [Ct. D. 776, C. B. XIII—1, 208]. ) If anticipatory arrangements intended to
circumvent taxes may be disregarded by the courts without the aid of statutory
authority, a statute authorizing the Commissioner to disregard them under
It is true, as the Suprema
similar circumstances can not be unconstitutional.
Court recently stated in Gregory v. IIclvering (298 U. S., 465 [Ct. D. 011,
C. B. XIV—1, 193]), that a taxpayer is privileged "to decrease the amount
of what would otherwise be his taxes, or a. ltogether avoid tliem, by means
But there is no suggestion in that opinion, or in
which the law permits.
the authorities upon which it relies, that a statute would be unconstitutional
At least under the conditions specified in
which took away this privilege.
section 45, we are satisfied that it may be taken away. Order aifirmed.

"

—

PART V. RETURNS AND PAYMENT OF TAX.

—

SECTION 55. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.
ARTICLE

491: Inspection of returns.
REVENUE ACT OF 1926.

Special Committee Investigating Old A.ge Pension Organizations,
(See T. D. 4G37, pago 310.)
House of Representatives.

SECTION

—PAYMENT

5G.

OF TAX.

XV—7—7954
Ct. D. 1078

439: Extension of time for payment
of the tax or installment thereof.

ARTIOLE

—REVENUE ACT OI' 1926—DECISION OF COURT.
—
—
TAx —
PATMKNT
AvTFIonrrv
SUIT BoND Kx TENs10N oF TIME
INCOME TAX

—

FQR

QF

oF CoLLECTOR ESToPPEI.
Where, at the taxpayer's request, the collector granted an extension of time for payment oi' overdue installments of tax, in consideration of the execution of a bond, running to the United States,
to secure payment Ivithin the extended period, tlie surety compiniy
is estopped, in an action on the bond after the taxpayer's failure to
pay, to claim that the bond ivas invalid on the ground that the
collector had no authority, under section 56(c) of the Revenue Act

of 1928, to grant the extension.
84326'

—

—38
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0F APPEALS FAR THE NINTH CIRouIT.
v. EidePtff d Deposit Go. of Marttiant$,
America,
appellant,
The United States of
a Corporation, appellee.
Upon appeal from the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of
Central Division.
UNITEO STATEs CIRouIT CoURT

California,

[October 23, 1935.]
OPINION.

Circuit Judge: This is an action by the United States on a bond given
on February 24, 1961, by the Fidelity 8r, Deposit Co. of Maryland to the collector
of internal revenue to secure the payment of two overdue installments of the
internal revenue tax on income due from the Hellman Investment Co. for the
calendar year 1929, the tax not having been paid. Judgment was rendered for
the defendant on demurrer from which the Government appeals.
The total tax was $235,920.30, the third installment of $58,980.07 was due
September 15, 1930, and the fourth installment of the tax was due December
15, 1930. The collector was demanding payment and the taxpaVer requested
an extension of time to September 15, 1931. This extension was granted in
consideration of the execution of the bond in question for the sum of $135,000,
it was agreed that the appellee,
running to the United States as obligee, wherein
hereinafter called the "Surety company, " would pay the tax in the event that
the Hellman Investment Co. failed to do so. Having thus secured the desired
extension the taxpayer has failed to pay the tax and the Surety company
defends upon the ground that the collector had no authority to grant the extension, and therefore that the extension was not effective, and consequently that
there was no consideration for the bond although the collector in fact refrained
from any attempt to enforce the tax until after September 15, 1931. The complaint herein was filed August 22, 1932.
The contention of the Surety company, sustained by the trial court, is based
upon section 56(c) of the Revenue Act of 1928 (ch. 852, 45 Stat. , 791), which
authorizes the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to "extend the time of payment of the amount determined as the tax by the taxpayer, or any installment
thereof, for a period not to exceed six months from the date prescribed for the
payment thereof. " That this provision limits the power of the Commissioner
ir. the granting of extensions is not questioned. The appellee contends that this
limitation also applies to the collector of internal revenue who is charged with
the duty of collecting the tax after the tax roll leaves the hands of the Comnfissioner, or rather, its contention is that the collector has no power to extend
the time for the collection of the tax because he is charged with the duty of
immediate collection, citing 26 U. S. C. A. , sections 2, 14, 34, 102, 103, 104, and
2056, in support of this contention.
Appellee states: "The underlying fallacy
in appellant's entire position as set forth in its brief " e * is that the
collector of internal revenue has the power in the exercise of his own discretion
io grant extensions of time for the payment of income taxes for such period as
he may determine. "
The validity of a bond given to a collector of internal revenue to secure the
payment of a tax then due in consideration of further time to pay the tax has
been repeatedly sustained.
In a late case by this court we sustained such a
bond. (Ruyhson v. United States, 59 F. (2d), 17, citing Roberts Sash ck Door
Uo. v. United States, 38 F. (2d), 716, 717, affirmed, 282 U. S., 812 [Ct. D. 177,
C. B. IX—1, 227]; United States v. John Barth Uo. , 279 U. S., 370 [Ct. D. 65,
C. B. VIII—1, 189].) It is contended by the appellant and conceded by the appellee that officers of the United States may take bonds voluntarily given, and
that such bonds are valid common law obligations. We quote from appellee' &
brief as follows: "We are entirely in accord with the first statement that the
United States, or an officer thereof, may, notwithstanding
the absence of statutory authority, take a bond voluntarily given, as a common law obligation,
sub]ect, it contends, to the exception that the act guaranteed must not be "c»trarv to law or public policy.
The rule is of course sub]ect to this limitation
and the controversy is thus narrowed to the question of whether the extension
is violative of law or public policy. (See Moses v. United States, 166 U. S,
571.) It is contended by appellee that the duty of the tax collector to collect
the tax and the restriction upon the Commissioner in the matter of extensions
(section 56(c), Revenue Act 1928, supra) establish the fact that the extensions
granted by the collector were both violative of his legal duty and of the poficy
declared by Congress in regard to extensions.
The power of the collector to
WILRUR,

"

"
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take a bond runnin- to the United States to secure the payment of a tax he Is
charged with the duty of collecting in consideration for delay in collecting
the tax is well established, regardless of whether or not the tax is immediately
due and collectible. See discussion of Supreme Court in Graham v. Foster (282
U. S., 409, 422 [Ct. D. 287, C. B. X—
1, 191]) as to a "voluntary stay" granted
In a recent ivell considered case
by the collector and recognized by Congress.
by District Judge Lindley (United States v. Conncrse Cooperage Co. , 42 F. (2d),
—
227 [Ct. D. 244, C. B. IX 2, 898]) an action on such a bond ivas sustained.
No such bond was authorized by the Revenue Act of 1918. The applicable rule
is thus stated by Judge Lindley:
"The conclusion is that Congress lias tacitly approved of the exercise of discretionary administrative
power in the collection and abatement of taxes.
3ust as the Secretary of the Treasury in the case of United States v. Tingey,
and the Secretary of War in the case of 3$oses v. United States, were held to be
representatives of the sovereign, who might in the administration of their office
properly accept bonds, for which there was no statutory authority, so the Secretary of the Treasury and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue in this case
charged with the collection, abatement, and refunding of revenue, and impliedly,
at least, vested bv Congress with wide discretion in the procedure of performing his administrative duties as a representative of tlie Government, had the
right to accept with the claim for abatement a bond conditioned for the payment
of the tax if the claim should thereafter be denied and the tax assessed. "
This rule was followed by District Judge Gibson in Unite&i States v. Clark
(8 F. Supp„375), where it was claimed that under the Revenue Act of 1921
the extension of time that could be granted by the collector was 18 months
from November 28, 1921.
District Judge Strum in Coleman v. United States (5 F. Supp. , 548) sustained the validity of such a bond given by the taxpayer to avoid a sale of
A very recent case
property seized by the collector under distraint warrant.
by thc Circuit Court of Appeals for the k'ifth Circuit, written by Judge Sibley
(1)faryland Casualty Co, v. United States, 76 F. (2d), 626), holds that a bond.
given to the Commissioner of Interns. l Revenue for an extension of time to pay
a tax is a good common law bond, although the time given ivas beyond that
authorized by statute, and the bond was not authorized by statute, except iu
case of a deficiency assessment (and for the purpose of the decision it was
assumed that the tax was not a deficiency lax).
The appellee cites a number of decisions by State courts dealing with bonds
given to various State ofiicers such as tax collector: 11ardcsty v. Price (3 Colo. ,
556); Packard v. Tisdalc ((70 KIe. , 376); Co. Trcas, Cass Co. v. Leek &4 Co. (76
Ia. , 487); Sheriff ICcnfro v. IIcard (14 Ala. , 23); IIodsdon v. IVllklns (7 Ile. ,
91); Pren&itt v. garrett (6 Ala. , 128); Cole, Adm'r. , v. Pari'cr (7 Ia. , 167);
Tobacco Inspector tyright v. Gardner (98 Ky. , 454); Jailor, Ifcorc, v. Alleu
and Orant (26 Ky. , 410). These bonds were held illegal upon the ground
(hat tliey were predicated upon an agreement of the officer in question to
violate his duty in the premises. While a contract of a Federal officer to shirk
his duty in consideration of a bond might be held void on the same principle,
the Federal courts from an early date have assumed that an officer in the
exercise of his duties might exact a bond in favor of the United States not
requirecl by statute and lbs. t such a bond was valid. Over 100 years ago
(]831) the Supreme Court said: "It has been the constant practice of the
Government to take such bonds without express legislative authority, and it
has been the understanding of Congress that such bonds were regular.
If the United States are competent to become parties to such a bond without
legislative requisitions, it is equally true that the right to direct or require"
such a bond belongs to the Executive. It is a part of its constitutional poiver.
(See United States v. John Bnrth Co. ,
A bond to pay taxes is a new obligation.
supra, and cases cited therein with approval; United States v. O»kc», 23 F.
—
(2d), 867 [T. D. 4108, C. B. VI 2, 270]; gray itlotor Co. v. U»(ted States, 16 F.
(2d), 8, &7 [T. D. 3994, C. B. VI—1, 149]; United Stairs v. B&c»»olds, 27 F.
(2d), 902; McCnugi&n v. Phila Barge Co. , 27 F. (2d), 628 [T. D. 4199, C. B.
VII —2, IG8]. Note United States v. U. S. I'. d O. Co. , 221 F., 27; Ray»iond v.
United States, Fed. Cas. 11, 596, See, also, Gulf Slates Steel Co. v. U»ited
States, 287 U. S., 32 [Ct. D. G08, C. B. XI—2, 314]; United States v. tt&yoniing
2, 323]; United States v.
Central ckssn. , 70 F. (2d), 869 [Ct. D, 864, C. B. XIII—
Calumet Steel Co., 74 F. (2d), 429. ) These considerations point with equal
(See also as to estoppel, Florforce to the estoppel of the Surety company.
ehelm B«os. Dry Goods Co. , Ltd. , v. United States, 280 U. S., 45&3, 464 [Ct. D.
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]67, C. B. IX—1, 260], and 3fagee v. United States, 282 U. S., 482 [Ct. D. 285,
C. B, X—1, 189].) The Surety company is estopped to claim the invalidity
of the bond.
reversed.

Judgment

—

SUBTITLE C. SUPPLEMENTAL PROVISIONS.
COMPUTATION
B.—

SUPPLEMENT

—

OF NET INCOME.

SECTION 111. DETERMINATION OF AMOUNT OF
ARTIcI.E

GAIN OR LOSS.

561: Determination

or loss.

of the amount of gain

REVENUE ACT OF 192S.

Redemption of preferred stock, dividends
mon stock. (See Ct. D. 1124, page 21'9.)

thereon paid in com-

—

SECTION 112. RECOGNITION OF GAIN OR LOSS.
ARTIcI E

XV—2-7900
Ct. D. 1059

577: Definitions.

INCOME TAX

1. GAIN

—REVENUE

oa Loss —

—DECISION

ACT OF 1928

OF SUPREME COURT.

RBQBGANIZATION.

If

the taxpayer corporation in November, 1929, transferred substantially all of its assets to another corporation in exchange for
$260, OOO in cash and 17,25O shares of stock of the purchaser, but
retained stock of certain subsidiary corporations and some other
property of undisclosed value, and thereafter remained in existence
and continued to do business, the transaction amounted to a reorganization within the meaning of section 112(i)1(A) of the
Revenue Act of 1928, in that the taxpayer acquired a substantial
and continuing interest in the affairs of the purchaser corporation. The facts in respect of this not being found by the Board of
Tax Appeals, the case must be remanded. The mere fact that the
taxpayer and its subsidiaries continued actively in business does
not defeat the claim of reorganization.
2. DEOIsroN RxiTBtssn.
Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit (76 Fed.
(2d), 454), reversed.
SUPREME

On

CoUBT 0F THE UNITED

STATEs.

0. d X. Itfanufactnring

Co. , petitioner, v. gntf T. IIeloering, Commissioner
of Internal It'eoenne.
writ of certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.

The

[December 16, 1985.]
OPINIO'N.

Mr. Justice MUREvNor. us delivered the opinion of the Court.
The petitioner contests the validity of a deficiency assessment for 1929
income taxes. It maintains that the transaction out of which the alleged
gains arose amounted to a reorganization
within the intendment
of section
112(i)1(A), Revenue Act, 1928.
The court below was of opinion that the transaction involved amounted to a
sale of the assets and business of the taxpayer.
In November, 1929, petitioner transferred what the Board of Tax Appeals seems to have assumed was
all of its assets to the Kraft-Phenix Cheese Corporation and
substantially
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received therefor $200, 000 in cash and 17,250 shares common stock of the
purchaser, then worth possibly $80 per share. After the. transfer, the taxpayer remained in existence and continued to do business.
It also retained
assets of undisclosed value, namely, shares of certain sul&sidiary corporations
and some other property.
If the claim of the taxpayer that the i.ransfer included substantially all its property is correct, then we think what was done
amounted to a reorganization ivithin the statute. The facts in respect of this
were not found by the Board of Tax Appeals, and the cause must be returned
there in order that the omission may be supplied.
The mere fact that the
taxpayer and its subsidiaries continued actively in business would not defeat
The ownership of the stock in the Kraft-Phenix
the claim of reorganization.
Cheese Corporation gave the taxpayer a substantial and continuing interest in
the aftairs of that corporation.
The judgment of the court beloiv is reversed. The cause will be remanded
to the circuit coui't of appeals with direction to that court to remand the
case to the Board of Tax Appeals for determination of the value of tlie retained assets and such further proceedings as may be necessary.
ARTIUI. E

INCOIIE TAX

1.

XV—2—7901

577: Definitions.

—REVENUE
Loss

—

—DECISION

ACT OF 1928

—

Ct. D. 1060

OF SUPREME COURT.

CoNBTRUcTI0N oF STATUTEL
C Corporation and transferred to it real
estate, investiuents, and miscellaneous assets in exchange for the
entire capital stock of C, distributing the shares thus obtained
among its three stockholders, and transferred all its remaining
assets to D Corporation in exchange for voting trust certificates
representing 1,800 shares of stock in D and over $400, 000 cash. B
distributed
retained the certificates but immediately
the cash
among its stocl-holders, who agreed to pay outsi. anding debts of
B amounting to approximately $100,000. Under these facts, the
latter transaction was not a sale, but partook of the nature of a
reorganizatiouwithin
the meaning of section 112(i)1(A) of the
Revenue Act of 1928, in that the seller acquired a definite and substantial interest in the purchaser.
Treasury regulations long in
force support the conclusion that the scope of clause (A) of section 112(i)1 is not narrowed by clause (B), which requires that
GAIN CR

RECRGANISATIGN

B Corporation organized

the transferor obtain control of the transferee. The facts that the
relationship of B to the assets conveyed was substantially changed,
that a large part of the consideration was cash, and that the transferor corporation was not dissolved, do not render the statute inapplicable.
2. DEcisioN AFFIRMED.
Decision of tlie Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit (7B Fed.
(2d), 797), which reversed the decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (28 B. T. A. , 591), afilrmcd.
SUPREME CCURT QF THE UNITED STATEs.

174. Guy

T. IIelpering,

Commissioner
A'innesota

of Internal
Tea Co.

175. Guy T. IIeiveri«g, Commissioner of Internal
Peterson.

Reoenue,

petiti oner,

Revenue, petitioner,

170. Guy T. IIeioering, Cominissioner of Internet Reoenue, petitionei.
Peterson.
Ou writs of

,

v.

v.

E.

v.

L. T.

C.

certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuih
[December 1B, 1985.]
OPINION.

Mr. Justice MOREvNOLDS delivered the opinion of the "ourt.
No. 174. Respondent, a Minnesota corporation with three stockholders, assailed a deficiency assessnient for 1928 inconie t:is and prevailed below. The
&
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He claims the transaction out of which the
Commissioner seeks reversal.
within section 112, paragraph
assessment arose. was not a reorganization
(i)1(A), Revenue Act, 1928 (ch. SS2, 46 Stat. , 791). "The term 'reorganiza
tion' means (A) a merger or consolidation (including the acquisition by one
corporation of at least a majority of the voting stock and at least a majority
of the total number of shares of all other classes of stock of. another
" Thecorpora.
circuit
tion, or substantially all the properties of another corporation.
court of appeals held otherwise and remanded the cause for determination by
the Board whether the whole of the cash received by the AIinnesota Tea Co, was,
in fact distributed as required by the Act. We granted certiorari because of
alleged coniiicting opinions.
The petition also stated that, as the taxpayer made an earlier conveyance of
certain assets, the later one, here in question, of what remained to the Grand
Union Co. did not result in acquisition by one corporation of substantially all
This point was not raised prior to the petition for
property of another.
certiorari and, in the circumstances, we do not consider it.
Statutory provisions presently helpful are in the margin. '
July 14, 1928, respondent caused Peterson Investment Co. to be organized
and transferred to the latter real estate, investments and miscellaneous assets
in exchange for the transferee's entire capital stock. The shares thus obtained
were immediately distributed among the three stockholders.
August 23, 1928,
it transferred all remaining assets to Grand Union Co. in exchange for voting
trust certificates, representing 1,800 shares of the transferee's common stocl-,
and $420, 842.M cash. It retained the certificates; but imlnediately distributed
the money among the stockholders, who agreed to pay $106,471.73 of its
outstanding debts. Although of opinion that there had been reorganization,
the Commissioner treated as taxable gain the amount of the assumed debts
upon the view that this amount of the cash received by the company wag
really appropriated to the pavment of its debts.
The matter went before the Board of Tax Appeals upon the question whether
the Commissioner ruled rightly in respect of this taxable gain. Both parties
proceeded upon the view that there had' been reorganization.
Of its own
motion, the Board questioned and denied the existence of one. It then ruled

'

Revenue Act, 1918 (ch. 1S, 40 Stat. , 1060):
Sxc, 202. (b) When property is exchanged for other property, the property received
shall for the purpose of determining gain or loss be treated as the equivalent of cash to the amount of its fair market value, if s.ny; but when in connecticn
with the reorganization,
merger, or consolidation of a corporation a person receives
in place of stock or securities owned by him new stock or securities of no greater
aggregate par or face value, no gain or loss shall be deemed to occur from the exchange, and tbe new stock or securities received shall be treated as taking the place
of the stock, securities, or property exchanged.
Revenue Act, 1921 (ch. 136, 42 Stat. , 230):
Sac. 202. (c) For the purposes of this. title, on an exchange of property, real, personal
or mixed, for any other such property, no gain or loss shall be recognized unless the
property received in exchange has a readily realizable market value; but even if the
property received in exchange has a readily realizable ma. rket value, no gain or loss
in exchange

shall be recognized-

t

v
I
s
of one or more corporations a person receives in
of
stock
or securities owned by him, stock or securities in a corporation a
p]acc
any
party to or resulting from such reorganization.
The word "reorganization" as used
in tnis paragraph, includes a merger or consolidation
(including the acquisition by one
corporatron of' at least a majority of the voting stock and at least a majority oi the
total number of shares of all other classes of stock of another corporation, or of substantially all the properties of another corporation), recapitalization, or mere change in
identity, form, or place of organization of a corporation.
Revenue Act, 1924 (ch. 234, 43 Stat. , 256):
Sac. 203. (a) Upon the sale or exchange of property the entire amount of the gain
or loss, determined under section 202, shall be recognized, except as hereinafter
provided in this section.

(2) When in the reorganization

v

(b) (2) No gain or loss
a yarty to a reorganization
so e)y for stock or securities
the reorganization.
(3) fgo gain or loss shall

shall be recognized if stock or securities in a corporation
are, in pursuance of the plan of reorganization, exchanged
in such corporation or in another corporation a party to
be recognized if a corporation a party to a reorganization
exchanges propertv, in pursuance of the plan of reorganization,
solely for stock or
securities in another corporation a party to the reorganization.
(4) Yo gain or loss shall be recognized if property is transferred to a corporation
by one or more persons solely in exchange for stock or securities in such cornoration,
and immediately
after the exchange such person or
are in controf of the
corporation; but in the cuse of an exchange by two orperso~s
more persons this paragraph

that the corporation had realized taxable gain amounting to the difference
between cost of the property transferred and the cash received plus the value
of the 1,800 shares $712,195.90.
The circuit court of appeals found there was reorganization within the statute
and reversed the Board. It concluded that the words "the acquisition by one
corporation of * s s substantially all the property of another corporation "
A.iso that clause (B), secplainly include the transaction under consideration.
tion 112(i)1, first introduced by Revenue Act of 1924, and continued in later
not
narrow
the
clause
scope of
statutes, did
(A). Further, that reorganization
was not dependent upon dissolution by the eonveyiug corporation. And finally,
that its conclusions find support in Treasury regulations long in force.
These conclusions we think are correct.
The Comiiiissioner maintains that the statute presents two definitions of
reorganization by transfer of assets. One, clause (B), requires that the transferor obtain control of the transferee. The other, clause (A), is part of the
definition of merger or consolidation, and must be narrowly interpreted so as
to necessitate something nearly akin to technical inerger or consolidation.
These clauses have separate legislative histories and were intended to be
Consequently, he says, clause (A) fnust be restricted to
inutually exclusive.
prevent overlapping and negation of the condition in clause (B). Also, the
transaction here involved substantially changed the re!ation of the taxpayer
io its assets; a lar e ainount of cash passed between the parties; there are
many attributes of a sale; what was done did not sufficiently reseinble merger
or consolidation as commonly understood.
With painstaking care, the opinion of the court below gives the history of
clauses (A) and (B), section 112(i)1. We need not repeat the story. Clause
(A) first appeared in the Act of 1921; (B) was added. by the 1924 Act. We
find nothing in the history or words employed which indicates an intention to
modify the evident meaning of (A) by ivhat appears in (B). Both can have
effec, and if one does somewhat overlap the other the taxpayer should not
be denied, for that reason, what one paragraph clearly grants him. Treasury
regulations long enforced support the taxpayer's position, as the opinion below
plainly points out.

—

shall apply only ff the amount of the stock and securities received by each is substantially in proportion to his interest in the property prior to the exchange.
s
(ei If an exchange would be within the provisions of paragraph (3) of subdivision
the
property received in exchange consists uot only
(b) if lt were not for the fact that
of stock or securities permitted by such paragraph to be received without tbe recognition
then—
or
money,
of gain, but also of other property
or money distributes it in pur(1) If the corporation receiving such noother property
to the corporation shall be recogn&zed
guin
reorganization,
suance of the plan of
from the exchange, but
does not distribute
(2) If the corporation receiving such other property or money
to the corporation shall
ft in pursuance of the plan of reorganization, the gain, if any,
oi'
such
and the fulr
money
excess
of
tbe
sum
not
in
an
amount
in
be recognized, but
market value of such other property so received, which fs not so dfstributcd,

s
201 and 204—
(including the
(1) The term "reorganization" means (A) a merger or consolidation
voting stock and at least
acquis!tion by onc corporation'of at least a majority of tile
classes
of uuotber
other
of
stock
of the total number oi shares of all
u majority
all the properties of another corporation), or (lf) u
or substantially
corporution,
another
corporation
its
assets
to
if
transfer by u corporation of all or a part of
imm&diately after the transfer the transferor or its stockholders ') or both are in control
recapitalization,
or
or
a
transferred,
(&.
of the coiporation to whicli the assets are
however effected,
ln hlentity, form, or place of organization,
(D) a mere chun~e
a corporation resulting from
(2) The term 'Vu partv to u reorganizatiou" includes case
of an acquisition by one
a reorganization und inclu&les both of'corporations in the and
ut least a majority of the
the voting stock
corporation of at least u majority
total number of shares of ull other clusses of stock of another corporation.
Itevcnue Act, 192G (ch. 27, 44 Stat. , 12):
Section 203 (a), (b) (2), (b) (3), (b) (4), (e)('h) (e) (1) (e) (2), (h), (h) (1), und
(2), (rf) (3), (b) (4), ie), (c) (1),
(h) (2) repeat the words of section 203 (a),
(e) (2), (h), (b) (1), and (h) (2) of the Act of 1024.
81G):
Stat.
,
ifcvcnue Act, 1928 (ch. 852, 45
Section 112 (a), (b) (3), (b) (4), (b) (5), (d), (d) (1), (d) (2) (i), (1) (1), and
(a), (b) (2), (b) (3), (b) (4), (e), (e) (1),
(1) (2) orepcat the words of section 203
(e) (2), (h), (b) (1), and (h) (2) of the Act of 1924,
If&venue Act, 19:12 (ch. 209, 47 Stat. , 190):
S&ction 112 (a), (b) (3), (b) (4), (b) (5), (d), (d) (1), (0) (2), (1), (1) (I), und
(b) (4), (e), (e) (1),
1) (2) repeat the words oi' section 203 (a), (b) (2), (b) (3),
e) (2), (h), (h) (1), and (h) (2) of the Act oi 1924.

(h) As used

fn this section and sections

$112, Art. 577.]
(287 U. S., 462, 470 [Ct. D, 630, C. B.
considered the language of section 208(h)1(A. ), Act of 1926,
which becauie section 112(i)1(A), Act of 1928, and held that a sale for money
We approved the concluor short-term notes was uot within its intendment.
Board of Tax Appeals and Court of Appeals
sion of the Commissioner,
that the transaction there involved was in reality a sale for the equivalent of
not an exchange for securities. But we disapproved the following as.
money
and observations of the court: "That in adopting paragraph
(h)
sumption
' in their ordi
'
'
~
Congress intended to use the words ' merger and consolidation
nary and accepted meanings. Giving the matter in parentheses the most liberal
constructioii, it is only when there is an acquisition of substantially all fhe
property of another corporation in connection with a merger or consolidation
that a reorganization takes place. Clause (B) of the "paragraph reinoves any
And we said: "The
doubt as to the intention of Congress on this point.
They expand the meanwords within the pareiitheses may not be disregarded.
'
'
'
'
so as to include some things which partake
ing of mercer or consolidation
of the nature of a merger or consolidation but are beyond the ordinary and
so as to embrace circumstances
commonly accepted Ineaning of those words
difficult to delimit but which in strictness can not be designated as either
But the mere purchase for money of the assets of one
merger or consolidation.
company by another is beyoud the evident purpose of the provision, and has no
Certainly, we think that to bo
real semblance to a merger or consolidation.
within the exemption the seller must acquire an interest in the affairs of the
purchasing company more definite than that incident to ownership of its shortterm purchase-money
notes. " And we now add that this interest must be
definite and material; it must represent a substantial part of the value of the
This much is necessary in order that the result accomthing transferred.
plished may genuinely partake of the nature of merger or consolidation.
Gregory v. EeII+ring (298 U. S., 465 [Ct. D. 911, C. B. XIV—1, 196]), revealed
a sham a mere device intended to obscure the character of the transaction.
We, of course, disregarded the mask and dealt with realities. The present record discloses no such situation; nothing suggests other than a bona fide business
move.
The transaction here was no sale, but partook of the nature of a reorganization in that the seller acquired a definite and substantial interest in the
purchaser.
True it is that the relationship of the taxpayer to the assets conveyed was
substantially changed, but this is not inhibited by the statute. Also, a large
part of the consideration was cash. This, we think, is permissible so long as
the taxpayer received an interest in the affairs of the transferee which
represented a material part of the value of the transferred assets.
Finally, it is said the transferor was not dissolved and therefore the transaction does not adequately
resemble consolidation.
But dissolution is not
prescribed and we are unable to see that such action is essential to the end in
view.
The challenged ]udgment is affirmed.
Nos. 175 and 176. The respondents in these cases are two of the three stockholders of Minnesota Tea Co. The writs were granted upon the Commissioner's
petition which states the question involved is whether the transaction between
Minnesota Tea Co. and Grand Union Co., described above No. 174 resulted in
a reorganization within the Revenue Act of 1928. The petition also declared~
* ~ depends solely
"The amount of the tax due from the respondents,
upon whether the transfer of the properties of the Minnesota Tea Co. to the
Cr;ind Union Co, was a reorganization within the meaning of the Revenue Act. "
We think the court below rightly decided there was a reorganization.
It
reversed the Board of Tax Appeals and remanded the cause for further proceediugs, and its ]udgment must be affirmed.
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Where, under the circumstances stated, certain corporate shares
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shares which another corporation owned, the petitioner was not a
party to a reorganization within the meaning of section 112(i) of
the Revenue Act of 1928, since neither party to the excharge acquired any definite immediate interest in the other. Nothing in the
transaction even remotely resembles either merger or reorganization
as commonly understood.
2. DEcrs&oN AFFIRMEo.
Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit (79 Fed.

(2d), 509), affirmed.

SvpnEME CQURT oF THE UNITKn STATEs.

Bus

&f

Trausport

On writ of certiorari

Securities Corporation, petitioner, v. Gut( T. IIelcerb&it,
Commissioner of Internal twt&enue.
to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.

[December 16, 1935.]
OPINION.

Mr. Justice MoRE&Notrs delivered the opinion of the Court.
Petitioner
Bus A Transport Securities Corporation
challenges a dciiciency
income tax assessment for 1929, and says that the transaction from which the
alleged taxable gain arose was reorganization &vithin section 112, Revenue Act,
1028. Paragraphs (b) (4), (i) (1) and (i) (2) are specially relied upon.
Jacobus owned practically all shares of two corporations, herein designated
"A" and "B," which operated bus lines. The Public Service Corporatiou of New
Jersey the projector desired to control these lines; and to that end engineered
the following plan:
Public Service Coordinated Transport Co. , affiliated Ivith the projector, caused
the organization of C. Easman Jacobus, Inc. , took all the stock and paid therefor
by transferring 2, 500 of the projector's slmres.
Jacobus caused p"tiiioner to be organized and acquired all its stock in ex" &orporations. Thereafter petitioner
change for all shares of "A" anil
transferred to Public Service Coordinated Transport (.'o. these "A" and
shares and took all shares of C. Easman Jacobus, Inc.
Thus, petitioner, through Jacobus, Inc. , came to control 2, 500 of' tbe projector's
shares. And Public Service Coordinated t(& Transport Co. became owner of all
B" corpora(. ious. Through these manipulations, the proslmres of "A" and
jector obtained indirect control of corporations "A" and
and the lines which
they operate.
The Commissioner, the Board of Tax Appeals, aud the Circuit Court of Appeals
all rightly concluded that petitioner Ivas not pa»1y to a reorganization within
the statute. Certain corporate shares owned by it were exchanged for shares
which another corporation owned. Neither party to the exchange acquired any
definite immediate interest in the other. Nothing here, we think, even remotely
resembles either merger or reorgauization as com&nonly unilerstood.
(Pinellas
Ice Co. v. Commissioner, 287 U. S., 462 [Ct. D. G30, C. B. XII—1, 161].)
The challenged judgment must be affirmed.
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ExcHANOE OF Srocr ron SrocI» REonoANIzATIoN.
XVbcre an offer by the majority stockholders of a bank, to exchange their stock for cash and stock of a trust company which desired to tal-e over tlie business of the bank, was never accepted but
instead, without the knowledge of the bank stockholders, a. different
method of transfer was substituted whereby a third corporation
acquired all the bank stock, which was then purchased by the trust
company, followed by liquidation of the bank and retirement of its
stock, the vidence w;&s sufficient io sustain the flndin of the Board
oR

&
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of Tax Appeals that the third corporation was not acting as agent
for the trust company, and the transfers did not amount to a reorganization within the meaning of section 112(b)8 of the Revenue
Act of 1928,
2. DEcxsxoN AFFIRMED.
Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (30 B. T. A. , 89) aflirmed.
UNITED STATEs CIRCVIT CoURT oF APPEAIs FoR THE THIRD CIRcUIT.

Charles

F. Beech, ,

v. Comnewsfoner

of Internal ReDenae, respondent.

for review of decision of the United States Board of Tax Appeals.

On petition

Before

petitioner,

BvFFINOTON

and THoMPsoN,

Circuit Judges, and KIRKPATRxcxr, District|
Judge.

[January

80, 1986.]

OPINION.

District Judge: The question presented by this petition for
review of the decision of the Board of Tax Appeals is whether gain arising
from an exchange of stock was taxable.
The exemption claimed is under section 112(b)8 which is as follows:
"(8) 8tock for stocL on reorganization. No gain or loss shall be recognized
if stock or securities in a corporation a party to a reorganization are, in
pursuance of the plan of reorganization, exchanged solely for stock or securi-"
ties in such corporation or in another corporation a party to the reorganization.
It will be noted that the exemption depends upon two conditions: first, the
corporations whose stock is exchanged must be parties to a reorganization,
and second, tlie exchange must be in pursuance of the plan of reorganization.
It might be thought that a situation could scarcely arise in which one of
these conditions would be present without the other, yet this appears to be
such a case. There is no real controversy about the fact that a plan of reorganization was formed, that the taxpayer parted with his stock in pursuance of the plan, and that, so far as he knew, the stock which he got in
exchange was also delivered in pursuance of the plan. But the Board of Tax
Appeals has found as a fact that, unknown to the taxpayer, the plan under
his stocl- was never carried out but that
which he thought he wns exchangin
the stock which he received was owned by a third person who was acting
of and not as an agent for either corporation involved. Conseindependently
quently no reorganization within the meaning of that term as used in the Act
took place and neither of the corporations whose stock iva. s exchanged was a
party to a reorganization.
The facts as found by the Board were as follows: The corporations involved
were two banking institutions which may be called the Trust company and the
Birmingham bark. Thc Trust company desired to take over and absorb the
Birmingliam bank by acquiring its stock and liquidating its business. Negotiations resulted in a written proposal by the holders of 770 shares of stock of the
Birmingham banl- by which they offered to exchange their stock at the rate of
1 share for 3i/~ shares of the Trust company, with the proviso that the Trust
company stock so acquired would be purchased for cash at a figure named
within 15 days of the acceptance of the offer. It was provided that the offer
should remain open for acceptance for a period of 80 days.
If this arrangement liad been carried out it may be assumed that it would
have constituted a reorganization as that term is defined in Pinellas Ice if Gold
Storage Co. v. Gonnnissioner (287 U. S., 462 [Ct. D. 630, C. B. XII—1, 161]), and
Cortland Specialty Go. v. Contsnissioner (60 Fed. (2d), 987 [Ct. D. 668, C. B.
XII—1, 164]).
But it was not carried out and, instead, entirely new machinery of transfer
was substituted without the knowledge of the stoclrholders of the B rmingham
bank. Afier the offer ha&1 been subiuitted to the Trust company its officials
came to the conclusion that if it were accepted there would be a violation of
the rules of the Federal Reserve Board, since permission of that body had not
been obtained
a matter which had caused criticism in previous transactions.
On the supposition that an application ior the consent of the Federal Reserve
Board would cause considerable delay, a new inethod of acquiring the BirmingKIREPATRIOK,

—
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ham bank stock was adopted. The stockholders of the Birmingham bank were
not notified of the change.
The offer of June 20 was never accepted and no action was taken upon it by
Instead two other corporations, Hillman Investment Co.
the Trust company.
and Allegheny Bankshares, Inc. , were brought into the arrangement.
Hillman
company bought 763 of the 1,000 outstanding shares of the Birmingham bank
for cash for the account of the Trust compauy but in the name of Baukshares,
Inc. , financing the transaction with mo~ey borrowed by Bankshares partly from
the Trust company and partly from another bank. For the remaining 237
shares of stock of the Birmingham bank, EIillman company gave the holders
786 shares of the Trust company stock, of which it owned a very large block.
Hillman company thus acquired all the stock of the Birmingham bank (except
70 shares owned by directors) between July 25 and August 9, the certificates
being assigned in blank aml delivered to Hillman company or Bankshares
from whom the bank's stockholders received either cash or certificates of stock
of the Trust company. The directors' shares were delivered for cash between
November, 1930, and January, 1931. Hillman company thus became the sole
stockholder of Birmingham bank.
On January 13, 1931, the Trust company by resolution overed to purchase the
assets of the Birmingham bank for $550,000 subject to liabilities. This offer
was accepted by the Birmingham banl-, now controlled by EIillman company,
and duly consummated.
Tho Birmingham bank was liquidated, its shares of
stock called for retirement and canceled and its charter surrendered.
The
$550, 000 was paid to Sheets, a director of Hillman company who was the record
holder of the stock of th" Ilirmingham banl-, who turned it over to Bankshares.
Just how the tra»saction was finally wound up is not material, except that
nothing appeared which would amount to bringing in the Hillman company as
an agent for the Trust company.
It thus appears that the vvhole question revolves about the siugle controverted
point, whether or not Hillman company in carrying out the scheme adopted
was or was not the agent of the Trust company.
If it was, the entire transaction in law would stand as though the Trust company had acquired the stock
itself, and at that point a reorganization would be eifective and that condition
of the statute met. In such case, the subsequent acquisition by the Trusi&
company of the assets of the Birmingham bank would have amouuted to little
more than an internal readjustment by the Trust company of its o&vn property,
and the fact that the plan as previously conceived was not actually carried o«t
would make no practical difference.
However, at this point the appellants' case is met by a finding of fact by
the Board of Tax Appeals to the effect that Hillman company was not acting
as agent for the Trust company. The Board said "Giving due consideration to
all the evidence in the case, we are unable to find that either the EIillman
company or Bankshares, Inc. , or both, were acting as the agent of the Trust
In order to concompany in acquiring the stock of the Birmingham bank.
stitute the agency relationship it must appear th;&t these corporations or at
least one of them vvas acting upon authority from the Trust company or the
Trust compauy ratified the action taken. Clearly the Trust company did not
authorize the action to be taken in its behalf, nor did it expressly or impliedly
ratify it. Accordingly ihe contention of the petitioner on this point is denied.
The most that can be said of the arrangement between the executive
oificers of the Trust company and IIillman is that it was a gentleman's agreSo far as tt&e
ment, entered into by the oificers in their individual capacity.
record shows it wns never ratified or adopted either by the directors of the
Trust company or by its stockholders.
The exist. ence of a disputed agency may be a question of fact even where the
evidence is not confiicting if different conclusions can reasonably be drawn
therefrom.
That is the situation in this case. The fi»ding of no agency by
the Board of Tax Appeals is a determination of fact for administrative p»rposes, not subject to revie&v. (Phillips v. Cor«r«&sa&'ot&er, 283 U, S., 589 [Ct. D.
350, C. B. X—1, 264]. ) As to it, the only question for this court is whether the
evidence was legally sufficient to sustain it, and upon this point we hold that
it was.
From the fact situation thus presented, it follows as a rnatter of lnw that,
r&gardless of the question whet)&er or not the petitioner's stock vvas exchang&. &l
the corporations inrolred vvere»ot
in pursuance of a plan of reorganization,
As found by the Board of Tax Appeals,
actually parties to a rcor anization.
what happened, in simplest terms, was that a stockholder of the bank exchanged'

"
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his bank stock for Trust company stock (and a small amount of cash) which
was owned by a third corporation acting entirely independently without authorization or subsequent ratification by the Trust company. Thereafter this third
corporation sold to the Trust company all the stock of the bank which it had
thus acquired, the bank was liquidated and the stock retired. It can not be
contended that a transfer accomplished in this manner, even though it resulted
iu a final absorption of the bank by the Trust company, amounted to a reorganization if, as has been fou~d by the Board of Tax Appeals, the action of the
intermediary was not by virtue of any agency or binding obligation of any
kind to the bank.
The order of the Board is approved.

—
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Ct. D. 1098

—DECISION

ACTS OF 1921, 1924, 1928, AND 1928
SUI'REME COURT.

LEARE oF PRDPERTY
BasIs —
oR Loss —
"
—
DATE PROPIItTY was "AoqvIRED.

wITH

OPTION

OF

To

Where the lessee of land under a 10-year lease, embodying. an
irrevocable option to buv at the expiration of the lease on Novemtransferred
ber 86, 1916, exercised the option and subsequently
the land to its successor under circumstances which do not alter
the basis for calculation of gain, and the successor sold portions
of the tract during the period 1920 to 1928, inclusive, the property
was "acquired, " within the meaning of the applicable Revenue Acts,
when the option was exercised and conveyance made, rather than
when the lease was made, and the cost of the property on November
80, 1916, was the proper basis for determining gain upon the sales.

2.

DEOIRION

REvEasED.

Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit (77 Fed.
(2d), 728), reversing decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (28
B. T. A, 895), reversed.
SvPREME CovRT oF THE UNITED' STATEs.

&et) T. II'elvering,
Ou writ of

Uonwnissioner

J'rait

of Internal Iteventte, petitioner, v. San Zoaqain
c5 Investment
Uo.

certiorari tu the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

[March 2, 1986.]
OPINION.

Mr. Justice RORERTs delivered the opinion of the Court.
Is real property "acquired, within the meaning of the Revenue Acts, when
a lease is made conte. ining an option to purchase, or when the option is exercised2 The question is presented under the relevant sections of the Revenue
Acts of 1921, 1924, 1926, and 1928.'

"

'42 Stat. 227, 229; 43 Stat. , 253, 258; 44 Stat. , 9, 14; 45 Stat. , 791, 818. The provisions of the Revenue Act of 1924. which are typical, to)tow:
' Ssc. 204.
(a) The basis for determining the gain or loss from the sale or other dtsposttton of property acquired after February 28, 1913, shall be the cost of such property; except that
"(b) The basis for determining the gain or loss from the sale or other disposition of
property acquired before March 1, 1913, shall be (A) the cost of such property
or (8) the fair market value of such property as of March 1,I 1913I whichever is
" 4 4
greater.
Section 202 oi the Revenue Act of 1921 speaks of. "property, real, personal, or mixed. "
~

"

October 13, 1906, the Irvine Go. leased to the San Joaquin Fruit Co. 1,000
acres, part of a much larger tract, of bare unirrigated land iu California. The
lessor was wholly owned by one Irvine, and the lessee was organizwl bv two
experienced men who together with Irvine subscribed its capitaL in the hopthat planting, irrigation, and cultivatio~ ivould make the land valuable. The
lease was for a term of 10 rears from December 1, 1906; required the lessee
to plant the tract as an orchard within four years, to procure and conduct
a specified supply oi' irrigation water to the tract, and to raise certain field
crops ln connection with the orchard; and embodied an irrevocable option to buy
the whole acreage for $200, 000, exercisable November 80, 191(L Before October,
1908, the lessee procured the water, planted, aud ivas successfully working the
land; and the taking up of the option at the end of the term was then no
longer a matter of doubt. By February 28, 1918, the value of the property had
greatly increased. On November 80, 1916, the option was closed and conveyance
transferred the land to the respondent
made to the lessee, which subsequently
under circumstances which do not alter the basis for calculation of gain. During the period 1920 to 1928, inclusive, the respondent sold portions of the tract.
In computing the tax liability for these years the petitioner determined the
property was acquired November 80, 1916, ivhen the opl. ion was exercised, and
its cost iras the $200, 000 paid plus the amounts exp'nded for improvements
pursuant to the lease. The respondent appealed to the Board of Tax Appeals,
contending the lessee acquired a property in the land an interest real prior
to ilfarch 1, 191, and the value of the land at that date iras the groper basis
for calculating gain on sales. The Board sustained the petitioner. ' The Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the Board's decision. ' To resolve an asserted
confiict' ive granted certiorari.
)Yc hold that the respondent acquired the property on November 80, 1916.
The option itself was property, and doubtless was valuable.
If it had been assignable, and the lessee had sold it at a profi, taxable gain ivould have
resulted from tile sale. But the option is admittedly not the same property
as the land. So conceding, (he respondent still insists that ownership of the
option created an interest in the land. This ivou[d not be true of a bare option
uncorniected ivi(. h a lease; ' but we are told that because embodied in the lease
the agreement became a covenant real aud gave the lessee a species of interest
or property in the land. The weight of authority is to tlie contrary, ' and no
cited Caliiornia decision suliports the position. ' But even if we sliould agree
(hat a lessee-optionee acquires, by virtue of the instrument an equitable interest iu tlie hind it would not follow that, within the contemplation of the
Revenue Acts, he acquires the property at tlie date of the option ratlier than
at the date of conveyance. The word "acquired" is not a term of art in the
law of property but one 1n common use. The plain import of the word is
"obtained as one's own. " I.anguage used in tax statutes should be read in the
ordinary and natural sense. ' In the common'and usual meaning of the term
the land was acquired when conveyed to thc respondent's predecessor.
The Circuii: Court of Appeals thought that to avoid serious doubts concerning
ihe constitutional power to tax gains accruing b fore ill&!rch 1, 1918, it was
important, if possible, to treat the property as acquired ivhen tlie option was
given. The court therefore resorted to the doctrine that the title when acquired
relates back to the &late &if the option. Cited in support of this application of
the tlieory are cases in which the California courts have invoked it to subordinate the rights of assignees or mortgagees who became such with notice of
an outstanding option. ' The fiction of relation, indulged to defeat those dealiug
with the legal title ivith know'. edge of the option, can give no ni&1 in solving the
questioii of the time of the optionee's acquircinent of property under a statute

—

28 B. T. A. . 395.
77 Ii'. (26), 723.
'See Commissioner v.
(2&l), 14).
s

—

s

s

(ii

F, (26), Gio); Chisholm r. Commissioner (i9 Ii',
S.
Bicha«dson
(106 U. , 252, 254); Todd v. Citi=cns Gas Co. (46 F, (2d),
S;i i, SGG).
' lriliard v. Toyloe (8 Wall. , 557, 5G4); Had'ish r. I!!on (229 Ill. , 35, 40); Bras r,
Shcgicld (49 I&an. 702 710); Coldi&eli v. Era"ier (G5 Kan. , 24); Luigart v. Lexington
Turf Club (130 ky. , SI73, 480); Trumbull v. Bombard (171 App. Div, (N. Y. ), 700);
Gamble v. Garlock (116 blinn. , 59).
' Compare Ludy v. Zunnalt (S5 Cal. App. , 110); FIicks r. Christeson (174 Cal„712).
' Old Colony Railroad Co. v. Commissioner (284 I.'. H. , 552 [Ct. D. 456, C. B, XI—1,
U. S., 172 [Ct. D. 064, &'. I&. XII—I, 25G]).
274]); Fteinecke v, Smith (2SG
'Smith v. Bankiiam (156 &'. al. , 359); Chapman r. Great )1'estern Gyps«m Co. (216 Cal. ,
Cummings

v. FIard&oick

420) .
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taxing gain upon a subsequent sale. And there is no need of the fiction to
avoid any constitutional question. The power to tax gains which accrued prior
to the adoption of the sixteenth amendme~t is not here involved. We suppose
the amount received by the respondent from a sale includes and is the result
of increase in value of the property in the period prior to March 1, 1918. But
the gain accruing in that period did not accrue to property owned by the lessee.
Neither the land nor the gain so accruing before March 1, 1918, became the
lessee's property until 1916 when it took up the option.
An alternative contention is that the exercise of the option and the conveyance on November 80, 1916, constituted merely an exchange of capital assetsand the basis for calculation of gain was the value of
a closed transaction
the land and improvements at that date. The capital asset, sale of which
resulted in taxable gain, was the land. This was not an asset of the taxpayer
prior to the exercise of the option. We think it clear that there was no
combination of two capital assets the option and $200, 000 of cash, to form
sold at a profit. The
s. new capital asset, the land, which was subsequently
judgment of the circuit court of appeals must be reversed.
So ordered.
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loss from sale.

(Also Section 23(a), Article 121.)

—REVENUE ACT OF 1928—
DECISION OF COURT.
—
BRCKERAGE FLEs—
Loss —
SALE oF BUsrNEss
1. DEDUOTIoN —
INCOME TAX

IzATIGN EXPENSEs
COMPANY.

—Co'sT

ORGAN-

oF AcqUIRING

AssETs OF ANCTHER

Where the taxpayer, a fire insurance company which acquired all
the assets and liabilities of an Indiana company in 1922, sold its
business and assets to another company in 1929, it was not entitled
to deduct as a loss on such sale the amount of fees paid to brokers
for efiecting reinsurance of a portion of the risks on which the
Indiana company had issued policies, such fees not being a part
of the cost of the assets of the taxpayer. Other expenses incurred
and paid in 1922 in connection with the merger, in the nature of
organization expenses, were deductible as a loss if they were part
of the cost of acquiring the assets of the Indiana company.

2.

—

—

GAIN OR LOSS SALE OF BUSINESS GOOD WILL.
A company owned and controlled by' Catholics and specializing

in writing fire insurance ou property owned by Catholics, which
was authorized to and did begin business as a corporation on
March 1, 1918, and which had secured pledges of insurance in
large amounts prior to that date, was not entitled to any allowance
for good will, in determining gain or loss upon the sale of its
assets in 1929, in the absence of satisfactory evidence as to the
value of the pledge contracts above the commissions paid to agents
and the cost of carrying the risks, or as to the value of the good
will, if any, at March 1, 1918, attributable to the pledges obtained
and to the nature and appeal of the organization.
8. DEDUOTICN CCMMIssICNs oN SALE oF STocK ORGANIzATIGN
ExPENsE ORDINARY AND NEcEssARY ExPENsE AMoRTIZATION—

—

—

—

—

STATUTE AND REGUI. ATIGNS.

Commissions paid by a corporation on the sale of its stock s.t or
near the time of organization are not deductible as an organization
expense or as an ordinary and necessary expense within the meaning of the tax law, and can not be amortized over the period of
organization as a part of the cost of obtaining capital. Longstanding Treasury regulations denying any deduction on account
of such commissions have been approved by the Board of Tax Appeals and by the courts, and Congress has not changed the statute
in respect thereto, although numerous Revenue Acts have been
enacted since the regulations were first promulgated.
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United Rtates.

8'rxTFS.

a 3Iichigan Corporation,

v. TIIa

[February 4, 1935.]
OPINION.

Judge, delivered the opinion of the court.
Plaintiff seeks to recover $83,429.07, with interest, on account of income taxes
alleged to have been overpaid by it for the year 1929 under the Revenue Act of
1928. A timely and proper claim for refund was filed and rejected.
It appears that the plaintiff is a fire insurance company organized under the
laws of Michigan in 1911, began business in iiarch, 1918, and its first policy was
issued in that month.
On November 1, 1922, the plaintiff took over the Columbian Fire Insurance Co. of Indiana, and the assets and liabilities of that company were transferred to plaintiff's books as of the last day of that year. On
August 19, 1929, a group of Cleveland bankers organized the Monarch Fire Insurance Co. for the specific purpose of acquiring the business and assets of the
plaintiff as the nucleus in a new company. The Monarch company, acting
through its brokers, in September and October, 1929, purchased
18,4884/so
shares (out of a total of 26, 000) of plaintiff's stock at the rate of $48 per share,
paying therefor a total of $795,018.40. Having thus acquired the ownership of
over 70 per cent of plaintiff's stock, the Monarch company obtained control of
the plaintiff corporation, the same individual serving as president of both companies, and an agreement was made on behalf of plaintiff to sell all of its
"property and assets, of whatsoever kind" to the Monarch company in consideration of the payment to plaintiiT of $1,118,000 and the assumption by the
Monarch company of all of plaintiff's liabilities,
The plaintiff received this sum
ansi caused it to be distributed to its stockholders, and all outstanding stock of
the plaintiff corporation was retired and canceled, having been redeemed at $43
per share.
The plaintiff filed its income tax return for 1929 which disclosed a taxable net
income of $3l0, 941.27 and a tax liability of $84, 208.54, which was duly paid.
Included in its gross income was an item of $879,252.78 shown as "profit from
sales of assets. " The return set out the sale of its assets and business, as
above stated, charged plaintiiT with the $1,118,000 received in cash, and offset
against the same the cost of the assets less the liabilities assumed. The amount
of the net assets was stated in the return at $738,747, 22, and this deducted from
the price paid by the Monarch company made the profit from the sale $879,252.78.
The cost of the assets as shown in the return and used by the Commissioner in
computing the tax did not include any amount for the value of good will on
iifarch 1, 1918.
The phfintiff filed a claim for refund of the entire tax for 1929 and interest
thereon. This claim was based on several grounds as shown in finding 8. The
first ground mentionerl may be summarized by saying that it claimed that the
return for the year 1929 in place of showing a profit of $379,252.78 should have
set out a total loss of $589,601.84 composed of certain items to which we shall
hereinafter refer. Amendments vvere filed to this claim alle~n alternatively
that in 1929 plaintiff sold its entire capital stock to Monarch Fire Insurance
Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, for the sum of $1,118,000, and that as of that date the
cost of the capital stock so sold was $1,640, 640.09; and as a further alternative
the plaintiff claimed that good will was sold at the same time to the Monarch
Fire Insurance Co. , which had a market value as of March 1, 1918, of not less
than $500,000, for which the plaintiiT Ivas entitled to a credit as an asset.
Subsequently, a further amendment was filed to the original claim stating
alternatively that the Monarch Fire Insurance Co. in 1929 purchased from the
stockholders of the plaintiff all of its capital stock for the sum of $1,11S,000,
that by reason thereof there was no sale of assets by the taxpayer, and no
profit which should have been reported in its income tax return.
In addition to the matters stated above, the plaintiff included in its refund
claim as a part of its net loss an item of "Consolidated expense 1922, $15,101.9S."
In the consideration of the claim for refund this last item will be flrst tal-en up.
The evidence shows that in 1922 plaintiff acquired all the assets and liabilities of the Columbian Fire Insurance Co, of. Indiana including its obligations
GIIEEN,
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policies which it had issued. After the plaintiff had taken
busjiiess of the Indiana company, it was considered advisable, for
certain reasons not necessary to mention here, to reinsure a portion of the risks
upon which the Indiana company had issued policies, and an insurance broker
was paid $10,000 for effecting the reinsurance thereof with other companies.
plaintiff claims that in addition to this brokerage other expenses were incurred
and paid during 1922 in connection with the so-called merger amounting to
$5,, 101.98. The testimony in the case shows that this amount was made up of
a number of smaller items some of which in the first instance may have been
The evidence is not as clear as it might have
paid by the Indiana company,
been made with reference to this matter, but on the whole we are satisfied
that plaintiff incurred expense in acquiring the assets of the Indiana company in the amount of $5, 101.98 in addition to the brokerage fee which was
The two items of expense, however, were of a very different nature.
incurred.
Without going into details we may say that the items which made up the
$5, 101.98 were somewhat in the nature of organization expenses. They were
costs whic!i plaintiff was obliged to pay in order to carry out the transactions
The brokerage fee
by which it acquired the assets of the Indiana company.
was paid for effecting the reinsurance of a portion of the insurance contracts
acquired from the Indiana company evidenced by policies issued; it being considered that thev belonged to a class which it was not desirable for the plain.
tiff to carry. The brokerage fee, being paid in order to get plaintiff's business
in more satisfa. ctory condition, was either an ordinary and necessary expense
We are inclined to think it was a capital
or it was a capital expenditure.
expenditure, as the benefits obtained through it were permanent; but in either
If it was
event we do not think it was part of the cost of the assets of plaintiff.
an ordinary expense, it should have been deducted in 1922. If it was a capital
expenditure, no deduction can be allowed therefor. We are satisfied that the
brokerage fee was not deductible as a loss on the sale of plaintiif's assets,
On the other hand, if we are right in concluding that the item of $5, 101.98 was
a part of the cost of the assets acquired from the Indiana company it becomes
properly deductible as a loss at the time the plaintiff finally sold all of its
assets to the Monarch company.
Of the other items of plaintiff's claim for refund only two are presented in
One relates to good will and the other to commissions on the sale
argument.
of stock.
It is urged on the part of plaintiiT that the evidence shows that when plaintiff's assets were sold there was included a good will which on March 1, 1913,
was worth not less than $250, 000, and that the amount of this good will should
have been included by the Commissioner in plaintiff's assets and considered in
determining the gain or loss on the final sale thereof to the Indiana company,
In this connection it should be said that although there is some mention in
the claim for refund oi an alternative claim that instead of a sale of the
assets there was a sale of the stock of plaintiff to the Indiana company, this
claim seems to have been abandoned and the plaintiff's cou~sel now practicallV
concede that the transactions betiveen the plaintiff and the Monarch company
amounted to a sale of all of the plaintiiT's assets to that concern which assumed
all of plaintiff's liabilities to the stockholders for the proceeds of the sale.
It will be observed tha. t it is claimed that this good will existed on March 1,
1913, which was the date on which the plaintiff was authorized to commence
business and the date when it did begin business as a corporation.
The evidence shows that a special feature of the plan on which plaintiff was
organized was that of having an insurance company which would be owned and
controlled by individuals with Catholic faith and would specialize in writing
insurance on property owned by Catholics. A. response to the idea was found
among Catholics, both lay and clergy, and on July 20, 1911, plaintiff. was organized with prominent Catholics as its officers and directors. The promoters
of the company in selling its stock presented an appeal to Catholics generally,
referring to the amount of insurance taken out by Ca.tholics and the nature of
the organization as showing certain advantages which would accrue to the
company, and in the stock selling campaigns it was the practice of the salesmen to secure pledges of insurance to be taken out with the plaintiff.
Between
$30,000, 000 and $40, 000,000 worth of insurance was pledged prior to December
31, 1913, and from one-half to two-thirds of that amount was pledged prior to
March 1, 1913, during the sale of the first issue of the stock. These pledges
were generally fulfilled. T'he stock salesmen in addition to being paid a cominission on the sale of the stock received a commission on the pledges taken,
on fire insurance
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It is urged on behalf of plafntfÃ not only that the good will was acqufred
through these pledges so obtained, but that from the nature nf the organization
of the company and the appeal which ft would naturally iuake to people of the
Catholic faith, that a valuable good will existed on March 1, 1913.
On behalf of the defendant it is conteniled that plaintiff acquired no good
will and that ff any was acquired the evidence entirely fails to show the value
thereof'.
There is much dfsnxssfon in the arguments of respective counsel as to what
may or may not constitute good will. We shall not undertake to set out the
controlling features of good will when viewed as constituting an asset further
than may be necessary to determine whether there is any evidence which shows
the value thereof to the plaintift on March 1, 1913, the date when the company
was organized and when it is claimed it existed.
It will be remembered that prior to this date the company had done no
business although parties soliciting subscriptions for stock had obtained contracts which provided for taking out policies when the company came into
existence. While these contracts may have had some value above the commissions paid to agents for obtaining them and the cost to the company nf carrying the insurance risk, the amount thereof, if there was any such value, fs not
It was quite probable that the stockholders were
shown bv the evidence.
nioved to make these contracts by reason of the particular nature of the organization of the company, but the fact that they held stock in the company
may have influenced them as much or more in agreeing to take out the insurance. However this may be, there fs nothing here upon which any value
was placed bv the evidence, nor do we think any could be placed as a matter
of' good wfil.
It mav be argued that as soon as the company was or anized it
had certain advantages in acquiring the business of Catholics, and if we under
plaintiff's
argument correctly this constituted good will of a very constand
Without determining whether such advantage in fact considerable value.
will
in a legal sense with reference to the tax statutes, we must
si, ituted good
again say that there is no satisfactory evidence of its value.
It should also be said in this connection that the fact that surrounding cond:tions make it likely that a new corporation will be able to secure a profitable
business is not of itself sufAcient to show that it possessed a valuable good will
at the time it entered upon the transaction of business. Corporations are
seldom formed unless those organizing them believe that the business to be
carried on will be profitable and that the time is favorable for creating a new
corporation.
Sometimes the anticipated results follow and the corporation is
successful from the outset. If the judgment of the promoters be wrong, a loss
or failure will result, but if successful, the success alone is not sufficient to prove
the existence of good will. We have entered a finding to the effect that there is
no satisfactory evidence of the good will, if any, that the pfafntffV possessed, and
therefore hold that the Commissfoner was correct in refusing to make any allowance or deduction therefor in computing the tax upon the sale of pfaintf6"s
assets.
The evidence shows that plafntifT paid commissions to the amount of $525, 000
on the sale of its stock on two different occasions, one of which was before or
at the time of its organization and the other a short period later. It is contended on behalf of the plaintifY that this expense is a part of the cost of organization of the company aud should be amortized over the period of the organization thereof.
If the question thus raised were new and original, we think it might present
The Board of Tax Appeals and the courts, whenever
an fnterestfn~ problem,
the question has arisen of making a deduction by amortization or the discount
on the sale of bonds or commissions paid for the allowance thereof, seem to
It would seem there was as
have uniformly held in favor of the taxpayer.
much reason for allowing a commission upon the sale of stock sold for tlie
purpose oi olitaining capital as in allowing a commission on the sale of bonds
for the same purpose where the length of time the capital so obtained by sale
of stock is known as it was in this case. If there is a distinction it is because
the issuance of bonds created an absolute liability, but the sale of stock did not.
In each instance it may seem that the corumissions were the cost of obtaining
capital, and ff the rule with reference to commissions on bonds is followed thfs
cost should be amortized over the period that the capital was used. But the
decisions of the Board of Tax Appeals and of the courts which have considered
the question, so far as they have decided it either directly or indirectly, all
appear to be against the taxpayer. It is true that in niost of these cases the
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corporation was still in existence and there was no way of determining for
what length of time the capital which had been obtained by the sale of stock
would be used and therefore no way of determining the amount of amortization
for any particular year. But this fact was not given as a reason for any of
these decisions. On the contrary they were based upon grounds which are
entirely inconsistent with the allowance of the deduction claimed by plaintiff,
In Stmmosts Co. v. Commissioner (88 Fed. (2d), 75 [Ct. D. 96, C. B. VIII —2,
817] ), it was held, in effect„that commissions paid to bankers for sales of stock
were not organization expenses nor "ordinary and necessary expenses" within
the meaning of the tax law, and, further, that "commissions paid for marketing
stock simply diminish the net return from the stock issue" and are equivalent
to an issue of stock at a discount. This decision was rendered in 1929, and
The court gave as a reason for
was based upon the Treasury regulations.
upholding the regulations the fact that they had existed and had been in force
for a long time without any change in the law by Congress.
In Corning Gtass IL'ort;s v. Lneas (87 Fed. (2d), 798), the rules laid down in
the Simmons Co. case, supra, were approved, and the court again called attention to the fact that its decision was supported by Treasury regulations promulgated under the Revenue Acts of 1921, 1924, 1926, and 1928, and also called
attention to a Treasury decision promulgated in 1922 to the effect that a commission paid for marketing preferred stock was a capital expenditure, and
said that this interpretation of section 284(a)1 of the Revenue Act of 1921
was impliedly approved by Congress through the reenactment of the section
in unchanged form in the Revenue Act of 1924. If the commission so paid
was a capital expenditure, it is obvious that it is not an ordinary and necessary expense of business, and that it can not be amortized as a part of the
cost of obtaining capital, or treated as organization expense for the purpose
of allowing a deduction therefor.
In the Revenue Acts of 1926 and 1928,
section 284 was reenacted, and as the Revenue Acts enacted since have made
no change in it the reasoning of the decisions in the two cases cited above
applies svith increased force. Plaintiff cites the cases of Hershey Llfanufaetariag Co. v. Commissioner (14 B. T. A. , 867, 48 Fed. (2d), 298) and ItaLta
TempLe Association v. Commissioner (16 B. T. A. , 409), but it is not necessary'
to review the decisions therein. Neither of the cases involved any question
with respect to commissions paid or discounts allowed on the sale of corporate stock, but dealt only with organization expenses, and we are of the
opinion that the commissions in question in the case now before us can not
be held to be organization expenses.
It thus appears that for more than 18 years Treasury regulations have been
promulgated denying any deduction on account of commissions paid for sales
of stock, and from time to time the courts and the Board of Tax Appeals
Although numerous Revenue Acts have been
have approved these regulations.
enacted since these regulations were first promulgated, Congress has not seen
fit to take any action changing the statute. Under these circumstances, we
think the law must be considered settled, and that no deduction can be allowed
plaintiff on account of this matter.
In this connection we think it ought to be said that even if plaintiff's contention for amortization of the commissions involved were sustained, there
does not appear to be any rule of law under which we could allow the plaintiff
any further deduction than the pro rata part of such expenses for the last year.
In other words, there does not seem to be any method of giving the plaintiff
a complete and logical remedy under the theory that the commissions were
part of cost of capital.
The plaintiff is entitled to recover the amount of improper excess in its
taxes arising from the failure to allow as a deduction expenses incurred in
acquiring the assets of the Columbian Fire Insurance Co. of Indiana. Before
judgment is entered, counsel for the respective parties may submit to the
court a stipulation as to the amount of judgment which should be entered
in accordance with this opinion if they can agree thereon.
If not, they may
submit computations of this amount as they respectively consider it should be
determined, and upon consideration thereof the court will enter final judgment.
%'HmEv, Judge; %Prem&Ms, Judge; LzTTrEroLv, Judge', and BooTH, Chief
Justice, concur.
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In January, 1929, the taxpayer corporation acquired, in exchange

for some of its stock, certain contracts owned by former stockholders of a corporation which had sold its assets to another, one

of the contracts providing for an option to pay the consideration
either in a lump sum or in an agreed percentage of the profits of
operations for three years thereafter.
In December, 1929, the
option was exercised and the contracts liquidated by the payment
of the agreed suni of money. In determining the tax liability for
1929, the amount realized in connection with the liquidation of the
contracts constituted gross income and the excess of such amount
over the cost represented taxable profit. The burden of proof
which rests upon the taxpayer in an attack upon the Commissioner's valuation of the contracts, which valuation is presumptively correct, was not sustained by the evidence submitted.
2. DEOIsloN AFFIRMED.
Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (30 B, T. A. , 491) atllrmed.
UNITED STATEs CIRcUIT COURT

oF

APPEASES FoR THE NINTH

CIRGUIT.

peerless Investinent Co., an Oregon Corporation, petitioner, v. Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, respondent.
Upon petition to review an order ot the United States Board of Tax Appeals. .

Before

WILRUR, DENMAN,

and MATHzws,

Circuit Judges,

[December 17, 1935.]
OPINION.

Circuit Judge: The petitioner herein seeks a review of a decision
of the United States Board of Tax Appeals finding a deficiency in petitioner's
1929 income tax of $2, 728.92 and denying his claim for refund of $5, 688.91,
the tax already paid for the year in question.
In 1928 one William I.. James, acting on behalf of the Pacific Stages Co.,
an Oregon corporation, and on behalf of all its stockholders, of which he was
one, sold to the Southern Pacific Motor Transport Co. , a competitor, an option
to purchase the entire stock of Pacific Stages. The consideration for the
sale was to be the sum resulting from an appraisal of all the assets of
Pacific Stages at the time of the sale, plus one-half the profits of its operations
for three years thereafter.
In October, 1928, a supplemental agreement was concluded between James
and the Transport company whereby it was provided that the latter should
have the privilege of paying the sum of $90,000 in lieu of one-half the profits
for three years.
In December, 1928, the Transport company exercised its option to purchase.
The immediate consideration, based on appraisal of the assets of Pacific Stages,
was $116,487.54. Of this sum the Transport company at that time paid all
but $10,356.24 which it retained to meet contingent claims against the assets.
It was uncertain, at this time, whether the vendee would render the remainder
of the consideration in payments of half the profits over a period of three
Vears, or in a lump sum of $90,000 as it was privileged, under the supplemental
agreement, to do.
After the sale, seven former stockholders of Pacific Stages, including James,
owning 705 of the 1,908/e outstanding shares of that corPoration (which stock
had by this time, of course, passed to the Transport company), purchased from
the other former stockholders their entire rights under the contract with the
Transport company, at the rate of $80 per share of their former holdings. These
DzNMAN,
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obligations were satLsfied out of the $106,181.27 already paid by the buyer, leav.
ing in the hands of James a balance of $9,851,27. Also due James as representative of the seven former stockholders was so much of the $10,856.24, re.
tained by the Transport company to meet contingent obligations of pacific
Stages, as was not required for that purpose, and the stated percentage of
profits or the $90,000, whichever the Transport company should choose to pay,
In January, 1929, James aiid his six associates, former stockholders of Pacific
Stages, incorporated the Peerless Investment Co. , petitioner herein, under the
laws of Oregon. The new corporation had an authorized capital stock of 1,000
shares at the par value of $100 each.
Seven hundred and five shares were
issued to the seven associates in like proportion as they had held stock m
Pacific Stages. The coiisideration for these 705 shares consisted of all rights
under the Transport company contract held by the associates, including the
rights they had taken over from the remaining former Pacific Stages stockholders, plus the $9,851.27 still retained by James out of the original payment
made to him by the Transport company.
In biay and August of 1929, the Transport company paid to petitioner the
$10,856.24 which it bad retained out of the original pavment on the sale contract to meet contingent claims. In December, 1929, it exercised the supplemental option to pay $00, 000 in lieu of half the profits for three years and paid
petitioner $80,000 in cash and $60,000 in promissory notes.
In its original income return for 1929, petitioner showed a profit of $39,069.27,
at which it arrived by subtracting the value of the Transport company contracts when received from the amounts realized thereon.
In computing the
amounts realized, petitioner added the $30,000 cash and $59,361.76 discounted
value of tlie notes, both cash and notes received in December, 1929, to the
$10,856.24 paid over in Aiay and August, the sum which had been retained by
the Transport company to meet contingent claims.
These items made a total
realized of $99,718. The subtracted value of the contracts when received was
estimated by the petitioner to be $60, 648.78.
Tlie Commissioner, in his redetermination
of the tax liability for 1929, did
not treat the $10,856.24 item as income, but listed it to ether with the $9,851.27
cash paid in by James at organization on both sides of. the ledger, that is, as
a portion of the amounts realized on the contracts and as value paid in at
the time of organization.
Tliis left for computation the value of the Transport company's optional
obligation to pay either the stated percentage of the profits for three years
or $80, 000. The Commissioner valued this contract at $86,192.49 at the time
it was received by the petitioner.
Petitioner produced no evidence to refute
this valuation found by the Commissioner other than an opinion by James
that, because competition had been removed, the profit should increase, and the
exercise of the option to pay the $80,000 in lieu of the profits 11 months after
the acquisition of the contract by petitioners.
IVe can not disturb the finding
of the Board that such evidence is insuificient to overcome the presumption of
the correctness of the Commissioner's valuation of $8619249. (TVickwire v.
Reineclce, 275 U. S., 101, 105 [T. D. 4126, C. B. VII —1, 816]; Vfeloh v. Heleering, 290 U. S., 111, 115 [Ct. D. 755, C. B. XII—
2, 112].)
After the exercise of the option the amount realized was $89,361.76 in cash
and discounted notes.
The differential was $53,169.27, a ta~able gain. The
Board of Tax Appeals sustained the Commissioner, decreed a deficiency, and
rejected petitioner's claim for a refund of taxes already paid.
The decision is clearly correct.
That a taxpayer who acquires an asset
for $86, 000 in January and realizee $89,000 on that asset in December has
realized a taxable gain seems too obvious for argument.
petitioner's arguments for a contrary result in this case are somewhat confused a.nd unilluminated by the citation of a single ease. For example, the petitioner contends
that, "There was no sale or exchange, but a mere realization by the corporation of the amounts due upon the capital asset. "
If this is an assertion that an increment in capital assets is not taxable income, the assertion is compleiely denied by Elsner v. Macomber (252 U. S., 189,
207 [T, D. 8010, C. B. 8, 25]) and Untted, States v. Kirbtt Lember Co. (284
U. S., 1, 3 [Ct. D. 420, C. B, X—
2, 8.6]). If it is intended to be argued that
taxable gain may not result from the dischorge of a contract obligation at an
enhanced valuation, as distinguished from the sale of such obligation, the argument is without merit.
(RNth Iron Co. v. Commtssioner
(C. C. A. ), 26 Fed
(2d), 30, 83; Eldredge v. United States (C. C. A. ), 31 I'ed. (2d), 924, 928'I
%Veils Amusement
Co. v. Commissimu:r (C. C. A, ), 70 Fed. (2d), 209, 212.)
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We take this argument to be in effect, as are other points urged by petitioner, that the value of the contract with the Transport company was
subRtantially greater than the Commissioner's
estimate of $30,192.49. But, as
we have pointed out, the burden of proof in an attack on the Commissioner's
valuation rests upon the taxpayer, and the Board found that the burden in
this case was not sustained.
Aiiirmed.

A.RTiczE

591: Basis for determining

loss from sale.
INCOME TAX

1.

—REVENUE

—Loss —

X.V-26-8143
Ct. D. 1130

gain or

—DECISION

ACT OF 1928

OF COURT.

oF LIFE INsURANUE Po&.ICT.
A. corporation which took out insurance upon the life of one of ils
principal officers for its own benefft is not entitled, upon surrender
of the policy, to deduct as a loss the excess of the net cost of the
insurance over the cash surrender value. In the absence of proof
as to what part of the premiums was paid for protection and what
part for investment, it is presumed that the cash surrender value
corresponds with the amount of the reserve and hence no loss was
established, since the cost was approximately reflected in the cash
surrender value. The portion of the premiums not used to build
up the reserve was paid to obtain the protection afforded.
2. CERTIORARI DENIED.
Petition for certiorari denied April 27, 1986.
DEDUcTIQN

SURRENDER

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT.

London

SE&oe

Co. , lno. , petitioner, v. Co&n&missioner of Internal
respondent.

Revenue,

Appeal from the United States Board of Tax Appeals.

Before

MANTON.

AUGUsTUs

N. HAND, and CHASE, Circuit Judges.

[December 9, 1935.]
OPINION.

From an order of the Board of Tax Appeals determining that there was a
deficiency of $8, 718.48 in income taxes of London Shoe Co. , Inc. , for the year
1931, the taxpayer appeals. Affirmed.
AUGUSTUs N. HAND, Circuit Judge: This appeal involves inco&ne taxes of
London Shoe Co. , Inc. , for the year 1981, and the sum in controversy is
$3,115.44.
In 1924 that company insured the life of Ma, rcus Weingarten, one of its
principal officers, for $100,000. Under the terms of the policy the taxpayer wns
designal. ed as the beneficinry nnd a gross annual premium of. $9,097 Ivns required
to be paid so long as Wein nrten was alive unless the policy was to determine
other than by reason of the death of the insured. Between 1924 nnd 1981, the
taxpayer pnid for pren&iums the nggregnte sum of $68, 679 and received as
dividends $18,117, leaving $5&0, 5&02 ns the net amouut expended for the insurance.
The premiums were not &deducted ns an expense during any of the taxal&le
years. The policy Iv;&s surrendered and canceled in 1931 nnd the taxpayer
rec&ived $24, 000 ns the cash surrenfl&r value of the poIicy. In its income tnx
return for that year it claimed a deductible loss of. $25, 962 based upon the
difference between $5&0, 502, the net cost of the insurance, nnd the cash surrender
value of $24, 000. In nssessing the tax for the year 1931, the Con&missiouer
rej«hd the deduction clnimc&1. Upon nn appeal by the taxpayer to the Bo;&nl
of Tax Appeals the Board likewise disnllosved the deduction and becnuse of
this deter&nined a deficiency in taxes of $8, 718.48.
A life insurance policy ordinarily combines investment with insurance protection. Th& decisiou in Lovell v. St. Louis Mutual Life Ensurancc Co. (111
U. S., 204, 274), where the contract was terminated by the act of the co&npnny
and the policyholder demanded a return of all premiums paid, with interest,
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less the amount of his premium note, illustrates this double feature. The court
there said:
"But we do not think that he is entitled to a return of the full amount of
his premiums paid. He had the benefit of insurance upon his life for five years,
and the value of that insurance should be deducted from the aggregate amount
of his payments.
In other words, the amount to which the complainant is
entitled is, what is called and known in the life insurance business as the
with interest, less the
value of his policy at tbe time it was surrendered,
amount of his premium note, which should be surrendered and canceled.
In the earl'icryears of a policy, the annual life premium is in excess of the
amount required to pay the current cost of insurance protection and such
excess is retained by the insurance company as a reserve and increased at
compound interest at an agreed rate for the purpose of making good the
deficiency in later years when the annual premium is no longer sufficient to
Tbe ffind accumulated out of the excess
pay for the actual cost of insurance.
premiums is known as the "reserve" on the policy and represents the investment portion of the premium payments held for the benefit of the policyholder,
In case the pol''cy is surrendered or allowed to lapse the holder may receive
the reserve held for his benefits known as the "cash surrender value" which
represents the equity of the insured in the policy above the amounts paid for
protection. The nature of a "surrender value" was described by the Florida
District Court in In re Morgan, (282 Iced. , 050), substantially as above. In
order to determine whether there was any loss in the present case, the taxpayer would have to show what portion of the premiums was a. ttributable to
investments and whether the cash surrender value was less than such portion.
It may be assumed in the absence of any proof to the contrary that the cash
surrender corresponds with the amount of the reserve, that is to say, with
the excess of premiums over what was required for protection.
It is argued that in Lucas v. Alexander (279 U. S., 573 [Ct, D. 76, C. B.
VIII —2, 278]), the Supreme Court applied another rule and held where, upon
the surrender of the policies, the amount received was in excess of the premiums paid the difference was taxable gain within the provisions of section
218 of the Revenue Act of 1018 which provided:
"A. That for the purpose of ascertaining the gain derived or loss sustained
~ ~ ~ the basis shall be:
from the sale or other disposition of property
"(1) In the case of property acquired before" March 1, 1913, the fair market
price or value of such property as of that date.
In other words, it is said that the difference between the amount received
as a surrender value and the premiums paid is the measure" of the tax "against
We think, however,
the profits and income derived from any source whatever.
that such was not the effect of the decision. It is true that Justice Stone at
one place in his opinion (page 670) said:
"By the expenditure of $78, 100 in premiums, the insured secured a return
of $120,797, resulting in an economic and realized money ain to him of $42, 097."
But he neither said, nor did the Court hold, that the difference was a taxable
gain. In that ease the policies were taken out in 1809, the premiums had been
fully paid in 1908 and in 1919 the policyholder was given the option of receiving on each policy ihe sum of go0, 000 plus the cash dividend then apportioned
The question of the cost of the capital asset was not before
by the company.
the Court but only the fair market value as of March 1, 1913, and the gain
realized after that date. It was held that the gain was the difference between
the cash surrender value of the policy on March 1, 1913, plus dividends then
collectible and the cash surrender value plus dividends received when the
The Court was not dealing with the cost of the policy
policy was surrendered.
but its value on March 1, 1918.
It was tbe failure to take into account the two factors of investment and
insurance protection which are inherent in the ordinary life policy that explains the decision in Forbes Lithograph Nfg. Co. v. Wl&ite (42 Fed. (2d), 287),
with which, with all respect, we must differ. The precise question we have
to determine was before the Circuit Court of Appeals of the Third Circuit in
Centurg Wood Preserving Co. v. Commieeioner (09 Fed. (2d), 907). That court
declined to follow Forbes Lithograph Mfg. Co. v. Wtw'te, supra, and held that
a corporate taxpayer was not entitled to deduct as a business loss the difference
between the cash surrender value of a life insurance policy and the amount
of premiums paid, The holding of the third circuit that cost is approximately
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reffected in the cash surrender value of a policy and consequently that there
could be no loss though the premiums exceeded the value seems to us correct
and applicable to the facts before us.
Section 22(b)2 of the Revenue Act of 1928 exempts from taxable income:
"Amounts received (other than amounts paid by reason of the death of the
insured and interest payments on such amounts) under a life insurance, endowment, or annuity contract, but if such amounts (when added to amounts
received before the taxable year under such contract) exceed the aggregate
premiums or consideration paid (whether or not paid during the ts. xs.ble year)
then the excess shall be included in gross income.
It is argued that, because the foregoing subdivision provides that gain shall
be ascertained by taking the total amount paid in on one side from the total
amount received upon the closing out of the transaction, a similar rule ought
to be applied where there is a loss. But there is no special statutory provision
for computing deductible losses in cases where the premiums paid for a life
insurance policy exceed the amount of the reserve or the cash surrender value.
of taxable gains somewhat,
The subdivision dealing with the computation
favors the taxpayer at the expense of the Government because it allows the
deduction of the full amount of the premiums paid from the total auiount
received, though the premiums are in excess of what would normally be required for insurance protection, and thus lessens the amount of the taxable
gain. It does not necessarily result that such statutory indulgence will be
given the taxpayer in computing losses especially where there is no statutory
provision that contains language that will justify it.
Section 118 of the Act of 1928 contains a general clause for computing loss
It provides that:
which states the law applicable to the present situation.
"Thc basis for determining the gain or loss from the sale or other disposition
of property acquired after February 28, 1918, shall be the cost of such property.
Iiere the cost of the proceeds which the taxpayer received upon the surrender
of the policy seems to have been approximately the amount of excess premiuius
set apart from year to year as a reserve. Section 22(b)2 which is a specific
statute dealing with gains has nothing to do with the mode of calculating. the
losses that may be deducted when the cash surrender value of a life insurance
policy is paid. They are governed by the general provisions of section 28 (i')
(g) and section 118. Losses, if any, would be represented by the amount by
which the premimns so far as they are paid toward the reserve exceed the
cash surrender value of the policy.
!re can see no escape from the conclusion reached by the Board that no loss
was established in this case for tlie reason that the cost was approximately
reflected in the cash surrender value. The portion of the premiums not used to
build up the reserve ivas paid to obtain the insurance protection which was for
many years afforded.
(Ce»tnrg Wood Presemit»g Co. v. Commissioner, 69 Feel.
i2d), 967; Ifegsto»e Co»sotiduted Pubtisktag Co., 26 B. T. A. , 1210; Standgi-d
Itreioiag Co. , 6 B. T. A. , 980. )
The order of the Board of Tax Appeals is affirmed.

"
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exchange.
INCOME

TAX

—REVENUE

1. CAPITAL

GAIN

Ol' OPTIONED

—DECISION

ACT OF 102S

—SALE

OE EXCHANGE OF STOCK

OF SUPREME COURT.

—BASIS—

VALUATION

STOCK.

The taxpayer acquired stock of a corporation in December, 1922,
much less than its market value, agreeing io refrain froin competing business and to give the corporation an option to repurchase
at par a. part of the stock. Later in 1922 he exchanged all the
stocl so acquired for common and redeeniable preferred stock of
the corporation, and in 1929 the preferred stock ivas redeemed at
$110 pcr share. Under these facts, the basis for determining capital gain derive(1 from redemption of the stocl- was the fair market
value in 1922 of the shares tlien held, and, considering the outstanding option to repurcliase at par, the fair market value did
not exceed $100 per sliare.

at
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2.

JURIsDIcTIoN
ESTOPPEI, .

oF

CPRCCIT

CDIRT

oF

API zan. s

—QIIxsTION

oF

'(Vhere the question whether the taxpayer was estopped, because
of failure io report income from purchase of stock at a bargain
price in 1022, to claim that the fair market value, and not cost,
in 1022 was the basis for determining gain from redemption of
the stock in 1020, Ivas not presented to nor considered by the
llcard of Tax Appeals, the circuit court of appeals has no jurisGeneral Utilities, ete. , Co. v.
diction to pass upon the question.
Helvering (Ct. D. 1055, page 214, this Bulletin), decided December
9, 1035, followed.
SurnzMN

No. 178. Guy

CoURT oF THE UNITED STATES.

T. 1lclvering, Commissioner

of Internal

petitioner,

v.

Commissioner

of

Revenue,

Samuel A. Salva. ge.

No. 280. Samuel A. Salvage, petitioner,

Internal

v. Guy T. IIelucring,
Revenue.

[January 18, 1036.]
OPINION.

Mr. Justice iQCHETNonns delivered the opinion of the Court.
These cress writs bring up a judgment of the Circuit Court of Appeals,
Se'ond Circuit, which disapprovetl a deficiency assessment for 1029 income;
and authorized recovery for overpayment below the taxpayer's claim.
The petition for certiorari in No. 178 asserts: "The qu stion is IVhether the
taxpaver is estopped to claim that the difference between the market value of
the 1,500 shares as of December 80, 1022, and their cost to him constituted
taxable income to him for 1022; and hence that the fair market value of these
shares, and not their cost, is the basis to be used in measuring the gain from
the disposition of the shares in 1929, no income from the transaction having
been reported in 1022."
The points to be urged in No. 280 are stated thus
The circuit court of
appeals erred: (1) In holding that the cost base of the preferred stock of
Amercan Viscose Corporation redeemed in 1029 Ivas to be arrived at bv taking
as the fair market value of the Viscose company stock the sum of $100 per
share, in so far as the five-sevenths of said stock which was subject to the
option to repurchase was concerned.
(2) In making a finding as to the value
of said optioned stock. "
prior to 1922, Salvage, the taxpayer, bought 25 shares, Viscose company
stocl-. He paid $166.66 for each one for all $4, 166.66. In December, 1022,
he acquired from the corporation l, o00 shares for Ivhich he paid $100 per
share ($150,000) and entered into an obli ation to refrain from competing
business, ctc. Also, he agreed that durin
1023 the corporation might repurchase five-sevenths of 1,560 shares at par; during 1024, four-sevenths, etc.
Intrinsically (when unincumbered)
a share of the company stocl- was then
worth $1,164.70.
Later during 1922, all these shares (1,525) mere exchanged for 6, 100 preferred shares, redeemable at $110, and 7, 625 comnion shares, American Viscose
The basis of exchange was four preferred and five common shares
Corporation.
of new stock for one share of old. The taxpayer's return for 1022 (not in
evidence) showed no gain froin these transactions.
During 1029, American Viscose Corporation redeemed its preferred shares
at $110; Salvage received $671,000. His return for that vear disclosed as net
capital gain the difference between that suin and $154.166.60, total outlay for
the 1,525 converted shares. Upon this, he paid the assessed tax. Apparently,
he supposed apportionment between preferred and common stock of their total
cost was impossible or unnecessary; also that no taxable gaiu arose before
return of his entire outlay.
Upon an audit, the Coinmissioner
ruled that proper apportionment
of the
total cost $154,166.66 could be made. He assigned 87+ per cent to the
preferred and 62+ per cent to the common shares and made a deficiency
assessment of $12,005.88. Thereupon. the taxpayer claimed, first that in 1922

—
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each Viscose company share was fairly worth $1,164.70 and with that as the
base, no taxable gain arose upon reilemption of the preferred stock. Also
that he had overpaid to the extent of $63,750. Second, that apportionment of
the cost of both between preferred and common shares Iias impracticable
and no taxable gain could arise prior to recovery of the full outlay.
Upon these conQicting claims, the Board of Tax Appeals took the matter.
There the Commissioner asserted correctness of his action; he presented no
affirmative defense; set up no claim of estoppel because of the taxpayer's 1'ailure properly to report 1922 gain.
The Board held the difference between the true value of Viscose company
shares and the price paid by the taxpayer was not compensation for services;
also that the deficiency assessment was properly maile. Estoppel was neither
presented nor donsiilered.
The court below held that the consideration for the Viscose company stock
acquired in 1922 was $100 per share, plus the covenants to resell Qve-sevenths
at par, etc. , and not to engage in competing business. Also that the base cost
for estimating capital gain in 1929 was the fair marl-et value in 1922 of the
shares then held. A. nd since the corporation had the right to repurchase at
par, the market value of Qve-sevenths did not exceed $100 per share. Further,
that the failure to disclose 1922 taxable gain apparently resulted from innocent
of fact; nothing gave supmistake of law; there was no false representation
port to the claim of estoppel. The cause divas remanded for ascertainment of
the amount of the overpayment.
We find no reason to disagree with the judgment of the court.
The defense of estoppel was not before the Board. Under what we regard
as the correct practice (General Utilities, etc. , Co. v. IIcluering, December 9,
1935 [Ct. D. 1055, page 214, this Bulletin1), the court should have passed the
point. Furthermore, the facts disclosed give it no support.
Considering the option to repurchase at par, outstanding in 192'-', there could
be no proper Qnding of fair market value at that time in excess of $100 per
share; In the cirumstances, the court did not err in so holiling.
Pertinent Treasury regulations, rulings and judicial opinions are adequately
pointed out by the court's opinion.
is aQirmed. The cause will be remanded
The judgment
for further
proceedings.
Alarmed.

—
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allowance of deprecia-
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tion and depletion.
INCOME TAX

1.

—REVENUE

DFDvcTIoN

—DECISION

ACTS OF 1926 AND 1928

—DEPLETIox —BAsIs —OIL

AND

GAs WELLS

OF COVRT.

—CAsiiNS-

HEAD GASOLINE.

Where oil wells produce a mixture known as "wet gas" which is
separated in the producer's plant into two merchantable products,
casinghead gasoline and dry gas, the market value of the casinghead gasoline content of the wet gas as it emerges from the well,
rather than the amount actually received from the sale of the
casinghead gasoline after the process of extraction, is to be inclutled in the gross income from the property for the purpose of
computing the percentage depletion allowed by section 204(c)2 of
the Revenue Act of 1926 and section 114(b)3 of the Revenue Act
of 1928.

2.

DEOISION AFFIEMEO.

Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (29 B. T. A. , 1134) aiQrmed.

3

CESTIOSAm DENIEO.

Petition for certiorari denied October 14, 1935.
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UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS FOB THE NINTH

Brea Canon Oil Co., a Corporation,

CIRCUIT.

petitioner, v. Commissioner
Revenue, respondent.

of Internal

Upon petition to review nn order of the United States Board of Tax Appeals.

Before

WILRUR and

GARREcHT,

Circuit Judges, and

CAvANAII,

District Judge,

[April 22, 1985.]
OPINION.
AVILRUR, Circuit Judge: The petitioner seeks to review an order of the Board
of Tax Appeals relating to its income tax for the calendar years 1926 to 1930,
inclusive, involving the total tax of $86, 625.49. The question involved relates
io the depletion aiiowance upon gross proceeds from oil and gas wells under
the Revenue Act of 1926 (section 204(c) 2; Revenue Act of 1928, section
114(b)B, which provides that "in case oi oil and gas wells the allowance for
depletion shall be 27!/s per centum of the gross income from the property during

the taxable year. "
I'etitioner's wells produce what is known as casinghead gasoline, that is, a
very volatile gasoline which comes from the well in the form of gas mixed with
the more stable gas known as natural, or dry, gas. The mixture is called wet
gas. After separation (.he merchantable products consist of casinghead gasoline and dry gas. The respondlent contends, and petitioner admits, that the
process of extraction of the casinghead gasoline from the wet gas is a manufacturing process. Thc respondent, in estimating the basis upon which the
percentage of 27!/s per cent should be allowed for depletion took 40 per cent of
(he gross receipts from the casinghead gasoline as the market value of the
casinghead gasoline content of the wet gas as it emerged from the well, and
60 per cent of the gross receipi. s from casinghead
held i.hat tbe renminin
gasoline was attributable to the manufactu!ing process and, consequently, did
not constitute "income fron! the property" within the meauirg of the Revenue
Act of 1926 (section 204(c) 2; Revenue Act of 192B, section 114(b) 8).
It is conceded by the petitioner that if the gross proceeds derived. from the
sale of casinghead gasoline should be apportioned at all, the apportionment oi'
40 per cent of the gross proceeds from casinghead gasoline as the value of the
gasoline content of the wet gas is correct. Thc sole question for our consideration then is whether or not the amount actually received from the sale uf
casinghead gasoline by the petitioner is subject to the allowance of 27!j& per
cent for depletion, or whether the depletion should be estimated upon the mar1-et value of the gasoline content of tbe wet gas. The regulations of the Commissioner adopted under this Act are quoted in full in the footnote. '
AVhile the Act of Congress and regulations adopted in pursuance thereof must
be construed according to their plain import, it should be borne in mind in
determining the a!nount of the depletion allowance that such allowance is
s Commissioner's

—

regulations:
69 Re)attn tn the Revenue Act of 192B:
201. " s ~ IVhen used in these articles (201—297) covering depletion snd
depreciation(e) A "mineral property" is the mineral deposit, the development nnd plant necessary
for its extraction, and sn mucb of the surface only ns is reasonably expected to be underThe value nf s. mineral property is the combined value of its
laid xvitb the mineral.
component parts.
(a) A "mineral deposit" refers tn minerals only, such as the ores only in the ease of a
mine, tn tbe nil only in the case of s.n nil well, nnd tn tbe gas only in the case of a gas
even, nnd tn the nil and gas in the case nf a well producing both nil nnd gas. The value
of a mineral deposit is the value of the mineral property, less the value of the plant and
eqnipm nt, and less the value nf the surface of the land for purposes other than mineral
production.
The cost of n mineral deposit is tbnt proportion nf the total cost of the
mineral property xvbicb the value of the deposit bears tn tbe value of the prnpertv at tbe
time of its pnrcbnse.
s
ART. "97. Determinatlnn
of fair marl;et value of oil and gas properties.
(b) Tn determine the fair market value of an nil snd/nr gss property by the present
value method, tbe essential factors must be determined for each deposit included in the
The factors are (1) the total quantity of nil and/nr gas sn terms of the prinproperty.
cipal or customary unit (nr units) paid for in the product marketed. (2) the quantity of
Regulations
ART.

—

nil nnd/nr

gas expected to be recovered

during

each operating

period,

(8) the average

intended to represent the amount of capital recovered in the product produced
A.s stated by the Supreme
by the well, that is the value of the raw product.
Court, speaking through Justice Brandeis, in Untte»t at(ttes v. L»»Icy (274 U. S.,
—
D.
4046,
B,
VI
O.
2, 157]);
K6, 302 (T.
"The depletion charge permitted as a deduction from the gross income in
determining the taxable income of mines for any years represents the reduction
in the mineral contents of the reserves from which the product is taken. Tbe
reserves are recognized as wasting assets. The depletion effected by operation
is likened to the using up of raw material in making the product of a manuAs the cost of the raw material must be deducted
facturing establishment.
from the gross income before the net income can be determined, so the estimated
cost of the part of the reserve used up is allowed.
the
Consequently, the Commissioner has provided in his regulations that
or converted
oil and gas are not sold on the property but are manufactured
into a refined product or are transported from the property prior to sale, then
the gross income shall be assumed to be equivalent to the market or field price
of the oil and gas before conversion or transportation.
The petitioner concedes tbe validity of these regulations but contends that
the plant for the extraction of the casinghead gasoline from the wet gas is a
part of the property from which the gasoline is produced, and therefore the
extraction plant being erected upon the property and used in connection with the
production of the casingbead gasoline that it is the gross income derived from
the sale of the gasoline rather than tbe market value of the wet conient of the
Petinatural gas which should be used as a basis for the depletion allowance.
tioner cites Regulations 69, article 201, as follows:
"Anr. 201. When used in these articles (201—
237) covering depletion and

"

"if

"

depreciation-

"(c) A ' mineral property ' is the mineral deposit, the development and plant
necessary for its extraction, and so much of the surface only as is reasonably
The value of a mineral property is
expected to be underlaid with the mineral.
the combined' value of its component parts. "
The petitioner also points to the fact that the Commissioner has treated
oil as a part of the method of production of the
the process of dehydrating
oil and has allowed the 271/s per cent depletion upon the income from the oil
sold atter dehydration and contends that the process of separating the casinghead gas from the wet gas is essentially the same. There is an obvious difterence. In the latter case the wet gas is composed of iwo marketable products
and is salable as such and has a market value, whereas the water content of the
oil produced by a well is an impurity like the oil sand which is also sometimes
mixed with the oil. Both may be separated by the operation of gravity
a
more complicated processes have been utilized.
settling process although
ilo»vever that may be, it is immaterial for the purpose ot this case whether
or not the Commissioner is correct in ignoring the dehydrating process in estimating the depletable base where the oil produced contained a large water
content, if he is correct in limiting the petitioners herein to the market value
of the casinghead gasoline content of wet gas produced from the petitioner's
property. In the latter case, it is conceded that the process is a manufacturing

—

—

quality or grade oi the oil and/or gas reserves, (4) the expected percentage of recovery in
each process or operation accessary for the preparation of tbe oil and gae for market,
(b) the probable operating life of the depoe»t in years, (8) the unit development cost,
that is, cost of development exclusive of depreciation and depletion, (7) tbe unit operating cost, that is, cost of production exclusive of depreciation and depletion, and, (8)
the rate of interest commensurate with the riel» for the particular deposit.
When the
deposit has been sufiiciently developed these factors mav be determined from past operating experience.
In the application of factors derived from past experience full allowance should be made for prol&able future variatione in the rate of exhaustion, quality or
rade of the oil aud/or gas, percentage oi recovery, cost of development,
production,
nterest rate, and selling price oi' the product marketed during the expected operating life
of the oil and/or gas deposit.
(s) The number of unite of oil and/or gas recoverable in marketable form multiplied
by the dltference between the selling price and the operating cost per unit gives the total
expected operating profit. The value of each oil or gas deposit is then the total expetcted
operating profit from that deposit reduced to a present value as of the basic date at tbe
rate of interest commensurate with the risk for the operating life, and further reduced
by the value at the basic date of the depreciable assets and of the capital additions, if any,
necessary to reause the profits.
The degree of risk is generally lo»vest in cases where the
factors of valuation are fully supported by the operating record of the oil and/or gas
Property prior to the basic date; relatively higher risks attach to appraisals upon any
other basis.
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process and under the regulations of the Commissioner it is the
of the net product that constitutes the depletable base. Also, it
that the manufacturing process is relatively simple, although it
the record that a large capital investment is necessary for the
l.he gasoline content of the wet gas.
The rule of the Commissioner is conceded to be lawful. The
Commissioner follows ihe 1'ule and is presunlptively correct.
Order aiTirmed.
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of deprecia-
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tion and depletion.

—REVENUE ACT
OIL
DEPLETION —
1. DEDUCTION —

action of the

—

OF 1928 DECISION OF COURT.

INCOME TAX

AND

GAS WELL.

The ovvner of a natural gas well whose business was the producand sale of its product to consumers, is ention, transportation,
titled to deduction for depletion, under the provisions of section
114(b)8 of the Revenue Act of 1928 aud article 221(i) of Regulations 74, computed upon the estimated income representing the
value of the gas at the mouth of the well and not upon the income
derived from the sale of gas at the meters.

2. DEcisioN

AFFIRMED.

D cision of the Board of Tax Appeals (80 B. T. A. , 1263) afiirmed.

8.

CERTIORARI DENIED.

Petition for certiorari denied October 28, 1985.
STATEs CIRcUIT CCURT oF APPEALs

UNITED

Consumers

Natural

FQR THE SEcoND

v. Comniissioner
respondent, .

Gas Co., petitioner,

Cmcurr.

of Internal Zeeenue,

Petition to review an order of the Board of Tax Appeals, fixing a deficiency in the petitioner's income tax for the year 1929.

Before

MANTON,

L.

HAND,

and AU&iusTUS N.

HAND,

Circuit Judges.

[June 17, 1935.]
OPINION.

L. IIAND, Circuit Judge: The question involved in this appeal is of a depreciation allowance denied the taxpayer for the year 1929, and claimed by it
under section 114 of the Itevenue Act of 1928. It is the owner of a. natural
gas well in the western part of New York from which it directly supplies
consumers in two nearby villages, from 1 to 5 miles away. The decision turns
upon the words: "In the case of oil and gas wells the allowance for depletion
shall be 27'/2 per centum of the gross income from the property during the
taxable year" (section 114(b)3); and the exact issue is whether this percentage is to be computed upon the income of the taxpayer derived from
the sale of gas to consumers at the meter, or upon so much of that inconie
as is estimated to represent the value of the gas at the mouth of the well.
The purpose of the section, and of section 23(1) to which it is ancillary,
is to allow an annual deduction to amortize the ori inal cost (or value) oi' a
(United States v. Iudep, 274 U. S., 295
wasting deposit of mineral wealth.
[T. D. 4046, C. B. VI—2, 157].) If the volume of the deposit mere knolvn, the
proper amortization charge would be the quotient of the co& I divided by that
volume; but as it is unknown, any deduction must depend upon as good a
guess as is possible. Originally (section II G (b) of the Revenue Act of 1918),
an arbitrary allowance of 5 per cent "of the gross value at the mine of the
output for the year, was fixed for metals, and this was extended administratively to oil and gas wells. That proved unsatisfactory, and in 1916 (section

"
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Second (a) of the Act of 1916), an effort was made at a more flexible
formula; "a reasonable allowance for actual reduction in flow and production
~ ~ ~ by the settled production or regular fiow. " "The
to be ascertained
fair market value of the property" was substituted as the "basis" in 1918
(section 234(a)9), and continued through 1921 and 1024 and until the Act
of 1926, when the law took the form with which we are here concerned, and
instead
which once more went back to an arbitrary percentage.
" as However,
in 1913, Congress
of taking "the gross value at the mine of the output,
then adopted the phrase which we have alreadv quoted; "gross income from the
Did "property" mean the well, or the oil or gas at its sale upon
property,

Q(a)

"

miles away't
It is quite true, as the taxpayer says, that no single formula will give a
rational result for all wells. The same percentage will be too much for one deposit and too little for another; that is an inevitable consequence of abandoning
any eifort to learn its amount; the plan is a makeshift, at best no more than an
approximation to the average of many instances. Moreover, instead of fixing an
arbitrary proportion of the original cost (or value) it makes the "basis" the
yearly value of the product when sold. That is a further irrational factor.
But these defects are no excuse for not eliminating whatever else will impair
the validity of the solution, so far as it has any validity at all. Because
" the
formula is rude and imperfect we are not justified in injecting into the basis"
the added value imparted to the output by work done upon it after it reaches
the surface. That can not fail to make the deviation greater and to introduce
a variable which adds a quite unnecessary discrimination to a. result arbitrary
enough at best. True, its correction involved some computation; the sales price
must be broken down into two component parts; the value contributed by the
later services, and the remainder of the gross price. Bui. the contributed value
is known, its cost, its
is not inaccessible; the apparatus for transportation
wear and tear, its coefiicient of obsolescence; the calculation is like much that
is customary in reckoning other ta~es, snd there is no reason to suppose that
Congress would shrink from it. Indeed it can not be avoided in many cases.
Article 221(i) of Regulations 74 requires, both when the gas and oil is refined
and when it is transported,
that the "market or field price " ~
before
conversion or transportation" shall be the "basis for depletion.
The taxpayer
concedes, and must concede, that this is the right rule when the product is
converted into something else. (Brea Canon Oil Co. v. Commissioner, 77 Fed.
(26, 67 (C. C. A. 9) [Ct, D. 1084, page 209, this Bulletin]. ) It is only when
oil or gas is transported, that it says that the article is invalid.
At least the
problem is the same; and if the solution is tolerable in one case, we can not
see whv it should not be in the other. We are dealing with economic categories, not physical, to say nothing of metaphysical.
When does oil for example
cease to bc oil in the process of rcfining? We are surely not to engage in such
niceties when trying to find a working method of amortizing the original cost
of the well. It is inevitable indeed that the owner of a short-lived well should
suffer as against that of a long-lived; but it is not inevitable that a man with
a pipe line should amortize his investment more quickly than one who sells
at the surface. It is probably true that part of the apparatus of transportation has a life coterminous with the well; but in substantial part that is not
the case, certainly not as to street mains, meters anti the like. In this respect
such property is unlike the subsurface apparatus in the well itself, which is
largely irrecoverable when the well goes dry, Nor is it relevant that the article grants to the extraction apparatus not only a depletion allo~ance, but a
deduction for wear and obsolescence.
(United' Btates v. Dakotaiktontana
Co.,
288 U. S., 459 [Ct. D. 655, C. B. XII—1, 243].) Indeed it might theoretically
be entitled to each; for even if its life be limited to that of the well, it may
not last as long. But whether or not the double allowance be justified is of
no moment; the taxpayer can not properly complain, so long as he is not
prevented from including in his "basis" all that he should be allowed.
Nothing in the congressional debates throws any light upon the question;
+en'A lit v. Conunissioner
(203 U. S., 322' [Ct. D. 904, C. B. XIV—1, 303] )
Perhaps does. A depletion deduction was there allowed against a bonus or
dead-rent, which was necessarily income from the well and not from the sale
of oil; so far as the decision is pertinent at all it implies that "property"
in section 114(b)3 means the well.
True, iu such cases it is customary to
give the lessee a credit to be worked out in oil, and if that happens, the bonus
will be only an advance payment.
But if the lessee fails to strike oil, this

delivery
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Finally as to the constitutional
does not hold, or if the strike is short-lived.
objection, put forward rather as a make-weight in interpretation, we are not
clear that oil or gas as soon as it is extracted from the ground, can not without
more be a "realized" gain, but assuming that it can not, the gain at sale may
certainly be divided between the "spot gas" so to say, and the additions due
Indeed that
to transportation, and the two parts taxed by separate formulas.
is inevitable in cases of manufacture or conversion.
The text of the section is in accord. Section 114(b) is in three subdiviThe first refers back
sions all designed to define the "basis for depletion.
the second is for mines
to section 113 and makes cost (or value) the "basis";
"
and fixes "fair market value" at "discovery, once the "basis" for oil and
gas vvells. It" ends with a limitation to fi() per cent of the net income "from
Consistently the third subdivision should also make the cost
the property.
or value of the well the "basis. " It does not do that, for it uses income; but
we should expect the "basis" to be the income from the well, and gram-"
matically that is just what it does. It does not speak of "oil" or "gas,
but of "oil and gas wells" as the "property" from which the income is to
arise. If calculation is necessary to find that income, calculation is implied.
Nor does the second sentence introduce any complications which compromise
as the taxpayer would have us understand.
It is true
this interpretation,
that the net income "from the property" can not be found, even after the
gross income at the mouth of the well has been computed, without the alloca.
tion of the "overhead" or general expenses. Article 221(i) provides for that
by a reasonable formula; it is not uncluly difiicult of application; the implied
administrative detail is surely preferable to the inequalities which result from
the taxpayer's proposal. moreover, it is a matter of some importance that this
sentence of subdivision 9 was carried over substantially uncha~ged from the
Act of 1924 (section 204(c) ). There, at any rate the Ivord "property" meant
"well. " We can iiud no reason for change from its present context; it seems
to us that the "basis" is incoiue from the Ivells, not from the oil or gas after
it has been carried through perhaps many miles of piping.
Order afiirmed.

"
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SECTION 115. DISTRIBUTIONS HY CORPORATIONS.
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607: Dividends paid in property.
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—REVENUE ACT OF 1928—DECISION OF SUPREXIE COURT.
oR Loss —
REcoGNITI0N —
DIYIDKND PAYaBLE IN HTocK oF

INCOIIE TAX

1. GAIN

ANOTHER CORPCRATIGN A'r A VALUE WHIcH EXUERDLD ITs CosT.
Where a corporation acquired stock of another corporation in
1927, and in AIarch, 1928, declared a dividend payable in stock of
the latter corporation at an agreed value per share, which value
was in excess of the cost of the stock. , it derived no taxable gain
from the distribution among its stockholders of the shares as a
dividend.
2. JURISDICTION OF CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS.
Upon petition for review of a decision of the Board of Tax
Appeals, the Circuit Court of Appeals is without power to make
findings of' fact or to rule upon a point not presented to or ruled
upon by the Board, its function being to decide whether the correct
rule of law was applied to the facts found and whether there was
substantial evidence before the Board to support the findings made.

3.

DEGIsIoN RzvzasED.

Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit (74
Fed. (2d), 972), which reversed the decision of the Board of Tax
Appeals (29 B. T. A. , 934), reversed.

SuPnxMIs Coturr OF THis Uxrrzn

Oeserat Vttttttes
On

cS

Operatimg

Co., petttfoner,

v. Guy

of Internal Revenue.

Sx&xxs.

T. JIelver&g, Cmemissievier

writ of certiorari to the United States Circuit Court ot Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.

[December 9, 1935.]
OPINION.

Mr. Justice MORNPNOLns delivered the opinion of the Court.
General Utilities, a Delaware corporation
acJanuary 1, 1927, petitioner
common stock Islands
quired 20,000 shares (one-half of total outstanding)
Edison Ca, for which it paid $2,000. Gillet tk Co. owned the remainder.
During January, 1928, Whetstone, president of Southern Cities Utilities Co.,
contemplated acquisition by his company of all Islands Edison common stock.
+e discussed the matter with Lucas, petitioner's president, also with Gillet
fk Co, The latter concern agreed to sell its holdings upon terms acceptable to
all. But Lucas pointed out that the shares which his company held could
after distribution of them among stockholders, since a
only be purchased
sale by it would sub]ect the realized profit to taxation, and when the proceeds
passed to the stockholders there would be further exaction. Lucas had no
power to sell, but he, Gillet aud Whetstone were in accord concerning the terms
and conditions under which purchase of all the stock might become possible"it being Ifnderstood and agreed between them that petitioner would make
distribution of the stock of the Islands Edison Co. to its stockholders and that
counsel would prepare a written agreement embodying
the terms and conditions of the said sale, agreement to be submitted for approval to the stockholders of the Islands Edison Co. after the distribution of said stock by the
petitioner. "
Petitioner's directors, March 22, 1928, considered the disposition of the
Islands Edison shares. Officers reported they were worth $1,122,500, and recommended an appreciation on the books to that figure.
Thereupon a resolution directed this change; also "that a dividend in the amount of $1,071,426.25
be and it is hereby declared on the common stock of this company payable in
common stock of the Islands Edison Co. at a valuation of $56.12I/z a share,
out of the surplus of the company arising from the appreciation in the value of
the common stock of the Islands Edison Co. held by this company, viz, $1,120,500, the payment of the dividend to be made by the delivery to the stockholders
of this company, pro rata, of certificates for the common stock of the Islands
Edison Co. held by this company at the rate of two shares of such stock for
each share of company stock of this corporation.
amongst petitioner's 33 stockAccordingly, 19,090 shares were distributed
holders and proper transfers to them were made upon the issuing corporation's
books. It retained 910 shares.
After this transfer, all holders of Islands Edison stock, sold to Southern
Cities Utilities Co. at $56.12+ per share. Petitioner realized $46, 346.30 net
There was no
profit on 910 shares and this was duly returned for taxation,
report of gain upon the 19,090 shares distributed to stockholders.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue declared a taxable gain upon distribution of the stock in payment of the dividend declared March 22, and made
the questioned deficiency assessment.
Seeking rcdetermination
by the Board
of Tax Appeals, petitioner alleged, "The Comruissioner of Internal Revenue has
erroneously held that the petitioner corporation made a profit of $1,069,517.25
by distributing to its own stockholders certain capital stock of another corporation which it had theretofore owned. " And it asked a ruling that no taxable
gain resulted from the appreciation upon its books and subsequent distribution
of the shares. Answering, the Commissioner denied that his action was erroneolls, but advanced no new basis of support.
A stipulation concerning the facts
followed; and upon this and the pleadings, the Board heard the cause.
"The
It found
respondent has determineil a deficiency in income tax in the
amount of $128,342.07 for the calendar year 1928. Tlie only question presented

—

—

"

is whether petitioner realized taxable
in this proceeding for redetermination
gain in declaring a dividend and paying it in the stock of another company at
an agreed value per share, which value was in excess of the cost of the stock
to petitioner. " Also, "On March 26, 1928, the stockholders of the Islands
Edison Co. (one of which was petitioner, owning 910 shares) and the Southern
Cities Utilities Co., entered into a written contract of sale of the Islands
Edison Co. stock. At no time did petitioner agree with Whetstone or the
Southern Cities Utilities Co., verbally or in writing, to make sale to him or to
the Southern Cities Utilities Co. of any of said stock except the aforesaid 910
shares oi the Islands Edison Co. "
The opinion recites The Commissioner's "theory is that upon the declaratiorr of the dividend on March 22, 1928, petitioner became indebted to its
stockholders in the amount of $1,071,426.25, and that the discharge of that
liability by the delivery of property costing less than the amount of the debt
constituted income, citing Ifirby Lumber Co. v. United States (284 U. S., 1
[Ct. D. 420, C. B. X—2, 56])." "The intent of the directors of petitioner was
to declare a dividend payable in Islands Edison stock; their intent was expressed. in that way in the resolution formally adopted; and the divirlend was
paid in the way intended and declared. We so construe the transaction, and
on autlrority of First Utah Savings Bank, supra (53 Fed. (2d), 919 [Ct. D. 451,
C. B. XI—1, 280]), we hold that the declaration and paVment of the dividend
resulted in no taxable income. "
The Commissioner asked the Circuit Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit, to
review the Board's determination.
He alleged, "The only question to be de.
cided is whether the petitioner (taxpayer) realized taxable income in declaring
a dividend and paying it in stock of another company at an agreed value per
share, which value was in excess of the cost of the stock. "
Tire court stated: "There are two grounds upon which the petitioner urges
that the action of the Board of Tax Appeals was wrong: First, that the dividend declared was in effect a cash dividend and that the respondeut realized a
taxable income by the distribution of the Islands Edison Co. stock to its
stoclrholders equal to the ditference between the amount of the dividend deelarccl and the cost of the stock; second, that tire sale made of the Islands Edison Co. stock was in reality a sale by the respondent (with all the terms agreed
upon before the declaration of the dividend), through its stockholders who were
virtually acting as agents of the respondent, the real vendor. "
Upon the first grouml, it sustained the Board. Concerning the second, it held
that, although not raised before the Board, the point should be ruled upon.
"Wlren we come to consider the sale of the stock of the Islands Edison Co,
we can not escape the conclusion that the transaction was deliberately planned
and carried out for the sole purpose of escaping taxation. The purchaser was
found by the ofiicers nf the respondent; the exact terms of the sale as finally
consummated were agreed to by the same ofiicers; the purchaser of the stock
stated that the delivery of all the stock was essential and that the delivery of a
part thereof would not sufiice; the details were worked out for the express and
admitted purpose of avoiding the payment of the tax and i' or the reason that
the attorneys for the respondent had advised that unless some such plan was
adopted the tax would have to be paid; and a written agreement was to be
prepared by counsel for the respondent which was to be submitted to the stockholders; all this without the stockholders, or any of them, who were ostensibly
mal-ing the sale, being informed, advised or consulted.
Such admitted factS
plainly constituted a plan, not to use the harsher terms of scheme, artifice or
conspiracy, to evade the payment of the tax. For the purposes of this decision
it is not necessary to consider whether such a course as is here shown constituted a fraud, it is sufiicient if we conclude that the object was to evade the
payment of a tax justly due the Governmeut.
"The sale of the stock in qu stion wns, in substance, made by the respondent
company, through the stockholders as agents or conduits through whom the
transfer of the title was effected. The stocl-holders, even in their character as
agents, harl little or no option in the matter and in no sense exercised any independent judgment.
They automatically ratified the agreement prepared and
submitted to them. "
A judgment of reversal followed.
Both tribunals below rightly decided that petitioner derived no taxable gain
from the distribution among its stockholders of the Islands Edison shares as a
dividend.
This was no sale; assets were not used to discharge indebtedness.

—
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The second ground of objection, although sustained by the court, mas not
presented to or ruled upon by the Board. The petition for review relied v;holly
upon the first point; and, in the circumstances, me think the court should have
considered no other. Always a taxpayer is entitled to knom v ith fair certainty
the basis of the claim against hini. Stipulations concerning facts and any other
evidence properly are acconimodated to issues adequately raised.
Recently (April, 1935) this Court pointed out "The Court of App als is
without power on review of proceedings of the Board of. Tax Appeals to m" ke
"The function of the court is to decide whether the
any findings of fact.
correct rule of law was applied to the facts found; and whether there was subthe
stantial evidence before the Board to support the findings made.
Board has failed to make an essential finding and the record on review is
insufficient to provide the basis for a. final detei1nination, the proper procedure
is to remand the ease for further proceedings before the Board. " "And the
same procedure is appropriate even when the findings omitted by the Board
of the record. " (IIeluering v. Ranlcin,
might be supplied from examination
1, 160].)
295 U. S., 123, 131, 132 [Ct. D. 966, C. B. XIV—
Here the court undertook to decide a question not properly raised. Also it
made an inference of fact directly in conflict with the stipulation of the parties
and the flndings, for mhich we think the record affords no support whatever.
To remand the cause for further findings mould be futile. The Board could
cause.
not properly find anything which would assist the Commissioner's
The judgment of the court below must be reversed. The action of the Board
of Tax Appeals is approved.
Reversed.

—
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627: Dividends paid in property.

INCOME

—REVENUE

—DIVIDEND

—PAID

Ct. D. 10(9

—DECISION

ACT OF 1928

IN STOCK OF ANOTHER

OF COURT.
CORPORATION.

Where a corporation on January 2, 1929, declared and distributed a dividend of 1 share of stock in another corporation, which
it had acquired after February 28, 1913, for each 10 shares of its
own stock, the shares so received by a stockholder mere taxable as
a dividend' in an amount measured by their market value a. t the
time of distribution.

2.

CERTIoRARI DENIED.

Petition for certiorari denieff on October 14, 1935.
UNITED

Peter Biuze/,

STATEs CIRcUIT CoURT QF APPEALs F08 THE SEcoND CIROUIT.

Jr.,

petitioner,

v. Commissioner

of Internal Revenue, respondeat.

Appeal from United States Board of Tax Appeals.

Before

MANTCN,

SwAN,

and AUGUSTUS N. HANn,

Circuit Judges.

[March 4, 1935.]
OPINION,

From an order of the Board of Tax Appeals adjudging a deficiency oi'
$9,708.86 in the income taxes of the petitioner, Peter Binzel, Jr. , for the year
1929, the latter appeals. Affirmed.
Avovsxvs iV. HAND, Circuit Judge: On January 2, 1929, the taxpayer oivned
2, 500 shaies of the United Cori- Cos. and on the same date the latter company
declared a dividend of 1 share of National City Bank stock, which it had
~mong its assets, for each 10 shares held by its stockholders in its own stock.
It had purchased 1,335 shares of the City Bank stocl- at various times after
February 28, 1913, and distributed 845 shares of the total amount to its
stockholders on January 2, 1929. The average cost of this stock to the United
8432G'

—
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—
8
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Cork Cos. was $62.98 per share and the market value at the time the dividend
was declared was $273 per share. At this valuation the 250 shares which the
taxpayer received were worth $68, 250. The taxpayer valued the 250 shares at
$5, 745 in his income tax return for the year 1929, which was at $62.98 per share,
the original cost to the United Cork Cos. The Commissioner valued them at
$273 per share the worth of each share when distributed to the taxpayer—
assessed his tax upon such a valuation of his shares, and determined a deficiency of $9,708.86 accordingly, which was affirmed by the Board of Tax
Appeals.
The taxpayer claims that any amount over $62.98 per share received by him
through the distribution of the City Bank stock was not subject to taxation
because the excess was unrealized and could not be taxed until it should
exceed the basis of his United Cork Cos. stock. The Commissioner claims that
the distribution was an ordinary dividend in property and subject to the provision of article 627 of Regulations 74, which provid'ed that:
"Dividends paid in securities or other property (other than its own stock)
in which the earnings of a corporation have been invested are income to the
recipients to the amount of the market value of such property when receivable
by the shareholders.
Section 115(a) of the Revenue Act of 1928 defines a dividend as:
any distribution made by a corporation to its shareholders, whether
in money or in other property, out of its earnings or profits accumulated after
February 28, 1913."
Subdivision (b) of the same section provides that:
or increase in value of
Any earnings or profits accumulated,
property accrued, before March 1, 1913, may be distributed exempt from tax,
after the earnings and profits accumulated after February 28, 1913, have been
distributed, but any such tax-free distribution shall be applied against and
reduce the basis of the stock provided in section 113."
As the taxpayer has the burden of proof we must assume that the stock of
tlie City Bank was purchased out of earnings accrued after March 1, 1918.
If so, its increase in value resulted from earnings out of which the stocl- was
origina. lly purchased and pro tanto was added to its surplus available for
dividends or for any other purpose.
It does not follow, because the United
Cork Cos. realized no taxable profit while it held the shares of the National
City Bank, that there was no profit in fact, or that the dividend was not
subject to taxes based upon a valuation of the stock that included the increment. That the market value at the time of distribution should be the basis
for the income tax is evident from the decisions of the Supreme Court in
United States v. Phellis (2o7 U. S., 156 [T. D. 3270, C, B. 5, 87]); Rockefeller
v. United States (257 U. S., 176 [T. D. 3271, C. B. 5, 34]), as well as under
article 627 of Regulations 74, supra.
It is argued on behalf of. the petitioner that the value of the Citv Bank
stock, represented by the increase over its cost, is not taxable as a dividend,
but hould be applied against and reduce the basis of the stock which the
taxpayer held in the United Cork Co. , because of the language of section 115(d)
of the Revenue Act of 1928. That subdivision reads as follows:
"(d) Other distributions from capital. If any clistribution (not in partial
or complete liquidation) made by a corporation to its shareholders is not
out of increase in value of property accrued before March 1, 1913, and is not
out of earnings or profits, then the amount of such distribution
shall be
applied against and reduce the basis of the stock provided in section 118,
and if in excess of such basis, such excess shall be taxable iu the same manner
as a gain from the sale or exchange of property.
The foregoing subdivision, however, does not exempt distributions made out
of earnings or profits of the United Cork Cos. There is no reason to suppose
that the earnings and profits were not sufficient to cover the value of the City
Bank stock at the time of distribution, and the burden to prove that thev were
not was upon the taxpaver.
(Wicktcire v. Reinecke, 275 U. S., 101 [T. D.
4126, C. B. VII—
1, 316]; jfetcalf's Estate v. Commissioner, 32 Fed. (2d), 192,
195 (C. C. A. 2) [Ct. D. 58, C. B. VIII—1, 219].) Section 115(d), therefore,
can not be regarded as requiring that the increase in value of the bank stock
over its cost should be applied against and reduce the basis of the taxpayer's
holding of stock of the United Cork Cos. If that corporation had earnings
or profits from any source, accumulated after February 28, 1913, from which

—
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could have made a distribution equal in amount to the market value of the
ank stock received by the taxpayer, the distribution should be regarded as
having been made from the most recently accumulated earnings, and should
not be applied to reduce the basis of his stock in United Cork Cos. (Section
115(b), supra; Hetvering v. Canfield, , 291 U. S., 163 [Ct. D. 783, C, B, XIII—1,
176]; Lelan(t v. Comfnissioner, 50 Fed. (2d), 523 (C. C. A. 1) [Ct. D. 387, C. B.
X-2, 300].)
Whether we regard the distribution of the bank stock as made out of earnings
accrued after February 28, 1913, because it was originally purchased out of
them and its increased value originated in that purchase, or whether at the
time the taxpayer received the City Bank stock there were earnings and
profits accrued after February 28, 1913, that were equivalent to its then market
value, in either event the increment would not be exempt from taxes under
115(d), but would be a part of a dividend all of which was subject to taxation
as current income of the recipient.
We think that the Board correctly determined that the taxpayer received a
dividend in City Bank stock taxable at a value of $273 per share and its order
is affirmed accordingly.

t
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698: Stock dividends.
(Also Section 111, Article Ii61.)

ARTIGLE
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PAlls
GAIN OK Loss REDEMPTION OF PREFEBKED STocK DlvlnzNns
IN COMMoN STocK WHEPHER INcoME oz RzrvEN oF CAPrrALVAr. lnlTv os Tszasvnv RzuvLATloNs.

cumulative
preferred
nonvoting
who purchased
A taxpayer
shares of stock of a corporation upon which dividends were subsequently paid in common voting shares is not required, upon the
redemption of the preferred stock, to apportion its cost between
the preferred and common for the purpose of determining gain
that Treasury regulations, long in force,
or loss, notwithstanding
prescribe such allocation. The stock dividends were income and
The provisions of the
may not be treated as returns of capital.
statute are unambiguous and its directions specific that in taxing
income arising from capital gain the cost of the asset disposed of
shall be the measure of the income, and the Secretary of. the
Treasury is therefore without power by regulatory amendment to
add a provision that income derived from the capital asset shall
be used to reduce cost.
SUPREME

Corinne

Covsz oz THE UNITzo STATEs.

8. Ifos)stand, petitioner,

On writ of

v. Gay T. Helvertng,
Itevenne.

Consmisstoner

of Internal

certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

[May 18, 1936.]
OPINION.

Mr. Justice RoszaTs delivered the opinion of the Court.
The writ of certiorari was granted in this case to resolve a conflict between
the decision below' and one by the Circuit Court of' Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit. '
The question is whether, under the Revenue Acts of 1926 and 1928, a taxpayer who purchases cumulative nonvoting preferred shares of a corporation
paid in common voting shares, must,
upon which a dividend is subsequently
upon a sale or other disposition of the preferred shares, apportion their cost
between preferred and common for the purpose of determining gain or loss.

' CooLsa(as(oner

v. EosMand, (81 F. (2d), B41).
'co~am(ss(oner v, Tillotson If fg. Co. (IB F. (2d),

189).
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The petitioner, in 1924 and 1926, purchased preferred stock of Columbia
Steel Corpor- tion. The company's articles of. incorporation provided that
holders of preferred stock should receive annual dividends of $7 a share in
cash or, at the company's option, one share of common stock for each share of
Dividends on the preferred were to be paid in full before any
preferred.
could be paid on the common; the common had voting rights, the preferred
none. The preferred was redeemable at $105 per share, plus accrued dividends; and upon dissolution or liquidation was entitled, to preferential payThe corn
ment of $100 per share, plus accrued dividends, and no more.
on alone was entitled in such event to the assets of. the corporation remain!ng after payment of the preferred.
In each of the years 1925 to 1928, inclusive, the company had a surplus
sufficient to pay the preferred dividends in cash, but elected to pay them iu
common stock. The petitioner received, in each of those vears, shares of
In 1980 i.he cot~oration re
common stock as dividends on her preferred.
In computing the profit realized
deemed its preferred stock at $105 per share.
by the petitioner the Commissioner allocated to the common stock so received,
in each instance, a proportionate amount of the cost of the preferred stock.
He thereby decreased the resulting cost basis per share and increased the
gain. The Board of Tax Appeals reversed holding that the dividends were
taxable income, were not stock dividends within the meaning of the Revenue Acts, ' and their receipt did not reduce the cost basis of the preferred
stock. The circuit court of appeals reversed the Board and approved the
Commissioner's action.
The petitioner contends, first, that the dividends she received were not
stock dividends exempted from ta, xation by the Revenue Acts; and, secondly,
if exempted, they were none the less income and can not be treated as returns
of capital in computing capital gain or loss. The respondent answers that the
distributions were stock dividends because mn. de in the capital stock of the
corporation and come within the plain meaning of the provisions exempting
stock dividends from income tax; accordinglv, the Treasury regulations have
consistently and continuously treated them as returns of capital, and required
the original cost to be apportioned between the shares originally acquired and
those distributed as dividends to obtain the cost basis for the calculation of
gain or loss. We hold that the dividends were income and may not be treated
as returns of capital.
The Revenue Act of 1918 imposed an income tax on dividends. ' In Totons v.
Eisner (245 U. S., 418) it was held that where a corporation declared a
dividend on its common stock, in the form of common stock, the dividend was
not income within the intendment of the Act. The Revenue Act of 1916
provided that a stock dividend should be considered income to the amount of
its cash value. ' In Eisnerr v, 3Iacorl. her (252 U. S., 189 [T. D. 8010, C. B. 8, 25])
it was decided that a dividend in the corporation's common stoep paid to the
then common stockholders, was not incorue within the meaning of the sixteenth
amendment and therefore the effort to tax such dividends exceeded the power
It was said that such a dividend was not income
granted by the amendment.
because, by its payment, no severance of corporate assets was accomplished
and the prcexisting proportionate
interests of the stockholders remained
unaltered.
A. fter the decision the Treasury revoked regulations
to the effect
that a dividend paid in the corporation's stock is income and issued amended
regulations, broadly phrased, to exempt all income in the form of stock dividends, whether the diridend shares be of the same class as those theretofore
held by the stockholder or of a different class, and prescribing the method of
allocating the original cost as between the old and the new stock for purposes
of calculating gain or loss upon realization.
Subsequently Congress adopted
the Revenue Act of 1921 which provided, iu section 201(d): "A . stock dividend
e
e
*. The reason for the exemption was the
shall not be subject io tax
decision in E(snor v. jjfooomber, supra. The reports of both the House and the
Senate committees dealing with the bill state that the Act "modifies the
definition of dividends in existing law by exetupting stock dividends from the

"'

& Revenue
Act of 1928, section 115(f) (eh. 852, 45 Stat. , 791. 822); Revenue Aet of 1926,
"A. stock dividend shall not be subject to tax.
section 201(f) (ch, 27, 44 Stat. , 9.
~ 38 Stat.
, 114, 166, 167.
'89 Stat. , 756, 757. Compare Revenue Act oi 1918 (40 Stat. , 1057, 1059),
'42 Sto.t., 227, 228. The same provision was repeated in all subsequent Revenue Acts',
Re;cnue Acts of 1924 and 1926, section 201(f); Revenue Acts of 1928, 1982, and 1964,
section 115(f).

11):

"
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income tax, as required by the decision of
M'acomber (262 U. S., 189). '
Although Eisner v. f&&faco&aber affected only
in the same stock as that presently held by
which
the decision a broader interpretation

"
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the Supreme

Court in Eisner v.

the taxation of dividends declared
the taxpayer, the Treasury gave
Cougress followed iu the Act of
1921. Soon after the passage of that Act, this Court pointed out the distinction betvveen a stock dividend which worked no change in the corporate entity,
the same interest in the same corporation being represented after the distribution by more shares of precisely the same character, and such a dividend where
there had either been changes of corporate identity or a change in the nature
of the shares issued as dividends whereby the proportional interest of the
stockholder after the distribution was essentially different from his former
regulations reinterest. ' Nevertheless the successive statutes and Treasury
" We give great weight
specting taxation of stock dividends remained unaltered.
to an administrative interpretation long and consistently followed, particularly
when the Congress, presumably tv[th that construction in mind, has reenacted the
The question here, however, is not merely of our
statute without change.
construction but whether it should be adopted if
adopting the administrative
Jn effect it converts an income tax into a capital levy.
We are ilealing solely with an income tax Act. Under our decisions the
payment of a dividend of new common shares, conferring no difterent rights or
interests than did the old the new certificates, plus the old, representing the
interest in the net assets of the corporation as did the
same proportionate
olil does not constitute the receipt of income by the stockholder.
On the other
hand, where a stock dividend gives the stockholder an interest different from
that which his former stock holdings represented he receives income. The
latter type of dividend is taxable as income under the sixteenth amendment.
Whether Congress has taxed it as of the time of its receipt, is immaterial for
present purposes.
The relevant capital gains provisions of the Revenue Act of 1928 are section

"

—

—

111(a):

~
s the gain from the sale or other disposition of property shall be
the excess of the amount realized therefrom over the basis provided in section
118 s s san

And section

118:

"The basis for determining

the gain or loss from the sale or other disposition
of property acquired after February 28, 1918, shall be the cost of such props"
"
(with exceptions having no relevancy here).
erty;
The property disposed of was the petitioner's preferred stoclr. In plain terms
the statute directs the subtraction of its cost from the proceeds of its redempBut we are told that Treasury regulation, if the latter sum be the greater.
tions" long in force require an allocation of the original cost bettveen the
preferred stock purchased and the common stock received as dividend. And it is
said that while no provision of the statute authorizes a specific regula(ion
respecting this matter, the general power conferred by the [atv to m:&ke appropriate regulations comprehends the subject. Where the Act uses ambigu&nts
terms, or is of doubtful construction, a clarifying regulation or one indicating
the method of its application to specific cases not only is permissible but is to
be given great weight by the courts. And the same principle governs where the
statute merely expresses a general rule and invests the Secretary of the Treasury with authority to promulgate rcmlations appropriate to its enforcement.
But where, as in this case, the provisions of the Act are unambiguous, anil its
directions specific, there is no power to amend it by regulation.
Congress

'

"

'H. R. 350,

Sixty-seventh

Congress,

firs

session, page 8.

seventh Congress, first session, page 9.
' United States v. Phc&its (257 U. S., 15B [Ct. D. 19. C.
States (257' U. S., 176 [(",t. D. 18, C. B. 5. 341; Gniiinan
D. 32, C. B. II —
2, 55]); )»farr v. United States (268 U.

116]).
'

Senate Report No. 27o, Stxty-

B. 5, 371); Rookefeiier v. Uui&ed
v. Walker (262 Th S, . 134 [Ct
S., 536 [T. D. 3755. C. B, IV —2,

Sce Regula. ttons 65 and 69, articles 1547, 1548; Regulations 74 and 77, articles 627,
86, articles 115—7, 115—8.
'sPoe v. Seaborn (282 U. S., 101, 116 [Ct. D. 259, C. B. IX—2, 202]); McGat&ghn v.
IIcrshcy (288 IJ. S., 488, 492 [Ct. D. 845, C. B. X—1, 444]); 3fcFeettf V. Commissioner (296
U. S., 102, 108).
u 45& stat 815
m 45 Stat. 81S.
,
n Regulnttous
74, articles 58, B28, and BOO.
»iianhattan 6enerat Egntpment Go. v. Gommissioner of internal Reue»ne, No. 226,
October Term, 1935, aud cases cited.

628: Regulations
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clearly and specificall declared that in taxing income arising from
capital gain the cost of the asset disposed of shall be the measure of the income,
the Secretary of the Treasury is without power by regulatory amendment to
add a provision that income derived from the capital asset shall be used to
reduce cost.
The judgment is reversed.
having
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699: Distribution in redemption or
cancellation of stock taxable as a dividend.

AIITiczE

INCOME TAX

—

—PEVENUE

Ct. D. 1102

—DECISION

ACT OF 1928

OF COVRT.

—

DIVIDEKD CANcKLLATION OR REDEMPTIQN oF STocK.
Where a corporation in 1930 redeemed and canceled a portion of.
the stock held by its principal stockholder, the payment being made
out of surplus, and immediately thereafter increased its capital
stock by declaring a stock dividend; and continued in business,
the amount received by the stockholder, though in form a stock
redemption, was iu fact a distribution of earnings and substantially
equivalent to a cash dividend, taxable under the provisious of section 115(g) of the Revenue Act of 1928.

INcoME

UNITED STATEs CIRcUIT CoURT oF APPEALS FoR THE THIRD Gxscmv.

WitHam

T. Brown, Jr. petitioner, v. C'ommissioner
~

of Interna/

Revenue

respondent.
Upon petition for review from the United States Board of Tax Appeals.

Before

QUFFINOTON

and THoMPsoN,

Circuit Judges,
Judge.

and JoHNsoN,

District

[July 31, 1935.]
OPINION.

TIIOMPRON, Circuit Judge: This is a petition for review of a decision of the
Board of Tax Appeals. In 1927, the Electro Construction Co. , a corporation,
had outstanding 1,000 shares of capital stock, of which the petitioner, William
T. Brown, Jr., owned 550 shares, Joseph F. McCarthy 445 shares and John A.
McCarthy 5 shares. Joseph F. McCarthy died testate and under his will
John A. McCarthy became the owner of his shares. The corporation declined
John A. McCarthy's request to redeem those shares at their book value of
$205 per share, for, although at that time it had $154,000 cash on hand, it
needed all of its available cash to execute a number of contracts then pending.
The petitioner, however, agreed to and did in fact, buy the 445 shares for
$91,225 and paid for them out of his own personal funds. The petitioner thereupon sold 5 shares to his secretary and retained 990 shares. In 1927 and
1928, the corporation declared a 100 per cent cash dividend, but in 1929, no
dividend was declared, although the company's earnings were high. The
cash on hand had increased from $154,000 in 1927 to approximately $241,000
near the close of 1930. December 16, 1980, the corporation redeemed and
canceled 440 of the shares which the petitioner had purchased from John A,
McCarthy aud paid the petitioner $280 per share or $128,200, using funds out
of its surplus with which to pay for the difference between the par value aud
the bool value. One day later the corporation declared a 400 per cent stock
dividend on iis capital stock, whereby the petitioner received 2,200 shares, his
secretary 20 shares and John A. McCarthy 20 shares. Iu his iucome tax
return for 1930, the petitioner reported $81,975 as profit resulting from the sale
of his stock to the corporation. The Commissioner assessed a deficiency and
was sustained by the Board of Tax Appeals.
The petitioner contends that the transaction was in partial liquidation of
the corporation under section 115(c) of the Revenue Aet of 1028 and that only
the liquidated profit of $31,975 was taxable. The Commissioner, on the other
hand, contends that the transaction was essentially equivalent to the distrir
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bution of a taxable dividend under section 115(g) of the Revenue Act of 1928
and that the entire $123,200 should be reported in the petitioner's income tax
return as dividend subject to tax.
The applicable statute is section 115 of the Revenue Act of 1928 (26 U. S.
C. A. , 2115) which provides:
(a) "The term ' dividend ' when used in this title (except in section 203(a)4
and section 208(c)1, relating to insurance companies) means any distribution
made by a corporation to its shareholders, whether in money or in other property, out of its earnings or profits accumulated after February 28, 1913.

(c) "Amounts distributed in complete liquidation of a corporation shall be
treated as in full payment in exchange for the stock, and amounts distributed
in partial liquidation of a corporation shall be treated as in part or full payment in exchange for the stocl-. The gain or loss to the distributee resulting
from such exchange shall be determined under section 111, but shall be recognized only to the extent provided in section 112. In the case of amounts distributed in partial liquidation (other than a distribution within the provisions
of section 112(h) of stock or securities in connection with a reorganization) thc
part of such distribution which is properly chargeable to capital account shall
not be considered a distribution of earnings or profits within the meaning of
subsection (b) of this section for the purpose of determining the taxability of
subsequent distributions by the corporation.
II'

"If

a corporation cancels or redeems its stock (whether or not such stock
was issued as a stock dividend) at such time and in such manner as to make
the distribution and cancellation or redemption in whole or in part essentially
equivalent to the distribution of a taxable dividend, the amount so distributed in
redemption or cancellation of the stock, to the extent that it represents a distribution of earnings or profits accumulated after February 28, 1913, shall be
In the case of the cancellation or redemption of
treated as a taxable dividend.
stock not issued as a stock dividend this subsection shall apply only if the
cancellation or redemption is made after January 1, 1926.
(h) "As used in this section the term ' amounts distributed in partial liqui&lation' means a distribution by a corporation in complete cancellation or redemption of a part of its stock, or one of a series of distributions in complete cancellation or redemption of all or a portion of its stock.
The question is whether the payment by the corporation for the redemption of
the petitioner's stock was essentially equivalent to the distribution to him of a
taxable divklend.
It is for the Board of Tax Appeals to determine from the
facts bei'ore it vvhether the particular transaction is essentially equivalent to a
taxable divid&nd.
(Commissioner v. Bnbson, 70 Fed. (2d), 304, certiorari denie&1, 293 U. S., 571.)
We think the Board had sufficient evidence upon which
to base its findings. The money with which the corporation paid the petitioner
Prior to the sale to the corporation of 440
came from its profits and earnings.
shares of capital stock, the petitioner held 99 per cent of the stock. Notwithstanding tlie fact that the corporation paid him $123,200 for less than one-half
oi' the stock which he held, the petitioner, after the sale, continued to hold 98
per cent of its stock. The re&luction of the capital stock did not amount to a
liquidation, for it is to be noted that the following day the capital stock was
inneascd and the business of the corporation was continued at a profit.
In H gmnn v. Commissioner (71 Fed. (2d), 342 [Ct. D. 920, C. B. XIV—
1, 213],
certiorari denied, 293 U. S., 570), the court, speaking of section 115(g) of the
Revenue Act of l928 said:
"The purpose of Congress in the inclusion of. (g) was to narrow the distinction to the end that corporations might not by resort to the device of stock redemption or cancellation niake a distribution to its shareholders essentially resulting in a division of profits. In both the Ilouse and Senate reports, and in
thc conference reports, an illustration is given showing the con ressional purpose. Thc illustration supposes, umler the tax lavs prior to the ainendment
inv&ilved licre, the case of tvvo men holdin
practically the entire stock of a
corporation for which each paid $50,000. The corporation having accumulated a
surplus of $50, 000 above its cash capital, buys from the stockholders for cash
one-half of the stock held by, them and cancels it, and the payment is non(a~able because it is a partial redemption of stock. To change this result and
make it taxable (g) was written and incorporated into the la&v. Granted the
(g)

"
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illustration is an apt one and the object sought accomplished, it will be seen
how nearly it fits the facts of this case, for here we have a corporation with
large accumulated earnings, which, by means of a purchase of a part of its
stock, it transfers to its single stockholder, leaving the corporation precisely in
the condition in which it was prior to the transfer, except that its earnings haye
been distributed to its stockholder without having disturbed his ownership and
control of the corporation. "
In the instant case, our conclusion is that the transaction, though in form a
stock redemption, was, in fact, a distribution of earnings substantially equivaWe find no error in the findings of fact and conclulent to a cash dividend.
sions of law of the Board of Tax Appeals.
The decision of the Board of Tax Appeals is affirmed.

—

SECTION 116. EXCLUSIONS FROM GROSS
INCOME.
AaTIOI, E

XV—11-7998

649: Income of States.

—REVENUE ACT
INcoME —
EZEMPTIQN —
RENTs

INCO3(IE TAX

Ct. D. 1090

—DECISION

OF 1928

REGEIVED

BY'

OF COURT.

LEssEE

QF

STNTE

Lxxns.
Where a State leased land, held and used for the sole benefit
of the State universitv, to a lessee which invested a large amount
of capital and labor in the erection of buildings upon the leased
land; the lessee's income from the rents received was not immune
from tax. The tax was not imposed upon the State, nor upon the
lease, but upon a private corporation holding the lease, and its
imposition placed no substantial burden upon the exercise of any
essentia. l function of government.
2. DEclsIoNs DIBTINQUIBHED.
gittestiie v. The State of Oklahoma (257 U. S., 501) and Burnet
v. Coronado Oil d Gas Co. (285 U. S., 893 [Ct. D. 485, C. B. XI—1,
265] ) distinguished.

8. CESTloasal

DENIED.

Petition for certiorari denied March 2, 1936.
GQURT

oF CLMMs oil THE UNITIxi STliTPs.

)tietropolitan

Building

Co. v. The United

[November

States.

4, 1935.]

OPINION

W~Ms,

Judge, delivered the opinion of the court.
The plaintiff seeks recovery of $16,646.31, together with interest, income tax
aid for the period, February 1, 1929, to November 13, 1929. The facts have
veen stipulated by the parties, the sole controversy being whether the income
upon which the tax was imposed is subject to taxation by the United States.
The land, the subject of the lease, is located in the city of Seattle, Wash. ,
and is commonly designated as "University Tract. " It is owned by the State
of Washington and is held and used for the sole benefit of the University of
The income to the State under the lease is paid direct to the
Washington.
university and is used exclusively for educational purposes.
The Supreme Court of the State of Washington, in the case of State of
TVashington v. The City of Seattle et al. (57 Wash. , 602; 107 Pacific, 827),
where the direct issue presented was whether the land in question was owned
and held by the State in its private capacity as a proprietor or in its governmental capacity, held that the tract was acquired by the State in trust for
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the sole use of upbuilding its university according to the purpose and spirit of
the grant by which it was acquired, to the extent and in the same manner in
which the State had accepted the grant of public land from the United States
The land being owned and helrl by the. State of
for public school purposes.
Washington in its governmental
capacity under an express trust to use the
land and all the income arising therefrom in support of the university, the
of the State.
lease in question is an instrumentality
The p]aintitf contends that the tax in question is in effect a tax upon tho
lease itself, and that as such is void under the rule laid dovvn by the Supreme
(,'ourt in Gillespte v. The State of Olclahoma (257 U. S., 501), Barnet v. Coronarlo Oil d Gas Co. (285 U. S., 393), and other cases, and by this court in
Marlrsnd v. United States (78 C. Cls. , 69, 53 Fed. (2d), 907).
The principle of immunity from taxation by the Federal Government of
instrumentalities
of a State and the corresponding immunity of Federal instrumentalities from taxation by a State is well settled. However, it is recognized
of either a State or the Federal Government
that "just what instrumentalities
are exempt from taxation by the other can not be stated in terms of universal
"
B.
application.
(Metcalf d Eddy v. Mitchell, 269 U. S., 514 [T. D. 3824,
" C.
(Fox
V—
1, 218].) The established principle "has its inherent limitations.
Film Corporation v, Doyal et al. , 286 U. S., 123.) "The reasons underlying the
principle mark the limits of its range. " (Indian Motocycle Co. v. United States,
283 U. S., 570 [Ct. D. 354, C. B. X—
1, 439].) The immunity does not exist
and
"where no direct burden is laid upon the governmental instrumentality,
there is only a remote, if any iniiuence upon the exercise of the functions of
"
government.
(Willcuts v. Bann, 282 U. S., 216 [Ct. D. 280, C. B. X—
1, 309].)
The rule of Gillespie v. Oklahoma and Bnrnet v. Coronado Oil d Gas Co.
must be considered in the light of the limitations placed upon it in the decisions just cited, and, as stated by the court in the Coronado case, is to be
applied "strictly and only in circumstances closely analogous" to those which
they disclose.
The circumstances of the present case in our opinion are not closely analogous to the circumstances disclosed in the Gillespie and the Coronado cases.
The facts are clearly and fundamentally
distinguishable.
In both the Gillespie and the Coronado cases the taxed income came from profits realized
on the sale of oil abstracted from the lands leased. The income came directly
and wholly from the thing leased the land itself. That is not the situation
here. The plaintifi"s income was not derived directly from the lands leased
but came wholly from rents received from buildings which the plaintiff had
erected on the premises.
It came from more than a thousand tenants to
whom the plaintiff had rented storerooms and otfices. Except for plaintiff's
large investment in buildings, amounting to almost $5, 000, 000, and the labor
incirlent to the successful management
of the properties represented by such
investment, the income could not have been realized. The fact that the builrlings were erected in conformity with the terms of the lease anrl that title
to the buildings vested immediately in the State upon their erection is not
The income upon which the
important and does not change the situation.
tax was imposed was realized primarily from the plaintiif's large investment
of capital and labor and did not come directly from the premises leased, as
in the cases relied upon. These facts remove the case from the rule announcer]
in the Giliespie and Coronado cases. (Eckstein v. United States, 80 C. Cls. , 725,
10 Fed. Supp. , 231.)
The challenged tax is not imposed upon the State of Washington,
nor
upon the lease, the instrumentality
of the State, but upon the plaintiff, a private corporation holding the lease. The immunity claimed, therefore, exists
only if the etfect of the tax is to place a substantial burden upon the exercise
of the State's essential functions of government, and as stated in ]Villcnts
v. Brrnn, supra, "it must appear that the burden is real, not imaginary; substantial, not negligible. " "The application of the doctrine of implied immunity must be practical (Railroad Co. v. Peniston, 18 Wall. , 5, 31, 36) and
should have regard to the circumstances disclosed. " (Barvrct v. A. T. Jergins
Trnst, 288 U. S., 508 [Ct. D. 653, C. B. XII—1, 214].)
The amount of rental paid to the State under the lease is rlefinitely fixed
by the terms of the lease, and is paid at stated intervals unaftected by whether
or not the plaintitf is taxed on the profits of its business.
Theoretically the
tax may have some effect upon the amount of rental reserved in the lease
but, if so, its infiuence is so remote and indirect as to be imaginary rather

—
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than real. As a practical matter, therefore, the imposition of the tax against
plaintiff places no substantial burden upon the State's exercise of any essential
It follows that the petition must be dismissed, and it
function of government.
is so ordered.
Judge; GREEN, Judge; and BooTH, Chief Justice,
WHALKX, Judge;
concur.

L~N,

AaTicLE

648: Compensation

of State OKcers and employees.

REVENUE ACT OF 1928.

Taxability of compensation received by OScers and employees of
(See Mim. 8888, revised, page 180.)
State
or political subdivision.
a
ArTIOLE

648: Compensation
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of State OScers

Ct. D. 1114

and employees.

—REVENUE ACTS OF 1926 AND 1928—DECISION OF COURT.
OFFIGER oR EMPLCYEK oF
CCMPKNSATICN FoR SERVIcKs —
EXEMPTICN —
INDEPENDENT
STATE —

INCOME TAX

CONTRAVZOR.

Compensation received by the taxpayer as attorney and chief
counsel for the Imperial irrigation district of the State of California was not exempt from Federal income tax. The taxpayer
was not an officer or employee of the State, but was an independent
contractor who entered into the ordinary relation of attorney and
client with a public corporation.
UNITED STATES CIRcUIT CCURT oF APPEALS FCR THE NINTH

Charles

v. Commissioner
respondent.

L. Childers, petitioner,

of Internal

CIROUIT.

Reoenle,

Upon petition to review orders of the United States Board of Tax Appeals.

Before

WILRUR, GARREOHT,

and DENMAN,

[November

Circuit Judges.

4, 1935.]

OPINION.

Per curiam: This is a petition to review simultaneous decisions of the United
States Board of Tax Appeals entered January 11, 1934, and involves the Federal income tax liability of the petitioner, formerly a resident of El Centro,
Calif. , and now residing in Los Angeles, Calif.
The petitioner claims that the respondent has erroneously included in the
petitioner's taxable income the amounts of $11,588.93 and $10,055 for the years
1921 and 1928, respectively, representing compensation received by the petitioner "for services as an ofilcer or employee" of the Imperial irrigation
district of the State of California. The taxpayer contends that the irrigation
district is a public agency of the State, exercising "essential governmental
functions, " and that he "devoted "practically all of his business hours to the
business of said district.
It is the petitioner's contention that the amounts received by him from the
district are not subject to Federal income taxes under the general' principle
of law that the Federal Government can not tax the means and instrumentalities of the States. He also invokes the revenue laws of the United States and
Treasury regulations issued pursuant thereto.
The Board held in effect that the Imperial irrigation district could not be
classified as an essential governmental function of the State of California and
that, therefore, the petitioner's income derived therefrom was not exempted
from Federal income taxation.
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The matter in dispute was submitted upon an agreed statement of facts,
from which the Board found the following:
In 1923, the petitioner was engaged as attorney and chief counsel of the
irrigation district, and was so engaged during the years in controversy, ~amely,
1927 and 1928.
The authority for the petitioner's conne=tion with the district is contained
in the following resolution adopted by the board of directors of the district:
"Resolve@, That Chas. L. Childers, of El Centro, Ci&lif. , be employed as
attorney for Imperial irrigation district, at a retainer of $350, which retainer
shall include all services rendered by him, excepting the trial of cases and any
services requiring his absence from the county of Imperial, and when enga ed
in the trial of cases on behalf of the district or absent from Imperial County
on behalf of the district in addition to said retainer he shall receive the sum of
$25 per day.
The petitioner maintained his own law otfice and during the years 1927 and
1928 "he was free to and did accept some other minor concurrent work. " He
also operated a farm for profit, which operation resulted in a net loss for the
year 1927 of $66.06, and net profit of $439.13 for the year 1928.
Practically all of his ordins. ry business hours were devoted to the aftairs of
the said Imperial irrigation district. Because of the volume of district work, it
was necessary for the petitioner to employ an assistant, whose compensation was
paid by the petitioner.
The expenses incurred by the petitioner in connection with earning the compensation received from the district, which have been allowed bv the respondent
as deductions from gross income, included oflice rent, supplies, the salary of the
assistant, taxes and depreciation,
The letterhead of the Imperial irrigation district lists the petitioner as
attorney, under the heading of oificers.
The Imperial irrigation district was formed and exists under the California
irrigation district act, and the acts amendatory thereof and supplementary
thereto.
The petitioner asl-s this court to review the decision of the Board approving
deficiencies in Fedct'al income taxes of $145.96 and $73.22 for the years 1927
anil 102S, respectively.
The primary question here presented is whether the compensation received
by the petitioner as attorney for the irrigation district is exempt from the
I&'ederal income tax. This depends upon the question as to whether the petitioner was an oificer or employee of the State of California.
Arti&le 37 of Itegulations 69, proniulgated
under the Revenue Act of 1926,
reads in part as follows:
- State contracts. The profit of an independent contractor from a contract
with a State or political subdivision
thereof must be included in gross
income.
Article 88 of the same regulations is in part as follows:
"Compensation of State officers an&i employees.
Compensation paid to its
ofiicers and employees by a State or political subdivision thereof for services
rendered in connection with the exercise of an essential governmental function
of the State or political subdivision, including fees received by notaries public
commissioned by States and the commissions of receivers appointed by State
courts, is not taxable. Compensation received for services rendered to a State
or political subdivision thereof is included in gross income unless (a) the person receives such conipcnsation as an otficer or einployee of a State or political
subdivision, and (b) the services are rendered in connection with the exercise of
an essential governmental
function.
"An officer is a person who occupies a position in the service of the State or
political subdivision, the tenure of which is continuous and not temporary and
the duties of which are established by law or regulations and not by agreement.
An employee is one whose duties consist in the rendition of prescribed services
and not the accomplishment
of specific ob]ects, and whose services are continuous, not occasional or temporary.
Articles 56 and 643 of Regulations 74, promulgated under the Revenue Act
of 192S, contain provisions identical, in all material respects, witli those quoted
above.
The petitioner contends that, "From the probative facts found by the Board,
the ultimate fact must necessarily be that tlie petitioner is an otficer or an

"

—

—
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exnployee" of the irrigation district. The respondent insists that the petitioner
was an independent contractor in his relationship to the district.
Under this heading, the petitioner asserts that "Since the Board did not Snd
that the petitioner icae not an officer or employee, but based its decision wholly
upon other grounds, the decision of the Boa.rd of Tax Appeals can not be sus
tained on the ground that the Board might have found that the petitioner was
not an officer or an employee.
Though the Board's findings do not contain a statement of the ultimate fact
that the petitioner was not an employee or an officer, the findings contain sufficient facts to enable us to determine that question as a matter of law. It is
well settled that an appellate court may base an affirmance upon grounds other
than those relied upon below.
In support of his contention that he was an "employee" of the irrigation
district, the petitioner quotes section 1965 of the Civil Code of Calffoxufa, which
reads as follows:
"The contract of employment is a contract by which one, who is called the
employer, engages another, who is called the employee, to do something for the
benedt of the employer, or of a third person.
This section, however, must be read in connection with section 2009, which
provides:
"A. servant is one who is employed to render personal service to his employer,
otherwise than in the pursuit of an independent calling, and who in such service remains entirely under the control and direction of the latter, who is called
his master.
The Supreme Court of California has held that "The word ' servant' is generally synonymous with the word 'employee.
(Western Indemnity Co, v.
Pillsbury, 172 Cal. , 807, 810—811.)
The petitioner also lays considerable stress upon the fact that the Board
expressly found that he had been "engaged" as attorney and chief counsel,
and upon the fact that the board of directors of the district, in its resolution,
stated that he be "employed" as attorney, etc.
Again the Supreme Court of California has ruled against the petitioner's
contention, and with specific reference to contracts between attorney and
client. In fidelity c6 C. Co. v. Indiistrial Acc. C'om. (191 Cal. , 404, 410), the

"

"

"

'"

court said:
"The circumstance that under the contract decedent was to render nondele able personal services may be persua. sive, but it is in no sense conclusive
Contracts for the rendition of nondelegable personal services
or determinative.
are of common occurrence which do not constitute the contractor an employee.
For example, the ordinary contracts between attorney and client. The same
may be said of the use of the phrase ' engages and employs. ' "
Indeed, it has been held that even when the word "employee" is used in a
statute, such usage is not conclusive in establishing the relationship of employer
and employee.
(Barnet v. EAcezey (C. C. A. 4), 48 F. (2d), 159, 161.)
The books are replete with instances where the term "employer" or "employ" is used in connection with the hiring of an independent contractor.
We need cite only a few such decisions: Western Indemnity Co. v. Pillsbury,
supra, at page 818; FideHty d O. Co. v. Indnstrtal Acc. Coni. , supra, at page
410, quoting Shearman and Redfield on Negligence, 6th ed. , section 164; Metcalf
xt L&'ddy v. Mitchell,
at pa es 518 and 520 [T. D. 8824, C. B. V-l, 218];
Itegieter v. Coxnniiseioner of Internal Ibexienne (C. C. A. 6) (69 F. (2d), 607,
608 [Ct. D. 868, C. B. XIII-2, 284].)
In California, as elsewhere, "The chief consideration which determines one
to be an independent contractor is the fact that the employer has no right
of control as to the mode of doing the work contracted for
(Crreen v. Scale, 145 Cal. , 96, 99, quoting 16 Am. fbi Kng. Encyc. of Law, 2d
ed. , page 187; Western Indemnity Co. v. Pillsbury, supra, at page 811.)
To render one an employee, the employer's right of control must be complete,
and extend to the details of the work.
In Westexvx Indemnity Co. v. Pillebnry, supra, at page 811, the court said:
"It is true that many authorities specify 'control' of the person performing
the work as the means of differentiating service from independent employment.
The test of 'control, ' however, means 'complete control. ' "
: And in Pideblty d O. Co. v. Indxtetrial Acc. Corn. , supra, at page 407:
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"He is deemed to be the master who has the supreme choice, control, and
direction of the servant, and whose will the servant represents, not merely
tn the ultimate results of the work, but in all the details. "
The test to which v e refer was recognized in the case of Eaigh, t v. Commtssioner of Internal Revenue (C. C. A. 7) (52 F (2d), 779, 781, certiorari denied,
588), in which the court said:
285 U. S., 537—
"The record in this case shows that Adcock, in rendering his services to the
sanitary district, was under the general direction and supervision of its
general attorncv. This was required by the rules and regulations of the board
of trustees. All this amounts to is that Adcock would report to the general
attorney from time to time as to what had been done, and consulted with
him. It does not show that the general attorney exercised any detailed control
as to what should be done, and how it should be done, which is essential to
the relationship of employer and employee. "
In the leading case of IIetcalf d Eddy v. 3Iztcheg, supra, the plaintiffs were
consulting engineers, who, either as individuals or as copartners, were professionally "employed" to advise States or subdivisions of States with reference
In that case, at pages
to proposed water supply and sewage disposal systems.
520-521 of its opinion, the Supreme Court of the United States said:
"Nor do the facts stated in the bill of exceptions establish that the plaintiffs
were 'employees' within the meaning of the statute.
So far as appears, they
contractors. The record does not reveal
were in the position of independent
to what extent, if at all, their services were subject to the direction of the
public boards or officers engaging them. In each instance the performance of
their contract involved the use of judgment and discretion on their part and
they were required to use their best professional skill to bring about the
desired result. This permitted to them liberty of action which excludes the
idea of that control or right of control by the employer which characterizes the
relation of employer and employee and differentiates the employee or servant
from the independent contractor.
[Cases cited.
So here, there is nothing in ihe record to establish that the petitioner was
limitation.
an "employee" within the meaning of the constitutional
Neither
in the resolution of the board of directors, upon which the petitioner relies,
nor in the findings of the Board of Tax Apiseals can there be found any statethat the contract between the
ment which would justify the assumption
petitioner and the district was other than an ordinary contract between
attorney and client, so far as supervision and control by the client are concerned.
Of a similar contract with a drainage district, in Burnct v. Jones (C. C. A. 8)
(50 F. (2d), 14, 15), the court said:
"While his emplovment was authorized by statute, the statute itself does
It does not fix his duties,
not iix the status of the attorn&. 1 as an emplovee.
his salary, nor his tenure of oifice. He had no fixed otfice hours, but rendered
legal services pursuant to specific contract.

]"

ot

"The lawyer who is retained in the affairs of his client is not properly

designated an employee.
He is an otficer of the court. As counselor and
advisor to his clients and as an advocate before the court, whatever action he
takes is upon independent judgment illunfinated by his learning, his skill, his
experience, and his ethics. The relationship of attorney and client is entered
into and maintained with regard to these considerations, and is not that of
employer and employee. "
(See also 18 Cal, tur. , 1019—1020; 8 Cal. Jur. , 654—656; Singer 3lanufacturing
Co. v. Ralzn, 182 U. S., 518, 528—
524; Chi. , Rocl Isid. d Pac. Ry. v. Bond, 240
U. S., 440, 455—457; It&&»&& t v. McDonough (C. C. A. 8), 46 F. (2d), 044, 945—
946
Ct. D. 888, C. B. X—1, 867]; Bro&cn v. Commissioner of I»ternal Revenue, 10
T A. , A8, 578—574, petition for review denied, 55 I&'. (2d), 1076, certiorari denied, 287 U. S„602;X&.eid&lr&: v. Con&n&issio»er of Internal Rercnue (C. C. A. 8),
82 I". (26), 504, 596 [Ct, D. 114, C. B. VIII —
2, 287]; Roberts v. Co»z&nissioner
(C C. A. 5), 44 F. (2&1), 168; Eaight v. Commissioner, supra, at pa e 781; Underuood v. Commissioner (C. C. A. 4), 56 F. (2d), 67, 71—72; Xorcross v. Eeleering (C. A. D. C. ), 75 F. (26), 670, 680. )
Nor could the petitioner be considered an "officer" of the district, He cites
to us no statute creating the office of attornev for an irri "ation district, nor
have zvc been able to discover any. Sections 7 and 19 of the California irriga~
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tion district act provide for the election of otffcers, and section 19c provides for
the appointment of officer, but no mention is made of an attorney.
Section 15 of the act empowers the board of directors to "employ and appoiut such agents, otffcers and employees as may be required, and prescribe their
duties. " We assume that the petitioner was aypointed as attorney under this
provision.
Nor does t'he fact that the petitioner's name appears as attorney under the
heading of otffeers, on the letterhead of the district conclude the matter; for,
as we have repeatedly held, and as we have already pointed out herein, legal
relationshiys are determined not by labels but by contractual provisions, interpreted according to law. "We do not regard that question as answered by
mere terminology,
(Eelncring v. Pom. ers, 208 U. S., 214, 224 [Ct. D. 900, C, B.
XIII—2, 218].)
Extremely apposite to the instant case is the language of the court in jtfetcalf
d. Eddy v. iVitchelt, supra, at page 520:
"An offfee is a public station conferred by the appointment of government.
The term embraces the idea of tenure, duration, emolument, and duties ffxed by
law. Where an otffee is created, the law usually fixes its incidents, including its
terms, its duties, and its compensation.
[Case cited. ] The term ' otffeer ' is one
inseparably connected with an oflice; but there was no otffee of sewage or water
supply expert or sanitary engineer, to which either of the plaintiffs' was aypointed. The contracts with them, although entered into by authority of law
and prescribing their duties, could not operate to create an otffce or give to
plaintiffs the status of officers. [Cases cited. ] There were lacking in each instance the essential elements of a public station, permanent in character, created by law, whose incidents and duties were prescribed by law. [Cases cited. ] "
(See also Ifelcering v; Potcers, supra, at pages 222-228; Blair v. Byers (C. C,
A. 8), 85 F. (2d), 826, 828 [Ct. D. 146, C. B. IX—1, 247]; Baight v. Ctnnmissioncr,
supra, at pages 780—781; Register v. Coniissioner, supra; Commissioner v.
Jfod jeshi (C. C. A. 2), 75 F. (2d), 468, 470. )
Applying the principles announced in the foregoing decisions, we conclude
that the petitioner was neither an employee nor an office, but was an independent contractor who entered into the ordinary relation of attorney and client
with a public corporation.
The petitioner has not brought himself either substantially or "exactly within
the exception he claims.
(Register v. Commissioner, supra, at page 607. )
Inquiring into t' he etfect of the particular tax, we do not ffnd that it impairs
in any substantial manner the ability of the petitioner to discharge his "obligations to the State or the ability of a State or its subdivisions to procure the
services of private individuals to aid them in their undertakings. " (Jfetcalf d
Eddy v. Mitchell, supra, at page 526. See also Tirrett v. Johnston, 86 N. H. ,
580, 171 A, 641, 654, affirmed, 208 U. S., 588.)
The petition is denied, and the decisions of the Board of Tax Appeals are

"

"

atffrmed.
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FoR SERvIGEs

—EMPIoYEE oF STATE—

CONTRACTOR.

Compensation
received by the taxpayer as chief counsel for
an investigation committee created by the legislature of the State
of New Jersey was not exempt from Federal income tax, where the
taxpayer continued to engage in private practice, was under no
supervision by the committee as to his hours, and exercised his
own ]udgment and discretion in the conduct of the investigation.
He was an independent contractor and not an employee of the

State.
2. DxcIsIoN

AFFIRMED.

Decision of the Board of Tax Apyeals (31 B. T. A, 1097) afffrmed.

UNITED STATEs CIRoUIT COIIRT oP APPEaLS PoR THE THIRD CiaouiT.

Rcassett

E. Watson, petitioner, v.

Cornmctsstoner

of Internal Revenue, respondent.

Upon petition for review from the United States Board of Tax Appeals.

Before DAvrs and TIIoMPsoN, Circuit Judges, and FoRMAN, District Judge.
[January 20, 1936.1
OPINION.

Circuit Judge: This is a petition for review of a decision of the
Board of Tax Appeals. The petitioner is a lawyer engaged in general practice
Jersey.
In 1928, by a joint resolution, the New Jersey Legislature
in New
created a committee charged with the duty"To make a survey of all questions of public interest; to investigate violations
of law and the conduct of any State, county, or municipal oificial, State, county
or municipal department, State, couuty or municipal commission, State, county
or municipal board, or State, county or municipal body, to report whether the
funciions of such officials, departments, commissions, boards, and bodies, have
been or are being lawfully and properly discharged, for the purpose of obtaining
information relative thereto as a basis for such legislative action as the
senate and general assembly may deem necessary and proper; to ascertain
what departments or activities of the State, county, or municipal governments
and report those findings as
may be curtailed, consolidated, or eliminated,
a basis for such legislative action as the senate and general assembly may deem
necessary and proper; to make a general survey of the finances oi' the State,
counties, municipalities, and to report its findings as a basis for such legislative action as the senate and general assembly may deem necessary and proper,
excluding, however, any investigation
of the department
of banking and
THOMPSON,

insure. nce.

"

Section 2 of the resolution provMed:
The committee shall select a chairman and secretary, and shall
have the power to employ the necessary legal, clerical and other assistance. "
The petitioner served as chief counsel for the committee from June, 1928, until
January, 1930, and for the services thus rendered, he was paM $18,000 in 1929
by the State of New Jersey. He did not include this amount in his income tax
return. The Commissioner assessed a deficiency and was sustained by the
Board of Tax Appeals. The petitioner. claims that as to this sum he was an
of the State. The Commissioner disputes the claim. Although
instrumentality
there is no express provision in the Constitution of the United States lvhich
prohibits the imposition of Federal income taxes upon agencies and instrumentalities of a State, the Supreme Court has held that the tax prohibition is
necessarily implied.
(Tie Collector v. Daft, 11 Wallace, 118; United States v.
Railroad Company, 17 Wallace, 322. ) The sixteenth amendment to the Constitution has not altered this exemption from taxation.
(Bowers v. IfertcauphEmpire Co. , 271 U. S., 170 [T. D. 3881, C, B. V—1, 199].) In accordance with
this doctrine Congress has enacted 26 U. S. C. A. , 1065b, which provides:
"Any taxes imposed by the Revenue Act of 1924 or prior Revenue Acts upon
any individual in respect of amounts received by him as compensation for personal services as an ofiicer or employee of any State or political subclivision
thereof (except to the extent that such compens;ltion is paid by the United
States Government directly or indirectly), shall, subject to the statutory period
of limitations properly applicable thereto, bc abated, credited, or refunded. "
The petitioner does not claim to be an officer of the State, but does claim to
be an employee of the State and contends that his income so derived is tax
exempt, The Commissioner maintains that the petitioner was not an employee
but vvas an independent
contractor. The distinction is tersely macle by the
Supreme Court in c)tetcalf K Eddy v. 3fitclmlt (209 U. S., 514, 520 [T. D. 3824,
C. B. V-I, 218]), where it is said:
"Nor do the facts stated in the bill of exceptions establish that the plaintiifs
were ' employees ' within the meanin
of the statute. So far as appears, they
contractors. The record does not reveal
were in the pcs ition of independent
to what extent, if at all, their services frere subject to the direction or control
of the public boards or oificers en aging them. In each instance the performance of their contract involved the use of juclgnlent and discretion on their part
and they were required to use their best professional sl-ill to bring about the
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desired result. This permitted to them liberty of action which excludes the
idea that control or right of control by the employer which characterizes the
relation of employer and employee and differentiates the employee or servant
from the independent contractor.
We apply this test to the instant case. As evidence that the petitioner was
an employee are the facts that the resolution used the word "employ, that
the petitioner took an oath of office (although the same was not required by
the legislature), that he could be discharged by the committee at any time and
that he was paid out of the State treasury under authority of the joint resolution. As evidence that he was independent contractor are the facts that the
committee exercised no supervision over his hours, that he continued to engage
in his private practice, and that he exercised his own judgment and discretion
in the conduct of the investigation authorized by the joint resolution.
In Lueas,
CommissAmer of Internal Revenue, v. Reed (231 U. S., 699), the Supreme Court,
upon authority of 3Ietcalf d Eddy v. Lifitc7eeLL, supra, reversed the decision of
this court reported in 84 F. (2d), 268. In that case the taxpayer was employed as special counsel to represent the Commonwealth in certain inheritance
tax cases. The State legislature had approptdated funds for the services of
attorneys to be employed in such cases. The Commissioner refused to allow
the taxpayer exemption for compensation received from the State on the ground
that he was an independent contractor and not an employee of the State.
The Supreme Court upheld the Commissioner.
Judged by the test developed
in the discussion in LtIetoalf «0 Eddy v. LLILtcheLL, supra, and by the ruling of
the Supreme Court in Lueas, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, v. Reed, supra,
we think the Board in the instant case had before it sufficient evidence to
establish its conclusion that the petitioner was an independent contractor and
not an employee. We think the decision of the Board of Tax Appeals is amply
supported by the evidence and its conclusions sustained by the authorities.
It
is, accordingly, affirmed.

"

"

—

SECTION 11'. NKT LOSSES.
AaTlcr. z 651: Net losses, definition
putation.
INCOME TAX

1. Dzn'UOTIQN

—REVENUE
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and coln-

ACT OF

—NET Loss —

1928—
DECISIoiV

Ct. D. 1116

OF COURT.

SEPAEATE ANn JOINT BzTUENs.

Where separate returns were filed by a husband and wife for
1929, that of the husband showing a net business loss, aud a joint
return was filed for 1930 disclosing net income of the wife and net
business loss sustained by the husband, the net loss of the husband
for 1929 can not be carried over and taken as a deduction from the
aggregate income of the husband and wife for 1930.
2. DzctsIoN AFFIEMEO.
Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (81 B. T. A. , 488) afiirmed.

3.

CESTIoaARI DENIEn.

Petition for certiorari denied April 6, 1936.
UNITED STATzs CIEOUIT CCUBT OF APPEALs F0IL THE SEOOND CIRGUIT.

Charles

E. Van, Fleck

Ckarles

and Natalie Z. Van Fleck, petitioners,
Internal Revenue, respondent.

v. Commissioner

of

E.

Van Vleck, petitioner, v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
respondent.
Petitions to review decisions of the Board of Tax Appea'is. Affirmed.

Before

MANToN,

AUGUsTUS N. HANn,

and CHAsE, Circuit Judges.
[December 9, 1935.]
OPINION.

The petitioners in one case are a husband and wife who filed a joint return
of income for the calendar year 1930; and in the other the husband alone is

[3117, Art. 651.
the petitioner. As the same issue is raised in each case, they were consolidated
for hearing.
CassE, Circuit Judge: During the calendar years 1929 and 1%0 Charles K.
Van Vlecl', one of the petitioners, was regularly enga ed in the business of
He sustained a net business loss of $58, 165.87
buying and selling securities.
in 1929 and filed a separate return for that calenilar year which shov'ed the loss
sustained.
c lendar year 1%0 he had gross income amounting t
and a capital net gain of $12,679.86; but his allowable deductions for that period
alone were $110,814.58, so that a comlautation of bis income tax status for the
period, figured on the basis oi a separate return, left him with another net loss
and with n opportunity then to carry over and use as a deduction the statutory
net loss he had sustained in the previous year.
Mr. Van Vleck, however, did not file a separate return for the calendar year
1980. Instead, he and his wife, the other petitioner, who were living together
and liad aggregate income sufficient to entitle them so to do, filed a joint return
for 1%0. Mrs, Van Vleck had net incoine for that period which exceeded the
total net losses her husband had sustained both in 1020 and 1%0. In that
joint return the husband's 1080 net loss was deducted from the aggregate gross
i»come of both and i.he right to take that dcductiou bas not been questioned.
AVhat has given rise to tbe issue raised by these petitioners is the fact that
the net loss he sustained in 1S29 vvas also deducted.
That is to say, $8i), 418.16
oi' it was tal-en as a deduction in the joint return, and later the petitioners
filed a claiin for refund based upon a, recoinputation
in which tbe remainder of
his 1020 loss was claimed to be decluctible.
That claim for refund is still
pending before the Commissioner and is, strictly, not here involved altbou h it
is inevitable that the decision here will supply the basis for deciding the
refund claim.
From tlie above, it will be seen that the sole question presented is whether,
whe» a husliand and wife filed, as they might, a joint return for the year 1%0
ivhich shoived no taxable n&. t i»coi»e except that of the wife, such taxable
net may be reduced by carryin
over and deducti»g a nct loss sustained by
the husband in the previous year. Tlie right to file a joint return under the
circumstances already outlined fiows from the provisions of section 51 of the
Ilevenue Act of 1028. The st. atute provides that where a liusliand aiid v-ife
maV, a»d do, flle a single joint return "tlie tax shall be compul. ed on the
aggregate income. " And article 881 of Treasury Regulations 74 in so far as
here applicable provides tliat, "~ ~ ~ AVbere the income of each is included
i» a single joint return, the tax is computed on the aggregate income and all
deductio»s and credits to which either is entitled shall be taken from such
&

income.

In the light of the above statute and regulation no objectiou was i»ade to the
deduction by the husband of his 1980 statutory net loss from the net income
nf his wife.
Simply stated, the position of the peti]. ioners is tliat there is
the same right to carry over a»d deduct his 1029 net loss.
This claini of right io take such ii deduction fails adequately to take into
account a basic limitation upon the right to carry over a net loss for purposes
of deducti&&n in a subsequent year. AVe agree that once either husband or wife
can c~lablish in his iir ber own right that a loss is deductible it may be
tal-e» from the sg rc ate income shown by the joint return.
But in the
case of a loss sustained in a. previous year the right to any deduction at
all depends upon the right to carry the loss over and into the computation of
tlie current i car i'or tlie purpose of determining gain or loss for the taxable
year. The right to carry over a loss is an incident of tlie right to deduct
a»d equally depends upon legislative grace. The enactrne»ts of Congress upon
this subject disclose a gcneriil policy to limit the riglit to deduct losses io
the taxpayer who sustaineil them and when the right to make them iivailable
to another is claii»ed it must be supported by an applicable statute.
(See
Ecio Colonial Co. v. IEetvering, 292 U. S., 485 [Ct. D. 841, C. B. XIII—1, 1S4];
—
Vi »alford Realttf Co. v. Rose, 286 U. S., 819 [Ct. D. 408, C. B. XI 1, 1;&'];
Rlonlers Cotton Oit Co. v. Hot&ki&ns, 286 U. S., 882 [Ct. D. 492, C. B. XI—1, 158],)
Although the petitioners filed a joint return in 1%0, each of them rcniained
a separate and distinct taxpayer.
(Koolford Realty Co. v. Rose, supra. ) In
the case just mentioned the taxpayers were corporations but the principle
As two corporate taxpayci's
aliplies with equal force to individual taxpayers.
ii'lio file a consoIidated return remain two separate taxpayers so do a husband
and wife who file a joint return.
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The right to carry over and deduct a previous

net loss rests upon sectiou

117(b) of the 1928 Revenue Act. The right to carry over is expressly limitpd
to "any taxpayer (who) has sustained a net loss" and the right to use the
deduction is as expressly limited to "computing the net income of the taxpayer" for the succeeding year or years. It follows that the only taxpayer

who could use the husband's 1929 net loss in computing net income for 1930
was the taxpayer who sustained the loss, i. e., the husband himself.
But it
so happens that his right to take it into the computation is so restricted
that be could not even do this. Section 117(a)6 of the Revenue Act of 1928
provided that: "In computing the net loss for any taxable year a net loss
for a prior year shall not be allowed as a deduction.
As the husband sustained
a net loss in 19"0 he could not in his own right carry his 1929 net loss into
the 1980 computation.
(See Bo~oers v. Conwnissioner, 80 Fed. (2d), 215
(decided to-day). ) As the wife did not sustain the 1980 net loss she could
not carry it into the 1980 computation either. And, of course, as neither could
carry it into the 1980 computation of taxable income it could have no place
at all in the 1930 joint return.
Afiirmed.

"

—

SUPPLEMENT C. CREDITS AGAINST TAX.

—

SECTION 181. TAXES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES
AND POSSESSIONS OF UNITED STATES.
ARTIcLE

691: Analysis of credit for taxes.
REVENUE ACT OF 1928.

Taxes assessed by German Government for 1916 and paid during
next four years. (See Ct. D. 1100, page 172.)

695: Countries which do or do not satisfy the
similar credit requirement.

ARTIOLE

REVENUE ACT OF 1928.

Netherlands

Government.

(See

I. T. 2980, page

140.)

—

SUPPLEMENT D. RETURNS AND PAYMENT OF TAX

—

SECTION 141. CONSOLIDATED RETURNS OF CORPORATIONS 1929 AND SUBSEQUENT
TAXABLE YEARS.
ARTICLE 41) REGUI ATIONS
INCOME TAX

1. CoNsoLIDATED

—

75: Net

—REVENUE

—

losses.

—DECISION

ACT OF 1928

—

XV—13-8019
Ct. D. 1096

OP COURT.

RETUBNS CHANGE FRoM CALENDAR TD FIsoAJ
"TAXADLE YEAS
NET Loss oF SunsIDIAEY.

—

YEAS B~srs
%here the parent of two corporations which became afBliated
in 1929 secured the permission of the Commissioner to change its
accounting period for 1929 from the calendar year basis to the
i)seal year ending June 80, provided it iiled its 1929 return for
the period from January 1 to June 80, and also secured the consent
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of the subsidiary, which had previously filed returns upon the
basis of a fiscal year ending October 31, to the filing of a consolidated return, the 2-month period of November —December, 1028,
which was not included in the taxable year of the parent, constituted a "taxable year" for which the subsidiary was obligated
to file a separate return, under the provisions of section 141 (a)
and (b) of the Revenue Act of 1928 and Regulations 75, and a
statutory net loss sustained by the subsidiary for the fiscal year
ending October 31, 1927, was allowable only against income allocated to the 2-month separate return period and not agaiust
income for the period from January to July, 1929, for w'hich consolidated return was filed.
2. FoRMER OPINICN ADHERED To.
Opinion of March 12, 1934 (Ct. D. 880, C. B. XIII—
2, 217; 77
Fed. (2d), 774) adhered to.

3.

DEcIsION DisTINcuisHED.

IIelverlng v, tforgan's, Inc. (68 Fcd. (2d), 325; 293 U.
distinguished.
4. CERTIoRARI DENIED.
Petition for certiorari denied October 21, 1935.
UivITED STATFN CoURT

Wishnick-Tumpeer,

S., 121),

oF AYPEAI. s Fou THE DIsTRIcT oF CCLUMRIA.

Inc. , petitioner, v. (hey T. Eelvering, Commissioner
Internal Iteveie, respondent.

of

On rehearing.

[tune 10, 1935.]
OPINION.

J. :

Our former opinion was filed March 12, 1934. Shortly thereafter, and before our mandate had gone down, the Government applied to the
Supreme Court for certiorari in Eclvering v. 3lorgan's, Inc. (68 F. (2d), 325).
The petition a.ssigned as the reason for granting the writ that:
"The decision below is in direct conflict with the decision of the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in Wishniek-Tnmpeer,
Ine. , v. Commissioner, decided March 12, 1934 [Ct. D, 880, C. B. XIII—2, 217].
Although the Wishnick-Tutnpeer
case arose under the Revenue Act of 1928,
aud invoked the provisions of Regulations 75, there is, we submit, no basis
of distinction between the two cases on this ground. In each case the ultimate
question is the meaning of the words ' taxable year ' as used in the applicable
section of the statute. "
Certiorari was granted, and the decision of the First Circuit Court of Appeals
afiirmed November 5, 1934 (203 U. S., 121 [Ct. D. 888, C. B. XIII—
2, 267]).
We granted a rehearing.
On rehearing the Government reversed its former
position and now insists there is a distinction bettveen the two cases. This
Laodicean policy does not commend itself to us, but we doubt if it can be
made to justify a refusal to examine the question for ourselves.
In Morgan's case that corporation, on June 1, 1025, acquiretl the voting stock
of Haines Corporation.
Both corporations were previously on the calendar
year basis, and in filing their 1926 returns Haines filed a separate return for
the first five months of 1925 and the two corporations filed consolidated
returns for the last seven months of that vear and for the years 1!l26 and
1027. In 1925 and in 1026 Haines sustained net losses. In 1927 it made a net
profit. Its net loss in the first five months of 1025 (before afiiliatiou) was
shown in a separate return for that period.
Its net losses for the last seven
months of 1025 and for the year 1026 were shown in the consolidated returns
oi' the two corporations for those periods.
In the consolidated return for 1927
Haiues brought forward its loss for the flrst five nIonths of 1025 anti deducted
it from its net income iu 1027. The Commissioner disallosved the deduction
on the ground that the separate return covering the first five months of 1025
and the consolidated return for the last seven mouths of 1025 covered two
separate taxable years within the meaning of the statute resulting in making
the third year carry-over expire in 1026.
GaoNER,

—
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In our case the two corporations in question were affiliated, in the sense
that Tumpecr owned 95 per cent of Pioneer for a period prior to the time m
question, but both companies had during that period filed separate tax returns,
Tumpeer's tax period was the calendar year, and Pioneer's the fiscal year
ending October 31. Tumpeer in 1929 was granted permission by the Commissioner to change its taxable year from calendar year to a fiscal year ending
June 30, provided it filed its return for that year (1929) on or before September 15, covering the period of January 1 to June 30, 1929. Tumpeer, with
the consent of Pioneer, then filed a consolidated return. The return included
the net income of Tumpeer from January 1 to June 30, 1929, and the net
income of Pioneer for the 8-month period November 1, 1928, to June 30, 1929,
In Pioneer's return there was deducted a loss sustained in 1927, no portion
of which had been used to offset its income in the year ending October 31,
1928. The Commissioner held that this was not permissible, treated Pioneer's
return as a separate return for the period November 1 to December 31, 1928,
and allowed the 1927 net loss against the net income allocated to the November-December period, but denied the right to offset the remainder against the
income for the period January to July, 1929; and this result was accomplished,
as in Morgan's case, by treating the period November and December, 1928,
as a separate taxable year.
The statement of facts in Morgan's case and this case, to the extent we have
gone, shows the cases are identical.
In Morgan's case the Supreme Court held the Commissioner's decision ~rong
on the ground that the "taxable year" in the carry-over statute was a 12month period, and that a return made, under the circumstances of that case,
for a shorter period did not constitute such period a separate taxable year.
And if this were all, it would be manifestly our duty to recall our former
opinion and to conform it to the view of the Supreme Court. But in the view
we tal'e there are other facts and considerations,
to which we shall refer,
which when fairly weighed distinguished the tvvo cases and made the rule in
the one inapplicable in the other; and this, we think, was the view of the
Supreme Court as indicated by the only two references to this case in the
opinion in Morgan's case.
Morgan's case arose under the Revenue Act of 1926; our case under the Revenue Act of 1928. There is no substantial difference in the two Acts in definition of taxable year, or loss carry-over, but in other respects there are material differences both in the Acts and in the Treasury regulations made pursuant
to statutory authority.
Section 141 (Act 9f 1928, ch. 852; 45 Stat. , 791) is new. It provides as
follows:
"(a) An affiliated group of corporations shall, subject to the provisions of
this section, have the privilege of making a cousolidated return for the taxable
vear 1929 or any subsequent taxable year, in lieu of separate returns.
The
making of a consolidated return shall be upon the condition that all the corporations which have been members of the affiliated group at any time during
the taxable vear for which the return is made consent to all the regulations
under subsection (b) prescribed prior to the making of such return; and the
making of a consolidated return shall be considered as such consent. In the
case of a corporation which is a member of the aililiated group for a fractional part of the year the consolidated return shall include the income of
such corporation for such part of the year as it is a member of the aifiliated
group.

"(b) The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe
such regulations as he may deem necessary in order that the tax liability of
an affiliated group of corporations making a consolidated return and of each
corporation in the group, both during and after the period of aifiliation, may
be determined, computed, assessed, collected, and adjusted in such manner as
clearly to reflect the income and to preveut avoidance of tax liability. "
Pursuant to this authority, the Commissioner promulgated Regulations 75.
We quote the applicable sections, as follows:
"Aar. 13. (g) If a corporation, during its'taxable year, becomes a member of
an affiliated group, its income for the portion of such taxable year not included
in the consolidated return of such group must be included in a separate
return
"ART. 14. The taxable year of the parent corporation shall be considered as
the taxable year of an affiliated group which makes a consolidated return,
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and the consolidated net income must be computed on the basis of the taxable
year of the parent corporation.
"AaT. 41. (&I) Any period of less than 12 months for which either a separate
return or a consolidated return is filed, under the provisions of article 13,
shall be considered as a taxable year. "
By reference to the above it will be seen that Congress, in the 1928 Act,
authorised the Commissioner to prescribe specific regulations to determine ihe
tax liability of an affihated group of corpora. tions seeking permission to make
a consolidated return, and made the acceptance of the regulations by the
applicant corporations a condition precedent to the right to file consolidated
returns. And lt will also be seen that the Commissioner's regulations, made
pursuant to this authority, provide that where there is affiliation for the purof filin consolidated returns, and s&uch returns are filed during the taxable year of one of the corporations, its return for the period of the year not
included in the consolidated return shall be made separately; also that the
taxable year of the parent shall be the taxable year of the aililiate; and that
any period of less than 12 months for which either a separate or consolidated
return is filed shall be a taxable year. These conditions, in their entirety,
exactly fit the case of petitioner here. Tumpeer and Pioneer became affiliated
for the purpose of consolidated taxation in the year 1929. Tumpeer is the
parent.
It duly applied to the Commissioner for permission to change its
taxable year from calendar year to fiscal year. With the consent of Pi&meer,
it filed a consolidated return. By the terms of the Commissionei"s permit, its
taxable year for its 1929 return was January 1 to June 30. Pioneer, in
order to conform to the regulations, was obligated to file a separate return
to cover the last two months of 1928 the months not included in the taxable
Under article 41(d) of the regulations, this separate
year of its parent.
period return embraced a. taxable year.
It therefore follows that, if the Commissioner's regulations are to be given
the force of law, the Government's position is, as we formerly held, in all respects correct.
Is there, then, anything in Morgan's case to negative this conclusion7 We
think not. That case turned upon the construction of section 200(a) of the 1926
Act. The section defines the term "taxable year" to include a fractional part
of a year. for which a return is made. The Supreme Court construe&1 tlie word
"includes, " not as synonymous with "means, " but as the equivalent of "coniprehends" or "embraces, " and found support in other provisions of the Act for this
construction; but it is perfectly obvious that if the Court had construed the
word "includes" as "means, " the conclusion reached ivould have been different.
The ambiguity which the Supreme Court found in the 1928 Act, and resolved in
favor of the taxpayer, is wholly absent in the 1928 Act and Treasury regulations, when considered together; for in the latter there is the express and positive command that the fractional part of the year for which the return is made
"shall be considered as a taxable year.
And if Congress had the
to
limit or restrict the carry-over privilege, as to which there can be but one
answer, it had the same right to confer that power on the Commissioner.
Congress unquestionably
inserted the new provisions in the 1928 Act to clarify
administrative procedure under the former Act and to substitute, in place of
a definite provision, rules to be made by the Commissioner which would be
optional in the case of corporations changing from separate to consolidated returns and. sometimes, involving in the change wholly different tax periods; and,
in this view, petitioner's case is brought precisely within the scope of the purpose. In morgan's case the taxpayers' taxable year (parent and affiliate), both
before and after the year of aillliation, was the calendar year, and the filing of
returns for fractional parts of. the year did not involve any change in either
of tlie taxpayers' accounting years and, so far as the question here involved
is concerned, had no &ffect upon the act:ual nei, income, or the aruount of tax.
In the instant case, Tumpeer's previous taxable year was the calendar vear,
and Pioneer's the fiscal year ending October 31.
The applicatiou of Tumpeer involved a complete chan e in accountin
periods
of both parent an&i affiliate. The consent was a concession for which the Comnfi&ssioner had the right to demand terms.
Tbe conditions were that Pioneer
should file;i separate return for the period prior to afilliation an(1 that such
return shoul&l be considered as covering a tax year. In eifect, he said to petitioner If the returns of Pioneer for the iwo montlis prior to affiliation and
the six months of affiliation be considered as a single return, the result will be

~e
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to permit its entire loss carry-over to be set off against earnings of only eight
months; and this will not correctly refiect its tax for the reason that a return
for that period will not correctly refieet its income. True, to this it may be
said neither does the regulation; but, since the regulation must apply generally, it is not enough to say that in a particular case where it is optional
and not coercive it is invalid because it deprives a taxpayer of something
which oiherwise he would be entitled to. An occasional hardship is inescapable.
It was the recognition of this fact, doubtless, which induced Congress in 1928 to
enlarge the power of the Commissioner. to make specific rules to apply when
a change of accounting period like that involved here is asked as a matter of
grace. It is true that in this case, as was true in Morgan's case, if Pioneer
had not taken advantage of the provision authorizing consolidated returns, it
would have been permitted to carry over its net loss of 1927 for the next two
succeeding years; but, even in that event the two succeeding years would have
embraced two full years and not, as in the present ease, a materially shorter
time.
All of this we mention as giving substance to our assumption that Congress,
in the 1928 provisions, had a definite purpose in view. The regulations authorized to carry out the purpose were intentions. lly made optional. An aifiliated corporation could take them or leave them, as appeared to it advs. ntageous. This was as nearly a fair and equitable arrangement as the diificulties inherent in the situation made possible; and we can think of no reason,
and certainly can find none in Morgan's ease, to justify our saying that the regulations so made are invalid.
Petitioner, having exercised its option and consented to be bound, will not
now be heard to complain, and in this view we have no other course than to
adhere to our former opinion.

—

—

—

—

—

SECTION 142. CONSOLIDATED RETURNS OF
CORPORATIONS TAXABLE YEAR 1928.
ARTIGLE

—

781: Consolidated returns of aK]iated

corporations

for 1928.

XV—12-8008
Ct. D. 1093

—REVENUE ACT OF 1928—DECISION OF COURT.
—EL~ioN To FILE SEPARATE RIirURNS1. AFFILIATED
CHANGE oF BASIS—
oF NEw
To AFFILIATED
INCOME TAX

CGRPORATIGN
ADDITIGN

CGRPORA. TIGN

GROUP.

Where two affiliated corporations elected to file separate returns for the years 1926 and 1927, the addition to the group, in
1928, of a newly formed subsidiary, carved out of the parent and
wholly owned by it, and which brought in neither new capital nor
business, did not create a new right of election so as to permit the
filing of a consolidated return for 1928, without the permission of
the Commissioner as provided in section 142(a) of the Revenue
Act of 1928, since the identity of the group remained the same and
the integrity of a single business was not destroyed.

2.

DEOIsroN AFFIRMED.

Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (31 B. T. A. , 161) affirmed.
UNITED STATEs CIROUIT CQURT QF APPEAI. s FoR THE TENTH CIRQUIT.

Bruden Steel Corporation,
On

petitioner, v. Commissioner
of Internal ReventIe,
appellee.
petition to review the decision of the United States Board of Tax Appeals,

Before LEwis, PHILLIPS, and

BRATTON,

Circuit Judges.

[July 8, 1935.]
OPINION.

PHILLIPS, Circuit Judge, delivered the opinion of the court
The Braden Co., a.n express trust, was organized in 1923 and has at all times
since been taxed as a corporation.
On January 1, 1926, the Braden Co. organ-
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Ized the Braden Steel & Winch Co. and transferred to it a part of its business
In return for all of the issued stock. On January 1, 1928, the Braden Co.
organized the Braden Steel Corporation and transferred another portion of
its business and in return received all the issued stock. It has at all times
continued to own all of the outstanding stock of its two subsidiaries.
The Braden Co. and the Braden Steel & Winch Co. made separate income tax
returns for the years 1926 and 1927. Those tivo companies each sustained a
loss in 1928, while the Braden Steel Corporation earned a net income of
824, 939.75. Without requesting or securing permission of the Commissioner to
change the basis of filing returns, the Braden Co. filed a consolidated return
for the year 1928 for itself and its two wholly owned subsidia. ries.
The Commissioner determined that the three companies, although afilliated,
were not entitled to file' a consolidated return for the year 1928, under. section
142, Revenue Act, 1928, and thereupon proposed to assess a deficiency against
the Bradcn Steel Corporation of $2, 632.77.
The Board of Tax Appeals ajlirmed the determination of the Commissioner.
The only question presented here is whether the three afiiliated corporations
had the right to file a consolidated return of income for the year 1928, without
first obtaining permission from the Commissioner.
Section 142, supra, grants to affiliated corporations the option of filing
separate returns or a consolidated return, but it is expressly provided that if
an election was made in 1927, the method elected could not be changed in
The statute requires a definite
1928 without the consent of the Commissioner.
and permanent election, and once made, it must be adhered to by the taxpayer
in the absence of permission of the Commissioner to change the basis.
It is argued that, even though separate returns were filed in 1927 by the
Braden Co. and the Braden Steel & Winch Co. , a new right of election arose
in 1928, because of the addition of the Braden Steel Corporation to the group.
The addition of a new member to a group does not create a new right of
constant and such addition
election, where the group remains substantially
(Export Leaf Tobacco Co.
does not destroy the integrity of a single business.
F. (2d), [Ct. D. 1004, page 240, this Bulletin];
v. Commissioner (C. C. A. 2),
Sioeets Co. of Arrserica v. Gommiss(oner (C. C. A. 2), 40 F. (2d), 436; Sicift ct
Co. v. United States (C. Cl. ), 38 F. (2d), 365. )
that a new and different group is
When the change is so fundamental
(Albert Leon, tt Son, Ino. , v. Cotncreated, a new right of. election arises.
missioner, 29 B. T. A. , 251. ) Whether such a substantial change is brought
about by such addition is a question of fact. Some of the cases hold that
a change which gives rise to a neiv right of election does not occur if the
(Hnntington Beach,
dominant parent of all the afiiliates remains the same.
Inc. , v. Cominisstoner, 30 B. T, A. , 731; j)farvel Eqnipment Go. v. Commissioner (C. C. A. 3), 67 F. (2d), 354, 355; Eaport Leaf Tobacco Co. v. ConimisCompare Stonega Coke et Coal Co. v. CoinF. (2d),
sioner (C, C. A, 2),
missioner (C, C. A. 3), 57 F. (2d), 1030.)
Although the dominant parent was the same here during the years 1927 and
1928, it js not necessary for us to rest our decision upon that basis, since the
facts clearly disclose that thc identity of the group was the same in 1928 as
it was in 1927. There is no sound basis for the contention advanced that a
newly formed subsidiary, which was carved out of the parent corporation and
wholly owned by it and which brought neither new capital nor business into
the group, changed the identity of the affiliation and empowered it to change
the method of reporting income from that adopted in 1927. If such a situation
gave rise to n new right of election, it would be a simple matter for an affiliation to establish a new right of election by carving out a part of the business
of one member of the group and organizing a new meinber, or by one of the
inembers absorbing another member, despite the Commissioner's nonpermission
It is not to be assumed that Congress would
or even express disapproval.
have imposed this express restriction upon the voluntary election given cor-

—

—

—

—.

' Section 142(a), Revenue Act 1928 (45 St„882),which in substance reenacted section
240(a), Revenue Act, 1026, prov(dcs ln part as folloiis:
"(a) Consolidated returns permit ted. Corporations which are affiliated within the
ineanlng of this section iuay, for the taxab)e veer 1028, make separate returns or, under
regulations prescribed by the Coniiuissioner with tbe approval of the Secretary, make a

—

consolidated return of net income for the purpose of this title, in which case the taxes
If return
tliereunder shall be computed and detern-. lned upon the basis of such return.
for tbe taxab(e year 1927 was made upon either of such bases, return for the taxable
ear 1928 shall be upou the saiue basis unless permission to change the basis is granted
b y the Commissioner.

"
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porate taxpayers, and yet leave open such an obvious means of its circumvention and frustration.
The decision of the Bo"rd of Tax Appeals is atfirmed.

ARTicLE

XV—19—8009
Ct, . D. 1094

731: Consolidated returns of aSliated

corporations
INCOME

for 1928.

TAX

—DECISION

—REVENUE

ACT OF 1928

—

1. AFFILIATED
TURNS

OF COURT.

ELKUTICN
To FILE SEPARATE
CORPCRATICNs
CEIANGE IN BASIS.
ADDI'IION OF NEW AFFILIATES

—

—

RE-

Where atfiliated corporations filed separate returns for 1926
and no proper consolidated return was made for 1927 (when one
member filed a separate return and the group failed to file a consolidated return on behalf of all its members), an election to file
separate returns for both years had been exercised, and the
addition of new aifiliates in 1927 and 1928 did not entitle the
group to a new election and to change to a consolidated return
basis for 1928, since there had been no substantial change in
tlie continuity of the business and the dominant parent remained
the same, and the permission of the Commissioner to change the
basis had not been requested or granted.
2. CLosING AGREEMENT INTENTIoiv To CHANGE SrATUs oF AFFIL-

—

IATED GROVP.

By the execution of a closing agreement, pursuant to section
606 of the Revenue Act of 1928, settling the tax liability of two
of the aifiliates upon the basis of their consolidated returns for
1927, such returns did not become proper and la. wful and did not
authorize the filing of a consolidated return by the affihated group
for 1928, The Commissioner did not intend thereby to change the
status of the corporations as to future returns or in such an indirect way to afford them a new election.

3.

DECISION AFFIRMED.

Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals

4.

(31 B. T.

A, ,

28) aKrmed.

CERTIORARI DENIED.

Petition for certiorari denied October 21, 193o.
VNITED STATEs CIRGUIT CoURT 0F APPEALs F0R THE SEUOND CIRUUIT.

Export Leaf Tobacco Co., petitioner,

v. Commissioner
respondent.

of Internal

Revenue,

T. C. Williams Co., petitioner, v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, respondent.
The

Paper

Smith

Before

Co. , petitioner,
v. Commissioner
respondent.

MANTCN,

L.

HAND

and AvovsTvs

of Internal

Rerenue,

N. HANn, Circuit Judges.

[June 17, 1935.]
OPINION.

The foregoing three cases, which were consolidated for hearing before the
Vnited States Board of Tax Appeals, involve deficiencies in income taxes for
the year 1928, arising solely out of the fact that the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue required the several petitioners to compute their income upon the
basis of separate returns.
From orders of the Board, adjudging deficiencies
in income taxes against the several taxpayers, the latter have appealed.
Afiirmed.
AvGvsTvs

taxpayers

N. HAND, Circuit Judge: The deficiencies of the above corporate
arise out of the fact that the Commissioner required each of them

[)142, Art. 731.
to compute fts income upon the basis of a separate return. The only quesi. on
before us is whether, under the circumstances
presented, these taxpayers
were entitled to report on a consolidated
basis. The taxes affected are
those for the year 1928.
Section 142(a) of' the Revenue Act of 1028, vvhich in substance reenacted
section 240(a) of. the Act of 1920, provided that:
"Corporations which are affiliated within the meaning of this section may,
for the taxable year 1028, make separate returns or, under regxilations prewith the approval of the Secretary, make a
scribed by the Cotnmissioner
consolidated return of net income for the purpose of this title, in which
case the taxes thereunder shall be computed and determined upon the basis
of such return. If return for the taxable year 1927 was made upon either
of such bases, return for the taxable year 1028 shall be upon the same basis
unless permission to change the basfs is granted by the Commissioner. "
Under section 142(c) of the Act of 1928 domestic corporations are
deemed
to be afiiliated (1) if one corporation owns at least 05 per centum of the
stock of the other or others, or (2) if at least 05 per centum of the stock of
two or more corporatfons is owned by the same interests. "
In 1027 a foreign corporatfon known as British-American
Tobacco Co. ,
Ltd. , became owner of 00 per cent of the stock of Export Leaf Tobacco Co. of
Delaware. The latter company had succeeded to the business and property
of a New Jersey company of the same name, 99 per cent of the stocl- of
whfch was owned by the British-American
company in 1920. In 1020 the
British-American company also acquired all the stock of the T. C. Williams
Co., a Virginia corporation, which conducted a tobacco business.
In March,
1027, the Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation was organized and 05
company.
per cent of its stock was owned by the British-American
Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corporation likewise owned all of the stock of Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Sales Corporation, which was organized June 5, 1028.
On October S, 1028, the Export Leaf Tobacco Co. of Delavvare acquired 05
per cent of the stock of the Smith Paper Co., a Massachusetts
corporation
cigarette papers.
engaged in manufacturing
From the foregoing, it is evident that before the end of 1028, Export Leaf
Tobacco Co. , T. C. Williams Co. , Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation,
Brown & WillIamson Tobacco Sales Corporatfon and the Smith Paper Co.
were all afliliated within the meaning of section 142(c) of the Act of 1028,
unless the fact that the British company was a foreign corporation made a
difference.
See section 238 of that Act.
Lcxport Leaf Tobacco Co. of New Jersey and T. C. Williams Co. filed separate income tax returns for the year 1020. Export of New Jersey, and
Brown & Williamson filed a consolidated return for the period from January'
1, 1027, to November 30, 1927, the date of dissolution of Export of New Jersey,
and the latter's successor, Export of Delaware, and Brown & Williamson filed
a consolidated return for the balauce of 1027, while the T. C. 'II illiams Co.
filed a separate return f' or that entire year. For the year 1028 Export of
Delaware, T. C. Williams Co. , Brown & Williamson, Brown & Williamson Sales
Corporation and the Smith Paper Co. filed consolidated returns.
It appears from the foregoing that for 1020 the group, of which the British
company was the parent, filed separate returns, and that for 1027 the group
consisting of Export of New Jersey, its successor Export of Delaware, Brown
& Williamson and T. C. Williams, did not file a proper consolidated
return
for the reason that T. C. Williams filed a separate return. The election
allowed by the statute had been exercised by filin separate returns for 1020
and by in effect continuing the same method of reporting in 1027, when one of
the affiliates filed a separate return and the group neglected to file a consolidated return on behalf of all its members.
Where one member of a
group files a separate return, it has been generally held that all are bound
by that return and must file separately.
(Dulce Potoer Co. v. Commissioner,
44 Fcd. (2d), 543 (C. C. A, 4), certiorari denied, 2S2 U. S., 00'3; Dr. Pe»ger
Ifotth'ng Co. v. Commissioner,
60 Fed. (2d), 708; Pictorial Review Co. v.
Ifelvering, 08 Fed. (2d), 760, 700; Safety Electric Products Co. v. IIelve&qng,
70 Foci. (2d), 430. ) In section 240(a) of the Act of 1020, and 142(a) of the
Act of 1028, it is said that, if "return" fs made upon either a separate or
consolidated basis, the subsequent return "shall be upon the same basis unless
permission to change the basis is granted by the Commissioner. " We think
that the "return" referred to in those section~ evidently is a proper aud
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lawful return and that some of the affiliates can not file a consolidated return.
in disregard of others who neglect or refuse to join and thus leave
methoct or reporting to the choice not of the group, but of any members of it
Such
that may happeu to find the metliod adopted temporarily advantageous.
a method is quite out of keeping with the limited election afforded by the
statute and would leave the basis for the imposition of income taxes to the
caprice of the taxpayer though the statute requires a definitive and permanent
election which the taxpayers must adhere to in the absence of permissioa
of the Commissioner to change the basis.
It is argued that every addition of an affiliate changes the group and gives
rise to a new right of election. But this is not so where the group remains
substantially constant and the new member can not fairly be said to destroy
the integrity of a single business. Whether that happens in any particular
ease is a question of fact to be determined by how substantial is the change
in the continuity of the business and whether two groups having little common
Here the British company was the parent and
relation are consolidated.
controlling head and it from time to time absorbed other corporations into
its business. Export, T. C. Williams and Brown tk Williamson owned property of the value of more than $19,000,000 having a gross income of about
$36,670, 000, while the Smith Paper Co., which was added to the group in 1928,
had a probable gross business of about $2, 400,000. There can be no doubt
that the group had a continuity from 1926 to 1927, inclusive, and when it
acquired the Smith Paper Co. in 1928 absorbed a relatively small concern
In Stccsts
with a good business and made it in every sense a subsidiary.
(40 Fed. (2d), 436 (C. C. A. 2)), and in
Co. of America v. Commissioner
Stotft 8 Co. v. United States (38 Fed. (2d), 365 (C. Cls. ) ), it was held that
the mere entry into or withdrawal from a group of a new aiiiliate did not
terminate the group or c".cate a new tax-computing unit. Doubtless a change
as to create a new and different group (Albert Leos
may be so fundamental
g Hon, Ino. , v. Commissioner, 29 B. T. A. , 251), but such a change will not
occur if the dominant parent of all the affiliates remains the same (IInntington
Beach, Inc. , v. Commissioner, 30 B. T. A. , 731, 735). It is this distinction
that is mentioned in jIarvet Zqnitrment Co. v. Commissioner (67 Fed. (2d),
354, 355 (C. C, A. 8)), and we think renders the earlier decision by the
(57 Fed. (2d),
same court in Stonega Coke d Coat Co. v. Commissioner
1030 (C. C. A. 8) ) subject to the limitations imposed by the general current

of authority.

Inasrnucli as individual returns were made by the members of the group
for the year 1926 and no proper consolidated return was made by the group
for the year 1927, we hold that an election to file separate returns for both
of those years had been exercised. Consequently there was no right to change
to a consolidated return for the year 1928 without the permission of the
Commissioner, which was neither requested nor granted.
We have not overlooked the difiiculty of treating affiliation as possible among
the members of a group bound together in one business through the medium
(Section 238, Revenue Act of 1928.) But inasmuch
of a foreign corporation.
as the Commissioner raised no objection to the filing of a consolidated return
on this ground, we have assumed for the sake of argument that it alone would
not render such a return unlawful and have only discussed the issues raised
If affiliation was impossible either (1) because the members
on the appeal.
of the group had elected to file separate returns for 1926 and 1927, or (2)
because the parent company was a foreign corporation, the result would be
the same and the action of thc Board would be right in either event. We have
held it impossible upon the first ground.
Finally the taxpayers contend that because the Commissioner executed closing
agreements, pursuant to section 606 of the Act of 1928, settling the income tax
liability of Export and Brown 8: Williamson for 1927 upon the basis of their
cnnsolidated returns, the consolidated returns which they attempted to make
for the year 1927 became proper and lawful returns on the consolidated basis
and authorized the filing of consolidated returns for 1928. But the closing
to settle the amount of their taxes for
agreement was a mere arrangement
1927 and there is not the slightest reason to suppose that the Commissioner
intendecl by it to change the status of the taxpayers as to future returns or in
such an indirect way to afford them a new election. His consent was not to
a consolidated return for 1927, because none in law had been filed. He merely'
cnmpromised a claim and admitted nothing in law or in fact.

Orders afiirmed,
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ACT OF 1928 DECISION OP COURT.

—

DEDUcTIDN
Loss AFFILIATED CDRPDRATIoiv8 CCNsoLIDATED RETURN8
LIqUIDATICN oF SUBsIDIARF.
AVhere a corporation acquired the capital stock of another in

1924, and thereafter, in consolidated returns, reported a profit oi'
the subsidiary in 1925 and operating losses in 1926, 1927, and 1928,
the loss deductible by the parent in 1928, upon the dissolution of
the subsidiary, was the excess of its investment loss (the diftwence between the total cost of the subsidiary and the value of its
assets taken over upon dissolution) over the operating losses of
the subsidiary previously deducted, without reducing the latter by
the amount of profit reported in 1925.

2. DEOIsroN REvERsED.
Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (29 B. T. A. , 139) reversed,
UNITED STATES CIROUIT COURT CF APPEAI. S FQR THE THIRD CIRGUIT.

Itevenae, petitioner, v. National Casket Co., Inc. ,
respondent.
petition for review from the decision of the United States Board of Tax Appeals.

Commissioner
Upon

Before

of Internal

BUFFINGTDN

and THCMPsoN, Circuit Judges, and JoHNsoN, District
Judge.

[July 31, 1935.]
OPINION.

Circuit Judge: This is a petition for review of a decision of the
Board of Tax Appeals. In 1924, the respondent acquired all of the capital
In 1925, the subsidiary operated at
stock of Hornthal & Co. , a subsidia~,
a gain, but in 1926, 1927, and 1928, it sustained operating losses. Throughout
the period of aifiliation, the respondent filed consolidated income tax returns.
In 1928 the respondent dissolved the subsidiary and took over its assets, applying part to repay itself for advances Iuade to the subsidiary and the balance
In its 19"8
towards its investment in the capital stock of that company.
claimed a deductible loss of $105,355,07,
income tax rei. urn the respondent
The Commissioner reduced
incurred through its investment in the subsidiary.
the deductible loss to $4, 995.70 and assessed a deficiency. The Board of Tax
in part, allowed a deductible loss of.
Appeals reversed the Commissioner
for 19'&8. The Com$48, 087.67, and found that there was an overpavment
niissioner has taken this appeal. The following summary sets forth the Inethods used by the respondent, the Commissioner, and the Board of Tax Appeals,
as a
respectively, in arriving at the amount to be allowed the respondent
deductible loss by reason of its investment in the subsidiary:
Calculation of deductible loss by:
THOMPSON,

RESPONDENT.

Paid by respondent for capital stock of EIornthal & Co
Advanced by respondent to Hornthal & Co

Total cost to respondent
Assets of Hornthal

Investment

$163, 515. 29
48.&, 551. 26
649, 066. ;»,
543, 711. 48

& Co

loss claimed as deductible

loss by respondent

105, 355. 07

COMXCISSIONER.

Investment loss of respondent
$105, 355. 07
Operating losses of Hornthal & Co. previously deducted by respondent in consolidated income tax returns for 1926, 1927, and 1928
100, 359, 37

Deductible

loss allowed

by Commissioner

4 995. 70

$1428 Art.
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Operating loss of Hornthal & Co. for 1926, previously deducted by
$10, 093. 44
respondent in consolidated income tax return
Operating loss of Hornthal & Co. for 1927, previously deducted by
--------- 78, 087. 51
respondent in consolidated income tax return
Operating loss of Hornthal & Co. for 1928, deducted by respondent
11, 278. 42
in consolidated incom. e tax return
Gross operating loss of Hornthal
Profit of Hornthal & Co. for 1925

Net operating loss of Hornthal
Investment loss of respondent
Net operating loss of Hornthal

& Co

& Co
& Co

100 359 37
43 091 97
57, 267. 40

105, 355. 07
5'7, 267. 40

48, 087. 87
tt d bs B 4 d 7 Ta* Appeals
Tlie Commissioner asserts error in that portion of the Board's ruling ivhich
allows the gross operating losses to be dimiuished by the proiit reported by the
respondent for the subsidiary in 1925, one of the vears of aifiliation. He relies
upon the principle enunciated by the Supreme Court that, except where Aci.

Dedaot'ble loss

ll

and regulation so provide, double deduction of the same losses, first as subsidi.
ary company losses in consolidated returns for earlier years, and again in
stating the eventual loss to the parent company from its investment in the
(Ilfeld Co. v. Hernandez, 292 U. S., 02 [Ct. D.
subsidiary, is not permissible.
819, C. B. XIII—1, 139]; 3fcLaughlin v. Pacific Lumlfcr Co., 203 U. S., 351 [Ct. D.
—
907, C. B. XIV 1, 335]. Compare Eurnet v. cilua'num Goods jffg. Co., 287
U. S., 544 [Ct. D. 631, C. B. XII—1, 283].) We think none of those cases
entirelv dispositive of the issue in the instant case, inasmuch as in each of
the cited cases the net operating losses of the subsidiary exceeded the liquidating losses of the parent company, so that when the operating losses were
set off against the liquidating losses, there was no allowable deduction. There
was, therefore, no need in those cases to determine whether profits of the subsidiary should be applied to diminish the gross operating losses. In spite
of the absence of direct authoritV, we do have an indication as to the views
of the Supreme Court on this issue. In Ilfeld Co. v. Hernandez, supra, the
Supreme Court said:
"Where all the members gain, total taxable income is the same on a consolidated return as upon separate ones. But where as in the case before us
the subsidiaries lose and the parent gains, the losses of the former go in
Considerations that justify
reduction of the taxable income of the latter.
inclusion of the profits made by all the members do not support the double
"
deduction claimed.
We paraphrase this statement and apply it to the instant ease: Where, in
1925, both the respondent and the subsidiary gained, the total taxable income
was the same on the consolidated return as upon separate ones. Where, however, the subsidiary sustained losses and the respondent gained, the losses of
the former went in reduction of the taxable income of the latter. The elect
of this is that the respondent's tax burden remained the same in 1925, the
year when the subsidiary gained, but was lessened in 1926, 1927, and 1928, the
years when the subsidiary lost. In the instant case, the respondent took credit
in 1926, 1927, and 1028 for the gross operating losses sustained by the sub.
sidiary and thereby reduced the income tax which it would have been obliged
to pay on its own gross profits for the three years in question. The fact that
an income tax was paid on the profit earned by the subsidiary in 1925 did not
increase the income tax the respondent was obliged to pay on its own profit
for that year. In our opinion, credit for the investment loss should be allowed
only to the extent to which the investment loss exceeds the credit already
taken by the respondent for the operating losses sustained by the subsidiary
during the three years in question.
In effect, what the Board did when it
reduced the operating losses by the 1025 profit, was to allow the respondent
to take credit for a profit.
We conclude that the Board of' Tax Appeals erred in so far as it allowed
the operating losses of the subsidiary to be reduced by the profits of the
subsidiary.
The decision of the Board of Tax Appeals in that respect is
reversed.
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861: Estates and trusts.

ARTIGLE

INCOME TAX

—REVENUE

1. INCOMF

TavsT

—DECISION

ACTS OF 1924, 1928, AND 1928
COURT.

—WHEPHER

OF SUI'REME

SEPARATE TRUsTs wERE CREATED BY

AMENDMENT.

Where, by amendment under a reserved power, a deed creating a
single trust was altered so that a separate account was opened for
each beneficiary, to which account an undivided one-third interest
in the trust property was assigned although there was no physical
division of the trust assets, the amendment accomplished the purpose of creating three separate and distinct trusts, the income from
which was separately taxable.

2. DzctstoN AFFIRMED.
Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit (78
Fed. (2d), 787), affirming decision of the Board of Tax Appeals
(29 B. T. A. , 304), affirmed.
SUPREME CoURT OP

TIIz UNirzD STATES.

&cy T. Helvering, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, petitioner, v, William.
&lfcIlvaine and John P. Wilson, Jr., Trustees under Deed of Trust of John

.

Wilson,
Oa writ

of certiorari

to the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals
circuit.

B.
P.

for the Seventh

[January 6, 1936.]
OPINION.

Mr. Chief Justice Hvoai:s delivered the opinion of the Court.
The question presented in this case is similar to that involved in United
States Trust Co. v. Comniissioner, decided this day [Ct. D. 1072, below]. By
amendments under a reserved power, the i, erma of an original trust created by
John P. Wilson, in 1913, were altered with the intentiou of creating three
separate trusts. The Board of Tax Appeals, upon findings supported by evidence, concluded that this purpose was accomplished and hence that there was
no deficiency.
(28 B. T. A. , 304. ) The circuit court of appeals atiirmed the
order of the Board. (78 F. (2d), 787. ) We granted certiorari because of the
conliict with the decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, in the case of the United States Trust Co., supra (75 F. (2d), 973), and,
for the reasons stated in our opinion in that case, the decree of the circuit court
of. appeals is affirmed.
Affirmed.

ARTIOLE
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861: Estates and trusts.
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—TRUsT —
WHETHER

I.

OF SUPREME

SEPARATE TRUsTs WERE CREATED BY

AMENDMENT.

'Where, by amendment under a reserved power, a deed creating a
single trust was altered so that a separate account was opeued for
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each beneficiary, to which account an undivided one-third interest
in the trust property was assigned although there was no physical
division of the trust assets, the amendment accomplished the purpose to create three separate and distinct trusts, the income from
which was separatelv taxable.

2. DEcrsroN REvzaszzi.

Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit (75 Fed.

(2d), 978), reversed.

SvPBEME COVET OP THE UNrTEn

STATES.

United 8tatee Trust Co. of Neto Fork, Trustee under Deed of Trust of John
P. Wilson, petitioner, v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
On writ of certiorari

to the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals
Circuit.

for the Second

[January 6, 1936.]
OPINION.

Mr. Chief Justice Huouzs delivered the opinion of the Court.
Petitioner is trustee under a trust created by John P. AVilson, in 1913, for
the benefit of his three children. Under a reserved power, the trust was four
The sole question is whether the amendments created three
times amended.
separate trusts. The question arises in relation to the taxation of income.
If there is but a single trust, as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue ruled,
an additional tax would be payable. If there are three trusts, as the Board
of Tax Appeals determined, there would be no additional tax. The circuit
court of appeals held that there was only one trust. (75 I&'. (2d), 978.) Certiorari was granted because of the confiicting decision of the Circuit Court
of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in Helvering v. AfcItvaine (78 P. (2d), 787
[Ct. D. 1071, page 245, this Bulletin]. )
By the original deed, one-third of the net income of the securities held in
trust was to be paid to each of the three children while living, and upon the
death of any one, to those who were to succeed to his or her interest in
accordance with the provisions of the deed. During the first 15 years of
the trust the income could be accumulated by the trustee, with the written conThe trust was
sent of the primary beneficiaries, and added to the principal.
terminable at any time in whole or in part by the three children (or survivors) subject to the approval of the grantor, if living, and in any event
oneUpon termination,
was to terminate on the death of all the children.
third of the principal was to be distributed to each of the three children if
Hving, and the share of a deceased child was to go according to the provisions
of his or her will or, in the absence of such disposition, to the surviving issue
of the decedent or, in default of such issue, to the surviving issue of the
grantor per stirpes. Provision was made for the alteration of the trust "in
any respect and to any extent at any time" by the three children, or survivors,
subject to the approval of the grantor if living. Thereafter the "rights and
powers of all parties concerned" were to be the same as though the trust
deed had originally been executed in the altered form.
In 1918, the three children, with the approval of the grantor, modified the
trust so as to provide:
"The trust estate now held under said trust deed shall be divided into
three separate and equal parts or shares (to which may be assigned undivided
interests in the whole or any part of the said trust estate), which parts or
shares shall severally be designated by our respective names, and each of us
and our respective legal representatives
shall have the same rights, interest
and power in and over one of said three equal parts or shares and the income
thereof which is given to us respectively by said indenture over one-third nf
said trust estate and the income thereof, except as may be otherwise specifically
provided herein. "
It was further provided that the whole of the net income received from each
share during the remainder of 1918, and one-half of the net income received
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thereafter and during the life of the grantor, should be accumulated and added
to the principal of such share, with privilege of withdrawal by the beneficiary,
with the grantor's consent, of the amount so accumulated.
All the provisions of
the original trust deed, except as they were "expressly or necessarily" modified
by the new instrument, were to continue in force.
In 1010, the three children, with the grantor's approval, executed another
modifying instrument which provided that one-half of the net income "of each
of the three trust estates" should be paid over, as received, to the beneficiaries
eut. itled thereto, and that the other one-half should be paid to them ivlien the
payment was requested by any two of t.he orignal beneficiaries; the net income
not so paid over was to "be added to the principal of the trust fund from which
it is derived. " Provision was also made for the disposition of the net income
in case of the death of any of the original beneficiaries and for the distribution
of the "several trust esta. tes" upon termination.
In 1020, the three children, with the approval of the grantor, modified the
amendment of 1919 with respect to the disposition of income by providing that
the trustee should pay out "as much of the net income from each of said separate trusts" to the beneficiaries as should be requested by a majority in interest
oi' the beneficiaries, with the added requirement that "equal payments must be
made out of the net income from each of said separate trusts, to the end that
said several separate trusts may be maintained on a basis of equality in amount
so far as practicable. " There ivas a further provision that so much of the net
income, "received in any year from each separate trust estate, " which was not
paid out should form part "of the principal of the separate trust estate" from
&vhich it was derived, and the trustee was required to devote to charitable purposes so much of. the net income "of said trusts" as should be requested by the
three children (or survivors), such payments to be made "in equal amounts
from each of said separate trusts. "
There was a further amendment in 1028 enlarging the powers conferred upon
the trustee by the original deed with respect to the borrowing of money, the
borrowed sums to be dealt with "as part of the principal of the three trusts
hereunder, in equal shares. "
The puriiose of the first amendment and the subsequent course of dealings are
thus described in the findings of the Board of Tax Appeals, which are adequately
supported by the evidence:
"The purpose of the amendment of September 21, 1918, was to create three
separate and distinct trusts, one for each of the beneficiaries of the single trust
then in existence, in order to reduce liability for income taxes on the incorue of
the trust.
"Prior to the first amendment the trustee kept one cash account for the trust
under the heading ' Trust under deed of John P. Wilson, for John P. Wilson, Jr.,
and others' to which was credited all income of the trust. On September 27,
1018, three accounts were opened up by the trustee, one in the name of ' Trust
under Deed of John P. Wilson for John P. Wilson, Jr.'; one under the name of
'
Trust under Deed of John P. Wilson, for Anna W. Dickinson'; and the other
under the name of 'Trust under Deed of John P. Wilson, for Martha Wilson. '
The single account was then closed by transferring equal amounts of its balance
to each of the new accounts, Thereafter cash received and disbursed on account
of the trust property was entered in these accounts, one-third in each.
"At the same time the property account kept by the trustee for the stock of
the single trust was closed out by transferring the items thereof equally to
accounts opened up under the names of the thi. ee beneficiaries.
There ivas no
actual ilivision of the property held under the trust indenture.
The new accounts
as set up showed that one-third of each asset of the old trust represented the
corpus of three new trusts, one for each of the three children of the grantor.
Acquisitions of additional principal by purchase ivere divided equally among
the three trusts.
"The stock certificates acquired bv the trustee before and after September 21,
101.8, ivere carried in the name of the petitioni r as trustee under the deed of
trust of John I'. Wilson or in the name of a nominee of the trustee. The cash
beloiiglng to the trusts in question here and all other trusts being administered
by the trustee was kept in one general account with another bank.
"During the taxable years the trustee rendered separate reports each month
to the beiieflciaries on the basis of a separate trust for each. I or each of the
years 1024 to 1020, inclusive, it filed fiduciary and income tax returns on the
b'isis of a separate and distinct trust for each child. In his audit of the returns
the respondent determined that the income held in trust under the indenture of
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March 12, 1913, as amended, was taxable on the basis of a single trust and a
"
single return for each year.
The Board of Tax Appeals concluded that "three separate and distinct trusts"
were created.
The only
No question is raised as to the validity of the several amendments.
question is as to their construction anti effect. The parties, if they pleased, had
power to convert the single trust into three trusts and the evidence and findings
leave no doubt as to their intention to do so. The question is whether they
(United Rtates v. Paellis, 257 U. S., 156, 172 [T. D.
accomplished their purpose.
8270, C. B. 5, 87].) If the various securities had been divided physically, if
new certificates of stock had been obtained for the several beneficiaries, and
such certificates and specific bonds and cash had been set aside for each, there
would be no room ior argument that three separate trusts were not created.
But it was not necessary to have such a physical division in order to carry out
the clear intention of the parties. An undivided interest in property may constitute the corpus of a trust. The original trust deed provided that its provito the laws of Illinois.
sions and limitations should be construed accordin
But the elementary principle is applied in Illinois, as elsesvhere, that "every
kind of vested right which the law recognizes as valuable may be transferred
(a trust) may be created
in trust. " (Burke v. Burke, 259 Ill. , 262, 268. )
in any propertv, real or personal, legal or equitable, which is in existence, and
value.
of
is
of
(Gurnett v. Afutuai Life
which in the eye of a court
equity,
Insurance Co., 856 Ill. , 612, 617. Perry on Trusts, seventh edition, sections 67,
68. ) Nor are the amending instruments open to the objection that the subject
of the trusts was not adequately defined. (Compare Hnyder v. 8nyder, 280 Ill. ,
467, 469, 470; 3farble v. Marble's Estate, 804 Ill. , 229, 236. ) Where there is an
intention to create separate trusts, the fact that "the trusts" are "kept in one
fund" does not necessarily defeat the intention and require the conclusion that
there is but a single trust. (Afatter of Colegrove, 221 N. Y., 455, 459. ) "In many
cases, said the Court of Appeals of New York in Vanderpoet v. Leave (112 N. Y.,
167, 180), where "income and principal were given in equal shares, although
out of one fund kept in solido for convenience of investment, a severance of the
trust into its component parts has been adjudged. ~ ~ ~ The shares and
interests are several, although the fund remains undivided. " (See, also, Rollestone v. National Bank of Commerce, 299 Mo. , 57, 71.)
In the instant case, immediately following the first amendment, the trustee
opened separate accounts for the three trusts and the single account previously
kept was closed. Income received and amounts disbursed wer'e divided and
entered in the separate accounts. The property account of the single trust was
closed and the items were transferred equally to separate accounts in the names
of the beneficiaries, showing one-third of the assets of the old trust as representing the corpus of each of the three trusts. New principal was divided
equally in the same way. If, at the outset, there had been three trust deeds,
each creating a trust for the benefit of a distinct beneficiary in an undivided
one-third of the property involved, no question would have arisen. We think the
same result w. s achieved by the use of the power of amendment.
We find no
ground for concluding that the purpose of the parties to create the three trusts
was not carried out.
The decision of the circuit court of appeals is reversed and the order of
the Board of Tax Appeals is affirmed.
It is so ordered.
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To SETTLos.

Where four trusts were created in 1925, each for the benefit of
a single beneficiary and each designating two trustees, of whom in
three instances one was the beneficiary, and to each being attached
a condition that any two of a committee of three named persons,
who were neither trustees nor beneficiaries and of whom me settlor
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was not one, might alter or terminate the trusts provided the settlor
stated in writing that he had no objection thereto, the income from
the trusts was taxable to the settlor under the provisions of section
219(g) of the Revenue Act of 1926 and section 166 of the Revenue
Act of 1928. Reinecke v. Smith (289 U. S., 172 [Ct. D. 664, C. B.
XII-1, 256] ) followed.

2. DEOIsloN

AFFIRMED.

Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (31 B. T. A. , 594) affirmed.
UNITED STATEs CIac'vIT CDIIET

Robert

B. Bowler, appellant,

0F

~s

FOB THE SEcoND CIRGUIT.

v. (7uff T. IIetvering,
Revenue, appellee.

Commissioner

of Internal

Appeal (petition to review) by a taxpayer from an order of the Board of Tax Appeals
fixing deseteneies in his income taxes for the years 1926, 1927, 1928, and 1929.

Before L. HAND, SwAN, and CHAsE, Circuit Judges.
[December 9, 1935r]
OPINION.

Per curiamf This case involves. income taxes for the years 1926, 1927, 1928,
and 1929; the only question is whether the income of four trusts created by
the taxpayer on December 25, 1925, is taxable to him as settlor under section
219(g) of the Revenue A.ct of 1926, and section 166 of the Act of 1928. Each
trust was for a single beneficiary; in each there were two trustees, of whom
in three instances one was the beneficiary; to each was attached a condition that
any two members of a committee of three named persons who were neither
trustees nor beneficiaries. of the trust for which they were appointed and of
whom the settlor was not one, might "change and alter any of or all the
trusts herein set forth and declare new trusts of the property in any way or
manner whatsoever; also to terminate or modify the beneficial interest of any
person or class of persons or to name or appoint any other persons or classes
of persons beneficiaries. " The settlement also provided: " No exercise of
said power shall be valid while I am alive and competent to act until and
unless I shall have in writing signified that I have no objection thereto. " The
"power" so mentioned, was that of the committee. The Board held that the
last clause just quoted brought the case within the statutes (Reinecke v. Smith,
289 U. S., 172), and fixed deficiencies accordingly.
The taxpayer argues that Reineoke v. Srnitk does not rule because in that
case one of the cotrustees with the settlor was his son, over whose will he
must be supposed to have had an infiuence and whom he could therefore bend
to his purposeS. Each case must therefore depend upon the actual relation
between the settlor and the other trustees s.nd the iucome will be taxable.
to the settlor only in case it appears that his is the dominant will. This quite
misuuderstands
the decision. The son was a direct beneficiary in one trust
and a contingent beneficiary in the others; the court assumed sub silentio
that he could not count, as indeed he could not, being flatly within the terms
of section 219(g), Act of 1924, which is the same as the sections here involved.
It was only because the settlor might revoke the trust with the concurrence
of the third trustee, a trust company, that the statute applied, and thus the
case is on all fours with that at bar, except for the fact that here the settlor
has only a veto upon the action of the committee.
We can not see that this
makes any difference save in form. All donees of a joint power must concur
in its exercise; the refusal of any one is an effective veto. It is true that
in form any change in the limitations of the trusts at bar had to originate
with the committee; at least we may assume that they are first to decide
and then submit their decision to the settlor for his approval, while in the
case of a joint power any of the donees may suggest an exercise of the power
to the others. But such a difference is of no practical moment whatever;
if the settlor wishes to modify any of these trusts he need only persuade two
of the committee to his mind, exactly as he would have had to do if he
had been a meinber.
b"othing prevents his taking the affirmative; his poiver
is as much and as little as it was in Reinecke v. Stnith, supra, except that
here he has tw(t persons to convince while there he had only one. The const1»
84826'
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tutional apology for the doctrine is that unless the income is regarded as the
settlor's, it will always be easy for him to induce complaisant trustees to
qualify and practically to control the income, resuming it when he chooses,
That reasoning applies equally well to these trusts.
Order affirmed.

—

SUPPLEMENT H. NONRESIDENT ALIEN INDIVIDUALS.

—

SECTION 212. GROSS INCOME.
of foreign ships from

ARTIcIE 1042: Exclusion of earnings
gross income.
REVENUE

A. CT

Belgium, equivalent exemption.
SUPPLEMENT

OF 1928.

(See

FOREIGN
I.—

I. T. 2969, page

144.)

CORPORATIONS.

—A.FFILIA.TION.

SECTION 288.

XV—10—7984

288.

SECTION

Ct. D. 1088

INCOME

ACT OF 1929—
DECISION
RETURNs —
AFFILIA TES—
FoREIGN

TAX —
REVENUE

1. ConsoLIDATED

OF COURT.

CGRPORATION.

Two domestic corporations were not entitled to file a consolidated
return as affiliates for the year 1929, when their afiiliation depended
entirely upon the fact that a foreign corporation held more than
95 per cent of the shares of each. Such corporations were not " an
affiliated group, " in view of section 238 of the Revenue Act of
1928, Ivhich expressly states that a foreign corporation shall not
be deemed to be afiiliated with any other corporation within the
meaning of section 141 or 142.

2.

DEczsION REvERsED.

Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (30 B.T. A. , 1015) reversed.

3.

CERTIORARI DENIED.

Petition for certiorari denied January

6, 1936.

UNITED STATEs CIRGUIT CGURT oF APPEALs FGR THE SEcoND CIROUIT.

C'ommissioner

of Internal Revenue, petitioner, v. 3fanus JIuller d Go. , Ino. ,
respondent.

On petition

to review an order of the Board of Tax Appeals expnngfng a deficiency in the
respondent's income tax for the year 1929.

Before

MANTGN,

L.

HAND,

and AUGUsTUs N. HAND, Circuit Judges.

[July 1, 1935.j
OPINION.

L.

Circuit Judge: This appeal presents the single question of law
whether under section 141 and section 238 of the Revenue Act of 1928, two
domestic corporations may file a consolidated return as affiliates, when their
affiliation'depends
entirely upon the fact that a foreign corporation holds more
than 95 per cent of the shares of each. Article 2(b) of Regulations 75 forbids
this, but the taxpayer maintains, and the Board has found, that it is invalid.
The House wished to end with the year 1928 any privilege whatever of filing
a consolidated return; section 141 of its bill was then in the same form as
HAND,
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sect1on 142 of the Act as ft became law. Section 238 was also in the bill, and
read as it does now, except that it ended with the words, "within the meaning
of sectfon 141, instead of "within the meaning of section 141 or 142
its
mean1ng was what it would have been, had it become law reading, "within the
of
section
142.
The Senate had other views and interjected a new
meaning
section, now seci. ion 141, which granted a more limited privilege of affiliation
1928.
Subdivision
the
year
after
(e) of that. section read as it does noiv;
"A consolidated return shall be made only for the domestic corporations within
an intimation that there might be "an affiliated group"
the affiliated group
However section 238 was
of which a foreign corporatfon was one member.
extended to both sections; 1t expressly contradicted the fmplication; it declared
foreign corporation shall not be deemed to be affiliateel with any other
that
corporation within the meaning of section 141 or 142. In the face of such a
conflict the express provision must prevail, unless there be some reason to
suppose that ft did not really mean what it said.
It is the view of the taxpayer, which the Board has adopted, that it did not.
The argument rests upon the formal pattern of the Act of 1028, which contained
and particular provisions in
general provisions in the first four "Supplements,
others that were compendia of all that was peculiarly applicable to classified
subjects. Section 141 is among the general provisions (Supplement D); section
238 is in Supplement I which touches foreign corporations only. We do not see
the force of this fact; it fs as reasonable to suppose that the paramount intent
1s in one place as in the other. Although section 238 is redundant as to section
142, and although that is also the case with other sections in Supplement I and
perhaps elsewhere in the Act, it is surely inadmissible to say that so far as not
redundant, that is, qua section 141, it is not to be treated as law at all. How
fn thfs view are we to reconcile its express extension to section 1417 Its general purpose iuany have been only symmetry of arrangement, but it was cast in
the huperative, and we can not play so fast and loose with the chosen words of

"

";

"

";

"a

~

"

"

a statute.

We have assumed that the implication of subdivision (e) must be that foreign
corporations are members of an affiliated group for afl purposes but the inclusion of' their 1ncomes in the consolidated return.
Though that no doubt is the
natural meaning, it is not the 1nevitable one. In the first place it contradicts
the underlying notion on which affilia. tion rests. When a business is single, industrially and financially, it ought to be assessed as such; there fs but a single
income and intramural transactions cancel each other; that is the notion whicli
But if a foreign corporation is the only nexus ivhich
supports the affiliation.
this theory can be realized
unites domestic subsidiaries
if it is the "parent
only by bringing its income into hotchpot with the rest, just what section 141(e)
itself forbids. To eliminate that income and still to treat as a unit those compan1es which are a unit only because the excluded foreign corporation holds
their shares, fs to deny the premise and affirm the conclusion.
True, it would
not compromise the result in practice when the "parent" had no income, but
There are indeed circumstances which
those would be uncommon instances.
may justify such a course and subdivision
(e) mentions one; an affiliation fn
"parent.
(Ooraer Broadiaay-fffaddee La&ie,
Is
which an insurance company
Inc. , v. Coiiimissfoner, 76 Fed. (2d), 106 (C. C. A. 2).) But the income of the
"parent" can there be taxed, and is excluded from the consolidated return only
because a different rate and method of assessment apply to it. The income of
a foreign corporation can not be taxed, except so far as it arises in this country.
Textually the Board's interpretation
So much for antecedent probability.
is
not inevitable, either. The phrase, "affiliated group" in subdivision (e) refers
back to subdivision (d) for definition, and the clause may have meant that
foreign corporations though within the group as so defined, were not to count
as such at all. The draftsman of the phrase may have assumed that the composition of the consolidated return was the measure of all the le al consequences following upon afiiliation, not foreseeing a situation like that at bar.
The cliange in phrasing between section 141 and section 142 would indeed have
been significant, had the two come from the same hand; but as the Act was
couiposed, there is no reason to suppose that "afiiliation" in one section was
1ntended to be different from "affiliation" in the other, If we are to speculate,
we should put down the discordance to mere difference in draftsmanship,
even if
section 238 were not present. That discordance was corrected by section 141(e)
of the Act of 1%2, and it would have to be much more strident to justify our
setting dovrn section 238 as brutum fulmen. Besides, affiliation fs a privilege in
any case, akin to an exeniption, and doubts go against the taxpayer.
Order reversed; deficiency restored.

"—

—

"
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SUPPLEMENT

I

ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION OF DEFICIENCIES.

PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON
SECTION 275.—
ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION.
ARTIOLE

XV-26-81m
Ct. D. 1181

1o01: Period of limitation upon
of tax.

assessment

—REVENUE ACTS OF 1926 AND 1928—DECISION COURT.
VALIDITY OF WAlvER —
DELIVERY
1. STATUTE oF LIMITATIoN —
AssEssMENT oF TAx —
JURIsDEIKRMINATIoN
CONSENT —

INCOME TAX

OIP

AND

AND

DIOTIoN oF BoARD OF TAX APPEALs.
A waiver of the statute of limitation upon assessment of 1924 and
1925 taxes, executed on February 1, 1929, was valid, since the
execution thereoi' included its delivery and the Commissioner's
written consent thereto was not necessary, and such waiver extended the time for both determination and assessment of the taxes
so that the 60-day letter mailed within the extended period was
timely, and the Board of Tax Appeals had jurisdiction of the appeaL
STATUTE oF LIMITATIoN
VALIoITY oF WAIvRR
ExEOUTION oF
W 11vER BEFCRE FINDING oF DEFIcIENOY PREsvMPTIoN oF
REGULARITY oF CoMMISSIQNER~s AcrloN.
A waiver of the right to file a petition with the Board of Tax
Appeals and a consent to the assessment and collection of deficiencies for the years 1928 to 1926, inclusive, executed on October
28, 1929, were premature and invalid where filed before the Commissioner had found any deficiency, and did not prevent the mailing of
a deficiency notice by which the running of the statute of. limitation
was suspended.
In the absence of an afiirmative showing to the
contrary, it is presumed that the deficiencies were assessed, where
the Commissioner admitted merely that the assessments were not
made prior to the expiration of the pertsd stated in the waiver of

—

2

——

February 1, 1929.
8. ÃCTIOE OF DEFIclzNOY SUFFICIENUY.
A deficiency letter addressed to "McCarthy Sr, Co. " instead of
"The McCarthy Co." was a sufhcient notice to the taxpayer for
all purposes, where the evidence showed that the letter was sent to
the correct address and was delivered to and accepted by the taxpayer as a notice in respect to its tax liability for the years in

—

question.
4. CERTIORARI DENIEO.
Petition for certiorari denied April 6, 1986.

UNITED STATEs CIRcUIT CoURT CF APPEALs FOR THE NINTH

2'he 3fcCarthy

Co., a Corporation, petitioner, v. Commissioner
Itecenne, respondent.

CIRcUIT.

of Internal

Upon petition to review an order of the Vnited States Board of Tax Appeals.

Before

WILRUR, GARREOHT,

and DENMAN,

Circuit Judges.

[December 9, 1985.]
OPINION.

Circuit Judge: According to a formal stipulation of facts filed
before the Board of Tax Appeals in the instant ease, the petitioner, within the
time required by law, filed income tax returns for the years 1928. 1924, 1925,
GARREcHT,
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and 192G, and paid the income taxes shown to be due by such returns.
the taxes for 1924, 1925, and 1026 are here in question,
On or before

February

1, 1920, the petitiouer

OnLY

executed a waiver extendiug

1925
the time within which any income taxes found to be due for the years 1924—
might be assessed, to December 31, 1029.
1029
the
internal
revenue
in
Los
charge at
Angeles,
During the year
agent
Calif. , caused an audit to be made of the income tax returns filed bv the
for
the
and
result
of such
years
and
1926,
as
a
1023, 1924, 1925,
petitioner
audit determined that there were deficiencies in the taxes for those years as
follows:
1923
1924
1925

$5, 881. 91
11, 266. 82
1, 247. 78
270. 78
1026
Subsequently to such audit, and on or about October 28, 1929, the petitioner
executed a waiver of right to file a petition to the United States Board of
Tax Appeals and executed a. cousent to the assessment and collection of the
deficiencies above set forth, and delivered such waiver and consent to the
internal revenue agent in charge at Los Angeles.
Under date of November 25, 1029, the Commissioner directed a letter to The
McCarthy Co., 1031 South Broadvvay, Los Angeles, making reference to the
report of the i»ternal revenue agent in charge at San Icrancisco, covering the
examination of the petitioner's books for theyears 1022 to 1926, inclusive,
indicating deficiencies iu taxes of $18,666.69, pointing out that the statutory
period of limitations for the years 10"4 and 1025 would expire December 31,
1929, and that i.he Bureau would be compelled to issue a final notice of
deficiency for those years unless agreements extending the statutory period for
assessment were executed and filed.
On December 27, 1929, the respondent mailed a registered letter to McCarthy
& Co. , 1081 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif. , " a copy of which letter was
attached to the petitioner's
pleadings before the Board. The letter was
delivered to the petitioner herein, and accepted by it. It was intended for the
petitioner, and the directing of the letter to "McCarthy & Co. was an error of

"

the respondent.
The petitioner's correct taxable net income for the year 1024 is $248, 821.60,
and the tax computed thereon is $80,477.70, of which sum the petitioner has
paid $10,211.38.
The correct taxable net income for 1025 is $152,887.51, and the tax computed
thereon is $10,868.87, of which the petitioner has paid $18,621.14.
The correct taxable net income for 192G is $118,786.77, and the tax computed
thereon is $15,354.46, of which the petitioner has paid $15,088.73.
Pursuant to the determination of the Board, as set forth in its memorandum
opinion, there was handed down a decision declaring deficiencies as follows:
1924, $11,26G.32; 1925, $1,247.78; 1'926, $270.78.
From that decision by the Board, the taxpayer has filed a petition for revievv
before this court.
In its brief, the petitioner relies upon the following specifications of error:
1. The Board erred in failing to hold that there was no valid extension of
time for the assessment of deficiencies for 1924 and 1925, because the record
fails to show tlrat auy such extension was delivered to the respondent or
accepted by him in writing, at any rate before the limitations had expired; in
failing to hold thai, if the extension was valid, the time for assessment expired
in any event on December 81, 1029; and iu failing to hold that the statute of
limitations had run as to both 1924 and 1925 deficiencies.
2. The Board erred in failing to hold tint the petitioner had executed and
delivered to the respondent valid co»sents to the assessr»ent of the 1924 and
1025 deficiencies prior to December 31, 1920, and therefore that the right to
make deficiency assessments for those years expired, in any event, December
81, 1929, so that no deficiencies could be found or assessed for those years; and
the Board erred in failing to hold that since the petitioner had consented to
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the 1926 deficiency on October 28, 1929, or, in any event, on November 25 1929
the statute of limitations prevented a finding or assessment of deficiency foj
1926 after March 15, 1980.
8. The Board erred in failing to hold that notice of deficiency sent
" to
"McCarthy & Co." was not notice to the petitioner, "The McCarthy Co., and
that such notice was ineff'ectual for any purpose; and in failing to hold that
therefore the statute of limitations had run as to all deficiencies, and that the
Board was without ]urisdiction to find any deficiency.
We will consider each of the petitioner's propositions seriatim.
The first specification of error involves only the taxes for 1924 and 1925,
As the petitioner points out, the s'tatutorv limitation for the assessment of
income taxes for 1924 is four years. Since the return in question was filed
on March 15, 1925, the limitation, but for the waiver of February 1, 1929,
would have expired on March 15, 1929. The period of limitation for 1925 is
three years from the date on which the return is filed, which in this case
was on March 15, 1926. Therefore, but for the waiver, the period of limitation
for the tax for 1925 would likewfse have expired on March 15, 1929. (Section
200(a) and section 277(a) (1) (2) of the Revenue Act of 1926.)
The question therefore turns on the validity of the waiver of February
1, 1929.
The petitioner contends that "There was no stipulation or evidence that the
agency
extension was delivered to or filed with the Commissioner or any other
'
or that the Commissioner 'consented in writing, as required
of the Government,
"
by law.
We are not impressed with the petitioner's ob]ections to the waiver. In the
first place, the stipulation sets forth that the petitiouer "executed" the waiver."
In California, as elsewhere, it is settled that "execution" includes "delivery.
Section 1933 of. the Code of Civil Procedure of California reads as follows:
"The execution of an instrument is the subscribing and delivering it, with
or without afiixing a seal.
(See also Le Ifesnager v. Hamilton, 101 Cal. , 582, 589 (mortgage); WiHiaras
v. Ifidd, 170 Cal. , 681, 151 P. 1, 8 (deed); Van Valkenbnrgh v. Oldhaon, 12 Cal,
App. , 572, 579 (note and mortgage); White v. Hendleg, 85 Cal. App. , 267, 275
(deed); Washington Finance Corporation v. Qlass, 74 Wash. , 658, 661 (note);
Aldrich, v. Pablie Opinion Pub. Co. (S. D. ), 182 N. W. , 278, 282 (appeal bond). )
consent in writing, in this circuit
A.s to the necessity for the Commissioner's
it is settled that such consent is not necessary in order to give validity to a
In Cornrntssioner v. Hind (52
taxpayer's waiver of the statute of limitations.
F, (2d), 1075, 1078) we said:
It seems that, since the provision relative to the Commissioner's
signature, as held by the Supreme Court, was for ' purely administrative
' his failure to sign the waiver of February 25, 1926, did not render
purposes,
such waiver invalid. "
It should be borne in mind that, when there is a prima facie showing that
the statute of limitations has not expired, the burden is upon the taxpayer to
come forward with proof to satisfy the court that the taxing arm of the
Govermnent should be stayed. As was said by Mr. Justice Sutherland in
DaPont de Nemours d Co. v. Davis (264 U. S., 456, 462), "Statutes of limita.
tion sought to be applied to bar rights of the Government, must receive a
s'trict construction in favor of the Government. " ( See also J ones v. Cornvntsstoner, 18 B. T. A. , 1225, 1227; J. Frtedrnen d Co. v. Comsnissioner, 16 B. T. A.,
1119, 1122; Nicholson v. Coo&wu'seiner, 22 B. T. A, 744, 746; Looser Realtfl
Co. v. Anderson, 31 F. (2d), 268, 269 (C. C. A. 2) [Ct. D. 125, C. B. VIII —
2,
218], certiorari denied, 280 U. S., 558; Boners v. Nevi Yorts d Albany Lighter.
age Co. , 273 U. S., 247, 249 [T. D. 4009, C. B. VI-1, 268].)
Next, the petitioner argues that "the extension, if any, agreed only to
assessment before December 81, 1929, and that "there is no evidence or
stipulation that the taxpayer consented to a mere determination of deficiency
within such time, and assessment afterward.
The courts, however, repeatedly have held contrary to the petitioner's contention. In Stange v. United States (282 U. S., 270, 277 [Ct. D. 274, C. B.
X—1, 414]), where a similar waiver was under consideration, Mr. Justice
Brandeis said:
"The parties can not have intended to have the amount of the tax ascertained and to leave the taxpayer free to pay it or not. They clearly con-

"

"

"
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Qmplated the entire procedure necessary to determination
and collection
of the tax.
(See also Ailsen v. Barnet, 282 V. S., 277, 282 [Ct. D. 275, G B. X-l, 410];
Brown «4 8ons Co. v. Barnet, 282 U. S., 28, 287 [Ct. D. 2«0, C. B. X—
1, 274];
United 8tates v. 8outhern Lumber Co. (C. C. A. 8), 51 F. (2d), 956, 961,
certiorari denied, 284 U. S., 680; Washtngton Coal «f- Colce Co. v. Eeiner, 42
F, (2d), 681, 684, 685 [Ct. D. 2I.6, C. B. IX—2, 249], atIirmed, 55 F. (2d), 229
(C. C. A. 8); 8abtn v. United States (Ct. Cl, ), 44 F. (2d), 70, 77; Atlas 8eeurtttes Co. v. Commissioner
(C. C. A. 8), 58 F. (2d), 214, 215; Crucible
8teel Casting Co. v. Co&n»ntssloner (C. C. A. 7), 66 F. (2d), 82 [Ct. D. 807,
1, 826], certiorari denied, 290 U. S., 695. )
C. B. XIII—
We hold, therefore, that the waiver of February 1, 1929, was valid; that it
of
extended the time for not only "assessment" but also "determination"
the tax, until December 81, 1920; and that, therefore, the respondent's 60of the
day letter of December 27, 1929, constituted a timely "determination"
petitioner's tax liability, from which he could and did appeal to the Board,
which therefore had jurisdiction.
What we have said with reference to the first specification of error relied
upon, largely disposes of the second, which it will be seen covers much of
the ground taken in by the first. In addition, however, the petitioner complains of the "useless act" of the Commissioner in sending to the taxpayer
a notice of deficiency, on December 27, 1929, after the petitioner had, on
October 28, 1020, executed a waiver of right to file a petition to the Board
and a consent to the assessment and collection of the deficiencies for the
years 1928, 1024, 1025, and 1026.
It has already been decided by this court that a waiver or consent of that
]rind, flled before the Commissioner has sent a notice of deficiency, is premature
and therefore invalid. In 3futual I&u&nber Co. v. Poe (66 F. (2d), 004, 007, certibrari denied, 290 U. S., 706), the late Judge Sawtelle said:
there is no determination of deficiency by the Commissioner, there is no
right of appeal for the taxpayer to waive; for the provisional report of an
internal revenue agent can not be made the basis of an appeal. This is clear
from the terms of the subsection itself, which computes the time allowed for
the filing of a petition with the Board of Tax Appeals, not from the mailing
of an agon. t's report but from the mailing of the Corn&ntssumer's
notice of

"

"If

deficiency.

s

"For

this reason we hold that the purported waiver was filed with the
Commissioner before the latter had found any deficiency, was therefore premature, and was powerless to prevent the Commissioner's
resort to a letter of
deficiency, by which the running of the statute was suspended.
The peiitioner also points out that he "alleged before the Board, and the
Commissioner admitted in his answer, that no assessment of the 1924 and
1025 taxes has been made ' within the period prescribed by law as such period
was extended by the waiver hereinbefore referred to. ' " This is not tantamount,
hoivever, to an admission by the Commissioner that a valid assessment ivas
acres ma«e. It is merely an assertion tliat an assessment was not made prior
to December Sl, 1929. As we have already shown, the notice of deficiency was
mailed within the statutory limit, as extended by the waiver of February 1,
1929, and the petitioner seasonably appealed therefrom.
The "subsection" referred to in the excerpt from Judge Sawtelle's opinion
In Jfutunl Lumber Co. v. Poe, supra, which we have just set out, is section
274(a) of the Revenue Act of 1026, ivhich reads in part as follows:
in the case of any taxpayer, the Commissioner determines that there is a
deficiency in respect of the taz imposed by this title, the Commissioner is authorised to send notice of such «eficiency to the taxpayer by registered mail.
Within 60 days after such notice is mailed (not counting Sunday as the sixtieth
daV), the taxpayer may file a petition ivith the Board of Taz Appeals for a
rcdetermination of the deficiency. Except as otherwise provided in subdivision
(«) or (f) of this section or in section 270, 282, or 1001, no assessment of a
deficiency in respect of the tax i&nposed by this title, and no distraint or procee«ling hi court for its collection shall be made, begun, or prosecuted until
such notice has been mailerl to the taxpayer, nor until the expiration of such
60&5&y perio«, nor, if a petition has been filed with the Board, until the decision
of the Board has become final.

"

"If

"
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As the petitioner points out, section 200 of the Revenue Act of 192B, supra,
provides that "The first taxable year, to be called the taxable year 1925, shag
be the calendar year 1925 or any fiscal year ending during the calendar year

1925."
Section 288(a) of the Act of 1926 provides that income taxes "computed"
under the Revenue Act of 1924, shall be "assessed, collected, and paid in the
same manner and sublect to the same provisions and 11mitations
in the case of a deficiency in the tax
" imposed bV this title, except as otherwise
provided in section 277 of this Act.
Since the sending out of a notice of deficiency is clearly one of the steps
connected with the assessment, collection and payment of an income tax, the
provisions of section 274(a) of the 192B Act, supra, apply to the deficiency in
the 1924 tax as well as to the 1925 and 1926 deficiencies.
Section 504 of the Revenue Act of 1928 is as follows.
"(a) Section 277(b) of the Revenue Act of 192B is amended to read as

:

1'olio ws:

" '(b) The running of the statute of limitations provided in this section or in
section 278 on the making of assessments and the beginning of distraint or a
proceeding in court for collection, in respect of any deiiciency, shall (after the
mailing of a notice under subdivision (a) of section 274) be suspended for the
period during which the Commissioner is prohibited from making the assessment or beginning distraint or a proceeding in court (and in any event, if
a proceeding in respect of the deficiency is placed on the docket of. the Board,
'
until the decision of the Board becomes final), and for 60 days thereafter.
"(b) Subsection (a) of this section shall apply in all cases where the period
of limitation has not expired prior to the enactment of this Act.
Accordingly, the Commissioner had ample time within which to make assessments of deficiencies for all the taxes herein involved, after December 81,
1929. Vnder the presumption of regularity, we can not assume, at the taxpayer's behest, that the Commissioner failed to perform his duty. It is the
duty of an appellant to bring up a record that affirmatively shows error. This
the petitioner has failed to do; for the stipulation is silent as to the making
of assessments after December 81, 1929. The Commissioner's admission covers
the absence of assessments only "within the period prescribed by law as such
period was extended by the waiver hereinbefore referred to"; i. e., a period
ending on December 81, 1929.
The third specification of error attacks the respondent's notice of deficiency
on the ground that it was addressed to "McCarthy & Co. instead of "The
The stipulations, however, show that the letter of the ComMcCarthy Co.
missioner was sent to the correct address, that it was delivered to the petiThe copy of the deficiency
tioner, and that it was accepted by the petitioner.
notice attached to the petition in this case stated that a copy of the notice had
'been furnished to the attorney whose name is signed to the brief filed before us,
and the Board so found. The Board further found that it ivas "quite evident
that the taxpayer was in no way misled by the notice and clearly understood
The
it to be one in respect to its tax liability for the years in question.
first sentence of the petition filed before the Board prays for a redetermination
of the deficiency set forth in the very notice that the petitioner claims was
misdirected.
In view of such record, and of such uncontradicted findings by the Boar@
we regard the petitioner's criticism of the address as too microscopic to merit
extended discussion.
Relying upon a number of recent decisions by circuit courts of appeals, in
the case of IIaag v, Commissioner ( (C. C. A. 7), 59 F. (2d), 51B, 518), the court
saNl:
"These cases hold that although the notice was not directed to the proper
party, nevertheless if it appeared that the proper party had received the
notice or that the party who succeeded to the title of the party filing the
return had received the notice, it was sufficient. "
(See also Iturnet v. San Joaquin Fruit c5 Investment Co. (C. C. A. 9), 52 F.
(2d), 128, 128 [Ct. D. 406, C. B. X—2, 260]; Commissioner v. Xeno York Trust
2, 820], certiorari
Co. (C. C. A. 2), 54 F. (2d), 463, 465 [Ct. D. 540, C. B. XI—
denied, 285 V. S., 556; Commissioner v. Ostoego Ealla Corporation (C. C. A. 2),
71 F. (2d), 673, 677. )
The decision of the Board is affirmed.

"

"

"

"
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SUPPLEMENT M. INTEREST AND ADDITIONS TO THE TAX

—

SECTION 294. ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE
OF NONPAYMENT.
XV-6-7941
SECTION 294.
Ct. D. 1076
INCOME TAX
INTEREST

—REVENUE

—DECISION OF COURT.

ACT OF 1928

—PENALTY.

Where interest was charged upon an unpaid income tax deficiency assessed against an individual who was later adjudicated a
bankrupt, at the rate of 12 per cent per annum from the date of
notice and demand to the date of appointment of a receiver of the
bankrupt's property, and thereafter at the rate of 6 per cent per
annum until payment, the higher rate was a proper interest charge,
under section 294(b) of the Revenue Act of 1928, and not in part a
penalty.
UNITED STATES CIROUIT CoURT

oF APPEALs FoR THE SEcoND CIRcUIT.

In the bfatter of John Semen, Bankrupt.
Appeals

from the District

Before

Court of the United

MANToN,

L.

States for the District of Connecticut.

HAND, and SwAN,

Circuit Judges.

[December 16, 1036.]
OPINION.

The United States appeals from an order allowing its claim a ainst the
bankrupt in an amount less than the sum claimed to be due as interest on a
delinquent deficiency income tax for 1920. Modified.
SwAN, Circuit Judge: John Semon was adjudicated bankrupt
on March 0,
1933. In the bankruptcy proceedings the collector of internal revenue for the
district of Connecticut filed proof of claim for a deficiency income tax for
1929 assessed against the bankrupt in November, 1931. Interest was claimed
at the rate of 12 per cent per annum from November 12, 1931, to April 29,
1932 (when a receiver in equity was appointed for the banl'rupt's property),
and thereafter at the rate of 6 per cent per annum until payment.
The
district court allosved as a priority claim the principal amount of the tax,
without interest until April 20, 1032, and Ivith interest as claimed thereafter.
This appeal presents only the question of the correctness of the disallosvance
of interest prior to April 20, 1932. Although the amount in dispute is small—
less than $400 the principle involved is not unimportant.
The disputed interest is claimed by the Government under section 204(h)
of the Revenue Act of 1928 (45 Stat. , 858), which provides tlhat if a deficiency is not paid in full vvithin 10 days after notice and demand, "there
shall be collected as part of the tax, interest upon the unpaid amount at the
rate of 1 per centum a month fronI the date of such notice and demand u~til
it is paid.
Because other provisions of the Revenue Act prescribe interest
at the rate of 6 per cent per annum for delay iII payment, the district court
concluded that the above-quoted provision cloaked a penalty of one-half of 1
per cent a month, and, since penalty and interest were lumped as one sunh
allowed no interest whatever, relying upon Xeu York v. Jersawit (263 U. S.,
403) and section 57(j) of the Bankruptcy Act (11 U. S. C. A. , section 03(j) ).
Although
the question is not free from doubt and the opinion of Judge
Hincks contains a strong argument for the construction he has adopted, we are
constrained to disagree with it.
The Revenue Act of 1028 deals with penalties and interest with particularity.
Penalties proper are provided in sections 291 and 293; 25 per cent of the tax
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is to be added in case of failure to file a return i in the case of deficiencies,
5 per cent thereof if due to negligence, and 50 per cent thereof if due to fraud.
Other sections deal with interest, eo nomine. Six per cent interest per annum
is provided in certain situations: on deficiencies prior to assessment (section
292); where an esta. te is held by a fiduciary appointed by a court or by
during extensions granted on payment (sections 295
will (section 294(c)
296); on Jeopardy assessments (section 297); and on overpayments an)
]udgments against the United States (sections 614, 615). Interest is fixed at
1 per cent a Inonth where the tax determined by the taxpayer is not paid
when due (section 294(a)1); where such tax has not been paid within a
granted period of extension (section 294(a)2); where a deficiency remains
unpaid after notice and demand, or after an extension period (sections
294(b), 296). Thus Congress has declared that in certain circumstances one
rate of interest shall obtain, and in others a higher rate. The question is
whether this fact necessarily makes the higher rate in part a penalty though
denominated interest by Congress.
(United
An interest rate of 1 per cent a Inonth is not per se a penalty.
States v. Childs, 266 U. S., 304 [T. D. 8671, C. B. IV—1, 241].) That case
arose under section 14(a) of the Revenue Act of 1916 (89 Stat. , 772) which
did not in Title I, relating to income taxes, provide different rates of interest
for different delinquencies in payment, and on this ground it is said to be
distinguishable from the case at bar. But in Title II, dealing with the estate
tax, sections 204 and 207 provided for interest at varying rates. It would,
seem, therefore, that the argument new urged on behalf of the trustee in bankruptcy might have been used in the Childs case to contend that the 1 per cent
We are not persuaded that when Congress
a. month in fact cloaked a penalty.
prescribes different rates of interest for dii'ferent delinquencies in payment of
taxes, the higher rate must necessarily be deemed to include a penalty. Since
the higher rate is one within the legislative power to prescribe as interest
(United States v. ChiNs, supra), it may well be argued that Congress regards
the higher rate as the normal compensation for delay in payment under the
circumstances where it obtains, although willing to accept a lesser compensation for delay under other circumstances.
Impositions which were plainly
penalties were set apart and dealt with in other sections, and in the sectionS
prescribing interest the imposition is explicitly declared to be such. This
legislative declaration we do not think may be disregarded merely because
different sections prescribe different rates. Although no precise authority
has been found, United States v. 3Earpland Oasaa/ty Co. (49 F. (2d), 556, 558
(C. C. A. 7) [Ct. D. 871, C. B. X—
2, 881], certiorari denied, 284 [248] U. S., 645),
tends to support the view that Congress may impose different rates of interest
without causing the higher rate to include a penalty; as does also Haghson v.
United 8tates (59 F. (2d), 17, 19 (C. C. A. 9) [Ct. D. 565, C. B. XI—
2, 887]).
The order is modified to include interest at the rate of 1 per cent a month
from the date of notice and demand by the collector, November 12, 1981, to
April 29, 1982; as thus modified, it is afiirmed.

);
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TITLE IV. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

—

SECTION 618. LIEN FOR TAXES.

XV~7921

SECTION

613.

FEDERAL

TAXES—
REVISED

—

Ct. D. 1069

STATUTES DECISION OP COURT OF APPEALS OP
THE STATE Or NEW YORK.

RIGHTs
—LIEN roB—

SPENDTHEIFT TRUsT

LAw

or JUDGMENT CREDIToRB UNDER STATE
FEDERAL TAXEs.

Under the laws of the State of New York, the income of a spendthrift trust is not assignable by the beneficiary and is exempt from
garnishee execution except as to 10 per cent thereof, and where
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judgment creditors have filed judgments against such a beneficiary
and the United States has filed notices of lien for unpaid income
taxes pursuant to section 115, Title 26, United States Code (section
8186, Revised Statutes, as amended), two of the judgments having
been recorded prior to the filing of the lien notices, the United
States is entitled to 90 per cent of the trust income until the prior
judgments are satisfied, and thereafter, if its claim is still unpaid,
it is entitled to the entire income, until paid.
CovET oF APPEALs (OF THE STATE 0F NEW YoRK).

(Subject to revision. )

In the Matter of the application of Jerome Rosenberg for an order directing
the Guaranty Trust Co. of New York and George J. Bauman, as Trustees
under the Last Will and, Testament of Eenry Rosenberg, Deceased, to pay
tlie said Jerome Rosenberg certain trust funds and adjudicate his rights in
trust fund. United Htates of America, appellant, Jerome Rosenberg, petitioner, Lesh'e Lestcr, Receiver, Guaranty Trust Co, of New York, and George

J. Baurnan,

Trustee~, respondents.

Appeal by the United States of America, pursuant to leave granted by order of this court,
dated April 23, 1935 from an order ot the Appellate Division, First Department, ailhming an order of the Surrogate's Court, County of New York.

[November

29, 1035.]

OPINION.

J.

CnovcH,
: Jerome Rosenberg, a
will of Henry Rosenberg, instituted

life beneficiary of a trust created bv the
a proceeding in the surrogate's court to
secure an adjustment of the rights of his creditors to the trust income, evhich
was under the provisions of section 15 of the personal property lnw and section 103 of the real property law, not assignable by the petitioner, n. nd exempt
froin garnishee execution except (C. P. A. , section 684) as to 10 per cent
thereof. A. number of judgments against petitioner were represented in the
proceeding by a receiver of the petitioner appointed by the city court in supThe United States had previously informally arplementary
proceedings.
ranged that the receivership extend to cover its claim for unpaid income tares,
for which it had filed notices of liens pursuant to United States Code, section
115, Title 26, on November 20, 1929, and May 25, 1931. Two of the judgments
l'epresented by the receiver were recorded prior to the filing of the notices of
lien.
The United States intervened in the surrogate's court proceeding and asserted that inasmuch as it was not a judgment creditor, confined bv United
States Code, section 727, Title 28 (R. S., section 916) to the same remedies
which it might have had in the State courts, nor limited by any Federal
exemption to a percentage of the trust income, its right to enforce its lien
under section 115 was not limited by any law of the State of New York.
The surrogate rejected that contention and directed the trustee to pny 90
per cent of the income to the beneficiary and the remaining 10 per cent to the
receiver for the judgment creditor. The order was affirm by the appellate
division.
The courts below seem to have found the ahsence of any reported
holding to the contrary suificient ground for determining that the Federal Government either has no authority to satisfy its claim from the income of a spendthrift trust or that its policy in relation to that device is in accordance with the
policy of our own State.
The fundamental policy to be borne in mind is that the right of property
is n right curn onere. A person mny not orilinarily have oevnership of or right
to enjoy property and nt the same tiine be able to keep it from the claims of
creditors and others.
(Cf. IIaUctt v. Thoenpson, 5 paigc, 586. ) An individualistic crosscurrent came to permit fnthers of improvident sons, by way of
exception, to insure a sum necessary for edu«ation and support (Real property
lnw, section 98) in order to protect th«m froni their own eztrnvngnnce
and to
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prevent them from becoming public charges. Nevertheless, under the pressur&t
of special circumstances, that apparently unreachable sum has been permitt+
(Wetmore v. (Vetmore, 149 N. Y., 520; and see 4$
by the courts to be reached.
Harvard Law Rev. , 68. ) It is by no means certain that our State policy excludes
the payment of State taxes and other possible claims by the State from the category of necessary support. A tax in some form nowadays is at least as certain
as, say, medical or legal expenses.
However that may be, it is certain that no policy of this State may interfere
(Burnet v.
with the power of Congress to levy and collect taxes on income.
carmel, 287 U. S., 108, 110 [Ct D 611, C. B. KI—2, 210]; United States v,
Snpder, 149 U. S., 210, 214. ) Cases where State exemptions have been applied
to the collection of judgments in favor of the United States have been in every
(Fin)s v.
instance predicated on the statutory adoption of State exemptions.
0'&Veil, 106 U. S., 272; Custer v. k1cCutcheon, 283 U. S., 514. )
Section 115 of Title 26 of the United States Code provides as follows:
"SEo. 115. Lien for taxes. (a) If any person liable to pay any tax neglects
or refuses to pay the same after demand, the amount (including any interest,
penalty, additional amount, or addition to such tax, together with any costs that
may accrue in addition thereto) shall be a lien in favor of the United States
upon all property and rights to property whether real or personal, belonging to
such person. Unless another date is specifically fixed by law, the lien shall
arise at the time the assessment list was received by the collector and shall
continue until the liability for such amount is satisfied or becomes unenforceable
"
by reason of lapse of tune.
If the right or interest which the beneficiary here has in the income of the
trust may be said to fall within the sweeping limits of the phrase "all property
and rights to property, whether real or personal, belonging to such person, "
then we see no reason to doubt the validity of the appellant's contention.
It
is true that the legal estate is in the trustee. Nevertheless, "the whole beneficial proprietorship, or interest, is in the cestui que trust, for whom he holds the
estate and who ha. s the right to enforce the performance of the trust. " ( jietcalfe v. Union Trust Co., 181 N. Y., 89, 41.) To say that right is not a right
to property within the meaning of the United States Code, section 115, because
equity acts in personam and not in non, would be mere legalism and would
disregard the plain langua e and what we think is the plain intendmeut of the
statute. Certain other arguments may be briefiy noticed. It is said (granting
that the beneficiary's right is a right to property), that since United States
Code, section 116 of Title 26 grants to the Government the power to distrain
for taxes certain specified items of personal property, among which income
from a spendthrift trust is not included, the lien and right to enforce given
by section 115 should be confined to the items mentioned in section 116. The
two statutes are not in pari materia.
(Blaclstocli v. United States, 208 U. S.,
75, ) As to the lack of specific statutory authority to maintain a suit or proceeding in equity to enforce a lien on trust income (which authority is specifically given with respe t to interests in real property), it is enough to say that
if, as we think, such a lien exists here, it must have the attributes of liens
generally and is something that courts of general cquita. ble jurisdiction may en.
force. (Cf. 1 Pomeroy's Equity Jurisprudence (4t.h ed. ), section 167; gilchrist
v. Helena IIot Springs &6 Smelter R. Co. , 58 I'ed. , 708; Westmoreland &f- Trousdale
v. Foster, 60 Ala. , 448. ) The powers of a surrogate's court with respect to testamentary trusts are sufiicieuily broad for the purpose. P&inally, since the property right here in question may not be reached at all by distraint under section
116, and may be reached under the State statute by garnishment only to the
exi, ent of 10 per cent (C. P. A. , section 084; U. S. C., section 142 of chapter 9
of Title 26), it is diificult to say that there is an adequate remedy at law.
The order shoukl be reversed and an order granted to the effect that the
judgments filed prior to the filing of the notice of lien are entitled to 10 per
cent of the trust income ahead of the United States and that the United States
is entitled to 90 per cent of the trust income until the prior judgments are satisfied and then, if the claim of the United States is still unpaid, to the entire
income until paid; all, however, without costs.
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TITLE V. GENERAL PROVISIONS.

—

SECTION 701. DEFINI rIONS.
ARTiciE

1314:Association distinguished

XV—8—7910
Ct, . D. 1067

from

trust.

—REVENUE ACTS OF 1926 AND
COURT.
—
1. TRUST TAxASLE As AssooIATIoiv.

iNCOME

TAX

—

1928 DECISION

OF SUI'REME

A trust created or utilized by the beneficiary associates as a
medium to carry on a joint enterprise for their joint profit is an

association taxable as a corporation, as it secures for those associated the essential corporate attributes of continuity of organizaThe facts that
tion, centralized management, and limited liability.
only a few persons formed the association and that there was no
provision for control by the beneficiaries, as such, are not determinative.
Not only were they engaged in carrying on an extensive
business for profit, but the terms of the trust instrument authorized a wide range of activities, and the parties are not at liberty
to say that their purpose was other or narrower than that formally
set forth iu the instrument under which their activities ivcre conducted. I&Iorrissey v. Commissioner, decided by the Supreme Court
December 16, 1935 [Ct. D. 1064, page 264, this Bulletiu], followed.
2. Dzcisioiv Rzvzaszn.
Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, First Circuit (76 Fed.
(2d), 101), reversed.
SUPREME COUST OF THE UNITED STATES.

Nos. 78, 70. Gaff
Ou writs

T. IIelvering, Commissioner

of Internal Itccenue, f&etitioner, v.

Coleman-Gi l her t Associates.

of certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of Appea. is for the First Circuit.

[December 16, 1035.]
OFINION.

Mr. Chief Justice IIUOHzs delivered the opinion of the Court.
deficiencies in income
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue determined
taxes for the years 1927 to 1020 upon the ground that respondent was taxable
oi-'
as in association.
the Board of Tax Appe;ils, sustuinin ~ this
The decisiou
ruling, vras reversed by the circuit court of appeals.
(76 F. (26), 101.) In
view of the conflict of decisions as to the test to be applied, we granted certforari. (See 3forrissetf v. Comn&issioner, decided this day [Ct. D. 1064, page 264.
this Bulletin]. )
I'rom the facts, as found by the Board of Tax Appeals, it appears that
respondent was formed by an indenture of trust in N&&veniber, 1026. The
creators of the trust were Harry Coleman, pauline Coleman, Bernard Gilbert,
Harris Levine, and Lena Levine. Tlicy were cooivners of real property consisting of about 20 apartment houses in the city of Boston and vicinity,
The property had originally been oivned by Harry Coleman, Bernard Gilbert
C&ilemaii and Levine
and Harris Levine in equal shares, but subsequently
transferred to their wives one-half of their interests. These five persons had
foi' some time been associated in the business of oivning and operating apartconment houses. By the trust instrument, which recited a contemporaneous
veyance of the property to theinselves, they declared that the real estate so
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conveyed, and any real estate thereafter acquired under the trust, should be
held by them in trust for the purposes described, with the designation "Cole.
man-Gilbert Associates. " The trust was to continue for 15 years unless sooner
terminated by sale and distribution of the trust estate. The trustees were to
hold the property in order to improve and dispose of it for the beneQt of the
persons named as "ccstuis que trustent and beneficiaries, and their respective
representatives and assigns, devisees, or legatees" in the shares provided in
the instrument.
Except as stated, the beneQciaries were to have no interest in
the trust property, and "especially" they were to have "no right to call for
The interests of the beneQciaries were to be personal
any partition thereof.
property, and the death of any one or of all the beneficiaries was not to deterof the decedent to an
mine the trust nor entitle the legal representatives
accounting by the trustees.
The trustees were to have the "full power and discretion" of absolute owners, with authority to invest and reinvest the trust property, including its
income, in mortgages or in obligations secured upon real estate, and "in the
purchase and improvement of real estate situated in the cities or towns of the
The trustees were authorized to sell at
Commonwealth
of Massachusetts.
public or private sale any pa. rt or all of the trust property upon such terms
as they might see fit, "to improve, to lease for a term beyond the possible
termination" of the trust, or for any less term, "to hire for improvement or
otherwise, to let, to exchange, to release, to partition,
to borrow money, and
to execute all necessary contracts. Funds in the possession of the trustees,
"the
being
proceeds of sales or otherwise,
or net income, which was "not
or improvement
required in their judgment for development
of the trust
property, were to be divided and paid over annually, or oftener, if convenient,
their
respective representatives and
equally among the said beneficiaries and
assigns in the proportions stated. The trustees were to have no power to
bind. the beneficiaries personally, and. the trustees were to be responsible only
for willful default and breach of trust. There was also provision for the
resignation of trustees, and in case of death or resignation of a trustee, the
surviving trustees were to appoint successors, and if they failed to do so,
the beneficiaries were to have the right of appointment.
The Board of Tax Appeals found that the trust owned and operated some
20 apartment houses, the gross annual rents of which amounted to about
1,500 tenants. The gross cost of the
$420, 000. There were approximately
properties was about $3,000,000. Employees' pay rolls amounted to about
The trustees
$25, 000, and the operating expenses to about $300,000, annually.
drew no salary. Two of the male trustees devoted their entire time to the
third
and a
trustee was also actively engaged. An oifice force
management
of three persons, besides the three operating trustees, was required to keep the
necessary financia. l records of the trust. There were no "building managers"
The trustees supervised the maintenance of the trust
or superintendents.
properties looking after their operating condition, collecting rents, ordering
repairs, purchasing supplies, arranging loans and supervising oifice details, se.
curing new tenants and generally operating the trust properties.
The female

"

"

"

"

"

trustees were entirely inactive.
The Board of Tax Appeals summed up its findings by saying: "These
trustees, although they did not exercise all of the powers given to th m in the
trust instrument, were engaged, nevertheless, in carrying on a business for
profit in much the same manner as the directors of a corporation are associated
together for the purpose of carrying on a business enterprise. "
We think that the Board was right in its conclusion that the trust constituted an association within the meaning of the Revenue Acts. The govern
ing principles have been discussed in 3forrissey v. Cmnmissioner,
supra, and
need not be restated. The small number of persons in the trust now before
us does not present a difference in the legal aspect of their enterprise from
the standpoint of the statutory classification.
A. few persons,
as well as
many, may form an association to conduct a business for their common
proQt. Nor is the absence of provision for control by the beneQciaries, as such,
determinative.
The fact that the enterprise was confined to dealings in
real property, its management and improvement, does not prevent its being
classified as an association.
(See Smanson v. Commissioner, decided this day
[Ct. D. 1065, page 270, this Bulletin]. ) The circuit court of appeals, while not
questioning the sufiiciency of. the evidence to warrant the Board of Tax Ap
peals in finding that the trustees were conducting a business enterprise for the
purpose of insuring an income for the beneficiaries, and that the trustees may
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have exercised powers in some respects as great as those of the directors of a
corporation, found a distinction in the procedure that had been followed.
There had been no meetings, no records, and the acts of the trustees were
not determined by a majority vote. The trustees had conducted the business
in the same manner as it had been conducted before the trust was formed.
We think that the court unduly emphasized the mere differences of formal
If such differences were to be made the test in determining whether
procedure.
or not an enterprise for the transaction of business constitutes an association, the subject would be enveloped in a cloud of uncertainty, and enterprises
of the same essential character would be placed in different categories simply
details. The significant
by reason of formal variations in mere procedural
resemblance to the action of directors does uot lie in the formalities of meetings or records but in the fact that, by virtue of the agreement for the conduct
of the business of a joint enterprise, the parties have secured the centralized
management of their undertaking through designated representatives.
We agree with the circuit court of appeals that weight should be given to
the purpose for which the trust was organized, but that purpose is found
Not only were they actually engaged, as the
in the agreement of the parties.
Board oi Tax Appeals determined, in carrying on an extensive business for
profit, but the terms of the trust instrument authorized a wide range of activities in the purchase, improvement and sale of properties in the cities and towns
of the State. The parties are not at liberty to say that their purpose was
other or narrower than that which they formally set forth in the instrument
under which their activities were conducted.
Undoubtedly they wished to avoid
partition of the property of which they had been coowners, but their purpose
as declared in their agreement was much broader than that. They formed a
combination to contluct the business of holding, improving and selling real
estate, with provision for management through representatives, with continuity
which was not to be disturbed by death or changes in ownership of beneficial
interests, and with limited liability.
They had been coowners but they preferred to become "associates, and also not to become partners.
(3forriseey
v. Commissioner, supra. )
The &lecrces of the circuit court of appeals are reversed and the orders of
the Board of Tax Appeals are afilrmed.
It is so ordered.
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INiL'OMK TAX RULINGS.

—
PART

IV.

REVENUE ACT OF 1926 AND PRIOR ACTS.

TITLE

GENERAL BEFINITIONS.
I.—

—

SECTIONS 1 AND 9. GENERAL DEFINITIONS.
XV-3-"f911
from
ARTICLE 1504: Association distinguished
Ct. D. 1064
trust.
DECISION OP SUPREME
—REVENUE ACTS 1924, 1926, AND 1928—
COURT.
RETROAUTIvE STATUTE.
TAxARLE As AssocIATIoN —
1. TRUsT —
OIP

INCOME TAX

trust created or utilized by the beneficiary associates as a
to carry on a joint enterprise for their ]oint profit is an
association taxable as a corporation, as it secures for those associated the essential corporate attributes of continuity of organiThe retrozation, centr" lized management, and limited liability.
active provisions of section 704(a) of the Revenue Act of 1928 are
not applicable, under the circumstances stated in the opinion, to
avoid classification as an association for 1924 and subsequent
years.
2. DEcrsioN AFFIRMEn.
Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit (74 Fed.
(2d), 808), aifirmed.
A

medium

SUPREME CUURT oF THE VNITED STATEs.

DI. O' Brien, Trustees of an Eapress Trust Anolm
of Internal
Gol f Club, petitioners, v. Commissioner

T. A. 3fonrtsseg and James
as Western

Revenue.

Avenue

On writ of certiorari to the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

[December 16, 1985.]
OPINION.

Mr. Chief Justice HUOHES delivered the opinion of the Court.
Petitioners, the trustees of an express trust, contest income taxes for the
years 1924 to 1926, inclusive," upon the ground that the trust has been illegally
The circuit court of appeals atiirmed the decision
treated as an "association.
of the Board of Tax Appeals which sustained the ruling of the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue. (74 F. (2d), 803, ) We granted certiorari because of a
conflict of decisions as to the distinction between an "association" and a "pure
described in one of the cases as "seemingly in a
trust, " the decisions being "
(IIelvering v. Coleman-Gilbert Associates, 76 F.
hopeless state of confusion.
(2d), 191, 196 [Ct. D. 1067, page 261, this Bulletin]. )'
In the year 1921 petitioners made a declaration
The facts were stipulated.
of trust of real estate in Los Angeles. They were to be" designated in "their
collective capacity" as "Western Avenue Golf Club.
The trustees were
authorized to add io their number and to choose their successors; to purchase,
encumber, sell, lease and operate the "described or other lands
to construct
and operate golf courses, clubhouses, etc. ; to receive the rents, profits and
Income; to mal-e loans and investments; to make regulations; and generally
to manage the trust estate as if the trustees were its absolute owners. The
'Post, Nos. 78—79. See, also, post, No. 108, Buisnson v. Commissioner [Ct. D. 106o,
pa e 270, this Buiietin], and No. 238, ffelvering v. Combs [Ct. D. 1066, page 272, this

";

Bulletin).
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trustees were declared to be without power to bind the beneficiaries personally
and the beneficiaries and all persons dealing
by "any act, neglect or default,
with the trustees were required to look for payment or indemnity to the trust
property. The beneficial interests were to be evidenced solely by transferable
certificates for shares which were divided into 2,000 preferred shares of the
par value of $100 each, and 2,000 common shares of no par value, and the
rights of the respective shareholders in the surplus, profits, and capital assets
were defined. "Share ledgers" showing the names and addresses of shareholders were to be kept.
The trustees might convene the shareholders in meeting for the purpose of
but the votes of the sharemaking reports or considering recommendations,
holders were to be advisory only. The death of a trustee or of a beneficiary
was not to end the trust, which was to continue for 25 years unless sooner
terminated by the trustees.
During the years 1921 and 1922, the trustees sold beneficial interests and
paid commissions on the sales. About 42 acres (of the 155 acres described by
the declaration of trust) were plotted into lots which were sold during the
years 1921 to 1923, most of the sales being on the installment basis. On the
remaining property a golf course and clubhouse were constructed, and in 1923
was conveyed to Western Avenue Golf
ibis property with the improvements
Club, Inc. , a California corporation, in exchange for its stock. Under a lease
from the corporation petitioners continued the operation of the golf course
until January 12, 1924. After that date petitioners' activities were confined
of principal and interest on contracts of purio collections of installments
chase, the receipt of interest on bank balances and of fees on assignments by
holders of purchase contri. cts, the execut. ion of conveyances to purchasers, the
receipt of dividends from ihe incorporated &lub, and the distribution of moneys
On December 31, 1923, the total number
to the holders of beneficial interests.
of outstanding beneficial interests was 3,016 held by 920 persons; by December
number
interests
had
of
been gradually decreased to 2, 172, held
31, 1026, the
The lxoldings by the trustees ranged approximately from 16
by 275 persons.
to 29 per cent.
Petitioners contend that they;xre trustees "of property held in trust, within
'
section 219 of the Revenue Acts of 1924 and 1926, aud are taxable accordingly
and not as an "associatilln. " They urge that, to constitute an association,
the applicable test requires " a quasi-corporate
organization
in which the
beneficiaries, whether or not certificate holders, have some voice in tlie management and some control over the trustees and have an opportunity to exercise
such control through the right to vote at meetings"; and that, iu any event,
the activxcies in which petitioners vvere engaged, during the tax years under
consideration, did not constitute "a carrying on of business" within the rule
applied by this Court.
The Government insists that the distinction between associations and tlie
trusts taxed under section 219 is between "business trusts on the one side"
and other trusts "which aro engaged merely in collecting the income and
conserving the property against the day when it is to be distributed to the
beneflciaries"; that Congress intended that all "busi~ess trusts" should be
taxed as associations.
1. The Revenue Acts of 1924 and 1926 provided:
"The term ' corporation' includes associations, joint-stock companies, and
insurance companies. " (1924, section 2(a)2; 1926, section 2(a)2.')
A similar definition is found in the earlier Revenue Acts of. 1917 (section
200), 1918 (section 1), and 1921 (section 2(2) ),' and also in the later Acts of'
1928 (section 701(a)2), 1&732 (section 1111(a)2), and 1934 (section 801(a)2).
The Corporation Tax Act of 1909,' wh''ch imposed an excise tax upon the
privilege of &loin
business in a corporate capacity, embraced associations
liaving a capital stool- represented by shares and "organized under the lavvs of
th&' United
States or of any State or Territory. " (Plini v. Stone Tracy f,"o.,
220 U. S., 108, 144; Eliot v. Ercen&an, 220 U. S., 178, 186.) The Income Tax Act
of 1913' taxed the net incoine of "every corporcation, joint-stock company or
": I dl tll ttiteddtte. 8
cletl»,
d
'18 8\ t. . 275: 44 8t l. , 82.
849 Stat, , 2&)8; 44 Stat. , 9.
' &O Stat. , 802; 4O Stat. , 1058; 42 Stat. , 227.
d 4
Stan, 878; 47 Stat. , 289; 48 Stat. , 771.
d:lr Stat. , 112.
' "8 Stat. , 172.

"

"
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" The case of
matter how created or organized, not including partnerships.
Crocker v. Ifallcy (249 U. S., 223) arose under the latter Act. The Court found
its
that the declaration of trust in that case, relating to mill property, was on
" and
face "an ordinary- real estate trust of the kind familiar in Massachusetts,
that the function of the trustees was "not to manage the mills but simply to
collect the rents and income of such property as may be in their hands, with a
large discretion in the application of it, but with a recognition that the receipt
holders are entitled to it subject to the exercise of the powers confided to the
trustees. " The Court thought that, if it were assumed that
" the words "no
matter hmv created or organizeii" applied to "association, still it would be
"a wide departure from normal usage" to call the beneficiaries a joint-stock
association when they mere not" partners and had "no joint action or interest
Nor could the trustees "by themselves" be
and no control over the fund,
meaning of the Act "unless all
treated as a joint-stock association within the
trustees yvith discretionary powers are such. " (Id., pages 23~ 234. )
The decision in Crocker v. Malley was rendered in March, 1919, and the
Treasury Department thereupon assumed that the degree of control exercised
determinative of the
by the beneficiaries over the management of the trust was
" See
statement of the
question whether the trust constituted an "association.
rulings of the Bureau by the Board of Tax Appeals in y(roodroio Lee Trttst v.
Commissioner (17 B. T. A. , 111, 112). It was in that view, that the regulations
an "association"
under the Revenue Acts of 1918 and 1921, in distinguishing
from a "trust, " provided as follows;
"If, however, the cestuis qtte trust have a voice in the conduct of the business
of the trust, whether through the right periodically to elect trustees" or other(Regulawise, the trust is an association within the meaning of the statute.
tions Nos. 45, 62, article 1504.)
This ruling continued until our decision in May, 1924, in Eecbt v. Ilal/ey
and furnished the test which the
(265 U. S., 144 [T. D. 3595, G B. III—1, 489]),
Board of Tax A.ppeals theretofore applied. ' Accordingly, the Board in the case
nom before us, holding that under the trust instrument the shareholders "had
of the business, " determined
no control over the trustees or the management
that the trust was taxable as such, and not as an association, for the years 1921,
1922, and 1928.
The case of Eeoltt v. jifalley related to the excise taxes imposed upon "associations" by the Revenue Acts of 1916 (section 407) and 1918 (section
1000(a) ).' The provision of the Act of 1916 retained the qualifying mords of
o'rganized under the laws of the United
the Corporation Tax Act of 1909
States, or any State or Territory" and the Court followed the construction
placed upon those words in E)4ot v. J'reemart, supra. But the Act of 1918
omitted this qualification and the excise tax as laid upon corporations applied
The Court thus found the
to "associations" under the general definition.
terms of the Act of 1918 to be in significant contrast to the provisions of the
Acts of 1909 and 1916. The omission of the qualification showed the intention
of Congress "to extend the tax from one imposed solely upon organizations
exercising statutory privileges, as theretofore, to include also organizations
exercising the privilege of doing business as associations at the corumon lam. "
(265 U. S., 155.) Shorn of the restriction, the word "association" appeared
to be used in its ordinary meaning, and we referred to several definitions found
in standard dictionaries, as, e. g. , "a body of persons united without a charter,
but upon the methods and forms used by incorporated bodies foi the prosecution
of some common enterprise;" "a body of persons organimd, for the prosecution
of some purpose, without a charter, but having the general form and mode of
procedure of a corporation;" "an organized but unchartered body analogous to
but distinguished from a corporation. " (Id. , 157. ) We expressed the view that
the word "association, " as used in the excise tax provision of the Revemle Act
of 1918, clearly included "Massachusetts trusts, " of the sort there involved,
"having quasi-corporate organizations under which they are engaged in carryin„" on business enterprises. " We were careful to say that it was then
unnecessarv to determine "what other form of 'association, ' if any, " the Act
embraced.
(Id. )
In the Hecht case, the trustees of the Hecht aud Haymarl-et trusts relied
strongly upon the decision in Croclcer v. j)&iallefi as conclusively detelanining that
'F. . A. Lnndretls Co. (15 B. T. A. . 65o), Van, Cteave Trust (18 B. T. A. , 486), Commercial Trust Co. (18 B. T. V. , 1248) Rotlin S. Sturgeon, et ak, Trustees (25 B. T. A. ,
368).
Twin Rcfi Oil Sung(cote (26 B, T. A. . 165).
s 39 Stat. 789; 40 Stat. 1126.
,
,
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those trusts could not be held to be associations, unless the trust agreements
Vested "the shareholders with such control over the trustees as to constitute
them more than strict trusts within the Massachusetts rule. " Reviewing the
reasoning of that decision we pointed out that it was not authority for the
broad proposition advance
We concluded that, when the nature of the trusttI
was considered, as the petitioners were "not merely trustees for collecting
funds and paying them over, but were "associated together in much the same
manner as the directors in a corporation for the purpose of carrying on busine+
enterprises, " the trusts were to be deemed associations within the meaning of
of the large measure of con~
the Act of 1918. This was true "independently
trol exercised by the beneficiaries. " And we re]ected the view that Congrestf
of that character "should be exempt from thfi
Intended that organfzatfons
excise tax on the privilege of carrying on their business merely because sucII
a slight measure of control may be vested in the beneficiaries that they might
by the Massachusetts
be deemed strict trusts within the rule established
courts.
Pollowfng this decision, the Treasury Department amended its regulation so
as to provide that the distinction between an association and a trust should no
longer depend upon beneficiary control. The new provision read:
"Operating trusts, whether or not of the Massachusetts type, in which the
trustees are not restricted to the mere collection of funds and their payments
to the beneficiaries, but lire associated together in much the same manner as
directors in a corporation for the purpose of carrying on some business enterprise, are to be deemed associations ivithin "the meaning of the Act, regardless
of' the control exerclsetl by the beneficiaries.
(Regulations No. 65, article 1504,
issued in October, 1924, under the Revenue Act of that year. )
This provision wits amended in August, 192o, so as to read as follows:
"If, however, the beneficiaries have positive control over the ttuhst, whether
through the right periodically to elect trustees or otherwise, an association
exists within the meaning of section 2. Even in the absence of any control by
the beneficiaries, where the trustees are not restricted to the mere collection of
funds and their payment to tlie beneficiaries, but are associated together with
similar or greater powers than the directors in a cot~ration for the purpose
of carrying on some business enterprise, the trust is an association within the
2, 7. )
meaning of the statute. " (T. D. 3748, C. B. IV—
The text of the regulations relating to associations, so far as pertinent here,
promulgated under the Aet of 1924, is set forth in the margin (Regulations
These regulations were coutinued
No. 65, articles 1502, 1504, as amended).
unchanged under the Revenue Acts of 1926 and 1928. (No. 69,
substantially
articles 1502, 1504; No. 74, articles 1312, 1314.) The corresponding regulations
under the Act of 1932 were somewhat modified (No. 77, article 1314); and these
were considerably expanded by the regulations issued under the Act of 1934
3).
(No. 86, articles 801—2, 801—
2. As the statute merely provided that the term "corporation" should include "associations, " without further definition, fhe Treasury Department was
authorized to supply rules for flic enforcement of the Act within the permissible
Nor can this authority be deemed to be
construction.
bounds of administrative
so restricted that the regulations, once issued, could not later be clarifie or

"

"

—

iaART. 1502. Association.
Associations aud .joint-stock companies include associations, common law trusts, aud organizations by Ivbatever uamo known, which act or do
bushiess lu an organized capacity, whether created under aud pursuant to State laws,
agreements, dcclaratious of trust, or othcrivlse, the uet income of which, if any, is distributed or dlstrlbutablc among the shareholders on the basis of the capital stoclr which
each holds, or, where there ls uo capital stocl, on tl".e basis of the proportlouate scare or
capital which each has or has invested ln the business or property of the organtzatfou.
Where trustees merely hold property
from trust.
Airr. 1504. Association distinguished
for the collection of the income aud its distribution among tbe beneflclarles of the trust,
sud are not engaged, either by themselves or iu connection with the beneflclarlcs, in tbe
carrylug on of any business, aud the bcneflclarlcs have uo control over the trust although
their consent may be required for the filling of a vacancy among the trustees or for a
Iuodiflcatiou of the terms of tbe trust, uo association exists, and the trust and the
bcneflclarlcs thereof will be subject to tax as provided by section 219 aud by articles
II41 —
g47. If, hoivevcr, the beneficiaries have positive control over the trust, whether
t»rough the right periodically to elect trustees or otherwise, an association exists wlthiu
tbs mcaulug of section 2. Even in the absence of any control by the beneficiaries, ivbere
hs trustees aro not restricted to the mere collection of funds aud their paymeut to the
cuetlclarles, but are associated together with similar or greater powers than the
directors lu a corporatlou for the purpose of carrylug ou soma business enterprise, the
trust ls au association within the meaning of the statute.

—
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enlarged so as to meet administrative exigencies or conform to judicial decision.
(Compare Murphy Ofi Co. v. Burnet, 287 U. S., 299, 303—307 [Ct. D. 619, C. B.
XII—1, 331],) Vr'e find no ground for the contention that by the enactment
of tbe Revenue Act of 1924 the Department was limited to its previous regulations as to associations. And, while the case of Hecht v. Malley was con.
cerned with the special excise tax provision of the Revenue Act of 1918, the
ruling oi the Court that tbe degree of the control by beneficiaries was not a
decisive test in that relation could by similar reasoning be applied to the
general income taxes laid by the Revenue Acts upon corporations and thug
upon associa. tions. These general income taxes covered both those taxes which
in their nature were excise taxes on business, and as such could have been
laid prior to the sixteenth amendment, and those taxes on other income which
were permitted by that amendment.
(8tanton v. Baltic Mining Co., 240 U. S.,
103, 107, 114.) We think that the Department did not exceed its powers in
rewriting its regulation, in the light of the decision in Hecht v. M'alley, so as
to provide with respect to the income taxes, in general, to be paid by associations, that the extent or lack of control by the beneficiaries of a trust should
not in itself determine whether there was an association within the meaning
of the statute. That the revised regulation had congressional approval is
persuasively evidenced by the fact that the regulation, as amended in 1925, was
continued without substantial alteration until 1933, and meanwhile Congress
rcenacted without change the general provision as to associations in the Reve
nue Acts of' 1926, 1928, and 1932. (See Brescster v. Gage, 280 U. S., 327, 337
[Ct. D. 148, C. B. IX—1, 274]; McCaughn v. Hershey Chocolate Go., 283 U. S.,
488, 492 [Ct. D. 845, C. B. X—
1, 444]; Murphy Oil Co. v. Barnet, supra;
Helocring v. Bliss, 298 U. S., 144, 151 [Ct. D. 884, C. B. XIII—
2, 191].)
The question is not one of the power of Congress to impose this tax upon
petitioners but is simply one of statutory construction
whether Congress has
imposed it. (See Bark-Waggoner Oil Association v. Hopkins, 269 U. S., 110, 114
[T, D. 37SO, C. B. V—1, 147].) The diificulty with the regulations as an exposi.
tion was that they themselves required explication; that they left many questions open with respect both to their application to particular enterprises and
to their validity as applied. The so-called "control test" had led to much
litigation, and the change in the regulations after the decision in Hecht v,
MaLley caused increased uncertainty.
That situation is put in a strong light
by tbe action of Congress, in order to afford relief to taxpavers, in enacting
section 704 of the Revenue Act of 1S28 as a "retroactive" provision applicable,
as stated, to trust returns which had been filed for a taxable year prior to
1925 under previous regulations and rulings, and also by giving an option
to a trustee, in specified circumstances, in relation to the Revenue Act of
1926 and prior Acts.
While it is impossible in the nature of things to trans.
late the statutory concept of "association" into a particularity of detail that
would fix the status of every sort of enterprise or organization which ingenuity
may create, the recurring disputes emphasize the need of a further examination of the congressional intent.
3. "Association" implies associates. It implies the entering into a joint
enterprise, and, as the applicable regulation imports, an enterprise for the
transaction of business. This is not the characteristic of an ordinary trust—
whether created by will, deed, or declaration
by which particular property is
conveyed to a trustee or is to be held by the settlor, on specified trusts, for
the benefit of named or described persons. Such beneficiaries do not ordinarily,
and as mere cestuis que trust, plan a common eftort or enter into a combination
for the co~duct of a business enterprise. Undoubtedly the terms of an asso.
ciation may make the taking or acquiring of shares or interests sufficient to
constitute participation, and may leave the management, or even control of the
enterprise, to designated persons. But the nature and purpose of the cooperative undertaking will differentiate it from an ordinary trust. In what are
called "business trusts" the object is not to hold and conserve particular
property, with incidental powers, as in the traditional type of trusts, but to pro.
vide a medium for the conduct of a business and sharing its gains. Thus a
trust may be created as a convenient method by which persons become associated for dealings in real estate, the development of tracts of land, the con.
struction of improvements, and the purchase, management and sale of properties; or for dealings in securities or other personal property; or for the production, or manufacture, and sale of commodities; or for commerce, or other sorts
~ 45 Stat. , 880.
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of business; where those who become beneficially interested, either by joining
in the plan at the outset, or by later participation according to the terms of the
arrangement, seek to share the advantages of a union of their interests in the
common enterprise.

The Government contends that such an organized community of effort for the
Petitioners
doing of business presents the essential features of an association.
stress the significance of, and the limitations said to be implied in, the provision classifying associations with corporations.

4. The inclusion of associations with corporations implies resemblance; but it'
is resemblance and not identity. The resemblance points to features distinas well as from ordinary trusts. As
guishing associations from partnerships
we have seen, the classification can not be said to require organization under
a statute, or with statutory privileges. The term embraces associations as they'
(,Heeht v, 3lalley, supra. ) We have already remay exist at common law.
ferred to the definitions, quoted in that case, showing the ordinary meaning of
the term as applicable to a body of persons united without a charter "but upon
the methods and forms used by incorporated bodies for the prosecution of some
common enterprise. " These definitions, while helpful, are not to be pressed so
far as to make mere formal procedure a controlling test. The provision itself.'
Thus urdncorporated joint-stock companies have
negatives such a construction.
generally been regarded as bearing the closest resemblance to corporations.
separately and are not
Iiut, in the Revenue Acts, associations are mentioned
" although
belonging to the
to be treated as limited to "joint-stock companies,
same group. While the use of corporate forms may furnish persuasive evidence
of the existence of an association, the absence of particular forms, or of the
usual terminology of corporations, can not be regarded as decisive. Thus an
association may not have "directors" or. "oificers" but the "trustees" may
function "in much the same manner as the directors in a corporation" for the
The regulatory provisions of the trust
purpose of carrying on the enterprise.
instrument may take the place of "by-laws. " And as there may be, under the
reasoning in the Hecht case, an absence of control by beneficiaries such as is
commonly exercised by stockholders in a business corporation, it can not be con-'
sidered to be essential to the existence of an association that those beneiicially
Again, while the
interested should hold meetings or elect their representatives.
faculty of transferring the interests of members without affecting the continuity
of the enterprise may be deemed to be characteristic, the test of an association
is not to be found in the mere formal evidence of interests or in a particular
method of transfer.
What, then, are the salient features of a trust when created and maintained as a medium for the carrying on of a business enterprise and sharing
its gains which may be regs. rded as making it analogous to a corporate organization7
A corporation, as an entity, holds the title to the property emTrustees, as a continuing body with
barked in the corporate undertaking.
advantage during the
provision for succession, may afford a corresponding
existence of the trust. Corporate organization furnishes the opportunity for a
of the members of the corcentralized management
through representatives
poration. The designation of trustees, who are charged with the conduct of
an enterprise
who act "in much the same manner as directors" may proWhether the trustees
vide a similar scheme, with corresponding cffectiveness.
are named in the trust instrument with power to select successors, so as to
constitute a self-perpetuating
body, or are selected by, or with the advice of,
those beneficiall interested in the undertaking, centralization of management
An enterprise caranalogous to that of corporate activities may be achieved.
ried on by means of a trust may be secure from termination or interruption
by the death of owners of benefi&ial interests and in this respect their interests
are distinguished from those of partners and are akin to the interests of members of a corporation.
And the trust type of organization facilitates, as does
corporate organization, the transfer of )beneficial interests without affecting
the continuity of the enterprise, and also the introduction
of large numbers
of participants.
The trust method also permits the limitation of the personal
liability of participants to the property embarl-ed in the undertaking.
It is no answer to say that these advantages flow from the very nature of
trusts. For the question has arisen because of the use and adaptatiou of the
trust mechanism.
The suggestion ignores the postulate that we are considering those trusts which have the distinctive feature of being created to enable
the participants to carry on a business and divide the gains which accrue from
their common undertaking
trusts that thus satisfy the primary conception

—
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of association and have the attributes to which ive have referred, d:stinguishIn such a case, we think that these attributes
ing them from partnerships.
make the trust suificiently analogous to corporate organization to justify the
conclusion that Con ress intended that the income of the enterprise should
be taxed in the same manner as that of corporations.
5. Applying these principles to the instant case, we are of the opinion that
The trust was created for the developthe trust constituted an association.
ment of a tract of land through the construction and operation of golf courses,
clubhouses, etc. , and the conduct of incidental businesses, with broad powers
for the purchase, operation and sale of properties. Provision was made i'or
the issue of shares of beneficial interests, with described rights and priorities.
There were to be preferred shares of the value of $100 each and common
shares of no par value. Thus those who took beneficial interests became
to be conducted for their profit,
shareholders
in the common undertaking
They were not the less associated
according to the terms of the arrangement.
vested the management
because the arrangement
in that undertaking
control in the trustees. And the contemplated development of the tract of

land held at the outset, even if other properties were not acquired, involved
The arrangement
provided for
what was essentially a business enterprise.
centralized control, continuity, and limited liability, and the analogy to corporate organization was caiTied still further by the provision for the issue
of transferable certificates.
TJnder the trust, a considerable portion of the propertv was surveyed and
subdivided into lots which were sold and, to facilitate the sales, the subdivided
property was improved by the constru tion of streets, sidewalks and curbs.
The fact that these sales were made before the beginning of the tax years
here in question, and that the remaining property was conveyed to a corporation in exchange for its stock, did not alter the character of the organization.
It was
Its character ivas determined by the terms of the trust instrument.
not a liquidating trust; it ivas still an organization for profit, and the profits
were still coming in. The poivers conferred on the trustees continued and
could be exercised for such activities as the instrument authorized.
6. Petitioners contend that the trust was not taxable as an association, by
reason of the retroactive provisions of section 704(a) of the Revenue Act of
192S. The contention is plainly unavailing and does not require an extended
discussion.
Section 704(a) of the Act of 1928 provides, in substance, that
where a taxpayer filed a return as a trust for a taxable year prior to 1925, the
taxpaver sliall be taxable as a trust, and not as a corporation, if the taxpayer
was considered to be so taxable either (1) under the regulations in force at the
time the return was made, or (2) under a departmental ruling then applicable
and in force. Prior to the time for filing petitioners' return for the rear 1924
the regulations had been amended, following the decision in Bsciit v. 3falisiI,
supra, so as to provide that operating trusts in which the trustees were not restricted to the mere collection of funds and their payment to beneficiaries, but
were associated together in much the same manner as directors in a corporation
for the purpose of carrying on a business enterprise, should be deemed to be
associations, regardless of the control exercised by the beneficiaries.
(Treasury
Regulations No. 65, article 1504, October, ISM) It does not appear that there
were regulations or rulings in force, at the time of the return for the taxable
year 1924, under which the trust in this instance would be taxable as a trust
a.nd not as an association.
The judgment is afinmed.

"

ARTIcIE 1504: Association

distinguished

from

trust.

—
REVENUE ACT OF 1928—
DECISION
1. TitvsT —
TAxASLE As AssociATioN.

INCOME

TAX

XV~7912

Ct. D. 1065

OF SUPREME COURT.

A. trust created or utilized by the beneficiary associates as a medium to carry on a joint enterprise for their joint profit is an asso-

ciation taxable as a corporation, as it secures for those associated
the essential corporate attributes of continuity of organization,
"45 Stat. , 880.
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centralized management, and limited liability. Jforrtssey v. Cointn&stoner, decided by the Supreme Court December 16, 1935 [Ct. D.
1064, page 264, this Bulletin], followed.
2. DzoisioN APEIRMED.
Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit (76 Fed.

(2d), 651), affirmed.

SUPREME COURT OP TIIE UNITED STATES.

No, 10S. Joseph

Zssootation,

K

84oanson et aL., as Trustees of the Latte Vino
v. Conisnissioner of InternaL Revenue.

Ien4

petitioners,

On writ of certiorari to the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit.

[December 16, 1935.]
OPINION.

Mr. Chief Justice HOOHES delivered the opinion oi' the Court.
The question presented is whether the income of the "Lake View Land Association" for the years 1925 and 1926 was subject to tax as the income of a.
trust under section 219 of the Revenue Act of 1926,' or as the income of an
"association" by virtue of section 2(a)2 of that Act. ' The circuit court of
appeals held the taxpayer to be an "association" and aiiirmed the decision of.
the Board of Tax Appeals to that effect.
(76 F. (2d), 651.) This Court
granted a writ or certiorari.
(See Jforrissey v. Commissioner, decided this day
[Ct. D. 1064, page 264, this Bulletin]. )
The material facts as found by the Board of Tax Appeals are as folloivs:
Joseph yh Swanson and Ralph C. Otis, in 1914, acquired a piece of vacant land
in the city of Chicago with the view of improving it by the erection of an
apartment house, the title being taken by Swanson. An apartment house was
built. Subsequently, in 1915, at the suggestion of their attorney, they entered
into a trust agreement for the purpose of carrying the title to the property.
The trust was designated as the "Lake View Land Association.
The first
trustees were Ralph C. Otis, Joseph K. Swanson, and Allen G. Mills. Petitioners
set forth the following summary of the trust a reement
tal-cn from the
opinion of the circuit court of appeals:
"Under the trust agreement, the trustees were given the complete mana"ement and control of the property, to exchange, reconstruct, reinodel, sell, or
improve at their discretion or to borrow money secured by the property.
They
were authorized to rent suitable quarters for the transaction of the business of
the trust and employ such assistants as they required.
The agreement provided
for the issuance of ' receipts ' to evidence the interests of the beneficiaries, representing 1,000 shares at the par value of $100 each. It was provided that
the receipts were evidences of the ownership of personal property and not
real estate, They might be transferred by assignment.
Originally, one-half of
the shares were issued to Otis and one-half to Swanson, who later transferred
their interests to their wives, who owned the shares during 1925 and 1926.
The agreement provided that the trust could sue and. be sued; ' that neither the
trustees nor the bencficiaries should be personally liable, and that all persons
dealing with the trustees must look only to the property of the trust; that it
should be terminated at the expiration of 20 years after the death of the last
survivor of certain named persons or by the trustees in their discretion at any
time before the expiration of the 20 years by selling all the propertv held by
them as such and distributing
the net proceeds of such sale. The trust had
succession and was not terminated by the death of a trustee or beneficiary.
The court of appeals also stated that "The trustees of the Lake View Land
Association never assembled in formal meetings, never adopted resolutions or
took formal action with rei'erence to the a)fairs of the property, I-ept no minute
book, had no by-laws.
They elected no officers and no so-called board of
Oh oooo o.
' 44 SI: o, 82.
'44 Stat. , 9.
'Petitioners submit that this provision of the agreement should, under the law of
Inlnols, be taken to imply that the trustees could sue and be sued as indbiduals, and not
"the trust as an entity.

"
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The compensation of the trustees was to be fixed by themselves but was not
to exceed 2/2 per cent of the gross income of the trust. After making provision
for the payment of outstanding claims, the net income was to be divided among
the beneficiaries according to their interests, and on the request of any beneficiary the trustees were to render annual accounts. The trust agreement also
made provision for a written registry of beneficiaries, who could transfer their
interests in a described manner, after having first offered them to the other
beneficiaries.
The renting of apartments, the details of management and the distribution of
net income, were committed to a firm (of which Joseph E. Swanson was a
member) engaged in the business of buying and selling real estate and managThat firm acted under the direction of Ralph C. Otis and
ing properties.
Joseph E. Swanson and the "entire affairs of the Lake View Land Association"
were at all times in their hands.
Applying the governing principles, as set forth in our opinion in iiforrissey
supra, we agree with the court of appeals that the trust
V. Comnlissioner,
constituted an association and was taxable as such. The limited number of
actual beneficiaries did not alter the nature and purpose of the common under.
taking. Nor did the fact that the operations of the association did not extend
beyond the real property first acquired change the quality of that undertaking.
The ]udgment is affirmed.
ARTIOLE

1504: Association distinguished

trust.
INCOME TAX

—REVENUE

—DECISION

ACT OF 1926

TAxAREE As AssooIATIDN.
1. TRvsr —

XV-6-7913
Ct. D. 1066

from

OF BUPREMZ COURT.

A trust created or utilized by the beneficiary associates as a
medium to carry on a joint enterprise for their ]oint profit is an

association taxable as a corporation, as it secured for those associated the essential corporate attributes of continuity of organization, centralized management, and limited liability. The facts
that the beneficiaries did not hold meetings, that the trust had no
office or place of business, no seal, by-laws, or official name, and
that, the operations of the trustees were confined to one oil well,
)Lforrissey v. Commissioner,
are not controlling.
decided by the
Supreme Court December 16, 1935 [Ct. D. 1064, page 264, this
Bulletin], followed.

2. DEcrsloN

REvERsED.

Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit (76 Fed.
(2d), 682), rev'ersed.
SUPREME CovRT OE TlIE UNITED STATEs.

No. 238. Gay T.

E. E.

Combs

Express Trast.

HeLvering,
anrL

Edward

Commissioner of fnternaL Reventte, petitioner, v.
Emrett, TrtLstees of E. E. Combs WeLL No. 2,

On writ of certiorari to the United

states Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

[December 16, 1935.]
OPINIOIV.

Mr. Chief Justice HvoHEs delivered the opinion of the Court„
The trustees of E. L&'. Combs Well No. 2 contested the ruling of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue that the taxpayer was taxable as an association,
aud not as a trust, on its income for the years 1925 and 1926. The Board of
Tax Appeals sustained their contention and the circuit court of appeals affirmed
the order of the Board. (T6 F. (2d), 682. ) A writ of certiorari was issued
in view of the conflict of decisions to which we have referred in f)forrissey v.
Commissioner, decided this day [Ct. D. 1064, page 254, this Bulletin].
The trust was created "to finance and drill a well for production and sale. of
oil and other hydrocarbon substances under oil and gas lease dated July 24,
1924." By the agreement, the Hub Oil Co., a California corporation and

III')1 and 2, Art.

owner of the oil and gas lease, assigned to

1504.

E. E. Combs and Edward Everett as
trustees all its rights under the lease, subject to a reservation of 0.o per cent of
and
other hydrocarbon substances which might be produced and
all oil, gas,
pf a royalty interest in favor of one Smithson of 2 per cent. The agreement
"All persons who may own or acquire portions of the
as
beneficiaries
described
whole beneficial interest" as defined. The assignor agreed to supply to tlie
trustees certain equipment, and one Bailes had already agreed to furnish other
equipment and materials and to supeidntend the operation of drilling the well
The trust was to pay all
in consideration of 12 per cent of the production.
labor claims and for materials not otherwise provided.
The "whole beneficial interest" in the trust was cIefined as .71333 per cent
of gross production, and the beneficiaries were to be paid their pro rata shares,
after deduction for the payment of lawful trust obligations, as follows: (a) 25&
per cent of gross production to the beneficiaries who provided money for the
trust purposes, (b) .44333 per cent to E. E. Combs, and (c) 2 per cent to Edivard
Everett. Certificates of beneficial interest were to be issued in approved legal
form and were to be held in escrow until a producing well was brought in.
Thirteen persons were named as beneficiaries, with the amounts contributed
and the percentages oivned by each, these amounts aggregating $25, 000 and
the percentage of ownership amounting to 25 per cent. The "certificate of
beueficial interest" recited that the party named was the holder of a beneficial
interest under the trust agreement in the amount stated and that the same mas
transferable only upou the books' of the trustees, upon indorsement and surrender of the certificate. The trustees were authorized to hold all property and
property rights, the legal title to ivhich might vest in them under the trust,
to use the nioneys deposited by beueficiaries to pay for labor, casing and other
materials incident to drilling and production, to manage and protect the trust
property, to pay "trust debts, " to sell all products of the well, to borrow money
upon the credit of the trust, and to sell any "unsold beneficial interests" as
The trustees were not to be indithey might deem best for trust purposes.
E. E. Combs ivas to act as providually liable except for willful misconduct.
All
duction manager at a stated salary after the well was in production.
proceeds "of sale of well products" were to be paid into a designated bank to
be distributed as agreed.
The provisions of the agreement were carried out. The 13 described beneficiaries contributed the amount above stated. A mell was drilled in 1025 and
produced oil through the remainder of that year and for a portion of the year
1020. In the latter year the trustees sold the lease. In both years they curreutly distributed to the beneficiaries the net proceeds from the sale of oil
and from the sale of tlie lease and, after the latter sale and distribution of the
moneys received, the trust was terminated.
The beneficiaries did not hold a meeting and the trust had no office or place
of business, no seal, by-laws or official name, and the operations of the trustees
were confined to the one lease they acquired.
In considering whether a. n association mas created, the fact that the bene(Heeht v. 3fatley, 205
flciaries &lid not exercise control is not determinative.
U. S., 144 [T. D. 3;&05, C. B. III—1, 430]; illorrissoy v. Co&nmissioner, supra. )
The parties joined in a common enterprise for the transaction of business, and
the beneiici:&ries who contributed money for that purpose became associated
The essential
in the enterprise according to the terms of the arrangement.
features of the enterprise mere not affected by the fact that the parties confined
their operations to one oil well. (See Smanson v. Go&n&niss&'oner, decided this
day [Ct, D. 1005, page 270, this Bulletin]. ) Parties may form an association for
a small business as well as for a large one. IIere, through the medium of a
trust thc parties secured Centralized management of their enterprise, and its
continuity during the trust term without termination or interruption by death
or changes in the ownership of interests, aud with liinited, liability and transferEntering into a joint underable beneficial interests evidenced by certifiCates.
taliing iliey avoided the characteristic responsibilities of partners and secuied
The
advantages analogous to those vvhich pertain to corporate organization.
fact that meetings were not held or that particular for&us of corporate procedure
were absent is not controlling.
(Morrissetl v. Commissioner, supra. )
The judgment is
XVe think that the taxpayer was taxable as an association.
reversed and the cause is remanded for further proceedin 's in conformity with
this opinion.
It is so ordered.
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ARTIOLE

1504: Association distinguished

from trust.

REVENUE ACT OF 1926.

Trust utilized by beneficiary associates to carry on joint enterprise.
(See Ct. D. 1067, page 261.)

TITLE II
PART

INCOME TAX.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.
I.—

—

SECTION 201. DISTRIBUTIONS BY CORPORATIONS.
ArTIOLE

XV—25—8188
I. T. 2981

1545: Distributions in liquidation.
REVENUE ACT OF 1918.

I. T. 1164 (C. B. I—1, 17) is revoked, in view of G. C. M. 16780.
(Sec page 179.)
ARTIcLE

1548: Stock dividends.
REVENUE ACT OF 1926.

Dividend on preferred stock paid in common stock.
1124, page 219.)

(See Ct. D.

—

SECTION 208. RECOGNITION OF GAIN OR LOSS
I'ROM S 4LES 'A. ND EXCHANGES.
ARTIcLE

XV—2-7908

1577: Definitions.

Ct,
INCOME TAX

1. GAIN

—REVENUE

—

—DECISION

ACT OF 1926

—

. D. 1062

OF SUPREME COURT.

CoNsTRUOTIoN oR STATUTE.
oR Loss RKoaoANIZATIoN
In 1020, B Corporation, under agreemerit with C, the petitioner,
organized a new corporation with 12,500 shares nonvoting preferred stock aud. 30,000 shares of common, and purchased the latter
for $'2, 000,000. The nesv corporation then acquired substantially
all of C's property, except $100,000, in return for $2, 000,000 and
the entire issue of preferred sto«lr. C used part of the cash to
retire its own preferred stock and distributed the remaining cash
and the preferred stocl- of the nesv corporation among its stocl-holdcm, retaining its franchise and $100,000, and continuing to be
li, .ble for certain obligations. The preferred stock, so distributed,
except in case of default, had no voice in the control of the issuing
Under these facts, the transaction amounted to a
corporation.
reorganization Ivithin the meaning of section 203(h)1(A) of the
Revenue Act of' 1920, in that the seller acquired a dedntte and substantial interest in the affairs of the purchasing corporation. The
statute does not require participation in the management of the
purchaser, that the conveying corporation be dissolved, or that the
transferor corporation obtain a controlling interest in the transferee. Sectio~ 203(h)1(B) of the Revenue Act of 1020 was not
intended to modify the provisions of clause (A) of that section,
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ut describes a class,
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Tee Oo., decided
[Ct, D. 1060, page 189, this

v. Iffinnesoto

y the Supreme Court December 16, 1935

Bulletin], followed.

2. DEclslolv REvzaszn.
Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit (75 Fed.
(2d), 696), affirming the decision of the Board of Tax Appeals
(28 B. T. A. , 529), reversed.
SUPEEME COUET 0P THE I7NITED STETEs.

Jolsn A. Nelson
Ou writ

Co., petitioner,

v. Guy T. Helpering,
Reoenae.

Cointssioner

of Internal

of certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit.

[December 16, 1935.]
OPINION.

Mr. Justice MURETNOLns delivered the opinion of the Court.
The petitioner contests a deficiency income assessment made on account of'
alleged gains during 1926. It claims that the transaction out of which the
assessment arose was reorganization within the statute. Section 203, Revenue
The pertinent parts are
Act, 1926 (ch. 27, 44 Stat. , 9, 11), is relied upon.
in the margin of the opinion in No. 174, announced this day [Ct. D. 1060,
page 189, this Bulletin].
In 1926, under an agreement with petitioner, the Elliott-Fisher Corporation
orgaufzed a new corporation with 12,500 shares nonvoting preferred stock and
30,000 shares of common stock. It purchased the latter for $2, 000, 000 cash.
This new corporation then acquired substantially all of petitioner's property,
except $100,000, in return for $2, 000,000 cash and the entire issue of preferred
stock. Part of this cash was used to retire petitioner's own preferred shares,
and the remainder and the preferred stock of the new company went to its
stockholders.
It retained its franchise and $100,000, nnd continued to be liable
for certain obligations.
The preferred stock so distributed, except in case
of default, had no vofce fn the control of the issuing corporation.
The Commissioner, Board of Tax Appeals and the court all concluded there
was no reorganization.
This, we think, wns error.
The court below thought the facts showed "that the transaction essentially
constituted a sale of the greater part of petitioner's assets for cash and the
preferred stock in the new corporation, leaving the Ellfott-Fisher Co. in entire
control of the new corporation by virtue of its ownership of the common
stock. "
"The controlling facts leading to this conclusion are that petitioner continued its corporate existence and its franchise and retained a portion of its
assets; that it acquired no controlling interest in the corporation to svhich it
delivered the greater portion of its assets; that there wns no continuity of
interest from the old corpor, tion to the new; that the control of the property
conveyed passed to a stranger, in the management, of which petitioner retained
no voice.
"It follows that the transaction wns not part of a strict merger or consolidation or part of something that partakes of' the nature of n merger or consoliclation and has a real semblance to a merger or consolidation involving a continuance of essentially the same interests through a new modified corporate
structure.
Mere acquisition by one corporation of a ma]ority of the stock or
nll the assets of another corporation does not of itself constitute a reorganization, Ivhere such acquisition takes the form of a purchase nnd sale and docs
not result in or bear some material resemblance to a mer er or consolidation. "
True, the mere acquisition of the assets of one corporation by another docs
Pinellas Iee Co,
not amount to reorganization within the statutory definition.
V. Comsnissioner
(287 U. S., 462 [Ct. D. 630, C. B. XII—1, 161]) so nfffrmed.
But where, as here, the sell r acquires n definite nnd substantial interest in
the affairs of the purchasing corporation, n whoffy different situation arises.
The owner of preferred stock is not Ivithout substantial interest in the affairs
of the issuing corporation, although denied voting rights. The statute does
not require participation in the management
of the purchaser; nor does it
A controlling interest in
demnnd that the conveying corporation be dissolved.

.
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the transfer corporation is not made a requisite by section 203(h)1(A). This
must not be confused with paragraph (h) (2).
Finally, as has been pointed out in the Minnesota Tea case, paragraph
(h)1(B) was not intended to modify the provisions of paragraph (h)1(A).
It describes a class. Whether some overlapping is possible is not presently
important.
The judgment below must be reversed.

AaTIOLE

XV-2-7904
Ct. D. 1063

1577: Definitions.

INCOME TAX

1. GAIN

—REVENUE ACT
Loss —

—

OF 1924 DECISION OF SUPREIIE COURT.

REDRGANIZATIGN

OE

—
BQNDs

As

SECUEITIEs

—

CON-

sTuccTION oF STATUTE.

Where the sole stockholders of B Corporation in 1924 exchanged
all their stock for shares of C Corporation and mortgage bonds of
B guaranteed by C, and B Corpora. tion continued to do business
until its dissolution in 1928, the transaction comes within the
description of a reorganization recomized by article 1574 of Regulatious 65. The bonds were securities within the meaning of the
statute and can not be regarded as cash. Helvering v. 3Iinnesota
Tea Co. , decided by the Supreme Court December 16, 1935 [Ct. D.
1060, page 189, this Bulletin] followed.
2. DxcIsroN AFFIEMED.
Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit (75 Fed,
(2d), 981), reversing the decision of the Board of Tax Appeals
(28 B. T. A. , 1056), affirmed.
SUPREME CGURT oF TIIE UNITED STATEs.

T. Helvering,

Commissioner

185. Guy T. Helvering,

Cointssioner

186. Guy T. Helvering,

Commissioner

184, (7uy

On writs of certiorari

of Internal

Revenue,

petitioner,

v. John,

of Internal
C. 8ieard.

Revenue,

petitioner,

v. Hugh

J; Watts.

of Internal Rerenue, petitioner, v. I'arlcer
8loane.

to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.

[December 16, 1935.]
OPINION.

Mr. Justice McRa~NGI, Ds delivered the opinion of the Court
These causes involved deficiency assessments for income tax against the
three respondents for the year 1924.
They were the sole stocl-holders of United States Ferro Alloys Corporation—
herein Ferro Alloys and the causes, alike in all essential particulars, were
dealt with below in one opinion.
The respondents maintain that they exchanged all stock of Ferro Alloys for
shares of Vanadium Corlforation of America and bonds of Ferro Alloys guaranteed by Vanadium; that these two corporations were parties to a reorganization, and that under section 203(b)2, Revenue Act, 1924, no taxable gain resulted. The Commissioner insists that the transaction was a sale of all the
stocl- of the Ferro Alloys and therefore ta~able gain resulted.
The applicable
statutory provision in section 203, Revenue Act, 1924, the pertinent parts of
which are in the margin of the opinion in No. 174, ante, page 2 [Ct. D. 1060,
page 189, this Bulletin].
In December, 192'4, respondents owned all the stock of Ferro Alloys Corporation. They exchanged this with the Vanadium Corporation for stock of the

—
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latter valued at $80 per share and for $1,161,184.50 mortgage bonds of Perro
Ferro Alloys continued to conduct business
Alloys guaranteed by Vanadium.
until its dissolution in 1928. Article 1574 of Treasury Regulations 6o provided
Act
of
1924
under
the
no
gain
or
loss shall be recognized to the shareholders
that
from the exchange of stock made in connection with the reorganization, if two
or more corporations reorganize, for example, by either the sale of the stock
of B to A, or the acquisition by A of a majority of the total number of shares
of all other classes of stock of B,
The transaction here involved is within the description of reorganization
recognized by the Treasury regulations above quoted. And if the regulation
the statute, the challenged judgment
can be taken as properly interpreting
must be affirmed.
The court below recites the history of the Treasury regulation above quoted
and concludes that, in view of the reenactment of the paragraph to which it
refers without change, Congress intended to approve the regulation as written.
The Commissioner here maintains that the delinition of reorganization found
in section 208(h)1(A), Revenue Act. , 1924, should be limited to transactions
which partake of the nature of mergers or consolMations and that here the
Vanadium merely made an investment in Perro Alloys stock and obtained only
It is also urged that an exchange of stocks
the rights of a stockholder therein.
for bonds results in a substantial change of position and that such bonds are
"other property" within the meaning of the statute and as such subject to tax.
Much of the argument presented is the same as the one considered in the
Minnesota Tea Co. case, and it need not be again followed in detail. The bonds,
we think, were securities within the deQnition and can not be regarded as cash,
as were the short term notes referred to in Pinelias Ice Co. v. Comm4ssioaeI
1, 161]).
(287 U. S., 462 [Ct. D. 680, C. B. XII—
The judgment of the court below must be aiiirmed.

—

SECTION 204. BASIS FOR DETERMINING GAIN OR
LOSS, DEPLETION, AND DEPRECIATION.

1591: Basis for determining

ARTIOIE

gain or loss from

sale.
REVEiNUE ACTS OF 1921, 1924, AND 192B.

Property acquired through exercise of option to buy at expiration
of lease. (See Ct. D. 1098, page 196.)
ARTICI, E

XV—8-7966
Ct, . D. 1083

1598: Property acquired after December

31, 1920, by a corporation.
INCOME TAx

—REVENUE

—

—DECISION

ACT OF 1926

OF COURT.

BAsIS —
oF PRoPERTY —

GAIN oR Loss
SALE AND ExcHANGE
TRANSFERRED To CoRPQRATIQN IN ExcHANGE

PRGPERTY
FoR STocK.

In 1921 an individual caused a corporation to be formed, to
facilitate the lmndling of his property, and acquired practically
all of its stock in exchange for shares in a British corporation.
Shortly thereafter he also transferred to the corporation, without
additional stock issuance or other consideration, stock of another
corporation which he had acquired prior to March 1, 1913. The
latter stock Ivas sold by the transferee corporation in 1927. The
transactions in 1921 must be treated in substance as the issuance
oi' securities for property transferred, unaffected by the fact that
the value of the stock sold was treated on the books of the transferee as paid-in surplus, anIl the basis to be used in determining
gain from the sale is the same as it Ivould be in the hands of the
transferor, namely, the value of the stock at March 1, 1918, under
the provisions of section 204(a)8 of the Revenue Act of 1926.
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UNITED STETEs CIRCUIT CoURT oF APPEALs FoR THE FovRTH CIRUUIT

Loaise
Appeal

B. King,

appellant,

v. United States of Afnerica, appellee.

from the District Court of the Vnited

Baltimore.

Btates for the District of Maryland,

at

[October 8, 1985.]
OPINION.

NORTHcoTT, Circuit Judge: The appellant, herein referred to as the plaintiff,
brought this action against the United States, in the District Court of the
United States for the District of Maryland, to recover $78, 557.15, principal and
interest, alleged excessive income taxes required by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to be paid. A. demurrer was filed to the plaintifX's declaration and,
after arguInent, in a well considered opinion, the judge below sustained the
demurrer and entered an order giving judgment in favor of the defendant with
costs; from this order this appeal was brought.
The plaintiff was a transferee of assets from the Gramaphone & Securities
Corporation, a Virginia corporation, and as such transferee paid the tax in
The tax was originally assessed against the corporation as income
question.
tax for the year 1927. After payment, a claim for refund was filed in May,
1932. The claim was disallowed in November, 1982, whereupon the plaintiif
brought this action.
The Gramaphone & Securities Corporation was organized in July, 1921, and
issued Emile Berliner 1,998 shares of its capital stock in exchange for 19,998
shares of the capital stock of the Gramaphone Co. , Ltd. , a British corporation.
The object of the formation of the Virginia corporation was to facilitate the
distribution by Berliner, among his family, of a substantial part of his property,
at the same time keeping it united and under his control during his lifetime.
Berliner was an inventor who had close contact with the development of the
business of an American corporation, the Victor Talking Machine Co. Two
shares, in addition to those owned by Berliner, were issued, making the total
issuance of capital stock 2, 000 shares. No more stock was ever issued by the
corporation. The plaintiff is one of Berliner's daughters.
Within about 80 days after the organization of the corporation and the
issuance of its stock as stated, Berliner also transferred to the corporation
without additional stock issuance or other consideration,
1,200 shares of
Victor Talking Machine Co. stock; this Talking Machine stock, subsequently
and before its sale by the taxpayer, by virtue of stock dividends, was increased
to 8,400 shares. It is admitted that the reason that the Victor Talking Machine Co.'s stock was not transferred to the taxpayer at the time of the transfer of the shares in the British company, was due to accident rather than
design and because of the fact that the certificate for Victor Talking Machine
stock was not immediately at hand. From this fact the judge below drew the
inference that it was within the original contemplation of Berliner to transfer
all this stock at the same time and that the stock given to Berliner by the
Virginia corporation was really intended as compensation for the stock in the
Talking Machine company as well as that in the British company. We are of
the opinion that the inference was a fair one and necessarily followed i'rom
the facts admitted; but we are also of the opinion, as will be discussed later,
that this inference is not material to a proper decision of the question here
involved.
The Talking Machine stock, transferred by Berliner to the Virginia corporation, had been acquired by him prior to March 1, 1918, at a cost price of less
than $720, 000, which was its market value on March 1, 1918. When the stock
was transferred to the taxpayer in 1921, its fair market value was $1,200,000.
This stock was sold by the taxpayer in 1927 for $1,802, 000, less expense incurred of $11,911.40. In its income tax return for 1927 the corporation treated
the sale as yielding a profit represented by the diifercnce between the value
of the stock at the time of its acquisition by the taxpayer ($1,200, 000) aud the
net sale price; but the Commissioner of Internal Revenue on review determined
that the taxable profit must be computed on the basis of the net sale price
less the market value as of March 1, 1918 ($720, 000). He thus added to the
taxable profit $480, 000.
The sole question in the case is whether the value of the stock as of March
1, 1918, or its value ln the year 1921, when it was transferred to the corpora-
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tion, is to be deducted from its net sale price in determining what profit was
taxable as income.
The revenue statutes involved are section 204(a) (2) and (8) of the Revenue Act of 1026 (26 U. S. C. A. , 985) and section 203(b)4 of the Revenue Act of
1926 (U. S. C. A. , Title 26, section 934), which read as follows:
"Sm. 204. (a) The basis for determining the gain or loss from the sale or
other disposition of property acquired atter February 28, 1918, shall be the
cost of such property; except that—
s
~
leaf

I

"(2) If the

property was acquired by gift after December 81, 1920, the basis
shall be the same as it would be in the hands of the donor or the last preceding owner by whom it was not acquired by gift. If the facts necessary to
determine such basis are unknown to the donee, the Commissioner shall, if
possible, obtain such facts from such donor or last preceding owner, or any
other person cognizant thereof. If the Commissioner finds it impossible to
obtain such facts, the basis shall be the fair market value of such property as
as of the date or approximate date at which,
found by the Commissioner
according to the best information that the Commissioner is able to obtain, such
property was acquired by such donor or last preceding owner;
lt

III

"(8) If

the property (other than stock or securities in a corporation a party
was acquired after December 81, 1920, by a corporation
to a reorganization)
by the issuance of its stock or securities in connection with a transaction described in paragraph
(4) of subdivision (b) of section 203 (including, also,
cases where part of the consideration for the transfer of such property to the
corporation was property or money in addition to such stock or securities), then
the basis shall be the same as it would be ln the hands of the transferor, increased in the amount of gain or decreased in the amount of loss recognized to
the transferor upon such transfer under the law applicable to the year in which
the transfer was made;

"Szc. 203. (b) (4) No gain or loss shall be recognized if property is transferred to a corporation by one or more persons solely in exchange for stock or
securities in such corporation, and immediately after the exchange such person
or persons are in control of the corporation; but in the case of an exchange
by two or more persons this paragraph shall apply only if the amount of the
stock and securities received by each is substantially
in proportion to his
interest in the property prior to the exchange. "
It is contended on behalf of the plaintiff that the transfer by Berliner to
the Gramaphone tk Securities Corporation of the Talking Machine stock was
not a gift within the meaning of section 204(a)2 of the Revenue Act oi' 1926,
and further that it was not an acquisition of property by the transferee corporation in consideration of its stock or securities within the meaning of section
204(a)8 of said Revenue Act, but that said stock when so transferred to the
corporation became paid-in surplus and therefore would not come within the
plain provisions of the Revenue Act. It is further contended that if the collection of the tax is sustained it would be a double tax upon essentially the same
transaction.
It is contended on behalf of the Government that the transfer when made by
Berliner was either a gift to the transferec corporation or was a transfer in
consideration for capital stock issued to Berliner.
We are not concerned here with the question of whether or not the tax amounts
to double taxation but only with svhether the tax in the transaction under consideration comes clearly within the meaning of the Revenue Act. %Wile it is
not clear from the record that the tax here would in any event be a double tax,
double taxation, if clearly the intention of Congress, is concededly not uncoustitutional and may properly be collected. This is admitted on behalf of the
plaintiif, and it has been repeatedly so held by the courts.
(Hellsntch v, 11cllman, 276 U. S., 233 [T. D. 4217, C. B. VII —
2, 238]; 1&'arts v. Hclvering, Il F.
—
(2d), 610 [Ct. D. 929, C. B. XIV 1, 242]; Alumni»ntn Co, of America v. United
States, 67 F. (2d), 172 [Ct. D. 799, C. B. XIII—1, 299]; T. ]V. Phillips, J'r. , Inc. , v.
Gon»nissioner, 63 F. (2d), 101; Perthur HoMing Corporation v. Govnrttissiouer,
61 F. (2d), 785 [Ct. D. 680, C. B. XII—1, 173] )
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We are of the opinion that the transfer in question comes within the plain
meaning and intent of section 204(a) 8 of the Revenue Act of 1926. The transferee corporation was a one-man corporation, Berliner owning practically all
of its stock and receiving 1t at the time of the transfer of the shares in the
The Talking Machine stock was not transferred at the
British corporation.
same time because it was not convenient or because of inadvertence, but was
transferred shortly after. As was well reasoned by the judge below, the issuance of additional stock in the transferee corporation to the man who already
owned all of the stock ~ould in no way have affected the value of the stock
already held by him, while owned by him and the conclusion is inescapable
that the transaction must be treated in substance as the issuance of securities
The fact that the value of the Talking Machine
for property transferred.
stock was treated on the books of the transferee corporation as paid-in surplus
There was a large
does not in any way affect the substance of the transaction.
increase in the value of the stock from March 1, 1913, to the date on which
the stock was sold in 1927. This increase in value represented a.:profit which
the Government was entitled to tax. Had the property remained frL the hands
of Berliner until the date of the sale, the increase in the value would have
been subject to the tax. The fact that Berliner, to facilitate the. handling of
his estate, transferred the stock to a corporation of which he owned all the
stock can not affect the right of the Government to receive the proper tax
upon the increase in value. The tax basis of the transferor of stock, under
the circumstances that existed here, is properly applicable to profit realized
from the salp of the same stock received by a corporation from the transferor.
(T. W. Phillips, Jr., Inc. , v. Commissioner, supra. )
The section in question, within the plain intent of the words used, makes
the basis for determining gain or loss upon the subsequent sale of stock by a
This
corporation the same as it would be in the hands of the transferor.
section has been held constitutional in a number of decisions. (Paris v. HelCommissioner,
supra. )
cening, supra; Perthur Holding Gorporation v.
In his opinion the judge below reviews the legislative history of the Act as
shown in the Congressional Record and, in our opinion, properly concludes that
the interpretation given the Act by him was clearly the intent of Congress in
its enactment.
Having reached the conclusion that the tax in question was properly collected
under section 204(a)8, it is not necessary to discuss the point raised that the
transfer of the Talking Machine Co. stock 'was a gift to the corporation. Ia
Commissioner v. Rosenbloom Einance Corporation (66 Fed. (2d), 556 [Ct. D.
805, C. B. XIII—
1, 187]), the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit
held that a transfer of stock under similar conditions was a gift. The judge
below ably reasons that the transfer must either have been a gift or a transfer
for stock. We think it was the latter; in any event the court below reached the
proper conclusion in sustaining the demurrer to plaintiff's declaration.
The judgment of the court below is accordingly af5rmed.

XV—9-7976
Ct. D. 1086

ARTlcr. E 1599: Stock or securities distributed
in reorganization.
INCOME TAX
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AMKNDKo REGULATIoN APPLIGABLK.

M Corporation in June, 1925, purchased all the capital stock
of N Corporation.
In December, 1925, pursuant to a plan of reorganization, N transferred to 0 Corporation all of its assets, with
certain exceptions, in exchange for shares. of stock of 0, and immediately thereafter distributed to M Corporation the stock of 0 and
a portion of its remaining assets. In 1926, the M Corporation sold,
at a loss, all the shares of N Corporation. Under these facts, the
basis for measuring the loss sustained, under section 204(a)9 of
the Revenue Act of 1926, is determinable by apportioning the cost
of the N shares between the shares of N and the shares of 0, in
accordance with article 1599(2) of Regulations 69, as amended.
Since the original regulation as applied to these facts would bring
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about an inequitable apportionment, contrary to the intent of the
statute, and was unreasonable, the amended regulation in elect
became the primary and controlling rule in respect of the situation
presented.
2. DEcisioN AFFIRMEn.
Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit (70 Fed.
(2d), 892), affirming decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (29
B. T. A, 895), affirmed.
SvPREME CoURT oF THE UNITED STATEs.

Ilfanhattan

General

Equipment

Co. , petitioner,
Revenue,

v. Commissioner

of Internal

formerly Broadway 8ubtcay Advertising Co., Inc. ,
petitioner, v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
writs of certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.

Collier Hervtoe Corporation,
On

[February

3, 1936.]

OPINION.

Mr. Justice SETHERrANn delivered the opinion of the Court.
These cases involve identical facts and questions of law, and were disposed
of by the court below in one opinion.
(76 F. (2tl), 802. ) The facts, so far as
they concern the question here, are taken from the statement of that court.
The petitioners are affiliates of United Brolrerage Co. That corlloration filed
income tax returns for itself and its affiliates for 1925 and 1926 and the petitioners seek to review tax deficiencies attributed to them by the Commissioner,
which the Board of Tax Appeals has aifirmed.
On June 30, 1925, the United Brokerage Co. purchased for $3,414,345.68 in
cash all the capital stock of Artemas Ward, Inc. (a New York corporation), that
was issued and outstanding consisting of 4, 964 shares of no par value.
Artemas Ward,
On December 81, 1925, pursuant to a plan of reorganization,
Inc. (N. Y. ), transferred to Artemas Ward, Inc. (a Delaware corporation), in
exchange for 100 shares of stock of the latter company of no par value, all
its assets, then of a net book value of $1,246, 920.07, with the exception of cash
and accounts receivable aggregating $284, 907.21 that is to say, the New York
corporation transferred to the Delaware corporation assets of the value of
$901,952.80. Immediately after the transfer, and on December 31, 1925, Artemas
Ward, Inc. (N. Y. ), distributed to United Brokerage Co. the 100 shares of
stock of Artemas Ward, Inc. (Del. ), and accounts receivable amounting to
$234, 9G7.21. In December, 1920, United Brokerage sold the entire 4, 904 shares
of Artemas Ward, Inc. (N. Y. ), for $49, 640. That stock had cost the United
Brokerage $8, 414,845.03 and the total must be apportioned between the 100
shares of the Delalvare corporation (which lt still owns) and the 4,964 shares
of Artemas Ward, Inc. (N. Y.), in order to determine the loss suffered by the
United Brokerage Co. through its sale of the 4, 964 shares at $49, 640.

—

Upon the reorganization, the New York corporation had left among its assets,
valued at $1,240, 920.07, accounts receivable and cash aggregating $284, 907.21, or

approximately 22.85 per cent thereof, after $961,%2.86 had been transferred to
the Delaware company. Under article 1590(2) (as amended, infra) the portion
of $3,414,845.63 paid by the United Brokerage Co. for the stock of Artemas
was
Ward, Inc. (N. Y. ), represented by that stock after the reorganization
$780,303.97. If from this be deducted $284, 9G7.21 accounts receivable and the
G40
there
would
loss
of
be a
$49,
realized from the sale in December, 1920,
$495, 090 70. This loss the Commissioner allowed in assessing the income tax for
192n The second point raised on this appeal is Ivhether the loss, for the year
1926, to Ivhich the United Brokerage Co, and its affiliates were entitled was only
the sum of $495,696.7G or was the sum of $2, 167,785.50 which would arise through
deducting from $3,414,845.03 (the cost of the stock of the New York company),
the value at the time of the reorganization of the Delaware stock vvhich Ivas
$961,952.80 and $234, 967.21 realized from accounts receivable and $49,640 realized
from sale of the 4, 964 shares,
84320' 80
10

—

—
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It thus appears, the New York company having parted with all its assets except
$50, 000 in cash, that the assets behind the 4,964 shares when the 100 share distribution was made consisted of only that sum, while the 100 shares of the
Delaware company stock was represented by the transferred assets of the New
York company of the value of $961,952.86. The sale of the 4,964 shares brought
$49, 640; and the simple question to be determined is what method for the
purpcses of taxation should be employed to determine the loss in respect of the
4, 964 shares under the Revenue Act of 1926, section 204(a) 9 (ch. 27, 44 Stat. , 9,
14, 15). That section provides that the basis for determining the gain or loss
from such sale shall be the cost of the property, except that—
"(9) If the property consists of stock or securities distributed after December
31, 1923, to a taxpayer ' in connection with a transaction described in subdivi.
sion (c) of section 203, the basis in the case of the stock in respect of which
the distribution was made shall be apportioned, under rules and regulations
prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, between such
stock and the stock or securities distributed;
At the time of the reorganization, article 1590 of Treasury Regulations 69,
which had been promulgated on August 28, 1926, was in force. Petitioners invoke
subdivision 2 of that regulation which provided:
"Where the stock distributed in reorganization is in whole or in part of a
character or preference materially different from the stock iu. respect of. which
the distribution is made, the cost or other basis of the old shares of stock shall
be divided between such old stock and the new stock in proportion, as nearly as
may be, to the respective values of each class of stock, old and new, at the time
the new shares of stock are distributed, and the basis of each share of. stock will
be the quotient of the cost or other basis of the class with which such share
belongs, divided by the number of shares in the class. The portion of the cost or
other basis of tfse old shares of stock to be attributed to the shares of netc stock
shall in, no case exceed the fair market value of such shares as of the time of
their distribution. " [Italics added. ]
April 3, 1928, this regulation was amended by striking from it the italicized
portion. The taxpayer contended that its loss should be computed in accordance
with the original retmlation.
This would have resulted in an allocation to the
4,964 shares of the New York corporation of $2, 452, 392.77; and, after making
certain deductions, the allowable loss, as already appears, would have been
something over $2, 000, 000. The Commissioner, however, proceeding in strict
accordance with the amended regulation, determined the amount of loss to be
$495, 696.76. Without pursuing the matter in further detail, it is enough to say
that the case turns entirely upon the question whether the loss was to be deter.
mined in accordance with the original or the amended regulation.
If in accordance rvith the former, the taxpayer is right; if in acccrdance with the latter,
the Commissioner is right. The court below held that the amended and not the
original regulation furnished the applicable rule, and affirmed the determination
of the Board of Tax Appeals, which in turn had sustained the Commissioner.
We agree with that view.
In determining a loss, the statute requires tha. t the basis shall be "apportioned" between the old and the new stock. To apportion is to "dhide and
assign in just proportion, " "to distribute among two or more a just part
or share to each" (Fisher v. Charter Oak Life Insurance f;o., j4 Abb. N. C.,
32, 36), albeit, a division may be just without necessarily being also an exactly
equal division. The result of applying the original regulation here is to bring
about an inequitable apportionnlent,
contrary to the intent of the statute,
snd to credit the taxpayer with a loss essentially and greatly disproportionate.
On the other hand, application
of the amended regulation effectuates the
legislative intent that the basis of apportionment between the old and the new
stock shall result in a fair and just division.
The power of an administrative
ofhcer or board to administer a Federal
statute and to presclqbe rules and regulations to that end is not the
to make law for no such power can be dele ated by Congress but the power
power
to adopt regulations to carry into effect the will of Congress as expressed
by
' Section 203(c) provides'. "If there is distributed, in pursuance of s. plan of reorganization, to a shareholder in a corporation a party to the reorganization, stock or securities
iu such corporatie'n or in another corporation a party to the reorganization,
the
surrender by such shareholder of stocle or securities in such a corporation, no without
gain to the
distributee from the receipt of such stock or securities shall be recognized,

—

—
"
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the statute. A regulation which does not do this, but operates to create a rule
out of harmony vith the statute, is a mere nullity.
(L&tnet& v, Tilden Co.,
265 U. S., 815, 820-822 [T. D. 8605, C. B. III—1, 510]; Miller v. United States,
—
294 U. S., 485, 439 440, and cases cited. ) And not only must a remlation, in
order to be valid, be consistent with the statute, but it must be reasonable.
(Internationa/ Rtt. Co. v. Davidson, 257 U. S., 500, 514.) The ori inal regulation as applied to a situation like that under review is both inconsistent with
the statute and unreasonable.
The contention that the new regulation is retroactive is without merit.
Since the original regulation could not be applied, the amended regulation
in effect became the primary and controlling rule in respect of the situation
It pointed the way, for the first time, for correctly applying the
presented.
antecedent statute to a situation which arose under the statute.
(See Tits&eorttI v. Commissioner of Internal Reven«e, 78 F. (2d), BS5, 886. ) The statute
defines the rights of the taxpayer and fixes a standard by which such rights
The regulation constitutes only a step in the administraare to be measured.
It is no more
tive process. It does not, aml could not, alter the statute.
retroactive in its operation than is a Judicial determination
construing and
applying a statute to a case in hand.
Judgment afiirmed.

ARTIcLE

1602: Basis for allowance of depletion and

depreciation.
REVENUE ACT OF 1926.

Wet gas.

(See Ct. D. 1084, page 209. )

—

SECTION 206. NET LOSSES.
1621: Net losses, definition
computation.
(Also Section 240, Article 632. )

ARTICI. E

INCOME AND PROFITS TAX

1. DEnvc&rION

—NEr

—REVENUE

XV—21—8097

and
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ACT OF 1918 DECISION OF COURT.

AFFIr. IAIEO
Loss —

CORPORATIONs.

returns for 1918 ancl 1919
on behalf of itself and its subsidiaries, the 1918 return showing a
consoliclated net income for the group (most of the companies having realized a profit but some having sustained a loss), and the 1919
return disclosing a consolidated net loss. No basis exists, under
section 204 of the Revenue Act of 191S, for the deduction of the consolidated net loss for 1919 from the net income of the group for
191S, for the purpose of determining the tax. In an afiiliate'1 group
the individual corporations are the taxpayers, and the net loss of
each co&3Ioration for 1919 is to be deducted from the individual net
income of the same company for 1918; if it had no income for that
year there could be no dedu"tion.
2. AmILIATEO CoRPQRATIoNs
AGREEMENT As To PAYMENT oF. TAX.
A parent corporation Ivhich owned all the stock of its subsidiaries, controlled their policies an&1 business, directly supervise&1 the
keeping of their books an&1 the making of their tax returns, and
whose othcers in many instances mere ofiicers of the subsidiaries,
file&1 consolidated
returns for 1918 an&1 1919 on behalf of itself an&1
the subsidiaries, the latter filing only information returns indicating
tint none of the taxes of the group was to be apportioned to them.
Assessment of the entire tax was made against the parent Ivithout
ob]ection, and subsequent proceedings before the Commissioner and
the courts were conducted by the parent. These facts are sufilcient
A parent corporation

filed consolidated

—
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to establish an implied agreement between all parties concerned
that the tax should be paid by the parent corporation, and )ustify
the Commissioner in allocating the entire tax to the parent.

8. EsToppzr
Under the facts set out above, where the parent corporation held
itself out to be the proper party to pay the tax of the consolidated
group until after the statute of limitations had barred assessment
of the tax against the subsidiaries and it was too late to apply what
it then claimed to be the correct rule of law, it is estopped to repudiate its former representations and to claim that the taxes which it

paid should be refunded.

Covzr oz
Wilcox

if.

Co.,

~MS oz

THE UNITEO STETEs.

lee. , a Corporation, v. Ttte

United Statee.

[January 6, 1086.]
OPINION.

GzzzN, Judge, delivered the opinion of the court.
The plaintiff is the successor to the corporation of the same name engaged
in what is commonly called the packing-house business and seeks to recover
income and profits tax which was pa. id by its predecessor for the year 1918.
Por convenience both in the findings and the opinion the name "plaintBT" is
used as applying both to the old corporation, which was a New York corporation existing in 1018 and continuing in existence until 1926, and also to the
plaintiff in this action, a Delaware corporation of the same name which acquired the assets of the New York corporation.
The original corporation owned all the stock of some 44 corporations, the
names of which appear in the findings, and for each of these years filed on behalf of itself and these corporations a consolidated return for income and
profits tax purposes.
The return for 1918 showed a consolidated net income
for the group upon which a tax was paid by plaintiiT. The return for 1010
made in the same manner showed a loss. In 1919 the plaintiff paid part of the
tax shown to be due for 1018 and filed a claim in abatement for the balance
amounting to $1,616,629.82, and about June 18, 1919, each member of the affiliated corporations in the consolidated group except the plaintiff, as parent corporation, filed an information return for the year 1018 and in reply to a question propounded on the form used as follows:
"0. State the amount of income and profits taxes for the taxable year apportioned to the subsidiary or aifiliated corporation making the return, " made answer "None. " After the filing of the returns mentioned above and before this
suit was commenced, there were proceedings on behalf of the plaintiff and the
Government and among others the platutiiT filed claims for refund and abatement, the revenue ofiicers made examination of the returns, and the Commissioner determined and assessed an additional tax for 1918. This suit was begun June 7, 1927, by filing a petition in which plaintitf sought to recover the
entire tax paid for 1918 on the ground that the consolidated group for which
it ha. d Iuade a return had sustained a net loss for 1919 which should be deducted from the net income of the group for 1918, and that when such application was made as provided by section 204 of the Revenue Act of 1018 the result
would show no tax liability for 1918 and accordingly the tax paid that year by
plaintiff should be refunded. The Commissioner considered the claims and protests filed by plaintiff and on September 27, 1927, issued a certificate of overassessment which sho~ed that a part of the tax paid for 1018 was refundable
and refund was accordin"ly made to the plaintiff. The suit, however, was continued as plaintiff still contended that the whole amount which it had paid
should be refunded.
Eiarch 21, 1982, thc amended and suppleniental petition
upon which the case is now submitted was filed. The amended petition alleged
many errors in computing the taxes of the plaintiff and its subsidiaries for the
years 1918 and 1019, which, if corrected in accordance with plaintiiT's contentions, would show that no taxes whatever were due from the plaintiff for the
year 1918. It is not necessary at this point to set out these claims in detail,
but it- should be said that the amended petition introduced an issue which
defendant claims was not covered by the original petition and at least had not
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mentioned in the proceedings between the parties up to the time of tbe
of the amended petition. This issue relates to the manuer in which the
Commissioner computed the consolidnted tax for the year 1018, all of which
was as»essed against the plaintiff.
The precise nature of plaintiff's claim will
appear when v'e consider further the facts in the case. Much of the argument
made by tbe respective parties is devoted to questions relating to the propriety
of certain allowances nnd deductions which plaintiff claims should have been
It will not be necessary, hoivever,
made in computing the taxes in controversy.
to consider these matters until other issues which may be decisive of the case
have been detern&ined.
The plaintiff contends that it was not liable for any taxes whatever for the
year 1918. The defendant insists, on the contrarv, that under the facts in the
case the plaintiff wns obligated to pay all of the taxes due for that year from
the several members of the affiliated group and also that the plnintiiT can not
now be heard to deny its liability for these taxes. In discussing the issues so
raised it will be necessary to state the facts more in detail.
The consolidated return which &vas filed for the year 1918 by the plaintiif.
on behalf of itself and the nihliated companies showed that in that year the
plaintiff and most of the affiliated companies realized a profit but some of
the companies sustained a loss, and similar results were shown when the
Commissioner made his final determination
of tbe tax on September 27, 1027.
In making his computation the Commissioner sin&ply deducted the aggregate
net losses of tbe several con&panies which had not been profitable from the
total net income of the other companies for the same year. Tbe difference
was $6, 800, 404.52, which he determined ivns the net income of all of the atfilinted
corporations for 1918 before applying the 1010 net loss. The Commissiouer
proceeded in the same manner in determining the situation in 1019. In that
year the total of the losses exceeded the aggregate net income by $5, 174,168.10,
which the Cou&missioner found was the consolidated net loss for that year.
The Commissioner then deducted the total cousolidated net loss for 1919 from
the total consolidated net income for 1918, thus showing n. taxable consolidated
net income for 1018 of $1,716,236.42. Upon this revised consolidated net income
be computed the tax liability for the group, and, since the tax thus detern&ined was less than the tax which had been paid by plaintiff, the difterence
was refunded to plaintifl. '. In so computing the tax, the Co&umissioner ivns
in error. In the case of Swift d Co. v. United States (69 C. Cls. , 171, 101),
we held that in an afiilinted group ihe individual corporations are the taxpayers, that tbe group is merely a tax computing unit and not a taxable unit,
and that accordingly no basis exists under section 204 of the Revenue Act of'
1918 for a group application of a consolidated net loss for 1019 to a consolidated net income for 1018 for the purpose of ascertaining the tax. The
Commissioner of Internal Revenue has acquiesced in the rule laid down in
Swift & Co., supra, an(1 it hns been approv&d by the courts. (Cf. Delu&aare d
Hudson Co. v. Co&nmissioner, 26 B. T. A. , 520, aiiirmed, 6;& Ii'ed. (2d), 202 [Ct. D.
801, C. B. XIII—I, 107]; IVoolford Realty Co. v. Rose, 286 U. S., 319 [Ct. D.
403, C. B. XI—
I, 154]; nnd Plus&ters Cotto» Oil Co. v. Hot&kAw, 2S6 U. S., 332
[Ct. D. 402, C. B. XI—1, 153].) It follows in cases lil-e the one before us
that vvhcre au nffiliated company sustained a net loss for 1010, it should be
deducted from the individual net income of the same company for 191S', and
if it hnd no income for that vear there could be no deduction.
Plaintiff contends that certain adjustments other than those made by the
Commissioner should have been alloived in computing its iucome. For the
purposes of the nrgun&cnt it mnv be assumed that these adjustments should
have been made, and v. c have set out in findings 13 nnd 14 an itemized statement of the determb&ation of the Commissioner with reference to the income
or loss of e&ch company for the venrs 1018 nnd 1919 nnd also n computation
thereof in accordance with the contentions of the tnxp«yer for each of these
years. Findin
14(b) nlso incl&ales n computation of 1018 taxable income in
which nlloivnble net li&»»&s of the various nibliated companies for 1919 are
applied to the net income of the nppropri;&te companies for 101S. From this
computntion
it nppenrs that a sub»tnntial part of the net loss of the group
for 1!&10 i» not nllowable as a deduction for 1018 with the result that the
consolidated nct income for 1918, after applying the net losses of the several
companies fi r 1019 to!he extent to which they are allo&vnble, is $2, 787, 156.27.
The Commi»»iouer's &leterminntion of the tnx ivas base(1 upon his con&putntioi&
of n con»olidntcd net incon&e of $1,716,236.42&, but the recon&putation
of
the tax liability for the group as set out in fiuding 14(b) shows nu ag re'"ate
filing
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liability for the afiiliated group for a greater amount than that previously
In other words, so far as the total tax
determined by the Commissioner.
vvhich should have been paid by the group as a whole is concerned, it has
been underpaid instead of being overpaid.
plaintiff does not question that even when effect is given in its favor of all
of the adjustments contended for, and the principles of the Swift A Co. case
are applied, the total of the tax liabilities of all of the affiliated companies
v ould be greater than the amount which was finally collected as the tax upon
the group as a vvhole. The argument is that so far as plaintiff individually
is concerned its allowable net loss for 1919 was in excess of its net income for
entitled to have its loss for
191, that under the law as it then stood it was1918'
and therefore it had no
1919 deducted or set off against the income for
income for 1918. I.'pon this basis it is insisted that plaintiiT 1s not liable for
aay tax whatever for the year 1918 and that the whole amount paid by it
Plaintiff paid all of the tax which has been paid for the
should be refunded.
group. The affiliated companies paid nothing, and it is contended that plaintiff
can not be lia. ble for the taxes of the affiliated corporations unless there was
an agreement between all part1es concerned that a tax should be paid by the
parent company. It is insisted that there was no such agreement and consequently no liability.
Whether there was such an agreement is obviously a question of fact to be
determined from all of the evidence. The conclusion of the Commissioner as to
the method of computing tbe tax is prima facie correct and the burden of
establishing the nonexistence of such an agreement is upon the plaintiff. On
this point it may bc said that it is not necessary that the agreement should
It may be implied or inferred from the established facts ia
be in writing.
the case and the conduct of the parties under all of the circumstances showa
In this case plaintiff, as parent of the aifiliated group, oivaed
by the evidence.
all the stock of the subsidiary corporations and controlled the policy and
iaanaged the business of each. The books of the aifiliated corporations were
kept and their tax returns vvere made under the direct supervision and control of plaintif. In 'many instances the offlcers of the subsidiary corporations
The consolidated return for 1918,
were also officers of the parent corporation.
which included the net income of plaintiff and the other corporations, was
filed by plaintiff, and no indication was made therein other than that the
tax should be assessed against and paid by plaintiff. On the contrary, it
stated that plaintiff was the taxpayer, and the tax was accordingly so assessed.
Plaintiff paid a part of the tax and filed a claim in abatement for the balance. No question was raised as to the propriety of the assessment against
or payment by plaintiff. The subsidiary corporations whose every action was
controlled by plaintiff also filed information returns in which it was stated
that none of the taxes of the consolidated group was to be apportioned to them.
In accordance with these proceedings no tax was assessed against or paid bv the
subsidiary corporations.
At all times the tax liability in the case has been considered and dealt with
by the Commissioner without any objection by plaintiff on the basis that the
entire tax was to be assessed again'st the parent company. Wlien the Commissioner determined a deficiency an exhaustive protest was filed by plaintiff, not
on the ground that it was not liable, but on the ground that the assessment
was excessive. Acting on this protest an overassessment was determined in
favor of plaintiff and'a refund niade. The facts recited above amply support
the conclusion that there ivas an agreement that the entire tax. was to be
apportioned to plaintiff and paid by it. The only evidence to the contrary is
the testimony of the attorney who had supervision of the preparation of the
returns in question and vho now appears as counsel for plaintiff in this proceeding. It may be that no written or formal agreement of any 1-ind was ever
entered into as to the apportionment, but in view of the fact that the plaintiff
owned all the steel- of the other aiiiliated corporations and controlled their
actions the filiag of the consolidated and information returns aud the subsequent acts of flic parties in conformity therewith are clearly sufficient to establish an implied agreeiaent and justify the Commissioner in allocating the
entire tax to plaintiff. The circuaistantial
evidence outweighs
the direct
test iniony.
The same question of fact bas often been before the courts in other cases.
The evidence presented in the instant case is at least as strong in favor of the
' See section 204(b), Revenue Act et 19I8.
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action of the Commissioner as it was in any of them. In many of these cases
an official of the parent corporation testified that there was no agreement, but
it was held that this formal testimony was not sufFicient to overcome the
presumption in favor of the Commissioner's action and the circumstantial evidence. (See Woodside Cotton L(ills Co. , 13 B. T. A. , 2(i0; Bermo»t Oil Co.,
22 B. T. A., 182; Furniture L&'ahibition Buqding Co. et aL, 24 B. T. A. , 1279;
Washburn Wire Co., 20 B. T. A. , 404 and 1140, affirmed on this issue, 67 Fed.
(2d), 068. IIimethoch Bros. d Co., 26 B. T. A. , b41; In re Temtor Corn cf. Fruit
Products Co. , 299 Fed. , 326 [T. D. 3693, C. B. IV —1, 220); and Popular Price
Tailoring Co. v. Commissioner, 33 Fed. (2d). 4G4. )
It seems clear also that the plaintiff is now estopped from claiming that
the taxes which it paid should be refunded.
We have shown above that the
plnintiif made a consolidated return referring to itself as the taxpayer in
with
accordance
which the tax was assessed against it; that the subsidiary
companies controlled by the plaintiff made only information
returns stating
that no part of the tax was to be paid by them; that plaintiff not disputing
liability
paid
and
its
part of the tax
filed a claim in abatement as to the remainder which claim was allowed nnd no further payment made; that its protest
against the deficiency assessed by the Commissioner was not on the ground that
it was not liable but under a claim that eveu the amount which it had paid
was excessive; and that it filed a claim for refund which was allowed in part
and a large sum returned to plaintiff. Not until the
by the Commissioner
amended and supplemental
petition was filed did the defendant receive any
notice that plaintiff claimed not to be liable for any tax by reason of the fact
that its individual losses for 1919 exceeded its individual profits for 1918 and
that the basic computation of its tnx was wrong. The amended nnd supplemental petition mas not filed until March 21, 1932. The statute of limitations
hnd then run against. the assessment of the tax against the subsidiary
corporations which mere liable for it individually, as plaintiff now claims.
The case of Itfahonlng Investment Co. v. United States (VS C. Cls. , 231, certiorari denied) was in many respects like the one now before us. There were
tmo affiliat coinpanies.
The Mahoning Investment Co. was the parent company and owned all the stock of the subsidiary company, the Rochester &
Pittsburgh Coal & Iron Co. The parent company filed a return showing that
the company itself had no taxable income and that the consolidated income
was the income of the coal company.
The Commissioner made a deficiency
«ssessment against the parent company although no taxes were due from it and
the basis of the assessment wns the profits realized by the subsidiary.
The
parent company, however, notified the Commissioner that it would pay the
tnx nnd did so pay it. In general it accepted the situation although its officers
knew that it was not liable nnd there mas no agreeinent that it should pay the
tnx. In the case cited we held that the conduct of the parent company and
its acquiescence in the proceedings taken by the defendant to collect the tax
were such as mould naturally mislead the defendant and cause it to continue
in the course which it had begun, nnd that it &vas not necessary for the party
claiming the estoppel to show that the other party intended to mislead, or that
direct proof should be offered that it was in fact misled. It is sufficient if
this fact is found as n natural and ordinary inference from nll of the circumstances shown bv the evidence and we have made such a finding in the case
no&v before us. In the Mnhoning
case, supra, we said
24S):
" J'he doctrine of equitnble estoppel, or more properly (page
as we think quasi estoppel, is grndua!ly being extended by the modern courts to prevent a wrong being
done ' wherever, in good conscience and honest dealing, ' a pnrtv ought not to be
permitted to repudiate his previous statements and de:lnrations, "
We are clear that the rule applies in this case. After holding itself out as
the proper party to pny the tax, the plaintiff now, when the statute of limitations hns run, seeks to repudiate the representations of itself and its associates
when it is too Inte to apply wlint it claims to be the correct rule of lam. If
its position were sustained, the nflilinted group woulil not only escnpe the payment of any taxes whatever for 191S but the plaintiff mould receive n refund
on mhnt hnd been paid although
it was less than was actually due on the
consolidated liability of the affiliated group which consisted of corporations
nil owned by the plaintiff.
That equity and good conscience would not permit
such n result to be brought about by the conduct of plnintiff, we think is
mnuifest.
Our conclusion is that plaintiff is estopped from mnintaining
its
claim for n refund regardless of whether the evidence establishes that an
iigreement existed that it should pay the consolidated tnx,

$213(a), Art. 31.]
FindGne other matter with reference to the findings should be mentioned.
ing 4 recites that "plaintiff fi1ed a consolidated income and profits tax return

for 1918 for itself and the subsidiary corporations. " This does not follow the
wording of the stipulation of the parties which recites that "Wilson A Co.,
s * and its affiliated companies filed a consolidated income, excessInc. ,
"
profits, and Ivar-profits tax return for the calendar year 1918, but we have
many times held that we are not bound hy the stipulation when it is contrary
to a fact which appears in evidence. The finding recites the fact correctly.
Finding 6 snakes a similar recital with reference to filing a return for the
year 1919.
Plaintiff's petition must be dismissed and it is so ordered.
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—DECISION OF COURT.
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STooz COHPENsaTIGN Poz Szavrczs-

ACTS OF 1918 AND 1926
OP

RETROAGTIVITx os REGGIaTION.

Taxpavers who used cost as the basis for reporting gain on the
sale, in 1927, of stock purchased in 1920 from their employer corporation at less than its fair marl-et value, making no disclosure in
their returns that the stock had been acquired as compensation t' or
personal services, are estopped to later claim that the basis should
have been the fa.ir market value of the stock at the date of acquisition, as allowed by article 31, Regulations 69, no income having
been reported upon the transaction in 1920 and the statute of limitation having run against collection of any tax that might have
been due for that year. Article 81, Regulations 69, upon which
taxpayers rely, has no application, since Treasury Decision 3435
(C. B. II—1, 50), upon which it is based, was not in force until
1923, and is not retroactive in its operation.
UNITED

John
Appeal

J. Larkin

STATEs CIRGUIT CGURT oz APPzaI

and Jferbert

E.

DOOLittle,

Amertea,

s, EIGHTH CIRGUIT.

appellants,

v. Un4ted

States of

appelLee.

from the District Court of the United

States for the District of South Dakota.

[August 15, 1935.]
OPINION.

BooTII, Circnit Judge, delivered the opinion of the court.
This is an appeal in a consolidated cause from judgments entered for defendant after dcmurrers to complaints of plaintiffs had been sustained.
The actions were brought by the appellants respectively (taxpayers) to recover refunds of income tax payments made for the tax year 1927.
The actions were consolidated pursuant to the provisions of section 734, Title
28, U. S. C. A.
The complaints alleged the following facts: The taxpayers were in 1920, and
for many years prior thereto had been, employees of the Manchester Biscuit
Co. , a corporation in Sioux Falls, S. Dak. In that year the corporation sold
to each of the taxpayers 200 shares of its common stock at $100 per share.
At the time of the sale, the stock had a fair market value of $250 per share.
The taxpayers were permitted to buy the stock at $100 per share by reason of
their long and faithful service.
In 1927 the taxpayers sold the stock of the Manchester Biscuit Co. so
acquired, 200 shares each, for $231.25 per share. In March, 1928, the tax-
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payers Sled with the collector of internal revenue for South Dakota individual
income tax returns for 1927, and in their returns reported a taxable profit from
the sale of said stock in a sum equal to the difference between $100 per share
and the sale price in 1927 of $231,25 per share. They paid income taxes on
thnt basis.
The taxpayers further allege in their complaints that the amounts paid by
them as their 1927 income tax on the reported profits from the sale of said
stock were erroneously and illegally paid and collected; that on July 31, 1929,
they filed written claims for refund of the sums so paid by each of them v. ith
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, nnd alleged in said claims for refund
that they in fact, each sustained a taxable loss for the vear 1927 by reason of
said sales.
Attached to the complaints were Exhibit "A, Income tax return of taxpayer
for 1927, and Exhibit "B, Claim of taxpayer for refund. These claims for
refund were rejected by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and the present
suits followed.
The demurrers interposed by the Government to the taxpayers' complaints
were on the ground that the complaints did not state facts sufiicient to constitute a cause of action.
The court sustained the demurrers; judgments of dismissal were entered,
and this appeal was taken therefrom.
The contention of appellants is, as we gather it from their brief, that taxable income resulted in the year 1920 from the stock purchase transactions in
that year between the taxpayers and the corporation; that the statute and
regulations applicable are section 213(a) of the Revenue Act of 1918, and a part
of article 33, Regulations 45, under the Revenue Act of 1918, which read
respectively as follows:
"Sse. 213. That for the purposes of this title ~ ~ ~ the term 'gross

"

"

income

'

'—

"(a) Includes gains, profits, nnd income derived from salaries, wages, or
compensation for personal service ~ ~ ~ of whatever kind and in vvhatever form paid, ~ " * or gains or profits and income derived from any
The amount of all such items shall be included in the gross
source whatever.
income for the taxable year in which received by the taxpayer
"Aar. 38 (Regulations 45). ~ * ~ Compensation paid an employee of a
corporntion in its stock is to be treated as 1f the corporation sold the stock
for its market value and paid the employee in cash.
The further contention of appellants is that no taxable income resulted from
the snle of the stock in 1927, but in fact a loss resulted to the taxpayers, as
appears by taking as the basis the marl-et value of the stock in 1920 instead
of the cost of such stock to the taxpayers, it being conceded that the sale price
of the stock in 1927 was less than the market value thereof in 1920; that the
error of the taxpayers in making their inconre tax returns in 1927 consisted
in using as a basis the nctual cost to them of the stock in 1920, instead of the
fair market value as provided in Treasury Decision 3435, which was afterwards
1nrorporatcd as part of article 31, Regulations 69, relating to the Revenue Act of
1926, nnd which reads as follows:
"Where property is sold by a corporation to n shareholder, or by an employer
to an empl«ycr, for an amount substantially less than its fair market value,
such shareholder of the corporation or such employee shall include in gross
income the difference between the amount paid for the property and the
amount of its fair market value.
In computing the gain or loss from the
subsequent sale of such propertv its cost shall be deemed to be its fair market
value at thc date of acquisition.
Appellants further contenrl that if any tnx wns due the Vnited States by
renson of the receipt of the stock by them in 1920, such tax was barred by the
statute of limitations on March 15, 1926, nnd nil liability extinguishctl.
See
section 250(d), Revenue Act of 1918; section 1106(n), Revenue Act of 1926.
The contention of appellee is that it is at least doubtful from the decisions
whether nny taxable income arose in 1020 nt the time the stock wns received,
1nnsmuch as the transnction of 1920 was not within the strict letter of the
provision contained in article 38, Regulations 45, under the Revenue Act of 1918
(above quoted); and inasmuch ns the provisions contnined in Treasury Decision
8435 were not 1n force until 1923. (See Rat( age v. Com~»issioner, 76 F. (2d),
112; Comv»tssioner of I»ternal Revenue v. Va» V«rst, 59 F. (2d), 677; Robinson
v. Cotntefsstoner, 59 F. (2d), 1008; Tapltn v. Commissioner, 41 F. (2d), 454. )

"
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The further contention of appellee is that appellants are precluded from claim
ing the benefit of the provisions of Treasury Decision 8435 (part of article 31,
Regulations 69, under the Revenue Act of 1926); and, iinally, that said Treasury
decision has no application to the cases at bar.
We pretermit disWe think the contentions of appellee are well founded.
cussion of the first contention.
When the appellants made out their income tax returns for the year 1S27, they
Larkin in his return (Exhibit
included the stock transactions in controversy.
"A") stated that his stock had been acquired between 1914 and 1920 at a cost
of $27, 075.50; that it was sold by him in 1927 for $56,716; that the expense of
sale was $86.96; that the net gain was $29,552.54.
The statutes used by the taxpayers for determining the gain or loss in said
stock transactions were sections 202(a) and 204(a) of the Revenue Act oi' 1926,
which read as follows:
"SEo. 202, (a) Except as hereinafter provided in this section, the gain from
the sale or other disposition of property shall be the excess oi' the amount
realized therefrom over the basis provided in subdivision (a) or (b) of section
204, and the loss shall be the excess of such basis over the amount realized.
(44 Stat. , 11, 26 U. S. C. A. , section 933.)
"SEo. 204. (a) The basis for determining the gain or loss from the sale or
other disposition of property acquired after February 28, 1913, shall be the cost
of such property ~ ~ *. '(44 Stat. , 14, 26 U. S. C. A. , section 985.)
Nothing was stated to the effect that the stock had been acquired in whole
or in part as compensation for services, although article 83 of Regulations 69
had been in force as part of former regulations since prior to 1920. Nor was
mention made in said income tax returns of the provision (article 31, Regulations 69) upon which the taxpayers now rely, and which has been quoted above.
This paragraph was not in existence in 1920. It was first promulgated in 1923
as Treasury Decision 8435, Cumulative Bulletin II—1, 50, and was later incorporated in the regulations.
It thus seems plain that at the time of making the tax returns for 1927, the
taxpayers considered the stock transaction of 1920 as a plain purchase of stock
and that article 83 and article 31 of Regulations 69 had no application.
Later
on, however, in July, 1929, the taxpayers apparently concluded that the paragraph above quoted from article 31, Regulations 69, did have application to their
income tax returns for the year 1927, and that the returns actually made by
them were erroneous.
Demand for refund accordingly was made on the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and this being refused, the present suit was
brought.
The income tax returns of the taxpayers for the year 1920 are not tefore
us, so that we are not advised of their contents; but return of the taxpayer
Larkin for the year 1927 is before us as Exhibit "A," made a part of the
From this exhibit we learn nothing whatever about the stock
complaint.
transaction of 1920, but instead we are advised that the stock was acquired by
the taxpayers from IS14 to 1920. We learn nothing to the eifect that the
stock was acquired in payment in whole or in part for services rendered.
plain purchase and sale of stock was stated and was relied upon both by the
taxpayer and by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. The tax was paid.
After the statute of limitations had run against the collection of any tax
that might have been due for the year 1920, the taxpayer claimed error in
his return for the year 1927. The error was not a mistake in the figures
of calculation, but was an omission by the taxpayer to state the true character,
as now claimed, of the stock transaction of 1920.
In Gregory v. Iieivering (293 U. S., 465 [Ct. D. 911, C. B. XIV—1„193])the

"

"

Court said (page 469):
"The legal right of a taxpayer to decrease the amount of what otherwise
would be his taxes, or altogether avoid them, by means which the law permits,
can not be doubted.
While this is true, yet the expression "by means which the law permits"
opens up a iield of inquiry.
In cskin cf Marine Co. v. Commissioner (66 F. (2d), 776 [Ct. D. 806, C. B.
XIII—1, 229]) the Court said (page 778):
"While the Commissioner must investigate returns to satisfy himself of their
correctness in fact and law, a taxpayer may not benefit at the expense of the
Government by misrepresenting
facts under oath; by succeeding in having the
Commissioner accept its representations
as the truth; and by claiming later

"
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that what it represented to be true might have been found false had the
Commissioner refused to have faith in the sworn return. "
(See to the same effect Stearns Co. v. United State~, 291 U. S., 54 [Ct. D.
780, C. B. KIII—
1, 321]; Commissioner v. Lit&erty Ba»ts &4 Trust Co. , 5') F&.
(2d), 320; L&'d&card G. S&&&arts, Inc. , v. Commiss&or&c&. , 69 F. (26), 633; Bothsoel/ v. Commissioner,
77 F. (2d), 35. )
In the Stearns case the Court said (page 61):
"The applicable principle is fundamental and unquestioned.
'IIe who prevents a thing from being done &nay not avail himself of the nonperformance
which he has himself occasioned, for the law says to him in effec "this is your
own act, and therefore you are not damniQed. " ' (Dolan v. Rodgers, 149 N. Y.,
489, 491; 44 N. E., 167; and Imi&crater Realty Co. v. Z'ul/, 228 N. Y, 447, 457; 127
N. E., 268; quoting West v. Blakeu&ay, 2 Man. tv, G. , 828, 830. ) Sometimes the
resulting disability has been characterized as an estoppel, sometimes as a
The label counts for little. Enough for present purposes that the
waiver.
disability has its roots in a principle more nearly ultimate tlian eitlier ivaivcr
or estoppel, the principle that no one shall be perinitted to found any claim
(Imperator Realty
upon his oivn inequity or take advantage of his own wrong.
Co. v. Tull, supra. ) A suit may not be built on an omission induced by him
"
who sues.
We think the taxpayers are precluded by their conduct, as shown in their
complaints, including exhibits, from maintaining the present suits.
Furthermore, in our opinion, the paragraph from article 31, Regulations 69
(Treasury Decision 3435), is not applicable to the case of the taxpayers here
presented.
It is a rule of statutory construction that a statute should be considered as
a whole, a»d not thnt its parts should be considered ns separate enactments.
(Lewis' Sutherland Statutory Construction (second edition), sections 344, 348;
Costan=o v. Tillinghast, 2S7 U. S., 341, 345; Heffmieh v. HelLman, 276 U. S.,
233. 237 [T. D. 4217, C. B. VII —
2, 23S]; Fan Dyke v. Cordova C«p;&& r Co.,
234 U. S„188,101; Bartlett Trust Co. v. Ell&'ott, 30 I'. (2d), 700; Wai»&&re(phd
v. Pennstttuania lt. Co. , 253 F., 458, 465,. In re Crook, 219 F., 979, 087. )
We think the same rule of construction should be applied to &lepartmentnl
regulations.
Treasury Decision 3435 (afterwards incorpor:&ted into the regulations) &v;&g
intended to introduce and did introduce a new practice. By that ruling, an
employee who vvas allo&ved by his company to pure)&nse stocl& in the company.
at a price less than the fair market value thereof wns required to include
in his gross income for the year in which tlie stock vvns received the difference
between the nctunl cost to him of the stock and its fair market value. This
wns not all. As owner of the stock he w&s obliged to state in his income tax
report, if aud wlien he soleil the stock, the pain or loss, the same ns n»y other
owner. But since he lmd alreadv reported as incoi»e at the time he acquired
the stock the difference between the actual cost to him of the stock a&«l its tnir
market value, he was allowed in reportin
the sale to assume that the cost to
him was the same as the fair market value, thus avoiding the possibility of a
double taxation.

The last sentence in Treasury Decision 3435 must be read in connection with
what precedes. The provision of the last sentence applies only to the class
of persons mentioned in the first sentence. It is nn adjustment provision.
The taxpayers in the case at bar ivere not and could not be in such class of
persons, and, therefore, the last sentence hns no application to them.
Again, Treasury Decision 3435 was prospective and uot retroactive in its
operation.
Such is the rule in regnrd to statutes, nbsent langua e or surrounding
cir(Lewis' Sutherlnnd
cumstances plninly in&licnting the contrnry.
Stntutory
Coustruction (second edition), section 642; Bre&cster v. Gag&, 280 U. S., 327,
337 [Ct. D. 148, C. B. IX —1, 274]; I'»it«l States v. &)Ing»olin Co. , 2 6 U. S.,
160, 162 [T. D. 4158, C. B. VII —
1, 287]; United States v. St. Louis, et&. , Rl&t.
Co. , 270 U. S., 1, 3; FuRc& ton, Co. v. &Vorthern Pacific, 266 U, S., 435; Coz v.
Hart, 260 U. S, , 427, 434; S. W. Coal Co. v. jfcBride, 185 U. S., 400, 503. ) And
su& h ave
consider the better rule in regnr&l to departmental
decisions.
(St&carer v. Anderson, 16 F. (2d), 005 [T. D. SS0&0, C. B. V —1, 239]. See:&iso
26 U. S. C. A. , section 1251, a»dns amended Mny 10, 1034 (48 Stat. , 7, &7). )
W& are awnre that the foregoing construction
has not beeu uniformly placed
upon Treasury Decision 3435, but we think it best accords ivith the language
used, aml nlso &vith the pertinent canons of construction.
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lt follows that Treasury Decision 3435, relied upon by the taxpayers as the
basis of their complaints, has no application to the facts set up.
For the foregoing reasons, we think that the demurrers were rightly sustained.
The judgments are atlirmed.
ARTIOLE

31: What

included in gross income.

REVENUE ACT OF 1926 AND PRIOR REVENUE ACTS.

Taxability of income of restricted Indians of the Five Civilized
Tribes. (See G. C. M. 16020, page 78.)
ARTIOLE

31: What

included

in gross income.

REVENUE ACT OF 1926 AND PRIOR REVENUE ACTS.

Taxability of income of restricted members of the Osage Indian
Tribe. (See G. C. M. 16100, page 80.)
ARTIOLE

31: What

included in gross income.

REVENUE ACT OF 1926 AND PRIOR REVENUE ACTS.

Proceeds of embezzlement.
ARTIGLE

(See G. C. M. 1'6o72, page 8o. )

M: Compensation for

XV—20—8090

personal

services.
INCOME TAX

INcoME

—REVENUE

—DECISION

ACT OF 1924

—RFMEIPT oF STocK—CoMPENsATIoN

Ct. D. 1118

OF COURT.

FoR SERVIoss.

Pursuant to a contract between the taxpayers and the heirs of
the deceased owner of a corporation of which the taxpayers had
been employees, a new corporation was organized, which the taxpayers were to manage and control and the preferred and common
stock of which was to be issued to the heirs. The heirs conveyed
to the new corporation the assets of the old, and, pursuant to the
contract, transferred the new common stock to the taxpayers.
Such transfer was not a gift, but was made in compensation for
past and i'uture services, and the value of the stock so received
constituted income to the taxpayers within the meaning of section
213 of the Revenue Act of 1924.
UNITEo STATEs CIRcUIT CoURT oF APPEALS FoR THE SlxTR

Clemons H. Davis, petitioner,

IIugo 3HRer, petitioner,

LoveR R. %raus, petitioner,

v. Commissioner

v. Commissioner
v. Commissioner

Crscurr.

of Internal Revenue, respondent.

of Intelvwl

Revenue,

respondent.

of Internal

Revenue, respondent.
Petitions to review decisions of the United States Board of Tax Appeals.

Before

MOOEMAN,

HIOKs, and Azz. EN, Circuit Judges.

[January

10, 1936.]

OPINION.
MOORMAN, Circuit Judge: Hugo Scherer was the owner of the Hugo Scherer
Land Co. , the Detroit Forging Co. and the St. Clair-Athol Rubber Co. Pett
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tioners were employees of the Scherer company.
In November of 1023 Scherer
died, leaving a will in which he devised all of his property to his wife and
About four months later his wife and daughters made a
two daughters.
contract with petitioners by which the petitioners agreed to organize a new
corporation, Davis, Kraus 8: Miller, Inc. , with an authorized capital stock,
half 6 per cent cumulative preferred and half common equal in capital value
to the value of the net assets of the Scherer company, the wife and daughters
agreeIng, in consideration of the issue to them of all the stock, to convey to
the corporation the assets of the Scherer company, and then to transfer to the
petitioners the common capital stock. The agreement was promptly carried
out and the common stock of the new corporation assigned to the petitioners
in equal parts. Each of the petitioners treated this stock, in his income tax
return for the year 1924, as a gift. The respondent was oi' opinion that its
value as of the date received was income and made deficiency assessments,
which the Board of Tax Appeals sustained.
The question presented to us is whether there is evidence in the record
io support the finding of the Board that the stock was income within the
meaning of the Revenue Act of 1024 (ch. 234, 43 Stat. , 253, section 213, 26
U. S. C. A. , section 054(a)). It is not contended that the facts found by
the Board are lacking in evidentiary support, but that they show gifts not
taxable under the applicable Act. In our opinion they are sufiicient to justify
the Board's conclusion that the stock was transferred to the petitioners to
compensate them for past and future services, and that is true, we think,
though tl'. ere wvas no legal obligation on the part of the wife and daughters
io pay for past services or to make the transfers.
(Old Colonic Trust Co. v.
Commissioner, 279 U. S., 716 [Ct. D. 80, C. B. VIII—
2, 222]; Noel v. Parrott,
—
15 Fed. (2d), 669 (C. C. A. 2) [T. D. 3008, C. B. V 2, 140]; Bass v. Han. ley,
—
62 Fed. (2d), 721 (C. C. A. 5) [Ct. D. 693, C. B. KII 2, 169]; Levey v. HelverUnited States v. MeUormielc, 67 Fed. (2d),
9&g, 68 Fed. (2d), 401 (C. A. D. C.
867 (C. C. A. 2); Fisher v. Commissioner, 59 Fcd. (2d), 192 (C. C. A. 2). )
been
Each of the petitioners had
a valuable employee and active in the management of the Scherer company for many years. At one time or another each had
contemplated severing his connection with the company and entering some other
business but had been led by Scherer to believe that he would be compensated
beyond his salary if ho remained with the company.
Each remained until
after Scherer's death. The agreement vvith the vvife and daughters stated that
the common stock of the new company would be given to the petitioners "in
full settlement a»d adjustment of any and all claims.
It also provided that
the petitioners should be the officers of the new company, and they agreed
to devote their entire time to its business.
They further agreed that the
ncrvvcompany would act as sales agent for the Detroit Forging Co. and the St.
Clair-Athol Rubber Co. , which were o&v»ed by the wife a»d daughters.
It is
clear from these provisions iu the contract that the wife and daughters lmd
faith in the ability and integrity of the petitioners, and wishing to protect
their o&vn interests i» the new company decided to place thc control and
management of it in the petitioner's hands by giving them the common stock.
The profitable operation of ihe Detroit For„ing Co. a»d the St. Clair-Athol
of the new company.
Rubber Co. also depended on the efficient management
The benefits which the wife and daughters thus expected to receive, together
for whi&'h they w«rc no doubt
with the past services of the petitioners,
grateful, constitui«1 ample consideration for the transfer of the stock.
The orders of the Board of Tax Appeals are affirmed.

);

"

ARvrcrx

X&( —
25 —
8134

50: AVhen included in gross income.

I. T. 2982

REVENUE ACT OF 1918.

Once Decision 825 (C.
16730. (See page 1& 0, )

B. 4,

05) is revoked, in

vic&v

of

6. C.

l&LL
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SECTION 213(b). GROSS INCOME DEFINED:
EXCLUSIONS.
ARTIcLE

88: Compensation

of State OScers and employees.

REVENUE ACTS OF 1924 AND 1926.

Taxability of compensation received by OScers and employees of
(See Mim. 8888, revised, page 180.)
a State or political subdivision.
ARTIcLE

88: Compensation

of State OScers and employees.

REVENUE ACT OF 1926.

Attorney for irrigation district.
ARTIOI, E

1913.

(See Ct. D. 1114, page oo6.)
XV-5-7981
Ct. D. 1078

90: Income accrued prior to March 1,

INCOME TAX

—REVENUE

—

—DECISION

ACT OF 1926

—

OF SUPREME COURT.

PRoFITs REcEIvED
CAPITAL PATENT INFRIivGEMENT
INFRINGER PRIDR AiND SUBsEqUENT To MARCH 1, 1913.

INcoMF

BT

Where the taxpaver brought suit in 1012, alleging infringeiuent
of a patent, and for an accounting of profits from such infringement, which claim was contested until 1915 and the amount thereof
undetermined until 1025, when the taxpayer accepted a settlement
of the profits received by the infringer between January 1, 1000,
and April 30, 1914, the portion of the settlement attributable to acts
of infringement prior to March 1, 1913, was not capital, but the
entire amount constituted income, fully accrued and taxable in 1025.
The taxpayer is not entitled to a deduction on the basis of a difference between the value of the chose in action on llarch 1, 1013, or
at any other time and the proceeds of collection, nor to a refund
of the proportion of the settlement attributable to the profits of the
infringer before the eiTective date of the sixteenth amendment.
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES.

No, 75. United

States of America,

petitioner,
Lighting Co.

v. Safety Car Heating

8

No. 76. John R. Rogers, Collector of Internal Revenue for the Fifth District
of Nenes Jersey, petitioner, v. Safety Car Heating c6 Lighting Co.
On writ of certiorari

to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.

[January 6, 1936.]
OPINION.

Mr. Justice CARDozo delivered the opinion of the Court.
The respondent claims a refund of income taxes under the Revenue Act
of 1026. The petitioner in one of the cases (No. 75) is the United States,
a defendant in the court below. The petitioner in the other (No. 76) is the
collector of internal revenue for the fifth district of Nesv Jersey.
Since 1007, the taxpayer, respondent, has been the owner of the Creveling
patent for an improvement in the electric lightiug equipment of railway passenger cars. It brought suit in 1012 against the United States Light ic Heating
Co. to restrain an infringement of the patent, and for an accounting of damages and profits. The suit was pending on February 25, 1913, the effective
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date of the sixteenth amendment, and on N;jrch 1, 1913, the effective date of
the first statute enacted thereunder.
(Act of October 8, 1913, ch. 16, 38 Stat. ,
114, 16B, 168, 172, 174.') The accused infringer contested its liability for infringement
as well as its liability for dan&ages and profits. W&ot till 1915
determined.
was the capital fact of an infringement
On Ieebruary 15, 1915,
there was entered in the district court an interlocutory decree for an injunction, which was afiirmed by the cfrcuit court of appeals in July of the same
year. An accounting followed before a master and continued for eight years.
waived any recovery for damages, and
On that accounting the complainant
On May 26, 1923,
confirmed its claim to the profits received by the infringer.
the master filed his report in which he found that there was due to the complainant for profits received by the infringer between January 1, 1909, and
April 30, 1914, the sum of $501,180.32. Of this award, a large part ($436,137.41)
was for profits applicable to the period before March 1, 1913. The report
was confirmed by the district court on October 10, 1923, at which time the
infringing defendant was in the hands of receivers. A final decree followed
in October, 1924, the award being adjudged to constitute a superior lien upon
the assets of the infringer then held by a successor. Cross-appeals were carried to the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, the complainant contending that the award was too small, the infringer and its successor contending
that the award was too large and that error had been committed also in the
declaration of the lien. While the appeals were undetermined, the complainant
accepted a settlement in May, 1925, after 13 years of litigation, whereby it
received from the infringer the sum of $200, 000 in satisfaction of the judgment.
After deducting the expenses incurred in connection with the suit ($23,468.05),
the net amount collected was $176,531.95, of which part ($153,621.72) is attributable to acts of infringement before March 1, 1913, and part to such acts
thereaf ter.
In May, 19"6, the taxpayer filed its income tax return for 1925, showing a net
income for that year of $1,473, 187.13, and a tax due thereon of $172, 610.19, which
has been paid. It did not include in the return any part of the proceeds of the
patent litigation ($176,531.95), nor did it claim any deduction for loss resulting
from the settlement.
Thereupon the Commissioner made a deficiency determination of $22, 162.07, plus interest, the additional tax due after adding the net
proceeds of the settlement to the income of the year. Two claims for refund
followed. .Thc first, filed in March, 1929, was for $69,729.18. The taxpayer took
the ground that as a result of the settlement it had sustained a loss of $536,378.28,
which through error it had failed to deduct in making its return and in paying
the tax thereunder.
Its books were kept on the accrual basis. The second of the
two claims, filed in Julv, 1930, was for an a&lditional refund in the amount of
$19,970.82 In this the taxpayer took the gtound that in determining the gross
income for 1925 the Commissioner had erred by including that part of the proceeds of the settlement attributable to acts of infringement before March, 1913.
Both claims were rejected by the Commissioner.
The taxpayer then sued, making the United States the defendant with reference to the first claim and the
collector the defendant with reference to the second.
In the suit against the United States the district court found that the taxpayer's claim for damages on account of so much of the infringement as had occurred before March 1, 1918, had a "market value" on that date of $436, 137.41,
the profits of the infringer up to that time as reported by the master. From this
the court concluded that in the year 1925 there had been a deductible loss of the
difference between $43B,137.41 and the sum of $174,040.62, a like proportion of
the $200, 000 actually recovered,
The tax upon this difference ($262„096.79)
ivas $34, 072.58. The taxpayer received an award of judgment for that amount
with interest.
(5 F. Supp. , 276. ) In the suit against the collector, the district
court held that such portion of the nct settlement as was allocable to acts of
infringement before March 1, 1913 ($153,621.72), had accrued to the taxpayer
in n&lvance of that date, and was therefore to be treated as capital, not taxable
as income for the vear when the settlement was made. The taxpayer received
an award of judgment for the tax on that amount (i. e., for $24, 732.90) with
fnterest.

' With reference to every corporation subject thereto, thnt Act provides as follows:
"The tnx herein imposed shnll be computed upon its entire net income accrued within
ench calendar year ending December 81: Provi&ie&i, however, That for the year ending
D&cember 81, 1818, said tax shall be imposed upon its entire uet income accrued within
that portion of said yenr from March 1 to December 81, both dates inclusive, to be
nscertnined by taking Qve-sjxths of its entire uet income for said calendar year.
(88
Stat. , 174.)

"
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The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit affirmed the judgments fu
both suits. (76 F. (2'd), 133.) To fix more precisely the taxable quality of
contested and contingent choses in action belonging to a taxpayer before March
1, 1913, writs of certiorari issued from this Court.
First. Congress intended, with exceptions not now important, to lay a tax
upon the proceeds of claims or choses in action for the recovery of profits, unless
the right to such recovery existed unconditionally on March 1, 1918, the effective
date of the first statute under the sixteenth amendment.
The tax imposed on the respondent was laid under the Revenue Act of 1926
(ch. 27, 44 Stat. , 9), which includes in gross income (section 213(a)) gains
We have said of that Act that it reveals
on profits "from any source whatever.
in its provisions an intention on the part of Congress to reach "pretty much
every sort of income subject to the Federal power. " (Helvering v. Stoofshoims
HnsLi7da Bank, 293 U. S., 84, 89 [Ct. D. 887, C. B. XIII—
2, 299].) There is no
denial that profits owing to a patentee by the infringer of a patent are income
within the meaning of the statute, unless withdrawn from that category by
(Cf. Treasury Regulations 45, article 52; Treasury
the date of the infr~gement.
Regulations 62, article 51; Treasury Regulations 65, article 50; Treasury Regulations 69, article 50; Cornmisssoner v. S. A. Woods fifachine Co., 57 F. (2d), 635
[Ct. D. 666, C. B. XII—1, 275].)
Until July, 1915, the existence of any liability was contested and uncertain.
The amount remained contested and uncertain until May, 1925, when there was a
settlement of that liability reported by the master. Then for the first time the
profits fiowing from the infringement became taxable as income. (North American Oi! Consolidated v. Barnet, 286 U. S., 417, 428 [Ct. D. 499, C. B. XI—
1, 293];
Lucas v. American Code (;o., 280 U. S., 445, 451, 452 [Ct. D. 168, C. B. IX—1, 314];
Lucas v. North, Texas Co. , 281 U. S., 11 [Ct. D. 169, C. B. IX—
1, 294]; Barnet v.
Hug, 288 U. S., 156 [Ct. D. 640, C. B. XII—1, 220].) The respondent admits
this to be true to the extent that the acts of infringement were later than February, 1913, The argument seems to be, however, that accrual has a different
meaning when applied to income generated by acts committed earlier. But
plainly the respondent's exemption, if it exists, will have to rest upon some
other basis. A claim for profits so contingent and indefinite as to lack the quality
of accrued income in March, 1913, can not have ha. d the quality of such income
before that time, its existence and extent being then equally uncertain.
Only
an arbitrary dichotomy could bring us to the conclusion that part of the mcovery was income to the taxpayer as of the date of payment or collection and
part as of the date of the underlying wrong. The respondent, to prevail, must
be able to make out that though the profits were inconse in their entirety as of
May, 1925, there was an intention of the Congress that part of this income, the
part attributable to acts before March, 1913, should be excluded from the
reckoning.
We find no disclosure of that intention in the provisions of the statute, and
none in the history of other Acts before it. The first statute following the sixteenth amendment laid a tax, as we have seen, on the entire net income "accrued" within each calendar year, the impost being coupled with a proviso that
for the year 1913 what was to be taxed should be the entire net income "accrued"
within that portion of the year from March 1 to the end. Definiteness of meaning was given to that and later Acts by Treasury regulations.
Article 90 of
Regulations 62, adopted in 1922, provides: "Any claim existing unconditionally
on March 1, 1913, whether presently payable or not, and held by a taxpayer
prior to March 1, 1913, whether evidenced by writing or not" does "not constitute taxable income, although actually recovered or received subsequent to such
date. " This provision appears without change of forru in all Treasury remlations adopted since that time. (Treasury Regulations 65, article 90; Treasury
Regulations 69, article 90; Treasury Regulations 74, article 91; Treasury Regulations 77, article 90.) It appears with unimportant verbal differences in earlier
regulations.
(Treasury Regulations 45, article 87, as amended by T. D. 3206,
C. B. 5, 116.) A claim existing "unconditionally" would include a claim for
interest on a bond or for rent under a lease. A claim existing conditionally can
have no better illustration than is found in a ifiaim to recover an infringer's
profits. (Cf. O. D. 917, C. B. 4, 142; O. D. 1141, C. B. 5, 134; S. M. 2285, C. B.
III-2, 87, 89, 90, disapproving I. T. 1294, C. B. I-l, 111.) Nor does the
case for
the Government stand upon the regulations alone without confirmatory evidence.
clear
By
implication the regulations have been ratified by Congress, which has
passed Revenue Acts at frequent intervals theres. fter without a sign of disap.

"
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proval. "Congress must be taken to have been familiar with the existing administrative interpretation. " {&tfeI&'eettt v. Con»&ntsstoner, November 11, 1985,
U. S.,
[Ct. D. 1040, C. B. XIV—2, 209]; Zetlerbaeh paper Co. v. Helverinrh 298 U. S.,
172, 179, 180 [Ct. D. 891, C. B. XI!I—2, 847]. ) Claims existing unconditionally
before March 1, 1918, being thus excluded from the tax, the plain meaning of the
regulation ls that conditional or contingent claims, though they may have had
an inchoate existence before March 1, 1918, are to be taxed when they are shorn
of their conditional or contingent quality and become unconditional or absolute.
So far as the problem to be solved depends upon the intention of the Congress in
the enactment of the statute, the result is hardly doubtful.
Whatever obscurity exists has its origin, one may believe, in a not uncommon
There is a tendency now and again
confusion of the rule with the exception.
to look upon March 1, 1918, as fixing a point of time when claims of every kind,
no matter how contingent, became transmuted into capital, a.t least for taxing
This is far from the truth, as the acceptance by Congress of the
purposes.
foregoing regulations suificiently attests. The intention has rather been that,
with exceptions specially declared or dependent upon considerations of established methods of accounting, every form of income accruing fully or unconditionally after February, 1918, shall contribute to the Treasury, though it had a
potential existence for years before its capacity to fructify. As already suggested, perception of this intention has been clouded by exceptions, actual or
seeming, which have been so insulated and emphasized as to be taken for the rule
itself. Thus, Congress has now provided (see, e. g. , Revenue Act of 1916, ch. 468,
section 2(a), 89 Stat, 756, 757; Revenue Act of 1921, ch. 135, section 201, 42
Stat. , 224, 228; Revenue Act of 1926, ch. 27, section 201, 44 Stat. , 9, 10) that
dividends may be distributed exempt from the tax to the extent that they are
made out of earnings or profits accumulated before March 1, 1918. The exemption is a concession to the equity of stockholders" (L)jneh v. Hornbp, 247 U. S.,
339, 346; Hetvering v. Canfteld, 291 U. S., 163, 167 [Ct. D. 783, C. B. XIII—
1, 176] ),
and had no existence under the pioneer statute, the Act of 1918, a divideud,
irrespective of its source, being then taxable altogether.
(Lync)& v. Hornbtj,
supra. ) So Congress has now provided (see, e. g. , Revenue Act of 1924, ch. 232,
43 Stat. , 253, 259, section 204(11)b; supra, section 204(b); Revenue Act of 1926.
supra, section 204(b)) that in computin
gain or loss from the sale or other
disposition of property acquired before March 1, 1913, the base shall be the cost
the
whichever
or
value on that day,
is the greater. (See also, Revenue Act of
1916, supra, section 2(c); Revenue Act of 1921, supra, section 202(b)1. Cf.
IIerchants' L. d. T. Co. v. Smietanlca, 255 U. S., 509 [T. D. 3178, {",. B. 4, 84];
Goodrich v. Edtaards, 255 U. S., 527 [T. D. 8174, C. B. 4, 40].) We are not unmindful of cases in which a like formula was applied without the aicl of statute.
(Lynch v. Turrish, 247 U. S., 221; Doyle v. 5litrhelt Bros. Co. , 247 U. S., 179;
Hays v. Gantey ){It. Coal Co. , 247 U. S., 189; and cf. )llacLauphlin v. Attianee Insurance Co., 236 U. S., 244, 2ol [Ct. D. 496, C. B. XI—1, 124].) They do not rule
the case at hand. In those cases and others like them assets that were capital
1n February, 1918, had been converted into cash thereafter.
Coal lands anti
timberlands and timber had been sold by an owner in the ordinary course of
business.
By the practice of merchants a stock in trade is capital according to
its inventory value. (Hays v. Oantey Mt. Coal Co. , supra, at page 198.) Nothing of the kind is here. The case is not helped by speaking of the claim as
"property. " The question is whether it is property that has been transmitted
Into capitaL In February, 1918, the chose in action now assessed was not a
part of the respondent's capital as merchants or other business men would understand the term.
(Cf. I&Iorth An&ertcan Oit Consoh'dated v. Barnet, supra. ) At.
best it was contingent income, the income of the future. It had no inventory
value, much less a value quoted in the market.
Whether it would ever be worth
anything was still unknown and unknowable.
The answer was not given for
many years thereafter.
The argument is pressed upon us that the claim collecte&] by the respondent
ls to be viewed as one for damages rather than as one for profits, and that
in the aspect of a claim for d;unages it had a "market value" ascertainable at
the commencement of the suit and later, There are two reasons, if not more,
why the argument must fail, In the first place, the respondent made an election to abandon any claim for dan&ages and to confine itself to the profits received by the infringer.
The amount of these profits was unknown at the
coma&encen&ent of the suit and must needs have ren&oined unl-nown in advance
»I an accounting.
To determine what the respondent got we are to consider

—

—
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what it did, and not what it could have had if it had made another choice,
In the second place, a claim for damages like one for an infringer's profits is
too contingent and uncertain to have a determinable market value when the
validity of the patent is unsettled and contested and the fIactors making up the
(Sinclair Refining Co. v. tenpins pedamage are arrived at by conjecture.
troleum Co. , 289 U. S., 689, 697. Cf. Heiner v. Crosby, 24 F. (2d), 191; Walter
v. Duffy, 287 Fed. , 41.) There is slgnificance in the fact that the estimate of

the damage in the claim filed with the Commissioner exceeded by nearly g300,
000 the estimate of the damage accepted at the trial.
Thc case comes down to this: On February 28, 1918, the respondent had a
contested claim for profits which if prosecuted effectively would ripen into
income. That claim would not have been capital if it had been acquired for
the first time on March 1, 1913. It was not turned into capital because it had
been acquired earlier. (Edtcards v. Ifeith, 224 Fed. , 585; 281 Fed. , 110; Iyortsrnan v. Contsnissioner, 41 F. (2d), 189.) Before March 1, 1918, and afterwards,
it was continuously the same thing until reduced to judgment and collected.
The case is not to be confused with one where the basis of the suit is an injury
to capital, with the result that the recovery is never income, no matter when
collected. Examples of such a claim are Hauniters v. Commissioner (29 F.
(2d), 884) and Heiner v. Hen'es (80 F. (2d), 787), cited by the taxpayer.
Buffalo Union Eunaace Co. v. Hetoertng (72 F. (2d), 399) is perhaps upon
the border line, the claim being not for profits, but for recovery of out of
pocket expenses. Confining it to its peculiar facts, we do not read it as inconsistent with the views herein expressed.
Second. Congress was not restrained by express or implied restrictions of
the Federal Constitution from giving effect to its intention and levying a tax
upon the proceeds of the settlement.
In February, 1913, if our analysis of the fncts is accurate, there was a contested and contingent claim for profits, not fairly to be characterized as income
for that year or earlier. In 1925, this inchoate and disputed claim became consummate and established.
It was now something more than a claim. It was
income fufiy accrued, and taxable as such. Till then the patentee had its capital, the patent, and an expectancy of income, or income, more accurately, in the
Thereafter it had something differeut. Yo doubt the
process of becoming.
income thus accrued derived sustenance and value from the soil of past events.
We do not identify the seed. with the Nuit that it will yield.
Income within the meaning of the sixteenth tnneudment is the fruit that is
born of capital, not the potency of fruition.
With few exceptions, if any, it
is income as the word is known in the common speech of men. (Lynch v.
Hornby, supra, page 844. ) When it is that, it may be taxed, though it was
in the making ion ~ before. (f)IacLaughlin v. Alliance Insurance Co., supra,
at pages 249, 250; Taft v. Boieers, 278 U. . S., 470 [Ct. D. 49, C. B. VIII —1, 226];
Hcleering v. Canfield, supra. Cf. Lucas v. Alezander, 279 U. S., 578, 577, 578
[Ct. D. 76, C. B. VIII —2, 278]; Totcne v. Eisner, 245 U. S., 418; Eisner v. Macontbcr, 252 U. S., 189, 206, 207 [T. D. 8010, C. B. 3, 25].) If exceptions are
to be allowed in exceptional conditions, they are inapplicable here.
Third. The taxpayer is not entitled to a deduction on the basis of a difference
between the value of the chose in action on March 1, 1918, or at any other time
and the proceeds of collection.
(a) At the time of the settlement, the amount of the infringer's liability was
contested as it had been before, the outcome of the contest being uncertain as
long as the appeal was pending. The respondent chose to forego a large portion
of the judgment in the belief that compromise was prudent. For all that appears, if compromise had been rejected, the judgment would have been so reduced as to maire the recovery even less. True the respondent insists that the
fear of a reduction was not the motive for the settlement. The motive is said
to have been the fear that the judgment, even if not reduced, might not be susceptible of collection. On the other hand, the infringer mal have viewed the
prospects differently.
We have no means of ascertaining whose forecast was
the better. What we know is that here was a compromise through which
patentee and infringer surrendered rights and opportunities.
(b) The value of the chose in action, uncertain at the time of settlement, was
even more uncertain in February, 1918. Unpredictable vicissitudes might reduce
it to a nullity. The patent might be adjudged invalid. The infringer might
become insolvent. In the earlier years as in the later ones the supposed profits
of the business might have evaporated as the result of neglect or incapacity.
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Not tHI the report by the master and its confirmation by the court could the
recovery be estimated with even approxixnate correctness.
There is no coutention by the respondent that the value of the judgment was greater at that time
than it was a few months later at the date of the settlcmeut in the fa.ce of an
appeal.
The conclusion is inescapable that the acceptance of the settlement did not
involve a loss of income, still less a loss of capital.
Fourth. The taxpayer is not entitled to a refund of the proportion of the
settlement attributable to the profits of the hifringer before the effective date
of the sixteenth amendment.
This conclusion follows without need for elaboration from what has been
said in this opinion as to the distinction between capital and income.
The judgments are reversed.

—

SECTION 214(a)1. DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED INDIVIDUALS: BUSINESS EXPENSES.

XV—25—8135
I. T. 2983

112: When charges deductible.

ARTIcLE

REVENUE ACT

OE&

1918,

Decision 1141 (C. B. 5, 184) is modified in so far as it is
with G. C. M. 16780. (See page 179.)

OfFice.

inconsistent

—

SECTION 214(a)4, 5, 6. DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED
INDIVIDUALS: LOSSES.
ARTICI, E

XV—14—8081

141:Losses.

I. T. 2966

REVENUE ACT OE 1926.

I. T. 2217

(C. B. IV—2, 58) and I. T. 2281 (C. B. IV—2, 115) are
of G. C. M. 16255. (See page 4, )

modified, in view

ARTICI, E

XV—15—8087
Ct. D. 1108

141: Losses.

INCOML TAX

1. DKDUGTIoN

—REVENUE

—

—DECISION

ACT OF 1926

OF COURT.

—

Lossss PAYMENTs NASE IN CoMPRoMIsE oF LIABILITY UNI&KR CoNTRAors oF INDoasEMENT AND GI&ARANTY.
lVhere the principal stocl-holder of a coil&oration made payments
in 1026 and 1027, out of his personal funds, in con&promise settle-

ment of his liability under certain indorsenients and guaranties of
notes and obligations of the corporation, whicli had become insolvent in 1024, such payments being made as part of an agreement
Ivlth credito&s v hereby the coi~ration Ivas enabled to continue in
business, he is not entitled t.o deduct the amount of the payments
as losses, under the provisions of section 211(a) (4) or (o) of the
Revenue Act of 1026.

2. DEcisioN AFFIRMEO.
Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals

3.

(20

B. T. A. , 160)

CERTIORARI DENIEO.

Petition for certiorari denied December 16, 1035.

afilrmed.
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UNITEO STATRs CIRCUIT COIIRT oF AFFRAv-s FoR THE SKGGNn CIROIIIT.

v. Commissioner
Jeremiah G. jtfenihan, petitioner-appellant,
res po n lfent-a p pet tee.
Petition to review a decision of the Board of Tax Appeals sustaining
taxes for the years 1926 and 1927. Affirmed.

Before L.

HANO,

AUGUSTGB N. IIANn,

of Internal Revenge,
deficiencies in income

and CHAsm, Circuit Judges.

[July 30, 1935.]
OPINION.

CHAsz, Circuit Jud e: In 1924, the petitioner, a resident of Rochester, N. Y„
was president of the 5ieniha. n Co. , a New York corporation, engaged in the business of manufacturing ladies' shoes. The corporation's capital stock consisted
of 500 shares, of which the petitioner owned 497 and controlled the other 3,
During
which stood in the name of his nominees for qualification purposes.
the three years immediately preceding, the corporation had expanded rapidly,
with
adverse
and in 1924, because of a serious strike in one of its plants coupled
trade conditions, it had become insolvent. The petitioner had indorsed its notes
had
695.
and
also
amount
of
14
become
$655,
and guaranteed its accounts to the
insolvent.
With the affairs of his corporation and himself in this situation, he applied
to creditors for an adjustment in an endeavor to avoid bankruptcy proceedings and save the business if possible. A creditor's committee was forrued
to which he transferred all the Menihan Co. stock to enable it to assume
A voting trust agreement was subsequently
complete control of the business.
made under which the stock was held. The creditors' committee took over the
business and employed the petitioner to manage it at a salary plus a percentage of the net profits above an amount stated. A plan of reorganization
was finally agreed to by all concerned which provided that the banl- creditors
of the corporation should receive, in full satisfaction of the liability of the
corporation on their claims, bonds of the corporation of the face value of.
50 per cent of their claims secured by a mortgage upon the real estate of the
corporation subject to existing liens, and that all other creditors should accept
the promissory notes of the corporation to the amount of 50 per cent. It was
agreed that the voting trust should continue for the protection of the creditors
until the bonds and notes were paid in full. The petitioner also agreed that
the acceptance by creditors of the corporation's offer of compromise "shall in
no wise lessen, modify, alter or release Ine from any liability on account
of any indorsement or guaranties which I may have heretofore given on
account of the Meniban Co." The petitioner reached an agreement with the
creditors of the corporation holding paper he had indorsed or claims he had
guaranteed to pay 15 per cent of those debts in full discharge of his personal
liability upon the express condition that his payment of the 15 per cent should
not be made the basis of any claim by hhn against the company.
To secure
the payment of notes he gave to pay 15 per cent of such claims, the petitioner executed and delivered to the Union Trust Co. of Rochester a deed of
trust dated October 1, 1924, though not formally executed until June 30, 1925,
wh:ch covered his home; 10 notes of the Menihan Co., each for $2, 732.71, which
had been given him on account of his payment of debts of the corporation
out of his own funds; the voting trust certificate for the stock he had transferred to the creditors' committee; and a one-balf interest in the bonus he
mi ht receive under his employment contract as manager of the corporation.
Upon his payment of the notes the property so placed in trust was to be
returned to him.
The petitioner paid $12,877.36 in 1925 on account of the agreement to pay
the 15 per cent to discharge his liability as indorser or guarantor for the
corporation.
He claimell this amount as a deductible loss for that year and
the Commissioner allowed it. In 1926 he paid $16,469.34, and in 1927 $68r
645.09, for a lil e purpose, and claimed a deductible loss in each year of the
amount so paid. The Commissioner disallowed both of these deductions on
the ground that the payments were capital contributions rather than losses.
The decision of the Board of Tax Appeals sustaining the disallowance of the
deductions is here for review.
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Co. itself had outstanding notes and bonds which ft
under the 50 per cent compromise agreement which
their redemption.
The petitioner in that year adcorporation which was used to retire the bonds and
a credit of $10,000. He treated this advance as a
capital expenditure for which he claimed no deduction.
By such advance and
the payment of his obligation to the extent of 15 per cent of the corporation's
debts, he succeeded in having the compromise settlement with creditors fully
His stock
carried out and regained his former control of the corporation.
was returned to him by the creditors' committee on April 28, 1927 in accordThereafter the corporaance with the terms of the voting trust agreement.
tion wns reorganized.
The deductions are claimed under section 214 of the Revenue Act of 1026
(cb. 27, 44 Stat. , 0; U. S. C. A. , section 055). They n. re in all respects, except in amofint, the same as the deduction allowed in 1925. The Commissioner declfned to follow his former ruling.
Since payment by the petitioner created no debt against the corporation
(a) (7) of the above
fn view of his agreement that it should not, subdivision
section relating to debts ascertained to be worthless and charged off during
the taxable period is inapplicable for that reason alone. No one owed him
any debt, because of his payments, which he could ascertain to be worthless
nnd charge of'f. The inquiry comes down to whether or not the payments
were deductible losses sustained either in his trade or business (subdivision
(a) (4) of section 214), or in n transaction entered into for profit though not
connected with trade or business (subdivision (a) (5) of section 214). Although
the petitioner owned or co&rolled all of the stock of the Menfbnn Co. any loss
which was incurred in its trade or business wns that of tbe corporation.
It
business for itself and not as the
wns a separate nnd distinct entity doin
petitioner's agent. Whatever losses were incurred in that business were deductible, if nt all, only from the income of thc corporation itself. (See Dalton
v. Ifoa'ers, 287 U. S., 404 [Ct. D. 621, C. B. XII-1, 177].) There is no basis
The fact
appearing in this record for disregarding the corporate structure.
tbnt petitioner owned or controlled all of the corporation's
stock is alone
insufiicient ground for that.
(American, Union Line v. 0~0 ntaf Nav. Corporation, 260 N. Y. , 207. ) Indeed, the petitioner insists that the usual distinction
between corporation nnd stockholder should be preserved here, and with that we
are fn entire agreement.
The gist of the petitioner's case is that because the petitioner bnd previously indorsetl the corporation's
notes and guaranteed its obligations, he
debt
hnd incurred a liability which he made definitely his own fmlfviduaf
to the extent of 15 per cent of such obligntions of the corporation when he
made the adjustment for the settlement of his liability to its creditors upon
that basis; and that, as his payments gnve him no right to recourse against
the corporation, he lost the amounts so paid when he paid them.
As the
returns filed by the petitioner for the yenrs in question were on the cash
receipts nnd disbursements basis, he mny take deductible losses in the taxable
Period when they are paid in cash. (Be@crt v. Bar»et, 238 U. S., 140 [Ct. D.
&25, C. B. X-l, 241].)
The adjustment,
however, which is now said to have made his own
the oMigations he dischnrged for cash in 1026 and 1027, was but a part of the
entire arrangement which saved both the corporation nnd the petitioner from
bankruptcy.
Creditors of the corporation had the security of the deed of
thrust hc gave for the performance
of his promise. That deed of trust covered
nll hfs stock in the corporation.
his stock was
Without the ndjustment,
worthless.
His agreement saved tlmt stock, nnd, though we are not informed
as to just how v ilunbfe it became, in 1026 nnd 1027 its vnlue greatly excee(fed
whnt the petitioner pnirl the corporation's creditors to secure its return to him.
its debts, he
he indorsed the corporation's
paper nnd gunrnntecd
was not in the indorsement or guarantee lrusiness, but clenrly ditl thnt to protect
his own previous investment.
(See Bni not v. Cl«rI', 287 U. S., 410 [Ct. D.
620, C. B. XII—1, 175].) When he disrhnrged
the linbility, whether it hnd
b«ome his nlone to the extent he paid or remained secontlnry to that of tbe
corporation, he wns but performing his part of the compromise n &cement
which preserved the vnlue of his investment.
Whether he will ever sustain any
loss ns a result depends upon the value of that stock when events take place
which close the transaction for taxation purposes.
(De Loss V. Commissioner,
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28 Fed. (2d), 803.) Until then the petitioner has but added to his investmeng
in the corporate stock. Nothing took place during 1926 or 1927 to make tt
possible to determine that the pavments he made in those yekrs were losses,
They are, on this record, in the same category with the additional capital
contribution of 878, 769.96 which he made to help rehabilitate the corporation
and Ivere capital investments still at risk during the taxable years in which
the de:luctions are claimed.
Affirmed.

—

SECTION 914(a) 7. DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED
INDIVIDUALS: BAD DEBTS.
ARTIULE

XV-17-8058

151: Bad debts.
INCOME

REVENUE
TAX —

Ct,

—

. D. 1108

ACT OF 1926 DECISION OF COURT.

—Loss —DEBT AscERTAINED

To BE WDRTHLEss.
company in 1920 asserted a claim against a concern
from which it had purchased goods, alleging that the material delivered was defective, but the goods were used for another purpose
The claim was never litigated,
than that for which purchased.
although the seller was a responsible concern, and in 1927 the acUnder these circumstances,
count was charged OK as uncollectible.
the company is not entitled to a deduction in 1927, either for a loss
sustained or for a debt ascertained to be worthless during the
DEDUGTION

A mercantile

taxable year.
UNITED STATEs CIROUIT CDURT

Tiie

II. D. Lee

Mercantile

oF APPEALS F0R THE TENTH CIRcUIT.

Co., petitioner, v. Commissioner
respondent.

of Internal Recense,

On petition to review the decision of the United States Board of Tax Appeals.

Before LEwis, PHILLIPS, and
[August

McDERMDTT,

Circuit Judges.

26, 1935.]

OPINION.

Circuit Judge, delivered the opinion of the court.
In its return of income for 1927, petitioner deducted $42, 688.91 as a business
loss. The Coiumissioner disallowed it and the Board of Tax Appeals aiiirmed.
The circumstances are these:
In 1919 petitioner ordered 500,000 yards of cloth from Woodward, Baldwin
@ Co. , for delivery between March and September, 1920, at 39I/s cents a yard.
McDERMOTT,

Thirty thousand yards were delivered in April, 1920, made up into clothing
and paid for. Petitioner claimed the cloth was not up to standard.
Additional
shipments came in until August, 1920, totaling 103,000 yards. These shipments
i'
were paid or on the invoice, tal-ing advantage of the trade discount, before
arrival of the goods covered thereby. In November, 1920, petitioner invoiced
the cloth back to the seller and charged its account with the price plus interest
the amount noav involved.
and expenses
In the spring of 1921 efforts were
made to adjust the controversy, the seller offering to tal-e back the goods
and cancel out the balance of the order if petitioner would either give it a new
order for 300,000 yards at 26 cents a yard or pay 5I/2 cents a yard for cloth
undelivered under the contract.
It thus appears that the Inarket price had
materially declined since the order was given, and that each asserted a claim
against the other. Nothing came of these negotiations.
Petitioner made the
cloth up into garments, using it for linings for which cheaper cloth ordinarily
was used.
No credit was given the seller, nor the Government in this claim,
for the value of the cloth used. Nothing more occurred except occasional statements by Mr. Lee to his employees that he believed the account collectible,
until 1927 when Mr. Lee told his auditor, for the first time, that he was ln

—
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doubt about collecting it. In 1927 ft was charged off. Mr. Lee died fn 1928
from an illness with whfch he was stricken in 1927.
The petition to review does not point out the section under which the deduction is claimed, merely asserting that the Board erred in holding it "fs not a
The brief and oral argument are almost
legal loss and an allowable deduction.
as vague, the position taken being that the facts give rise either to a. "loss
sustained during the taxable year and not compensated for by insurance or
otherwise" or a "debt ascertained to be worthless and charged off within the
)
taxable vear. " (Sections 284(a) 4 and 5, Revenue Act 1926, 44
Counsel indicates no preference between these sections which a.re mutually
exclusive (Spring City Co. v. Coinissioner, 202 U. S., 182, 189 [Ct. D. 829,
1, 281]); we are left to understand that either section selected by
C. B. XIII—
the court will be satisfactory to counsel.
The record discloses neither a loss nor a worthless debt during the taxable
year. Even if the cloth was not up to contract, the seller was a large and
responsible concern, amply able to respond for breaches of contract. For the
claim for
same reason, the debt was not worthless, even if an unadjudicated
breach of contract can be considered a debt, as has otherwise been held.
(Leu;ellyn v. Eieo. Reduotion Co., 275 U. S., 248, 246; Wadstcorth 3f fg. Co. v.
Commissioner (C. C. A. 6), 44 F. (2d), 762. ) It is a startling proposition that
a taxpayer may, for reasons of his own, decline to enforce a valid claim against
a responsible concern and then assert that he has sustained a business loss
which the Government should share. "Obviously, the mere refusal to perform
a contract does not justify the deduction, as a loss, of the anticipated damages.
For, even an unquestionable breach does not result in a loss if the injured party
(Lucas v. Amer«can Code Co. ,
forgives or refrains from prosecuting his claim.
280 U. S., 445, 450 [Ct. D. 168, C. B. IX—
1, 814].) Petitioner suggests that it
might not win the suft, intimating that the seller might have counterclaimed
for breach of contract, or that a jury might find that the claim that the goods
Perhaps so; the
were defective was made because of the drop in the market.
seller is not in court, and it may very well be a court would have found there
In any event, petitioner did not
was no loss when both sides were heard.
choose to submit the controversy to a court.
Nor does the record disclose any identifiable event by which to associate
the loss with the 1927 tax year. It is said that'a lawyer once told an employee
that the statute of limitations would not run before 1927, but there is no
stateruent that it ran in 1027. No applicable Kansas statute ran in 1927; if
the seller was a New York corporation, we know of no 7-year statute in that
State. Even so, the statute of limits. tions can not be used to convert a valid
claim against a responsible debtor into a deductible loss or a worthless debt.
Mr, Lee was taken ill in 1027, but that untoward circumstance olid not render
In 1927 Mr, Lee expressed
worthless all the outstanding accounts of petitioner.
doubt as to the collectibility of the item. The basis for that doubt is not disclosed. The facts supporting the alleged breach of. contract had nut changed;
the courts were still open; the seller was still able to respond to a judgment.
The position of petitioner comes to this: A taxpay&&r has an absolute right
to determine whether he shall require a defaulting contractor to make good
the loss occasioned by the default. If the taxpayer dechles, for business reasons
or from friendly motives, not to recoup his loss from the defaulter, then he
tnay deduct the loss from his taxable income in the year in vvhich the decision
fs made; if that year happens to be one in which he has a large i~come, that is
a matter of no concern to the Government.
We can not subscribe to such doctrine. Before a loss is deductible under
either section of the statute, it must be an actual loss which occurred during
the taxable year. The proof here fully sustains the action of the Commissioner
In reaching this conclusion, we
and the decision of the Board of Tax Appeals.
among others, which have some
have examined the following authorities,
bearing on the propositions deci«led: Spring City Co. v. Con&n&isst&&ncr ("02
U. S., 182); United States Cartridge Co. v. Unit&6 States (281 U. S., 511
Ct, D. 460, C. B. XI—1, 282]); Barnet v. Sanford «I Brooks Co. (282 U. S., 859
Ct. D. 277, C. B. X—
1, 868]); Le» efiyn v. Etec. R&'duction Co. (275 U. S., 248);
United States v. IVt&ite Dental Co. (274 U. S., 808); Darling v. Com&nissioner
(C. C. A. 4) (49 F, (2d), 111, certiorari denied, 288 U. S., 866);—A»ray v,
Con&missioner
(C. C. A 5) (22 F. (2d), 6 [T. D. 4116, C. B. YII 1, 15.&]);
(decide&1 April S, 1985)
F. (2d),
Commissioner v. Tt«atct«er (C. C. A. 2) (
F. (2d),
(C. C. A. 9) (
Cdympia Harbor Lumber Co. v. Commissioner
(decided August 12, 1985) ),

"

Stat„41.

"

—

—

—

);
—
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If there was a loss, the record is silent as to the amount of it, for these
goods were used in making garments, and except for the sketchy statement that
trimmings "relatively cost us 14 cents a yard for 52.85 weight, we have no idea
how much of the loss has been thus recouped.
Affirmed.

"

—

SECTION 214(a) 8. DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED
INDIVIDUALS: DEPRECIATION.
ARTIOLE

161: Depreciation.

INCOME TAX

—REVENUE

XV—12-8010
Ct. D. 1095

—

ACTS OF 1917, 1918, 1921, 1924, AND 1926 DECISION
OF COURT.

1. DEDUcTICN —
DEPRKcIATICN

—

OBSCLESOENOFi

—999-YEAR LEVEE.

Where the lessee under a 999-year lease, entered into in 1912,
agreed to renew, repair, and replace the leased premises so as to
maintain them in their then state of efficiency, and to furnish at
its own cost all new equipment, and, so far as appeared from the
evidence, the terms of the lease were strictly carried out„ the lessor
was not entitled, upon the termination of the lease by cancellation,
in 1927, to any deduction for depreciation on account of exhaustion,
wear and tear. In the absence of proof of the cost or fair market
value, as of March 1, 1S13, of property abandoned or sold, or of
any amount which might be allocable to obsolescence, the lessor was
not entitled to deduction on account of obsolescence or loss sustained as to such property'.

2.

CEETIOEAai

DENIED.

Petition for certiorari
UNITED STATES

Georgia Railieatt

cg

CIE~T

denied

October 14, 1935.

CCUET oF APPEALS FCR THE FIFTH CIEOUIT.

Eleetrio Co. et al. , petitioners,
Iteeenne, respondent.

v. Commissioner

of Internal

petition for review of decision of United States Board of Tax Appeals (district of Georgia).

Before.BRTAN,

FOSTzu, and HUTVIIESCN, Circuit Judges.

[June 1, 1935.]
OPINION.

Ba&AN, Circuit Judge: On January 1, 1912, the Georgia Railway (k Electric
Co. leased all its property of every description, including its street railway,
electric light and heating plants, to the Georgia Railway d: Power Co. for a
term of 999 years. In 1927 the lessor and the lessee were merged in the Georgia
power Co. , and the lease was canceled. The Commissioner of Iuternal Revenue
in determining deficiencies in the lessor's income taxes for the years 1S17 to
1926, inclusive, refused to allow to it any deduction on account of depreciation
of the leased property, and the deficiencies assessed by him were sustained
by
the Board of Tax Appeals. Petitions by the lessor and by the Georgia Power
Co. as transferee bring the Board's decision here for review. The amount of
depreciation sustained in operating the leased property year by year was agreed
upon. The only question before us stipulated by the parties to be whether the
lessor is entiiled to the deductions for depreciation.
By the terms of the lease the lessee bound itself to pay the lessor
ivithout any deduction even for taxes, a quarterly dividend of li/4 as rent,
per cent
on preferred shares, and 2 per cent on common shares, oi' its capital
to "renew, repair and replace the same, so as to maintain and keepstock;
tihe
demised premises in as good order, repair and condition as the same
now
are and in their present state of eiiiciency"; and to furnish at its
own cost
all new equipment.
The lessee was given the right to sell any property which
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it deemed worn, damaged, or no longer suitable or necessary for its purposes,
provided the proceeds of every such sale should either be applied to the substitution of property equal in value to that sold, or expended to increase the
value of the remaining property; and to sell the lessor's treasury stock and
bonds for the purpose of making permanent improvements
and additions other
than those which it was obliged to make at its own expense. At the expiration
earlier
termination
of
the
lessee
surrender
was to
the leased
or
lease, the
additions and betterments, except such as
property with all improvements,
and
the
lessor
svas
the
been
disposed
to
to
lessee
the
actual
value
of,
had
pay
renewals and betterments,
except such as
of all extensions, improvements,
bad been paid for out of proceeds of the sale of the lessor's property, or "in
the renesval of or substitution for dc&«ised premises. " The petitions before
ihe Board alleged in general terms that the lessor was entitled to depreciation.
The Board, treating those petitions to mean that the petitioners were &.laiming
deductions only for exhaustion, wear, and tear of the f&hysfcaf property, held
that, since the lessee was required by the lease to n&ake good all depreciation
resulting from renewals and replacements, the lessor was not entitled to any
allowance on account of depreciation, citing A. Wilhelm Co. v. Coma&issioner
(6 B. T. A. , 1) and Comnulssfoner v. Terre Haute Electric Co. (67 F. (2d), 697
[Ct. D. 838, C. B. KIII—1, 295]). On a rehearing petitioners introduced evidence for the purpose of showing that the lessor had sustained losses resulting
and sale of some of the leased property on account
from the abandonment
of obsolescence, and that the lease, because of this practical construction thus
placed upon it by thc parties in the course of their dealings with each other,
should be construed to mean that it was their intention that all such loser s
But as no evidence was submitted of the
should be borne by the lessor.
cost of the property which was abandoned and sold, or ot its market value
as of March 1, 1913, the Board, among other things, held that the loss claimed
had not been proven, for the reason that the cost or the fair market v&&lue
gain
as of that date, whichever vvas greater, was the basis t'or determining
or loss on the sale or other disposition of property acquired, as all the lessor's
property had hccn, prior to March 1, 1913. (20 U. S. C. A. , s&&«tin« 035(b). )
Pei, itioners conten&l that they were relieved of the burden of proving the «ost
of the property abandoned and sold, because the total &««ount of ihe depreci;&tion sustained vvas not in dispute; but even so, and assu&ning that obsolescence
was included vvithin the general term depreciation along &vith exhaustion, wear
aad tear, it would be necessary to know the aroount allocable to obsolescence,
at least in the event the lessor vvas not entitled to any allowance for cxhaustiu&«
wear and tear. The parties &&greed only to the total an&ount of depre«fatten
sustained by the property, but they did not a 'ree that the lessor svas entitl d
to any of it, We theref&&re agree with the Board in its d«i-i&n that no
allowance should be made on a&count of obsolescence, or loss sustained in th ~

or sale of leased propertv.
Wc agree also that the lessor is not entitled to any allowance for dep&eciatioa resulting from exhaustion, wear an(1 tear. The lease required the less«e
The
at its own expense to make all repairs, renewals, «nd repl &cements.
lessee, in the event it exercised the right to sell any property that ha&1 becon&e
substitute
other
property,
worn, or unsuitable for further use, svas obliged to
or to apply the proceeds of that sold to increase the value of the remaining
in&proveme«ts
and
a&lditi&&ns,
f&roperty.
It had thc right to make permanent
and to receive creclit therefor at the ter&uination of the lease, except for such
as had been paid for out of the l&rocceds of the sale of the lessor's property,
Clearly, under these
and such as harl b &n n&ade in renewal or substitution.
provisions of the lease, the loss resulting from renewals and replacements, and
cnerally, was to be borne,
from the exhaustion, &vear, and tear of the property
not by the lessor, b«t by the lessee. Commissioner v. Terre IIoute Electric Co. ,
In language identical with that
s&&prb is, as we think, clircctly in point.
to bear the
cn&l&loyed in the lease before us the lessee was there required
and because this was so the
exp& «sc of renewals, rep:&irs, and replacements,
lessor was held not to be entitled to deduction from his incon&e for depreciation. We also think that case was rightly decided. The ruling in Wciss v.
Wiener (279 U. S., 333 [Ct. D. 60, C, B. VIII —1, 257]), that a lessee who had
a&«de no investment was not eutitled to an allowance for depreciation, is equ&&lly
appllc:&ble to a lessor who likesvlse has suffered no loss resulting from deprcch&iion. There is no evidence whatever to sustain the contention of the petitf&&ners that the lessor, though
nut required by the lease to do so, bore the
losses resulting from exhaustion, wear, and tear, and required the lessee to
abandon«&eat

/)230, Art.
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bear only the cost of current maintenance and repairs. Nor is there any
evidence that the lessor paid or bore any of such losses. It does not appear
therefore that when the lease was terminated by cancellation, and the lessor
and the lessee were both merged in the Georgia Power Co., the lessee owed the
So far as appears the
lessor anything on account of losses for depreciation.
lease 1vhile it lasted underwent no change as a result of anything the parties
did in carrying it out, but was enforced strictly according to its terms and
p1'ov181ons.

for review are denied.

The petitions

—

SECTION 219. ESTATES AND TRUSTS.

M1: Estates

ARTIULE

and trusts.

REVENUE ACTS OF 1924 AND 192B

Trust deed amended so that separate account opened for each beneflciary. (See Ct. D. 1071, page 245. )

ARTIUI, E

841: Estates and trusts.
REVENUE ACTS OF 1924 AND 192B.

Trust deed amended so that separate
beneficiary. (See Ct. D. 1072, page 245. )
ARTIcI, E

account opened for each

347: Income of trusts taxable to grantor.
REVENUE ACT OF 192B.

Alteration

or termination of trust by-committee,
(See Ct. D. 1117, page 248. )

provided settlor

does not object.

PART

III.—
CORPORATIONS.

—

SECTION 230. TAX ON CORPORATIONS.
ARTIOLE

XV—24-8124
Ct. D. 1126

502: Rates of tax.

INCOME TAX

—

—REVENUE

—

ACT OF 1918 DECISION OF COURT.

—

APPQRTIDNMENT oF TAx RAILRoAD CQMPANT
ERAL CONTROL FOR PORTION OF TAXABLE YEAR.

INooME

UNDER FED-

In computing the tax liability of a railroad company for the
year 1920, the net income for the entire year should be first computed and the tax then apportioned on the calendar year basis
at the rate of 8 per cent for the 2-month period during which the
company was under Federal control and at the rate of 10 per cent
for the remainder of the year, under the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1918 and the Federal Railroad Control Act of h?arch

21, 1918.
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Cover ov Arrmxs son vuE Fomvra Czacvrr.

Zatkoa4t Co. , for Itself and Its Jf iated Corporathnur, petitkmer,
Commissioner of Internai 1hmenae, rest&ondent.
petition to review the decision of the United States Board of Tax Appeals.

Before

P~xzs

and Sorm, Circuit J'udges, and CHzsNm;

v.

District Judge.

[January 6, 1986.]
opINIOR.

P~xxs, Circuit Judge: This is the

second petition to review a decision of
the Board of Tax Appeals in this case. On the first Imtttion (74 Fed. (2d),
887), we held tlmt, in computing income tax for the year 1920, an undermaintenance allowance of $12,805,988.68 to the taxpayer by the Director General
of Railroads should not be used to diminish the taxpayer's deduction on account
of expenditures for maintenance and upkeep made during the last 10 months
of the year 1920, following the termination of Government control. The Board
of Tax Appeals, upon remand, recomputed the tax for the year 1920, allowing
tbe taxpayer as a deduction the full amount of the expenditures claimed, and
taxing 00/806 of the annual income thus ascertained at 8 per cent, the amount
of the so-called "war tax, and the remainder at 10 per cent, the amount of the
"war tax" plus the "normal tax" of 2 per cent; 00/806 was the portion of
the year that the railroad was under Federal coI&trol; and what the Board
portion of the annual income at 8 per cent
did was to tax a corresponding
and the remainder at 10 per cent.
The contention of the tnxpaver is that, instead of computing the net income
for the tax year and apportioning it for taxation in accordance with the portion of the year that the property was under Federal control, the net income
of each portion of the year should be separately computed and the expenditures
for maintenance and upleep made during the 10-month period following the
terminn. tion of Federa'1 control should be deducted from income earned during
that period. In other words, the Board of Tax Appeals computed the net
income for the year nnd divided it on the calendar basis for purpose of taxation
at the different rates applicable. Tho taxpayer contends that the net income
of the 2 months of control should be computed separately from the income of
the succeeding 10 months and that the 8 per ceut and 10 per cent rates should
be applied to the actual income of the two separate periods as thus computed.
The difTerence in result is some $48, 000.
Some confusion in thinking with respect to the case results from considering
as law what the parties have agreed is the practical effect of the law, i. e.,
that the income of the Federal control period is taxable at 8 per cent and that
of the period following control at 10 per cent. When the law itself is considered, there is no confusion and the decision of the Board is clearly right.
There was imposed by the Revenue Act of 1916 a normal tax of 2 per cent
on the income of corporations.
See Act of September 8, 1910 (89 Stat. , 70'&),
nnd Act of March 8, 1917 (89 Stat. , 1000). The War Revenue Act of October
8, 1917, imposed a special wnr tnx of 4 per cent on the income of corporations,
1n addition to the normal tnx of 2 per cent imposed by the Revenue Act ot
1910. (See 40 Stat. , 802. ) The Federal Railroad Control Act of March 21,
1918 (40 Stat. , 451), provided in section 12 thereof that moneys derived from
the operntion of the railroads under I&'ederal control should be disbursed for
expenses of operation, payment of taxes nnd other purposes as specified in
the Act, with the exception, hovvever, that i»co&ne and excess profits taxes
imposed by the Wnr Revenue .Act of October 8, 1917 (40 Stat. , 802), should
The ltevenue Act of 1918
be Paid by tbe carriers out of their ovvn funds.
(40 Stat. , 10o7, 1075, 1070) in&posed nn income tax of 10 per cent on corporations for years subsequent to the year 1MS a»d provicled that, for the purposes
oi' the Federal Itailrond Control Act of March 21, 191S, four-fifths of the tax
so imposed shoul&1 be treated as levied by an amendment to the W&&r Revenue
A&'t of 1917. It resultc&l, therefore,
that of the 10 per cent income tnx imPosed by the Revenue Act of 191S on railroads, 2 per cent was normal tax
a»d wns to be borne by the Director Gen& ral vvherens 8 per cent wns "wnr tax"
(See also 40
nnd wns to be borne by the railroads out of their own funds.
Stnt. , 45&"; Appeal of %no YorA;, Ontario d ll estcrn Ry. Co., 1 B. T. A. , 1l72. )
There is nothin„ in tbe Revenue Act of 1918 which provides for the asses~cment of income taxes otherwise than on the a»nun. l basis customarily followed.

"
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On the contrary, that Act expressly directs what shall be included in grpss
income of the taxable year (sections 213 and 230) and what deductions shag
be allowed in arriving at net income. Sections 214 and 284. Only in section
12 of the Federal Control Act of 1918 (40 Stat. , 457) is provision made for
of taxes vvhere Federal control ends during a taxable year;
apportionment
of taxes, not apportionment pf
and the provision there is for apportionment
income. The applicable provision is as follovvs:
Federal control begins or ends during the tax year for which any taxes
so chargeable to railway tax accruals are assessed, tbe taxes for such year
shall be apportioned to the date of the beginning or ending of such Federal
control, and disbursements shag be made only for that portion of such taxes
as is due for the part of such tax year which falls within the period pf

"If

Federal control. "
As the tax on the net income of the railroad for the year 1920 was not
assessed or payable until the following year, it is clear that the income tax
for the entire year would fall on the railroad except for the provision which
and, as the 8 per cent "war tax" is
we have quoted requiring apportionment;
to be borne by the railroad in any event, the provision as to apportionment,
in so far as it affects Federal income tax, is applicable onlv to the 2 per cent
normal tax. In other words, the Revenue Act of 1918 imposes a tax of 10
per cent on the railroad's income, of which 2 per cent is normal tax and 8
per cent is war tax; and the Federal Railroad Control Act provides that the
2 per cent normal tax shall be apportioned between the railroad and the
director in accordance with the period of 'the vear falling under Federal
control, whereas the whole of the 8 per cent tax shall be borne by the railroad.
Apportioning the 2 per cent tax between the director and the railroad on this
basis and imposing the 8 per cent tax on the railroad alone, is the same as
imposing 8 per cent on 60/366 of the net income for the year and 10 per cent
on the remainder, as 60/866 of the year was the portion of Federal control.
There is, of course, no difference between relieving the road of the 2 per cent
rate during 60/866 of the year, and relieving it of 60/366 of the tax computed
at that rate for the entire period.
The milroad concedes that its other taxes for the year 1920 were properly
apportionable on the calendar basis under the provision of the statute quoted;
and we see no reason why income taxes should not be treated in tbe same way.
Although income is earned from day to day and from month to month, it is
weg settled that the tax imposed by the Federal statute is on an annual income
(Barnet v. Sanford d Brooks Co., 282 U. S., 859 [Ct. D. 277, C. B. X—1, 368]);
and there is no authority in the statute or elsewhere for attributing any particular portion of the tax levied on annual income to any particular portion of
the income. The language of the statute is clear that it is the tax and not the
income which is to be apportioned; and when this is grasped, it is readily seen
that the calendar basis, admittedly applied in the case of other taxes, is the
only basis of apportionment
possible. This Ivas the decision of the Board in
Union Pacific R. Co. v'. Comniissioncr (26 B. T. A. , 1126, 1145); and we know
of no decision anysvhere to the contrary.
The decision appealed from will be afjirmed.

—

SECTION 283. GROSS INCOA'tE OF CORPORATIONS DEI'INED.
ARTIOI, E

545: Sale and retirement of corporate

bonds.
INCO&IE TAX
DEDUCTION

—

—REVENUE

—DECISION

ACT OF 1924

XV—16—8051
Ct,

D 1106

OF COURT.

UNAMORTIZED DISCOUNT, PREMIUMS, AND EXPENSES ON
RETIREMENT OI' BONDS.

A company which kept its books on the accrual basis issued
bonds at a discount in 1921, with the right to redeem either for
cash or for cash and certain other bonds of equal face value.
Prior to December 31, 1923, certain of the bonds had been redeemed for cash and the then unamortized discount and expense
allocable thereto had been charged oif in the year of retirement.
In 1924 the remaining bonds were called for redemption, some of
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the holders electing to receive in exchange bonds and cash, and
the others electing to receive cash. Under these i'acts, the company was not entitled, under section 234(a) of the Revenue Act
of 1924, to a deduction in 1924 of the premiums, expenses, and
unamortized discount applicable to the bonds retired by exchange
for other bonds. Upon the substitution of the new obligation for
the old, the remaining unamortized expense of. issue of the original
bonds and the expense of the exchange should be amortized annually throughout the term of the bonds delivered in exchange
for those retired.
St&PRRME CoURT

oF THE UNITED STATES.

0n writ of cert(ocari to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.

great Western Potver Co. of California, f&etitioner, v. Commissioner
Revenue.

of Internal

[March 16, 1936.J
OPINION.

Mr. Justice RosERTs delivered the opinion of the Court.
The parties disagree as to petitioner's right to deduct from gross income
for 1924 unamortized discount, premiums, and expenses paid and incurred in
that year in connection with the retirement of certain bonds. The petitioner
The respondent disallowed it and
took the deduction jn its income tax return.
The petitioner appealed to the Board of Tax Appeals
determined a deficiency.
which held the deduction proper. ' The circuit court of appeals reversed the
Board's decision in p;rrt. ' We granted the writ to resolve a conQict. '
March 1, 1919, the company executed a mortgage securing four series of
" February 1, 19&21, the
bonds, one of &vhich was designated "Series B 7'7o.
company executed another mortgage, securing bonds known as "General Lien
Convertible 8/o Gold Bonds, " and thereby covenanted to deposit and pled e
with the trustee series B 7's equal in par value to the general lien 8's at
The iudenture provided that when this should be acany time outstanding.
complished the debtor should have the right to redeem the general 8's at 105
and accrued interest, the holders to have the option to receive cash or series
B bonds, of equal face value, plus 5& per cent in cash. '1'he general lien 8's
were issued at a discount of $150,000 and an expense of $22, 283.54. I'rior to
December 31, 1923, certain general lien 8's had been redeemed for cash &n&&1
the then unamortized
discount and expense allocable to the bonds retired
had been charged ojf in the year of retirement.
May 8, 1!&24, the company
called the remaining outstanding
general lien 8's for redemption August 1,
1924. The holders of $2, 354, 000 face value exercised the option to exchange
for series B 7's at par an(1 a cash premium of 5 per cent. The total premium
paid to them was $117,725 and the expense of the conversi&&n &vas $1,461,05.
The unamortized discount and expense of issuance in respect of the general
lien 8's thus exchanged, at the date of exchange, was $126,176.97. For the
remaining general lien 8's, which were not exchanged for series B 7's, cash
was paid at the rate of 105 per cent of par and the company incurred certain
The total of the premiutn, the expense, and the
expenses in the transaction.
unamortized
discount applicable to all of the bonds redeemed for caslr or
irr exchange for series B bonds was charged off in 1924 and taken as a deduction from income for that vear, The company keeps its accouuts on the
accrual basis. The Commissioner disallowed the entire deduction, but before
the Board he admitted the propriety of so much of it as applied to bonds
re&loomed for cash. IIe insisted, however, that as to tlrose retired by exchange
of tire series B 7's the discount, premiunr, and expense should 1&e amortized
over the life of the latter. The Board overruled his contention, but the circuit
court of appeals sustained it, holding that the items would not be deductible
as realized losses until payment or redemption of the series B bonds, and
sh&&uld be amortized
in annual installme~ts during their term.
Section 234(a) of the Revenue Act of 1924' directs that in computing the
n&&t income
of a corporation subject to the tax there shall be allowed as

'30

D. T. A. , 503.

70 F. (zdb 04.
''Sa» Jouqul» I,.

e

Ch. 234, -rz

'

&t

P, Corporation v. 3f'cIaughlin,

Stat„253.

Collector (65

F. (2d), 677).
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deductions ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the
year in carrying on the business, interest paid or accrued withm
and losses sustained during the year not corn
the year on indebtedness,
The Treasury promulgated a regulapensated by insurance or otherwise.
tion under the Revenue Act of 1918 covering treatmer t of discounts and
premiums, which, with immaterial changes, has refrained in force under all
as article 545 of Regulations 65 applicable to
the Revenue Acts and appears
'
the Revenue Act of 1924,
Although the article does not expressly cover the items in question other
than discount and premiums paid at redemption, expense in connection with
the issuance of the securities is deductible on the same theory as unamortized
discount. ' It has accordingly been held that where an issue of bonds is retired for cash, whether the cash be obtained by the sale of a new
' issue or not,
the items in question are deductible in the year of retirement.
The question then is whether, upon an exchange of one obligation for another which is to be retired, the transaction is to be viewed as if the retirement were accomplished by the payment of cash. If the retired bonds had
not been called, the expense items incurred in connection with their issuance
of their life. Here the
would properly be amortized over the remainder
petitioner substituted a new obligation for the old. The remaining unamortized
expenses of issue of the original bonds and the expense of the exchange are
both expenses attributable to the issuance of the new bonds and should be
treated as a part of the cost of obtaining the-loan. They should, accordingly,
be amortized annually throughout the term of the bonds delivered in. exchange
for those retired.
The )udgment of the circuit court of appeals is af[irmed.
Afhrmed.

taxable

—

SECTION 240. CONSOLIDATED RETURNS OF
CORPORATIONS.
ARTIGLE 6M: Consolidated returns.
REVENUE ACT OF 1918.

Agreement
page 288. )

as to paymeat

of tax, .estoppel.

(See Ct. D. 1120,

—

PART IV. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

—

ARTIULE

SECTION 257. RETURNS TO BE
PUBLIC RECORDS.
1090: Inspection of returns.
XV—17—8064
T. D. 4687

Regulations governing the inspection of income, profits, and
capital stocl- tax returns by the Special Committee Investigating
Old Age Pension Organizations, House of Representatives.
s ART.

645, Sale and ret(rernent

of corporate bonds.

—

(3) (a) If bonds are issued by a ccrporatton at a discount, the net amount of such
is deductible aud should be prorated or amortized over the life of the bonds.
(b) If thereafter thc corporation purchases aud retires any of such bonds at a price iu
excess of the issuing price plus any amount of discount already deducted, the excess of the
purchase price over the issuing price plus any amount of discount already deducted (cr
over the face value minus any amount of discount not yet deducted) is a deductible expense for the taxable year.
(c) If, however, the corporation purchases aud retires auy
of such bonds at a price less than the issuing price plus any amount of discount already
deducted, the excess of the issuing price plus any amount of discount already deducted
(cr of the face value minus any amount of discount not yet deducted) over the purchase
price is gain or income for the taxable year.
s Helvering v. Union, Pac. R. R, Cc. (293 U. S. 282
[Ct. D. 901, C. B. XIII—2, 305]) 1
,
Helvering y. Cal. Oregon Pr. Cc. (75 F. (2d), 644).
&Helvering v. Cnl. Oregon, Pr. Cc., supra Helrering v. Central States Elec. Corporation
(76 F. (2d), 1011); Helvering v. Union &nb. Serv. Go. (76 F. (2d), 723; T. D. 4608
[C. B. XIV—2, 58]).
discount
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TREASURY'

Art. 1090,

DEPARTMENT)

Washington, D. C., April Ã, 1M8.
To Collector of Intenux/ Eevenue and Otherg Concerned:
Pursuant to the provisions of section 257(a) of the Pmvenue Act
of 1926; section 55 of the Revenue Act of 1928; section 55 of the
Revenue Act of 1932; section 215(e) of the National Industrial
Recovery Act; and section 55(a) and section 701(e) of the Revenue
Act of 1984, income and profits tax returns made under the Revenue
Act of 1984 and under the prior Revenue Acts, and capital stock
tax returns made under the National Industrial Recovery Act and
the Revenue Act of 1984, may be inspected by thc Special Committee Investigating Old Age Pension Organizations, appointed under
Ilouse Resolution 443, Seventy-fourth
Congress, second session,
passed March 10, 1986, for the purpose of, and to the extent neceswhich the committee is authorized and
sary in the investigation
directed to make by House Resolution 448. The inspection of returns herein authorized may be by the committee or by or through
such examiners or agents as the committee may designate or appoillt.
Upon written notice by the chairman of the committee to the Secretary of the Treasury, giving the names and addresses of the taxpayers whose returns It is necessary to inspect, and the taxable
periods covered by the returns, the Secretary and any ofEcer or
employee of the Treasury Department shall furnish such committee
with any data relating to or contained in any such return, or shall
make such return available for inspection by the committee or by
such examiners or agents as the committee may designate or appoint,
in the o(fice of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Any information thus obtained by the committee which is relevant or pertinent
to the purpose of the investigation, may be submitted by the committee to the House of Representatives.

WAYS C.

TAYLOR,

Acting Secretary of the Treasttry.
Approved.
FRANKLIN

D.

ROOSEVELT,

The White B'ou8e.

(Filed with the Division ot the Federal Register April 24, 1936, $.03 p. m. )

—

EXECUTIVE ORDER INSPECTION OF INCOXIE, PROI"ITS, AND CAPITAL STOCK
TAX RETURNS BY THL&' SPECIAL COMMITTEE INVESTIGATING OLD AGE PENSION ORGANIZATIONS.

By virtue of the authority vested in me by section 257(a) of the
Revenue Act of 1926 (ch. 27, 44 Stat. , 9, 51) section 55 of the Revenue Act of 1928 (ch. 8M, 45 Stat. , 791, 809); section 55 of the Revenue Act of 1982 (ch. 209, 47 Stat. , 169, 189), as amended by section
218(h) of the National Industrial Recovery Act (ch. 90, 48 Stat. ,
195, 209); section 55(a) and section 701(e) of the Revenue Act of
1984 (ch. 277, 48 Stat. , 680, 698, 770); and section 215(e) of the
National Industrial Recovery A.ct (ch. 90, 48 Stat. , 195, 208), it is
hei'eby ordered that income, profits, and capital stock tax returns
Inade under the Revenue Act of 1984, the National Industrial RecoveI'v Act, the Revenue Act of 1932 as amended by the National Industrial Recovery Act, and the prior Revenue Acts shall be open to
inspection by the Special Committee Investigating Old Age Pension
&
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appointed under House Resolution 448, SeventyOrganizations,
fourth Congress, second session, passed March 10, 1986, such inspection to be in accordance and upon compliance with the rules and
regulations prescribed by the Secretarv of the Treasury in the
Treasury Decision relating to the inspection of returns by that committee approved by me this date.
FRAh KLIIf

D. RoosEvELT.

TIIE WIIITE HOUSE,
April 80) 1080.

(7350)
(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register April 28, 1936, 1020 a. m. )

—

PART V. PAYMENT, COLLECTION, AND REFUND M" TAX
AND PENALTIES.

—

SECTION 270. DATE ON WHICH TAX
SHALL BE PAID.
ARTIOLE

XV-21-8098
Ct. D. 1119

1208: Collection of tax by suit.

FEDERAL TAXES

—JUDICIAL

—

CODE

—DECISION

OF SUPREME COURT.

APPEAL To CIRGUIT CGURT DF APPEALs—
STATUTE oF LIMITATIGN
ORIGINAL AND AMENDED DECREE.

Where the judge of a district court made an order extending the
term of the court so that necessary changes might be made in a
decree entered in a suit by the United States to set aside certain
deeds of land, executed by the taxpayer at a time when he was
indebted to the United States for taxes, appeals to the circuit court
of appeals were timely where taken within the time allowed by
statute from the date of the amended decree. The effect of the
order was to suspend the operation of the original decree so that
no appeal could be tal-en fro'm it until it had been amended or
confirmed.
SUPREME CGURT GF THE UNITED

STATEs.

et al. , petitioners, v. The Uitited States of America.
to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.

Samuel Zimmern
On writ of certiorari

[April 27, 1936.]
OPINION.

Mr. Justice CARDozo delivered the opinion of the Court.
The question in this case is whether the petitioners appealed to the circuit
court of appeals within the time prescr bed by law.
The United States brought suit to set aside a deed by Samuel Zimmern to
his wife, and another deed, in which the wife joined, to his children, a separate parcel of real estate being the subject of each. At the time of the conveyance Samuel Zimmern was indebted to the complainant for a deficiency
of income taxes duly assessed against him. The deeds were attacked upon
tho ground that they had been made without consideration and with fraudulent intent. The district court after a trial sustained the charge of fraud and
gave judgment in favor of the complainant for the relief prayed for in the
bilL Its decree, which was entered on March 3, 1934, directed a sale of the
two parcels, and the payment of the proceeds to the United States to be
applied upon the taxes. after deducting what was due to the wife by reason
of a homestead exemption allowed by the local law. Nothing Ivas said in the
decree as to the exception or reservation from the sale of her inchoate right oi
dower.

[II270, Art. 1204.

The term at which the cause was tried would have exp.'red, unless extended,

on I6ay 28, 1934. However, before that date, the judge made an order extending the term for 90 days, the order being prefaced xvith th folloxving recital:
appearing to the court thut a decree xvas entered in this cause on 2larch 8,

"It

1984, and for good reasou shown it will be necessary to modify or amend said
No petition for rehearing in behalf of the wife, Leila Zimmern,
decree.
A. petition in behalf
appears in the record, nor any motion for an amendment.
of Samuel Zimmern does appear, but it was filed on August 11, 1934, when the
time to appeal had already gone by if the original decree was then presently
in force. (Cf. Ccnboy v. First Xational Bank of Jersey City, 203 U. S., 141,
148. ) Two days later the judge made an order amending the decree by directing that the sale be subject to any dower rights of the wife, and in all other
respects denying whatever motions were before him. Appeals by all the defendants were taken and allowed. Under the applicable statute (28 U. S. C., section
230), the appeals were too late if the time is to be conrputed from the date of
the decree as originally entered.
They were regular ii the time is to be comuted from the date of the amendment.
The court of appeals held that wha0
ad been corrected by the amendment was an accidental slip or omission, not
aifecting the issues in suit (Federal Equity Rule 72), and inoperative to toll the
statute. Accordingly, the appeals were dismissed, two opinions being written,
one upon the original hearing and the other upon rehearing.
(79 F. (2d), 708;
80 F. (2d), 998.) This Court granted certiorari to review a ruling as to practice that might tend, if erroneous, to introduce confusion into the law.
the effect of the order of May 11, 1984,
We think the decision misapprehends
in which the judge who had tried the cause declared himself dissatisfied with
the decree that he had made, and to give himself an opportunity to make the
necessary changes extended the term then drawing to a close. He did not limit
from those of subthe amendment to matters of form only' as distinguished
stance. He did not act, so far ap the record shows, at the instance of the
deiendants, still less upon a showing of error in only one particular.
He stated
broadlv and, for all that appears, of his own motion that changes must be
made, and without a word to indicate whether he meant them to be great or
little. We think the effect of that order was to suspend the operation of the
decree so that no appeal could be taken from it until it had been amended or
confirmed, and its vigor thus restored. Until such action had been taken it xvas
no longer a decree at all. Tho juclge had plenary power while the term was in
existence to modify his judgment for error of fact or laxv or even revoke it
altogether.
(Doss v. Tyack, 14 How. , 297, 813; Basset v. United States, 9 Wall. ,
88, 41; Bronson v. Schalten, 104 U. S., 410, 415; Hender son v. Cerbondale Coal,
d Colee Co., 140 U. S., 2G, 40. ) Finality was lacking until his choice had been
announced.
The appeals being timely, the decree which dismissed them should be reversed,
and the cause remanded to the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit for
further proceedings in harmony with this opinion.
It is so ordered.

"'

AaTIOLE

—REVENUE ACT
ANNUITY
1. DrsTRAINT —

INCOME

XV—10—8078

lo04: Collection of tax by distraint.
TAX

oF 13ENFFIGIARY

—

OF 102B REVISED
COURT.

—LocAL

AND

LIFE INsT, RANGE

Ct. D. 1118

—DECISION
PQLIGIEs —
INTEREST

STATUTES

Olc

Law.

Where the collector of internal revenue seized and advertised
for sale, under warrants of distraint for collection of income taxes,
an annuity contract and certain life insurance policies issued upon
the life of the taxpaver, the annuity contract was subject to dis' For greater certainty tbe terms of the order are here stated ln full:

"It appearing to
"It is, therefore,

the court that a decree xvas entered ln this cause on March 3, 1034,
lt wul bc necessary to modify or amend said decree,
ordered and adjudged by the court that tbe November term of this
court which expires on the 28th day of 174ay, 1034 be, and tbe same is, extended for ninetv
(00) days from that date, in which time an ma(ters and orders in connection with this
cause and the amendments of the decree may be entered.
"Done this 11th day of May, A. D. 1934.
"ROBERT T. EnvIN, Judge.

and for good reason shown

84320'

—

—BB

11

"
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but, as to the insurance policies, which designated the
insured's wife as beneficiarv, with right r'eserved to him to revoke
anti change such designation, the taxpayer's wife had an interest
in the policies Ivhich was not subject to sale for her husband' s
taxes, and the effort to sell the entire policies, including the
wife's interest therein as recognized by the local law, should be
enjoined.

traint,

2. DEcIsION AFFIRIIED IN PART AND ~'ERsxn IN PART.
Decision of the United States District Court, District of Colo2, 319), affirmed
rado (10 Fed. Supp. , 718; Ct. D. 996, C. B. %IV—
in the case of No. 1290, and reversed in the case of No. 1289.
UNITEo STATEs CIRcUIT CoURT oF APPEALB F08 THE TENTH CIRUUIT.

No. 1289. Ifaryaret
No. 1290.

II.

R. Cannon, appellant, v. Ralph Ntcltolas, as Collector ot
Internal

Revenue,

appellee.

Breton Cannon, appellant, v. Ralph Nicholas,
Internal Revenue, appellee.

as Collector

ot'

Appeals from the Dlstrlct Court of the United States for the District of Colorado.

[December 9, 1935.]
OPINION.

the opinion of the court.
To collect income taxes for 1928 due from H. Brown Cannon, the collector
seized under warrant of distraint three policies of insurance upon the life
of Cannon, and one annuity contract issued to him. The collector then advertised for sa. le at public auction those policies and the contract, describing them
NCDERIIOTT, Circuit Judge, delivered

only

as-

"Three life insurance policies issued

by the Capitol Life Insurance Co. of
Denver, Colo. , upon the life of H. Brown Cannon as follows: One for the sum
of $10,000; one for the sum of $5,000; one for the sum of $2,000; one annuity
insurance policy issued by the Travelers Insurance Co. of Hartford, Conn. ,
upon the life of H. Brown Cannon for the sum of $25, 000."
Before the sale date, these suits were brought to quash the warrant of
distraint; the policies were deposited with the court to abide the litigation,
and the sale called OK The essential facts were stipulated, and the bills dismissed on their merits.
No. 1290: This case involves the annuity contract, and Mr. Cannon is the
plaintiff.
On September 1,
for a single premium of $25, 000, the issuing
company agreed to pay Cannon $1,000 a year during his life, and upon his
death to pay his executors $25,09) plus a proportion of the current annuity.
The cash and loan value of this contract when the levy was made, was $24,375,
against which Cannon had borrowed $20, 272.34.
There is little room for the argument that this large sum, invested in an
annuity, is exempt from taxes; if taxpayers could invest their fortunes in
annuities and stand aloof when the tax collector comes around, payment of
taxes would be too often a voluntary matter. To collect its revenues, the power
of the Government over the property of the taxpayer is plenary. State exemption laws, ez proprfo vipore, do not apply.
(Fink v. O' Neil, 106 U. S., 272. )
Congress has not in the revenue laws, as it did in bankruptcy, recognized State
exemption statutes; nor has it exempted either annuity contracts or life insurance policies.
The statutes governing the collection of taxes are broad and comprehensive.
By 26 U. S. C. A, section 115, taxes are decreed to be a lien "upon all property and rights to property, whether real or personal" belonging to the taxpayer. By section 116 the collector is authorized to collect by distraint or sale
"the goods, chattels, or effects, including stocks, securities,
bank accounts,
and evidences of debt" of the delinquent.
By section 117 the collector is
authorized to levy "upon all property and rights to property, except such aS
are exempt by the preceding section, belonging to such person, or on which
the said lien exists. " By section 118 all persons are required on demand of
a collector who has or is about to distrain "on any property, or rights of
property" to exhibit all bool-s, etc. By section 129 the collector is authorized

1~,
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" seize

and sell any of the property, real or personal (except property exsale, under section 3178 "(26 U. S. C. A. , 116) of the
Bv 26 U. S. C. A, 1268(a),
right or interest therein.
of "property, or ri hts to property, subject to dismade"
required
to surrender such propis
has been
erty to the collector.
An ingenious argument is made that because section 116 specifies "stocks,
securities, bank accounts, and evidences of debt, " and because "bank accounts"
were brought into the statute in 1924, Congress intended to exetnpt all intangible property except those listed. But the doctrine of ezpre«sio unius est eaelusio alterius, while at times an aid in construction of doubtful language, does
not avail here. In the first place, reading the various sections of the statutes
ilevoted to collection of taxes, it is clear that Congress intended to subject all
of a taxpayer's property except that specifically exempted to the payment of
taxes. Again, the enumeration here follohvs the word "including" which bas
various shades of meaning, sometimes of restriction and sometimes of enlargement, ' We have no doubt that the word here was used from an excess of
caution, that is, to point out certain classes of property which Congress was
fearful a collector might overlook. We do not believe, in the light of the
these statutes, that Congress intended to
I!Weeping language used throughout
limit distraint to tangible property and to the specified classes of intangibles.
No reason is apparent why "stocks and securities" should be subject to levy
and an annuity contract not. Again, in a true if not a colloquial sense, an
annuity contract is an "evidence of debt. "
We hold that this annuity contract is subject to taxes and to distraint.
The
notice of sale given has spent its force, but it is proper to say that the notice
given was not specific enough as to the terms of the contract, its surrender.
value, loans against it, etc. , fairly to apprise the public as to what they
were invited to bid on. It is possible, as su gested by counsel for appellant,
that the full surrender value can be realized without jeopardizing the rights of
the Government or possibly sacrificing the rights of appellant at a public sale,
value to the
by compelling the company to pay the balance of the surrender
collector under 26 U. S. C. A. , 1268(a).
The order in No. 1290 is aifirmed.
No. 1289: The appeal in No. 1289 presents a much more diificult question.
That suit is by Mrs. Cannon, the beneficiary in two policies issued on the life
of Mr. Cannon, one a 20-year endowment for $2, 000, maturing in 1936. By its
terms, that sum is to be paid Mrs. Cannon if ber husband dies before 1936,
otherwise to him.
The other is a stri!ight life policy for $10,000 with Mrs.
Cannon the beneficiary.
Right is reserved in Cannon to revoke nnd change
the beneficiary in both policies. ' The record does not disclose the loan or cash
Value of the $2, 000 policy, but it must equal the face, for it matures in a few
months,
The loan or cash value of the $10,000 policy, now in its ninth year,
is nearly $7,000.
Mrs. Cannon contends that, under the Colorado decisions, she is the owner
of these policies, and that her property can not be subjected to the payment of
her husband's taxes. The Supreme Court of the United States, in the comthe
munity property and other cases, bas held that State law deterruines
ownership of property subject to its jurisdiction, and that a wife's property
can not be tal'cn for her husband's taxes. (Poe v. Seahorn, 282 U. S., 101 [Ct. D.
259, C. B. IX—
2, 202]; Ifoel&er v. Taa Commission, 284 U, S., 206; 11elpering v.
U. S.,
(decided Noven!ber 11,
Oitti Ban)c ParrI!ers Trust Co. , arguendo,

to

empt from distraint and
Revised Statutes), or any
any person in possession
traint, upon which a levy

—

1935).)

—

The Supreme Court has also held (Chase Natiotta/ Banl- v. United States,
278 U. S,, 327 [Ct. D. 40, C. B. VIII —1, 308]), that many of the legal incidents
&Monte)to Salt Co. v. Utah (221 U. S., 452); Calhoun. v. Memphis &S P. R. Co. (U. 8 )
4 Fed. Cas. , 1045); Cunningham
v. Steer Steel Corporation (D. C. N. Y. ) (1 F. (2d),
37); 77nit»i States v, piercc (147 Ilcd. , 100); Suluoan Mach(nery Co. v. United State«
(IG8 F., 5G1); Decorated Metal Mfg. Co. v. l:nitc&l States (12 Ct. Cunt. App„140);
Ac)&elis v. &)Iusyrroee (21'& Ala. , 47, 101 So. , G70); Fraser V. Bentel (161 Cal. , 300, 110 I'. ,
500); Kennedy v. In&iastriai Accident Con&mission (50 Cal. App. , 184, 1!&5 Y., 267);
Jaoksonciile Terminal Co. v Blanshcrd (77 Isla. , 855, 82 So., 300); I) yatt v, City of
Loaisciile (206 I&v. , 432, 267 S. W. , 146); In re Coct" (75 V. Y. S., 750); In rc Sheppar&i's Esiaic (170 N. Y, S, , 400); people ec rel Yeoo)soorth's Estate v. State Taa Commission (102 N. Y, S., 772); Cooper v, Stinson (5 Alinn. , 522); ifehr v, McCook Co. (11
4'-"-', 78 N. W. ()08); Blank v, Pionce& Miming Co. (03 Wash. . 2G, 15&0 P. , 1077).
'The third policy , covered by the notice is for Igi5, 000 and the beneficiary is Cannon' s
son. That policy is not in suit, but it was deposited with the clerk, apparently
to
abide the result of this suit.
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of ownership are vested in the insured under a policy payable to another upon
his death, where the right is reserved in him to revoke the beneficiary, and
among those incidents enumerates the power to pledge the policy for a loan
and to dispose of the proceeds for his own benefit during his life. Mr. Cannon
has the power to borrow substantial sums upon these policies and to use the
surrendering the right to keep
proceeds for his own benefit, and that without
'

his insurance in force by paying premiums.
Since the notice advertised for sale the entire policies, and not whatever
interests therein belonged to the taxpayer, our task is to ascertain whether
under Colorado law Mrs. Gannon was vested with any of the incidents of
ownership.
In Hendrie 3Ifg. Co. v. Ptatt (18 Colo. App. , 1o, 5B P., 209) creditors undertook to reach the proceeds of several policies on the life of their debtor, after
his death and after his beneficiary had received the proceeds. Two of the
policies had endowment features. The opinion does not state that the inThere was then no Colsured reserved the right to change the beneficiary.
orado statute exempting insurance money from debts. After an exhaustive
review of the cases, it was held that creditors could not reach life insurance
money, the court saying that the fund arose from the beneficiary's insurable
interest in the life of her husband; that it did not exist until death; that
public policy required that widows and children should not be left destitute;
that
the moment it is issued, its ownership vests in the beneficiary,
s a s that until
"the title thereto had become vested in her,
the maturity of an endowment policy "her title was as absolute as if the
insurance had been upon any other plan. "
In Nationat Bank of Comnncrce v. Appet Clo. Co. (85 Colo. , 149, 88 P., 905),
a creditor undertook to reach the surrender value of an endowment policy,
with right reserved to change the beneficiary, before the maturity of the endowment or the death of the insured.
There was no allegation of insolvency,
or that the insured was indebted when the policy was issued. Without deciding the rule applicable in such state of the case, the court held that the
beneficiary could not be divested of her interest except by the act of the
insured, the opinion conciuding:
" If the latter should be compelled to surrender these policies to the
companies issuing them, and accept the value thereof, the rights of the
beneficiaries would be destroyed.
The insured may have interests in these
policies which a court of equity, if their rights only were involved, might
have the power to compel them to apply to the payment of their indebtedness;
but, however this may be, a court of equity would not be authorized to exercise this power when thereby the vested rights of third persons would be
destroyed, unless it should appear that the conditions existed under which
a court of equity, at the instance of a creditor, may annul voluntary arrangements entered into between his debtors and third persons. "
In Hill v. Capitol Life Insurance Co. (91 Colo. , 800, 14 P. (2d), 1006),
the fact situation is not pertinent, but the court held that even where the
insured reserved the right to change the beneficiary, the beneficiary had an
"interest in the policy" prior to the exercise of the reserved right.
In 1929 a statute was passed which is set out in the margin. ' The Colorado
courts have not yet had occasion to determine whether this statute is one of
exemption or one fixing property rights. If the latter, it does not aid here
because the policies in question were issued long prior to its enactment, and
because it adds nothing to plaintiff's rights under the cited Colorado decisions.
The second circuit, in a well-reasoned opinion, has held an identical statute to
be one of exemption.
(In re 3fesainger (G C. A.. 2), 29 F. (2d), 158.) As
such, it is not applicable to Federal taxes.
' The policies are not ln the record, but it does appear that reserves have accumulated
thereon, and such policies ordinarily if not uniformly grant an option to borrow the
accumulated reactive w''tbout surrendering the policy. While the record rs not clear, it may be
that Mr. Cannon, in order to borrow on the policy, must either change the beneacmry
to his estate, or procure the consent of tbe beneficiary.
But it is conceded that, by

"

"

"

changing the beneiiciarv, he may borrow the stated sum upon tbe sole security of the
policy and without consent of the beneficiary.
a policy of insurance, whether heretofore or hereafter issued, is elfccted by any
person on his own'life or on another life, in favor of a person other than himself, or,
except in cases of transfer with intent to defraud creditors, if a poiicy of life insurance
is assigned or in any way made payable to any such person, the lawful beneficiary or
assignee thereof, other than the insured or the person so eifecting such isssurance, or hts

'If
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Prom these decisions it appears that in Colorado a beneficiary has a propBut it does not follow that the inerty interest in a policy of life insurance.
sured has no interest therein, for two or more persons may own interests in
The Bankruptcy Act provides (70-a —
the same propertv.
5) that, unless
exempted by State law (Holden v. Stratton, 198 U. S., 212), the surrender
value of any policy on the life of a bankrupt "payable to himself, his estate,
passes to the trustee in bankruptcy unless the
or personal representatives"
bankrupt pays such surrender value to the trustee. In 1917 thc question arose
whether the surrender value of a policy not payable to the insured or his
estate, but with a right to change the beneficiary to himself or his estate,
Although not passing by virtue of this section, the
passed to the trustee.
Supreme Court held that the surrender value passed to the trustee because
of his power to change the beneficiary to himself or his estate under 70—a —8.
The Supreme Court held:
"It might indeed be that it would better fulfill the protection of insurance
by considering the proviso alone and literally, regarding the policy at the
moment of adjudication, and, if it be not payable then in words to the bankrupt no matter what rights or powers are reserved by him, no matter what
its pecuniary facility and value is to him to consider that he has no propThe declaration of
erty in it. But we think such construction is untenable.
subdivision 8 is that 'powers which he might have exercised for his own
benefit' 'shall in turn be vested' in the trustee, and there is vested in him
as well all property that the bankrupt could transfer or which by judicial
process could be subjected to his debts, and especially as to insurance policies
which have a cash surrender value payable to himself, his estate or personal
representative.
It is true the policies in question here are not so payable, but
they can be or could have been so payable at his own will and by simple
declaration.
Under such conditions to hold that there was nothing of property
to vest in a trustee would be to make an insurance policy a shelter for valuable
assets and, it might be, a refuge for fraud. And our conclusions would be
the same if we regarded the proviso alone.
"This court has been careful to define the interest of bankrupts in the
insurance policies they may possess. In Hiseocfc v. jjiertens (205 U. S., 202)
we gave a bankrupt the benefit of the redemption of a policy from the claims
of creditors, though a cash surrender value was not provided by it but was
In BurHnghnm v. Crouse (228 U. S.,
recognized by the insurance company.
459, 472) we said that it 'was the purpose of Congress to pass to the trustee
that sum which was available to the bankrupt at the time of banlcruptcy as a
cash asset; otherwise to leave to the insured the benefit of his life insurance. ' (See also Everett v. Judson, Id. , 474. )" (Cohen v. Satnuels, 245 U. S.,
50, 52-53. )
While constrained to hold that Mrs. Cannon has an interest in these policies
not subject to sale for her husband's taxes, we do not hold that the taxpayer
has no interest therein which may not be liable for. his taxes. Whether the
loan value can be so subjected under 26 U. S. C. A. , 1268(a) or otherwise,
leaving to the beneficjary the right to the proceeds upon his death if premiums
are paid as provided in the policy, we are not now called upon to decide; nor
need we pass upon the question of lvhether a sale is a proper way to realize
upon values in a life insurance policy because the law limits the bidders to
(Heusner v.
those having an insurable interest in the life of the insured.
Life Insura»oe Co. , 47 kio. App. , 886; Industrial Loan d I»cestlnent Co. v.
Mo. , —,3 S. W. (2d), 1046. ) The effort
missouri State Life Insurance Co.,
to sell the entire policy, including Mrs. Cannon's interest therein as recognized
by the Colorado law, should be enjoined.
The order in No. 1289 is reversed.
shall be entitled to its proceeds and avails against the
executors or administrators,

—

—

—

of the insured and oi the person effecting the same,
creditors and representatives
whether or not tbe right to change the bencficiary is reserved or permitted, anrl whether
or not the policy is made payable to the person whose life is insured if the beneficiary oc
assignee slmll prrdccease such person; provided, that, subject to the statute of limita. tions, the amount of any premiums for said insurance paid with intent to defraud
crerlitors, with interest thereon, shall inure to their benefit from the proceeds of the
policy; but the company issuing the policy shall be rlischarged of all liability thereon by
paymn&t of its proceeds in accorrlance with its terms, unless before such payment tho
company shall have written notice, by or in behalf of a creditor. of a claim to recover
for tradsfrr ma&le or premiums paid with intent to defraud creditors, with specifications
of the amount claimed.
(Ch. 113, Laws of Colo. , 1929.)
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SECTIONS 277 AND 978. PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON
ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION OF TAX.
XV-95-8186
ARricLE 1971: Period of limitation upon
6. C. M. 16724
assessment of tax.
REVENUE ACT OE

1911.

The periods of limitation upon the collection of income and
profits taxes prescribed by the Revenue Acts are not applicable to
the payment of such taxes made by the Alien Property Custodian
under tlie Trading with the Enemy Act, as amended by the Settlement of War Claims Act of 1983 and the Act of June 18, 1934
(48 Stat. , 978).
2, 163) revoked.
G. C. M. 4978 (C. R. VII—

A.dvice is requested whether a refund may properly be allowed of,
a payment made by the Alien Property Custodian and applied by
the Bureau in settlement of taxes assessed for the year 1917 against
the M Company based solely upon the ground that the payment was
made after the expiration of the statutory period of limitation for
collection.
In the recent decision of the Court of Claims in 3fazianne E'raIzss
and an/ Kohen', as Sole Legateesi v. United States, decided April
6, 1936 the court held that the wording of subdivision (b) of section
o4 of the Trading with the Enemy Act, as amended, "requires that
where taxes were due from the aliens whose property had been seized
they should. be computed and withheld without regard to the statute
of limitations.
The court's decision is in part as follows:

I

"

It is argued on behalf of the plaintiffs that the War Claims Act did not
repeal the provisions of the statutes with reference to the assessment and
collection of taxes and that as these statutes were not repealed, they were
not only in force at the time when the Alien Property Custodian turned the
money involved over to the Commiss oner but applied directly to the funds in
the hands of the Alien Property Custodian, and consequently the disposition of
these funds was co~trolled by the general statutory provisions with reference
to taxes. This is clearly an erroneous conclusion. We have already shown
that until the War Claims Act became a law the former owners of the property seized had no enforceable rights whatever therein and when this Act was
passed they acquired no rights except those granted thereby. The War Claims
Act made provisio~ for ihe payment of taxes and the Government having complete right to retain the property, none of the taxing statutes had any appli.
cation except as specially stated in the Act itself.
At this point it should be noted that the plaintiffs did not file the only claim
for refund made in this case. It was filed by the Alien Property Custodian.
Why, ive do not knoiv. It would seem self-evident that the Alien Property
Custodian was not the agent for the former owner of the property.
He was the
agent of the Government itself and did not act for the plaintiffs in filing the
claim for refund.
(See Opinion of Attorney General, volume 32, pages 249, 2o3. )
The incongruous situation is presented where an agent of the Government files
If anyone was authorized to file a claim for
a claim against the Government.
refund, it would seem to be the plaintifts; yet tlie plaintiffs had not paid the
tax, it was paid by the Alien Property Custodian out of money over which the
Government had complete control and the right to appropriate as it saw fit.
These features of the case show how difficult if not Impossible it is to apply
the general provisions of the taxing statutes to the case noiv before us. The
attempt to do so leads into all sorts of inconsistencies and presents one of the
many reasons why we think Congress had no intention of restricting the right
of the Government to retain money or property which had been seized by the
Alien Custodian by applying the general statutes with reference to the assessment and collection of taxes.
What has been said above, we think shows plainly that plaintiffs' case depends
not upon whether the provisions of the revenue laws with reference to the
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assessment and collection of taxes were repealed by the Ii ar Claims Settlement
Act, but upon whether that statute made these provisions applicable in determining the amount which the claimants should receive. The taxes involved were
not assessed and collected within the period prescribed by the general provisions of the revenue laws and if they are applicable in determining whether
the money involved in the suit can be retained by the Government it is obvious
that plaintiffs are entitled to recover. On the other hand, if the War Claims
Settlement Act, as we think, provided that the taxes should be computed, as
if the property had not been seized by the Alien Custodian. .rd then paid
without any further restrictions, the plaintiffs have no foundation for their
suit.
Plaintiffs rely largely on section 24 of the Trading with the Enemy Act which
was amended by the War Claims Settlement Act in section 18 tliereof which
with the Enemy Act was
Section 24 of the Tradin
was headed "Taxes.
made subdivision (a) by the amendment and subdivisions (b) to (f) inclusive
were added. Section 24 (now subdivision (a) ), among other things, provided:
"The Alien Property Custodian is authorized to pay all taxes * * * heretofore or hereafter lawfully assessed * ~ " against any money or other
property held by him " ~ 4."
It did not direct the Alien Property Custodian to pay or turn over anything
to the former owners of the property but merely authorized the payment ol
certain taxes. Subdivision (b) of the amendment reads as follows:
"(b) In the case of income, war-profits, excess-profits, or estate taxes imposed by any Act oi' Congress, the amount thereof shall, under regulatious
prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury, be computed in the same mauner (except as hereinafter in this section provided) as though the money or other propertv had
not been seized by or paid to the Alien Property Custodian, and shall be paid,
as far as practicable, in accordance with subsection (a) of this section. Pendof the tax liability the Alien Property Custodian is
ing final determination
authorized to return, in accordance with the provisions of this Act, money or
other property in any trust in such amounts as inay be determined, under
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue with the
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, to be consistent with the prompt
taxes. "
payment of the full amount of the internal-revenue

.

"

III

We think the wording of subdivision
(b) requires that where taxes were
due from the aliens whose property had been seized they should be computed
and withheld without regard to the statute of limitations.
If it should be
conceded for the sake of the argument that the statute was ambiguous, the
surrounding circumstances clearly show that such must have been the intent of
Congress. This ruoney or property was turned over purely as an act of gracr.
In so doing, the United States was not standing upon its war-time ri hts but
placed the matter on a moral and equitable plane highly favorable to the
claimants.
Having done this, it seems hardly conceivable that it was intended
to turn this property back to the former owners wit. hout collecting taxes
justly due from them. Our Government was intending to do exact justice to
the alien claimants and it would exact no more than justice in requiring these
taxes to be paid. Where the intent is manifest and the language ambiguous
the intent must controL
'll

III

Counsel for plaintiffs call attention to a ruling of the General Counsel of
the Bureau of Internal Revenue in which it was held that the Settlement of
War Claims Act did not abrogate the general statute of limitations applicable
to the assessment and collection of an internal-revenue
tax, but if we are
correct in what has been stated above, an erroneous basis was taken for the
ruling. We have already shown that the omission from the War Claims Settlement Act of any provision repealing the
eneral provisions relating to the
assessment and coliection of taxes did not make theni applicable to the money
in the hands of the Custodian.
It required a special provision in the War
Claims Settlement Act to mal-e them applicable.
This ruling, however, is
not very material, as the Bureau did not adhere to it, and it seems to have
been withdrawu.
Under our view of the law applicable to the case the plaintiifs' petition must
be dismissed and it is so ordered.
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view of the foregoing decision, it is held that the taxes in
nn the ground that the collection
ma, y not be refunded
thereof was barred by the statute of limitations at the time of
payment, by the Alien Property Custodian.
G. C. M. 4978 (C. B. VII—
2, 168), which holds that the assessment
and collection of income and profits taxes in respect of property
held by the Alien Property Custodian under the Trading with the
Enemy Act, as amended, is subject to the periods of limitation prescribed by the Revenue A.cts applicable to the various taxable years,
is hereby revoked.

In

&luestion

HERMAN OrdPHANT,

General Counsel for the Department
ARTIUI, K

1271: Period of limitation

of tax.

of the Treasury.

upon assessment

REVENUE ACT OF 1928.

Validity of waiver with respect to assessment and determination.
Sufiiciency of
Execution of waiver before finding of deficiency.
notice. (See Ct. D. 1181,page 252. )

—

SECTION 280. CLAIi31S AGAINST TRANS-

FERRED ASSETS.

ARTIcIE
assets.

XV—1—7891
Ct. D. 1056

1291: Claims in cases of transferred

1NCohiK AND PROFITS TAX

1. AsszssMRNT

—REVENUE

—DECISION

ACT OF 192G
COURT.

—I,IARILITY oF TRANslcER&~EEECUTQR

UNDER WILL or DECEARED STDCKHDLDER
TION
LOCAL LAW.

—

OF SUPPEME

AND LEGATEE
CDRPDRA-

oF DIssoLvED

The executor of the will of a deceased stockholder of a dissolved
corporation is not chargeable with liability, as legatee under the
will, for a deficiency of income and profits taxes assessed against
the corporation, in a proceeding against the estate as transferee of
the assets of the corporation.
The estate having been settled and
the executors discharged before the notice of the proposed assessment was mailed, the executor was no longer subject to an assessment or suit in his representative capacity, under the law of Illinois.
2. DECIsIDN Rzvzzszn.
Decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit (76 Fed.
(2d), 736), which reversed the decision of the Board of Tax Appeals
(27 B. T. A. , 1123), reversed.
SUPREME CDURT oF THE UNITED STATEs.

De Forest Eulburd, petitioner, v. Convmissioner

of Internal Revenue, respondent.

On writ of certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit.

[December 9, 1935.]
OPINION.

Mr. Justice CARDozo delivered the opinion of the Court.
The controversy is one as to the liability of the executor and legatee of a
shareholder in a dissolved corporation for a deficiency of income and profits
taxes assessed against the companv.
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In September, 1919, the Van Sicklen Co., an Illinois corporation, sold all its
assets to a Delaware corporation, the Van Sicklen Speedometer Co. , and was
thereupon dissolved.
In consideration of the sale it received $250, 000 in cash
and 5,000 shares in the new company, which it distributed forthwith ainong its
His
own shareholders.
One of these shareholders was Charles H. Hulburd.
distributive portion on the dissolution of the company was $8,000 in cash and
160 shares of no par stock. He died on January 14, 1924, leaving a ivill by
which his son, De Forest Hulburd, and Hugh McBirney Johnston were appointed
executors. The son, who is the petitioner in this court, was also a legatee and
devisee. The coexecutor, Johnston, is dead.
In December, 1919, the Van Sicklen Co. filed a corporation income and profits
tax return for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1919. The return, hoivever,
Accordin ly, on November 17, 1924, the Commissioner
of
was inadequate.
Internal Revenue made an additional assessment in the sum of $227, 872.06, with
penalties in the sum of $113,936.03. Unable to collect this deficiency from the
company after the distribution of its assets, he turned to the shareholders.
On
October 27, 1926, he mailed a letter to the "Estate of Charles H. Hulburd,
"
In this he
c/o De 1&'orcst Hulburd, 86 East Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill.
gave notice of a proposed assessment "against the estate" by reason of its
liability as transferee of the assets of the Illinois corporation.
The amount of
that liability was stated to be $24, 000, but was afterwards reduced to $8,000,
the cash received by the testator. In announcing this assessment, the Commissioner acted in reliance on section 280 of the Revenue Act of 1926 (26
U. S. C. App. , section 1069); which permits an assessment against the trnnsferee oi' a taxpayer upon the taxpayer's default. Before the passa e of that
Act shareholders who had received the assets of a dissolved corporation might
be compelled to discharge unpaid corporate taxes, but only by bill in equity or
action at law. (Phillips v. Commissiotter, 283 U. S, , 589, 592, 593 [Ct. D. 350,
C. B. K—
1, 264].) A summary procedure was added by the statute. (Pl&ill(ps v.
Cotctcmissioner, supra. ) Upon the default of tbe taxpayer, the Conimissioncr is
to apportion the deficiency among the transferees of the property and to give
notice accordingly.
(Revenue Act of 1926, section 274. ) If the transferee is
dissatisfied, he may petition the Board of Tax Appeals to redetermine the
existence of liability and its proper distribution.
On October 27, 1926, when notice of the proposed assessment was sent to the
petitioner, the estate of Charles H. IIulburd had been settled, the assets distributed and tlie executors discharged. ' The discharged executors submitte&l to
the Board of Tax Appeals a petition for review disclaiming liability.
They
stated in effect that they were the persons who had been appointed execu(:ors by
the will of Charles H. Hu)burd, but that their responsibilities
as such were
ended. Enumerating their objections to tile assessment they alleged th'it the
action of the Commissioner was erroneous for the reason that tlie estate had
been "wholly distributed and settled and your petitioners duly discharged ns
executors thereof. " Thus, as early as December, 1926 (ivhen the petition for
review was filed), and before the period of limitation under the statute had run
against a new assessment against legatees or devisecs (Revenue Act of 1926,
section 280(b)2), the Commissioner was put upon notice tliat the deficiency had
been assessed against persons no longer liable and ivas given the opportunity to
impose it upon others. Instead of doing tliis he stood his ground:ind prayed
for an order that his determination be confirmed.
The Board of Tax Appeals held that "at the time the notice was mailed there
was no liability of the estate or of the lietitioners as executors. " It put aside
'The decree of the Probate Court oi' Cook County, Ilh, the place of administration, was
made on February 26, 1025, and, the text being important, is quoted in full:
"In the Natter of the Estate of Charles K. Kalbsr&l, Decease&i.
"This day came Hugh McBirney Johnston and De Forest Hulburd. executors of th& last

will and testament of Charles H. Hulburd, deceased, and presented to the court encl tiled
herein their flinal account with the cstatc of said decedent, she&&tug that said estate has
been fully administered.
nAnd it now appearing to the court that more than one year has elapsed since the granting of letters testamentnry
herein; that due notice has been given to all of the heirs at
lnw, legatecs and beneficiarie; that all assets of said estate have been collect&d; that no
claims have been flie against said cstnte; that specific le acies have been paid; that the
Inheritance tax, Federal estate tax, income tax, court costs and all other costs an&1 excnses of administration
herein ha(e been paid, and that the balance of said estate has
een distribut&d according to the inst will and testam&at of said decedent, and guardian
ad litem consenting to the approval of said flnal account.
is therefore ordered by the court that said final account be approved and recorded,
that the estate be and it is declared settled and that the executors be and they are hereby

"It

discharged.

"
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the consideration of a possible "liablity oi' any of the beneficiaries under the
will or the distributees of the assets of the estate" on the ground that no such
question was in the case. (27 B. T. A. , 1123; cf. 21 B. T. A. , 23. ) The decision
of the Board was reviewed by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit. That court decided that the executors were liable de bonis teetatorie
because they had failed to give notice to the Commissioner that their fiduciary
(Revenue Act of 1926, section 281(b), ) Besides this,
capacity had terminated.
the court held that De Forest Hulburd was liable individually to the extent of
$4,000 because in the record there was evidence, not confirmed by any finding,
that as legatee under the will he had received half of the $8,000 paid to his
father on the dissolution of the company, The order of the Board was accord[ngly reversed, and the cause remanded for proceedings to conform to the opinion.
(76 F. (2d), 736. ) The power was thus assumed to change a deficiency assessed
against the executors of an estate into a deficiency to be assessed against a
legatee who had shared in the estate. To determine the validity of that assumption and to settle other questions of statutory construction, a writ of certiorari
was granted by this court.
First: The petitioner is not chargeable in this proceeding with liability as
legatee under the will of a deceased shareholder in the taxpayer, a corporation now dissolved.
The Act of 1926 (ch. 27, 44 Stat. , 9, section 280; 26 U. S. C. App. , section
1069), fn supplementing by a summary procedure the cumbrous remedy of
suit, laid the duty of assessment upon the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
"The liability, at law or in equity, of a transferee of property of a taxpayer"
was to be "assessed, collected, and paid in the same manner and subject to
the same provisions and limitations" as in the case of any other tax deficiency. (Ibid, section 280(a)1, ) Pursuant to this mandate the Commissioner
did assess a liability and gave notice to the transferee accordingly.
He assessed it to the estate represented by executors, and not to anyone else.
"As provided by section 280 of the Revenue Act of 1926, there is proposed for
assessment against the estate the sum of $24, 000 constituting its liability as
a transferee of the assets of the Van Sicklen Co., Elgin, Ill. " The Board of
Tax Appeals upon petition for review had power to redetermine the deficiency
thus charged to the estate (Revenue Act of 1926, section 274), but not to
charge it to another.
(Cf. 26 U. S. C. (1934 ed. ), sections 600, 601, 619; Witliomeport Wire Rope Co. v. United 8tetes, 277 U. S., 551, 562, 564 [T. D. 4172,
C. B. VII-2, 323].) If some one else was to be charged, there would be need
of a new assessment, which the Commissioner might make at any time within
a year after the enactment of the statute.
(Revenue Act of 1926, section
280(b)2. ) In making it he would consider any facts material and relevant
for arriving at a just apportionment of beneiits and burdens. The duty to
inquire and determine was imposed by the statute upon him and not upon an
agency oi' government established for the purpose of revising his decision.
These restraints upon jurisdiction were duly heeded by the Board. It disclaimed the power or the purpose to pass upon the liability of legatees or
tievisees or to assess a tax against them. The same restraints upon jurisdiction were binding upon the Court of Appeals in reviewing the action of the
Board, and binding with greater emphasis, for the court was without power
to choose between conflicting inferences unless only one was possible, or to
try the case de novo. (IIelvering v. Ronktn, 295 U. S., 123 [Ct. D. 966, C. B.
XIV—1, 160].) The adjudication of liability as to Hulburd individually was
made in seeming forgetfulness of these jurisdictional restrictions. It was error
to ignore them.
In so holding we are not unmindful of the argument for the respondent that
the form of the petition to review the action of thc Commissioner was effective
in some way to enlarge the scope of the proceeding and to subject the legatee
to a new and different assessment.
The argument will not stand. There is
nothing in the petition submitted to the Board whereby power was extended
beyond the statutory limits, if we assume provisionally
that consent might
be effective, at least in certain circumstances, to bring that result about. The
petitioners, having been discharged as executors, were unwilling to describe
themselves as if they were still acting in that capacity. What they did was to
state the facts and ask the judgment of the Board thereon. Far from conceding that the assessment ran against either of them personally, they protested that in form and in purpose it was an assessment against the estate
and hence was of no validity after the estate had been settled and the executors
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discharged.
The meaning of their protest was not subject to misconstruction,
nor in fact was it misconstrued,
as the opinion of the Board shows if the
fact might otherwise be doubtful. When the protest had been made, the remavailable
the
to
Commissioner was obvious and am[&]e. He had time even
edy
then as we have already pointed out, to aunounce a new assessment, which
would have brought up the question whether the liability once resting on the
executors had devolved upon another. F&or reasons not disclosed he determined
not to do so. In such circumstances the cases cited by the Government, where
a formal defect has been 'ignored in circumstances tending toward an inference of waiver or estoppel, have no relation to the case at hand. We are not
required at this time to approve or disapprove them. In this case there was
neither waiver nor estoppel, but a steady insistence that the deficiency had
been assessed against the estate and no one else, and that the liability of the
estate had ended. To hold that by consent, either tacit or express, the proceeding had been turned into one to review the validity of a different assessment, and one never in fact made, would be a perversion of the record.
Second: The estate having been settled and the executors discharged, the
petitioner was fnncttts officio under the law of Illinois, and was no longer
subject to an assessment in his representative capacity.
The Court of Appeals in upholding the liability of the executors as such put
its ruling upon the ground that they had failed to give notice to the Commissioner of the termination by decree or otherwise of their fiduciary capacity.
The notice was thought to be requisite 'under section 281(b) of the Revenue Act
But the Revenue Act of 1026 became a
of 1926, which is quoted in the margin.
law in F'ebruary of that year (section 286; U. S. C., section 931), and the
executors were discharged in I'ebruary, 1925. If their liability as executors
was ended at that time, the statute will not be read as attelnpting to revive it.
(White v. United States, 101 U. S., 545; Winfree v. Northern Pacifto R. Co. , 227
U. S., 206; Union Pacific R. Co. v. Laranlie Sfoc]c Yards, 231 U. S., 190, 100;
Shtcab v. Doltlc, 258 U. S., 529 [T. D. 8330, C. B. I—2, 812]; Liberman's
Comtnittee v. Cor&tntissioner, 54 F. (2d), 527. )
Section 281(b) being found to be inapplicable, we have still to determine
whether executors who have been discharged after a full settlement of the
estate are subject by the law of Illinois to assessment or suit in their representative capacity.
By the common law of England an executor was deemed to carry forward the
persona of the testator.
(Holmes, The Common I.aw, pages 844, 345; Holdsworth's IIistory of English Law, volume 8, pa es 568, 578, 574, 583; Litt]eton's
Tenures, section 387; Co. Litt„200, a, b; Jifechanic~' Savings BanA: v. Waite,
150 ](lass. , 234, 235; Chiptnan v. Jjiannfactt&rers' National Banlc, 156 glass. , 147,
140, ) Unless the appointment
was qualified in respect of time, it continued
during life. (1V[[]iams, Executors, twe]fth edition, volume 1, pages 181, 147,
342. ) There was no such thing as a discharge upon a showing of plene adntinisfravit. There was no such thing as a resignation because of mere unwillingness to go on. (Ifogers v. Fianl, 1 Younge and Jervis, 409, 414; In, fhe
Goods of IIeslop, 1 lto]Jertson's Ecclesiastical Rep. , 457, 458; In fhe Goods of
Veiga, 3 Swabey f[t Tristram 13, 15.) The power to act might be suspended or
revoked through the appointment of a comtnittee or a receiver if the executor
(In the Goods of Binches,
was found to be physically or mentally incapable.
1 Curteis, 286; In the Goods of Netcfon, 8 Curteis, 428; In the Goods of Cool;e
(1895), P. D. , 68; In thc Goods of Go]dschmidt, 78 I.. T. (N. S.), 768; In the
Estate of Shato (1905), P. D., 92. ) There might be like relief if he had become
the assets
insolvent after probate or had disappeared or had misappropriated
or otherwise abused his trust.
(In the Goods of Covell (1889), P. D., 8; Estate&
'Coo&miss&'onrr v. JVeu& York Trust Co. (54 F. (2d), 468 [Ct. D. 540, C. D. XI—
2, 820]);
Investment Co.
Hang v. Comu&issioucr (59 bb (yd), 516); B«rect v. Son yoao«tn Fruit
52 b'. (2d), 128 ICt. D. 406, C. B. X—
2. 2GO]); 11'orner Colucries Co. v. Unite&I States
08 F. (2d), 84 [Ct, D, 708, C, I), RII —2, 227]); A«&crican Eauitnble Assurance Co. of
3&e&c Yor1& v. Helocrin&J
(68 F. (2db 46 [Ct& D. 822, C. Ih XIII—1, 8861); Continental
p&'o&b&cts Co. v. Co&em[as&oner
(66 F. (26), 484); B&&"-nr&t v. Hetvcrin&& (77 I'. (2d), 89);
Commissioner v. Jyicbols
2,
Con Lumber Co. (65 I&'. (2d), 1009 [Ct. D. 7G4, C. B. RII—
"46]) ,'Pittsburgh Terminal, Cool Corporation v, He"'ner (56 I'. (2d), 107'~ [Ct. D. 501,
i . n. XI—
1, 22, &] ).
&4

&b

r that any person is acting in a fiduciary capacity foc
in section 280, the flduclary shn11 assmne, on
b ha)f of such person, th&. po&c&re, ri"hts, duties, ond privileges of such person under such
section (except that the liability shall be collected from the estate of such person), until
notice is given that the fiduciar). capacity has terminated.
Upon notice to the Commission&

a person

subject to the liability

s«c& ified
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of Thomas (1012), P. D., 177; Utterson v. Jfair, 2 Ves. Jr., 05, 07, 98; In t)te
Goods of Loeeday (1900), P. D., 154, 156; Otdfteld v. Cobbett, 4 L. J. (N. S.)
(Chan. ), 271, 272; Richards v. Perlcins, 8 L. J. (N. S.) (Ex. Eq. ), 57, 58. )
Nothing short of clear necessity would cause him to be ousted. In the absence
of peril to the estate, responsibility and power were not to be renounced when
'
once they had been assun:ed. So the law of England continues even now.
The common law rule is preserved in some of our States to-day, but in
many has been abandoned, at times as the result of statute, at times through
the combined force of statute and decision. The diversity of doctrine is sur.
prising, and so often is its obscurity. The commentators tell us, however, and,
that the growing tendency in this country is away
as the cases show, correctly,
from the English rule. ' Some States, thou h they make provision for an accounting, make none for a discharge, and hold the executor suable after the
estate has been distributed upon the chance that other property may be discovered later on. The judgment will be collectible out of assets in futuro, or
(Wil!iams, supra, volume 2,
quando aeeidertnt, as was said in early days.
page 1258; ftiary Shi ptey's oase, 8 Co. , 184, 3, b; Nocti v. Nelson, 2 Saund. , 226. )
This in eftect is the practice in New York (}tfationey v. Bernhard, 45 App. Div. ,
499, 501; affirmed, 169 N. Y„589;Willets v. Haines, 96 App. Div. , 5, 7; Rosen v.
Ward, 96 App. Div. , 262, 266; Pearse v. National Lead Co., 162 App. Div. , 766,
769; Paff v. Kinney, 1 Ilradf. , 1, 9), where a judicial settlement of accounts is
conclusive as to the past, but is never ultimate in the sense that it relieves the
(See also Hazlett v. Estate of Blalcely,
fiduciary from liability for the future.
70 Neb. , 618, 617; Weyer v. Watt, 48 Ohio, 545, 551.) On the other hand, there
are States where by express provision of the statutes the executor is to be
and others where the
discharged upon a showing of full administration,
requirement of a discharge has been read into the statutes by a process oi'
'
cons'ruction.
The courts of Illinois, as we interpret their opinions, maintain a middle
ground, which is neither that of the common law on the one side nor its opposite
on the other. This is not to say that tliere is any case in that State so like
in its essential features to the one for decision here as to make the Illinois position certain. On the contrary, support will be found for the strict rule of the
common lalv if what has been said in some of the opinions is taken from itS
framework and considered without reference to what was actually decided.
(See, e. g. , Starr v. WQtouyh, by, 218 Ill. , 485, 496. ) The aspect becomes different, however, when attention is directed to the setting of the facts and to the
provisions and implications of the applicable statutes. What emerges, it would
seem, is this: A discharge upon an accounting will be vacated in a direct proceeding, if it appears that there were assets, not inventoried by the executor or
included in his report, for which, when the decree was passed, he was properly
accountable (Eraser v. Eraser, 149 Ill. App. , 186, 187, 195, 196; cf. Musieic v.
Beche, 17 Kan. , 47, 58, 54); in the absence of such a showing, the discharge
will relieve the executor
when decreed upon a finding of full administration
4 Cf. 14 Hlalebur,
Laws of England, second edition, pages 171, 269, 287, 288, and cases
cited.
5 See Woerner,
The American

Law of Administration,

third etlition, volume 8, sections

571, 572, 573, where the cases are brought to ether.
e Minnesota:
Security Trust Co. v. Black River 1Vattonat Bank (187 IL S„211,234'I,
reviewing the State decisions; State ea reL sfatteeon v, Probate Court (84 Minn. , 289,
293) (since 1903 the right to a discharge haa been reinforced by statute. Acts of 1903,
ch. 195; 1 Mason's Stats. , 1927, section 8886); Missouri: Grayson v. Weddle (88 Mo. ,
523, 539, 540); State ea reL Stotte v. Kenrick (159 Mo. , 031); In re Estate of Boo»ay
(163 Mo. App. , 339, 394); cf. Kentucky: United States Fidelity d Guaranty Co. v. Marti»
(143 Ky. , 241, 242, 248); West Virginia: Decency v. Kearney $81 W. Va. , 422 42BL See
v. Statttcortft i148 Alan
also, Alabama: hfodatcett v. Holmes (40 Ala. , 391, 404); Hic
535, 540); Code, 1928, section 5902; California: Wilgs v. Farley (24 Cal. , 4})0, 502) I
In re Clary (112 Cai. , 292, 294); Probate Code, 1983, section 10BB ' Georgia: Carter v.
Anderson (4 Ga. , 516}; Groce v. Field (18 Ga. , 24, 80) Code, 1936, section 118—
2802 l
Iowa: Diehl v. IIfilter (56 iowa, 313); Code, 1981, eec(ion 12052; Kansas: }tfuetck V.
Beche (17 Kan. , 47, 53, 54); Proctor v. Dicktotc (57 Kan. 119 125); Rev. Stats. , 1928,
section 22 —
931; Montana: State ea reL Potters d Co. v. j)tstrJct Court (76 Mont. , 148
148); Rev. Code, 1921, sections 10311, 10381; Pennsylvania: Vandever'e Apoeat (43
Penn. , 74); Estate of John Wieeman (12 Phila. , 11); 20 Purdon's Stats. section 911(
South Carolina: Scabury v. Green (294 U. S., 165, 169); Quick v. Camnlkll (44 S. C.,
:I36, 892); AfcXair v. Hou le (123 S. C., 252, 266}; Code. 1932, section 9524.
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for the future of responsibility and power. (Cf. Reizer v. Mrfz, 223 I1L, 506,
912, 664; Robinson v. Robinson, 214 Ill. App. , 262, 268, 269. ) '
Whatever doubt may survive a reading of the cases is dispelled or greatly'
attenuated when we pass to an examination of the statutes and the plan that
they reveal.
First in order of importance is the statute regulating the settlement of acAn executor is required to exhibit a report of his administration
counts
within 30 days after the expiration of one year from the date of his letters.
That being done, he must exhibit a report thereafter, whenever required by the
are fully completed. " He may from
court, "until the duties of administration
to a
time to time at his own volition file "a final report of his administration
specified date, " which, even if approved, will not terminate his office He may
'
"
"at
make
final
conclusion
administration.
Such
a
report
the
of
a report,
also
shall be binding upon them
if approved upon notice to all parties in interest,
"in the absence of. fraud, accident or mistake. " A final report "at the conclusion of adlninistration" assumes that there is a stage when administration is
over. The executor is fttnotus oI)toio when discharged by the court after that
stage has been attained.
Another statute of high significance is one that makes provision for an
If the executor discovers after the making of an inappeal of the assets.
ventory and appraisal that the assets of the estate do not exceed the amount
of the widow's allowance, after deducting necessary expenses, he is to report
the facts to the court. Thereupon the court, if it finds the report to be true,
shall order the assets to be delivered to the widow, "and discharge the executor
or administrator froin further duty. " Plainly such a discharge is equivalent to
a termination of the oifice. There is not only exoneration for the past, but
absolution for the future.
The decree of the probate court discharging this executor must be read
against the backgrouml of this statutory scheme. It is too precise in its terms
to be dismissed as amounting to nothing more than a confirmation of the report
as sublnitte&1 for approval. If words can express an intention to declare administration ended, the expression is not lacking here. We may not put all this
aside as surplusage.
If tllere was no povver in tlie Illinois court to give relief
so comprehensive, the defect should be very clear before a Federal court will
undcrtal 0 to wrest the words of the decree from their natural and ordinary
meaning or hol&1 them to be futile. Especially is that so in view of the growing
tendency of probate courts throughout the land to break the shackles of the
ancient rule. Wei litv co»siderations of expediency and justice explain this
tendency an&1 support it. In the thou "ht of niauy judges, an executor discharged
after:& full aml fair accouniing is no longer to be vexed by the annoyance and
expense of defending fruitless suits vvith assets no longer available for reirnburselne»t or indemnity.
If suitors or taxgatherers xvish to go against the
estaie or against those who lrave shared in it, they lnust either vacate the decree
upon a showing of assets unaccounted for, or procure upon a showing of neces-

"

"

v
Lending cases in Illinois are brouglit together in this note for the purpose of distin(70 Ill. , G4'7, 650) holds that a
guishing dictum froin decision: It/a»chard v. hvtlttamson
will be treated as n nullity if mndc while the estate is in
dischnv"c of nn administrator
Dioerscy v. Johnson (93 Ill. , 547, 558) holds that a discharge
course of administration;
is of no effect if obtained bv the adiuinistrator ivith notice of an outstanding claim and
in fraud of the rights oi' the adverse claiinant (cf. People v. Itardin, 171 Ill. App. , 22G,
230); Baytess v. People (56 Ill. App. , 55, 58) holds that n surety is liable on an executor's
distributed; Starr v. Iritbond wliere a balance available for creditors wns wrongfully
loapftby (218 Ill. , 485, 402) holds that n poiver in trust, unrelated to the at)ice of executor,
will survive a decree ivhich purports to dischnrgc him; nnd 3faynirc v. City of Ifacomb
(203 Ill. , 441, 453) is sulistantinlly to the same elYect. Yo case line been found ivhere nn
executor whose discharge hnd b'cn decreed after n full and fair accounting has been beld
suable theres('ter in his representative capacity.
e I.aivs of 1872, page 77, at pages 105, 10G, section 112; amended bv Laivs of 1919, pnge
1, nt pane 8; Laivs of !0'&I, pago 6; Lnivs of 1033, page 3, at page 4; noiv Revised stat

ch. 3, section 114.
' Iee1935,
Lnivs of 1031, page G.

utes&

"Laivs of 1872, pnge 77, at pnge 92, section 59; Lav&s of 1910, page 1, at page 2; now
Revised Stat»tcs, 1035, ch. 3, section GO.
n St. ill nnotlier inroad upon th& common law rule is mnde bv n statute allowing an
Laivs
executor to r&sign ivbcnever it appears to tlie court that n resignation is proper.
of 1872, pnge 77, at page BS, section 40; noiv Revised Statutes, 1035. ch. 3, section 41.
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sity the appointment of an administrator, or pass over the estate and its representatives and pursue the legatees to the extent of benefits received. There
was no attempt to tread those paths, though the last at all events was open.
The controversy in this aspect is one of local law, which, once it is ascertained, must be accepted as controlling.
(Securittl Trust Co. v. Black Ittcer
)Vational Banlc, supra; Eorreet v. Jack, 294 U. S., 158; Seabury v. Green, 294
U. S., 165.) The decree discharging the executors amounts to a construction
of the Illinois statute by a court of the State, and a court of special competence
and experience in disposing of such questions.
There being no satisfactory
showing that the decision overpasses the bounds of jurisdiction, we yield to
its authority.
The decree of the Circuit Court of Appeals is reversed and the order of the
Board of Tax Appeals aflirmed.
It is so ordered.

ARTIcLE

1291: Claims in cases of transferred

assets.
INCOME TAX

—REVENUE

1. LIABILITY

—DECISION

ACT OP 1920

—

XV~7999
Ct. D. 1068

OF COURT.

oF TRANsFEREEs DIssoLVED CORPORATloNJURIsDIQTION oF BoARD oF TAx APPEALs
STATUTE oF LIMITATION.
On February 10, 1925, notice of deficiencies for the years 1919
and 1920 was mailed to a corporation which had dissolved in 1922,
and on April 11, 1925, a petition, entitled in the name of the corporation, was filed with the Board of Tax Appeals by an attorney
whose action, in a corrected petition tiled April 25, 1925, was
ratifie by the trustees appointed under authority of State law to
settle the affairs of the corporation. On January 17, 1929, after
promulgation of the Board's decision (February 18, 1928), notice
of proposed assessments against the petitioners as transferees,
under section 280 of the Revenue Act of 1926, was mailed to each
of them, and an appeal for redetermination
of liability as such
transferees was taken, on the ground that the proposed assessments were barred by the statute of limitation at the time the
notices were mailed. Under these facts, the Commissioner's deficienc notice of February 10, 1925, was in time; the petition, however styled, was in legal effect an appeal by the trustees; the
Board of Tax Appeals properly took jurisdiction; the eiTect oi'
the petition was to suspend the running of the statute against the
corporation and its trustees until the fina decision of the Board;
and the deflciency notices to the petitioners as transferees, being
mailed within one year after the final decision of the Board, were
within the statutory period.
2. ESToppEL
Where the principal stockholders and directors of a corporation
applied for its dissolution and were appointed by the court as
trustees to pay the debts and distribute the assets, as the real
parties in interest after such dissolution, they were jointly and
severally liable (to the extent of the distributive assets received
by them) for taxes thereafter legally assessed against the corporation, and, having had the beneflt of a hearing and reconsideration of the tax claim before the Board of Tax Appeals, thus se.
curing the delay on which their defense is built, to permit them
to continue to hold the assets of the corporation and to say that
the entire proceeding before the Board was a nullity would be to
allow them to repudiate their ovvn voluntary appearance in the
corporation's behalf, to deny their own pleadings, and to take mconsistent positions in the same litigation. They are therefore
estopped to deny the regularity of the proceedings before the

Board.
8. LIABILITY 0F

TRANSFI&EKS

—INTEPzsT.

The transferees of a corporation dissolved in 1922 are liable
for interest upon amounts of cleficiencies for 1919 and 1920, stIp
ulated before the Board of Tax Appeals, where there is nothing In

f )280,

the stipulation to show
such interest to
under the provisions of
enue Act of 1926.
4. DEOIsIoN AFFIEh?ED.
Decision of the Board

Art. 1291.

that interest was included in the agreed
be chargeable from I'ebruary 26, 1926,
sections 280(a)1 and 283(d) of the Rev-

of Tax Appeals (29B. T. A. , 981) affirmed.

UNITED STETEs CQUET oF APPEALs

Foa THE DISTaicr

Z. T. Buzard, petitioner, v. Guy T. Ilelveriny,

Commissioner

OF CQLUMEIZ.

of Internal

Reve-

nue, respondent.

v. Guy T. IIe'leering, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, respondent.
petitions for review of decisions of the United States Board of Tax Appeals.

E. T. Dusenbury, petitioner,
On

Before

MARTIN,

C.

J.,

and Ross, VaN OasnEI. , Hirz, and GEONEE,

JJ.

[April 1, 1935.]
OPINION.

J. : The

Navarro Lumber Co. was a California corporation.
It filed
its income tax return for 1919 on March 15, 1920, and for 1920 on March 8,
1921. In 1922 it filed an application for voluntary dissolution in the superior
court of the county of its principal place of business, and in the same year a
decree was entered, dissolving the corporation and appointing its three directors (two of whom are the petitioners herein) to distribute the assets to its
GsoNEE,

stoclrholders.
The period of limitation for assessment a ainst the lumber company for 1919
expired March 15, 1925, and for 1920 on March 8, 1926; and on February 10,
1925 (within the limitations period), the Commissioner mailed notice of deficiencies for the years 1919 and 1920 to the lumber company at its San Francisco
address; and within the alloivable 60-day period thereafter a petition for redeThe petition Ivas signed
termination was filed with the Board of Tax Appeals.
"for Navarro Lumber Co., by John J. EIeberle.
Heberle, presumably, is a
to a
New York lawyer, and in signing the petition he was acting pursuant
power of attorney to him, of date november 9, 1923, executed by the three trustees. On April 25, 1925, an ad&litional or corrected petition, signed and verified
by the three trustees personally, was filed with the Board. In this petition
the trustees say:
"We desire to and do confirm all of the said acts of our said attorneys, and
we verify and adopt as our own act and Ileed, the said petition filed with the
United States Board of Tax Appeals, on April 11, 1925.
Attached to the petition was a copy of the power of attorney to Heberle, the
decree of the California court dissolving the corporation and appointing trustees, a reference and quotation from section 400 of the Civil Code of California
showing that the trustees had authority, uuder the provisions of that statute,
to do the acts and things they were then doing.
On February 13, 1928, the Board promulgated its findings of fact and opinion,
and entered a deficiency order against the lumber company for 1919 and 1920;
and on January 17, 1929, the Commissioner mailed to each of the petitioners a
notice stating:
"Under the provisions of section 280 of the Revenue Act of 192G, there is
proposed for assessment against you the amount of $53,086.18 plus any accrued
penalty and interest representing your liability as a transferee of the assets of
tax assessed against said company
the Navarro Luncher Co. for outstandin
for the years 1919 anf1 1920.
of
Petitioners appealed to the Board of Tax Appeals for a redetermination
their liability as transferees under section 280 (Revenue Act of 1926). The
basis of the petition was that the assessment proposeIl by the Commissioner
against petitioners as transferees was barrerl when he mailed his notices
(January 17, 1929). In this proceeding a stipulation was filed, as follosvs:
"The Board may find and determine "' " e that there are deficiencies
with respect to the liability of Navarro Lumber Co. e e e for the taxable

"

"

"
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years 1919 and 1920 in the respective amounts of $18,568.75 and $17,680.97,
~ * " such right or rights as
saving and reserviug to the petitioners
they
may have under the law and the evidence, upon their pleas that the statute of
limitations has run against the assessment
The stipulation also recited it was agreed that petitioner Dusenbury' received
on August 7, 1922, distributions
in liquidation
of the lumber company in
the sum of $26, 947, 70, and that petitioner Buzard received, at the same time,
sums in excess of the total amount of the stipulated tax.
On February 1, 1984, the Board (five members dissenting)
decided against
petitioners, holding Buzard and Dusenbury liable, as transferees, in the amount
of @1,199.72 (the stipulated amount), "plus interest thereon from February
26, 1926, to the date of assessment at the rate of 6 per cent per annum. "
Petitioners have appealed to this court, and assign the following grounds of
error: First, that the Navarro Lumber Co. Is the taxpayer that incurred the
tax for 1919 and 1920 on which the proposed liability of the petitioners is
founded; second, that Navarro Lumber Co. was totally dissolved in 1922 and
did not execute or file the appeal to the Board in 1925, on which the Commissioner relies for an extension of the periods of limitation for assessments
against that company; third, that the Commissioner has not shown tha. t the
lumber company ever extended the period of limitations beyond the statutory
period March 15, 1925, and March 8, 1926, respectively; fourth, that the
notices of liability mailed to these petitioners on January 17, 1929, were
mailed more than one vear later than either of those dates, and that the assessmeni. s proposed in them were therefore barred when the notices were mailed;
and fifth, that the Board erred when it ordered for each petitioner a liability,
plus interest.
Section 280 of the Revenue Act of 1926 authorizes the assessment of the
liability of a transferee of property of a taxpayer, in respect to the latter's
tax; and provides that this liability shall be assessed within one year after
the expiration of the period of limitation for assessment of tax. against the
taxpayer; and further provides that when the taxpayer was a corporation,
but has terminated its existence, thc period of limitation for assessment against
it shall be the period which would be in effect if it were still in existence,
The provisions of the Act apply to any tax imposed by that (1926) or any
prior income tax A.ct.
From what has been said, it will be seen that the foundation of. the appeals
is that the charter of the lumber company having been withdrawn in 1922, the
petItion filed in its behalf in 1925 by the trustee was of no effect and did not
extend the period of limitation for assessments against the corporation or
against petitioners as distributees of the corporaiion.
On the other hand, it is argued, if the appeal was properly filed and binding
on the corporation, admittedly its filing would stop the running of the limitation periods until the final decision of the Board; and, in that case, notice
to petitioners within "one year after the exphation of the period of limita.
tion for assessment against the taxpayer" would bind them and carry over to
them the tax liability of the corporation.
Petitioners tell us that, though an appeal was filed in behalf of the lumber
company, it was not filed by the lumber company (the taxpayer) and there.
fore did not extend, as against petitioners or the company, the periods of
limitation. To sustain this, they say that as the lumber company was dissolved
in the year 1922 it had ceased to exist from that moment and under the law
of the State of its incorporation it was legally dead and incapable of taking
any action which would legally bind either itself or petitioners as transferees
of its property.
Petitioners rely on Crossman v. Fieienda Water Co. (150 Cal. , 575). That
was an action in debt commenced against a dissolved corporatiou and certain
persons alleged to be stockholders.
Summons was served on the president of
the corporation; a demurrer was filed and overru'ed; and s.n answer was then
filed by the stockholder defendants in which they denied liability on the part
of the alleged corporation and also clenied ihe existence of the corporation,
alleging it had been voluntarily dissolved under the California statute. No
pleading or answer was filed by the corporation, and a judgment against it was
taken by default.
On appeal, the judgment was set aside by the Supreme
Court of California on the ground that it had been entered by the clerk without an order of court. Thereupon the plalntlif dismissed the action as to
the individual defentlants, and an order was made by the trial court appointing

—
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a referee to take an accounting between plaintiff and the corporation. On the
basis of the referee's report, judgment was entered in favor of plaintiff against
the corporation.
a proceeding was begun against the stockSubsequently
holders individually,
alleging the recovery of the judgment against the corporation and its bankruptcy.
The stockholders appeared and moved to set
aside the judgment upon the ground that the court had no jurisdiction to
enter the same for the reason that prior to the institution of the suit the
corporation had been dissolved and had ceased to exist. This motion prevailed,
and on appeal the Supreme Court of California said:
"It is settled beyond question that, except as otherwise provided by statute,
the effect of the dissolution of a corporation is to terminate its existence as
a legal entity, nnd render it incapable of suing or being sued as a corporate
body or in its corporate name. It is dead, a.nd can no more be proceeded
against as an existIng corporation than could a natural person after his
death. There is no one who can appear or act for it, and all actions pending
against it are abated, and any judgment attempted to be given against it
is voM. As to this, all the text-writers agree, and their statement is sup
weight of authority.
ported by an overwhelming
(See b Thompson on Corporations, sections 6721, 6722, 6723; Clark and bIarshall on Private Corporations, sections 322, 829; Angell and Ames on Corporations, section 195; 2l
Morawetz on Corporations, section 1031; 10 Cyc. , 1316; 7 Am. and Eng. Ency. of.
Law, 854; Pendleton v. Russell, 144 U. S., 640 (12 Sup, Ct. , 748); First 3Tationa(
Bank v. Coiby, 21 Wall. , 609; summa v. Potomac Co., 8 Pet. , 281; Sturgcs v.
Vanderbilt, 73 N. Y., 884; Rodgers v. Adrtatte, Etc., Co. , 148 N. Y., 38 (42
N. E., 515).) There is no statute of this State that authorizes the commencement or continuance of an action against the corporation after its legal death,
We have no statute similar to that of several States, providing that in the
event of the dissolution of a corporation its existence shall be continued
either indefinitely or for a specifie time for the settlement of its affairs,
Statutes similar to our section 400 of Civil Code above quoted do not have the
effect of continuing the existence of the corporation as cestui que trust, or
otherwise, so as to render it capable of defending actions in its corporate
name.
section 6789; Clark and blnrshall on.
(Thompson on Corporations,
Private Corporations, 333; Sturges v. Vanderbilt, 73 N&. Y., 384. ) If section
385 of the Code of Civil Procedure, providing that an action does not abate
by the death or any disability of a party, if the cause of action survives, iS
npplicable to the case of a corporation, it does not authorize the continuance
oi' the action ngninst the corporation itself, but allows the action to be couor successor in Interest, ' brought in
tinued only against the 'representative
on motion.
(McCutloch v. Nor&coed, 58 N. Y., 562, 568. Sce, also, Judson v.
Love, 35 Cal. , 4V4. ) There being no statute which cau be held to modify the
general rule, it would seem that the judgment in this case wns ns much of
a nullity as if it had been given against a dead natural person, and that
plaintif's remedy, after the dissolution of this corporation, was against the
directors who continued such at the time of dissolution as trustees nnd ihe
stockholders.
(Sturges v. Vanderbilt, 78 N. Y., 384. )"
(See also Van Landingham v. U. T. Packers, 189 Cal. , 358, 208 Pac. , 973;
v.
Hogan v. Superior Court, 74 Cal. App. , 704, 241 Pnc. , 584; Panzrr-Hamilton
Bray, 274 Pac. , 770; Smith v. Leuris, 287 Pac. , 472, s. c., 295 Pac. , 89.)
Placing themselves squarely on the California lnw, as interpret&. d an&1 pronounced by the Supreme Court of California in the Crossurnn case, petitioners say that, since the Navarro Lumber Co. hnd been legnlly dissolved
In 1922, It could not thereafter be served with process, could not appear,
nor nuthorize anyone to &lo so for it.
nnd could not itself admit nnything,
That, in these circumstances, all that was done in its behalf by its trusiees
in the matter of the nppeal to the Board of Tnx Ippeals &vas n nullity, nud
therefore had no effect, an(1 could have no effect, in oaten&ling the periods
If the premise be admi&ted, and if petiiiouers' right to chalof limitations.
lenge the binding effect of the:&ppe;&1 be like&vise aclmitte&l, the conclu. ion &vhich
petitioners urge must follow because, con«dedly, the notices of the C&numissioner to petition& rs of the nssessmenis against them, as trnnsfcrccs, were not
&nailed until January 17, 1929, and that date wns consider;&bly more thnu &iue
year after the expiration of the original periods of limitation for nssessm&. nt
of the tnx against their transferor, the lumber comp:&ny. But, in our xie&v,
petitioners' premise is not sustainable on either of two grounds.
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First, as we have already shown, the Commissioner's notice of deficiencies
to the lumber company was dated February 10, 1925. That was within the
5-year period. Its effect, therefore, was to fix and determine the company's
tax liability for the years 1919 and 1920 which, unless appealed from to the
Board of Tax Appeals, would at the expiration of 60 days become iinal and
binding,
Within the 60-d. .y period a petition for a redetermination
of the
deficieucics was filed with the Bo".rd. It was entitled "Appeal of Ãavarro
"
Lumber Co., but it was signed for the company by the three trustees, who,
in the dissolution decree, were directed to wind up its affairs and distribute
its assets.
In takin th appeal, petitiorers set out the authority on which they acted.
They speak of themselves as the trustees of the lumber company "now in
process of liquidation " and point to the statute of California for their
authority to act. By reference to that statute (Civil Code, Cal. , 1921, ch. 388)
we find that they have power to settle the affairs of the corporation, collect
and pay outstanding debts, to sue and to be sued in relation to the debts
and property of the corporation, and that they shall be jointly and severally liable
to creditors to the extent of any property that shall come into their hands.
It was in recognition of these duties and responsibilities that they filed the
appeal. We think it can not be urged that they were without authority,
Indeed, we do not understand
or the Board without jurisdiction.
counsel
to go that far, but rather, to insist that, because the appeal was taken in
the name of the lumber company, and the trustees were not themselves substituted (after the passage of the 1926 Act) formally by- name in the place
and stead of the corporation, the appeal was ineffective and the decision
rendered thereon wholly void. Counsel say that three trustees compose "an
indivisible fiduciary, " a single taxpayer under present Revenue Acts, but that
under the 1924 Act, in effect when the appeal was filed, the fiduciary entity
which they composed could not invoke the jurisdiction of the Board of Tax
notice. In the same breath
Appeals by appealing from the Commissioner's
they say the lumber companv was dead and had no rights, so that the result
taken
when
was
was
the appeal
that there was nobody, natural
of the situation
or artificial, capable of. contesting the Commissioner's determination, or availof the Contmissioner's
irg of the provisious of lavv for a redctermination
We have been cited no authority for this position, and vve can
assessment.
find none and we should be slow to follow any which might point in that
direction. But however this may be, the 1926 Act (288(b) ) does provide
that, in any appeal then pending, the Board shall have jurisdiction; and so,
on the one ground or the other, we are satisfied that when petitioners as trustees appealed to the Board, and the Board accepted jurisdiction, the powers
of the Board, on the one hand, and the rights and privileges of the petitioners,
on the other, were not prejudiced by the fact that the appeal was entitled
in the name of the lumber company, rather than in the names of the trustees
for the lumber company.
The Board of Tax Appeals is not a court and, though it may exercise
jut!icial povrers, it is essentially an administrative commission; and on appeals from its decisions, the statute admonishes us to atfirm, modify, or
reverse as justice may require. The appeal from the deficiency notice, we
think, was an appeal by the trustees of the lumber company, however it may
have been styled in the hearings or in the pleadings.
The deficiencies in tax
v;ere debts of the lumber company.
If the assessment was valid, it was payable out of the assets of the lumber company.
It was the duty of the trustees
to preserve the assets and pay the debts, and this duty involved contesting
the imposition of the additional tax. There never was the slightest doubt in
the trustees' minds that this was their duty, and it is perfectly clear that in
tal-ing the appeal to the Board they considered they were performing that
duty. And we think it is also clear that the decision of the Board, sustaining
the deficiency notice of the Commissioner,
was no more or less than an
ascertainment of the validity of the debt of the lumber company for which,
under the tax statutes, petitioners as trustees were liable, and bound tu
account under the tax laws and under the California statutes. It is
established principle that one who prosecutes a suit in the name of another
to establish and protect his own rights, or who assists in the prosecution of
an action in aid of some interest of his own, is bound by the judgment,
(iSouff~ ont v. Compagnie, Eto. , 217 U. S., 475, 487.)
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Iu this View we hold (1) that the Commissioner's deficiency notice of February 10,
was ln time; (2) that the petition filed April 11, 1925, by
the trustees for a redetermination
of the deficiencies, however styled, wus in
jegal effect an appeal by the trustees appointed to administer the affairs of
the dissolved corporation; (3) that the Board of Tax Appeals properly took
urisdiction of the petition; (4) that the etfect of the petition wus to suspenil
he running of the statute against the lumber company and its trustees until
he final decision of the Board; (5) that the deficiency notices against petiQoners as transferees, mailed January 17, 1929, were mailed within one year
after the final decision of the Board (February 13, 1928) and ivere therefore
within the statutory period.
We have said there is still another ground on which the Board's conclusion
We shall discuss it briefiy. Petitioners were the prinshould be sustained.
cipal stockholders of Navnrro Lumber Co. They were also directors of that
In these capacities they signed the application for dissolution
corporation.
of the corporation, und by an order of court they and another were appointed
trustees of the creditors and stockholders of the dissolved corporation with
power to settle the aifairs of the corporation, pay its debts, and distribute
received
its assets. Pursuant to this power in August, 1922, Dusenbury
$26, 947.70, and Buzard received sums in excess of the total amount of the
nssesseil tnx. We think we are safe in assuniing that together they received
On this assumption,
all of the distributive assets of the corporation.
they
were jointly and severally liable to the United States (to the extent of the
amounts received by them) for all amounts of taxes which might be thereThis liability accrued not only
after legully assessed ag:iinst the corporation.
under the Federal tux laws but under the California laws. They were, therefore, the parties solely in interest in resisting claims against the ccrporation.
If, therefore, on February 10, 1025, when the Commissioner mailed the notice
of deficiencies to the lumber company, they h;id taken no action, but nlloweII
the 60-dny period to expire, they would have been liable, at the suit of the
United States, to respond to the full amount of the assessed taxes. It wus,
should
therefore, solely in their interests that the petition for redetcvminntion
be filed with the Board. They did fil such petition and prosecuted it to
fina decision. Thereafter, and when assessed by the Commissioner as transferees under the provisions of section 280(u) of the 1026 Act, they individunfiy
of their inilividunl liability, groundling iheir
petitioned for redeterminution
appeals on the statute of limitations, und that question we bure disposed of.
But if we had concluded diiferently on that question, we shoulil nevertheless be constrained to hold that it is not open to them now to raise the
Petitioners, from the moment of the dissolution of
question of limitations.
the lumber company, were the real parties in interest in all ihe proceedings
before the Commissioner nnd the Board. They sought anil hnd the benefit
of the tux claim. Thus they secured the
of a hearing and reconsideration
delay on which their defense is built. To permit them noiv to continue to
corporation
and
to sny that that entire proccedin" was
hold the assets of the
a nullity, including the notices to petitioners as transferces, because the
corporation, being dead, was without legal right to challenge the tnx, would be
to allow petitioners to repudiate their own voluntary appearance in the corporation's behalf, to deny their own pleadings, and to tal-e inconsistent
ositions in the same litigation; and this should not be permitted either to
nxpuyer or Government in this case or any oiher. We think it clear that
petitioners ns transferees are now estopped to deny the regularity of the
appcul which they caused to be filed with the Board.
This leaves only for consideration the question whether interest may pi. op
erly be included on the uinounts stipulated to be due. To decide that question,
it is unfortunately necessary to repeat some of the facts. On February 10,
1025, the Commissioner mailed u notice to the lumber company, indicating n
deilciency in tax for the year 1910 of $13,5G8.75, and for 1920, $39,517.-i3.
The two amounts aggrc ate $53,086.18. Within the GO-dny period theiuiifter
of tlie depetitioners, as trustees, applied to the Board for redeteriuinntion
fleicncics. On December 10, 1025, irhile the nppeal wns pending, the Commissioner made a "jeopardy assessment" of the deficiency of $13„'iG8.75 for
1010. On February 27, 1028, the Board entered an order of redeterniinutlon for n ileficlency of $13,568.7, i for 1010 nnd $39,517.43 for 1920, nnd on
Jnnunvy 17, 1029, the Commissiouer miiiled to each of the petitioners a notice
stating:
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"Under the provisions of section 280 of the Revenue Act of.1926, there is
proposed for assessment against you the amount of $53,080.18 plus any accrued
penalty and interest representing your liabiHty as a transferee of the assetS
of the Navarro Lumber Co. for outstanding tax assessed against said company
for the years 1919 and 1920."
In the subsequent petitions to the Board (petitioners-transferees)
it was
stipulated that the correct deficiencies for the taxable years 1919 and 1920
were $13,568.75 aud $17,030.97, respectively.
Petitioners' position here is that these conceded deficiencies represented
not only the amount of the original tax but the tax plus interest, and were
intended to determine finally, against both respondent and petitioners, that
the total sum due from the company was $31,199,72. Petitioners, moreover,
insist that there is no statutory authority for the assessment of interest
on the liability of transferees.
This is not our view of the law. Section
280(a)1 of the Act of 1926 imposes interest on the liability of a transferee
of property of a taxpayer, and section 283(d) provides that in the case of
a tax assessment imposed by Acts prior to November 23, 1921, interest shall
be collected, as a part of the tax. There is certainly nothing in the stipulation
itself which shows that interest was included in the agreed sum and, in this
view, interest was properly chargeable from February 26, 1926, the effective
date of the Revenue Act of 1926.
Inasmuch, however, as it appears that the petitioner Dusenbury received
only the sum of $26, 947.70 as a transferee of the corporation, the order of
the Board of Tax Appeals, requiring him to pay $31,199.72, will be corrected to
the sum received by him as transferee, with interest from February 20, 1920.
The transferees' liability is several, and therefore each is responsible, to the
extent of benefits, for the entire tax; but the payment of the entire tax by one,
or both jointly, will discharge the liability.
Modified and aftirmed.
ARTIOLE
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CONSOLIDATION

OF

A joint stock association in 1920 turned over all its assets to another association which had been organized, owned, and controlled
by substantially the same interests, in exchange for shares of the
latter's stock, and thereafter the consolidated association assumed
the assets, liabilities, identity, and name of the first association.
Proceedinm with the Commissioner and before the Board of Tax
Appeals were conducted in recognition of the fact, now sought to
be denied, that the successor association was the taxpayer and was
liable for the taxes asserted for 1919 and 1920. In 1931, by motion
to dismiss for want of jurisdiction, the claim was first made before the Board that the two associations were not consolidated,
and that the original association and not the petitioner was the
taxpayer. Under the facts of the case, the Board had jurisdiction
and correctly held that the petitioner was liable as transferee for
the taxes accrued against its predecessor, and that the statute of
limii. ation had not run. Moreover, having for several years dealt
with the Government on the assumption that it was the taxpayer,
the consolidated association was estopped, after the statute of
limitation bad run agaiust its predecessor, to assume an inconsistent position.

2.

DECISION AFFIRMED.

Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (29

3.

B. T. A. , 910)

CEDTIORADI DENIED.

Petition for certiorari denied October 28, 1935.

aiQrmed,
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8)tamroek Oil Co. , petitioner,
for review

Petition

v. Conimissioner

of Internal Iteeenne, respondent.

of decision of the I.nited States Board of Tax Appeals
of Texas).

Before BEYS,

FOSTEB, and HOTcHEsoN,

(district

Circuit Judges.

[May 14, 1935.]
OPINION.

HOToHEsoN, Circuit Judge: This petition to review a Board of Tax Appeals
decision iiuestions not the amount, but the existence of the tax liability found.
The points made are based on the fact that while the tax accrued not against
Shamrock Oil Co. , petitioner, but against Shamrock Oil Co., its predecessor,
waivers were obtained from, the deficiency letter was sent to, and all proceedand collection of the tax, including
ings in connection with the determination
the proceedings before the Board, were had with petitioner. The points are the
two made before the Board: (1) that the Board was without jurisdiction because the appeal had not been prosecuted by the taxpayer; (2) that the determination and collection of the deficiencies are barred by the statute of limitations, because the waivers on which the Commissioner relies were not signed by,
or by the authority of, Shamrock Oil Co. , the taxpayer; and (3) the additional
one, that the facts do not make out a case for transferee liability.
The facts
and the proceedings are in all respects accurately and in most respects fullv,
stated in the opinion of the Board (29 B. T. A. , 910). Ipe shall abstract and
supplement,
but not restate, them. They show that in 1920 there were two
joint stock associations, ' Shamrock Oil Co. and Chapman-Clark-Harbin,
Trustees, engaged in the oil business. which had been organized, and were owned
and controlled by substantially
the same interests.
Shamrock Oil Co. filed
timely income tax returns for the years ending December 31, 1919, and December 31, 19"0, but tiled none for the subsequent years. In the fall of 1920 these
associations, pursuant to negotiations looking to that end, ' were consolid:ited.
The form chosen to effect this consolidation was a turnover of all of the Shamrock Oil Co. '8 properties to Chapman-Clark-Harbin
in exchange for shares of
stock in Chapman-Clark-Harbin,
Trustees, to be issued by that association to
the stockholders of Shamrock, share for share. Thereafter, even to the extent
of taking its name, the consolidation assumed to be, acted as, and was Shamrock Oil Co. So complete was this merger of the two joint stock associations,
so absolute the assuniption by the successor consolidation of the assets, the liabilities, the identity, even to the name, of the Shamrock company, that neither
Mr. Dunaway, its president, nor the counsel employed in connection with this
'On June 30, 1920 the same interests owned or controlled 92.7 per cent of the outstanding capital stock of the Shamrock Oil Co. , and 96.7 per cent of the outstanding
Trustees. On December 31, 1920, tbese percent.
capital stock of Chapman-Clark-Harbin,
ages became respectively, 90.3 per cent aud 95.7 per cent. Of the elgbt members of the
Chapman-Clark-Harbin,
Trustees, seven were on the board of trustees
board of trustees of
of the Shamrock Oil Co.
s On Deceruber 13, 1920, Shamrock Oil Co. proposed to purchase the Chapman-ClarkHarbin properties.
On December 14, 1920, Shamrock Oil Co. addressed a commuuicatlou
Trustees, reading lu part as follows:
to Chapman-Clark-Harbin,
beg leave ro advise that the directors of tbe Sbamrock Oil Co. hare passed a resolus s s 'Kitbout
tion favoring the consolidation of Its properties with your properties.
reference to the actual values of the properties, except their relative values that the two
companies be combined upon thc basis of their present sst-up ralues for the purpose of
issuing certiflcstes of fractional interest to the parties owulng serac. This to be accoiupllslied lu such mouser as may suit vour convenience, lt heing suggested that you tal'e
over all the properties real aud personal, cash and credits of every character whatsoever

"I

of the Shamrock Oil Co.
On the same date Chapman-Clark-Harbin,
Oll Co.

:

Trustees, directcil this letter to the Sliamrock

"Qua xusnss: Your proposition of December 14, 1920, for consolidation of your cominterests lies this day been by resolution of tbe
any with the Cbapmau-Clark-EIarbln
rustees, accepted and you will kindly take such steps as necessary looking to the legal
eud ire ask for a iolut conference foi' the purpose
cpusuminatlotl of tbe seine anil to that
ot worklug out the details and form. "
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tax matter ever kne:u or supposed, until the 1981 change of front, anythin(r
other than that the consolidation continued to be and was, the Shamrock Oil Co.
In 1925 petitioner sold its assets to the Prairie Oil Co. and quit business, but
Dunaway remained in Wichita Falls to wind up the aftairs of the association.
Continuing for more than seven years, beginning in 1924, proceedings were
conducted with the Cominissioner and before the Board of Tax Appeals in
complete recognition of i.he fact now sought to be denied, that Shamrock Oil
Co. , the petitioner was, and continued after the consolidation to be, Shamrock
Oil Co. , the taxpayer, and that the tax liability asserted for the years in question svas by reason of the consolidation the tax liability of the petitioner. In
its petition to the Board for the redetermination of defitciencies filed January
22, 1927, a formal and lengthy one, all of the proceedings in connection with the
organization of the two associations was set out and the claim wus made that
the tsvo companies were so closely aifiliated as to be entitled to make a consolidated return. Indeed, it was claimed that in 1919 and 1920 when the tax
liability accrued, there was such a unity of operations of the two coupled with
such ownership and control by the same interests, of all of the stock of both
associations as that the (.wo were in effect one. Nothing was ever claimed to
the contrary until in 1981, when this about face was made. Then it was that
(,he claim was first tendered,
that Shamrock Oil Co. was not consolidated with
Chapman-Clark-Harbin,
but was sold out and dissolved, and that Shamrock
Oil Co. , the petitioner, was not a continuation of it. In the long drawn-out
proceedings and pleadings before the Board there was a clahn to additional
allowances for invested capital, but the main insistence was that the two
concerns were aifiliated, that the tax should have been figured on the basis of
a consolidated return, and that since Chapman-Clark-Harbin
had susta. ined net
losses which Shamrock was entitled to take as deductions, the tax assessed was
excessive. In January, 1929, there was an amendment to the petition setting
up limitation, not on the g1'ound of any want of authority on the part of
Dunaway to sign waivers, but upon the ground that at the time the waivers
were signed, the taxes had already become barred. In April, 1929, the petition
was again amended to add certain claims for amortization, but still the main
point made in this petition, as in the others, was that the two associations were
affiliated most closely, in fact were identical, aud should be so taxed. On
February 18, 1981, by motion to dismiss for want of jurisdiction, it was for
the first time claimed that petitioner Shamrock Oil Co. was not the taxpayer,
and that all waivers had been signed and proceedings authorized and taken
under the mistaken impression of petitioner's president, that it and the Shamrock Oil Co., which had incurred the tax, were one and the same. The Board
was right in holding that the petitioner was for the purposes of the proceedings before it, the taxpayer, and that limitation had not run. We think, too,
that there is no merit in the additional point the taxpayer seeks to make here,
the point that petitioner is not liable as a transferee because the original
Shamrock Oil Co. was a partnership, ' and since partners may be looked to for
partnership debts, a transfer of all the partnership assets does not charge them
in the hands of the transferee with a lien for partnership debts. '
These proceedings deal with Federal taxes. As to Federal taxes, Texas
stock associations are not partnerships,
they are corporations.
(Burlce
Waggoner Asso6atfovs V. Eopfcins, 269 U. S., 110 [T. D. 8790, C. B. ~—
1, 147].)
They are liable as corporations for the taxes they incur. Whatever may be
the rule in Texas as to the liability to general creditors, of the members of
such associations, as partners, and whatever may be the rule there as to the
effect upon general creditors of a transfer of all the assets, we think it clear
that as to tax liability, a transfer by a joint stock association which strips
s In b)s testimony
giveu after, in 1931, the point of difference between the two associa. -

tions bad been raised, Duuaway, wbo signed the svaivers, conducted the negotiations, aud
authorized the proceedings tal eu by Shamrock Oil Co. iu connection with the tax makes
this clear. )Ie testified that be did not kuosv that "actually the Cbapmau-Clark-harbin,
Trustees, had purchased the Sbamrock. and that tbe Shamrock Oil Co. then 'existing bad
i:eeu dissolved '; that be tbougbt Sbamrock bad bought Chapman-Clark-Harbin.
"At tbat
time I thought that the company I was representing svas still the same Shamrock Oil Co.,
organized in 5(arch, 1!)18, a continuation oi the company. "
4 Thompson
v. 8&!&mitt (274 S. IV. , o54; 115 Tex. , 53); Victor Refininc Co. v. City
Ãationa/ Ran1: of Commerce (274 S. W. , 561; 115 Tex. , 71); EEouister v. E(fcCameu (274
S. W. , 5G2; 115 Tex. , 49); IEoroe v. Efeysto»e Ptye «6 8uPPty Co. (274 S. W. , 58g; 115
Tex. . 158).
'Industrial Lumber Co. v. Teaas Pine Land dssociation (72 S. W., 875).
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it bare makes the taker liable as transferee for the Federal taxes it owes.
But the liability of petitioner here is not merely equitable, it is legal. It rests
upon a contractual basis. We think it too clear for argument that what-

ever the form oi' the transaction by which the consolidation was effected,
in fa.ct and in law a consolida. tion resulted; a consolidation which, carrying
forward into itself the assets and liabilities of the constituent associations,
thereafter owned the assets and owed the debts of its constituents.
Such a
consolidation Implies as one of its terms, an agreement to pay the debts of
Every action that its officers took until the change oi'
its constituents.
front in 1931, testifies to the existence of this agreement, and to their intention to carry it out. After the consolidation, Shamrock Oil Co. consolidated
as to all intents and purposes, as to tax liabilities its constituents h" d
Shamrock Oil Co., the petitioner here, is and has
curred, the taxpayer.
Shamrock Oil Co., the taxpayer, both because
been since the consolidation
in fact, if not in form, of the identity of the original
of. the continuation
association, and because in connection with and as a part of the consolidation an implied agreement arose that it would pay and discharge all debts.
The Government has and has had since the consolidation, the ri ht to look
to it for the taxes. All negotiations and agreements thereafter made with
regard to the taxes were properly made with its otficers. All proceedings
taken with regard to the taxes were properly taken with it and with them
Commissioner
v. Nickels d Coz, 65 Fed. (2d), 1009 [Ct. D. 764, C. B.
II—2, 246]; Norttt American Coal Corporation v. Commissioner, 63 Fed. (2d),
1011; Barnet v. San Joaquin, 52 Fed. (2d), 123 [Ct. D. 406, G. B. X—2, 260];
Pittsburgk Terminal Coal v. Ifeiner, 56 Fed. (2d), 1072 [Ct. D. 501, C. B.
XI—1 225]; Warner CoLLieries Co. v. United States, 63 Fed. (2d), 84 [Ct. D.
B. XI-2, 227]; Conimissioner v. Net York Trust Co., 54 Fed. (2d), 403
703,
Ct. D. 540, C. B. XI—
2, 320]; Trakerne Pump Co. v. Comnrissioner, 27 B. T. A. ,
63; affirmed 71 Fed. (2d), 584); and this wholly without reference to questions of estoppel or misleading.
When it is additionally shown, as here, that
through a long course oi' years petitioner has been assuming to be, and acting upon that assumption the Government has dealt with it as, the taxpayer,
and that it commenced to claim otherwise only when, if it may now unsay
what it has been saying, limitation has barred the claim, it is quite clear
that it is now estopped to assume an inconsistent position. (Philip Carey
3ffg. Co. v. Dean, 58 Fed. (2d), 737 [Ct. D. 557, C. B. XI—2, 325]; Su:artz v.
Commissioner, 69 Fed. (2d), 633; Planters Cotton OLL Co. v. Hopkins, 53 Fed.
(2d), 825; Walker v. Commissioner, 63 Fed. (2d), 346; Lueas v. Eunt, 45
Fed. (2d), 781; HartuieLL 3Iills v. Rose, 61 Fed. (2d), 441.)
The petition is denied.
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Deficiency assessments for 1917, 1918, and 1920 were macle in
1919, 1924, and 1021, respectively, and notice and demand made
and claims in abatement filed, as to the 1917 and 1918 tares, prior
to the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1926. The date of filing
the claim for abatement of the 1920 taxes is not shoivn in the
record. Upon the collection of the taxes, in 1929, interest was payable as prescribed by section 250(e) of the Revenue Act of 1918,
at the rate of 6 per cent pcr annum froin the due dates of the
taxes, The interest provisions of section 283(h) of the Revenue
Act of 1926 do not supersede the provisions of section 250(e) of
the 1918 Act where notice and demand liave been made by the
collector and ivhere a bona fide claim in abatcnicnt lias been
filed.
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VNITEO STATES CIRCUIT COURT OF

APPE~

FOR THE NINTH

CIRCUIT.

Crolen Wiilanwtte Paper Co., a Corporation, appellant, v. John P. McLaughlin,
as Collector of United States Internal Revenue for the First District of Cali.
fornia, appellee.
Vpon appeal from the District Court of the Vnited States for the Northern District of
California,

Southern

Division.

[October 17, 1935.]
OPINION.

Wn. RUR, Circuit Judge: Appellant brought this action to recover certain
amounts (which it claims were illegally exacted from it by the collector
of internal revenue of the United States, as and for interest upon taxes for
the years 1917, 1918, and 1920 upon assessments made in May, 1919, March 21
1924, and March 15, 1921, respectively, and all collected in 1929. The interest
for which refund is claimed is that for the period prier to the enactment of
the Revenue Act of February 26, 1926, it being conceded that the proper
amount of interest for the period thereafter was collected.
The cause of action is stated in three counts, one for each of the years
For each year the appellant filed claims in abatement, in Septeminvolved.
ber, 1910, as to the 1917 tax, on March 29, 1924, as to the 1918 tax. The date
of the claim in abatement for the 1920 tax is not stated in the pleadings, evidence or findings.
The deficiency tax for 1917 was assessed in May, 1919, in the amount of
$177,760.21. The Commissioner reduced this amount to $146,601.40 in acting
upon the claim in abatement filed in September, 1919, and on appeal to the
Board of Tax Appeals this amount was further reduced to $57, 872.48. This
amount was collected December 18, 1929, vvith interest from the date of the
Commissioner's assessment September 22, 1919, at one-half of 1 per cent per
month (0 per cent per annum).
The amount the appellant seeks to recover
on this item of interest is the sum of 6 per cent per annum from September
22, 1919, to February 26, 1920, the date of the enactment of the Revenue Act
of 1926.
The deficiency assessment for 1918 was made by the Commissioner March 21,
1924, in the sum of $19,786.70 and a claim in abatement was filed March 29,
1924. The appellant seeks to recover $2, 324.94 being 6 per cent interest per
annum on the deficiency assessment of $19,786.76 from March 21, 1924, to
February 26, 1926.
The unpaid balance of the assessment for 1920 taxes amounted to $222, 978.50. The tax return was filed by the taxpayer on March 15, 1921. A
defciency assessment was made by the Commissioner July 7, 1927, but was set
a. side by the Board of Tax Appeals on May 22, 1929, being fixed by the
Board of. Tax Appeals in accordance with the original assessment of the tax
by the taxpayer, i. e., a tax liability of $754, 270.92 with an unpaid balance
of $222, 978.50, and was collected November 16, 1929, with interest amounting
to $111,047.97. Appellant seeks to recover $61,592.46 of this amount, being
interest at 6 per cent per annum from March 15, 1921, to February 20, 1926.
The appellant relies upon the provisions of section 283 (f), (e), (h) of the
Revenue Act of 1926, and particularly upon the clause providing that interest
shall be collected "at the rate of 0 per cent per annum from the date of the
enactment of this Act up to the date of notice and demand from the collector. "
(Section 283, sub. (h). ) Appellant states his interpretation
of this clause
as follows: "On the old assessments the essential point was that interest
"
shoulcl start on the date of the enactment of tile Act.
The appellee claims
that the provision as to 6 per cent interest from the date of the Act above
referred to is made entirely inapplicable to the assessments involved here
because of concluding sentence of sub. (h) as follows: "The interest provided
in this subdivision shall be included only in cases where no other interest
for the same period is provided by law. " Subdivision (e) of section 283
e e e shall, except as provided
provides " interest
in subdivision
(h)
of this section be computed as if this Act had not been enacted. " It Is
clear then that the law regulating interest on income taxes in effect when
the Revenue Act of 1926 was enacted is an important factor in interpreting
the provisions of section 283, which twice refers to existing law, in the first
instance (sub. (e) ) continuing it in effect, and in the second instance limiting

[$283.
the new provision for interest to cases "where no other interest * ~ ~ is
provided by law. " The Revenue Act of 191S, section 250(e) provides for
the collection of interest as follows:
"If' any taz remains unpaid after the date when it is due, and for 10 days
after notice and demand by the collector, theu, except in the c"se of estates
of insane, deceased, or insolvent persons, there sha. l be added as part of the
tax the sum of o per centum on the amount due but unpaid, plus interest at
the rate of 1 per centum per month upon such amount from the time it
became due: Provided, That as to any such amount which is the subject of a
bona fide claim for abatement such sum of 5 per centum shall not be added
and the interest from the time the amount was due until the claim is decided
shall be at the rate of one-lmlf of 1 per centum per month. "
The collector contends that the proviso applies in the case at bar because
here a bona fide claim in abatement was filed and consequent!y that interest
is to be collected from the date the tax was due until paid at the rate of
and notice is
B per cent per annum, and that the provision as to demand
applicable only when it is sou ht to collect the penalty of 5 per cent and the
Appellee's contention, then, is in effect
higher rate of 12 per cent per annum.
that by filing a claim in abatement as to the entire deficiency taz claimed the
appellant brought into e)Tect the 6 per cent per annum proviso of section
250(e) of the Revenue Act, and precluded the collector's invoking the penalty
provisions of that section by demanding the amount of the taz which was
This seems to be a reasonable construcdisputed by the claim in abatement.
tion of this statute and to be in accord with the article 1003 of Regulations 45
promulgated by the Secretary of the Treasury in 1920 under the Revenue Act
of 1918:
"Interest on taz. 7 here the time for the pavment of any installment of the
tax is postponed at the request of the taxpayer, interest at the rate of 6 per
cent per annum is added from the original due date. ~ ~ ~ If any taz
remains due and unpaid for 10 days after notice and demand by the collector,
or in the case of the first installment as computed by the tazpayer remains due
and unpaid for 10 days, interest at the rate of 12 per cent per annum is added
from the due date, except that the interest on any amount which is the subject
of a bona fide claim for abatement shall be at the rate of 6 per cent per

—

annum,

What we have said so far applies to the interest on the assessments of ta~es
for 1917, 1918, and 1920. Written demand and notice were given by the
collector for the taxes for the years 1917 and 191S which started interest at
12 per cent per annum under section 250(e) supra, of the Revenue Act of
1918, although interest at 6 per cent only was collected. Appellant's sole claim
to recover the interest so paid is on the theory that section 2S (h) of the
Revenue Act of 1926 entirely superseded the provisions of section 250(e) of.
the Revenue Act of 1918, supra. It seems to us clear that Congress had no
such intention in enacting section 2S3(h) of the Revenue Act of 1926. In that
regard the report of the Senate Finance Committee on the Revenue Act of
192B (Senate Report No. 52, [SIxty-ninth] Congress, first session, page 33)
makes it clear that where notice and demand had been given by the collector
under the prior Acts those Acts should apply instead of the provisions of
section 283(h) of the Revenue Act of 1926. We quote from that report in
part as follows:
"It is also provided in section 283(h) that in cases where the assessment
was made before June 2, 1924, the interest shall begin to run from the date of
the enactment of this bill and continue up to the date of notice and demand
from the collector, which will be made after the Commissioner Is freed from
the restrictions on making the collection. In certain of these cases, however,
where notice and demand was made at the time of the assessment, interest has
been running ever since and section 283(h) therefore provides that the 6 per
"
cent interest shall not be collected in such cases.
interreferences of the subthe
various
We have not undertal-en to state
divisions of section 283 of the Revenue Act of 1926 for the reason that both
sides agree that the question involved herein is as to whether or not the
interest provisions of section 2S3(h) of the Revenue Act of' 1926 supersede the
Interest provisions of section 250(e) of the Revenue Act of 1918 where demand
and notice has been given by the collector as to the taxes of 1917 and 191S, and
In the case of the 1920 taz. whether the filing of a bona fide claim in abatement
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starts interest and thus brings the 1926 tax within the exception contained in the last sentence of section 283(h) of the Revenue Act of
1926, above quoted. I'or the reason stated we conclude that the first and
second counts of the complaint do not state a cause of action because of the
failure of the plaintiff to allege that no demand and notice had been given
to the plaintiff by the collector prior to 1926. The third count fails to state
a cause of action because there is no allegation that a bona fide claim in abateSuch a claim, as we have held,
ment had not been filed by the appc'llant.
would start the ru~ning of interest from the date the tax was due. The first
and second couuts also have the same defect.
Judgment aifirmed.
by the taxpayer

—

TITLE XI. GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE

—

PR0VISIONS.

SECTION 1118. PAYMENT OF AND RECEIPTS FOR
ARTIcLE

TAXES.

1891: Payment of tax by Treasury cer-

tificates of indebtedness

and Treasury notes.

XV—11—8004
T. D. 4680

Instructions with respect to acceptance of Treasury bills in
pavment of income taxes required to be paid on March 16, 1936.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT~

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE)

Washington, , D. C.
To Collectors of Internal Revenue and Others Concerned:
In connection with the payment of the March 15, 1986 (March 16
1936, payment date), installment of income taxes, you are requeste(f
to airaiige, so far as possible, to have all checks actually placed in
the hands of, or in transit to, the Federal reserve bank, branch bank
or other depository on the same day in which they are received.
The Federal reserve banks have been requested to cooperate to the
fullest extent possible in receiving deposits of income tax checks
during the heavy tax payinent period in March.
The only Government securities acceptable on March 16, 1986, in
payment of income taxes are the various series of Treasury bills

aggregating approximately $450, 000,000, which mature on March
10, 1980. These bills may be received on March 16, 1980, only, or
within a reasonable time Immediately prior thereto, and are acceptable (at par or face amount) only in payment of taxes which the
taxpayer is required to pay on that day, that is, taxes payable for
the first time on that day and which would be overdue thereafter.
Treasury bills maturing on other dates are not acceptable in payment
of installments of income taxes required to be paid on March 16,
1986, and Treasury bills maturing on March 16, 1936, are not acceptable. in payment of installments of income taxes unless such installments are requirecl to be paid on March 16, 1980.
The procedure prescribed with respect to the acceptance of Treasury notes or certificate of. indebtedness by Treasury Decision 4847
[C. B. XI—2, 425], approved August 9, 1982 (paragraphs 19—20, paoes
890—891, appendix to Regulations 80 issued under the Revenue Lct
of 1984) should be followed in connection with the acceptance of
the above-mentioned
Treasury bills in payment of incoine taxes
payable on March 16, 1986.
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In order that the Department may have a record of your receipt
these instructions, it will be appreciated if you will promptly send.

an acknowledgment to the Commissioner
room 870, Treasury Department.
By direction of the Secretary:

of Accounts and Deposits,
CiIAs.

Acting Commissioner
Approved February 99) 1986.
YVAYNE

C. TAYi. oR,

Acting Secretary of the Treasury.

Revenue.

-

1891: Payment of tax by Treasury certificates of indebtedness and Treasury notes.

ARTIOLE

T. Rvssrz. L,

of Internal

XV—15—8040
T. D. 4685

Instructions with respect to acceptance of Treasury notes of
8eries C-1936 in payment of income and profits taxes required to
be paid on April 15, 1936.
TREASVRY DEPARTi&tENT)

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENVE)

Washington, D. C.
To Collectors of Internal Revenue and Others Concerned:
These instructions are issued pursuant to the authority contained in
section 1118(a) of the Revenue Act of 1920 and by virtue of all other
authority of law.
In connection with the tender of Treasurv notes maturin~ April 15,
1986, in payment of income or profits taxes, the attention of collectors
is called to paragraph 19 of the appendix to Regulations 80 and
particularly to the last sentence thereof reading as follows:
The amount, at par, of Treasury ce)tificates of indebtedness or Treasury notes

presented by any taxpayer iu payment of income and profits taxes must not
exceed the amount of the taxes to be paid by him, and collectors shall in no case
pay interest on the certificates or notes or accept them for an amount less or
greater than their face value.

Treasury notes of Series C-1980 were issued in denominations of
$100, $500, $1,000, $5)000) $10,000, and $100,000, and will be payable
in such amounts on April 15, 1980. S»ch Treasury notes may be
received on April 15, 1980 only, or within a reasonable tiine immediately prior thereto, an) are acceptable (at par or face amount)
only in payment of income ancl profits taxes which the taxpayer is
required to pay on that date, that is, taxes duc for the first time on
that date and which would be overdue thereafter.
Treasury notes
inaturing on other dates are not acceptable in payment of installments of income or profits taxes reqiiirccl to bc paid on April 15, 1980)
and Treasury notes maturing on April 1:&, 1980, are not acceptable in
payment of install ne»ts of income or profits taxes unless such installlnents are required to bc paicl on April 15, 198. Since the first installment of income and profits taxes cletermined on a calendar year
l&axis is due for the first time on lllarch 15, reg&, irdless of whether an
extension of time is grantccl to file the tax return, Treasurv notes
maturing on April 1,'&, 1980) are not acceptable in pu)yment of income
or profits taxis deter»iined on a calencl;ir year basis. If any' such
notes are ofFcr c, d in p, iyment of income or profits taxes subject to any
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condition, qualifiication, or reservation whatsoever, or for any greater
amount than the par or face amount, they will not be deemed to be
duly tendered and the collectors shall refuse any such offer and return
the notes to the taxpayers immediately.

Ger T. HELVERzNO,

CommMsioner

of Internal Revenue,

Approved April 9, 1936.
WAYNE

C. TAYLOR)

Acting Secretary of

th, e

Treasury.

(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register April 10, 1986)
ARTIcLE

1399:Procedure with respect to Treasury certificates

of indebtedness

and Treasury notes.
REVENUE ACT OF 1926.

Instructions with respect to acceptance of Treasury bills in payment of income taxes required to be paid on March 16, 1936. (See
T. D. 4630, page 338.)

MSCELLA1MOUS TAX RULINGS.
TITLE II

ESTATE TAX. (1935)
KV—9-7980
T. D. 46K

—

Estate tax. Regulations
of Revenue Xct of 1935.

80 amended

to accord with provisions

TREASURT DEPARTMENT)

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERN~ REvENUE,

Washington,

D. C.

To Collectors of Internal Ee.cenue and Others Concerned:
Pursuant to the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1935, approved
on August 30, 1985, Regulations 80, relating to the estate tax, are
amended as hereinafter set forth:
SEo. 201. EsT&Tz T~ ~TEs.
(a) Section 401(b) of the Revenue Act of 1932, as amended, is amended to

read as follows:
"(b) The tentative tax referred to in subsection (a) (1) of this section shall
percentages of the value of tbe net estate:
equal the sum of the followin
"Upon net estates not in excess of $10,000, 2 per centum.
"$200 upon net estates of $10,000; an(1 upon net estates in excess of $10,000
and not in excess of $20, 000, 4 per centum in addition of such excess.
"$GOO upon net estates of $20, 000; and upon net estates in excess of $20, 000
and not in excess of $30,000, 6 per centum in addition of such excess.
"$1,200 upon net estates of $30,000; and upon net estates in excess of
$30,000 and not in excess of $40, 000, 8 per centum in addition of such excess.
"$2,000 upon net estates of $40, 000; and upon net estates in excess of
$40, 000 and not in excess of $50, 000, 10 per centum in addition of such excess.
"$3,000 upon net estates of $50, 000; and upon net estates in excess of
$50,000 and not in excess of $70,000, 12 per centum in addition oi' such excess.
$5,400 upon net estates of $70, 000; and upon net estates in excess of $70,000
and not in excess of $100,000, 14 per centum in addition of such excess.
"$9,GOO upon net estates of $100,000; and upon net estates in excess of
$100,000 and not in excess of $200, 000, 17 per centum in addition of such excess.
"$26,600 upon net estates of $200, 000; and upon net estates in excess of
$200, 000 and not in excess of $400, 000, 20 per centum in addition of such
excess.
$66, 600 upon net estates of $400, 000; and upon net estates in excess of
$400, 000 and not in excess of $600,000, 23 per centum in addition of such excess.
" $112,GOO upon net estates of $600, 000; and upon net estates in excess of
$600, 000 and not in excess of $800,000, 26 per centum in addition of such
excess.
"$164,600 upon net estates of $800, 000; and upon net estates in excess of
$800, 000 and not in excess of $1,000, 000, 29 per centum in addition of such
excess.
600 upon net estates of $1,000,000; and upon net estates in excess of
$1,000,000 and not in excess of $1,500, 000, 32 per centum in addition of such
excess.

'
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"$882,600 upon net estates of $1,500, 000; and upon net estates in excess
of $1,500,000 and not in excess of $2, 000,000, 85 per centum in addition of such
excess.
"$557,600 upon net estates of $2', 000, 000; and upon net estates in excess
of $2, 000, 000 and not in excess of $2, 500, 000, 88 per centum in addition of such
excess.
"$747,600 upon net estates of $2, 500,000; and upon net estates in excess of
$2, 500, 000 and not in excess of $8, 000,000, 41 per centum in addition of such
excess.
"$952,600 upon net estates of $8,000, 000; and upon net estates in excess of
$8,000,000 and rot in excess of $8, 500,000, 44 per centum in addition of. such
excess.
"$1,172,600 upon net estates of $8,500,000; and upon net estates in excess of
$3,500,000 and not in excess of $4, 000, 000, 47 per centum in addition of such
excess.
"$1,407, 600 upon net estates of $4,000,000; and upon net estates in excess
of $4, 000, 000 and not in excess of $4, 500,000, 50 per centum in addition of such
excess.
"$1,657,600 upon net estates of $4, 500,000; and upon net estates in excess of
$4, 500,000 and not in excess of $5, 000, 000, 58 per centum in addition of such
excess.
"$1,922,600 upon net estates of $5,000,000; and upon net estates in excess
of $5,000,000 and not in excess of $6, Q@,000, 56 per centum in addition of such
excess.
"$2,482, 600 upon net estates of $6,000,000; and upou net estates in excess of
$6,000, 000 and not in excess of $7,000, 000, 59 per centum in addition of such
excess.
"$8,072, 600 upon net estates of $7, 000, 000; and upon net estates in excess of
$7, 000,000 and not in excess of $8, 000,000, 61 per centum in addition of such
excess.
"$8,682,600 upon net estates of $8,000,000; and upon net estates in excess
of $8,000,000 and not in excess of $9,000,000, 68 per centum in addition of such
excess.
"$4,812,600 upon net estates of $9,000,000; and upon net estates in excess
of $9,000,000 and not in excess of $10,000,000, 65 per centum in addition of
such excess.
"$4,962, 600 upon net estates of $10,000,000; and upon net estates in excess
of $10,000,000 and not in excess of $20, 000, 000, 67 per centum in addition oi
such excess.
"$11,662, 600 uPon net estates of $20,000,000; and upon net estates in excess
of $20, 000, 000 and not in excess of $50, 000,000, 69 per centum in addition
of such excess.
"$82,862, 600 upon net estates of $50,000, 000; and upon" net estates in excess
of $50,000,000, 70 per centum in addition of such excess.
(b) Section 401(c) of the Revenue Act of 1982 (relating to the exemption
. for the purposes of the additional estate tax) is amended by striking out
"$50,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$40,000."
(c) Section 408 of the Revenue Act of 1982, as amended (relating to the
requirement for filing return under such additional estate tax)
" is amended
bv striking out "$50,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$40,000,
(d) The amendments made by this section shall be eCecttve only with
respect to transfers of estates of decedents dying after the date of the enact.
ment of this Act.

The second paragraph of article 6 is amended to read as follows:
If the specific exemption is applicable and the decedent died after the

enactment of the Revenue Act of. 1982, the net estate must be determined; for
the computation of the tax imposed by the Revenue Act of 1926, on the basis
of a specific exemption of $100,000, and the net estate must also be determined,
for the computation of the additional tax imposed by the Revenue Act of
1982, or by the Revenue Act of 1962 as amended, on the basis of a specifie
exemption of $50,000 if the decedent died prior to August 81, 1985 or on
basis of a specific exemption of $40, 000 if the decedent died on or after
August 31, 1985.

The last two sentences of article
thereof the following is substituted:

Y

are stricken out, and in lieu

The rates prescribed bv the Revenue Act of 1984 for the computation of the
additional tax are applicable to estates of decedents dying on or after Hay
11, 1984, and bei'ore August 81, 193o. The rates prescribed by the Revenue
A. ct of 1935 for the computation
of the additions. l tax are applicable to estates
of d'ecedents dying on or after August 81, 1935.

The second sentence of the first paragraph of article 8 is amended
to read as follows:
The additional tax imposed by the Revenue Act of 1982, or by the Revenue
Act of 1982 as amended, is obtained by subtracting the tax imposed by the

Act of 1926 from an amount computed on the value of the appropriate net estate at the rates set forth either in the Revenue Act of 1982,
or in that Act as amended by the Revenue Acts of 1934 or 1985, as the case
may require.
Revenue

The fifth sentence of the first paragraph of article 8 is amended
to read as follows:
If credits are authorized, the tax computed at the rates prescribed bv the
Revenue Act of 1924 and the Revenue Act of 1926 and the additional tax

computed under the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1932 or the Revenue
Act of 1932 as amended, is the gross tax or the tax before reduction by

credits.

I

(For
The portion of the heading of column (1) of "Table
Computation of Estate Tax)" which reads, ' In efi'ect, on and. after
May 11, 1934, is amended to read, "In effect from May 11, 19'34,
to August 30, 1985, inclusive.
The heading of subparagraph
(9) of article 9(a) is amended to
read as follows:
Credit against additional estate tax imposed by the Revenue Act of 1932
and the Revenue Act of 1932, as amended.
In lieu of the phrase "between the date of the gift and the date
of the decedent's death" at the end of the third paragraph of article
9(a) (lines 7 and 8, page 91), the phrase, "after the date of the
gift" ls substituted.
Sic. 202. Esr~rz Tax V~Lu~rroiv.
(a) 8ection 802 of the Revenue Act of 1926, as amended, is amended by
adding a new subdivision as follows:

"

"

—

"(j) If the executor so elects upon his return (if filed within the time prescribed by law or prescribed by the Commissioner in pursuance of law), the
value of the gross estate shall be determined by valuing all the property included therein on the date of the decedent's death as of the date one year
after the decedent's death, except that (1) property included in the gross estate
on the date of death and, within one year after the decedent's death, distributed
by the executor (or, in the case of property included in the gross estate under
subdivision
(c), (d), or (f) of this section, distributed by the trustee under
the instrument of transfer), or sold, exchanged, or otherwise disposed of, shall
be included at its value as of the time of such distribution, sale, exchange, or
other disposition, whichever firs occurs, instead of its value as of the date
one year after the decedent's death, and (2) any interest or estate which is
affected by mere lapse of time shall be included at its value as of the time of
death (instead of the later date) with adjustment for any diiference in its
value as of the later date not due to mere lapse of time. No deduction under
this title of any item shall be allowed if allowance for such item is in effect
Wherever in any other subgiven by the value. tion under this subdivision,
division or section of this title or'in Title II of the Revenue Act of 1932, reference ls made to the value of property at the time of the decedent's death,
such reference shall be deemed to refer to the value of such property used
in determining the value of the gross estate. In case of an election made bv
the executor under this subdivision, then for the purposes of the deduction
under section 803(a) (3) or section 808(b) (8), any bequest, legacy, devise, or
trans('er enumerated therein shall be valued as of the date of decedent's death
with adjustment for any difference in value (not due to mere lapse of t.'me

or the occurrence or nonoccurrence of a contingency) of the property as of the
date one year after the decedent's death (substituting the date of sale or
exchange in the ease of property sold or exchanged during such one-year
period) ."
(b) The amendment made by this section shall be effective only with respect
to transfers of estates of decedents dying after the date of the enactment of
this A. ct.

Regulations with respect to the foregoing provision section 909 of
the Revenue Act of 1M5, will be promulgated at a jater date.
The fourth sentence of article 48 is amended to read as follows:
The specific exemption deductible in determining the net estate upon which
the additional tax is imposed by the Revenue Act of 1982 (in effect after 5
p. m. , eastern standard time, June 6, 1982) is $50,000 if the decedent died prior
to August 81, 1985, and $40, 000 if the decedent died on or after August 81, 1985.

The first sentence of article 57 is stricken out and in lieu thereof
the following is substituted:
A preliminary notice is required to be filed in the case of every resident or
citizen (or of a resident only, without regard to citizenship if the decedent died
prior to 11.40 a. m. , eastern standard time, May 10, 1984), whose gross estate
exceeded $40, 000 in value at the date of death, except that if the decedent died
(1) after September 8, 1916, and prior to 10.25 a. m. , eastern standard time,
February 26, 1926, or (2) after 5 p. m. , eastern standard time, June 6, 1982,
and prior to August 81, 1985, notice is required only if the gross estate exceeded
$50,000 in value at the date of death, and except that if the decedent died after
10.25 a. m. , eastern standard time, February 26; 1926, and prior to 5 p. m„
eastern standard time, June 6, 1982, notice is required only if the gross estate
exceeded $100,000 in value at the date of death. The value. of the gross estate
at the date of death governs with respect to the filing of the notice regardless
of whether the value of the gross estate is, at the executor's election, finally
determined as of a date subsequent'to the date of death pursuant to the provisions of section 802(j) of the Revenue Act of 1926, as added by section 202 of
the Revenue Act of 1985.

The last sentence of article 57 is amended to read as follows:

If

there is doubt as to whether the gross estate exceeded $40, 000, or exceeded
$50, 000, or exceeded $100,000, as the case may be, the notice should be filed as
a matter of precaution in order to avoid the possibility of penalties attaching.
SEc. 208. ZsTXTE T~ DT:E DS.TEL
(a) Section 805(a) of the Revenue Act of 1926 is amended to read as follows:
The tax imposed by this title shall be due and payable fifteen months
after the decedent's death, and shall be paid by the executor to the collector. "
(b) Section 805(c) of the Revenue Act of 1926 is amended to read as follows:
(c) If the time for the payment is thus extended there shall be collected,
as a part of such amount, interest thereon at the rate of 6 per centum per annum
from the expiration of three months after the due date of the tax to the exp)ration of the period of the extension. "
(c) The amendments made by this section shall be effective only with respect
to transfers of estates of decedents dying after the date of the enactment of this

—

"(a)

"

A. ct.

The first sentence of article 68 is stricken out and in lieu thereof the
is substituted:

f ollowing

A return on Form 706 is required in the case of every resident or citizen
(or resident without regard to citizenship, if the decedent died prior to 11.40
a. m. , eastern standard time, May 10, 1S84), whose gross estate, as defined
in the statute, exceeded $40, 000 in value at the date of death, except that if
the decedent died (1) after September 8, 1916, and prior to 10.25 a. m. ,
eastern standard time, February 26, 1926, or (2) after 5 p. m. , eastern standard time, June 6, 1982, and prior to August 81, 1935, the return is required
only if the gross estate exceeded $50, 000 in value at the date of death, and
except that if the decedent died after 10.25 a. m. , eastern standard time, February 26, 1926, and prior to 5 p. m. , eastern standard time, June 6, 1982, the

return is required only if the gross estate exceeded $100,000 in value at the
date of death. 'I'he duty to file a return depends upon the value of the gross
estate oii the date of the decedent's death, regardless of any valuation as of a
subsequent time that the executor may use by virtue of his election under
subdivision (j) of section 302 of the Revenue Act of 1926, as added by section
202 of the Revenue Act of 1935, since such election may be made only upon
the return.

The fourth sentence of article 63 is amended

to read as follows'.

The return on Form 706 must be filed in duplicate within 15 months after
the date of death, if the decedent died on or after August 81, 193o, and within
1 year after the date of death, if the decedent died before August 81, 1935.

The fourth sentence of article 65 is stricken out and in lieu thereof
the following is inserted:
If the decedent died subsequent to the effective date of the Revenue Act of
1932 (5 p. m. , eastern standard time, June 6, 1%2), the return must set forth
(1) both the net estate determined in accordance with the provisions of the
Revenue Act of 1926 and the net estate for the purposes of the additional tax
imposed by the Revenue Act of 1982, or by the Revenue Act of 1982 as amended,
which should be determined in the same manner except that in lieu of the
exemption of $100,000 provided in section 803(a) (4) of the Revenue Act of
1926, the exemption is $50,000 or $40, 000, as the case may be (see article 48),
and (2) both the tax imposed by the Revenue Act of 1926 and the additional
tax imposed by the Revenue Act of 1982, or by the Revenue Act of 1982i as
amended.

The second sentence of article 68 is amended to read as follows:
of time for filing the return does not in itself operate to extend
the time for the payment of the tax, which is due and payable 15 months after
the date of death if the decedent died on or after August 81, 1935, and 1 year
after the date of death if the decedent died before August 81, 1935.

An extension

The first sentence of article 69 is amended to read as follows:
In case it is imposs'ble for the executor to file a reasonably complete return
within 15 months from the date of death if the decedent died on or af:er
August 31, 198o, or within 1 vear from the date of death if the decedent died
before August 81, 1985, the Commissioner may, upon application from the
executor showing good and sufficient cause, grant an extension of tiine not to
exceed 8 months from the due date if the decedent died on or after August
81, 1%5, or 6 months from the due date if the decedent died before August
31, 1935.

The fifth sentence of article 69 is amended to read as follows:
of time for filing the return .does not operate to extend the time
for payment of the tax, which is due 15 months after the date of death if.
the decedent died on or after August 81, 1985, and 1 year after the date oi'
death if the decedent died before August 81, 1%5.
An extension

The third sentence of article 70 is aniended to read as follows:
If the decedent died after the effective date of the Revenue Act of 1982

(5 p. m. , eastern s;andard time, June 6, 1932), the return must set forth both
the tax imposed by the Revenue A.ct of 1926 and any additional tax imposed
bv the Revenue Act of 1932 or tlie Revenue Act of 1932 as amended.
'l'Iie fifth sentence

of article

YO

is amended to read as follows:

The return must be filed in duplicate and under oath within 15 months from
the date of den', h if the decedent rlied on or after August 81, 1M5, and within
1 year from the date of death if the decedent died before August 31, 1985,
unless an extension is obtained pursuant to article 6S or 69.

The first sentence of article 78 is aniended to read as follows:
The tax is due and must be paid within 15 mouths from the slate of death
if the decedent died on or after August 31, I985, or within 1 year from the
date of death if the decedent died before August 81, 1M5, unless an extension
of time for payment thereof has been granted by the Commissioner.
84326' 36
12

—

—

SEc. 404. INTEREST oN BRcINQUENT TAXES.
Notwithstanding
any provision of law to the contrary, interest accruing
during any period of time after the date of the enactment of this Act upon
tax (including amounts assessed or collected as a part
any internal-revenue
thereof) or customs duty, not paid when due, shall be at the rate of 6 per
centum per annum.

Article 84(a) is amended to read as follows:

—

If any portion of the tax
AaT. 84. (a) Interest on tax shouvn on, retarn.
shown on the executor's return is not paid on or before the due date, and
no extension of time for payinent thereof has been granted, such unpaid portion
bears interest from the due date until payment is received by the collector at
the rate of 6 per cent per annum (except that during any part of such period
of time prior to August 81, 1985, interest accrues at the rate of 1 per cent

a month).

If

an extension of time has been granted for paying any portion of the tax
on the executor's return, in accordance with article 82(a), interest
accrues thereon at the rate of 6 per cent per annum from the expiration of
18 months after the decedent's death to the expiration of the period of the
extension. If the amount of the tax, the time for payment of which has been
extended, together with any interest accrued thereon, is not paid in full on
or before the date of the expiration of the extension, the total unpaid amount,
(tax and any accrued interest) bears interest from the expiration of the extension until payment is received by the collector at the rate of 6 per cent per
annum (except that during any part of such period of time prior to August 81,
1985, interest accrues at the rate of 1 per cent a month).
Interest at 6 per cent per annum is coinputed on the basis of 365 days to
the year, or 866 days in a leap year. Interest at the rate of 1 per cent a month
is computed on the basis of a calendar month, i.
period (save one beginning on the first day of a calendar month) terminating with the day of the
month
with the day preceding
calendar
numerically
corresponding
succeeding
the beginning of the period. If there is no corresponding day of the succeed.
ing calendar month, the last day of such succeeding month is the last day
of the period. If interest at the rate of 1 per cent a month is to be computed
for one or more months and a fraction of. a month, it should be computed for
the number of whole months, and then for the fraction upon the basis of the
number of days of the calendar month in which the first day of the fraction
falis. Thus, for example, the elapsed period from February 14 to March 18,
both dates included, is one month, and the period from February 14 to March
11, both dates included, is twenty-six twenty-eighths of a month, except that
if the year be a leap year the period is twenty-seven twenty-ninths of a month.
shown

e„a

Article 84(b) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following sentence:
However, if the amount of the tax, the time for payment of which is so
postponed, together with interest accrued thereon, is not paid in full on or
before the date of the expiration of the period of the postponement (six months
after the termination of the precedent interest or interests in the property),
the unpaid amount bears interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum from
the date of the expiration of the period of the postponement until payment
is received by the collector.

Article 85 is amended to read as follows:

—

85. Interest on deficiency taa. The statute provides that any deficiency
shall bear interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum from the due date for
payment of the tax (15 months after the date of death if the decedent died
cn or after August 81, 1935, or 1 year after the date of death if the decedent
died before August 81, 1935) to the date the deficiency is assessed, except in
the ease of a waiver of the restrictions against the assessment and collection
of the deficiency, and that such interest shall be assessed at the same time
as the deficiency of which it becomes an integral part. The deficiency in
respect to which the restrictions against the assessment and collection are
waived under section 308(d) bears interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum
irom the due date of the tax to the thirtieth day after the filing of such
waiver or to the date the deficiency is assessed, whichever is the earlier.
deficiency" includes any tax resulting from the correction of a mathe.
term
AnT.

[Miso

matic& error appearing upon the face of a return. (See second paragraph of
article 77. )
If anv Portion of the deficiency assessed is not paid within 80 days from the
date of the notice and demand issued by the collector (except a deficiency or
any part thereof with respect to which a jeopardy assessment is made and
collection is stayed by the filing of a bond), and no extension of time for,
Iiayment thereof has been gra~ted, such unpaid portion bears interest from the
date of the notice and demand until payment is received by the collector at
the rate of 6 per cent per annum (except that during auy part of such period
of time prior to A.ugust 31, 1935, interest accrues at the rate of 1 per cent a
month).
If an extension of time is granted for paying auy portion of the deficiency'
assessed, in accordance with article 88, interest accrues thereon at the rate
of 0 per cent per annum for the period of tiie extension, i. e., from the date
prescribed for the payment (80 days after the date of t!ie notice and demand)
If ihe amount of the defito the expiration of i.he period of the extension.
ciency, the time for payment of ivhich has been extended, together with interest
accrued thereon, is not paid in full on or before the date of the expiration of
the extension, the total unpaid aiuount (tax, interest and any addition thereto)
bears interest from the expiration of the extension until payment is received
by the collector at the rate of 6 per ceut pcr annuin (except that during any
part of such period of time prior to A.ugust 81, 1985, interest accrues at the
rate of 1 per cent a inonth).
from the imposition of an a.d valorem
Any addition to the tax result''ng
penalty under the provisions of section 3170, Devised Statutes, is subject to tlie
s;ime provisions of law relating to the assessnient, collection, and the accrual
of interest, as the deficiency taz, except that such addition to the tax is not
subject to any interest between the due date for payment of the tax (15
months after the date of death if the decedent died on or after August 81, 1935,
or 1 year after the date of death if the decedent died before August 81, 1985)
and the date of the assessment thereof.
If a stay of the collection of a jeopardy assessment of a deficiency tax, or
any addition to the taz resulting from ihc imposition of an ad valorem penalty,
of the deficiency is filed with
is obtained and a petition for a redetermination
the Board of Taz Appeals, interest accrues on such unpaid portion of the
deficiency or penalty, if any, determined by a decision of tlie Board ivhich is
made final, at the rate of 0 per cent per annum from the date of the notice
the jeopardy assessment to the d;ite
and demand from the collector followin
of the notice and deinand by thc collector subsequent to the final action taken
on the petition filed with the Board. If the amount which the Board deter&nines should have been assessed is not paid in full within 30 days from the
date of such notice aud dern" nd issued subsequent to the decision of the Board
Which has become final, interest accrues upon the unpaid amount from the date
of such notice and demand until it is paid at the rate of 0 per cent per annum
(except that iluring any part of such period of time prior to August 81, 1935,
interest accrues at thc rate of 1 per cent a month). If the amount (exclusive
of any ad valorem penalty) determined by the Board as the amount which
should be assessed is greater tlmn tlie amount actually assessed the difierence
bears interest at ihe rate of 0 per cent per annum from the due date of the
taz until assessment of such difference. If the collection of the jeopardy assessmeut is stayed, and no petition is filed with the Board for a redet. ermination of the deficiency, interest accrues iipon the deficiency so assessed at the
rate of 6 per cent per annum from tlie dale of the jeopardy notice and deiuand
to tlie date of the notice and dcmanil maile liy the collector after ilie expiration of the 90 days irom the mailin
by the Commissioner of the notice nf the
deficiency. If such ainount is not paid ivith n 30 days from the date of such
further notice and demand, interest accrues upon the unpaid amount from the
date of such further notice and demand until it is paid at tiie rate of 6 per
cent pcr annum (czccpt that during any part of such period of time prior
to August 81, 1985, interest accrues at the rate of 1 pcr cent a inonth).
Icor method of coniputiug interest at 0 per cent Pcr a~num or at 1 per cent
a month see last paragraph of article 84(a).
Szo. 400. F~vnz To rid nErcnizs.
In the case of a failure to make and file an iuternal-reveime tax return required by law, within the tivie prescribed by law or prescribed by the Conimissioner in pursuance of law, if the last date so piescribed for filing the return
is after the date of the enactment of this Act, if a 25 pcr centum addition to
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the tax is prescribed by existing ls. w, then there shall be added to the tax, in
lieu of such 25 per centum: 5 per centum if the failure is for not more than 80
days, with an additional 5 per centum for each additional 80 days or fraction
thereof during which failure continues, not to exceed 25 per centum in the
a gregate.

Article 92 is amended to read as follows:

—

92. Penalty for failure to gice notice or make anrE file return. For failure to give the notice or make and file the return within the time prescribed, the
person in default is subject to a penalty not exceeding 3500.
For failure to make and file the return within the time prescribed by the
Commissioner, or within an extension of tiine granted by the Commissioner or
the collector, 5 per cent will be added to the tax if the failure is for not more
than 80 days, with an additional 5 per cent for each 80 days or fraction thereof
during which failure continues, not to exceed 25 per cent in the aggregate,
except that if the last date allowed for filing the return is on or before August
30, 1935, 25 per cent will be added to the tax, and except that if the return is
filed after the time allowed and it is shown that the failure to file within the
time so allowed was due to a reasonable cause and not to willful neglect, no
such addition will be made to the tax.
GUY T. HZLVKRINGi
AET.

Cornrnt'ssioner

of Internal Eeyenue.

February 24, 1936.

Approved

%AyNE C. TAmuR,

oj

Acting Secretary

the Treasury.

—

TITLE III. ESTATE TAX. (][926)
SECTION 302.
REGULATIONs

80 (1929), ARTICLE

insurance.
ESTATE TAX

1. Gsoss

—REVENUE

ESTATE

ACT OF

—Paoozzns

25: Taxable

XV-1-7892
Ct. D. 1057

192~DECISION OF SUPREME COURT.

oF LIFE Iivsl3EAKOE PoLiov.

Where the decedent had taken out a life insurance policy in
1892, payable to his wife if living and if not, to his surviving
children, or if none of them survived then to his legal representatives, which policy became paid up in 1912, and' where no power
was reserved to change the beneficiaries, to borrow on the policy,
or surrender it, the proceeds of the policy paid to the three surviving children upon the death of the decedent, in 1980, were not
includible in his gross estate under the provisions of section 802(g)
of the Revenue Act of 1926.
2. CAsz FoLr. owzo.
Bingham v. United States (decided December 9, 1935) (296
U. S., [Ct. D. 1058, page 367, this Bulletin] followed.

—

SUPREME CoUET oF Tlrz UNITzo STATES.

Industrial

Trust Oo. and Oriana S. Greene, Executors of the Estate of WiINam
M, Greene, petitioners, v. The United States.
Oii writ of certiorari to the Court of Claims.

[December 9, 1935.]
OPINION.

delivered the opinion of the Court.
petitioners, as executors of the estate of William M. Greene, who died in
1930, filed an estate tax return and paid the amount of the Federal estate tax

hir. Justice StwiizaLANn
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d]sclosed thereby. A. paid-up life insurance policy of $42, 000 was omitted from
the return. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue declared a deficiency and
included the amount of this policy in the gross estate. Petitioners filed a claim
Thereupon, this profor refund', which was rejected by the Commissioner.
ceeding was brought in the Court of Claims to recover the amount of the
claim, That court held against the right to recover and dismissed the petition.
The policy, issued in 1892, promised to make payment to the wife of the
decedent, as sole beneficiary if living; and if not living, to the surviving cliildren of the decedent; and, in the event of none surviving, then to the executors, administrators, or assigns of the decedent, In 1912, the policy became a.
iNo poaver . ;as repaid-up policy requiring no further payment of premiums.
served to change beneficiaries, borrow on the policy or surrentier it. The wife
of the decedent predeceased him; but he was survived by three cliildren, to
whom the proceeds of the policy were paid upon his death.
The case of Zeteeliyn v. Fnek (268 U. S., 238 [T. D. 3I15, C. B. IY—1, 322] )
arose under the Revenue Act of 1918. This case arises under the Act of
1926 (section 302(g), which is the same as section 402(f) of the former Act).
Subdivision (h) of the 1926 Act, however, provides that subdivisions (b), (c),
(d), (e), (f), and (g) shall apply to "transfers, trusts, estates, interests, rights,
anti' i]aof powers, as severally enumerated
powers, and relinquishment
scribed therein, wlicther. made, created, arising, existing, exercised, or relinquished before or after the enactment of this Act. " Iyhcther any of these
terms apply to an amount receivable by a beneficiary, under a policy sucli as
we have here, is fairly debatable.
(See Wpeth v. Crooks, 33 F. (2d), 1018,
1019.) If any of them do apply, the provision is open to grave doubt as to its
constitutionality, and the rule of the Frick case cont. rois.
The foregoing facts bring the case clearly within our decision just announced in Bingham v. United States (296 U. S.,
[Ct. D. 1068, page 367, this
Bulletin]); and the judgment of the court below is accordin ly
Reversed'.

—

70 (1929), ARTicLE
interests included.

HEGIII, ATIONs

XV—1 i —8002
Ct. D. 1109

10: Character of

—REVEiNUE ACT OF 1026—DECISION OF COVRT.
EsTATE —
DEDvvrioN —
PERsoNAn PRoPERTY LocATED 0UTsIDs

ESTATE TAX
GRoss

—

THR UNITED STATE8 ENGLIsH DEATH DtrrIKs.
'iVhere a citizen of the United States domiciled in New York
died in England, in 1931, leaving tan ible and intangible personal
property both in England and in the United States, tile value of
the Ifinglish property is includible in the gross estate, under the

provisions of section 302(a) of the Revenue Act of 1926, without
nny deduction 1'or Eiiglish death duties paid, taxes of such nature
being expressly excluded from deduction by section 303(a)1 of that

Act.

UNITES STATEs CIRcvIT CovRT

or

Ar~~s

Fos THE SzcoNn CIRcvIT.

Guaranty Trust Co. of ltrew Fork, as Ezeaufor of tire Estate of J'ames Benson Kennedff, Deceased, pefidioner, v. Coinmissioner of Internal Repentre,
respondent.
Petition to review a decision of the Board of Tax Appeals sustaining a deficiency in estate
tares determined by the Commissioner under the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1026.
Afiirnied.

Before

ltIANTON,

SwAN, and CHAss, Cii'cuit

Judges.

[August 12, 1935.]
OPINION.

Circuit Judge: The petitioner is the executor of the American will of
James Benson Kennedy who Ivas a citizen of the United States domiciled in New
York whi n he died in England on February 24, 1931, during a temporary visit
tiiere. IIe left t:ingible arid intangible personal property both in England and
CIIAsm,

Regs. 70(1929), Art. 10.]
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in the United States. He left an American will which disposed of his property
in the United States and an English will eftective only as to property in England.
His property in England consisted of stocks, bonds, and s~rities of corporations not American and of Governments other than the United States; cash and
tangible personal property of the total value of $014,987.80. The executors of
his English will paid the English death duties assessed thereon to the amount
of $183,582.05. The American estate of the deceased as returned for taxation
was increased by the Commissioner by the value of the English estate above
given, without any deduction for English death duties paid, and the resulting
deQeiency assessed is the one before us upon this petition to review.
Section 302(a) of the Revenue Act of 1926 provided that the gross estate of.
every decedent should consist of all his property wherever situated to the extent
of his interest therein at the time of his death. We need not now deal with
deductions which are allowable if duly claimed by nonres''dents, for this decedent
Nor need we be
was a resident of this country as well as an American citizen
concerned with any distinction between real estate and personal property in a
See, however,
foreign country, for decedent owned no English real property.
81 Opinions of the Attorney General, 287, May 14, 1918, excluding foreign real
estate from the scope of the estate tax.
The language of the above statute is extremely broad. It follows that of
the Revenue Act of 1910 and subsequent Acts were uniform in this respect
until a change was made in that of 1934. The regulation applicable, Treasury Regulations 70, article 11, provided in part, following the above mentioned
opinion of the Attorney General, that, where decedent was a resident of this
country, the value of all personal property wherever situated should be included in his gross estate. The regulations under previous Acts had been
to the same effect. See Regulations 87, article 13; Regulations 68, article ]2;
and Regulations 68, article 11, promulgated respectively under the 1918, 1921,
and 1924 Acts. This administrative
construction of the statute is to be taken
as having been approved by Cougress when it reenaeted the statute without
change in 1921, 1924, and 1926. (McCaughn v. Hershey Chocolate Co. , 288
U. S., 488 [Ct. D. 845, C. B. X—1, 444]; Bren&ster v. Gage, 280 U. S., 327
[Ct. D. 148, C. B. IX—1, 274]; United States v. Dakota-3fontana Oil Co. , 288
U. S., 459 [Ct. D. 655, C. B. XII—
1, 248]. ) In view of this we can have no
doubt but that Congress intended to include the value of foreign personal
property in the tax base just as the language used ordinarily would imply.
The suggestion that the decision in United States v. Goelet (282 U. S., 293),
in which it was held that a tax imposed on foreign built yaehts did not apply
to a yacht of a citizen permanently domiciled abroad is to the contrary, is
It relates to what Congress intoo farfetched for serious consideration.
tended when-it enacted a different statute relating to a different tax. Nor
does the possibility, even the present certainty, of double taxatior, make the
tax in any- wise invalid. (Burnet v. Chicago Portrait Co. , 285 U. S., 1.)
That is a matter within the discretion of Congress and, not a limitation upon
its po~er to tax. (See Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. , 1; IVillouts v. Bunn, 282
U. S., 216 [Ct. D. 280, C. B. X-l, 809].)
The power of Congress to put the value of foreign personal property in the
estate tax base seems as plain as its intent to do so. The fact that this
personal property was in the possession of the English executor is immaterial, for the tax is imposed upon the transfer, not the property.
(Reinecke v.
Northern Trust Co. , 278 U. S., 839 [T. D. 4261, C. B. VIII —1, 805].) The constitutional limitations upon the power of the States to tax personal property
do not apply to the United States. (Burnet v. Brooks, 288 U. S., 378 [Ct. D.
048, C. B. XII—1, 802]; United States v. Bennett, 282 V. S., 299.) The United
Staies is equally free to tax the transfer of such property. In Cook v.
Tait (265 U. S., 47 [T. D. 8594, C. B. III—1, 78] ), the power of Congress to tax
a. United States citizen, domiciled outside of this country, upon income from
real and personal property located in Mexico, was upheld. Here the decedent
received the governmental
protection upon which the power to tax may be
supported under the foregoing authorities until the moment he died. Of
course his death was the event which took place to call the taxing statute
into operation, and at that time he no longer needed or could be accorded
protection, but the distinction the petition would put upon this ground is
The tax may well be supported by the benet derived up
wholly unreal.
the instant of death.
The incidental contention that the taxable estate of the decedent should be
reduced by the amount of the English death duties paid can not be sustained.

~
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The power to tax the estate made up by including the value of the personal
property situated in England is not limited by any requirement to allow deductions from that value. Whether any deductions will be allowed is for the
determination
of Congress. Section 303(a)1 of the 1926 Act provided for
some deductions from tbe gross estate of a resident in arriving at the taxable
net but expressly excluded from such deductions "any estate, succession,
legacy, or inheritance taxes. "
Affirmed.

REGULATIoNS

life.

d.uring

XV—10—7985

Vo(1926), Ar Ticu. 15: Transfers

—REVEiNUE ACT OF 1926—DECISION
1. GROSS ESTATE —
TRANSFERS IN TRUST —
ESTATE TAX

Ct. D. 1089
OF COURT.

CONTKAIPIMTION

OF

DKATII.

tune 1, 1926, the decedent, then 74 years of age, created tvvo
trusts, and executed his will whereby he gave the residue of his
estate to his w&e and ch'ildren. Tbe first trust instrument v. as
irrevocable and provided for the payment of trust income to bis
wife for life, upon her death the corpus to be divided in equal
portions among the surviving children, the share of any deceased
child to go to that chibrs surviving issue; tbe second provided
for payment of trust income to himself for life, with a like provision as to corpus, and with reservation of power to revoke. The
decedent died on December 24, 1927. The evidence 'submitted ns
to the circumstances attending the creation of the trusts and as
to the decedent's purses in creating them persuasively indicates
that the transfers were made in contemplation of death, within
the meaning of section 302(c) of the Revenue Act of 1926, and
the value of the trust property at the date of death was properly
included in the decedent's gross estate.
2. GRoss EsTATE PROUKKDs oF LIFE INBURANcK PDLIUIES.
Where the decedent, in February, 1926, bought from a corporation of which he was a stockholder and oificer insurance policies
on bis own life, taken out prior to 1920 for the benefit of the corporatiou (applications for which had been signed by the decedent),
and caused the beneficiary to be changed to others than his own
estate, retaining the right further to change ibe beneficiaries, tbe
policies are to be regarded as having been taken out by tbe decedent, within the meaning of section 302(g) of the Revenue Act of
1926, when he bought them from the corporation und designated
new beneficiaries, and tbe proceeds thereof were properly included
in his gross estate.
On

—

3.

GROSS
DENCK

—

ESTATE PROCEEDS
—
BURDEN OF I

OF

LIFE

IiNSURANOE

PoLICT

—

LcvI-

ROOF.

In the absence of evidence as to the circumstances attending the
tal-lng out by the decedent, in August, 1927, of a single premium
endowment policy on the life of his wife, it Inay be presumed that
they were such as to make the value of the policy at tbe date of
tbe decedent's death a part of his gross estate, Ivithin the meaning
of section 302(c) of the Itevcnue A.ct of. 1926, and the burden of
proving that i.he Commissioner erred in so holding has not been
sustained.
4, EKENIPTICN FEDKR-4L FARM LDAN BQNDs.
The provisions of section 26 of tbe Federal Farm Loan Act ( 9
Stat. , 360), exempting Federal farm loan bonds from taxation,
are not violated by the inclusion in the decedent's gross estate of
the value of such bonds owned by him, The estate tax being an
excise upon the privile e of transmitting property at death, tbe
United States may tax such transmission regardless of .the character of the property.

—
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5.

—

DEDUcTION
FUNERAL KXPENsE LOOAL LAw,
An amount incurred by the decedent's estate for perpetual care
and maintenance of a m, s.usoleum and cemetery lot is not an
allowable deduction under the provisions of section 808(a)1 oi
the Revenue Act of 1926, since the law of the jurisdiction in which
the estate was administered does not indicate that such expenditure comes within the meaning of funeral expenses.

6. DECIsION AFFIRslED.
Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals (28

B. T. A. , 888)

affirmed.

FlvzII

CIROUIT.

UNITED STATEs CIROUIT CovRT OF APPEALS FoR TIIE

Edgar Z. Igleheart, Ezeeator, Cora B. Igleheart, Ezeoatr&, Estate of Addison
W. Igleheart, petitioners, v. Comraissioner of Internal Itevenae, respondent.
Petition for review of decision of Vnited States Board oi Tax Appeals (district of Florida).

Before

Bus.N,

SIRLEF, and WaLKER, Circuit Judges.

[May 21, 1985.]
OPINION.

FLEER, Circuit Judge: By petition for review the executrix and executor

oi' the estate

of Addison W. Igleheart, deceased, complain of the action of the
Board of Tax Appeals under a petition for a redetermination of a deficiency
of estate taxes assessed by the respondent against the estate of the decedent,
who died on December 24, 1927.
On June 1, 1926, the decedent, then 74 years of age, the date of his birth
being March 6, 1852, created two trusts, and executed his will which superseded a will made in 1921 whereby, after a ~cific bequest to his wife,
he gave the residue of his estate in equal shares to his wife and his four
children, the will naming his wife as executrix and his son executor. One of.
the trusts w'as created by an instrument whereby the decedent transferred
irrevocably to his wife corporate stock and bonds, including Federal land bank
bonds, the property transferred then having a value of $498, 599.88, in trust
to receive for herself the net income during her life, upon her death the trust
fund to be divided equally between the decedent's surviving children, the
share of any deceased child of the decedent to go to that child's surviving
issue. The other trust was created by an instrument whereby the decedent
transferred to a named trust company described corporate stock, then having
the value of $869,122.28, in trust to pay the net income of the trust property
to the decedent during his natural life, and, upon the death of the decedent,
the trust property to be divided equally between the decedent's children, the
share of any deceased child of the decedent to go to that child's surviving

—

—

issue. The decedent expressly reserved the right at any time during his lifetime
to revoke, annul or amend the trust created by that instrument.
In February,
1926, Igleheart Bros. , an Indiana corporation, of which decedent was a stockholder and officer, sold to the decedent for the cash surrender value thereof.
certain policies of insurance on the decedent's life which that corporation, prior
to 1920, had tal-en out for its own benefit, the several applications therefor
having been signed by the decedent. Pursuant to provisions contained in each
of the policies the decedent caused the name of the beneficiary to be changed.
from that of the corporation to a named beneficiary other than the estate of
the decedent, under the policies the decedent having the right further to
change the beneficiaries.
Upon the death of the decedent $112,446 was paid
under the policies to the designated beneficiaries chosen by the decedent. In
August, 1927, the decedent took out a 2-year endowment policy of $100,000,
on the life of his wife, paying therefor a single premium of $97,225.
The estate tax deficiency in question, in so far as it was approved by the
Board of Tax Appeals, resulted from: adding to the amount shown by peti
tioners' return as subject to estate tax the following: the amount of the value
at the date of the decedent's death of the property included in the trust created
by him in favor of his wife primarily, the value of that property at that t;me
being substantially greater than it. was at the time that trust was created;
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the amount of the value at the date of the decedent's death of the property
Included in the trust created by the decedent in his own favor for life, that
Value being substantially greater than the value of such property at the time
that trust was created (in calculating the value or the amounts of property
transferred by the decedent in creating the two trusts, an exemption of $5, W0
was allowed for each of five beneficiaries)
the amount collected on policies
of insurance on the life of the decedent bought by the decedent from Igleheart
Bros. of Indiana, less the statutory exemption of $40, 000; the amount of the
cash surrender value at the date of the t1e. edent's death of the 2-year endowment policy on the life of decedent's wife, aud the amount of the value at
the time of decedent's death of farm loan bonds held by the decedent and in
trust in his favor; and from the disallowance of a deduction of $1,500, the
amount of an obli ation incurred by decedent's estate for the perpetual care
and maintenance of a mausoleum and cemetery lot for the last resting p!ace
of the decedent.
From his boyhood until April, 1926, v-hen all of the stock of I„leheart Bros.
of Indiana was sold, the decedent was connected vvith the business of that
corporation, that business being a ffour milling business which was established
In the earlier years the decedent was a clerk
by the father of the decedent.
and salesman, and from 1905 to April 1, 1926, he was vice president and
treasurer. The decedent and his two brothers each had one son. The decedent and his two brothers each owned two-ninths of the common and preferred stock of I leheart Bros. , and each of the sons owned oue-ninth thereoi'.
Following negotiations, on April 1, 1926, after. the preferred stock, haviua par value of $810,000, had been retired, all the common stock of that corporation was sold to the Postum company for $595,000 cash and 95,000 shares of
Postum company stock, the liquid assets of tho corporation consisting of cash
and securities being dictributed pro rata to the stocl-holders at the same time.
there was organized a De!aware corporation, called Ig!cContemporaneously
heart Bros. , Inc. , vvhich received the 9o, 000 shares of the Postum companv stock
and in exchange therefor delivered to the former stoc!-holders of Igleheart
Bros. of Indiana its own class A stock in proportion to their respective interests.
As 8 result of the retirement of the preferred stock of Igleheart Bros. of
Indiana and the sale of the common stock to the Posium company, the decedent
acquired cash and stock amounting in value to $', 424, 000. Before these transactions his net worth, excluding his interest in Igleheart Bros. of Imliana,
was approzimate!v $100,000, and after the sale of the common stock of Igleheart Bros. of Indiana to the Postum company, the decedent was possessed
of independent means in excess of $2, 500,000.
In november, 1915, the decedent suffered a stroke described as a rightside hemiplegia, a condition brought about by the rupture of a blood vessel in
the left side of the brain vvhich might result from any one of a number of
or hardening of the arteries, embolism, stomach
causes, such as thickenin
disease, nephritis and other causes. 2ledical examination of the decedent ai'ter
the stroke failed to disclose the cause. His urine was normal, there was no
heart trouble and he had no kidney disease. Decedeut was confined to his
bed about four v-eeks and then regained normal health except that the use
of his right arm and leg was seriously impaired from the time of the strolre
to his death. His mind, speech, hearing and eyesight remained normal until
his death, but because of lack of use of the right arm he learned to write
Until three days before his death the decedent harl general
with his left hand.
good health, his appetite remained normal and he was not attended bv a
physician except on two or three occasions for minor ailments unrelated to the
After the stroke the decedent could and did walk short distances
hemiplegia.
about his house with assistance and the help of a cane, but for the most part
he spent his time sitting in a chair in the house or on the veranda rearling
or talking with his family, frienrls, or business associates. In good weather
he tool some trips of several hundred miles. The decedent remained cheerful
and optimistic to the end, was never morose, but always of a sociable nature
with a sense of humor, and did not tall- about the condition of his right leg

—

arm.
After the stroke in 1915 the decedent did not go to his office but continued
as vice president and treasurer of the corporation and kept in active touch
with the business through records of business, statements of daily sales, reports
of the ~heat market and business telegrams regularly sent to him, and in later
years when at his home in Indiana the office manager called once a week and
The decedent and his two brothers
discussed the affairs of the corporation.
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were the directors and no major business policy was adopted without unanimous consent, meetings of the directors on major policies being held, after
the stroke in November, 1915, at decedent's home at Evansville or Newburgh,
Ind. , unless he was absent from both of those places. The decedent after his
stroke did not discuss with his family, his friends, or his business associates
the subject of his death. In the later years of his life the decedent spent the
late fall and winter months in Florida, and spent part of his time in the
summer at Newburgh, Ind. After the decedent created the two trusts and made
his last will he made his home in Florida, living in a residence he bought, the
title to which was taken in his wife's name. Shortly after the sale to the
Postum company was made the decedent returned to Indiana from Florida,
and discussed with one of his brothers the investment of their capital in
such manner as to relieve their wives of the burden of its care in the event
of their "absence. " That brother was a witness for the petitioners in the
hearing before the Board of Tax Appeals. The following is an extract from
his testimony: "After we merged with Postum and had received our payment,
he, as well as myself, was very much concerned as to how to invest this money
so that in the event of our absence our wives would not have the burden of it
in the ca.re of it. In our discussion as to how to invest his money, the
decedent did not discuss the possibility of his dying any more than it was a
thing that would happen to any one of us at any time, and while it might
be some years ahead we ought to be prepared for any eventualities, and get
all three of our. estates fixed up. I discussed this with both of my brothers,
Leslie and the decedent, Addison W. In discussing this matter with my
brother, he just thought like you would to-day, that if you wanted to have
your wife put in a position to be relieved from these things, and the way I
felt with my wife, we did not know when that would take place, and we
wanted to do it while we were clear headed and when there was no rush; we
discussed that the first week or two after he returned from Florida, in the late
spring or early summer. " The lawyer who prepared the two trust instruments and the will discussed with the decedent the matter of two trusts and
the preparation of the will. That lawyer was a witness for the petitioners.
He testified that at the first meeting with the decedent in April, 1926+the
decedent stated in effect that for the first time in his life, through the sale to
the Postum company, he had become possessed of independent means which
were free, and he wished first of all to make some provision for his wife
tha. t would make her independent and give her a competence consistent with
what he had, and also that he thought it wise that she should begin to learn
something about the care of property; that with regard to the other trust the
decedent stated that he wished to withdraw a substantial part of the Postum
stock or Igleheart Bros. , Inc. , stock from his own holdings, and put them in the
hands of a competent trustee; that he wished, however, to reserve the right
to call upon it if he needed to do so, to reserve the right to the income, to
distinguish between his general estate and this trust, so it would go down,
after the lives of his children, to the grandchildren, making a distinction
between those who bad issue and those who had not, and passing the entire
remainder to his grandchiklren only; that decedent further stated that he had
been spending the winters in Florida for several years, that he proposed to
go back there, and as he then felt, would probably make his legal home
there, and, from what he had heard from friends and acquaintances in Florida,
there had been a good deal of dissatisfaction at times with the administration
of trusts and estates in Florida, through local administrators and local counsel, and that he did not care to have the twist, which would represent the
major part of his estate, where it would be subject to the administration of
a Florida court, if he made his legal residence there; that he wished to pick
his own trustee and fix the terms of the trustee's compensation.
A witness
for the petitioners testified that he discussed with the decedent the matter of
placing property of the latter in trust; that decedent had a two or three fold
purpose in establishing the trust in favor of his wife; that his idea was to
reduce income tax, and his other reason was to give his wife an independent
income, and school her in investments.
The witness stated: "He spoke to
me about reducing income taxes in May, right after he returned to Evansville;
he mentioned that his income would be much greater, and he asked me if it
were possible to do that and save taxes, and I told him
" yes. I told him the
method to be employed, the scope would be up to him.
The statute applicable to the property transfers made by the two trust
instruments in question contains a provision to the effect that where within
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two years prior to his death, but after the enactment of that statute, the decedent had made such a transfer or transfers of any of his property or an interest therein, "not admitted or shown to have been made in contemplation of or
intended to take effect in possession or enjoyment at or after his death, and
the value or aggrega. te value at the time of such dea. th of the property or
interest so transferred to any one person is in e cess of $5,000, then, to the
extent of such excess, such transfer or transfers shall be deemed and held to
hare been made in contemplation of death within the meaning of" that statute.
(Section 802(c) of Revenue Act of. 1926, 44 Stat. , 9.) After the death of the
decedent, and after the determination by the respondent of the estate tax deficiency in question, that provision, which creates a conclusive presumption that
gifts made within two years prior to the death of the donor were made in con(Beiner v.
invalid.
templation of deaih, was decided to be constitutionally
1, 824].) It appears from the
Donnan, 28o U. S., 812 [Ct. D. 478, C. B. XI—
opinion of the Board of Tax Appeals that that tribunal held that the petitioners
of evidence that the transfers in question
must establish by a preponderance
were not, in fact, ma. de in contemplation of death or to take effect in possession
or enjoyment at or after the decedent's death. The petitioners challenge the
correctness of that ruling. Nothing contained in the record indicates whether
of the estate tax deficiency in question was
the respondent's determination
referred to or on his conclusion from
based on the statutory presumption
As to the respondent's
evidence with reference to the transfers in question.
deteianination of the estate tax deficiency in questiou nothing is shown by the
record other than the written notice to petitioners of such determination and
statement showing the differences between the computathe accompanying
tion contained in petitioners' estate tax return and the computation upon
of the estate tax deficiency was based. By
which respontleni. 's determination
the terms of the statutory provision referred to the presumption thereby purported to be created applies only to a transfer or transfers by the decedent
"not admitted or shown to have been made in contemplation " of or intended
Nothing conto take effect in possession or enjoyment at or after his death.
tained in the record negatives the conclusion that respondent's finding that
the transfers in question were made in contemplation of death was based on
In the indicated condition of the record it
evidence supporting that finding.
seems that it can not reasonably be inferred or presumed that the respondent,
in determining the estate tax deficiency in question, acted on the invalid presumption purported to be created by the statutory provision referred to. The
action of an official is presumed to be correct in the absence of a showing of
its incorrectness. The burden was on the petitioners to establish the invalidity
of the respondent's determination of the estate tax deficiency in question,
(Lucas v. Structural Steel Co., 281 U. S., 264, 271; Helvering v. Taylor, 298
I~'ed.
1, 168]; I'lynn v. Commissioner,
U. S., 507, 515 [Ct. D, 912, C. B. XIV—
[Ct. D. 1028, C. B. XIV—2, 186].)
(2d),
The dominant purpose of the provision of the estate tax statute for including
in the estate to be taxed property transi'erred by the decedent in contemplation
disposition and thus to
of death is to reach substitutes for testamentary
prevent the evasion of the tax. (United States v. Wells, 288 U. S., 102, 117
[Ct. D. 840, C. B, X—1, 475]; Nichols v. Coolidge, 274 U. S., 581, cr42 [T. D.
2, 851].) It is manifest that much property would escape the
4072, C. B. VI —
tax if one could evade it by making gifts during life instead of bequeathing
property by will or permitting it to be disposed of under intestacy statutes.
The words "in contemplation of death" mean that the thought of death is
the impelling motive of the transfer, whether there is or is not a consciousness
or belief that death is imminent. A gift is to be regarded as made in contemplation of death where the dominant motive of the donor is to mal-e proper
provision for the donee after the death of the donor. In determining whether
a transfer was or was not made in contemplation of death due consideration
must be given, not only to testimony as to what was said by or to the decedent
with reference to the transfer at and prior to the time it was made, but also
to the evidence as to the circumstances attending the making of the transfer.
"There is no escape from the necessity of carefully scrutinizing the circumstances of each case to detect the dominant motive of the donor in the light
mental condition and thus give efi'ect to the manifest purpose
of his bodily and
of the statute. " (United States v. Wells, supra, 119.) The above set out part
of the testimony of the decedent's brother as to the witness and the decedent
discussing the matter of being prepared for any eventualities, of getting their
estates fixed up, and doing it while they were clear headed and when there
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was no rush, as to how to 1nvest money received in the sale to the Postum
company, "so that in the event of our absence our wives would not have the
burden of it in the care of it, " persuasively indicates that in executing the
two trust instruments the decedent had his death 1n mind. It is not reasonably
conceivable that some of the things said by the decedent in conversations with
the lawyer who prepared the two trust instruments, as deposed to by that
as to the decedent's making provision for his grandlawyer, particularly
children, and as to the administration of trusts and estates in Plorida, could
have been said, if, at the time those conversations occurred, the decedent
did not have in contemplation his own death. Such deposed to statements of
the decedent have an enhanced tendency to prove that the two trust instruments in question were made in contemplation of death when the testimony
in regard thereto is considered in the light of the circumstances attending the
Those two instruments and the decedent's
execution of those instruments.
scheme or plan
will, made at the same time, were parts of a comprehensive
embracing the entire estate of the decedent, then having a value in excess
of two and a half million dollars. It is manifest from the evidence that for
the decedent the sale to the Postum company meant his final retirement from
active participation in business. After that sale his estate consisted principally of money, bonds, and stocks of corporations to which the decedent's
relation was that of an investor. By the two instruments he disposed of a
substantial part of his estate, and the remainder of his estate was disposed
of by will. The creation of the two trusts was not in pursuance of a preexisting plan or policy of making gifts to members of decedent's family of
F&vidence showed that previously he had
considerable amounts of property.
made no such gifts. No evidence indicated that it was contemplated or expected
that decedent and his wife would be separated for any considerable period
In the
during their lives. It appeared that they were habitually together.
circumstances attending the reference in the conversations between the decedent
"
former's
"absence, it is fairly inferable that the onlv
and his brother to the
"absence" referred to was that resulting from death. The combined effect
of the three instruments executed at the same time, the two trust instruments
and the will, was such an arrangement as to the maker's entire estate, not only
during his life, but after his death, as reasonably might be expected to be
made by one, situated as the decedent was at the time those instruments were
executed, who desired to get h1s estate "fixed up" and to do so while he
"was clear headed and when there was no rush. " One of the trust instruments, the one under which the income from the property transferred was to
go to the decedent during his life, had features characteristic of a will, in that
during his life the decedent wa. s to be the sole beneficiary of the property
conveyed, and the instrument, like a will, was sub)ect to be revoked by its
maker. Under the evidence it is not fairly open to question that at the time
the three instruments were executed the decedent had in contemplation his
In the circumstances disclosed it reasonably was to be 1nferred
own death.
that each of those instruments, be1ng a part of a comprehensive plan embracing
the entire estate of the decedent, including the making of a will, was made
in contemplation of death. In behalf of the petitioners it was contended that
the evidence showed that the dominant motive lnfiuencing the decedent in
creating the two trusts was to bring about a reduction of income taxes, and
that another controlling motive for the creation of the trust under which the
decedent's wife was the trustee was to enable her to become experienced in
of property.
While evidence indicated that the decedent,
the management
in creating the two trusts, was influenced by a desire to make taxes on the
income from his property less than they would be if he retained title to all
of it, yet, as he put into effect a comprehensive plan embracing his entire
estate, providing for the disposition and handling of substantial parts of' lt
during his life, and for the disposition of the remainder of it upon his death,
it seems reasonable to infer that the arrangement as a whole was made in
contemplation of death, and that each of the trust instruments was a substitute
The two trust instruments and the will were
for testamentary disposition.
parts of what practically was a single transaction, whereby a substantial part
of the decedent's estate was put into an 1rrevocable trust for the benefit of
the decedent's wife during her life, the trust property upon her death to go
to the descendants of the decedent and herself; another substantial part of
for the benefit of the
the decedent's estate was put into a revocable
decedent himself during his life, and after his death for the benefit of his
descendants; and the remainder of decedent's estate was disposed of by wfii.

t~t,
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It hardly could be inferred that decedent bad in contemplation his own death
only when he made ihe will, but not when, at practically the same time, he
created the two trusts.
As the decedent in his will named his wife as
executrix thereof, his expressed desire that she "begin to learn something
about the care of property" may have had reference to her performance of
her duties as executrix, as well as to the care of the property transferred to

ber as trustee.
The applicable statute (section 302(c) of Revenue Act of 1926) provides that
there shall be included in the gross estate of the decedent the value at the
time of his death of all property "to the extent of the interest therein
of which the decedent has at any time made a transfer,
by trust or otherwise,
i'
his death i' ~ ~." The thing taxed is the
in contemplation of s'
transn&ission of property from the dead to tbe living.
For the purposes of
the tnx property transferred by the decedent in contemplation of death is in
the same category as it would have been if the transfer had not been made
and the transferred propertv had continued to be owned by the decedent up
to the time of his death. As to the property so transferred, as well as io
property owned by the decedent at the time of his death, the measure of
(lie tax is the value of that property at the time of the decedent's death.
(FIcincr v. Donnan, supra; bIitHisen v. United States, 283 U. S., 15, 23 [Ct. D.
820, C. B. X—1, 472]; Cl&ase National Banlc v. United States, 278 U. S., 327, 337,
[Ct. D. 40, C. B. VIII —1, 808]; Snyder v. FIel»ering, 69 Fed. (2d), 377. ) It
follows tliat the Board of Tax Appeals did not err ruling that the value of the
assets of the two trusts at the time of the decedent's death should be included
jn the gross estate in computing the tnx.
Section 302(g) of the Revenue Act of 1926 provides for the inclusion in the
gross estate of every decedent "of the amount receivable by the executor
ns insur;ince under policies taken out by the decedent upon his own life; and io
tbe extent of the excess over $40, 000 of the amount receivable by nil other
beneficiaries as insurance under policies taken out by the decedent upon his
oivn life, " Tho manifest purpose of that provision is to include in the decedcrit's &. state for purposes of the tax the proceeds of all insurance on his lifo
ieceivnble under policies ncquired thrcugli expenditure by him. (Cliase National Ftanls v. United States, supra; Scott v. Commiissioner, 69 Fed. (2d),
444. ) The policies, under which the right to change the beneficiaries was reserved, liaving originally been taken out, for its own benefit, by a corporation
of wl&1&ii the decedent wns an ofiicer, the applications 1'or which ivere signed
by the der, dent, are to be regarded as having been taken out by the decedent,
qvithin the meaning of the statute, when he bought those policies from that
corporation, and had new beneficiaries, cliosen by himself, designated, he reThe
taining the right under each policy further io change the beneficiary.
statute readily could be evaded if a policy, under which the beneficiary mny
be clinnged, cmild be taken out by n corporation or firm on the life of an
offici or member of that corporation or firm, and the latter could acquire the
policy nnd have a new beneficiary designated, with the result of excluding from
his gross estate the nmount in excess of $10,000 receivab'le by tbe beneficiary
The ruling under consideration was not erroneous.
un&ler the policy.
The record contains no evidence as to the circumstan&'es attending the taking
out by the decedent of the endowment policy on the life nf his wife. In the
absence of evidence on tlie subject, it may be presumed that that policy wna
tnken ont in such circumstances ns to mal-e the value of it, &&t the date of the
Thig
&iecc&tent's &lenth. pnrt of the decedent's cstnte for estate tnx purposes.
being so, the petitioners failed to sustain the burden of establishing the invnlidiiy of the action of the respondent with reference to that matter.
npproved by the Board of Tnx Appeals, in
Tl&; action of the respondnit,
)nels&ling in the gi ss estate of tlie decedent s&&bject to the estate tnx the value,
nt tlie &late of the dree&lent's death, of Federal farm loan bonds mentioned,
wns challenged &n tbe ground that the stntute (section 2&", Fcdernl I'arm Loan
Act, 39 Stat. , 300) provides tbnt such bonds and the income derived therefroin
"shall 1&e exempt from Federal, State, municipal and loc;il tnxntion. " The
st:itut&. imposed n tnx on the trans('er of the net. estate of every decedent, and
provide&1 in substance that, to the &xtent of his interest tlierein at the time of his
dontl&, tb& v;&lne of nil ihe dece&l&&nt's property, real or personal, tnngible or
ininn, 'ible, wherever situated, shall be inclmled in his gross estate, in computing
(Sc&tions 301(n) and 302(a) of Rev&nue Act of 1026, 26
ihe tnx imposed.
II. S. &". h. , sections 1002, 1094(n). ) The estnte tax is not n tax on property,
It fs nn excise on the privilege of tr:insmitting property of a decedent upon
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his death, the amount of the tax being measured by the value of the property
transmitted.
(Chase National Bank v. United Htates, 278 U. S., 827; New Yorls
1'rust Co. v. Eisner, 256 U. S., 845; Xnotolton v. Jifoore, 178 U. S., 41.) The
provision exempting from taxation Federal farm loan bonds and the income
therefrom is not viola. ted bv measuring the estate tax by the value, at the time
of the decedent's death, of all of his property, including such bonds, as the
United States may tax the transmission of property upon the death of its
former owner, regardless of the character of that property.
(Plummer v. Coler,
178 U. S., 115; burdock v. Ward, 178 U. S., 189; & einer v. Leteellyn, 258 U. S.,
—
884, 887 [T. D. 8826, C. B. I 1, 467].) In support of the contention that thq
farm loan bonds were taxed by the inclusion of them in the gross assets of
the decedent 1n computing the estate tax, counsel for the petitioners refer tq
statements contained in the opinion rendered in the case of First Natimml
Bank v. Ifaine (284 U. S., 812). In that case it was decided that corporate
stock could not be made the basis of an ~eritance tax in a State other than
that of the domicile of its deceased owner. The opinion contained statements
to the effect that real property can not be taxed, or made the basis of an
inheritance tax, except in the State in which it is located, and that certain
kinds of intangibles, namely, bonds, notes and credits, are subject to the imp&eition oi an inheritance tax only by the domiciliary State. Those statements
had reference to the effect of the location of property upon the ta~ability by
States of the transfer of it at death. Nothing contained in that opinion indicates an intention to depart from previous dec4sions to the effect that the
United States may tax the transmission of property upon the death of its
owner, whether that property itself is or is not exempt from taxation. The
question of such transmission being or not being taxable by the United States
was not involved in that case.
The petitioners unsuccessfully sought the allowance of a deduction from
decedent's gross estate of $1,500 for an obligation in that amount incurred by
decedent's estate for the perpetual care and maintenance of a mausoleum and
cemetery lot for the remains of the decedent. The statute (section 808(a)1,
of Revenue Xct oi' 1926, 26 U. S. C. A. , section 1095) authorizes a deduction
~ " ~ as are
from the gross estate of "Such amounts for funeral expenses,
~
~ ~ under
which the estate
allowed by the laws of the jurisdiction
~ ~ ~." A Florida statute
(section 5541, Laws of
is being administered
Florida) provides: "Executors and administrators shall be allowed all reasonable charges on account of disbursements for funeral expenses, " ~ ~." The
language used imports charges or expenditures incident to the burial or interNothing irdicates that the lawmakers had
ment of the remains of the decedent
in mind expenditures for the care and maintenance, after the completion of the
burial and sepulture, of the place where the body of the decedent was intended
to remain. So far as we are advised no Florida court has construed the
statute as covering expenditures for the perpetual care and maintenance of the
place where the decedent is interred. The language of the statute falls short
of showing that it was intended to enable executors or administrators to obligate the decedent's estate for the cost of the perpetual care and maintenance
of a mausoleum and cemetery lot for the remains of the decedent. We conclude
that the disallowance of the deduction in question was not erroneous.
The Board of Tax Appeals refused to comply with a request of the petitioners
that judicial notice be taken of the case of Cora B. Iglekeart v. Commissioner,
It appears that the purpose of the proposal
pending before that tribunal.
that the other case referred to be considered was to disclose that in that
case the respondent took a position inconsistent with a position taken by
him in the instant case, in that in the former he contended that the abovementioned trust instrument under which Cora, B. Igleheart was the trustee
and a beneficiar was not made in contemplation of death, while in the instant
case he contended that that instrument was made in contemplation of death.
Neither of the petitioners in her or his executional capacIty was a. party to
the other case referred to. It was not made to appear that the fact as to
what position was taken by the respondent in the other case referred to,
that case and the instant one not being between the same parties, had any
pertinency to the issues in the instant case. The fact, if it was a fact, that
in the other case the respondent took a position inconsistent with one taken
by him in the instant case would not justify or excuse a failure of the Board
of Tax A.ppeals, or of this court, to sustain a correct position taken by the
respondent 1n the instant case. Furthermore, if in the other case referred to
the respondent contended that the trust instrument under which Cora
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Igleheart was the trustee was not made in contemplation of death, that contention was overruled by the decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit in passing on a petition for rev''ew oi' ihc d cision of the
Boa«of Tax Appeals in that case. (Co&n ntsstoner v. Cora. II. Igleheart Trust
Estate, 75 Fed. (2d), 151.) It is apparent that the ruling norv uIider consideration was not substantially harmful to petitioners, and is not a. ground
of reversal.
The record showing no reversible error, the petition is denied.
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The decedent and his wife in 1926 executed a trust instrument
by the terms of which the net incom was to be paid monthly to
designated benefIciaries for their respective lives, tl. e trus", ors reserving th right to name other beneficiaries, except thenIsc!Vcs,
and to change the amounts, times and periods of payn&ent, and also
reserving the right to designate by Ivritten direction or by will
to whom the corpus should bie conveyed upon the ternunation of
the trust. The trust was operative during the lifetime of the
decedent, who died in 1927. Under these tacts, the value of the
trust prop rty transferred by the decedent vvas includible in his
gross estate under the provisions of section 302(d) of ihe Revenue
Act of 1926.
2. DEnucTIoN CQNOITIQNAL BEquEST To CHARITY.
Where the decedent bequeathed a'. 1 his prop rty to his wife for
life, with plenary and exclusive discretion as to its use and disposal during her lifetime, and directed that upon her death
and upon the termination of the trust executed by himself and his
v&ife in 1926 his remaining property be used to establish a foundation devoted to charity, the value at the da. te of the decedent's
death of such contingent bequest can not be estimated with sufQcient certainty to allow any deduction therefor under the provisions of section 303(a)3 of the Revenue Act of 1926.

ALTER, AMEND,

—

UNITED

STATEs DIsTszcT CoT RT FoR THE SOUTHEPN

DIs1TICT oF CALIFORNIA,

CENTRAL DIVIsroN.

and as Executrix of the Estate of Williant
Mead, Deccasecl, and IVella Wilde Mead Exercising the Potecr to Collect the
Clat&n here Involved Duly Conf&~red upon and Vested ln her by' the last
heretofore
u&ill of 1Villtarn 3fead, Deceased, and by D cree of Distribution
duly made and entered, tn tin's bistate, plaintiff, v. Galen, II. Welch, United
Revenue
Sixth
District
Internal
the
States Collector of
for
of California,
defendant.

Xeiia Wilde M'ead, Indivtaually

[March 11, 1936.]
OPINION.

MOCORMIcK, District Judge: According to the briefs in this case, but two
issues remain unsettled and undecided: I&'irst, whether or not the Commissioner
oi' Internal Revenue erred by including in the gross estate of 1Villiam Mead, deceased, the "sum of $115,400 transferred by decedent to others under the "M ad
1926 Trust, and, second, whether or not the Commissioner of Interual Revenue
erred by including ln the gross estate and subject to tax the sum of $959,63S.97,
representing the alleged market" value of a bequest in the vvill of William Mead
to the "blend Housing Trust.
py a vvritten instrument executed December 22, 1926, denominated "Deed of
I'rust, " IVilliam Mead, the deceased, and Nella Wilde Implead, husband and wife,

Regs. 70(1926), Art. 19.]
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created the trust that is the subject matter of the first of the two questions for
decision. The pertinent provisions of this trust instrument are:
"Fourth: From the net income received or derived from the trust estate
and available for distribution hereunder, and if necessarv from the principal,
there shall be by the trustees, paid monthly to Ida M. Herman, Alice Hansborough, Dorothy Hansborough, Carrie M. Wyckotf, John Wilde, Lucina Wilde,
Jessie Wilde Cooper, and Edith Wilde Pari-er, and to such other person or persons row living, other than the trustors or either of them, hereinafter called
beneficiaries, for and during their respective lifetimes, or for such period less
than the lifetime of any designated beneficiary, as to such beneficiary, such
amounts as said trustors, by written instrument directed to said trustees, direct
and appoint; no payment shall be made to any beneficiary except and only for
the amounts and at the times and for the period set forth and directed in a
written instrument executed by both trustors and filed with the trustees, which
amounts and times and periods may be in like manner changed from time to
time in the same manner by like written instrument.

"Ãintbt This trust shall iyso facto cease and terminate at the time of the
demise of the last living of the beneficiaries, or at the time of the termination
of the period of payment to the surviving beneficiary; on such termination, or
upon its failure or termination
for any cause or reason, or in any manner
whatsoever, in whole or in part, the trustees shall then first fully pay from
the income, and/or principal, of the trust estate, any and all inheritance tax,
and/or taxes, estate and/or other taxes which may then or thereafter be
required to be paid from said trust estate, and all accrued and accruing costs
and expenses of the trust; as often and when this trust terminates, in whole
or in part, as aforesaid, then the yortion or whole or part of the trust estate
as to which this trust is terminated as aforesaid, shall be by the trustees
conveyed, assigned and delivered as follows, to wit:
"(a) One-half to such person or persons, other than to or for the benefit of
trustors, or either of them, in such proportion, manner and event, and for
such uses and purposes, as said trustor, William Mead, may by duly executed
written direction designate and appoint, and the other one-half to such person or persons, other than to or for the benefit of the trustors, or either oi'
them, in such proportion, manner and event, and for such uses and purposes,
as said trustor, Nella Wilde Mead, may by duly executed written direction
designate and appoint.
"(b) Should both or either of said trustors fail to execute written direction
in their lifetimes as aforesaid, and be deceased when this trust terminates as
aforesaid, then the said one-half thereof sub]ect to said written direction of
said deceased trustor, to such yerson or persons in such proportion, manner
and event, and for such uses and purposes, as such deceased trustor, may by
his or her last will and testament designate and appoint.
"(c) Should trustors, or either of them, fail to exercise the powers of appointment as aforesaid, then the one-half subject to such written direction of
said trustor so failing, to the heirs at law of such trustor according to the
law of succession of the State of California then in force.
This 1926 trust was operative during the lifetime of William Mead. He died
November 23, 1927. On March 12, 1927, he made and executed a holographic
will. It contains the following statements:
"/tth„ I direct the trustees of the trust executed in December, 1926, by myself
and wife to William Mead, Nella Wilde Mead and Edith IVilde Parker, as trustees to pay the amounts hereinafter named at the times specified to the foQowing named persons, and to continue to pay the same for the yeriod of their
natural life: To my sisters Ida M. Herman, Carrie M. IVyckoff and Alice
Hansborough and my niece Dorothy Hansborough each three hundred ($800)
To my nieces Helen Herman, Katherine
dollars per month, payable monthly.
Herman McLaughlin and my nephew Eugene J. Herman each one hundred
($100) dollars per month payable monthly, until January 1, 1937, and after
January 1, 1937, each three hundred ($300) dollars per month payable monthly i
the sums above directed to be paid monthly are not in addition to the amounts
being paid at my death to the said persons or any of them by said trust or any
other provision made by me, but include the amounts then being so paid.
direct the trustees of said trust, at such time as they deem best, but
within five years of my death to pay the sum of five thousand (f5000) dol
lars each to said Eugene J. Herman, Helen Herman, Katherine Herman Mc.

"

"I
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~ughlin and Dorothy Hansborough.
I further direct the trustees of said
trust to pay all property in said trust subject to my will and written direc-

tion and not directed by me to be paid otherwise to my said executrix and
wife for the uses and purposes in this will expressed. "
Section 302 ( d) of the Revenue Act of 1926, which est ablishes and determines the method of ascertaining the value of the .ross estate of a decedent
for Federal estate tax purposes, as far as applicable to our present inquiry,

reads:

" The value of the gross estate of the decedent sh:ill be determined by
v
~ " to the
including the value at the time of his cleath of all property
extent of any interest therein of which the &lececlent has at auy time made
a transfer by trust or otherwise, where the enjoyment thereof was subject
at the date of his death to any change throu h the exercise of a power, either
by the decedent alone or in conjunction with any person, to alter, amend or
revoke, or where the decedent relinquished
any such poaer in contemplation

of his death. "
It is clear from the terms of the fourth and ninth paragraphs of the trust
instrument that the enjoyment of beneficial intere-ts in the trust estate resides
and is retained in the trustors.
They have reserved expressly the right and
the power to change the beneficiaries and also the amounts and periods to
which a beneficiary shall be entitled to share 1n the ti.ust estate. Nothing could
be more clearly expressed than the absolute control reserved by the trustors
during their life times as to whom, and in ivhat amount, and for what times,
persons might become beneficiaries of the bounty of the two persons who
created the trust.
Not only does the certain wording of the trust instrument bring into effect
section 302(d) of the Revenue Act of 1926 so as to require the inclusion in
the gross estate of William Mead, deceased, of the sun&s transferred by the
decedent under the 1926 trust to others, but the Supreme Court, in Porter v.
Oor&tmisstmer
(288 U. S., 436 [Ct. D. 647, C. B. XII—1, 3o4]), has defi&nitely
settled the requirement of including such transfers in the gross value of a
decedent's estate under the statute in question in this matter. In that case,

the Court said:
"The net estate upon the transfer of which the tax is imposed is not limited
to property. that passes from the decedent at death. Subdivision (d) requires
to be included in the calculation all property previously transferred by decedent, the enjoyment of which remains at the time of his death subject to
any change by the exertion of a power by himself alone or in conjunction with
another. Petitioner argues that as decedent was without power to revoke the
interests or to alter or modify the trusts in favor of himself' or his estate, the
(d). But the disjunctive use of the
property is not governed by subdivision
We find nothwords ' alter, ' ' modify, ' anZ' amend, ' negatives that contention
ing in the context or in the policy evidenced by this and prior estate tax lavvs,
to suggest that conjunctive use
or 1n the legislative history of subdivision (d)
'
'
'
of those words was intended, or that ' alter or modify were used as equiva'
'
lents of revoke, or are to be understood in other than their usual meanings.
We need not consider whether every change, however slight or trivial, would
be within the meaning of the clause. Here the donor retained until his death
power enough to enable him to make a complete revision of all that he had
done in respect of the creation of the trusts even to the extent of' takiug the
property from the trustees and beneiiciaries named and transferring it absolutely or in trust for the benefit of others. So far as concerns the tax here
involved, there 1s no difference in principle between a transfer subject to such
The transfers under consideration are
changes and one that is revocable.
(d).
undoubtedly covered by subdivision
The same application of the corresponding section of the Revenue Act of
1924 has been made by the Cburt of Appeals of the District of (3olumbia in
Dort v. HcLmÃmg (69 Fed. (2d), 836 [Ot. D. 859, C. B. XIII—2, 378] ), in the
following language:
"The plain language of this subdivision makes its terms apply in the c;&se
of every trust where the right is reserved on ' the part of ' the grantor to affect
the enjoyment of the property transferred by any change, either by alteration,
amendment or revocation.
See also Foeter v. Clomm&Aoner, eto. (31 B. T. A. , 148).
Overpayment must appear before refund is authorised, and as this case is
in the nature of an action for money had and received, the tnxpuvcr must

"

"
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show that the United States hss money which belongs to him. (Letois v. Reyn1, 180j.) This does not appear, and
olds, 284 U. S., 282 [Ct. D. 448, C. B. XI—
accordingly the Commissioner did not err by including the $115,400 in the gross
estate of William Mead, deceased.
The second question for decision is wh ther the afl ged present value at the
time of !.he death of William Meacl of a certain contingent bequest that he made
in his will to a chs. rity described in the will as "5Iead Housing Trust" is
deductible under section 808 (a) and. (8) of the Revenue Act of 1926 and
articles 44 and 47 of Regulatious 70 promulgated pursuant to and as an aid
to the construction and enforcemcnt of said section of said Revenue Act. The
section of the Act in question reads:
"Szc. 803. For the purpo e oi' the tax, the value of the net estate shall be
determined
(a) in the case of s. resident by deducting from the value of the
gross estate
(8) the amount of all bequests, legacies, devises or transfers
to a trustee or trustees ~ s s but only if such contributions or
gifts are to be used by such trustee or trustees ~ * ~ exclusively for
religious, scientific, literary or education 1 purposes or for the preThe amount of the deduction under
vention oi' cruelty to chilclren or animals.
this paragraph for any transfer shall not exceed the value of the transferred
property required to be included in the gross estate;"
And the ps. rt of article 44, Regulations 70, that is pertinent to our present
inquiry, reads:
"Where a trust is created for both a charitable and a private purpose deduction may be taken of the value of the beneficial interest in favor of the former
only in so far as such interest is presently ascertainable and hence severable
from the interest in favor of the private use;"
And article 47 of the same re ulations is as follows:
"Conditional bequests. AVhere the transfer is dependent upon the performance of some act or the happening of some event in order to become effective,
it is necessary that the performance of the act or the occurrence of the event
shall have tal-en place beiore the deduction can be allowed.
These regulations have the force of statutes (Tpson, v. Co~ness'oner, eto. ,
68 Fed. (2d), 584); and are proper aids of construction of tax and Revenue
Acts of Congress (8k nner v. Eaton, eto. , 45 Fed. (2d), 668; Ttison v. Comtnissioger, supra).
The terms of the will of 'William Mead that pertain to the matter under

—
—

—

"

consideration are as follows:
William Mead, make this my last will and testament.
1st, I appoint my
wife, Nella Wilde Mead, sole executrix hereof, without bond, and will and direct
that there be paid and distributed to her all my property, real, personal, and
mixed, for and durin ' her natural life, and for her own use, with power. to sell,
convey, assign, transfer, collect, invest, and reinvest the same, or any part
thereof, or the proceeds thereof, or any part thereof. Bnd, Of the property constituting my estate at her death, I will and direct that the sum of two hundred
thousand ($200, 000) dollars in money or property be transferred to the trust
executed by myself and wife in December, 1926, to William ihIead, Nel!a Wilde
))lead, and Edith Wilde Pari-er, as trustees, the income on which may be used
the principal shall at the
by said trust for the purposes of said trust and
termination of said trust be transferred to the ' Mead Housirg Trust' hereinafter described. 3rd, All the remaining property constituting my estate at her
death I will and direct to be paid and distributed to the Security Trust 5
Savings Bank, a corporation of Los An eles, Calif, and Kdith Wilde Parker,
Lucien Gray, Nathaniel P. Conrey, and Albert Lee Stephens as trustees, in
trust (said bank being considered as one trustee), without bond, for the purpose
of providing a fund or foundation devoted to charity, which may be known as
the 'Mead Housing Trust' to improve the health, safety and welfare of the
inhabitants of Los Angeles Couuty, Calif. , by providing homes on easy payments
and without profit for wage earners, and people with small and moderate salaries, and business and professional people with small capital who might
otherwise be unable to become home owners. "
It has been held by the Supreme Court in Hines v. UNited 8tates (276 U. S.,
487 [T. D. 4185, C. B. VII—
2, 378j ), that where the value oi' a charitable bequest
is uncertain and can not be estimated by any known data it is not deductible
under a Federal tax statute substantially analogous to section 803(a)3 of the
Revenue Act of 1926.

"I,
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Nevertheless, 1t is earnestly argued by plaintiff that the evidence in this case
shows that the value of the bequest to the "Mead Housing Trust" at the time
of the death of the testator William Mead was not uncertain and that it can be
estimated as of that time by known dat. a. that is established by the evidence and
by resort to tables of mortalitv

experience.
Reliance is placed upon Ithaca Trnst Co. v. United States (279 U. S., 151 [Ct.
D. 61, G. B. VIII —1, 313] ), but that case is clearly distinguishable from the one
at bar. In the Ithaca case, the Court said:
"The principal that could be used was only so much as might be necessary
to continue the comfort then enjoyed. The standard was fixed in fact nnd
capable of being stated in definite terms of money. It was not left to the
widow's discretion. "
The restrictions upon Mrs. Mead, the plaintiff, which are contained in ihe
will of Mr. Mead, are not so precise or stringent as those imposed upon Airs.
Stewart in the Ithaca Trust case, and even if it be assumed that Mrs. Mead is
invested with nothing more than a lii'e estate in the property devised to her,
she nevertheless has plenary and exclusive discretion as to its use and rlisposal
during her lifetime, and is not circumscribed by any joint vestee or fiduciary in
her sole control of the estate, as far as any part of it pertains to the "Housing
Trust. " This was not the situat1on of the widow in the Ithaca case.
It is true that the evidence shows Mrs. Mead to be the owner in her own
right of a large separate estate, the income from it being suificient to meet her
and that she is earnestly interested in carrving
present living requirements,
out the "Mead Housing Trust" idea expressed 1n the will of her deceased husband, but these facts are not sufficient, in the light of her broad and unrestricted right of possession and use of all of the property and her undefined!
to enable anyone to find in definite
and prospective life estate requirements,
terms of money the value of the "Mead Housing Trust" at the death of William
Mead. The value of the thing to be taxed, the "Mead Housing Trust, " must be
estimated as of that time. (Ithaca Trust Co. v. United Stntes, supra. )
When consideration is given to the expectancy of Mrs. Mead at the time of
Mr. Mead's death in 1927, which, according to the American Experience Table
of Mortality, was 18.79 years, the uncertainty and conjectural aspect ot estimatMoreover,
ing any then present value of the "Housing Trust" is strengthened.
It has been over eight years since the trust was created, but nothing of an
active or operative character has occurred in it to date, and no possession of
any property has been delivered or vested in the trustees. They have not yet
commenced to function, aud it is entirely speculative as to whether or not this
laudable charity of Mr. Mead will ever become an existing organization to
carry out the will of its creator. It is not improbable that Mrs. Mead may be
disposed to use, or may deem it necessary to use, during her lifetime, the entire
estate devised to her and of which she is invested by the will and by the
decree of distribution iu her husband's estate with sole and exclusive possession
and control.
There is no immediate transfer of the property that may ultimately comp&so
the corpus of the "Mead Housing Trust" if, as or when it comes into the
possession of the trustees who might later receive it, subsequent to the death
oi Mrs. Mead.
and contingencies, in my opinion, operate under the
These uncertainties
Humes case to prevent the deduction claimed by the plaintiff.
It is only by speculation and conjecture that any definite value for tax
purposes can be placed upon the "Mead Housing Trust" as of the date of Mr.
Mead's tleath, and such being the case, no error was committed by the Commissioner in refusing the deduction.
SE~CTION 303.
REGULATIQNs

property.

80(1934), ARTIOLK 50: Situs of
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Where a nonresident alien died possessed of an interest in a
French partnership v, hich owned property in the United States,
the nonresitlent alien's interest in such property is includible in
his gross estate for Federal estate tax purposes.

Regs. 80(1934), Art. 50.J

An opinion is requested whether the interest of a nonresident
alien decedent in the property of a French partnership attributable
to such partnership's interest in a New York partnership constitutes
property situated in the United States which is includible in the
decedei. i, 's gross estate for Federal estate tax purposes.
Section 808 of ihe Revenue Act of 1926& continued in effect by
all subsequent Revenue Acts, provides for the inclusion in the gross
estate of a nonresident decedent, of all property of the nonresident
which at the time of his death is situated in the United States.
At the time of his death the decedent was a citizen and resident
of France and was a member of a French civil law partnership engaged in business in France. The American branch of the partnership's business was conducted in New York by a domestic partnership composed of the French civil law partnership and a number of
residents of New York.
Under the partnership laws of Ncw York a partner has no interest
in specific partnership property other than the right to have it,
applied for partnership purposes, and a partner's interest in the
partnership is defined to be his share of the profits and surplus thereof
(Cahill's Consolidated Laws of New
and is personal property.
York, sections 40 51, 52, page 1591.) It results that the interest of
any partner in the New York partnership at any time is personal
property of the character ordinarily referred to as a credit. The
partnership laws of New York also provide that individuals, partnerships, corporations, and other associations may become members
of a partnership.
(Laws of New York, supra, section 40. ) Under
the laws of France, the French civil law partnership was authorized
to become a i»ember of other partnerships such as the New York
partnership herein involved.
With reference to intangible property, such as credits& this office
has held that such property has a situs in the Lnited States for
Federal estate tax purposes where the debtor is legally domiciled in
the United States at the time of death.
(6. C. i%I. 15773, C. B.
XIV—2, 853.) The rationale of the principle thus c tablished is
that, since the source of the credits has a situs in the United States,
over which source the United States may and does exercise an eifcctive legal control, the credits necessarily have a taxable situs at the
source as property of the person entitled to such credits.
(See
Blackstone v. cViZZer& 188 U. S. 189; DeGanay v. Leclerer& 250 U S
876; BZodgett v. 8iZvernMn& 2?7 U. S., 1; F'armers& Loan ck Trust
Co. v. 3finnesota& 280 U. S. 204; Barnet v. Broolcs& 288 U. S., 878;
Sancliez v. Botoers, 70 Feh. (2d), 715.) While it was stated in
C. M. 15773, supra, that credits have a taxable situs in the United
States because the debtor is legally domiciled in the United States
at the time of death, it was not intended thereby to lay down a
requirement that the debtor must be so legally domiciled in order
to give the credits a taxable situs in the Umted States. For the
purpose of that case it was deemed sufficient to point out that the
control of the United States over the credit represented by the corporate bond, which a8orded a taxable situs within the United States,
was established by the legal domicile of the debtor corporation in
the United States.
The French partnership was not only actively engaged in carqring on business within the United States by reason of its membership
,

9.
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bI the New York partnership, but, in view of the principles above
expressed, also had valuable property situated in the United States
(represented by its credit in the New York partnership) by reason
Gf such membership.
The decedent had at least an equitable interest
in that property of the French partnership to the extent of the valuation placed thereon in the inventoI~ filed in France by the representative of the decedent for inheritance tax and probate purposes.
It, therefore, follows that the interest of the decedent in the property
of the French partnership situated in the United States was also
situated therein at the time of his death and had a situs in the United
States for Federal estate tax purposes.
(See Commi88ioner of
Intenml Eetenne v. Nereus, 76 Fed. (Bd), 109, Ct. D. 1049, C. B.
XIV—9, 350; certiorari denied, 56 Sup. Ct. , 104, in which it was held
that the value of the equitable interest of a nonresident alien
decedent in shares of corporate stock which had a taxable situs in
the United States could be regarded as property of the decedent
situated in the United States for Federal estates tax purposes, irrespective of the status of the legal title to such shares. ) This
result follows even though the French partnership should be recognized in this country as a separate legal entity for tax purposes.
Under the French civil law recognition of the French partnership
as an entity might result in estabhshing the entity as the legal owner
of the credit in the New York partnership, but it would also clearly
establish the individual partners therein as the owners of the beneflcial or equitable interest in the credit. Moreover, since the French
artnershlp, if a separate legal entity or juristic person, could not
ave rights against itself, it results that the credit of such partnership in the New York partnership must be regarded as a right
enforceable against the other members of the PPew York partnership, all of whom were residents of the United States. Article 50 of
Regulations 80(1934) provides that intangible personal property
has a taxable situs wlthln the United States if consisting of a property right issuing from or enforceable against a corporation organized
in the United States or a person who is a resident of the United States.
In view of the foregoing, it is the opinion of this oifice that, the
decedent's interest in the property of the French partnership situated in the United States at the date of his death is includible in his
gross estate for Federal estate tax purposes.
HERMAN

General Counsel for the Department

OLIPHANT,

of the Trea8IIry.

TITLE IV~KSTATK TAX. (1921)
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SECTION 402(c). TRANSFERS BY DECEDENT IN HIS LIFETIME.
REGULATIGNs

63, ARTIOLE

of transfer.

17: Nature

and time
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—REVENIJE ACT OF 1921—DECISION OF SUPRI. ME COIJRT.
CCNTEIIPLATION oF DEATBTRANSFER IN TRUST —
Qaoss ESTATE —
REYIEW OF EVIDENCE BY CIRCUIT COURT OF
BURDEN OF PROOF —

ESTATE TAX

APPEALs.

Where a transfer

in trust of a substantial potion of the detwo years of his death, was held by

Reg. 63, Art, 17.]
the trial court to have been made in contemplation of death within
the meaning of section 402(c) of the Revenue Act of 1921, on the
ground that the executors had failed to show that the motive that
induced the transfer was not of the sort which leads to testamentary disposiiion and consequently had failed to meet the burden
of proof. placed upon theln by the statute, the ultimate question for
decision by the trial court was one of fact, and, a jury trial having
been waived, a general verdict fourd by the court was conclusive,
and the circuit court of appeals was without authority to weigh the
evidence and to make its own findings.
SUPE'ME CoUET oF TIiE VNI

KD

STAvzs.

Blakely D. XcCaughn, Collector of Intermt Revenue for ti"e First District of
Pennsgtvania, petitioner, v. Real Estate Land Title d Trust Co. and Douglas
3facFarlan, Executors of Estate of Matcctm 3facFarlan, Deceased.
On writ of

certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.

[March 30, 1936.]
OPINION.

Per curiam: On February 9„1920,Malcolm MacFarlan, a physician of Philadelphia, Pa. , made a transfer of real estate and securities, of the value of upwards of $670, 000, in trust for the benefit of his children and their wives and
descendants.
He died on December 8, 1921. As his death occurred within two
vears after the transfer, it fell within the terms of the statute creating a presumption that the transfer was made in contemplation of death. (Revenue A. ct
of 1921, ch. 186, section 402(c), 42 Stat. , 227, 277, 278. ) The remaining estate
of the decedent, oi' which dispcsition was made by will (executed on the same
day as the transfer in trust) was worth about $13,000. The Commissioner of
Internal Revenue included the property transferred as part of decedent's gross
estate, and demanded payment of an estate tax upon that basis. The paVIuent
was made, claim for refund was rejected, and this suit was brought by the
executors of the decedent against the collector to recover the amount paid.
After the evidence had been received, both parties subA jury was waived
mitted requests for conclusions of law and plaintitfs also requested special
findings of fact. The court refused plaintiRs' requests and afHnned certain
conclusions of law requested by defendant,
and plaintifXs were allowed

exceptions.
Referring to decedent's physical condition, the court said in its opinion that
the evidence showed that at the time of the transfer decedent was 78 years old,
unusually vigorous and clear-minded and, except for a condition common in
men of his age, in good health.
The court said that the most that could be
claimed for that evidence was that it established, and the court specifically
found, that the transfer was not made "under any consciousness or belief or
apprehension that death was imminent. " The substance of the court's conclusion on all the evidence was that "the plaintiffs have failed to show that the
motive that induced this transfer, whatever it was, was not of the sort which
leads to testamentary disposition, and, consequently have failed to meet the
burden of proof placed upon them by the statute. " The court then found a
general verdict in favor of the defendant and directed judgment accordingly.
(7 F. Supp. , 742. )
The circuit court of appeals reviewed the evidence, decided that the transfer
was not made in contemplation of death, and reversed the judgment.
(79
F. (2d), 602. )
The principles governing the determination
whether a gift inter situs is
made "in contemplation of death" are set forth in United States v. Wells
(283 V. S., 102 [Ct. D. 840, C. B. X—1, 475]), and need not be restated. The
instant ease is controlled by the established rules relating to appellate review'
in actions at law where a jury trial has been waived.
(R. S., 649, 7(g; 28
V. S. C., 778, 875. ) Where a general verdict is found by the trial court, it
has the same effect as the verdict of a jury. The appellate court can not pass
upon the weight of evidence.
(Yogis v. Jackson, 9 Wall. , 125, 128; British
Queen defining Co. v. Bakei Silver defining Co., 189 V, S., 222; Leilnen v. Dick.
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son, 148 U. S., 71, 73; St. Louis v. Western, Union Telegraph Co. , 1G6 U. S., 388;
Late v. Untt 'd States, 266 U. S., 494; Fiteischrnann Co. v. United States, 270
V. S., 349, 356, 357; Harvey Co. v. ,llalley, 288 U. S., 415, 418, 410; Eastman
Eodalc Co. v. Gray, 292 U. S., 332, 336, 337.)
Here, plaintiffs' exceptions to the couclusions oi' law of the trial court, and
to the refusal of the court to reach other conclusions as requested, raised no
question save the one of law, whether the court's verdict was wholly without
The
evidence to sustain it. That question does not appear to be substantial.
ultimate question for the decision of the trial court was one of fact and its
The circuit court of appeals was without
general verdict was conclusive.
authority to weigh the evidence and to make its own findings.
The judgment of the circuit court of appeals is reversed and that of the
district court is aifirmed.
It is so ordered.

—

TITLE IV. ESTATE TAX. (1918)
SECTION 402.
REGULATIONS

87, ARTICLE

XV—1—7893

M: Taxable

Ct. D. 1058

insurance.

REVENUE ACT OF 1918—
DECISION OF SUPREME COURT.
ESTATE TAX —
REraoPRocEEDs os LIFE INsURANcz PoxxcxEs —
1. GRoss EBTATxo —
AOTIVITY jxF STATUTE,

The decedent, who died in 1021, his wife surviving, had taken
out policies of 1nsurance on his own life, one having been issued
in 1883 payable to his wife, or, if she pretleceased him, then to the
surviving children or their descendants, otherwise to decedent's
legal representatives, and the others of such policies having been
assigned by the decedent to his wife in 1904, the proceeds of which
being payable to her should she survive him. The decedent had no
poiver, none being reserved, to change the beneficiaries, to revol-e
the assignments, or to pledge or surrender the policies. Under
these facts, the proceeds of none of the policies constituted a part
of the gross estate under the provisions of section 402(f) of the
Revenue Act of 1918, since that provision is not to be construed
as having retroactive effect. Leicellyn v. Frioic (268 U. S., 238)
followed.
2. GRoss EsTATE PRocEEDs or LIFE INsURANOE Poizcizs Possx-

—

—

BILITY QF REvERTER.
No interest passed as the result

of decedent's death, which, at
most, put an end to the possibility that the proceeds of any of the
Helpolicies would become payable to his legal representatives.
veriitg v, St. Loufs Union Trust Co. et ah (Ct. D. 1047, C. B,
XIV—2, 339) and Beclcer v. St. Louis Union Trust Go. et al.
(Ct. D. 1046, C. B. XIV—2, 337), both decided November 11, 1035
and
(29G U. S.,
), followed.

— —

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES.
Norman&

W. Bingham, dr. , et al. , etc. , petitioners,
in~erica.

On writ of certiorari

v. The United

States of

to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the First Circuit.

[Decenxber 0, 1035.]
OPINION.

Mr. Justice SUTHERUAND delivered the opinion of the Court.
This case involves the construction and constitutionality, as applied, of section 402(f) of the llcvenue Act of 1018, Ivhich provides that the value of the
be deterxnined by including the value, at
gro " ""'" "e

"

"" """"'""'""""
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the time of his death, of all property "(f) to tlie extent of the amount receivable by the executor as insurance under policies taken out by the decedent
upon his own life; and to the extent of the excess over $40, 000 of the amount
receivable by all otlier beneficiaries as insurance under policies taken out by
the decedent upon his own life. "
Petitioners are the executors of the will of Iking Upton, who died in 1921
while the Act of 1918 vvas in force. His wife survived him. Long prior to
the passage of the Act, a number of life insurance policies were issued to
the decedent, among them four issued by the Berkshire Life Insurance Co. of
illassachusetts, originally payable to his estate; and one issued in 1S83 by
the Connecticut biutual Life Insurance Co. of Connecticut, payable to the wife
of the decedent with a condition that in case of the predecease of the wife
the amount of the policy should be payable to his children; or, if there be no
children or descendants of children then living, to the legal representatives
of the insured. In 1904, decedent "assigned the four Berkshire policies to his
The decedent had no power, none being
wife, "provided she survives me.
reserved, to change the beneficiaries, to pledge or assign the policies after
the assignment to his wife, or revoke that assignment, or surrender the policies
(Wastiington Central Bank v. Jfaine,
nithout the consent of the beneficiaries.
12S U. S., 195, 205; lliiles v. Connecticut Life Insurance Co. , 147 U. S,, 177,
181, 182, 183, compare dissent, page 1S8; Cominonicralth v. IV)tie&pie, 181 bi ss. ,
341, 343; Pingreti v. National Life Insmrance Co. , 144 AIass. , 874, 382, )
After having deducted the specific exemption of $40, 000, the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue included the proceeds of these five policies in the decedent's
gross estate, for the purpose of the Federal estate tax. An action was brought
in a Federal district court to recover the amount of the tax resulting from the
inclusion of these proceeds. That court rejected the view of the Commissioner
and awarded judgment to the taxpayers upon the authority of Letcetlyn v.
Erick (268 U. S., 238 [T. D. 3715, C. B. IV—1, 322]. 7 F. Supp. , 907.)
The court of appeals reversed, holding that the Erick caseivas distinguishable.
(76 Fed (2d), 573. ) We think the view tal-en by the district court is the correct
one.

l. Eleven policies were involved in the Frick case, all antedating the passage
of the Act. Among them was one issued by the Berkshire company and another
These policies in terms were identical with
issued by the Counecticut Mutuah
the corresponding policies in question liere. The assigninent of the Berkshire
policy there was the same as the assignmeni. s here. This Court applied the
rule that Acts of Congress are to be construed, if possible, so as to avoid grave
and said that such doubts were avoided by
doubts as to their constitutionality;
construing the statute as referring only to transactions taking place after it vvas
passed. In that connection we invoked the general principle "that the laws are
not to be considered as applying to cases vvhich arose before their passa e"
v:hen to disregard it would be to impose an unexpected liability that, if knoivn,
The court belovv sought to dismight have been avoided by those concerned.
tinguish the decision on the ground that this Court did not refer. to those specific
provisions set forth in the policies and assignments wliich are pertinent here.
The Government makes the same point, and contends that since this Court did
not allude to these provisions in the opinion, the decision can not be re arded as
having passed on their effect. It is true that questions ivhich merely lurk in the
i.ecord, ~either brought to the attention of the court nor ruled upon, are not to be
considered as having been so decided as to constitute precedents.
(IVebster v.
Eall, 266 U. S., 507, 511.) That, however, is not the situation in thepresentcase.
Lee:ellyn v. Et'ick the policies and assignments, in their entirety, vrere
definitely before the court; and this necessarily included each of the provisions
which they contained.
Moreover, both iri the appendix to the Government's
brief and in tlie nlain l)rief of 'the taxpayei's, the attention of the colil't was
distinctly called to all of the provisions which are now invoked. The latter
brief summarized and described the provisions of the four classes of policies
one class being policies, it was pointed out, made payable
which were involved
to the Ii'rick estate "subsequently assigned by fair. I rick to his wife or daughter
if she survived him, without reserving power to rcrol-e the assignments. " This
Court, without stopping to recite the various specific iiyovisions that were thus
clearly brought to its attention, held that the proceeds M none of the policies
were subject to the estate tax under section 402(f). It fairly must be concluded that in reaching that result these provisions were considered, and that
such of them as bore upon the problem, there as well as here presented, were

—
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found not to require a different determination.
%'e think the points now urged
by th«overnment
were decided fn the Erick ease, and find no reason to reconsider them.
2. The principles so recently announced by thfs Court in Helvsrimg v. St. Loafe
Vn4on, Tr. Oo. et at. (November 11, 1986) (296 U. S.,
[Ct. D. 1047, C. B.
KIV—
2, 889] and Becker v. St. Loaves Usta, Tr. Co. et al. (November 11, 1985)
(296 U. S.,
[Ct. D. 1046, C. B. KIV—2, 887]) are decisive of the case in favor
of the taxpayers. Those principles establish that the title and possession of
the beneficfary were 6xed by the terms of the policies and assignments thereof,
beyond the power of the insured to affect, many years before the Act here in
question was passed. No interest passed to the beneQcfary as the result of the
death of the insured. His death merely put an end to the possibility that the
predecease of his wife would give a difTerent direction to the payment of the
policies.
Judgment reversed.

—

—

—

TITLE III (PART II). GIPT TAX. (1M4)
TITLE III. GIPT TAX. (1932)

—

—

SECTION 819 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1924. SECTION 501(a) OF THE
REVENUE ACT OF 1932.

67 (1924), AnvzoLE 1; Rzom. arzoNs
'?9(1936), ARTzoLE 2: Transfers reached.

REolrnavioNs

XV—15—8038

6. C. M. 16460

The gift of a donor's own check is not complete until the check
is paid or is negotiated for value to a third person.
The gift of a donor's own note is not complete until the note is
paid or is transferred for value.

Advice is requested

tax.

whether

certain gifts are subject to the gift

Section 319 of the Revenue Act of 1924 imposed a tax for the
calendar year 1924 and for each calendar year thereafter upon the
transfer by gift of any property wherever situated valued in excess
of $50,000. That section was repealed by section 1200 of the Revenue
Act of 1926 as of January 1, 1926. Xo gift tax was in f'orce in the
year 1926 but it again became effective for the calendar year 1932
and for each calendar year thereafter under the provisions of section
501(a) of the Revenue Act of 1932.
The gifts in question were made under the following circum-

stances:

(a) On December 25 1925, A, the donor, presented 8 with a check
for a sum in excess of )50,000. A. requested 8 not to deposit or cash
the check for a few days as he was not certain his bank balance was
sufficient to cover the check. 8 held the check until January 2, 1926,
when it was cashed by the drawee bank. The record shows that
A's bank account was su%cient to cover the check from the date the
check was presented to 8 until it was cashed by the bank. It is contended that the gift was not made until January 2, 1926, after the
repeal of the gift tax provisions of the Revenue Act of 1924, and is,
therefore, not subject to gift tax.
(5) On August 29, 1935, C, the donor, transferred to a trustee
note executed by him on August 15 1935 for
an interest-bearing
a sum in excess of $100,000. The note is pa) able within one year
upon C's order, is indorsed by him in blank, and bears interest
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at the rate of 4 per cent. The note was paid by C in 1936. The
date of the gift xs material inasmuch as the higher rates imposed
by section 801 of the Revenue A. ct of 1985 will apply if the gift was
made in 1986 when the note was paid.
It is well settled that a gift is not consumated. by the mere delivery of the donor's own check or note. The gift of a check does not become complete until it is paid, certified, or accepted by the drawee,
or is negotiated for value to a third person. Prior to payment,
certification, or negotiation, a check is nothing more than an order
on the drawee bank which may be revoked at any time by stopping
payment and is revoked ipso faoto by the death of the drawer.
Edwards v. Guaranty Trust cf, Savings Bank, 190 Pac. , 57 (Cal,
pp. , 1920); Provident Institution for Savings, Etc., v. Sisters of
the Poor, Eto~. , 87 N. J. Eq. , 424, 100 Atl. , 894 (1917); Bainbridge v.
B'oes, 149 N. Y. S., 20 (1914).) The gift of the donor's own note
is not complete until the note is paid or transferred for value.
(Shaw v. Camp, 160 Ill. , 425, 48 N. K., 608 (1896); Bowers v. Alexandria Bank, 180 N. E., 808 (Ind. App. , 1921); Douyherty v. Salt,
227 N. Y., 200, 125 N. E., 94 (1919).) In the Dougherty case the
court said:
one.

The transaction thus revealed admits of one interpretation, and only
The note was the voluntary and unenforceable promise of an executory

gift

In view of the foregoing, it is the opinion of this once that in
the first case the gift by A was completed on January 2, 1926, the
date on which the check was cashed. Since the check was cashed
subsequent to the effective date of the repeal of the gift tax provisions of the Revenue Act of 1924, the gift is not subject to the
gift tax. In the second case, the gift of the note by C was
e8ected in 1986 when the note was paid. The tax should be computed upon the amount of the principal and the interest thereon
at rates in effect for that year.
HERMAN OL|PHAiVT)

General Counsel for the Department

of the Treasury.

TITI F III. PART II.—
GIFT TAX. (1924)
SECTION 819.

REGS.ATioNs 67, ARvzcLE
GIFT TAX

1. TRANSFER

1: Transfers

—REVEVUE

reached.

XV-17-8059
Ct. D. 111.0

—DECISION OF COURT.
PncPEBTY —
CALL'Q NLk Law.

ACT OF 1924

BY GIFr —
COEiMURITY

A gift which the taxpayer made to his wife on October 2, 1925,
of all his right, title, and interest in certain real property in California, acquired with community funds in 1910 and 1924, was
subject to the tax imposed by section 819 of the Revenue Act of
1924 to the extent of the fair market value of the entire property,
since under the local law the wife had no proprietary interest or
estate in the community property, beyond a mere expectancy,
before the gift was made.

2. Czarma4Bx DEzzzn.

Petition for certiorari denied March 80, 1986.
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C. Gillis, appellant, v. Galen II. Welch„United States Collector
Infernal Revenue for the Stzth District of California, appellee.

Upon appeal

from the District Court of the United States for the Southern
Cafifornla, Central Division.

Before WIESIIE,

GAEEEGHT, and DENSEN,

[November

I.
of

District of

Circuit Judges.

18, 1985.]

OPIN:ON.

GxsaEcHT, Circuit Judge: An action was brought by appellant Gillis, as
plaintiff, against appellee, herein to recover the sum of $7, 292.70, with interest, claimed to have been collected as an excessive assessment of the Federal
gift tax, upon a gift by plaintiff to his wife of certain community property.
Plaintiff and his wife acquired, as community property, a five-ninths interest
in certain real property in California, known as Topango Canyon lands. At
nll times involved in this proceeding plaintiff and his wife were residents of
the State of California. Two-fifths of this five-ninths interest in the Topango
Canyon lands was purchased with community funds in 1910, and the remaining three-fifths of the said five-ninths was purchased with community funds in
1924. On October 2, 1925, plaintiff made a gift of all of his right, title and
interest in the said property to his wife, Frances L. Gillis. On that date the
propetty was oi' the reasonable market value of $889, 166.66. On the 15th of
March of the following year plaintiff filed a return for Federal gift tax for
the year
setting forth the value of the gift to his wife as one-half of the
value of the property
$194,588.88, and computing the tax upon that amount,
paid the tax to the collector in the sum of $2, 881.66. The Corumissioner of
Internal Revenue computed a deficiency in the tax, basing the tax upon the
full value of the property and assessed a deficiency in the tax for the year
1925 in the sum of $6.685.01. Plaintiff was notified and paid the as«e «ed
deficiency of $7,292.70 ($6,685.01 plus $607.69 interest).
Plaintiff thereafter
filed a claim for refund, which was rejected. The present action was brou. ht
to recover the claimed refund.
A general demurrer was interposed and sus.
tained and judgment of dismissal entered, from which this appeal is taken.
To use appellant's words, "The ultimate issue involved is whether, under
the gift tax statute the 'fair marl-et value' of a gift of communitv property
by a husband to his wife is less than the entire value of said property.
By section 819 of the Revenue Act of 1924 (43 Stat. , 258; 26 U. S. C. A. ,
section 1131 (repealed, Act of February 26, 1926)) a tax was imposed upon
the transfer by a resident by gift ot any property, etc. By the following
section of said Act, it was provided that if the gift was made in property, the
fair market value thereof at the date of the gift should be considered the
amount of the gift.
In California, a husband may make a gift of the community property to the
wife, and it is not necessary for the wife to join in the deed. (Logan v, Thorne,
205 Cal. , 26, 28; Ealtsehmidt v. TVeber, 145 Cal. , 596, 599. )
The Supreme Court of California has said that "The respective rights of
husband and wife in community property are determined by the law in force
at the time of its acquisition.
(Tritnble v. Trimble, 219 Cal. , 840, 26 P. (2d),
477, 479. See also 3IcXatt v. Lauriston, 204 Cal. , 557, 566. )
The interest of the wife in the property which was the subject of the gift
must be determined, for it is clear that the husband could not give to the wife
more than that Ivhich he had. In this inquiry we must look to the state of
the law at the time of the acquisition of the property.
The question of the
interest of the wife in the communitv property has been the source of much

1~,

—

"

"

litigation in the courts of California.
It is II ell settled bv the decisions that the interest of' the wife in the property
acquired in 1010 is no more than a "mere expectancv, " to borrow the term
used in the decisions.
The decisions of the Supreme Court of the State of
California as to the nature of the wife's interest in the coImnunity property
are binding upon this court.
(Talcott v. Zinited States, 23 F. (2d), 897
(C. C. A.
9) [T. D. 4137, C. B. VII —1, 810].)
"e
e
The
supreme court in Ste~eart v. Steuart (204 Cal. , 546 (269 Pac. ,
489) ), r~ ferring to a previous appeal of the same case, said: ' In that opinion

'
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doctrine of this State was, as reiterated and
we held that the long-established
confirmed by this court in Spreckels v. Spreclcets (172 Cal. , 775 (158 Pac. , 537) )
that the husband was during marriage "The sole and exclusive owner of alf
the community property, and that the wife had no title thereto, nor interest or
estate therein, other than a mere expectancy as heir, if. she survived him.
Wd
further pointed out what was declared in more recent decisions of this court
that legislation enacted subsequent to the rendition of said last-mentioned
decision had not in any manner changed or modified said doctrine as to this
wife's right in community property acquired in, or prior to, the year 1918, the
year the parties hereto purchased. the real property described in the complaint
herein. e e e' e e e Hence, it was further held that 'the interest of
the wife during marriage in the community property is a mere expectancy to be
realized only upon her surviving her husband, or upon the earlier dissolution of
(Moore, etc. , v. Heigh, botcre
the marriage by divorce proceedings. ' e e
et al. , 95 Cal. App. , 628, 631. See also Lahaney v. Lahaney, 208 Cal. , 828, 825,'
Blethen v. Pacific Mutual Life Instcranee Go. , 198 Cal. , 91, 98.)
After citing authorities, Steieart v. Stewart, supra, goes on to say, at page
558, "These authorities hold uniformly and consistently that during the marriage the husband is the sole and exclusive owner of all the community property
and the wife has no title thereto, nor interest or estate therein other than a
mere expectancy as heir, if she survive him. " (See also Estate of Moffttt, 158
Cal. , 359.)
No need to multiply citations. We have seen, at least so far as the property
acquired in 1910 is concerned, that the wife has no estate or interest in the
The wife's interest or estate in the community property did
common property.
not materialize until dissolution of the marriage relationship, either by death
(Chance v. Ifobsted, 66 Cal. App. , 484, 487. ) "The estate in
or divorce.
expectancy of the wife in the common property is dependent upon her survivorof her death before her husband, it is deemed never to
ship; and in the event
":
(In te Rotolanit, 74 Cal. , 528, cited in McEay v.
have existed.

"

e"

"

*"

Latcriston, supra, at page 568. ) Therefore, as to the 1910 acquisition, the entire
value of the property was taxable.
Wit'h regard to the property acquired in 1924, unless the changes in the lavV
relating to community property made in 1928 were basic changes, the same rule
must apply. In 1928, section 1401 of the Civil Code of California (now section
201, Probate Code) was amended to provide that upon the death of either husband or wife, one-half of the community property was subject to the testamentary
disposition of the decedent. But here, again, the wife's interest in the community
Furprop rty does not materialize until dissolution of the marital relationship.
ther, section 1401 does not relate to ownership or to estate, but to descent and
succession. (Estate of Phillips, 208 Cal. , 106, 109.)
Dean lifchlurray, in his article on Community Property, 1930 Supplement to
Cal. Jur. , section 66, at page 99 of the article, says:
"The general form of statement in the opinions is that the wife, at least prior
to the adoption of section 161a of the civil code in 1927, took no ' vested interest'
or 'estate' in the community property. The husband has been said to be the
owner of the community property, and to have the unqualified right to dispose of
it, except for such restrictions as may have been imposed by the legislature. The
to have a. mere expectancy, and not a title or
wife, on the other hand was held
interest that she could convey. "
No case has been pointed out to us. involving community property acquired after'
1923 and before 1927,'"wherein the wife was held to have an interest of more than
(Ci'. concurring opinion of Judge Preston in Cutting v.
a "mere expectancy.
Bryan, 206 Cal. , 2r4, 259. )
It follows, therefore, that the wife, having no proprietary interest or estate in
the community property beyond a mere expectancv before the gift by the husband, and thereafter having the entire interest in the property as a part of her'
separate estate, was properly assessed a gift tax upon the whole value of the
property under the Act.
Judgment ai}irmed.
r In 1927 an amendment to the Civil Code of California (section 161a) provided that the
wife was to have a vested interest in the community property equal to that of the husband,
although be was still left with the possession and control thereof.
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TITLE IV. EXCISE TAXES. (1934)
SECTION 602'/t.

48, ARTlcDE

REGULATIQNs

tax.
~CISE

TAX

—PROCESSING

—REVENUE

TAX ON CERTAIN OILS.

3: Imposition

XV—22—8104
Ct. D. 1122

of the

—
—

ACT OF 1934 REVISED STATUTES
JUDGMENT ACT DECISIoiN OF COURT.

—DECI ARATORY

1. PaoczssINO

TAx oN CocoNUT OII CONsrrrvnoNAIITT.
The processing tax on coconut oil produced in the Philippine
Islands, imposed by section 602+s of the Revenue Act of 1934, is
valid as an excise tax and within the taxing power of Congress.
The Philippine Islands do not attain complete sovereignty under
the independence statute of 1938 until 10 years after the enactment of the statute, and Congress retains jurisdiction to legislate or to make appropriations for their benefit.
2. INJUNorIQN
RKsTRAINT UPQN CO~ON oF TAx JURIsnIOTION

—

—

EqUITT,
A court of equity is without jurisdiction to grant an injunction
to restrain collection of any constitutional tax or to render a
declaratory judgment, in view of the prohibitions of section 3224
OF COURT OF

of the Revised Statutes and the declaratory
amended.

judgment

Act, as

DIsTRIOT CoraT oF THE UNITKo STATEs, SOUTHERN DIsTRIOT oF CAIJFORNIA,
CENTRAL

DrvIsIoN.

Los Angeles 8oap Co., a Corporatton, plaintiff, v. Vat Rogan, Individuallg and
as Collector of Internal Revenue for the Siztlt Collection District of Cali;
fornia, defendant.

[March 16, 1986.]
OPINIOiV.

YANKWICH, District Judge: Section 602+s of the Revenue Act of 1934 (26
U. S. C. A. , section 999) levies a processing tax oi' 3 cents per pound on certain
oils including coconut oil, sesame oil, palm oil, palm kernel oil, and sunflower
oil. It also levies an additional tax of 2 cents per pound on coconut oil. This
tax, however, does not apply to coconut oil produced in the Philippine Islands.
The plaintiff by its bill of complaint attacks the processing tax of 8 cents and
seeks a determination both under the equity powers of the court and under
the declaratory judgment statute (28 V. S. O. A„section 400) that it is an
exaction and penalty and not a tax. Injunctive relief is
unconstitutional
sought.
The complaint discloses the following facts: The plaintitf is a manui'acturer
of soaps, operating a manufacturing plant in the city of Los Angeles where the
process of manufacturing is carried on wholly in intrastate commerce. It has
a large establishment representing a large investment, and for 37 years prior
to the year 1985, its business was conducted at a substantial prost. In 1934,
the bill states, 1t was able to make a protit merely because it has on hand
large quantities of vegetable oil wh1ch had been purchased before the enactment
of section 602+ of the Revenue Act of 1984. In the conduct of its business,
which is exclusively that of the manufacture of. soaps and allied products, plaintiff must use large quantities of coconut o11 which is the only important commercial source of lauric acid. It uses a large quantity of coconut oil originating
1n the philippine Islands. Its business is that of a processor within the mean1ng oi' the Revenue Act of 1934. Between May 1, 1984, and December 31, 1935,
it paid under the Act a total of $485, 642.56 as processing tax on the processing
of philippine Islands oil. Processing taxes will continue to be levied bv the
defendant, who is the collector of internal revenue for the district, unless he
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is enjoined from collecting the tax. A. temporary restraining order was issued,
The defendant has filed objections
A temporary injunction is now sought.
to its issuance. He has also filed a motion to dismiss the bill upon the ground
that it does not state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of. action, that the
court is without jurisdiction to restrain the collection of the tax or to entertain an action in declaratory relief relating to it, and that the plaintiff has a
plain, speedy and adequate remedy at law.
Plaintiffs attack upon the constitutionality of the statute is grounded upon,
the contention that it is not a tax under Article I, section 8, clause 1, of the
Constitution of the United States, but a penalty, the effect of which is to
penalize the plaintiff for the benefit of certain producers of. domestic oils and
of the Philippine Islands. .
The plainti8, by paraphrasing certain general language of the Supreme Court
in United States v. Butler (1936) (80 L. Ed. , 287 [Ct. D. 1070, page 421, this Bulletin]), insists that this tax is subject to the same constitutional frailty as the
Agricultural Adjustment Act.
It is well to bear in mind that the real basis for the decision in that case is
the fact that the Congress had attempted to regulate agriculture and to achieve
that result by means of moneys obtained through a tax. Whatever language
of general character may have been used in the majority opinion must be
read in the light of this main principle which lay at the foundation of the
decision. The decision establishes the principle that, irrespective of any question of interstate commerce, the Congress of the United States has the power
to levy a processing tax. The minoritv opinion, written by Mr. Justice Stone,
emphasizes this fact by stating:
"The constitutional power of Congress to levy" an excise tax upon the process(See United States v. Butler
ing of agricultural products is not questioned.
(1935), 80 L. Ed. , at 301.)
Another significant matter to be borne in mind is the fact that the Court
adopted the Hamiltonian view on the meaning of the phrase "general welfare"
Hamilton's view was concontained in the taxing clause of the Constitution.
tained in his Report on Manufactures made by him in 1791, while he was
Secretary of the Treasury. He there wrote:
"The phrase is as comprehensive as any that could have been used, because
its
it was not fit that the constitutional authority of the Union to appropriate
revenues should have been restricted within narrower limits than the ' general
welfare, ' and because this necessarily embraces a vast variety of particulars
which are susceptible neither of specification nor of definition,
It is, therefore,
of necessity left to the discretion of the National Legislature to pronounce upon
the objects which concern the general welfare and for which, under that description, an appropriation of money is requisite and proper. And Chere seems to
be no room for dottbt that whatever concerns the general in. crests of learning,
of agrtoulturo, of manufacture, and of commerce, ars within " the sphers of the
national councils, as far as regards application of money.
[Italics added. ]
The processing tax on coconut oil appears to be a revenue measure
It is
not tied, as was the processing tax under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, to
any scheme, voluntary or coercive, to control intrastate activities which are
beyond the power of the Congress. A. reading of the measure and a comparison
with other provisions would indicate that the object of the Congress may have
been to make the tax replace the custom duty which applies to coconut oil
originating elsewhere than in the Philippines.
(19 U. S. C. A. , section 1001,
paragraph 54; 19 U. S. G A. , section 1301.) Coconut oil so originating must
pay in addition to this duty the processing tax of 3 cents per pound. The net
result is that the processor who uses coconut oil not originating in the Philippine Islands is subject to a tax oi 7 cents per pound while those who, like the
plaintitf, use oil originating in the Philippine Islands, pay only the 3 cents per
pound processing tax. In effect, a protective tarHT is thus given to the Philippine product. There is no direct discrimination
between persons using one
product instead of another. But even if. there were, that in itself would not
render the tax invalid. Courts have held repeatedlv that a tax can not be invalidated merely because its eiTect might be to discourage the use of a product,
such as oleomargarine,
or even the destruction of a business.
(See 'pecgQ
Bank v. tenno (1869), 8 Wall. , 533, 19 L Ed. , 482 i Moray v. United States
(1904), 195 U. S., 56; Alasita Eish Uo. v, Smtth (1921), 255 U. S., 44 i Mtlt r,
v. Standard 2fut Margarine Co. (1932), 259 U. S, 20i jifauncmo Oomp~tt V.
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(1934), 292 U. S., 40; Foa v. Standard Oti Co. (1934), 294 U, S., 87,
In Alaska Fish Co. v. Smith„supra, Mr. Justice Holmes said:
"Even though a license tax should destroy a business, it would not be
Invalid or require compensation upon that ground alone. Those who enter
Ifamvtlton

100.)

take that risk. "
Plaintiff quotes from certain of the debates which occurred during the discussion of the adoption of the coconut oil processing tax from which it may
be inferred that the object of the Congress was to discourage the use of cocothis to
A. ssumin
nut oil and to force the use of domestic oil substitutes.
have been the object, the answer is in the decisions just cited which state
clearly that where the power to tax is not limited, the mere fact that the
legislative body in exercising it may have sought to repress the use of one
product or to foster the use of another does not make the exercise of the
(See Foa v. Standard Oil Co., supra. )
taxing power constitutionally vulnerable.
Few tax measures could stand the test if the courts, disregarding the prewere to scrutinize apparently proper exercises
sumption of constitutionality,
of power with the view of discovering a hidden purpose to achieve an unlawful end. The instances in which courts have done so (such as Bill v. Wallace (1922), 259 U. S., 44; Bailey v. Dree:ei Fwmitnre Co. (1922), 259 U. S.,
20 [T. D. 3346, C. B. I—
2, 337]; United States v. Constantine (1965), 296 U. S.,
287; United States v. Batter, supra) were those in which the unlawful reflation sought to be attained, under the guise of taxation, was apparent to the
court. They were instances in which the taxing power was used merely as a
cloak to achieve an unauthorized end.
The contention here that the real aim was to aid indirectly domestic products and that for that reason the tax is, in reality, a penalty, is of the sa.me
character as that made in 3filler v. Standard Nat margarine Co. , supra. There
it was argued that the tax on oleomargarine was in reality a penalty imposed
for the purpose of eliminating competition with butter, The Supreme Court
declined to invalidate the tax upon that ground.
But it is insisted that 1n view of the requirement of clause A of section 999,
Title 26, that the taxes collected with respect to coconut oil wholly of Philippine
product or produced from materials wholly of Philippine growth be held as a
separate fund and be paid to the treasurer of the Philippine Islands, the object
of the tax has failed with the establishment of the Philippine Commonwealth.
The date of. the establishment of the Philippine Commonwealth was subsequent
to the enactment of the Act. By the treaty concluded with Spain on November
7, 1900, the Philippines "came under the complete and absolute sovereignty and
dominion of the United States and so became territory of the United States over
which civil government could be established. " (See Fourteen Diamond Rings v.
United States (1901), 183 V. S., 176; Porto Rico Brokerage Co. v. United States
(1935) (C. C. P. A..), 76 F. (2d), 605, 610.)
There is no limitation upon the power of the Congress to appropriate money to
use in any port1on of its Territories, vvhether the Territories are States, possessions or protectorates.
(See Baleac v. Porto Rico (1922), 258 U. S„298.
) The
power to govern possessions implies the power to spend money for their benefit.
The power to govern implies the power to tax. And it can not be contended that
a tax from a particular source may not be ear-marked for the use of a particular
territory of the United States. The establishment of the Philippine Commonwealth in 1935 under the independence statute of 1933 (48 U. S. C. A. , sections
1261—
1236) has not severed completely the ties between the Philippines and the
United States. Until the complete withdrawal of the sovereignty of the United
States over the Philippines, which will not occur until the expiration of a period
of 10 years from the date of the inauguration of the new Philippine Government,
the United States retains certain rights of possession, supervision, jurisdiction,
This is
control and sovereignty over the territory and people of the Philippines.
evidenced by the reservations contained in the independence statute. The character of the constitution is prescribed. Pending the final and complete withdrawal of the sovereignty of the United States, all citizens of the Philippine
Islands owe allegiance to the United States. Every ofhcer of the government of.
the Commonwealth upon entering the discharge of his duties must take and subscribe an oath of office declaring, among other things, that he recognizes and
accepts the supreme authority of the United States and will maintain true faith
and allegiance to it. Certain fundamental rights are made mandatory in the new
The decisions of the courts of the Commonwealth are subject to
constitution.
review by the Supreme Court of the United States. The lini', ed States may, by

upon a business
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presidential proclamation, exercise the right to intervene for the maintenance
or preservation of the government of the Commonwealth of the Philippines or
for the protection of life, property and individual liberty, and for the discharge
of government obligations under and in accordance with the provisions of the
constitution.
Pending complete withdrawal, the trade relations between the
United States and the Philippines are to be governed by existing law. Certain
The United States Government exercises, in
levies on imports are established.
other ways, supervisory i, bwers. Every am ndment to the constitution of the
Conimonwealth
of. the Philippines must be submitted to the President of the
United States for approval. The President of the United States has the authority
to suspend the taking etfect of or the operation of any law, contract, or executive
order of the government of the Philippines when, in his judgment, it will result
in disabling the government of. the Commonv'ealth to fulfill its contracts or to
meet its bonded indebtedness or is ill-ely to impair the reserves established for
the protection of the currency of the Philippines or which in his judgment will
violate the national obligations of the United States. He has a representative
in the Philippine Islands in the person of the United States High Commissioner
who holds ofHce at his pleasure. Restrictions are placed upon immigration.
And, ichat is niost important, in view of the discussion to follow on the tests
of sovereignty, the foreign affairs of the islands are under the direct supervision,
and control of the United States.
In many fields, therefore, the will of tlie United States is still the law of the
Philippine Islands.
To that extent the United States is still sovereign. Eor, as stated by Mr.
Justice Holmes in American Banana Co. v. United Bruit Co. (1909) (213
U. S., 347, 358):
"The very meaning of sovereignty is that the decree of the sovereign makes
law. "
Moore says:
"A state is sovereign from the point of view of the law of nations, when
it is independent of everv other state in the exercise of its international rights
externally and in the manner in which it lives and governs itself internally. "
(John Bassett Moore, Digest of International Law (1906), volume 1, page 18.)
Law (1927), second edition, page 16;
(And see Wilson on International
Decima v. Bidivell (1900), 182 U. S., 1; Doivnes v. Bidicell (1901), 182 U. S.,
244. ) A state may exercise certain limited extraterritorial
rights over its
citizens or on certain subjects within the domain of another state as in
the case of the extraterritorial courts maintained by the United States in
China and the mixed courts of certain European powers in Egypt. The exercise
of these rights do not affect sovereignty.
But when one state demands allegiauce of the citizens of another state and an oath of allegiance of its otiicials,
retains appellate jurisdiction over its courts, gives its chief executive officer
the right to suspend the operation of any law or governmental order by mere
executive fiat, and the right to veto amendments to the state's constitution,
retains the right to intervene ( by force of arms, tve assume) fn order to maintain
the government or to make it fulfill its obligations or for the purpose of
protecting life and liberty we have a quasi independence only.
We do not have either that internal or external independence of one state
toward another which is the essence of sovereignty, and which would justify
an executive or judicial characterization of the territory of the subject state
as foreign territory.
(Defjima v. Bidu"ell, supra; Don:nes v. Bidicell, supra. )
Rather do we have that state of dependence which is designated in international relations as a protectorate.
(See The Ionian Ships (1855), 2 Spinks,
212; Scott's Cases on International Law (1922), page 21; Idea v. The Earl
of Creu'e, L. R. I~, B., 576, 619, 020 (1910); The Chw Rich, L. R., 4 Adm.
and Ecc., 59 (1873), Scott's Cases on International Law (1922), page 22. )
But, in the last analysis, it is uniniportant what term we apply to the
suzerainty which the United States still exercises over the Philippines.
Qn the wliole, it is apparent tliat by the establishment
of the Philippine
Commonwealth,
the Philippines have not ceased to become a possession of
the United States. The Government of the Uzited States exercises powers
over them which are those of a sovereign.
It will not surrender its complete
sovereignty until the 4th of July immediately following the expiration of a
period of 10 years from the inauguration
of the new Philippine Government.
The United States, having, therefore, retained certain sovereignty, although
limited, over the Philippines, and having assumed certain binding obligations
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them, they may continue to pay to them moneys which have been
colic«ed for their benefit during the time when the United States exercised

complete sovereignty over them.
Put even if we assume that complete independence has already been achieved,
and that the moneys which have accumulated from the processing tax on coconut oil originating in the Philippines, can no longer be paid to the Philippine
Islands, the only result we can conceive would be that the money will go,
as do other moneys derived from the processing tax established by the Revenue Act of 1934, into the Treasury of the United States and become a part
of the general funds of the United States.
No authority has been called to our attention which holds that under such
We know of
circumstances courts can relieve the taxpayer of its payment.
Clearly it is for the Congress to
no legal doctrine sanctioning such result.
say, assuming the original object to have failed, what shall be done with the
It alone can determine
money collected for the use of the Philippine Islands.
that the money accumulated shall now be put to a different use, or be returned
to the taxpayer or that the taxpayer be, in the future, relieved of the tax.
We conclude that the processing tax on coconut oil is a proper exercise of
the taxing power of the Congress of the United States and that the present
status of the Philippines does not render invalid its exercise, so as to relieve
the processors of its payment.
We are also of the view that the complaint fails to state a cause for the
intervention of this court, in view of the provisions of section 8224 of Revised
Statutes (26 U. S. C. A, section 154) and of the declaratory judgment Act,
as amended (28 U. S. C. A. , section 400), which prohibit the institution of
suits seeking to enjoin the collection of taxes and of actions seeking declaratory
In Rieder v. Rogan (1965) (12 Fed. Supp. , 807) I
judgments in tax matters,
The decision of the
discussed very fully the validity of these provisions.
Supreme Court in the Reichert Rice MiBs v. Fontenot (1986) (80 L. Ed. , 853)
cases
cited in my opinion
does not weaken the authority of the long list of
and in which the Supreme Court has sustained consistently the validity of
restraints upon the power to sue the Government in tax matters. All that
the Court ruled in Reichert Rice 3Eills v. Fontenot, supra, was that the Agrithe uncollected
cultural Adjustment Act having been declared unconstitutional,
taxes which had been impounded by the district court pending the determinaThis upon
tion of the validity of the Act were returnable to the taxpayer.
the ground that any attempt to collect them now would be an unlawful
trespass. So ruling, the Court did not either directly or indirectly, question the
validity or propriety of congressional limitations upon suits relating to taxation.
Two recent cases have so interpreted this decision. (See Simoniygs Sons, Inc. ,
v. Rothensies (D. C. Pa. ), decided in December, 1935, by Kirkpatrick, district
judge; Mellon v. Mertz, decided on February 24, 19M, by the Court of Appeals
of the District of Columbia and reported in full in Prentice-Hall 1986 Tax
Service at paragraph 817.) Restrictions upon the right to institute actions
(See Lipke v. Lederer (1922), 259
relating to a tax do not apply to penalties.
U, S., 557; Regal Drug Coryoration v. Wardeli, (1922), 260 U, S., 886; United
States v. Glidden Co. (1935) (C. C. A. 6), 78 F. (2d), 689; Graham v. DuPont
(1923), 262 U. S., 285 [T. D. 8486, C. B, II—1, 226]; Coletti v. Cassidy (1983)
(D. C. Wy. ), 12 Fed. Supp. , 21.) But, as already stated, the statute under attack
is not a penalty, nor have the defendants brought themselves within the
exception declared in Dodge v. Brady (1916) (240 U. S., 1221), Bailey v. George
i1922) (259 U. S., 161 [T. D. 8347, C. B. I—2, 842]), and Miller v. Standard
Nut Margarine Co., supra, which allows the court to take jurisdiction despite
the statutory prohibition if extraordinary and exceptional circumstances exist.
is not sufifcfent.
(See Cruicl„-Of course mere illegality or unconstitutionality
shanh v. Bidteell (1900), 176 U. S., 174; Dodge v. Osborne (1916), 240 U. S.,
118; Child Labor Tam Case (1922), 259 U. S., 20; Fisher Flouring Mills v.
Vicrhus (1935) (C. C. A. 9'), 78 Fed. (2d), 889. ) At best, the bill of complaint
merely shows that Philippine coconut oil is an essential ingredient to the
business of the plaintiff, that the tax is onerous and might result in the
depletion of the assets and property of the plaintiff, that the remedy for
recovery through administrative channels is dilatory, that if payment fs refused,
&i(stress warrants might be levied and if suit for recovery were instituted,
It has been held repeatedly that no
of suits would result
n, multiplicity
question of multiplicity arises when one action by the taxpayer would deter(See Boise Artesian Water Co. v, Boise City (1909},
mine the entire question.
84326' BB
13
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218 U. S., 276; Moll«, e«os v. Rodgers (1932), 284 U. S., 521; and note to same
on "Multiplicity as ground for injunction against alleged unconstitutional
tax"
Kd. , 455 —456); Moor v. 2'eros «4 II. O. R, Oo. (1935) (C. C. A. 5), 75
(76

I.

F. (2d),

886, 889; Reider v. Regs, supra. ) Nor is the trespass incidental
to the collection of the tax considered an extraordinary circumstance.
(See
SL«ellen v. PLatt (1891), 139 U. S., 591; DaLton A. dding Mool«ine Oo. v. Virginia,
(1915), 286 U. S., 699.) The fact that the money collected might be paid
over to the Philippine Government is not a ground for the intervention of
equity. Should this happen and should the law ultimately be declared unconrtitutional, a situation would arise as in the case of the failure of the Congress
to appropriate money out of which refunds of taxes should be paid. And
it has been held that such failure does not make the remedy provided through
administrative
channels inadequate.
(See Oohen v. During (1985) (D. C.
N. Y. ), 11 Fed. Supp. , 825, 828; Edge «5 Oo. v. Fiery««e (1935), 12 Fed. Supp. ,
697; Eisl«er Elo««ring Mills v. Wierh«««s, supra. ) We add that the declaratory
judgment Act (28 U. S. C. A. , section 400) while remedial in nature, can not
be, even in the absence of the amendment of August 30, 1935, which excludes
from its provisions controversies relating to tax matters, so interpreted as to
allow us to entertain suits for injunction in tax matters under circumstances
under which they were not entertained before. For, as stated by the Supreme
Court, in United, States v. West Wirgini«s (1985) (295 U. S., 468, 476):
(the declaratory judgment Act) does not purport to alter the character
of the controversies which are the subject of. the judicial power under the
Constitution. "
And as more recently stated by the Circuit Court of Appeals of this Circuit
(South, ere Poove Oo. v. McAdoo, No. 7954, decided March 9, 1986):
"The mere fact that a declaratory judgment is sought is not, of itself, a
ground of Federal jurisdiction. "
We conclude that the validity of the enactment under attack and the prohibitions which the Congress has placed upon the right to institute actions
relating to taxation, stand in the way of granting the relief sought by the
bill, and that this court is without jurisdiction to entertain it. The temporary
restraining order will, therefore, be vacated; a preliminary injunction will be
denied and the bill will be dismissed. An exception to each of the rulings made
is allowed.
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8: Imposition

XV—22—8106
S. T. 886

of the

Denatured palm oil is subject to the tax imposed
602'& of the Revenue Act of 1934.

by'

section

Advice is requested whether palm oil treated with a denaturant
which makes it unfi for edible use is subject to the tax imposed by
section 6021/2 of the Revenue Act of 1984 it being stated that palm
kernel oil is subject to an import tax under the Tarijf Act of 1980
which is removed when the oil is so treated. as to make it unflt for
edible use.
Section 6021/2 of the Revenue A. ct of 19M imposes a tax of 8 cents
per. pound upon the firs domestic processinq of palm oil and certain
other oils specifie therein, with the exception that the use of palm
oil in the manufacture of tin plato is not subject to the tax.
Paragraph 1'(82 of the Tariff A.ct of 1980 exempts from duty upon
importation palm kernel oil rendered unfi for use as food. However, the import tax under the TarifF Act of 1980 has no connection
with the tax imposed. under the provisions of section 6021/2 of the
Revenue A.ct of 1984. The oils enumerated under section 6021/&
are subject to tax regardless of whether they are flt for edible use.
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It is held, therefore, that palm oil treated with a denaturant which
tenders it unfit for edible use is subject to the tax imposed by section 602~/2 of the Revenue Act of 1934 upon the first domestic processing thereof in the United States after the effective date of the
Act, with the exception that the use of palm oil in the manufacture
of tin plate, whether or not denatured, is not subject to tax.
TITLE IV~MANUFACTURERS'

EXCISE TAXES. (1932)

SECTION 601(c)1 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1932, AS AMENDED BY
THE ACT OF JUNE 16, 1933 (PUBLIC, NO. 73, SEVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS), AND BY SECTION 603(a) OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1934.
REGULATIQNs

44(1984) )

(Also Article 48. )

AaTIGLE

40: Use of terms.

XV—26—8145

S. T. 889

Taxability of crude neatsfoot oil, refined and deodorized neatsfoot oil, and transformer oil.
S. T. 558 (C. B. XI—2, 450) modiiied.

Advice is requested whether crude neatsfoot oil, refined and deodorized neatsfoot oil, and transformer oil are subject to the tax
imposed by section 601(c) 1 of the Revenue Act of 19M, as amended
by the Act of June 16, 1938 (Public, No. 78, Seventy-third Congress), and by section 603(a) of the Revenue Act of 1984.
Section 601(c) 1 of the Revenue Act of 1982, as amended, imposes a
tax of 4 cents per gallon upon the sale of lubricating oils by the
manufacturer or producer.
Article 40 of Regulations 44(1984) reads in part as follows:
The term "lubricating oil" as used in these regulations includes all
oils, regardless of their origin, which are sold as lubricating oils and all oils
which are sold or used for lubrication.

It was held in S. T. 558 (C. B. XI—2, 450) that neatsfoot oil transformer oil, and certain other oils were not subject to tax under section 601(c)1 of the Revenue Act of 1982 when sold. under a name
identifying them for purposes other than lubrication, or when used
as the component material in the manufacture of other articles taxable under Title IV of the Revenue Act of 1932, provided the manufacturer obtained from the purchaser a certificate to the effect that
the oil so sold would not be used for lubrication.
Crude neatsfoot oil is not sold or used. for lubricating purposes and
is, therefore, not subject to tax as lubricating oil. Accordingly, such
oil may be sold by the manufacturer without the necessity of obtaining exemption certificates from the purchasers. Reined and dendnrized neatsfoot oil is normally sold and used for lubricating purposes,
and, when so sold, is taxable under section 601(c)1 of the Revenue
Act of 1932, as amended. If, however, it should be sold for nonlubricatin«purposes by the manufacturer or producer direct, it may be
sold free from tax under exemption certifiicates in accordance with
the provisions of article 48 of Regulations 44(1984), as amended by
2 879).
Treasury Decision 4604 (C. B. XIV—
Oil manufactured and sold specificaIly for use in electrical transformeis and large outdoor oil circuit breakers as an insulating agent,
generally known as transformer or insulating oil& is not sold for
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lubrication within the meaning of article 40 of Regulations 44(1984),
and is, therefore, not (when so sold) subject to tax under section
601(c) 1 of the Revenue Act of 1982) as amended. Exemption certificates need not be obtained with respect to such sales.
S. T. 558 (C. B. XI—2, 450) is modified in so far as inconsistent
with the conclusions reached herein.

REGULAmoNs

44(1984) ) AltvrcLE 48: Sales of

oil for nonlubricatlng

uses.

XV—6—7951
S. T. 828

The sale of lubricating oil by the manufacturer or producer to
a dealer or consumer who is not a producer of gasoline for use
in mixing small quantities thereof with gasoline is taxable.

Advice is requested whether the sale of lubricating oil by the
manufacturer or producer to a dealer or consumer who ls not a producer of gasoline for the purpose of mixing small quantities thereof
with gasoline is subject to tax under section 601(c)1 of the Revenue
Act of 1982) as amended.
Section 601(c) 1 of the Revenue Act of 1982, as amended& imposes
a tax of 4 cents a gallon upon the sale of lubricating oil by the
manufacturer or producer. Sales of an oil having both lubricating
and nonlubricating uses by the manufacturer or producer for nonlubricating purposes are not subject to tax, provided the oil is put
into a channel of consumption or distribution for use other than that
of lubrication and the manufacturer or producer obtains the exemption certificate required by article 48 of Regulations 44(19M)) as
amended by Treasury Decision 4604 (C. B. XIV-2, 879).
Where lubricating oil is sold by the manufacturer or producer to
such a dealer or consumer for the purpose of mixing small quantities
of s'uch oil with gasoline, it is evident that the oil is intended to
serve the purpose of lubrication and is not sold for a nonlubricating
use within the meaning of article 48 of Regulations 44(1984), as
amended.
Accordingly, a dealer or consumer who is not a producer
of gasoline within the meaning of section 617 of the Revenue Act, of
1982) as amended, may not purchase lubricating oil tax-free for such
use, and. no refund or credit may be allowed to the manufacturer or
producer for the tax paid by him on such sales.

—

SECTION 603. TOILET PREPARATIONS, ETC.
REGULATIQNs 46) ARTIcLE

22: Scope of tax.

XV—11—)'999

(Also Article 4. )
G. C. M. 16228
The X Company, which controls the fabrication by the Y Company of cosmetics sold as tl)e products of the former company, is
the manufacturer or producer thereof within the meaning of section
603 of the Revenue Act of 1%2.
—
G. C. iQ. 11M2 (C. B. Xii-l, 387) modified.

—

Advice is requested whether the X Company or the Y Company
should be regarded as the manufacturer or producer of toilet preparations, under the circumstances hereinafter stated, within the meaning of section 608 of the Revenue Act of 1982.
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The Act imposes a tax at specified rates upon the sale by the
manufacturer, producer, or importer of certain enumerated articles
aiid similar articles which are used or applied, or intended to be used
or applied for toilet purposes.
The Y Company fabricated cosmetics at the re uest of and exfor, the X Company according to the X ompanyls s~ecihcprressl
tions. In so doing, it used perfumes s ecifi d by the X Company
and at the direction of the X Company p aced the cosmetics in containers bearing the X Company's name or trade marie. The products are presumably bought by customers because of the X Company's name and the distinctive perfumes used in their manufacture.
. The
X Company has a m~ono oly on toilet preparations marketed
under its name.
Upon careful consideration of the various factors involved in this
class of cases this ojlioe is of the opinion that no general rule can
be formulatecI which will be controlling under all circumstances.
In
the final analysis the decision inust necessarily rest upon the particular facts in each case.
In advertising campaigns for the promotion of sales of various
products, a trade name and, in respect of toilet preparations, a distinctive perfunie are very important factors. In the recent decision
of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Xew
York in Bourj ot's v. 3fcGoToan (12 Fed. Supp. , 787 I Ct. D. 10 t 4, page
888, this Bulletin]), the court had occasion to consider such fa.ctors.
In the course of the decision the following language was used:
The evidence shotvs that the retail prices of perfumes and cosmetics made by difterent producers vary largely in amount and that such
One tvitness testihed
prices also vary largely from the cost of manufacture.
that there were large variances in such prices vvhere only perfume tvas added
to a cream and a container had been changed, both involving little additional
cost. This witness explained such differences on the theory that the prices
are dictated by one who has a monopoly on the sale. Bourjois products are
Bourjois has a monopoly on the
bought, because they are Bourjois made.
cosmetic and perfume business under that name. It is true the initial cost
of manufacture is comparatively small, but people buy Bourjois products on
their reputation tvith slight regard to prices paid. Bourjois products doubtless
Their parts and proportions are
can be duplicated by other manufacturers.
may put on the market the same prodOther manufacturers
easily determinable.
ucts as Bourjois, Inc. , but they can not be sold under the names Bourjois und
Barbara Gould. Avhile they may sell the same article in so far as constituent t
parts are concerned, they are not the same articles as sold by the plaintiff I
by reason of the fact that they are not represented to be plaintiff's prod-J
ucts.

The term "manufacturer" or "producer" may well be considered
im who actually makes an article but also
not only as ap~Hcable~to
to him who causes it to be made. The legal doctrine facit per aHtyyyn
facet per se is applicable. See decision in Foss-A'ughes Co. v. LeyIerer (287 Fed. , 150), in which the following language was used:
There is no claim that the plaintiff imports, and none that he is
except in the sense in which one who has something made
This
for him bv others, to be sold by him, may be said to be a manufacturer.
used the word "producer, " and was
is doubtless the sense in which Congress
'
also doubtless the occasion for its use.

a inanufacturer,

Upon careful consideration of the facts presented, it is the opinion
of this ojlice that the X Company, which controlled the production
and disposition of the products in question, was the manufacturer

Rega. 4B, Art. 22.l
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or producer thereof within the meaning of section 603 of the Revenue Act of 19M.

O. C. M. 11599 (C. B. XII—1, 887) is modified to agree with the

views expressed herein.

HERMAN OLIPIIXNT)

General Counuel for the Department
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99: Scope of tax.

of the Treasury,

XV~7914
S. T. 825

Tax liability involved in the addition of water to tax-paid toilet
preparations by beauty parlors and barber shops and the use or
sale thereof by them.

Advice is requested whether a beauty parlor or barber shop incurs
liability for the tax imposed under section 603 of the Revenue Act
of 1932 by adding water to tax-paid toilet preparations and by using
such solutions or mixtures as aids in giving shampoos and wave sets
and in rendering similar personal services to patrons.
Section 603 of the Revenue Act of 1982, as amended, imposes a
tax on the sale by the manufacturer, producer, or importer of toilet
preparations anZsimilar articles used. or applied, or intended to be
Section 629 of the same Act
used or applied, for toilet purposes.
imposes an equivalent tax on the use of taxable articles by the manufacturer, producer, or importer thereof, except a use in the production of another article on the sale or use of which a tax will be incurred under Title IV of the Revenue Act of 19M, as amended.
It appears that some beauty parlors and barber shops purchase a
lathering preparation in a form suitable for application to the head
without dilution while others purchase soap tax-paid in the form
of bars, a semiliquid soap barn, or a partially diluted liquid soap,
add the desired amount of water, and place the liquid in bottles or
containers for use when needed in serving patrons. In small shops
this use is ordinarily a very trivial and incidental activity, not sufllcient in scope to warrant the conclusion that the user is a producer
within the meaning of the law. Moreover, such liquid solutions are
not of a type customarily sold to individual users. However, in
some large establishments, or in the case of several shops under one
manas'ement, such dilutions or solutions are often made in substantial
quantities, or on a commercial scale, and are sold to individual consumers or to others in competition with manufacturers regularly engaged in producing shampoo preparations for retail sale. Somewhat
similar practices and conditions have been found to exist with respect
to the diluting by beauty parlors of finger wave set solutions or
powders, permanent wave solutions, and other substances.
In most
cases no accurate basis exists for determining the amount mixed or
the selling price of like articles.
Upon consideration of the various factors involved, the Bureau
has reached the conclusion that where, as a part of the business of
rendering personal services to patrons, barber shops, beauty parlors,
and similar institutions prepare for their own use liquid shampoos,
hair waving solutions, etc. , through the addition of water to soap
bases and other substances, or by similar dilution, such barber shops
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or beauty parlors do not thereby acquire the status of producers of
articles taxable under section 608 of the Revenue Act of 1982. Consequently, such barber shops or beauty parlors will not be held liable
for a tax under section 608 on such shampoo preparations, hair
waving solutions, etc., prepared for incidental use in their shops as
a part of the business of rendering personal services to patrons.
It
follows that barber shops or beauty parlors producing such liquid
shampoos, hair waving solutions, etc. , for use in rendering personal
services to patrons are not entitled to purchase articles enumerated
in section 608 of the Revenue Act of 19M tax-free under section
620(1) of the Revenue Act of 19M, as amended. Where, however,
a barber shop or beauty parlor produces shampoo preparations, hair
waving solutions, etc. , for sale and not for use in its business, the
status of a producer is established and liability for the tax on toilet
preparations imposed under section 608 is incurred upon. the sale by
them of such products.
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If the basis for computing the tax upon the sale of an article by
the manufacturer or producer thereof may be determined under the
provisions of section 619(b)3 of the Revenue Act of 1932, section
601(a) of the Revenue Act of 1926 is not applicable.
2. TQIIKT PREPARATIQNs SAIJ6 BY MANUPACTURER To SURsIDIARY
CQRPORATIQNs

—
—ARM'8-LENQTH

TRAN SACTIQN

—PREsUMPTION.

A corporation engaged in the manufacture of toilet preparations
and cosmetics sold the greater part of its production to tIvo sales
corporations, which it had organized in August, 1932, at cost plus
lps per cent, plus 10 per cent, plus the tax. It owned all the stock
of the sales corporations and the brand names, trade-marks, and
formulas used in connection with the manufacture of the articles,
controlled the policies of the subsidiaries, and dictated the prices
at which they should resell the products. Practically all the business of the new corporations was the sale of these products to the
the same as that for
public, the sale price being substantially
which they had been sold prior to the organization of the sales corporations. Sales between a manufacturing company and whollyowned subsidiaries are prima facie "not at arm's length, " and,
that presumption not having been met or overcome by the facts
shown in this case, section 619(b)3 of the Revenue Act of 1932 is
applicable in determining the tax, if the sales were made at less
than the fair market price.

8. FAIR MARKNr PRICE.
Cohere the manufacturer

of toilet preparations, selling its prodwell-established
trade-marks and brands, had what
amounted to a monopoly upon their sale by virtue of such trademarks and brands, and marketed substantially all its prorluction
through wholly-owned sales corporations whose policies and sales
company, the fair
prices were dictated by the manufacturing
market price of the products can not be delermined by comparison
with prices at which articles containing the same or similar ingredients were sold by other manufacturers, but is the price fixed
Under such
by the manufacturer as their value in an open market.
circumstances, the Commissioner correctly determined that the
price at Ivhich the manufacturing company sold to its subsidiaries
ucts under
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was less than the fair market price, and that the price at which
the sales corporations sold to the public constituted the price for
which the articles were sold in the ordinary course of trade by
manufacturers
and producers, within the meaning of section
619(b) 3 of the Revenue Act of 1982+

4.

INGLUsIGN

or TAx

IN SzzzzNG PBIOK

—REFUND —
PRooF RzqUIRKo.

The tax having been included in the price at which the products
were sold, and the requirements oi section 621(d) of the Revenue
Act of 1932, as to proof of repayment of the tax to the ultimate
purchaser, not having been met, the taxpayer is not entitled to
recover an alleged overpayment of tax.
UNITzn

STATKs DIsTaIGT CoUIIT,

E~srzsN DIsTsIGT oz NEw YosK.

Bonrjois, Inc. , plaintiff, v. George T. Mcgonan, Individnally
of Internal Revenue, defendant.
[November

and as Collector

12, 1935.]

OPINION.

KNIGHT, District Judge: This suit is brought to recover $13,918.39 paid by the
plaintiff as additional tax on cosmetic and toilet preparations for the month
of September, 1932.
The plaintiff was incorporated in 1929, under the name of International
Perfume Co. A change to the present name was made in 1930, Barbara
beauty and treatment
Gould, Ltd. , a corporation engaged in manufacturing
lines, was legally merged with plaintiff on August 9, 1932. On the last-mentioned day, Bourjois Sales Cor~ration and Barbara Gould Sales Corporation
were incorporated.
The plaintiiT at all times since August 9, 1932, has been
the owner of all the issued and outstanding stock of Bourjois Sales Corporation and Barbara Gould Sales Corporation and the owner of all of the brands,
trade-marks and formulas used and employed in connection with its business
of manufacturing toilet preparations and cosmetics. The greater part of plaintitf's production was sold to the above-named sales corporations, the balance
being sold to a limited number of foreign corporations operating in foreign
markets. The plaintiff sold its products to the two sales corporations at the
including the cost of containers, labels and things of
cost of manufacturing,
like nature, plus I'g per cent, plus 10 per cent, plus the tax.
Under section 603 of the Revenue Act of 1932, a tax is imposed on articles
of the type manufactured by the plaintiff equivalent to 10 per centum of the
price for which such goods are sold. On certain items the tax is reduced to
5 per centum of the selling price, but for convenience the tax will be referred
as a tax of 10 per centum. Plaintiff paid such tax computed on the price
at which it sold its products to the domestic and foreign sales corporations.
Section 619(b)3 of the above-mentioned
Act provides as follows:
an
article is sold (otherwise than through an arm's length transaction) at less
the
market
on
than the fair
price, the tax under this title shall (if based
price for which the article is sold) be computed on the price for which such
or proarticles are sold, in the ordinary course of trade, by manufacturers
ducers thereof, as determined by the Commissioner. " The Commissioner of
Internal Revenue determined that the plaintiff's sales were made at less than
He
the fair market price, through transactions at less than arm's length.
thereupon determined that the price at which the sales corporations sold the
plaintiff's products constituted the price for which such articles are sold in the
or producers thereof.
ordinary course of trade, by manufacturers
He computed the additional tax, now in litigation, by applying the rate of tax, fixed
by section 603, to the difference between the amount secured by 'the plaintifl'
as the result of its sales and the amount rjceived by the sales corporation on
resale of the goods. Plaintiff paid this tax, subsequently filing a claim for
It is asserted that such additional:. tax was not collected by plaintiif
I refund.
from its customers.
Plaintiff claims that its sales to the sales corporation were at a fair market
price inasmuch as articles made up of similar ingredients are sold at that
price, in the ordinary course of trade, by other manufacturers and producers and,
therefore, that section 619(b)8 has no application to its transactious snd the

)to

"If
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Commissioner erred in levying the additional tax. The Government contends
that the alleged sales to the sales corporations were not "arm's length" transactions; that they were made at less than the "fair market price, and that the
Commissioner properly determined the price at which such products are sold, in
the ordinary course of trade by manufacturers
and producers thereof, and
properly computed the tax on that basis.
The Government cites sections 601(a) and 240 of the Revenue Act of 1926 as
supporting the position taken by the Commissioner.
Section 601(a) of the
Revenue Act of 1926 provided that when the manufacturer sells articles of the
kind in question here to a corporation aifiliated with it within the meaning
of section 240 of such Act "at less than the fair market price obtainable
therefor, the tax shall be computed on the basis of the price at which such
article is sold ~ ~ ~ by such afiiliated corporation. " Section 240 of the
same Act brings these two sales corporations within the term "a(Kiated" as
included in section 601(a). The Government claims that these sections of the
Act of 1926 are not inconsistent with section 619 of the Act of 1932 and therefore were not repealed; that section 619 of the last-mentioned Act was intended
to cover not only transactions covered by section 601(a) but also other transactions arising from time to time not specifically falling within the narrower
provisions of the latter Act; If the sections are not inconsistent one with the
other, the earlier ones are not repealed. Section 627 specfically so provides with
respect to all provisions of law applicable in respect of the taxes imposed on
articles enumerated in section 600 of the Act of 1926. Neither section 601(a)
nor 240(c) of the 1926 Act has been specifically repealed by the Act of 1932.
Section 601(a) and section 619(b)3 provide different methods for computing
the tax. One makes the price at which the article is sold by the affiliated company the basis; the other uses for a base the price charged by manufacturers or~
other producers, in the ordinary course of trade. There was no reason to retain
the old provisions unless it was intended to impose the tax as theretofore and
that is denied bv the fact that the Act of 1932 iixes a new basis of taxation. The
2, 513) recognized
ruling of the Treasury Department in 1032 ( S. T. 617, C. B. XI—
that section 619(b) 3 is applicable to the sales between corporations such as those
involved here. Under this ruling the Department held that these corporationsj~zwere recognized as separate entities and assessable the same as though not affiliated, and it would then follow, if the transaction was at arm's length between
corporations or at a fair market price, sections 603 and 619(a) only would apply
and if not at arm's length and not at a fair market price, section 619(b)3J
Sections 240(c) and 601(a) of the Act of 1926 must stand
would also apply.
or fall with respect to their consistency with the provisions of the Act of IM&
Under the Act of 1982, there would be no distinction made between corporations
such as those involved here and corporations not so related where the transactions were not at arm's length. Since the Act of 1932 is broad enough to
include transactions between corporations such as these, it seems to me it was
the intent to include transactions of the kind involved, and, if that is so, the tax
must be imposed as provided by 619(b)3. It is my view that section 601(a) of
the Revenue Act of 1926 is not applicable to the taxes imposed in this case, since
section 619(b)8 is intended to cover transactions formerly covered by section

"

601(a).

If a sale is at a fair market price, or if it is at arm's length, the tax is assessed,
under section 603, at 10 per cent, of the sale price, allowing for the modification
made by subdivision (a) of 619 (that is, including packing and less the tax
charge), and also allowing deduction for transportation etc. , as determined by
If the sale is not at arm's length, section 619 subdivision
the Commissioner.
(b) (3) applies, but only in the event that such sale is at less than the fair
market value.
Sales between a manufacturing company and sales corporations in which such
manufacturing company owns all of the stock are not ipso facto "not at arm' s
Whether they are not at arm s length raises a question of fact. That
length.
such sales are prima facie "not at arm's length" is recognized by the ruling of
2, 513),
the Treasury Department on the Revenue Act of 1932 (S. T, 617, C. B. XI—
pointing out the purpose of 619(b)3 and that Congress "apparently " foresaw the
probability of the creation of corporations haring identical interests, it is stated:
"Viewing the statute in this light, it must be presumed that Congress did not
intend to have two or more aifiliated corporations recognized as a single entity
However, upon the facts shown in this
for manufacturers' excise tax purposes.
suit, it seems to me that there is a presumption that the transactions in question
were not at arm's length.

"

"
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Prior to the merger plaintiff and Barbara Gould, Ltd. , manufactured articles
having established and well known trade names and had an extensive businesS
upon such, its distinctive name. Price lists of both Bourjois, Inc. , and
q built
~Barbara Gould, Ltd. , were put out effective June 21, 1982. Xfter the merger
plaintiif held the ownership and title to all of the brand names, trade-marks and
formulas used and employed in connection with the articles manufactured by both
Bourjois, Inc. , and Barbara Gould, Ltd. In A.ugust, 1982, two sales corporations were organized, and the business done by them was almost entirely the
sale of the plaintiiT's product. In September, 1982, the sales corporations sold
the same articles theretofore advertised and sold by Bourjois, Inc. , and Barbara
advertised anu
,&Gould, Ltd. , at the same prices at which they were previously
sold by the latter two corporations.
Sales to the sales companies were at a
price fixed by taking the cost of manufacture plus I'/z per cent of such cost,
plus 10 per cent, plus the tax. Except for the keeping of separate books of account, the business oi the three corporations was carried on largely as the
business had been prior to September, 1982. The same business location and
quarters were utilized, the same employees as theretofore continued in employmenh
The sales manager for both sales corporations continued as assistant
treasurer of the three corporations.
It seems to me that the presumption that
these transactions were not at arm's length has not been met or overcome. In
- law it resulted in nothing more than carrying on the old business by a. cha. nged
method.
Were the sales to the sales corporations made at a fair market price7 It is
claimed by the Government that these articles are highly specialized, that they
have a ~rice eCuliar to themselves by reason of plaintift"s mo~npoly of them
and by virtue of their trade names, Bourjois and Barbara Gould, and that the
fair market price, as it must be arrived at under the circrunstances shown, is
the price for which they were sold by the sales companies and the price at which,
shortly prior to September, 1982, they had been sold by the plaintHX. Plaintiff
claims not only that the sales were made at a fair market price but a. iso that
the price at which its products were sold was the price at which such articles
and producers
are sold, in the ordinary course of trade, by manufacturers
thereof.
Market price is often defined as the price at which a seller is ready and willing
to sell and a buyer ready and willing to buy in the ordinary course of. trade,
This rule of value is the same as provided in section 619, subdivision (b) (8).
Several manufacturers of cosmetics and perfumes testified as to the lair market
price of. plaintiff's products and fixed such price as less than~com~ar~ble with
~
the price charged the sales corporations by the plaintifL The testimony of these
witnesses is, in ei'feet, that articles made for a similar purpose by various manufacturers are composed of substantially the same ingredients and that the cost
of manufacture is substantially the same. IIaving in mind these costs and the
item of. r~sonable~rofit they are able to say what they think the fair market
prices are. Whether these articles are such that a comparative estimate of
market prices can be made or whether no such comparison can be made as a
basis of fixing fair market price, where plaintift sells under well established
grade-marks and brands and has what, for all practical purposes, is a monopoly
by virtue of such trade-marks and brands, the court will talre judicial notice
that a great volume of business is done in reliance upon or belief in the product
l of particular producers. Initial reliance is often shaken by results, but where a
concern has manufactured a useful and pleasing article for a number of years
under the same brand name or trade-mark, public satisfaction with the article
People do not long do business at a loss. Continued busiis demonstrated.
ness must mean continued sales. Bourjois, Inc. , is a well known and. well recogof perfumeries and cosmetics. The sale of its products
nized manufacturer
reached such proportions that in September, 1982, assessment of the tax
question disclosed a business of upwards of $100,000 for a single month.
'levidence shows that the retail prices of perfumes and cosmetics made by differ
~;ent producers vary largely in amount and that such prices also vary largely from
One witness testified that there were large variances
the cost of manui'acture.
was added to a cream and a container had
;, in such prices where only perfume
been changed, both involving little additional cost. This witness explained
such differences on the theory that the prices are dictated by one who has a
"monopoly on the sale. Bourjois products are bought, because they are Bourjois
made. Bourjois has a monopoly on the cosmetic and perfume business under
that name. It is true the initial cost of manufacture is comparatively small,
~
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but people buy Bourjois products on their reputation with slight regard to prices
Pal& Bourjois products doubtless can be duplicated by other manufacturers.
Their parts and proportions are easily determinable.
Other manufacturers may
put on the market the same products as Bourjois, Inc. , but they can not be sold
under the names Bourjois and Barbara Gouid. A%bile they may sell the same
article in so far as constituent parts are concerned, they are not the same articles
as sold by the plaintiff by reason of the fact that they are not represented to be
plaintift"s products. There is no evidence that any one else sold articles of the
It was stated by one
same ingredients as those manufactured by the plaintiiF.
witness that articles, similar in nature, which cost the same amount to manufacture may, on account of the trade names or brands under which they are
sold, bring widely divergent prices, and further that when a manufacturer has -t
built up a demand through the acquisition of a clientele or following, the price
charged may be "whatever the traiflc will bear. "
Plainti(F's monopoly on the use of its trade name is a valuable right. Testimony introduced by the plaintiff indicates tIiat the value of such right is
Because of the highly competitive condition of the
redicated on advertising.
ma
t, If advertising oP. the goods were discontinued, sales and the value of
the monopoly of the use of the trade names would rapidly approach the vanIt is merely a manufacturishing point. Plaintiif itself does no advertising.
The price at which. it sells to the sales corporation includes ~
ing corporation.
expense. I'or this reason
no charge to offset advertising and promotional
who produce similar ~
plaintiiF asserts that it is in a class with manufacturers
articles regardless of trade name. It was not intended that the cost of advertising and promotion of sales should be included in arriving at the price on
It would seem, therefore, that the fair
which the tax should be computed.
market price of the plaintiffs products should be arrived at by comparison
conipanies not engaged in sales
with prices charged by other manufacturing
Other manufacturing companies' prices being similar and similarly
promotion.
arrived at, the plaintiff's selling price would seem to be the fair market price
and the proper basis for computing the tax. On such a finding, it would not
matter that the sales was not at arm's length and we would have no further
concern with the price charged by the sales companies on resale of the goods.
hloreover, the preceding flnding fails to take into consideration the fact
that the plaintifF is the sole stockholder in the sales corporations, controls the
rices at which they shall resell the plaintiff's
es th
policies thereof and
products. A corporation and its s ockholders are generally to be treated as
Co. v. Cudahy Co. , 267 U. S., 333;
(Cannon Manufacturing
separate entities.
iturnet v. Commonu'ealth Iinprovemcnt Co. , 287 U. S., 415 [Ct. D. 622, C. B.
XII-1, 277].) Ordinarily corporations are to be regarded as separate entities
even though their stockholders are the same or when one corporation owns
all of ihe stock of the other. However, the Qction of separate identity will
not be adhered to when one corporation, organized, owned and controlled b~
or adjunct off
another, is so managed as to make it merely an instrumentality
(Gregory v. Helvering, 293 U. S., 465 [Ct. D. 911, C. B.
such other corporation.
XIV—1, 193]; Northern Securities Co. v. United States, 193 U. S., 197; Martin
v. Development Co. , 240 F., 42; and In re Watertoum Paper Co. , 169 F., 252. )
"The objects of the statute are not to be defeated by mere forms of transactions. " (Metropolitan Holding Co. v. Snyder, 79 F. (2d), 263. ) Such is thesituation in the instant case. The sales corporations were organized and all
stock tlierein is owned by the plaintiiF. There could be no other flnding thari
that the plaintiiF controls the policies of the sales corporations and dictates
the prices at which their sales are made. The sales corporations were merely
(Palmolive Manufacturing Co. (Ontario), Ltd. , v. The
agents of the plaintiff.
King, Canada Law Reports, 1933, 131.) Sales by the sales companies were
really sales of the plaintiff. Advertising and sales promotion, ostensibly carried on by the sales corporation, were, indirectly, the work of the plaintiff.
Bourjois, Inc. , from whom alone Bourjois and Barbara Gould products can be
obtained, is tlius found to be selling its products at the pidces charged by the
sales corporations.
5Iany staple articles have market values which may be established as the
result of sales of similar articles. The market value of Bourjois, Inc. , products
can not be determined by comparison with the values of other perfumes and
cosmetics. Their market value is the value which they bring in the market.
As was said in Poppenberg v. Oiceii d Co. (84 Misc. , 126, aflirmed, 231 'X. Y.,
569): "Tlie price the defendant established was the price that controlled. So

~'
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we have a special article of manufacture handled only by, and exclusively by,
the defendant. " There is no market price for plaintiff's product other than
the price fixed by the plaintiff.
In such cases that price must be said to be the
"fair market price" for the purpose of taxation. (The Pierce Arroyo Motor Car
Co. v. United States, Ct. Cls. , June 3, 1935 [Ct. D. 1007, C. B. XIV—
2, 276].)
What was the price fixed by plaintiff for its products? Was it the price
charged to the sales corporations or the price charged by the sales corporations? The plaintiff sold goods at the former price only to the sales corporations, which were owned by plaintiff and whose profits were profits of plaintiff, and to a limited number of foreign corporations operating in limited foreign markets At no time did plaintiff offer to sell its merchandise to the
(wholesale trade generally at the prices charged to its sales corporations.
The plaintiff itself made no sales in the open market. Thus there is no basis
for determining the market value of its products except by looking to the price
r at which the goods were sold by the sales corporations. Such prices were
determined by the plaintiff', since plaintiff, the owner of such sales corporations,
must necessarily dictate its policies and prices. The plaintii'f, therefore, made
the first offer of its goods to the public at the prices charged by the sales corporations. This was the selling price
bv the plaintiiT, the manufacturer.
P This was the price which inust be regarded as the fair market value for the
purpose of taxation. The price at which the plaintiff sold to tlie sales corporations was less than the fair market price. The Commissioner having
reached that determination, it devolved upon him, under section 619, subdivision
(b) (8), to determine the price for which such articles are sold in the ordinary
course of trade by manufacturers
or producers thereof. The Commissioner
properly determined that the price at which the goods were sold by the sales
corporations was the price at which the goods are sold in the ordinary course
'of trade, by manufacturers or producers thereof, and the price on which the
tax should be computed.
'"The law is well settled by a long line of decisions that, in the absence of
fraud, a taxpayer may utilize any legal method to escape payment of a. tax.
(Gregory v. Hetvering, supra; United States v. Isham, 84 II. S., 496; Chisolni v.
Commissioner, 79 F. (2d), 14, certiorari denied, November 11, 1935; Jones v.
Heiaering, 71 F. (2d), 214; Eaton v. Vghite, 70 F. (2d), 449; and Iotca Bridge
Commission v. Collector of Internal Revenue, 89 F. (2d), 777. ) Plaintiff had
the right to organize the sales corporations in an attempt to lessen the taxes
assessable against it. The fact that plaintiff owned all of the stock of the
sales corporations does not affect their right to incorporation and separate
existence. The purpose behind their organization is of no moment. The court
is interested in. determining what the statute was intended to reacli and, having found on that point, in determining ivhether the acts of the taxpayer,
designed to carry it without the operation of the statute, mere suiiicient to accomplish such a result.
(Gregory v. Hetoering, supra. ) Section 608 mas deto tax the actual manufacturers
selling price. Sectio~ 619(b)3 was
& signed
passed to prevent taxpayers from dodging payment of the tax by means of
artificial transactions designed solely for that purpose. Sections of the Reve
nue Act of 1926, cited hereinbefore, are evidence that the intent of the Congress
was to reach the actual manufacturer's
selling price regardless of any attempt
of the taxpayer to hide such price through transactions with dummy affiliates or

l

,

~

,

artificial price manipulations.
This litigation arises from plaintiff's attempted concealment of its selling
price through the organization of the sales corporations.
Having found that
the transactions in question between the plaintiff and the sales corporations were.
not at arm's length and that the price at which the articles were sold to the
sales corporation was not the fair market price, the conclusion follows that
the method by which the plaintiff determined its selling price was a mere cover
and a fraud upon the Government.
In fact, a part of the plaintiff's actual
selling price was included in the sales price of the sales corporations.
In
collecting such portion of the plaintii'f's selling price, the sales corporations
were mere agents of the plaintiff.
As heretofore pointed out, section 619 defines certain things to be included
in the price and certain things which are or may be excluded. Packaging and
charges incident to it are added. The amount of the tax is excluded.
portation, etc. , or other charge (not required by the foregoing sentence to be
included) shall be excluded from the price only if the amount thereof is
established to the satisfaction of the Commissioner in accordance with the
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When the Act of 1982 was being considered in Congress, it was
stated by the Introducer that the selling cost was not intended to be added.
This was in answer to an inquiry as to whether the manufacturer's price included salesmen's commissions.
If the sales corporations are to be construed as
a salesman selling on commission, the corporations' extra charge might be
excluded from the tax. Sales by these sales corporations mean more thansales by single salesmen. Sales corporations themselves emplqI salesmen. Sales
corporations take a profit on the sales made by salesmen. j What was meant
by this declaration was that commissions of salesmen selhng for the manufacturer in the ordinary way were not to be included. Many other items enter
into the sales price of the sales corporation. To allow salesmen's commissions
and costs and expenses of advertising and selling to be excluded from the sale
price, the amount thereof under section 619(a) supra must be established to
the satisfaction of the Commissioner, and that means there must be some basis
on which a deduction can be made on account of such expensesg There is
nothing in the record to show the amount of such commissions and costs or
what the actual expenses were. We, therefore, are not required to determine
as made by the
whether any deduction should be made. The determination
Commissioner without any proof of actual expense of sales is right) ~
Plaintiff asserts that it has not collected these additional taxes. After the
merger the catalogues of the sales corporations listed the goods at the same
prices at which they had previously been listed in the catalogues of Bourjois,
Inc. , and Barbara Gould, Ltd. , and stated that the prices indicated included
The tax included in making up the
the tax, as had the previous catalogues,
price lists for the previous catalogues undoubtedly was computed on the basis
of the selling prices of Bourjois, Inc. , and Barbara Gould, Ltd. , which prices
would correspond closely to the present selling prices of the sales corporations
less the amount added to cover the tax. It is to be assumed, therefore, that
the prices now charged by the sales corporations include an amount equal to
the tax computed on the selling price of the sales corporations, which price has
It is
been determined to be the selling price of the plaintiff, the manufacturer.
evident that the sales corporations have collected the tax not only on the price
at which the plaintiff sold to them but also on the difference between such price
and'the price D. t which the goods were offered for resale by them. Bourjois, Inc. , ~
itself has not collected the additional tax. The sales corporations have. The
effect is the same as though plaintiff had collected it.
Section 621 of the Act of 1982 provide: "No overpayment of a tax
* ~ ~ unless the person who paid the tax
shall ~ " ~ be refunded
~ ~ ~
that he has not included the tax in the price of the
establishes
(1)
"
artiole, v ~ ~ or that he has repaid the tax to the ultimate purchaser.
The purchaser having paid the tax, the plaintiff sustained no loss. (United
States v. Jefferson Electric Light Co. , 291 U. S„886[Ct. D. 808, C. B. XIII—1,

898].)
For the reasons hereinbefore given, the complaint should be dismissed. Findings of fact and law are atffxed hereto and are to be considered to be for
and Rs a part of this opinion to meet the requirements
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INJIJNOTION
PREPARATION
YKAsT U8ED As CosMNrIO
RERTRAIN AssEssMENT AND CDLLEOTIDN OF TAx EVIDENOE.
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To

The taxpayer is not entitled to an injunction restraining the
assessment aud collection of an excise tax on yeast manufactured
and sold by it for use as a cosmetic, where the facts fail to show
and extraordinary
(I) any real and imminent injury, (2) special
of the Revised Statutes
circumstances such as to render section
inapplicable, or (8) are insufficient to justify a ruling on nontaxability as a cosmetic.

8~
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UNITKo STATEs CIRGUIT CUURT oF

APP~s

FoR TIIE SEUENTH CIRCUIT.

Ited Star Yeast d Products Co., appeLLant, v. O. A. La Budde, Iedrtvidually and
as Collector of Internal Revenue for the District of Wiscowstn, appeLlee.
Appeal from the District Court of the United States for the Eastern District of Wisconsin,

Before EvaNs and SPsREs, Circuit Judges, and

LINULEV,

District Judge.

[April 18, 1M6. ]
OPINION.

EvaNs, Circuit Judge: Appellant brought this suit to enjoin appellee, the
collector of internal revenue, from attempting to assess and collect excise taxes
on yeast by it manufactured
and sold, or from imposing a lien for said tax
It also asked the court to find and enter a declaratory
upon its property.
decree that yeast by it sold was not subject to the tax imposed by section 6()8'
of the Revenue Act of IM2, which imposes an excise tax upon cosmetics, etc,
Appellant asserts its belief to be that, unless restrained, appellee will assess
the tax and resort to remedies provided by law to enforce its payment, and the
amount will be so large that payment can only be made through a liquidation
of its assets.
The court issued a temporary restraining order. Thereafter, it vacated this
order and denied an application for a temporary injunction.
The present appeal
is from the refusal to grant the temporary injunction.
Appellee's answer raised the defense presented by section 8224 (26 U. S. C. A. ,
section 1548),' which prohibits the bringing of a suit to restrain the a.ssessment or collection of any tax. It also asserted that the Commissioner had
was subject to a tax under section
~ .~ruled that some yeast sold by appellant
603, but no ts.'x had as yet been assessed. It further answered that the purpose
which
for which the yeast, upon
the tax, if assessed, would be levied, was
manufactured and sold by appellant, as declared in the public radio advertisewas
for
cosmetic
use.
It
denied
that the tax would be so large as to
ment,
interfere with the conduct of appellant's business.
Aifidavits were filed in support of the pleadings which dealt with the subject of advertising and the use of yeast for facials. Appellant argued that
many articles, such as lemons, milk, flax, oatmeal, eggs, vinegar, honey, olive
oil, etc. , were extensively advertised and used to a certain extent, as cosmetics.
On the other hand there were copies of advertisements showing that appellant's
yeast was extensively sold for facials. In addition there appears in the record
numerous articles extolling the benefits of yeast facials, not marked as advertisements, which were taken from newspapers.
The ruling of the district court must be sustained on any of several grounds.
(a) In order to justify the issuance of a temporary injunction, there must
be a showing of a threatened injury. The injury must be real, not imaginary.
(14 R. C. L., page 854. ) Ordinarily, it must be of irreparable character, for
In the instant case, the Govwhich a money award would be inadequate.
t ernment has not yet assessed any tax against the taxpayer. Should such a
tax be assessed and an attempted enforcement greatly prejudice the appellant
in the conduct of its business, pendente lite, the court may again be appealed
to. It will always be open to hear any application which may be addressed
to it, Temporary injunctions differ in their finality from the final or permaDenial of an application for a temporary injunction does
nent injunctions.
not prevent another application by the same party in the same suit, if new facts
warrant it. In a suit for either injunction, however, the party seeking the
relief must make a fact showing that the threatened injury is imminent.

—

~ Toe on toilet preparations,
etc. There is hereby imposed upon the following articles,
sold by the manufacturer,
producer, or importer, a tax equivalent to IO per centum of
the price for which so sold: Perfumes, essences, extracts, toilet waters, cosmetics,
petroleum jellies, hair oils, porno. des, hair dressings, hair restoratives, hair dyes, tooth
and mouth washes (except that the rate shall be 5 per centum), dentifrices (except that
the rate shall be 5 per centum) tooth pastes (except that the rate shall be 5 per centum)
aromatic cachous, toilet soaps (except that the rate shall be 5 per centum), toilet powders',
and any simflar substance, article, or preparation, by whatsoever name l;nown or dis
tinguisbed; any of the above which are used or applied or intended to be used or applied
for toilet purposes.
s No suit for the purpose of restraining the assessment or collection of any tax shafl be
maintained in any court.
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It is unnecessary to consider the efTect of the statute which permits a court
to g'rant declaratory decrees, because the section, which authorizes suits for a
declaratory decree (28 U. S. C. A., section 400), expressly exeepts suits involving Federal taxes.
(5) Appellant has not brought its case within the rule set forth in 3fifter
v. Standard Nut Jffargarfne Co. (284 U. S., 498 [Ct. D. 457, C. B. XI—
1, 870]);
IItlt v. Wallace (259 U. S., 44) so as to avoid the consequences of section 8224,
Revised Statutes (26 U. S. C. A. , section 1548). In the Miller ease, the court
There the court said:
was dealing with a tax on oleomargarine.
"This is not a case in which the injunction is sought upon the mere ground
of illegality because of error in the amount of the tax. The article is not
covered by the Aet. A valid oleomargarine tax could by no legal possibility
have been assessed against respondent, and therefore the reasons underlying
section 8224 apply, if at all, with little force. ~ ~ " Respondent commenced
business after the product it proposed to make had repeatedly been determined by the Commissioner and adjudged in courts not to be oleomargarine or
taxable under the Act, and upon the assurance from the Bureau that its product would not be taxed. ~ ~ ~ It is clear that, by reason of the special and
extraordinary facts and circumstances, section 8224 does not apply. The lower
courts rightly held respondent entitled to the injunction.
In view of the plain language of section 8224, which prohibits such suits as
the instant one, we are not justifie in extending the rule announced in the
Miller ease.
A third objection to the granting of the temporary injunction may be found
in the fact showing which is insufficient to jutisfy a ruling on the nontaxability of appellant's product as a cosmetic. The fact eontroversv, in other
words, is not closed.
If we eliminate the fact knowledge of which the court may take judicial
notice, we still could not hold, in the face of the other evidence, that the
appellant's product is not a cosmetic. The advertisements so describe it. The
district court could hardly be expected to find that the product was not what
appellant said it was in its advertisements.
Appellant argues that the court must take judicial notice of the fact that
compressed yeast cakes are used primarily in bread making and beer production. True, we will take judicial notice of. the use of yeast in these two industries. It by no means follows, however, that appellant's product was made
for either or both of said purposes. Likewise, the statute imposing the tax, also
the rules and regulations of the Department, call for information as to the percentage of appellant's yeast production used for facials. Such figures and other
of the vital question in the
information are necessary to the determination
cas~the taxability oi' any of appellant's product as a cosmetic.
The order is affirmed.

"

SECTION 604 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1932 AND SECTION 608 OF
THE REVENUE ACT OF 1934. FURS.

—

XV—98—8116
Rzc,"IJLATIONs 46, AaTicm o5: Repairs.
S. T. S87
(Also Section 619(b), Revenue Act of 19M,
and Article 15.)
of fair market price for tax purposes in the
Determination
case of' sale or use of articles of fur by manufacturers who deal
at retail only.
S. T. 821 (C. B. XIV—2, 867) modified.
Advice is requested relative to the proper method of determining
under section 604 of the Revenue Act of 198o and
section 608 of the Revenue Act of 1984 with respect to sales of
who sell at retail only and in
articles of fur by manufacturers
retail fur repair jobs.
Under the provisions of section 604 of the Revenue Act of 1982
and section 608 of the Revenue Act of 1984, a tax of 10 per cent,

tax liability

~

~
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of the sale price is imposed upon the sale on and after May 11, 1934
for $?5 or more, by the manufacturer, producerl or importer of
articles made of fur on the hide or pelt, or of which any such fur
is the component material of chief value.
Section 619 of the Revenue Act of 1932 provides in part:
(b) If an article is—
(1) sold at retail:, .
III

the tax under this title shall (if based on the price for which the article ia
sold) be computed on the price for which such articles are sold, in the
ordinary course of trade, by manufacturers or producers thereof, as determined
by the Commissioner.

Article 15 of Regulations 46 reads in part:
sells articles at retail, the tax on his retail sales
Where a manufacturer
ordinarily will be computed upon a price for which similar articles are sold by
~ ~ ~ If he has no such sales at wholesale, a fair market
him at wholesale.
price will be determined by the Oommissioner.

It was held in S. T. 891 (C. B. XIV—o, 367) with respect to a
retail fur repair job, that is, where a repair job is performed hy
a repairer directly for the consumer, that the tax should be computed
upon the fair market price of the ~fur; and that 75 per cent of the
amount charged the consumer for the job will be considered to be
the fair market price of the fur, except that in localities west of the
Rocky Mountains the tax should be computed upon the basis of 70
per cent of the retail sale price charged the consumer for the fur.
In either case no tax would attach unless the wholesale fa, ir market
price of the fur was $75 or more.
These same percentages have been applied in determining the
wholesale fair market price in cases where a manufacturer sells, at
retail only articles made of fur or of which fur is the component
material of chief value.
After careful investigation and consideration of the wholesale
fair market prices of articles made of fur or where fur is used in
retail repair fur jobs by manufacturers who sell at retail only, it is
held that 65 per cent of the retail sale price of such articles coiwectly
reRects the wholesale fair market price in such cases within the
meaning of section 619(b) of the Revenue Act of 1932 and article
15 of Regulations 46. Accordingly, manufacturing
retail furriers
and retail fur repairers who have no substantial sales of fur articles
at wholesale are subject to tax on their retail sales on the basis of the
fair market price as above determined, regardless of where their
places of business are located.
With respect to fur reyairs, article 25 of Regulations 46, as
amended by Treasury Decision 4449 (C. B. XIII—
2, 409), reads as
follows:

—

Repairs. Ordinary repairs to an article made wholly or in part
of fur on the hide or. pelt are not taxable, but where new i'ur is supplied the
tax attaches to the sale of such new fur. The price paid for the repair job
will be presumed to be the price for which such fur is sold unless the labor
and new fur are billed as separate items.
Where the price attributable to the
new fur is shown as a separate item on the invoice furnished to the customer,
the tax will attach to the sale price of the new fur only. New fur furnished
in repair jobs completed or delivered prior to May 11, 1%4, is subject to tax
regardless of the price charged for such fur. No tax will attach to new fur
furnished in repair jobs completed on and after May 11, 1984, where the price
charged for such fur is less than $75.

[Regs. 46, Art. 15,

A person liable for the tax with respect to a retail fur repair job
must maintain certain records and keep them available for examination by representatives of the Bureau for a period of four years from
the date liability for the tax mas incurred.
A retail repairer of fur
articles who invoices the price of the repair job as a lump sum will
be subject to the tax based upon the price charged for the entire
repair job, if $75 or more, unless he can correctly. establish the sale
price of the new fur used in the job by the following records (1)
an authentic job ticket, prepared at the time the article was actually
repaired. showing the name, quality, size, and value of the new fur
used in the repair job; (2) a copy of the invoice given to the customer
at the time the article was repaired or delivered, containing the name
and address of the customer& and in some manner identified with the
job ticket covering the particular transaction; and (3) adequate inventory records, as well as purchase bills, covering cash and/or
credit purchases of the fur materials used.
S. T. 821, supra, is modified in so far as inconsistent herewith.

—

SECTION 605 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1932, AS AMENDED BY
SECTION 609 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1934. JEWELRY, ETC.

—

46) ARTIcLE 15: Fair market price
in case of retail sales, consignments, etc.

REGULATIONs

Method to be used iu determining
jewelry sold exclusively at retail.

the fair market

XV—8—7915

S. T. 826

price of

Advice is requested relative to the proper method to be used in
determining the fair market price of articles taxable under section
605 of the Revenue Act of 19M, as amended by section 609 of the
Revenue Act of' 1984, which are sold exclusively at retail.
Section 605 (Title IV) of the Revenue Act of 1932& as amended,
imposes a tax upon artIcles commonly or commercially known as
Section
jewelry sold by the manufacturer, producer, or importer.
619(b)1 of the Revenue Act of 1932 provides in part that if an
article is sold at retail the tax under Title IV shall (if based on the
price for which the article is sold) be computed on the price for
which such articles are sold in the ordinary course of trade by
manufacturers or producers thereof, as determined by the Commissioner.
It appears that considerable confusion and lack of uniformity
exists In the jewelry trade as to the proper basis under section
619(b)1 on which producers selling exclusively at retail should pay
tax incurred under section 605 of the Revenue Act of 19M, as
This is particularly true with respect to ring mountings,
amended.
precious stones, awatch cases, and watch movements purchased by
retail jewelers from the producers thereof and later assembled and
sold to customers.
Manufacturers of rings and matches, fully assembled, often sell
them in the ordinary course of trade to retail jewelers and pay tax
on the actual wholesale price, but nIore frequently they sell to such
jewelers stones, mountings, match movements, and match cases ready
for assembly but not actually assembled in order that the retail

jeweler may oQ'er to his customers a wider selection of possible
combinations.
The labor involved in assembling such completed
arts is not very material but by assembling them the retail jeweler
ecomes a producer of rings and watches and is, therefore, subject
to tax on his sales. If he sells at retail, section 619(b)1 provides
that the tax shall be computed on the price at which such articles
are sold in the ordinary course of trade by manufacturers, producers,
or importers thereof. This provision is construed as relating to the
price at which fully assembled articles are normally sold at wholesale in the open market by manufacturers, producers or importers.
Some retail jewelers have purchased unassemblecf parts tax-paid
from the producers or their ]obbers, but have paid no tax on their
sales of rings or watches assembled by them from such tax-paid parts
on the ground that the price to the retail jeweler is deemed to be the
same whether the purchase is made in assembled or unassembled
form. Other retail jewelers have purchased these unassembled parts
tax-free in accordance with regulations promulgated under authority
of section 620 of the Revenue Act of 1982, as amended, with respect
to articles intended for further manufacture.
On their sales at retail
of articles assembled from such parts, they have paid tax on the price
which they paid for the parts without including any amount to cover
the cost of assembly, overhead, or profit. In some cases rings and
watches assembled by retail jewelers have been sold for various reasons at less than the cost.
In attempting to flx a basis on which the tax should be paid by
persons selling at retail, it has been found desirable to fix the open
market wholesale price as a definite percentage of the actual retail
price. However, this plan requires the application of a difFerent percentage or formula where the jeweler selling at retail is not using the
ordinary merchandising method of selling for cash or on open account. Examples of such exceptions to the general rule are sales
under installment contracts and sales of class rings and pins.
In accordance with the authority conferred upon the Commissioner by section 619(b) of the Revenue Act of 1982, as amended, it
has been determined that on and after June 21, 1982, the tax on sales.
of rings and watches by manufacturers, producers, or importers selling at'retail who do not sell like articles at wholesale shall be computed as follows:
(1) The tax is due on an amount equivalent to 55 per cent of the
actual retail price for which the article. was sold during the period
June 21, 1982, to June 2, 1988, inclusive, and on an amount equivalent to 60 per cent of the actual retail price on or after June 8, 1988
(when the percentage rate was changed from the former rate to the
latter) except that(a) Where rings and watches are sold under installment contracts
and where 60 per cent of the actual retail price is less than cost plus
15 per cent, the tax is due on the sum of the actual cost of all the
parts and materials used plus 15 per cent (which percentage covers
the charge, if any, for assembling, overhead, profit, and that portion
of the selling and administrative expenses applicable to a fair wholesale price); and except that(b) Where goods are sold for less than original cost because of
changed market conditions or other reasons, the tax may be corn
pute8 on the sum of the current replacement value of the parts (in
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stead of on the original cost of such parts) plus 15 per cent; or,
if ~old at less than such current replacement value, the tax is due
on the actual sale price.
(2) Where watch parts, diamonds, and mountings are purchased
tax-paid by the retailer who assembles them, such retailer may, in
computing the tax due the Government on the sale of the complete 1
articles, take credit for the tax paid by the prior manufacturers froni
whom such articles were purchased.
In such cases, however. it is
necessary that the rets. iler have in his possession evidence showing
the amount of the tax the manufacturer a, ctually paid to the Government on the sale of the watch parts, diamonds, and mountings.
(8) Where school class rings and pins, not tax-paid, were sold
by the retailer during the period June 21, 1932, to May 21, 1938, inciusive, the tax is due on an amount equivalent to 55 per cent of the
retail sale price; and when sold on and after May 22, 1988 (when
the rate of percentage was changed, S. T. 672, C. B. XII—
1, 895),
the tax is due on 67 per cent of the retail sale price.
The taxes due on all sales taxable under section 605, as amended,
which were made on or before December 81, 1985, may be computed.
at 10 per cent of the fair market price determined in accordance
with the rules specified hereinbefore and thereafter, until further
notice, on the basis of one-eleventh of the fair market price as so
deteriiiined.

REGULATIONS

46) ARTICLE

29: Jewelry.

XV-5-7933
S. T, 827

Taxability of charges for engraving articles subject to tax under
section 606 of the Revenue fact of 1932, as amended.

Advice is requested whether charges for engraving articles taxable under section 605 of the Revenue Act of 1932, as amended by
section 609 of the Revenue Act of 1934, should be included in computing the tax imposed by those Acts.
Section 605 of the Revenue Act of 19M imposes a tax equivalent
to 10 per cent of the price for which articles commonly or commercially known as jewelry, whether real or imitation, and other specified articles, are sold by the manufacturer, producer, or importer,
provided such price is $8 or more. Under the amendment of section 605 by section 609 of the Revenue Act of 1934, effective on and
after May 11, 1984, the tax attaches only where the selling price is
$25 or more.
If the order provides that the article will be sold for a certain
price and such price includes the amount charged for engraving,
it is held that the tax imposed under section 605 of the Revenue Act
of 1932, as amended, attaches to the entire price, provided it is $3
or more where the sale was made prior to May 11, 1934, or $25 or
more where the sale was made on or after that date. If, however,
after agreeing upon the price of the article, the retail jeweler requests that it be engraved, it is held that the a~mount charged for engraving is not a part of the price of the article, and that if such
amount is shown on the invoice as a separate item, the tax imposed
under section 605, as amended, will not attach to the price so charged.
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SECTION 6()6. AUTO18OBII ES, ETC.
REGIJLATIONs

46& ARTIGLE

41: Definitio of parts

or accessories.
Baby auto seats, auto beds, and auto hammocks
automobile accessories.

XV-19—8080

S. T. 884

are taxable as

Advice is requested whether baby auto seats, auto beds, and auto
hammocks are automobile accessories within the meaning of section
606(c) of the Revenue A.ct of 19M.
That Act imposes a tax equivalent to o per cent of the price for
which automobile parts or accessories are sold by the manufacturer,
producer, or importer.
A.rticle 41 of Regulations 46 provides in part as follows:
The term "parts or accessories" for an automobile truck or
~- ~ 4' (b) any
other automobile chassis or body, or motor cycle, includes
article designed to be attached to or used in connection with such vehicle or
article to add to its utility or ornamentation, or (c) any article the primary
use of which is in connection with such vehicle or article whether or not
essential to its operation or use.
The baby auto seats, auto beds, and. auto hammocks in question

are of steel frame construction covered with duck or other suitable
material. The seats and beds are equipped with rubber covered
hooks or arms which may be bent or adjusted to hang over the
back of any automobile seat. Some of the seats and beds also have
rubber covered steel legs which rest upon the automobile seat cushion.
The, baby auto hammocks are of the same general construction but
are equipped with straps, safety springs, and snaps, rather than with
hooks or arms, and are suspended from the top of the automobile
instead of from the back of the seat. All of the articles are primarily designed to be attached to, and used in automobiles.
It is held that baby auto seats, auto beds, an) auto hammocks so
designed and used are automobile accessories within the meaning of
section 606(c) of the Revenue Act of 19M and article 41 of Regulations 46 and as such are subject to the tax imposed by that Act.

—

SECTION 609. SPORTING GOODS.
REGIILaTIONs 46 ARTIcLE

53: Scope of tax

XV—19—8081
S. T. 835

Taxability of certain types of shoes under section 609 of the
Act of 1932. S. T. 811 (C. B. XIV—
1, 409) modified.

Revenue

Advice is requested whether shoes which are readily usable for
general outdoor wear and are not especially designed, advertised, and
sold by the manufacturer, producer, or importer for use in specific
sports are subject to the tax imposed by section 609 of the Revenue
Act of 19M on the sale of sporting goods.
That section imposes a tax on the sale by the manufacturer, producer, or importer of' specified articles, including certain types of
shoes, and all similar articles commonly or commercially known
as sporting goods, equivalent to 10 per centum of the price for
which sold.
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Article 53 of. Regulations 46 reads in part as follows:
The term "sporting goods" includes all articles of the same general character as those specifically named, the purpose of which is primarily for use
either indoors or outdoors in conn'ection with a game or sport.

As a general rule shoes having soles and heels equipped with
spikes, cleats, or cauiks will be regarded as being designed for use
in specific sports, such as baseball football, track, or golf, and,
therefore subject to tax, unless it c'learly appears that the purpose
of the spikes, cleats, or caulks is to adapt the shoes to use for purposes
other than sports.
It is held, however, that shoes which are readily usable for general outdoor wear and are not especially designed, advertised, and
sold by the manufacturer, producer, or Importer for use in specific
sports are not subject to the tax imposed by section 609 of the
Revenue Act of 1932.
S. T. 811 (C. B. XIV-1, 409) is modified accordingly.

REGULATIQNB

46~ ARTICLE

55: Games.

XV—11—8000
G. C. M. 16347

S coin-operated machine designed to afford sport, recreation, or
amusement is taxable as a game regardless of any vending feature.
An opinion is requested whether a coin-operated machine designed
to afFord sport, recreation, or amusement, the operation of which involves an element of chance or skill, is taxable as a game under section 609 of the Revenue Act of 1932 where the machine at the same
time provides a vending service.
Section 609 of the Revenue Act of 1932 imposes a tax of 10 per
cent upon the price for which games and parts of games are sold
by the manufacturer, producer, or importer.
Article 53 of Re~lations 46 provides in part as follows:
The term "game" includes games of skill or chance and every contrivance,
device or combination
or amusement.

of articles which is designed to furnish sport, recreation,

The following described machines are representative of the types
of machines involved:
(a) The X machine permits the player upon the insertion of' a
coin to receive an amount of money if the spinning reels of the
machine come to rest on certain combinations, the result depending
upon the combination obtained.
(b) Upon the insertion of a coin, the Y machine delivers to the
player a small quantity of. ~ourn or minty and, in addition, afFords
the player a chance of receiving a number of tokens should the spinThese tokens ~nay
ning reels come to rest on certain combinations.
Also, the reels contain "Forbe used in replaying the machine.
tunes" or "AVItty Sayings" which are designed to furnish a certain
aii&ount of anlusement to the player.
(c) The Z machine operates a miniature crane. After the insertion of a coin the player by turning a, knob nlay, if he manipulates
thc claws of the crane successfully, secure a premium or candy fronl
the &rlass-inclosed compartment in which the device is installed.
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Coin-operated machines used for gambling purposes have been
held taxable as games under section 609 of the Revenue Act of 1932.
(3fiQs Eovelty Co. v. United 8tates) 72 Ct, Cls. , 443, 50 Fed. (2d),
476, certiorari denied, 285 IT. S., 547. ) The court stated that
Congress used the words ' games and parts of games ' as a
sort of 'catch all ' or ' basket clause, ' that is, it was intended to catch
and. bring within the revenue net all kinds of articles used in
playing games whether they were included in the list that preceded

It is not seriously contended that the Y and Z machines, which
release to the player a small amount of gum, mints, or other merchandise upon the insertion of a coin, are operated primarily for
their vending service. The amount of gum, mints, or merchandise
dispensed by the machines is usually much less than can normally be
purchased with the coin inserted. It follows that the player is operating the machine, not for the vending service, but chIefly for sport,
recreation, or amusement.
Moreover, most of the machines are
equipped with vending attachments which do not affect their operation when the vending compartment is empty. This is indicative of
the fact that the machines are not designed primarily as vending
machines.
There are some devices of this character which are bona
vending machines, that is, the one who deposits a coin receives a quid pro
quo in the form of merchandise of some sort. Such a device, even
though novel in operation, would be a vending machine and not a
game. However, where, as in the instant case, the vending feature
is merely incidental, this feature should not govern in classifying
the article for tax purposes.
In view of the foregoing, it is the opinion of this once that where
a machine is designed to afford sport, recreation, or amusement, and
involves either chance or skill (features involved in all three of the
machines described herein), it is taxable as a game under section 609
of the Revenue Act of 1932, even though the machine at the same time
furnishes an incidental vending service.
In view of the fact that the Bureau has previously taken different
ositions with respect to such machines and that many of them have
een sold in reliance upon such rulings, it is recommended, under
the authority of section 1108(a), of the Revenue Act of 1926, as
amended by section 506 of the Revenue Act of 1934) that this opinion
be applied without retroactive effect in respect of sales of such machines made in reliance upon rulings to the effect that the sales were

+e

not taxable.

HERMAN OLIPHANT)

General Counsel for the Department

Approved.
GVT T. HRLvERING)
Commissi oner.

STEPHEN

B. GIRaoxs,

Acting Secretary.

of' the Treasury.
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8ECTION 620 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1932, AS AMENDED BY SECTION 4 OF THE ACT OF JUNE 16, 1933 (48 STAT., 254), AND BY SECTION
401 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1935. TAX-FREE SALES.

—

XV—8—7968
Excerpts from an opinion rendered by the Comptroller General
of the United States to the Secretary of the Navy on January 7,
1M6, relative to the inclusion or exclusion of the manufacturers'
excise tax in the sales price of articles sold for the exclusive use
of the United States.

The Secretary of the Navy requested the Comptroller General of
the United States to render a decision concerning the methods which
should be adopted in making specifications bids, and purchases for
the Navy in respect of excise taxes normaliy due on certain articles
but which under recent legislation may be sold bv the manufacturer,
roducer, or importer for the use of the United States free from tax.
ertinent extracts from the Comptroller General's opinion are as

follows:
Section 401 of the Revenue Act of 1985, Public, No. 407, August 80, 1935,
Tax-free sales, " of the Revenue Act of 1982, as
amended
section 620,
amended by section 4 of the Act of June 16, 1988 (48 Stat. , 255), so as to
provide in substance that under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, no
tax under said Title IV shall be imposed with respect to the sale oi' any
article for the exclusive use of the United States, any State, Territory of the
United States, or any political subdivision of the foregoing, or the District of
Columbia.
Section 621, "Credits and returns, of the 1982 Act, as amended by section 4
of the Act of June 16, 1988 (48 Stat. , 255), was further amended by the
Act of A. ugust 80, 1935, to provide that a credit a ainst tax under the title
or a refund, may be allowed or made to a manufacturer, producer, or importer
in the amount of the tax paid by him under the title with respect to the
sale of any article to any vendee, if the manufacturer, producer, or importer
has in bis possession such evidence as the regulations may prescribe that on
or after the 1st day of the second month following the date of the enactment
of the Revenue Act of 1985, such article was, by any person, resold for
exclusive use of the United States, any State, Territory of the United gtates,
or any political subdivision of the foregoing, or the District of Columbia.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has issued regulations and amendments
to existiug regulations to meet the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1935, Those
regulations were approved by the Actin Secretary of the Treasury November
12, 1M5, are designated Treasury Decisions 4604 and 4605,
These regulations and the regulations which they amend prescribe m
producer, or importer
the procedure to be followed by the manufacturer,
to obtain a credit against the tax or a refund thereof, both where a sale
producer, or importer, direct to the United
made by the manufacturer,
States, or to others who resell to the United States. The whole procedure
is dependent upon the production by the manufacturer, producer, or importer
of evidence satisfactory to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue that the
articles involved have in fact been sold either directly or through other purchasers, for the exclusive use of the United States and that the United States
has not paid the amount of the tax as a part of the purchase price or otherWise.

"

"

In view of the terms of the law and the regulations of the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, it appears desirable in future speciQcations to require
producer, or importer of any
only that where the bidder is manufacturer,
article subject to excise tax under Title IV of the Revenue Act of 1M2, as
amended, the bidder state whether the amount of such tax has been considered in iixing the amount of his bid and whether he has claimed or will
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claim exemption from, credit for, or refund of such tax with respect to the sale
of said articles. There is suggested the following, which would appear

adequate:
" To be executed only u:here the b(dder &s manufacturer, producer, or tm
porter of any art(ele btd on which ts subject to eactse tan under Title IIr
The amount of Federal tm:es paid
of the Iteeenue Act of 1N9, as amended,
or payable on articles subject to tax under Title IV of the Revenue Act of
1982, 'as amended, are (included/excluded)
in the prices bid herein, and the
bidder (has/has not) claimed ansi/or (will/will not) claim exemption from,
credit for, or refund of such tax with respect to sale of said articles, as provided
by law. "
No other provision with respect to any existing
in the bid or contract.

Federal tax should appear

For the purpose of payment under a Government contract, the
contractor may be presumed to have tncluded in his bid price all necessary
elements of cost, but where the interests of the Government are concerned it
may not be presumed that a bidder has eacluded an unauthorized
item. It Is
to be observed further, that in order to obtain a credit or refund of. the tax
in the event it is not included, that fact must be established by a contractor
or the manufacturer, producer, or importer entitled thereto. In order to obtain
such relief there must be furnished an afiidavit by a responsible representative
of the Government to that etfect. It would seem, therefore, both in the interests
of the contractor and the United States that it be definitely established in every
instance that the tax has or has not been included in the bid price, as the case
may be. However, the ultimate result will be same in either event. If the
bid price included the tax the contract price should be paid but no representative
of a department or agency of the Government should make any affidavit or
statement whereby a contractor may obtain relief. If, on the other hand, it be
established that the tax was excluded in submission of the bid, the contractor
would be entitled upon establishment of that fact, to claim a refund from the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
In view of the conclusion reached above, no adjustment in price by reason
of the inclusion of the tax in connection with deliveries of material on or after
October 1, 1985, on contracts based on bids opened prior to August 80, 1985,
appears necessary.
Where a bidder in submitting a bid certified that the
prices included Federal tax, payment should be made at the contract price
and no possible undertaking to obtain relief from the ta~es should be considered.
lk

ls

SECTION 626 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1932, AS AMENDED BY SECTION 4 OF THE ACT OF SUNK 16, 1933 (48 STAT., 254), AND BY SECTION 461 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1985. TAX-FREE SALES. (ALSO
SECTION 619 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1932.)

—

XV—18—8070
Opinion rendered by the Comptroller
General of the United
States to the Administrator
of Veterans' Affairs on April 14,
1986, relative to the inclusion or exclusion of the manufacturers'
excise tax in the price of articles sold for the exclusive use of
the United States.

A-67884
TIIE ADMINISTRATOR

APRII, 14, 1986.
OF VETERANS AFFAIRS,

VETERANS

AJ)MINISTRATION.

SIR: There were received your letters of February 5 and March 8,
1986, in regard to your letter of December 12, 1985, as follows:
Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of November 29, 1935 (A—67834)
relative to deduction of Federal excise tax under the provision of section 40i
of the "Revenue Act of 1935," Public, No. 407, Seventy-fourth Congress.
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In my letter of November 4, 1985, reference was made to Veterans Adminisration contracts VAs-1599, VAs —1600 and VAs —1605, covering requirements for
ilet soap and request was made that you indicate procedure to be followed
jn deducting excise tax, to which you have responded in your letter of
November 29, 1985, as follows:
"Articles delivered under the contracts in question on and after October 1
1935, are exempt from the taxes imposed by section 603 of the Revenue Act o)
932. Such taxes were imposed as a percentage of the selling price and mny
e determi~ed definitel by simple calculations.
An amount equal to the taxes
n effect and applicable to the articles in question at the time contracts were
executed should be deducted from the contract price on all articles delivered
under the contracts in question after September 80, 1985. It will be for the
contractors to make such showing to the Bureau of Internal Revenue as may
be necessary to secure exemption from such taxes on the articles in question
delivered after October 1, 1985, or if the taxes are paid, to secure refund thereof. "
The rate of tnx imposed on toilet soap by section 603, Title IV of the Revenue
Act of 1932 is a certain percentage of the manufacturer's
sale price and the
basis of computation is as outlined in articles 8 to 15 inclusive of Bureau of
Internal Revenue Regulations 46. Article 12 of these regulations states that
"Charges for traiisportation, delivery, insurance, installation, and other charges
which have no connection whatever with the manufacturing
process or with
placing the article in a finished condition packed and ready for shipment are
"
to be excluded in computing the tax.
The contract prices of the toilet soap
covered by the contracts above referred to include transportation charges f. o. b.
railroad destinations of Veterans Administration facilities, also include applicable tax, and there mny be other items not subject to tax included in the contract
prices. It is inferred from the statements in the above quoted paragraph oi'
your decision of November 29, 1935, that the amount to be deducted as tax shall
be determined by applying the rate oi tax to the contract prices, deducting
tlierefrom the result, but it appears that such procedure would be improper in
view of the basis prescribed by the Bureau of Internal Revenue for determining

tax.

In view of the conditions governing the computation

of tax, as above outlined,
to readily
determine the amount deductible ns tnx from the coiitrnct prices of toilet soap
or other taxable comniodities coverccl by contracts whicn include tax, whether
purchased directly from a manufacturer or from n dealer where title passes
through one or more persons in n chain of sales from the manufacturer to the
Veterans Administration,
and your further consideration of the matter presented in niy le(ter of November 4, 1935, and advice as to data required on
voucliers involving taxable commodities delivered under contracts which include
tnx is requested and will be appreciated.

it appears tlint it will be impossible for the Veterans Administration

The "selling price" referred to in decision of November 29, 1935
has reference to the manufacturer's sale price, which is the basis o)
the tax. Bureau of Internal Revenue Regulations 46, approved June
18, 19M, referred to in your letter, among other things provide:
AaT. 8. Basis of tax ott saLes generalty.
The tax is imposed on each sale by

—

the manufacturer of the articles euumerated in these regulations,
The provisions of the Act quoted embody the rules for determining the sale price„which
is the basis of the tax. In general, this should be the manufacturer's actual
price at tlie fnctory or place of production.
In determining the sale price, for
tnx puiIjoses, ihere shall be included any charge incident to placing the article
in coiidition packed ready for shipment.
There shall be excluded (1) the
ninount of tax imposed by Title IV, whether or not billed as a separate item,
and (2) (subject to the provisions of article 12) transportation,
delivery, insurance, installation, or other cliarges (not required by the preceding sentence
to be included).
AnT. 10. Charges for coverings, containers,
etc. Any charges for coverings, containers, etc. , inciclent to placing tlie article in condition pacl-ed
rendy for shipment shall be included as a part of the sale price for the
urposc of computing the tnx. Therefore, the amount paid for the article nrd
ts covering or container is the basis for computing the tax even though a
separate charge for such covering or container is billed on the invoice.

—

Misc. ]
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'

SaT. 12. Eaclttston of charges for tramsportat~, deltoertt, etc. Charges for
transportation,
ins~wllation,
delivery, insurance,
and other charges which
have no connection whatever with the manufacturing
process or with placthe
article
in
ing
a finished condition packed and ready for shipment, are
to be excluded in computing the tax. Any additional charge which a pur
chaser would not be required to pay if he accepted delivery of the article at
the factory may be so excluded.

Pursuant to the Revenue Act of 1985 (49 Stat. , 1025), the Commissioner of Internal Revenue has issued regulations and amend. ments to existing regulations to cover the right to tax exemption
from, and refund or credit of certain excise taxes on articles sold
for the exclusive use of the united States etc. Those regulations
and amendments were approved by the Acting Secretary of the
Treasury November 12, 1985, the relevant parts of which are quoted
in 15 Comp. Gen. , 588, 590 and repetition here is unnecessary.
Where the manufacturer s actual price at the factory or place of
production, that is, the basis of the tax, is not known or is diflicult
to determine, the itemization of the tax in the certified voucher of a
contra. ctor may be accepted as the correct amount of such tax. In
such cases, the amount of the tax deducted should. be stated in the
administrative certificate, or aflidavit by the representative of the
department or agency of the Government or other evidence furnished
in order to enable the manufacturer, producer, or importer, to obtain credit or refund of the tax.
While the contracts involved authorize deduction from the contract price of an amount equal to the excise taxes in e6ect at the
time the contracts were executed which said taxes were made inapplicable to the articles covered by the contracts and delivered on
and after October 1, 1985, by the act of August 80, 1985, such action
is not required.
(See decisions of January 7, 1986, A—67600 15
Comp. Gen. , 588, supra; February 3, 1986, A —
69751, 15 Comp. (zen. ,
686; February 11, 1986, A-68693, 15 Comp. Gen. , 694; and Febru70629, 15 Comp. Gen. 728. )
ary 25, 1986, A —
If the amount is deducted& it will, be refunded
by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue; if it is not deducted and the full contract price is paid, no administrative certificate, or other evidence
upon which a claim for refund or credit might be established should
be furnished.
The net result to the United States is the same in
either case. If for administrative reasons, deduction of an amount
equal to the excise taxes in effect at the time the contract was entered into and not now for imposing, is impracticable, there is no
legal objection to payment of the full contract price for articles
delivered under the contracts subsequent to September 80, 1985.
You are advised accordingly.
Respectfully,
Comptroller

J. R. McC~,

General of the United 8tatee.

[Regs. 43, Art.

1.

TITLE V ADMISSIONS AND DUES. (I926)
SECTION 500(a)1 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1926, AS AMENDED BY
SECTION 411(a) OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1928 AND BY SECTION
711(a) OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1932.

43) ARTIGLE 1 ! Basis, rate, and
computation of tax.
(Also Section 500(b) and Article 24. )

gEQULATIONs

Payments

for admissions

to theatrical

by the Works Progress A. dministration
the payment is less than 41 cents.

performances

XV—12—8011
S. T. 881
sponsored

are taxable, except where

Advice is requested. whether payments for admissions to theatrical performances sponsored by the Works Progress Administration
are subject to tax under section 500(a) 1 of the Revenue Act of 1926,
as amended by section 411(a) of the Revenue Act of 1928 and by
section 711(a) of the Revenue Act of 1982.
Section 500(a)1, as amended, imposes a tax of 1 cent for each
10 cents or fraction thereof paid for admission to any place if the
amount paid is 41 cents or more. The tax is payable by the person
paying for admission and must be collected by the person to whom
the admission charge is paid. Section 500(b) of the Revenue Act
of 1926 provides for certain exemptions from the tax.
The AVorks Progress Administration was established by Executive
Qrder on May 6, 1985, under the authority conferred by Public
Resolution No. 11, Seventy-fourth Congress. A portion of the funds
appropriated by the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935
has been made available to the Works Progress Administration for
use in providing employment for professional persons such as actors,
artists, musicians, and writers. In order to accomplish such purpose,
is sponsoring theatrical perthe Works Progress Administration
formances to which admission charges will be made. The proceeds
from the admission charges will be used for the transportation and
subsistence expenses of the troupe necessary materials and supplies,
rental of theaters, and compensa/ion of extra workers. The compensation of the actors, musicians, and other members of the troupe
vill be paid from Federal funds.
does not come within any
The Works Progress Administration
of the classes of organizations which are exempt under section
500(b) of the Revenue Act of 1926. No exemption is provided with
respect to payments for admissions collected by an agency of the
Federal Government as such.
It is held that amounts paid for admission to theatrical perare
formances sponsored by the Works Progress Administration
subject to tax under section 500(a)1 of the Revenue Act of 1926,
as amended, if the admission charge is 41 cents or more, and must
be collected by representatives of that organization and paid over
to the collector of internal revenue.
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SECTION 502 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1926 AS AMENDED BY
SECTION 414 OF THE REVENUE AC'k OF 1928.

48' AHrrcz. z 48: Duty to collect,
return, and pay tax A.dmissions.
(Also Section 607, Revenue Act of 1984.)

REGULATIONs

—

XV-24-8125
G. C. M. 16548

Officers of a corporation mav be held personally liable for taxes
on admissions collected by the corporation bui: not paid over to
the United States.

A.dvice is requested whether the oScers of a corporation may be
held personally liable for taxes on admissions collected by the corporation but not paid over to the United States.
The facts in the case in which the present issue arose are that a
certain corporation sold taxable tickets of admission and collected
the admission taxes thereon but failed to pay the taxes to the Government. The amount of the taxes collected was used for other purposes and funds are not now available to pay the assessment which
has been made against the corporation.
The admissions tax is imposed by section 500 of the Revenue Act
of 1926, as amended. Section 502(a) of the A.ct, as amended by
section 414 of the Revenue Act of 1928, provides that every person
receiving any payments for admissions shall collect the amount of
the tax from the person making such payments, make returns thereof,
and pay the tax so collected to the collector of internal revenue for
the district in which the principal oflice or place of business is

located.
Section 607 of the Revenue Act of 1984 provides as follows:
Whenever

any person is required

to collect or withhold

any internal-revenue

tax from any other person and to pay such tax over to the United States, the
amount of tax so collected or withheld shall be held to be a special fund in
trust for the United States. The amount of such fund shall be assessed, collected, and paid in the same manner and subject to the same provisions and
limitations (including penalties) as are applicable with respect to the taxes
from which such fund arose.

Under the provisions of section 1114(b) of the Revenue Act of 1926,
any person who willfully fails to collect or truthfully account for
and pay over such tax shall, in addition to the other penalties provided. by law, be guilty of a felony and upon conviction shall be
Under section 1114(d) such person shall, in,
flned or imprisoned.
addition to the other penalties provided by law, be liable to a penalty
of the amount of tax evaded, or not paid, collected, or accounted for
and paid over, to be assessed and collected in the same manner as
taxes are assessed and collected.
Section 1114(f) of the Revenue Act of 1926 provides:
The term "person" as used in this section includes an ofhcer or employee of a corporation or a member or employee of a partnership, who as such
ofhcer, employee, or member is under a duty to perform the act in respect of
which the violation occurs.

It is well established that where an oflicer of a corporation, knowing it to be insolvent, participates in the use, for the benefit of the
corporation, of trust funds, he is personally liable for such funds
whether he agreed to be responsible or not. Where money in the
hands of a corporation is earmarked as belonging to a third person,
the corporate oKcers are liable for its misapplication whether or not
the corporation is insolvent. In 14a, C. , page 180, it is stated:

J.
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The rule that directors, oiiicers, or agents, of a corporation are
liable for their torte to a person injured thereby is applicable where they are
guilty of conversion.
This is true, even though they act as oiiicers in behalf
of the corporation and although the corporation may also be liable, as where
money or property of a third person is in the hands of the corporation and the
convert it by refusOihcers in control of the fund knowingly and intentionally
All
ing to give up possession, or by applying it to the uses of the corporation.
who are concerned in the wrong are personally liable. A. director who has
business
deposits
of
corporation was receiving
money for
knowledge that a
them is liable for the
Safe-keeping and that the oincers were misappropriating
unless
he
protested
and
took
steps
to
prevent
loss
to the
misappropriation
depositors. Also directors are liable to a third person whose money has been
misappropriated
by oiiicers or employees of the corporation where their negligence enabled, and was the proximate cause of such misappropriation.

In United States v. Thomas (lo Wall. (82 U.
States Supreme Court said:

S.), 337), the

United

Trustees are only bound to exercise the same care and solicitude
with regard to the trust property which they would exercise with regard to their
own. Equity will not exact more of them. They are not liable for a loss by
theft without their fault. But this e~e~ption ceases when they mix the trustmoney with their own, whereby it loses its identity, and they become mere
debtors.

The primary liability for admissions and other taxes within the
scope of section 607 of the Revenue Act of 1934 is on the corporate or
other principal required to make collection. Such taxes, together
with the ad ualorem penalties ordinarily assessable, may be assessed
under section 607. However, section 607 has no application to, and,
therefore& does not render assessable penalties which are not ordinarily assessable.
Where tlie facts warrant such action, resort may be had to the
oflicers or a corporation for the collection of admissions taxes. A
responsible corporate OKcer who fails, whether v illfully in a legal
sense or not, to pay over taxes within the scope of section 607, or
permits the use of such taxes for corporate purposes, is personally.
liable therefor. Where an oflicer of a corporatIon who is under a
duty to pay over taxes within the scope of section 607 fails to do so,
he incurs personal liability to a penalty equal to the tax. This
penalty is assessable by virtue of section 1114(f) of the Revenue Act
of 1926, supra, regardless of section 607.
HERTZIAN

General Counsel for the Department

OLIPIIANT

of the Treasury.

—

TITLE VIII. STAMP TAXES. (1926)
SCHEDULE A-l, AS AMENDED BY SECTION 721(a) OF THE REVENUE
ACT OF 1992. BONDS, DEBENTURES AND CERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS.

—

REGULATIONS

agreement

71,

8: Bonds renewed by
mortgage.

ARTICLE

extending

XAI —18—
8068

Ct. D. 1112

DECISION OF COURT.
REVENUE ACTS OF 192B AND 1932—
STAMP TAX —
POSTPONESI PPI. EMENTAL AGBEEMENT —
1. BONDS OF INDEBTEDNESS —
.
MENT OF MATIIRITY —
RENEwAI

In 1927 the taxpayer issued bonds secured by a mortgage, under
the ternis of ivhich moditlcations of the mort age provisions were
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authorized.
Pursuant to that authority, a supplemental indenture
was executed in 1933, by which the maturity dates of all then outstanding bonds were extended for periods of five years; indorsements of the extensions of maturity dates were made upon the
bonds, and additional interest coupons to cover the extended
Certain additional provisions were made
periods were issued.
relating to the conduct of the business and the powers and duties
The supplemental
of. the trustee.
indenture, and acts done pursuant thereto, postponed the maturities of the bonds and was
therefore a renewal within the meaning of the proviso clause of
Title VIII, Schedule A —1, of the Revenue Act of 1926 and article
8 of Regulations 71, and was subject to the tax imposed by that
title, as amended by the Revenue Act of 1932.

2.

CERTIORARI DENIED.

Petition for certiorari denied March 16, 1936.
UNITED STATEs CIRcUIT CCURT oF APPEats FoR THE

George

L. Sheldon, Collector of Internal
Cottonseed

Appeal

from

the District

Court

Before SIszzx,

FISH

Revenue, appellant,
Products Co., appellee.

of the United
Mississippi

HUTOHEsoN,

CIROUIT.

v. Jdississippjl

Btates for the Bouthern

District of

and WAI, HzR, Circuit Judges.

[January 8, 1936.]
OPINION.

Circuit Judge: The appellee, a Delaware corporation, brought this
action to recover the amount, $945, of documentary stamp taxes exacted of it
Appellee's original
in circumstances mentioned below, with interest thereon.
declaration contained two counts, one of which was withdrawn by it. Appellant's demurrer to the remaining count was overruled, and, upon appellant
declining to plead further, final judgment was rendered in favor of the
Allegations of the count demurred to showed the following: In
appellee.
July, 1927, appellee issued its bonds, with interest coupons, in the total amount
of $1,250, 000, and executed its mort age to secure those bonds, which, in
different amounts, were paVable serially in successive years, beginning July 1,
1929, and ending July 1, 1942, when $350,000 of the bonds were payable. The
mortgage contained a provision which, among other things, empowered the
holders of 90 per cent of the principal amount of bonds outstanding at any
time, with the consent of appellee and the corporate trustee named in the
mortgage, to assent to and authorize any modification of the provision of the
mortgage, such modification to be set forth in a supplemental indenture between
the appellee and the trustee in the mortgage.
Pursuant to that provision, on
or about January 1, 1933, when there had been no default of any kind or
character 1n the payment of the then outstanding bonds amounting to $945,000,
indenture, " to which appellee, the
by an instrument called "a supplemental
trustee in said mortgage, and a named bank, depository of 90 per cent in
principal amount of all said bonds then outstanding, were parties, the maturity
dates of all then outstanding bonds were extended for per1ods of five years.
That instrument contained recitals to the effect that, due to the chaotic
economic conditions for which appellee was in no way responsible, provisions
of both the bonds and the mortgage securing them had become impossible of
The depository indorsed on each of the
performance in respects mentioned.
then outstanding bonds the following: "The maturity date of this bond is
hereby extended five years. Dated as at July 1, 1933." At the time of the
indenture appellee issued additional interest
execution of said supplemental
coupons to cover interest for the five years for which said bonds were extended,
and such coupons were delivered to the holders of said bonds,
The above
indenture contained, in addition to what said mortmentioned supplemental
gage contained, provisions whereby' appellee agreed to do, or refrain from
doing, stated things in the conduct of its business; and also provisions which
conferred or imposed upon the corporate trustee named 1n said mortgage
of Internal Revenue
specified powers and duties. I'pon the Commissioner
instruments was
ruling that the transaction evlfienced by the above-mentioned
subject to the stamp taxes prescribed by Schedule A —1 of Title VIII of the
WALKER,

[Regs. 71, Art 8.
Revenue Act of 3926 (44 Stat, 99-101, 26 U. S. O, A. section 901(1)), and
amended by the Revenue Act of 1982 (47 Stat„j.
69, 2B U. S. O. A. , section 901),
and demanding of the appellee the payment of such tax in the sum of $945,
appellee paid that sum under protest, and duly claimed the refund of the sum
so paid, which claim for refund was denied.
The above c1ted provision of the Revenue Act of 1926 reads as follows'.
"Szc. 800. On and after the expiration of 80 days after the enactment of this
Act there shall be levied, collected, and paid, for and ln respect of the several
bonds, debentures, or certificates of stock and of indebtedness, and other documents, instruments, matters, and th1ngs mentioned and described in Schedule A
of this title, s s s the several taxes specified in such schedule.

" ScHEnvcz

"1. Bonds

—Seam

A..

T~zs.

debentures, or certificates of indebtedness issued by anv corporation, and all instruments,
however termed,
issued by any corporation with interest coupons or in registered form, known
enerally as corporate securities, on each $100 of face value or fraction thereof,
cents.' Provided, That every renewal of the foregoing shall be taxed as a
new issue '
So far as is material in this case, the amendment of the fust set out provision
made by the above cited provision of the Revenue Act of 1932 consisted in striking from subdivision 1 of said Schedule A the words "5 cents, " and inserting in
lieu thereof " 10 cents. "
The decision of this case turns upon the meaning of the word "renewal" in
the above set out proviso, "That every renewal of the foregoing shall be taxed
The word "renewal" has difterent meanings, varying with
as a new issue. " groan
the subjects with reference to which it is used. One of the definitions of the
word "renew" found in Webster's New International Dictionary is: "To grant
or obtain extension
of; to continue in force for a fresh period; as to renew a
note or a bond. " As commonly used with reference to notes and bonds the
word "renewal" imports a postponement of the maturity of the obligation dealt
with, an extension of the time in which that obligation may be discharged.
(Lomrry it'atonal Bank v. Eiekett, 122 Ga. , 489; Wilson v. Boasseaa, 4 liow. ,
cf Trust Co. v. Central Park, N. c5 E. R. R. Co. , 198 I'ed. ,
640, 697; Earrners'
988.) With reference to the word "renewal" the following was said in the
opinion in the case of Lo~tt 1Vattonal Itank v. Etekett, supra:
"In law it has been defined to be an obligation on which time of pavment is
extended. English Law Dict. It has also been said that it is not a word of art
~
~ s
it has also been held that
and has no legal or technical signification;
there might be such a thing as a renewal where the party was different, provided
the obligation was of the same na. ture as in a case where a widow gave her
(Sponnote in lieu of the note of her deceased husband for the same amount.
kaas v. Afallott, 21 Ind. App. , 287; 52 N. E., 245. ) ~ s ~ Not only the definition of renewal, but also its application in the cases cited and similar cases,
carries the 1dea that an obligation is renewed when the same obligation is caroled forward by the new paper or undertaking, whatever it may be. There may
be a change of parties. There may be an increase of security, but there is no
renewal unless the obligation is the same. What "makes the renewal is an extension of time in which to discharge the obligation.
It well may be ini'erred that, in enacting the above set out proviso, the
lawmakers contemplated that that proviso would cover such a transaction as
It can not reasonably be supposed that it was inthe one now in question.
tended that an issue of new bonds with interest coupons and maturing at later
dates in lieu of previously outstanding similar bonds evidencing the same obligation as to principal and rate of interest would be sub]ect to the tax, but that
a change in the previously outstanding bonds by an indorsement thereon
postponIng the dates of the maturity thereof would not give rise to liab'llity for
that tax. Nothing in the language of the statute indicates a purpose to make
)iabfitty for the tax imposed dependent upon form, rather than upon substance.
To say the least, it appears, that, consistently with well recognized usage, a
postponement of the maturity of corporate coupon bonds evidencing 1ndebtedness may be described as a renewal of such bonds.
The proviso in question is found in provisions of earlier statutes imposing
We
stamp taxes on bonds and other 1nstruments evidencing indebtedness.
1 of
understand that it first appeared in such a connection in Schedule A —

of indebtedness:

Gn all bonds,
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Title VIII of the Revenue Act of 1917 (40 Stat. , 800). It was reenacted without change four times, namely, in the Revenue Act of 1918, Title 46, Schedule
1 (40 Stat. , 1057); in the Revenue Act of 1921, Title XI, Schedule A —1 (42
A—
Stat. , 803); in the Revenue Act of 1924, Title VIII, Schedule A.—1 (48 Stat. ,
888); and in the Revenue Act of 1926. It appears that that proviso has been
construed by of5:ials charged with the enforcement of it as meaning postponement of the maturity of bonds referred to, and covering such a transaction as
the one now i» question, and that that construction has been impliedly approved by Congress.
The following is article 8 of Treasury Regulations 71,
relating to stamp taxes under Title VIII of the Revenue Act of 1926, as
amended by the Revenue Act of 1982:
"AnT. 8. Bonds reneteed by agreement eatending mortgage.
An agreement
extending a mortgage upon maturity where a bond is secured by the mortgage
and such agreement operates to renew the bond, subjects the latter to stamp
tax as a renewal. "
The just set out regulation was first issued in the same language as article
4 of Treasury Regulations 5o, relating to stamp taxes under the Revenue Act
of 1918, and has been carried forward into regulations relating to stamp taxes
under subsequent Revenue Acts, and is still in force. Even if the meaning of
the proviso in question properly could be regarded as doubtful, great weight
should be given to the construction of it by the Department charged with its
execution, and the repeated reenactment by Congress, without change, of the

—

proviso which previously had received long continued executive construction
is an adoption by Congress of such construction.
(Xomada v. United States,
215 U. S,, 392; 3fassachusetts Jtfutual Life Insurance Co. v. United 8tates, 288
U. S., 269, 278; Old 3fission Portland Cement Co. v. Heleering, 298 U. S., 289,
298 [Ct. D. 908, G B. XIV—1, 832]; Herring v. Commissioner, 298 U. S., 828
[Ct. D. 904, C. B. XIV—1, 808].)
Counsel for appellee suggested in argument that the above set out regulation is rendered inapplicable to the facts oi the instant case by the circumstance that the agreement to extend the maturity dates of bonds was made in
January, 1988, and the earliest maturity of any bond dealt with by that agreement was in July, 1988. Nothing i» that regulation indicates that the words,
"an agreement extending a mortgage upon maturity" referred only to an
agreement made at or after the date of the maturity of the mortgage.
It is
quite manifest that an agreement extending a mortgage upon maturity is
covered by the language used, though that agreement was entered into before
the mortgage matured.
In behalf of the appellee it was contended that the agreement whereby the
maturity dates of outstanding bonds were extended was kept from being "a
renewal, " within the meaning of the above set out proviso, by the circumstance that the making of that agreement was an exercise of a power conferred when those bonds were issued, with the result that that agreement
eifected a mere rearrangement
of the relations between the maker of those
bonds and the holders of them. The provision of the mortgage authorizing the
transaction entered into in 1988 to be consummated if consented to by the
holders of 90 per cent in principal amount of the then outstanding bonds did
not make that transaction different in its nature or effect from what it would
have been if the mortgage had not contained the above mentioned provision
and that transaction had been consented to by the holders of all then outstanding bonds, instead of by the holders of 90 per cent in principal amount of
such bonds. A valid agreement whereby the maturity of bonds is postponed
for a definite time is, within the meaning of the proviso in question as it long
has been authoritatively
construed, a renewal of such bonds, whether the
making of such agreement was authorized. when the bonds were issued, or at
a subsequent time was proposed and assented to by the parties in interest. The
agreement entered into in 1983 having effected a renewal of then outstanding
bonds, and such renewal being the subject of the tax imposed, it is not material in this case what other changes in the relations of the parties in interest were brought about by that agreement.
Though the proviso in questiou, when it was ffrst enacted, may have been
open to a construction difterent from that adopted by the officials charged with
its enforcement, that administrative construction must be followed because it
has been approved by Congress. We conclude that, within the meaning of
that proviso, what occurred was a renewal of the bonds the maturities of
which were postponed, and that the above mentioned ruling was erroneous.
The decree is reversed.
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SCHEDULE A —3 OF TITLE VIII OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1926, AS
AMENDED BY SECTION 723 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1932.

R«IIr&Tioivs 71, ARTzczw 34: Sales or transfers
subject to tax.

XV~7923

G. C. M. 15745

Transfers to the continuing corporation of stock heki in a
fiduciary capacity by a corporation which is merged or consolidated with another corporation under the banking law of New York
a. re subject to stamp tax.

An opinion is requested whether transfers of stock by reason of
the merger or consohdation of the M Corporation and the N Corporation under the banking law of the State of New York are subject
to the stamp tax imposed by Schedule A —3 of Title VIII of the Revenue Act of 1926, as amended by section 723 of the Revenue Act of

1932.
That Act imposes a stamp tax on all sales, or agreements to sell,
or memoranda of sales or deliveries of, or transfers of legal title
to any of the shares or certificates mentioned or described in subdivision 2 of the Act, or to rights to subscribe for or to receive such
shares or certificates.
Section 494 of the banking law of New York provides in part as
follows:

—

Effect of merger. Upon the merger of any corporation into another
as provided in the article:
1. Its corporate existence shall be merged into that of such other corporations; and all and singular its rights, privileges and franchises, and its right,
title and interest in and to all property of vvhatsoever kind, whether real,
personal or mixed, and things in action, and every right, privilege, interest
or asset of conceivable value or benefit thea existing which would inure to
it under an unmerged existence, shall be deomed fully an&1 finally, and witt&out
any right of reversion, transferred to and vested in the corporati&&n into which
it shall have been merged, without further act or deed, and such last-mentioned
corporation shall have and hold the same in its own right as fully as the same
was possessed and held by the merged corporation from which it was, by
operation ol' the provisions of this article, transferred.
2. Its rights, obligations and relatious to any person, creditor, depositor,
trustee or beneficiary of any trust, shall remain unimpaired, and the corporation into which it shall have been merged shall t&y such merge&. succeed to
all such relations, obligations, trusts and liabilities, and shall execute aud
perform all such trusts, in the same manner as though it had itself assumed
the relation or trust, or incurred the obligation or liabilitv; and its liabilities and obligations to creditors existing for any cause whatsoever shall not
be impaired by such merger; nor shall any obligation or liability of any
stockholder or shareholder
in any corporation which is a party to such
merger be affected bv any such merger, but such obli, ations and liabilities shall
[Italcontinue as fully and to the same extent as existed before such merger.
ics supplied. ]

Article 34 of Regulations 71 cites examples of transactions subject
to the tax, among which are: (b) the transfer of stock to or by
trustees; (r) upon a merger, the transfer of stock owned by a corporation which is merged into another corporation from the name
of the first to the name of the second corporation, such a transfer
being efFected by the act of the parties and not wholly by operation
of law; and (f) the transfer of legal title to stock irrespective of
whether the transferee received any beneficia interest therein,
excci&t as 1&r&&vi&le&l in arti& le 35(1r).
8482G'

—36—14
—
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Among the transactions not subject to tax, enumerated in article
85 of Regulations 71, are: (h) the transfer of stock from the name
of a deceased or resigned trustee to the name of a substituted trustee
appointed in accordance with the terms of the original trust agreement, which is a transfer resulting wholly by' operation of law; and
(r) transfers of shares or certificates of stock which result wholly
by operation of law.
Pursuant to a merger agreement, the M Corporation merged with
Both corporations
the N Corporation (the continuing corporation).
were organized and were doing busmess in the State of New York. At
the time of the merger the M Corporation held stock in a fiduciary
capacity. As a result of the merger the N Corporation holds such
stock formerly held by the M Corporation and is acting in a fiduciary
capacity with respect thereto. Some of the trust instruments under
which the stock was held by the M Corporation were silent as to a
successor trustee, some provided for a successor trustee, while in
others the trustor reserved the right to appoint a successor trustee in
the event the original trustee for any reason ceased to act. In the
last class of cases the trustors appointed the N Corporation as successor trustee. The merger agreement provides that each corporation
shall contribute all of its assets, rights, privileges, and franchises to
the continuing corporation; that upon merger the assets, etc. , of
the N Corporation shall belong to the continuing corporation as the
continuation of the corporate entity of N without dmd or assignment
or devolution of. title; that the assets, etc., of the M Corporation shall
be deemed transferred and vested in the continuing corporation by
operation of law, without further act or deed; and that in all respects
the efFects of the merger shall be as prescribed in the banking law of
the State of New York. That law provides specifically that the
corporation into which another is merged "8hall by 8+eh merger"
(i. e., the acts of the parties) succeed to trusts, liabilities, etc.
In O. C. M. 8050 (C. B. IX—1, 396) it was held that transfers of
stock of other corporations owned by merging or consolidating corporations were not efFected wholly by operation of law and were subject to stamp tax. It was further held that it was immaterial whether
the stock so held was owned absolutely or was held in trust at the
time of' the merger or consolidation, since some action by the interested parties was required. In the present case it is apparent
that action by the interested parties was also required. The board
of directors had to act, the stockholders had to approve, and the
merger agreement had to be executed. All of these acts by the
in order to accomplish the merger.
arties in interest were required
q
t is the opinion of this once that the transfer of stock held by the
merging corporation either as owner or in a fiduciary capacity to
the continuing corporation was a transfer not efFected wholly by
operation of law but was brought about, in part at least, by acts of
the parties.
With respect to stock held by the banks under trust instruments
providing for the appointment of a successor trustee, or under trust
instruments in which the trustor reserved the right to appoint a
successor trustee in the event the original trustee ceased to act, it is
the opinion of this once that the rule is the same in such situations
as where the trust instrument is silent regarding a successor trustee.
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&t is well settled that the law will not permit a trust to fail because
of lack of a trustee. WVhere one corporation succeeds another as
trustee by reason of a merger or consolidation, it makes no difference

whether (a) the succession be ordered by a court of equity or occurs because of a provision of State law, or whether (5) the successor corporation is appointed pursuant to a provision of the trust
instrument.
In each of the situations indicated, the succession is
the result of the merger or consolidation which v as consummated
by act of the parties. Therefore, in none of the situations is there
a transfer wholly by operation of law within the intent of the regulations. This view is not in conflict with article 85(h) or the other
provisions of the regulations cited, supra. Article 85(h) holds nontaxable a transfer of stock from a deceased or resigned trustee to
the name of a substituted trustee in accordance with the terms of
This docs not contemplate appointthe original trust agreement.
mcnt of the trustee pursuant to a corporate merger or consohdation
Neither is such
and should not be applied. to the inst. ant situation.
view in conflict with S. T. 699 (C. D. XII—
2, 860), dealing with corof banks. Obporate liquidation through a State superin~tendent
viously, a transfer due to forced liquidation through a State oflicer
does not result from an act of the parties, as in the case of a voluntary merger or consolidation.
It is, therefore, the opinion of this oflic that where, upon a
merger or consolidation of corporations under the banking law of
New York, a successor corporation takes the place of another corporation previously acting as trustee or in other fiduciary capacities,
the transfer of any corporate stocks held in a fiduciary capacity
from thc first to the successor corporation is taxable whether or not
ihe instrument under which the stocl- is held makes provision for the
appointment of a, successor fiduciary and irrespective of any provision
of State law conferring the powers and privileges of the original
corporate trustee upon the successor corporation.
ARTIIVR

Acting Assistant

REGvLATIQNs

71' ARTIci& 84: Sa.les or trans-

fers subject to tax.

H. KENT,

General Counsel for the
Bureau of Interna/ Revenue.

XV—10-79S6

G. C. 2 I. 16290

lVhere a brolrer, as agent of the purchaser, has stock transferred
through him either to the name of the purchasing brol-er's nominee
or to the name of the purclmser's nominee, liability for two stamp
taxes is incurred.

An opinion is requested concernin~ tile stamp tax liability inin the transfer of stock from the selling broker or his principal through the purchasing broker to the noniinee of the purchasin~ broker or to the nominee of the purchaser.
Schedule A-8, Title VIII of the Revenue Act of 1926, as amended
by section 723(a) of the Revenue Act of 1932, imposes docunientary
volved

stamp taxes:

of sales or
On all sales, or agreements to sell, or memoranda
of, or transfers of legal title to any of the shares or certificates
mentioned or described in subdivision 2, or to rights to subscribe for or to
&leliveries

Regs. 71, Art. 34.]
"'
~ ~ ProvicEed further, That the taX
receive such shares or certificates,
shall not be imposed upon deliveries or transfers to a broker for sale, nor
upon deliveries or transfers by a broker to a customer for whom and upon
whose order he has purchased same, but such deliveries or transfers shaH
be accompanied by a certificate setting forth the facts:

By reference to Schedule A —8, Title VIII& Revenue Act of 1926,
as amended, imposing the tax in question, it will be seen that its
provisions are broad in their scope. The tax is imposed thereby
on all sales or transfers of legal title to shares or certificates of
stock, with certain exceptions provided for in the Act. The plain
intent of the proviso quoted above is to exempt from the stamp tax
all deliveries by a seller to a broker for the purpose of making a sale
and all deliveries by a broker to a customer in completing a sale.
In such cases where the broker has no ownership or interest in the
stock, he acts merely as agent for his principal. His act is in reality
the act of the. principal aiid, where the exemption certificate required
is furnished, oiily one stamp tax is due on the sale by one principal

to another principal, even though the transaction is carried on
through the broker agents.
'6'here, however, a nominee takes legal title to the stock, tlie line
is broken and there occurs a transaction which is not within the
terms of the above-quotecl pro~iso. The transfer of certificates of
stock to a nominee is neither a delivery nor a transfer to a broker
for sale nor is it a, transfer by him to complete a sale within the
meaning of the proviso. The fact that the nominee may have no
personal interest in the securities is of no consequence in passing
upon the taxability of the transaction becau~, under the express
terms of the law, the tax is due on transfers of' legal title "whether
entitling the holder in any manner to the benefit of such share, certificate, interest, or rights or not ~ * ~." The statute being
concerned with transfers o) legal title, whether or not they involve
transfers of equitable interests, the tax attaches to any and all transfers whatever the purpose may be, unless the transaction is clearly
exempt. It is a well established rule frf construction that exemptions from taxation must always be strictly construed against the
person claiming exemption.
(Bank of Comm~rce v. Tennessee, 161
U. S., 184.)
Upon careful consideration of the question presented, it is the
opimon of this once that where stock is transferred from the selling
broker or his principal through the purchasing broker to the purchasing brokers nominee, liability for two stamp taxes is incurred,
one on the transfer of the stock from the selling brolcer or his principal to the purchasing broker, and one on the transfer of the stock
from the purchasing broker to his nominee.
It is also the opinion of this office that when stock is transferred
from the selling broker or his principal through the purchasing
broker to the purchaser's nominee, liability for two stamp taxes is
incurred, one on the transfer of the stock from the selling broker or
his principal to the purchasing broker and one on the purchaser's
constructive transfer to his nominee of his right to receive the stock.
This position is in accord with the decision of the United States
Inc. , v. United States
Supreme Court in Raybestos-3fanhattam,
(296 U. S., 60, Ct. D. 108'9, C. B. XIV-2, 400'l.
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It

is understood that brokers in reliance upon a position previtaken by the Bureau have considered that the stamped memorandum of sale executed at the time of sale covers the transfer of
the stock not only from the selling broker or his principal to the
purchasing broker or his principal but also to the nominee of the
purchasing broker, and have followed the practice of having Stock
transferred from the selling broker or his principal to the purchasing broker's nominee with the payment of only one stamp tax. In
view of that position and practice and in order that the opportunity
may be given to all concerned to become apprised of the position
taken herein before the effective date, it is recommended that this
opinion be made effective 10 days after the date of its publication in
the Internal Revenue Bulletin.

«»f

ROBERT

Asst'stant

H.

JACKSON,

General Counsel for the
Bureau of Internal Revenue.

Approved.
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Acting Secretary of the Treasury.
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71' ARTIGLE 34: Sales or trans-

fers subject to tax.

XV—10—7987
S. T. 830

Transfer of stock from the name of the trustee for a life
tenant to the name of the life tenant is subject to stamp tax.

Advice is requested whether the trans f er of stock

f rom

the name

of the trustee for a life tenant to the name of the life tenant pursuant to court order is subject to the stamp tax imposed by Schedule
3 of Title VIII of the Revenue Act of 1926, as amencled by secA—
tion 723 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1932.
The Act imposes a stamp tax on all sales or agreements to sell,
or memoranda of sales or deliveries of, or transfers of. legal title
to corporate shares or certificates of stock, or to rights to subscribe
for or to receive such shares or certificates,
Under the will of a resident of Connecticut, the estate of the
decedent was left to his widow for life with reinainder to the clecedent's children.
The X Bank was appointed as trustee for the
widow under the will and certain stock which was a part of the
estate was transferred to the X. Bank as trustee. The X Bank
subsequently resigned as trustee. Pursuant to an order entered by
the probate court, the stock in question was transferred to the
widow as life tenant under the will rather than as successor trustee.
The will provided that the life tenant should not be required to give
bond. It is contended that the transfer of the stock to the life
tenant is not subject to stamp tax since under the circumstances the
life tenant was a successor trustee.
AVhile the transfer of the stock to the life tenant v;as approved by
the probate court, such transfer was, nevertheless. occasioned by the
voluntary acts of the parties to the transfer and, therefore, &lid not,
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result wholly by operation of law. As a result of the transfer the
existing trust was dissolved and the trust property was transferred
to the beneficiary of the trust, who harl only a life estate therein.
Since the beneficiary did not have complete ownership of the property, she is required under the laws of Connecticut to give bond for
the protection of the remaindermen, but is not required to account
to the court with respect to the funds in her hands in the same manner as does a trustee ln respect of trust funds.
In view of the foregoing, it is held that the life tenant is not
a successor trustee within the meaning of the law and regulations
relating to stamp taxes, and that the transfer of the stock in question to the life tenant under the circumstances stated is subject to
8 of Title VIII of the Revenue
the stamp tax imposed by Schedule A —
Act of 1926, as amended.
71~ ARTIGLE 84: Sales or transfers subject to tax.
(Also Schedule A —9 of Title VIII of the Revenue
Act of 1926, as added by section 724(a) of the
Revenue Act of 1982.)

REGULATIQNs

XV-2o-8138

S. T. 838

The deposit of stocks and bonds by the M Insurance Co., a foreign corporation, with a bank or trust company in the United

States, as trustee,

as security

for its obligations

"delivery" which is subject to stamp tax.

constitutes

a

Advice is requested whether the deposit of certificates of stock and
corporate bonds by the M Insurance Co., a foreign corporation, with
a bank or trust company in the United States, as trustee, under the
circumstances hereinafter stated, is subject to the stamp taxes im8 of Title VIII of the Revenue Act of 1926, as
posed by Schedule A —
amended by section 723(a) of the Revenue Act of 1982, and by
Schedule A —9 of Title VIII of the Revenue Act of 1926, as added by
section 724(a) of the Revenue Act of 1982.
Schedule A —8 of Title VIII of the Revenue Act of 1926, as
amended, imposes a stamp taxOn all sales, or agreements to sell, or memoranda
of sales or
deliveries of, or transfers of legal title to any of the shares or certificates
mentioned or described in subdivision 2, ~ ~ ~ whether made upon or
shown by the books of the corporation or other organization, or by any assign~ ~ * (whether eutitling
ment in blank, or by any delivery,
the holder in
any manner to the benefit of such share, certificate, interest, or rights, or not),
Prmrided fttrtker, That it is not intended by. this title to impose a tax
upon an agreement evidencing a deposit of certificates as collateral security for
money loaned thereon, which certificates are not actually sold, nor upon the
delivery or transfer for such purpose of certificates so deposited nor upon the
return of stock loaned:

Schedule A —
9 of Title VIII of the Revenue Act of 1926, as added
by section 724(a) of the Revenue Act of 1932, imposes a stamp tax
upon sales, transfers, or deliveries of corporate bonds in almost the
identical terms of Schedule A —8, as amended, quoted above.
Under the provisions of section 801 of the Revenue Act of 1926, as
amended by section 441 of the Revenue Act of 1928, Government
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"onds and certain other classes of securities are exempt from stamp
tax.
ma
~he M Insurance Co., a foreign corporation, carries on an insurance business in the United
States. Under the insurance laws of
certain States the company is required to deposit vi. ith a bank or trust
company in the United States, as trustee, securities of sufilcient
value to cover any possible losses which may be sufi'ered by the policyholders of the company through any failure of the coinpany to meet
its obligations. The deposit agreement provides that the securities
deposited pursuant thereto shall be held in trust to secure and carry
out the objects and purposes of the agreement.
The company reserves the right to withdraw any security and deposit in lieu thereof
another security of equal value. Upon the demand of any person
holding a final judgment or decree against the company in respect
of moneys due and payable under any policy issued by it on the life
of any person, a resident of the United States, thc trustee, after the
lapse of three months from the date of any such unpaid judgment
or decree, is required to sell a sufiicient amount of the deposited
securities, or, at the option of the trustee, retain any dividends or
cash received as income from the securities~, to satisfy the judgment
or decree. Until such a demand has been made by a policyholder or
claimant, the income from the deposited securities is payable to tlie
The company may modify, alter, or revoke the deposit
company.
agreement, provided the rights of the policylioldcrs are not affected
or impairecl, and under specified conditions inay change the trustee.
The deposit of securities with the trustee, except those securities
coming within the exempt classes specified in section 801 of the
Revenue Act of 1926, as amended, constitutes a "delivery" of the
securities ivithin tlie meaning of the stamp tax provisions of the
Revenue Act of 1926, as amended, it being assumed that the securities
were delivered to the trustee in such form that tliey may be sold
by the trustee, i. e. , by assignment in blank. The fact that the trustee
acquires no beneficial ownership in the securities is immaterial under
the express terms of the statute. The securities are delivered to the
depository in its capacity as trustee. The transfer of securities to
or by trustees is subject to stamp tax. (Article 84(b), Regulations
71.) It, is well established that there can bc no trust without a
legal estate vested in the trustee. (1 Perry on Trusts, 7th Ed. , page
443. ) Coiisequently, the delivery of the securities to the depository
as trustee is subject to the transfer tax, irrespective of whether the
securities are a.ctually registered in the name of the trustee. The
fact that deposit of stocks and bonds as collateral security for loans
is &xempted from the stamp tax provisions of the law arries the
clear implication that deposits for other purposes are taxable.
In view of the foregoing, it is held that the deposit of certificates
of stock and corporate bonds by the AI Insurance Co. , a foreign
corporation, with a trustee in the United States under the circumstances stated, other than those instruments specifically exempt under
s«tion 801 of the Revenue Act of 1926, as amencle&l, is subject to
the stamp taxes on transfers of stocks and bonds imposed by Schedule
9 of Title VIII of the Revenue Act of 1026,
A —3 and Schedule A —
as amended.
&.
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SCHEDULE A—5 OF TITLE VIII OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1926, AS
AMENDED BY SECTION 442 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1928.—.
PASSAGE TICKETS.
RFGULATIONs

71 ARTIcLE 58: Passage tickets

issued to certain foreign representatives.

XV—9—7976
S. T. 829

Consular officers of Finland are exempt from the tax on passage
ticl-ets.

Advice is requested whether consular oScers of Finland are exelnpt
from the tax imposed on passage tickets by Schedule A —5 of TitIe
VIII of the Revenue Act of 1926, as amend. ed by section 442 of the
Revenue Act of 1928.
In view of the provisions of Article XIX of the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Consular Rights of February 18, 1934, effective
August 10, 1984, between the United States and Finland, consular
of]]cers of Finland, and the members of their families, are entitled
to exemption from the tax on passage tickets purchased on or after
August 10, 1934, the effective date of the treaty, subject to the
conditions outlined in S. T. 681 (C. B. XII—
1, 455).
The consular oKcers of Finland are added to the list of consular
oScers published in S. T. 681, supra, as supplemented by S. T. 720
(C. B. XIIi—1, 487), who have been held to be exempt from the
tax on passage tickets.
SCHEDULE A-8 OF TITLE VIII OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1926, AS
ADDED BY SECTION 725 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1932.
CONVEYANCES.

—

71) ARTIcLE 84: What constitutes
real property determinable by law of State
where located.

REGULATIoNB

XV—16-8058
G. C. M. 16510

An oil and gas lease of indeiinite duration in respect of land
situated in Arkansas, or any assignment thereof, is subject to
stamp tax as a conveyance of realty.

The question is presented whether an oil and/or gas lease covering
land in Arkansas, or any assignment thereof, is subject to the stamp
tax on conveyances imposed by Schedule A —8 of Title VIII of the
Revenue Act of 1926, as added by section 725 of the Revenue Act of
1982.
The law imposes a stamp tax on any "~ e * Deed, instrument,
~ * ~ whereby
or writing
any lands, tenements, or other realty
sold shall be granted, assigned, transferred, or otherwise conveyed to,
* s e, when the conor vested in, the purchaser or purchasers
sideration or value of the interest or property conveyed, exclusive of
the value of' any lien or encumbrance remaining thereon at the time
of sale, exceeds $100
For stamp tax purposes, the law of the State in which the property
is situated determines what constitutes "lands, tenements, or other
realty. " (Article 84, Regulations 71.)
The lease in question, for a valuable consideration, "granted, conveyed, demised, leased and let" certain land situated in Arkansas
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«r

the purpose of mining and operating for oil and gas for a
specified term "and as ion'g thereafter as oil or gas, or either of them
1s produced from said land by the lessee. "
n harrington v. United Royalty Co. (1988) (65 S. lV. (2d), 86),
the Supreme Court of Arkansas held that an oil and gas lease for a
definite term of years, and to continue thereafter as long as oil and/or
gas are produced, is a grant and conveyance for an indeterminate
period whereby a freehold estate in realty is created in the nature of
a qualified fee. In tile course of its opinion the court said:

It seems, also, that whether the royalty, when severed from the
reversion, is to be deemed real or personal property, depends upon the duration
of the lease. If the oil and gas lease is for a definite term of years expiring at
a certain time, it is a chattel real, and the severed royalty would be personal
property; bu", whore the lease may endure for an indeterminate period, it
creates an e:tate in the nature of a qualified fee, and the royalty reserved
would be an interest in realty.
While the interest in dispute in the foregoing case had to do
with the reserved royalty of the lessor rather than with the working interest of the lessee under the lease, his lieirs, or assigns, still
the character of the royalty was deemed to be governed by the nature
of the lease under which it was reserved. The holding of the court
appears to be clear that an oil and gas lease in Arkansas for a
dehnite term of years, and to continue thereafter as long as oil
and/or gas are produced, is for an indefinite duration and, as such,
grants and conveys an estate in land in the nature of a qualified
fee. (C'ompare Bodcate Luinber Co. v. Goode (Ark. , 1028), 254

S. W. , 845. )
In State v. Arleansas Fuel Oil Co.

(A.rk. , 1929)

(18 S. W. (2d),

906'), the court held that an oil and gas lease for a definite term
of years, and as long thereafter as oil and gas (or either of them)
are produced from the land by the lessee, constitutes a severance
of the oil and gas rights from the fee simple (or general property)
in the land within the meaning of section 9856 of Crawford 4
Moses' Digest of the Laws of Arkansas, which provides among
other things that where mineral and/or timber rights in land are
held by another than the owner of the land, such rights shall be
assessed separately from the general property in the land; that the
sale of such rights for nonpayment of taxes shall not afi'ect the
title to the, land itself; and that a sale of the land for nonpayment
of taxes shall not affect the title to such rights. The holding of
the court in that case, considered in the light of the State statute
referred to, would seem to be tantamount to holding that an oil and
fee
gas lease in Arkansas of indefinit duration creates a qualified
in the land, "an interest and easement in the land itself. "
In view of the foregoing, it is the opinion of this ofiice that
an oil and/or gas lease of tile type herein considered covering land
in Arkansas, or any assignment, thereof, is a conveyance of realty
sold and is subject to standup tax under Schedule A —8 of Title VIII
of the Revenue Act of 1026, as added by section 725 of the Revenue
Act of 1082.
HERMAN

General Counsel for the Departnient

OLIPiinN'r,

of the Treasury.

Regs. 46, Art. 74.]
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SCHEDULE A-9 OF TITLE VIII OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1926, AS
ADDED BY SECTION 724(a) OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1932.
RzGULArroNs

71, ARTlcLz 120: Basis of tax.

XV-15-8089

S. T. 882

The transfer of corporate bonds from the name of a guardian for
a minor to the name of. the ward in the State of New York is not
subject to stamp tax.

Advice is requested whether the transfer of corporate bonds from
the name of a guardian for a minor to the name of the ward upon
the latter becoming of age, both being residents of the State of New
York, is subject to the stalnp tax imposed by Schedule A —9 of Title
VIII of the Revenue Act of 1926, as added by section 724(a) of the
Revenue Act of 1982.
The Act imposes a stamp tax upon all sales or transfers of legal
title to bonds, debentures, or certificates of indebtedness issued by a
corporation. The taxability of the transfer of corporate bonds from
the name of a guardian for a minor to the name of the ward upon the
latter becoming of age depends upon whether, under the laws of the
jurisdiction, legal title to the bonds remained in the ward or vested in
(See MS. 42, C. B.
the guardian at the time of his appointment.
IV—i, 888.) If under the State law no transfer of legal title to the
bonds occurs when there is a transfer of the bonds from the name of
the guardian to the name of the ward, no stamp tax liability is
incurred.
In the State of New York a guardian for a minor does not acquire
legal title to his ward's estate. Consequently, no transfer of legal
title is involved in the transfer of corporate bonds from the name of
the guardian to the name of the ward in that State, and no stamp
tax liability is incurred with respect to such transfers.

—

TITLE XI. GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE

PROVISIONS.

(1926)

SECTION 1121 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1926, MADE APPLICABLE BY
SECTION 627 OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1932.

REovr, ATroxs 46, AltTzcrz

74: Sales for export

XV-17-8061

S. T. 888

Meaning of the words "in due course so exported" in section
1121 of the Revenue Act of 1926 as applied to "drive-away" sales
of automobiles or trucks for export.

Advice is requested whether automobiles or trucks sold for export
under the circumstances stated herein are "in due course so exported" within the meaning of section 1121 of the Revenue Act of
1926& made applicable by section 627 of the Revenue Act of 1982,
to sales of articles taxable under Title IV of that Act.
Under the provisions nf section 1121 of the Revenue Act of 1926&
and article 74 of Regulations 46, as amended by Treasury Decision
4855 (C. B. XI—2, 551), sales for export of automobiles and other
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articles taxable under Title IV of the Revenue Act of 19M are
~empt from tax, provided the evidence required by articles 74 and
7& of Regulations 46, as amended by Treasury Decision 48~5, supra,

shows that the article was sold for export alid that the article was
in due course exported.
An automobile or truck sold for export is sometimes delivered
to a purchaser at the factory and is driven by hini to a port of the
United States for embarkation to a foreign country, or to a point
on the Canadian or Mexican border for entry into either of those
countries.
Occasionally, an automobile and a truck are sold and.
delivered to the purchaser at the factory and the automobile is
loaded on the truck and driven to sucll port or country.
Autoniobiles and trucks sold, delivered, and driven under the foregoing circumstances are considered to have been "in due course so
exported" within the meaning of section 1121 of the Revenue A.ct of
1020, provided the automobile or truck is not used for any purpose
other than the hauling, towing, or driving thereof froln the factory
to the point of exportation; that the time intervening between delivery at the factory and arrival at the point of exportation is devoted to reaching such point; and that the evidence required by
The time or mileage involved in makthe regulations is furnished.
ing the trip is not ilnportant so ion~ as the automobile or truck is
driven directly froni the factory to tfie place of exportation without
delay and is not used for any other purpose, as, for exalnple, making
a tour or visiting places of interest in the United States.
&Vhere an autolnobile and truck are sold for export and delivery is
made at the factory, the automobile is loaded on the truck, and the
truck is driven to the point of exportation under the conditions
specifie herein, the truck is not considered to have been used in
the Unite&1 States for any purpose other than that incident to
( xportation.

Merchandise which may be transported in automobiles and trucks
so sold and delivered, without destroying the exemption, is limited
to the persona. l baggage of thc passengers.
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AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ACT.

XV—9—7906
T. D. 4629
Compensating tax with respect to peanuts under the AgriculRefund of compensating tax
tural Ad]ustment Act, as amended.
paid on peanut oils. Article 3 of Treasury Decision 4489 [C. B.
XIII-2, 493] amended.

—

—

TREASURT DEPARTMENT,

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE)

W'askt'eton, D. C'.
To Collectors of Internal Eeeenue and Others Conoernedt
Section 15(a) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended,
provides) ln part:
During the period in which any certificate under this section is
effective, the provisions of subsection (e) of this section shall be suspended
with respect to all imported articles of the kind described in such certificate;
ihe provisions of section 21, any compensating taxes, which
and notwithstanding
have heretofore, during the period in which any certiiicate under this section
has been effective, becotne due and payable upon imported articles of the kind
described in such certificate, shall be refunded by the Secretary of the
Treasury if the same have been paid, or, if the same have not been paid the
amount thereof shall be abated.

Pursuant to the above provisions, article 6 of Treasury Decision
4489 is hereby amended to read a, s follows:
tax on Artported articles. (a) A compensating tax
ART. 3. Oontpertsattng
became etfective at the earliest moment of October 1, 1934, with respect to all

—

articles processed or manufactured wholly or partly from any type or kind oi'
peanuts, and imported into the United States, or any possession thereof to
which the Act applies, from any foreign country, or from any possession of the
United States to which the Act does not apply. The respective rates of tax
applicable to such articles are given in article 4(a) of these regulations.
Effective August 24, 1935, no compensating tax is imposed with respect to
peanut oil imported on and after that date. For detailed regulations relative
to the compensating tax, see Chapter IV of Regulations 81, as amended.
(b) Refund of compensating tax paid neith respect to peanut oils. Any
person who imported peanut oil and paid the compensating tax with respect
thereto, upon complying with the conditions hereinafter prescribed, is entitled
to a refund of such tax.
The claim for refund shall be executed, under oath, on P. T. Form 24, in
accordance with these regulations and in accordance with the instructions
printed on the form, and filed with the collector of internal revenue for the
district in ~hich the tax was paid.
The grounds and facts alleged in support of the claim shall be completely
set forth in detail and show (1) the amount of refund claimed, (2) the date
on which the peanut oil was imported, the port of entry, the customs entry
number, and the name of the vessel, (3) the date of payment of the tax, the
amount thereof, and to which collector (revenue or customs) the tax was paid,
and (4) the number of containers, gallon content of each container, and the
If the tax has been paid to a
total number in gallons of each importation.
collector of customs, the collector of internal revenue with whom the claim is
tiled shall procure from the collector of customs a statement relative to payment and shall submit such statement with the claim to the Commissioner.

—

Oornrnt'sst'oner

Approved

January 4, 1936.

T. J. CoorinaE,

Gvr T. EIzi.vzRINa,
of Internal Eevlenue.

dating Seoretary of the Treasury.
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XV—18—8009
T. D. 4638

IV.

CHAPTER

Compensating
Adjustment
tax under Agricultural
Act, as
amended.
Treasury Decision 4561, approved December 4, 1984
Ã II. XIII—2, 524], amending Chapter IV of Regulations Sl,
revolted.
TREAsCRT DEP &P T'IEN r,
OFFICE OF Co&IBIIssioi&ER OF INTERNAL RE1TNEE,

—

TV&hington, D. C.
To Collectors of Internal Revenue, Collectors of Customs, ancl Others
Concerned:
Treasury Decision 4501, approved December 4, 1984, 1vhich
amended Chapter IV of Regulations 81, relating to the collection of
compensating taxes under section lo(e) of the Agricultural Adjustinent Act, as amended, is hereby revoked.
This Treasury decision is promulgated under authority of section
10(d) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended.
GIIF T. HELvERIÃG)
Commt'sstoner of Internal Revenue.
Approved April 25, 1936.
STEPPIEN

B. GIBBONS&

Acting 8ecretarsl of the Treasuip.
(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register April 28, 1986, 3.46 p. m. )

XV-6—7948
Ct. D. 1070
I'ROCESSING AND

—

FI.OOR TAxES AGRICELTERAL ADJESTFIENT ACTDECISION OF SCPRE5IE COI:RT.

Co;VSTITlJTIOtv AI.ITT.

The Agricultural Adjustment Act, 1983 (48 Stat. , 31), which
provides for redurtion in acreage or in production for marl-et of
any basic agricultural commodity, for rental and benefit payments
to producers in connection thereavith, and for the levying of a tax
upon processors and others engaged in the handling of any agricultural commodity in order to obtain revenue for ihe administration
of the Act, does not come within Article I, section 8, of the Conthereof.
stitution, and violates the tenth amendment
The Act
invades the reserved rights of the States, being a statutory plan for
the regulation and control of agricultural production, a matter
beyond the powers delegated to the Federal Goverument; and the
tax, the appropriation of the funds raised, and the direction 1'or
their disbursement, are but rueans to an unconstitutional end.
SUPREME

United

CounT or TIIE

I rvITED

STATEs.

States of Atnertca, petitioner, v. 11 iilintn 1I. Butler rt al. , Receirers
of Hoosac stills Co~ poration.

On writ of certiorari

to the united States Circuit Court of Appca!s for the I'irst Circuit.

[January 6, 1986.]
OPICVI ON.

Air. Justire Ronrnrs delivered the opinion of thc t'ourt.
In this case we must determine whether «ertain pros isions of the Agricultural
Atljustment Act, 1988,' conili«t with the "e,leral Constitution.
'

hiar 13, 1933 (ch. 2'5, 4S Stat. .

31).

Title I of the statute is captioned "Agricultural Adjustment. " Section 1
recites that an economic emergency has arisen, due to disparity between the
prices of agricultural and other commodities, with consequent destruction of
farmers' purchasing power and breakdown in orderly exchange, which, in turn,
have aftected transactions in agricultural commodities with a national publia
interest and burdened and obstructed the normal currents of commerce, calling
for the enactment of legislation.
Section 2 declares it to be the policy of Congress:
"To establish and maintain such balance between the production and consumption of agricultural commodities, and such marketing conditions therefor,
a.s will reestablish prices to farmers at a level that will give agricultural commodities ' a purchasing power with respect to articles that farmers buy, equivalent to the purchasing power of agricultural commodities in the base period. "
The base period, in the case of cotton, and all other commodities except tobacco,
is designated as that between August, 1909, and July, 1914.
The further policies announced are an approach to the desired equality by
gradual correction of present inequalities "at as rapid a rate as is deemed feasible in view of the current consumptive d«mand in domestic and foreign markets, " and the protection of consumers' interest by readjusting farm production
at such level as will not increase the percentage of the consumeiw' retail expenditures for agricultural commodities or products derived therefrom, which is
returned to the farmer, above the percenta e returned to him in the base period.
Section 8 provides, amongst other things, that "In order to eftectuate the
declared policy, " the Secretary of Agriculture shall have power
"(1) To provide for reduction in the acreage or reduction in the production
ior market„or both, of any basic agricultural commodity, through agreements
with producers or by other voluntary methods, and to provide for rental or
benefit payments in connection therewith or upon that part of the production
of any basic agricultuiwl commodity required for domestic consumption, in
such amounts as the Secretary deems fair and reasonable, to be paid out of any
moneys available for such payments.
"(2) To enter into marketing agreements with processors, associations of
producers, and others engaged in the handling, in the current of interstate or
foreign commerce of any agricultural commodity or product thereof, after due
notice and opportunity for hearing to interested parties.
"(8) To issue licenses permitting processors, associations of producers, and
others to engage in the handling, in the current of interstate or foreign commerce,
of auy agricultural commodity or product thereof, or any competing commodity
or product thereof. "
It will be observed that the Secretary is not required, but is permitted, if, in
his uncontrolled judgment, the policy of the Act will so be promoted, to make
agreements with individual farmers for a reduction of acreage or production
upon such terms as he may think fair and reasonable.
Section 9(a) enact:
"To obtain revenue for extraordinary expenses incurred by reason of the
national economi& emergency, there shall be levied processing taxes as hereinafter provided. When the Secretary of Agriculture determines that rental or
benefit payments are to be made with respect to any basic agricultural commodity, he shall proclaim such determination, and a processing tax shall be in
effect with respect to sucli commodity from the beginning of the marketing year
therefor next following the date of such proclamation.
The processing tax shall
be levied, assessed, and collected upon the first domestic processing of the corn.
modity, whether of domestic production or imported, and shall be paid by the
processor.
The Secretarv may from time to time, if he finds it necessary for the eifectuation of the policy of the Act, readjust the amount of the exaction to meet the
requirements
of subsection (b). The tax is to terminate at the end of any
marl-eting vear if the rental or benefit payments are discontinued by the
Secretary with the expiration of that year.
Section 9(b) fixes the tax "at such rate as equals the difference between the
current average form price for the commodity and the fair exchange value,

"

' Section 11 denominatcs wheat, cotton, field corn, bo~s, rice, tobacco, and mfik and its
products, "basic agricultural commodities,
to which tKe Act is to apply. Others have
been added by later legislation.

"

[Misc.
with po~er in the Secretary, after investigation, notice, and bearing, to readjust
the tax so as to prevent the accumulation of surplus stocks and depression of
farm prices,
Section ()(c) directs that the fair exchange value of a commodity shall be such
a p~ice as w111 give that commodity the same purchasing power with respect to
a&«les farmers buy as it had during the base period and that the fair exchange
value and the current average farm price of a commodity shall be ascertained
by the Secretary frrom available statistics in his department.
Section 12(a) appropriates $100,000,000 "to be available to the Secretary of
Agriculture for administrative
expenses under this title and for rental and
n
*
benefit payments
and section 12(b) appropriates the proceeds derived from all taxes imposed under the Act "to be available to the Secretary of
Agriculture for expansion of markets and removal of surplus agricultural
e n
Administrative
products
expenses, rental and benefit payments, and
refunds on taxes. "
Section 15(d) permits the Secretary, upon certain conditions, to impose compensating taxes on commodities in competition with those subject to the
processing tax.
By section 16 a floor tax is imposed upon the sale or other disposition of any
article processed wholly or in chief value from anv commodity with respect to
which a processing tax is to be levied in amount equivalent to that of the processing tax which would be payable with respect to tlie commodity from which the
article is processed if the processing had occurred on the date when the processing tax becomes eifective.
On July 14, 1933, the Secretary of Agriculture, with the approval of the President, proclaimed that he had determined rental and beneiit payments should
be made with respect. to cotton; that the marketing year for that commodity
was to begin August 1, 1033; and calculated and fixed the rates of processing and
iioor taxes on cotton in accordance with the terms of the Act.
The United States presented a cia m to the respondents as receivers of the
IIoosac liIills Corporation for processing and iioor taxes on cotton levied under
sections 9 and 16 oi the Act. The receivers recommended that the claim be disallowed. The district court found the taxes valid and ordered them paid. '
' The judgment
Upon appeal the circuit court of appeals reversed the order.
under review was entered prior to the adoption of the amending Act of August
24, 1985,' and we are therefore concerned only with the original Act.
First. At the outset the United States coutends that the respondents have
no standing to question the validity of the tax. The position is that the Act is
merely a revenue measure levying an excise upon the activity of processing
cotton a proper subject for the impositiou of such a tax the proceeds of
which go into the Irederal Treasury and thus become available for appropriation for any purpose. It is said that what the respondents are endeavoring
to do is to challenge the intended use of the money pursuant to congressional
appropriation when, by confession, that money wil) have become the property
of the Government and the taxpayer will no longer have any interest in it.
3fassachttsetts v. ))fellow (262 U. S., 447) is claimed to foreclose litigation
or other taxpayers, as such, looking to restraint of the
by the respondents
expenditure of Government funds. That case might be an authority in the
petitioners' favor if we were here concerned tnerely with a suit by a taxpayer
to restrain the expenditure of the public moneys. It was there held that
a taxpayer of the United States may not question expenditures from its Treasury on the ground that the alleged unlawful diversion will deplete the public
funds and thus increase the burden of future taxation. Obviously the asfunds and the
serted interest of a taxpayer in the Federal Government's
supposed increase of the future burden of taxation is minute and indeterminable. But here the respondents who are called upon to pay moneys as taxes,
plan. This circurustance
resist the exaction as a step in an unauthorized
clearly distinguishes the case. The Government in substance and effect asks us
to separate tlie Agricultural Adjustment Act into two statutes, tl. e one levying
the
an excise on processors of certain commodities, the other appropriating
of the erst. Passing the novel suggestion that
pul&lic moneys independently
two statutes enacted as parts of a single scheme should be tested as if they
were distinct and unrelated, we think the legislation now before us is not
susceptible of such separation and treatment.
' FrantcHn Process Co. v. B'oosac 111?is Corporation (S F. Supp. , 552).
'Butter rt at. v, united States (73 F. (2d), 1).

*";

*:

—

' Pumte,

Xo. 820, Seventy-fourth

—

Congress, first session.
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The tax can only be sustained by ignoring the avowed purpose and operation of the Act, and holding it a measure merely laying an excise upon
processors to raise revenue for the support of government.
Beyond cavil
the sole object of the legislation is to restore the purchasing power of agricultural products to a parity with that prevailing in an earlier day; to take
money from the processor and bestow it upon farmers' who will reduce their
acreage for. tho accomplishment of the proposed end, and, meanwhile, to aid
these farmers during the period required to bring the prices of their crops to
the desired level.
The tax plays an indispensable part in the plan of regulation.
As stated
by the Agricultural Adjustment Administrs. tor, it is "the heart of the law";
a means of "accomplishing one or both of two things intended to help farmers attain parity prices and purchasing power.
A tax automatically goes
into eifect for a commodity when the Secretary of Agriculture determines that
rental or benefit payments are to be made for reduction of production of that
commodity.
The tax is to cease when rental or benefit payments cease. The
rate is fixed with the purpose of bringing about crop reduction and price raising.
It is to equal the difference
between the "current average farm price" and
"fair exchange value. " It may be altered to such amount as will prevent
accumulation
of surplus stool-s. If the Secretary finds the policy of the
Act will not be promoted by the levy of the tax for a given commodity, he
mav exempt it. (Section 11.) The whole revenue from the levy is appropriated in aid of crop control; none of it is made available for general governmental use. The entire agricultural adjustment program embodied in Title I
of the Act is to become inoperative when, in the judgment of the President,
the national economic emergency ends; and as to any commodity he may
terminate the provisions of the law, if he finds them no longer requisite to
carrying out the declared policy with respect to such commodity.
(Section 18.)
The statute not only avows an aim foreign to the procurement of revenue
for the support of government, but bv its operation shows the exaction laid
upon processors to be the necessary means for the intended control of agricultural production.
In these aspects the tax, so-cal'. ed, closely resembles that laid by the Act
oi' August 8, 1882, entitled "An Act to regulate immigration, " which came
before this Court in the Head Money cases (112 U. S., 580). The statute
directed that there should be levied, collected and paid a duty of 50 cents for
each alien passenger who should come by vessel from a foreign port to one
in the United States. Payment was to be made to the collector of the port
by the master, owner, consignee or agent of the ship; the money was to be
paid into the Treasury, was to be called the immigrant fund, and to be used
by the Secretary of the Treasury to defray the expense of regulating immigration, for the care of immigrants and relieving those in distress, and for the
expenses of effectuating the Act.
In answering them the
Various objections to the Act were presented.
Court said (page 505):
"But the true answer to all these objections is that the power exercised
in this instance is not the taxing power. The burden imposed on the shipowner
of that
by this statute is the mere incident of the regulation of commerce
branch of foreign commerce which is involved in immigration.
much
is
true
not
said
about
is
protecting the shipowner.
But he is
e e e. The sum dethe man who reaps the profit from the transaction,
manded of him is not, therefore, strictly speaking, a tax or duty within the
The money thus raised, though paid into the
meaning of the Constitution.
Treasury, is appropriated in advance to the uses of the statute, and does not
go to the general support of the Government.
While there the exaction was sustained as an appropriate element in a
plan within the power of Congress "to regulate commerce with foreign nations, " no question was made of the standing of the shipowner to raise the
question of the validity of the scheme and consequently of the exaction which
was an incident of it.

"'

—

"It

"

' Vnited States Department of Agriculture, Achieving a Balanced Agriculture, page 33 r
"Farmers should not forget that all the processing tax money ends up in their own
pockets. Even in those cases where they pay part of the tax, they get it all
back. Every
dollar collected ln processing taxes goes to the farmer in benefit payments. "
Vnited States Department of Agriculture, The Processing" Tax, page
"Proceeds of
processing taxes are passed to farmers as benefit payments.

l:

r Vnited

States Department

of Agriculture,

Agricultural

Adjustment,

page

9.
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s ln«curate and misleading to speak of the exaction 1'rom processors
cribed by the challenged Act as a tax, or to say that as a tax it is subect «no infirmity. A tax, in the general understanding of the term, and as
u ed in t"e Constitution, signifies an exaction for the support of the Government
The word has never been thought to connote the expropriation oi
money from one group for the benefit of another.
We may concede that the
latter Bort of imposition is constitutional when imposed to effectuate regulation of a matter in which both groups are interested and in respect of
Which there is a power of legislative regulation.
But manifestly no justification for it can be found unless as an integral part of such re~lation.
The exaction can not be wrested out of its setting, denominated
an excise
for raising revenue aud legalized by ignoring its purpose as a mere instrumentality for bringing about a desired end. To do this would be to shut our
(Chi(d Labor Tax
eyes to what all others than we can see and understand.
case, 259 U. S., 20, 97 )
We conclude that the Act is one regulating agricultural production; that
the tax is a mere incident of such regulation and that the respondents have
standing to challenge the legality of the exaction.
It does not follow that as the Act is not an exertion of the taxing power
and the exaction not a true ta. x, the statute is void or the exaction uncollectible.
For, to paraphrase what was said in the Head Money cases (supra), page
596, if this is an expedient regulation by Congress, of a subject within one
of its granted powers, "and the end to be attained is one falling within that
power, the A. ct is not void, because, within a loose and more extended sense
than was used in the Constitution,
the exaction ls called a tax.
Second. The Government asserts that even if the respondents may question
the propriety of the appropriation embodied in the statute their attack must
fail because Article I, section 8 of i.he Constitution authorizes the contemplated expenditure of the funds raised by the tax. This contention presents
the great and the controlling question in the case.' We approach its decision
with a sense of our grave responsibility
to render judgment in accordance
with the principles established for the governance of all three branches of the
Government.
as to the function of this Court in
There should be no misunderstanding
such a case. It is sometimes said that the Court assumes a power to overThis is a misconrule or control the action of the people's representatives.
ception. The Constitution is the supreme law of the land ordained and established by the people. All legislation must conform to the principles it lays
challenged in the courts
When an Act of Congress ls appropriately
down.
as not conforming to the constitutional mandate the judicial branch of the
Government has only one duty to lay the article of the Constitution which
is invoked beside the statute which is challenged and to decide whether the
latter squares with the former. All the Court does, or can do, is to announce
its considered judgment upon the question. The only po~er it has, if such it
This Court neither approves nor
may be called, is the power of judgment.
condemns any legislative policy. Its delicate and difilcult office is to ascertain
and declare whether the legislation is in accordance with, or in contravention'
of, the provisions of the Constitution; and, having done that, its duty ends.
The question is not what power the Ii'ederal Government ought to have but
what powers in fact have been given by the people, It hardly seems necessary
to reiterate that ours is a dual form of government; that in every State there
the State and the United States. Each State has all
are two governments
powers save such as the people, by their Constitution, have
governmental
conferred upon the United States, denied to the States, or reserved to themselves, The Federal Union is a Government of delegated powers. It has only
such as are expressly conferred upon it and such as are reasonably to be
In this respect we differ radically from nations
1mplied from those granted.

"

—

—

'Other questions were presented and argued by counsel, but we do not consider or decide
them. The respondents insist that the Act ln numerous respects dele«ates legislative
ower to the Executive contrary to the principles announced ln Panama ttcfintnc Cc. v.
ttan (208 U. S., 888) and Scaechtcr Corporation v. United States (205 U. S., 405); that
this unlawful delegation ls not cured by the amending Act of August 24, 1085 that the
exaction ls ln violation of the due process clause of the fift amcn&lmeut since the legis]ation tel&ex their property for a private use; that the Boor tax is a direct tax and therefore
amongst the States, ae required by Article I. section 0;
void for lacle of apportionment
and that the processing tax is wanting in uniformity and so violates Article I, section 8,
clause 1, of the Constltntlon.
s Compare Adk(ns v. ()A(tdrcn's Hospital (261 U. S., 52o, 544): 5fnssnchnsctts v. i)fcncn
(262 U. S., 447, 488).
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where all legislative power, without restriction or limitation, is vested in tL
parliament or other legislative body subject to no restrictions except the
discretion of its members.
Article I, section 8, of the Constitution vests sundry powers in the Congress,
But two of its claus s have any bearing upon the validity of the statute under
review.
The third clause endows the Congress with power "to regulate commerce
aruong the several States. " Despite a reference in its first section to a
burden upon, and an obstruction of the normal currents of commerce, the Act
under review does not purport to regulate transactions in interstate or foreign"
commerce. Its stated purpose is the control of agricultural production, a purely
local activity, in an effort to raise the prices paid the farmer.
Indeed, the
Government does not attempt to uphold the validity of the Act on the basis of
the commerce clause, which, ior the purpose of the present case, may be put
aside as irrelevant.
The clause thought to authorize the legislation
the first confers upon the
Congress power "to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts and excises, to pay
the debts and provide for the common defense and general welfare of the United
States; * "' "'." It is not contended that this provision grants power to
regulate agricultural production upon the theory that such legislation would
promote the general welfare. The Government concedes that the phrase "to
provide for the general uelfare" qualifies the power "to lay anti collect taxes. "
The view that the clause grants power to provide for the general welfare, independently of. the taxing povver, has never been authoritatively
accepted. Mr.
Justice Story points out that if it were adopted "it is obvious that under color
of the generality of the words, to ' provide for the common defense and general
welfare, ' the Government of the United States is, in reality, a Government of
general and unlimited powers, notwithstanding
the subsequent enumeration of
specific powers.
The true construction undoubtedly is that the only thing
granted is the power to tax for the purpose of providing funds for payment of
the Nation's debts and making provision for the general welfare.
iVevertheless ihe Government asserts that warrant is found in this clause
for the adoption of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. The argument is that
Congress may appropriate and authorize the spending of moneys for the "general welfare"; that the phrase should be liberally construed to cover anything
conducive to national welfare; that decision as to what will promote such welfare
rests with Congress alone, and the courts may not review its determination;
and finally that the appropriation under attack was in fact for the general
welfare of the United States.
The Congress is expressly empowered to lay taxes to provide for the general
rvelfare. Funds in the Treasury as a result of taxation may be expended only
through appropriation.
(Article I, section 9, clause 7. ) They can never accomplish the objects for vvhich they were collected unless the power to appropriate
is as broad as the power to tax. The necessary implication from the terms of
the grant is that the public funds may be appropriated "to provide for the
general welfare of the United States. " These words can not be meaningless, else
they would not have been used. The conclusion must be that they were intended
to limit aud define the granted power to raise and to expend money. How shall
they be construed to effectuate the intent of the instrument 7
Since the foundation of the Nation sharp differences of opinion have persisted
as to the true interprets. tion of the phrase. Madison asserted it amounted to
no more than a reference to the other powers enumerated in the subsequent
clauses of the same section; that, as the United States is a Government of
limited and enumerated powers, the grant of power to tax and spend for the
general national welfare must be confined to the enumerated legislative fields
committed to the Congress. In this view the phrase is mere tautology, for
taxation and appropriation are or may be necessary incidents of the exercise
oi' any of the enumerated
legislative powers. Hamilton, on the other hand,
maintained the clause confers a power separate and distinct from those later
enumerated, is not restricted in meaning by the grant of them, and Congress
consequently has a substantive power to tax and to appropriate, limited only by
"The enactment of protective tarilf laws has its basis in the power to regulate foreign
commerce.
See Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois v. United States (2B9
U. S., 4B, fisb
"Storv. Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States, fifth edition, Volume I,
section 007.
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equfrement that it shall be exercised to provide for the general welfare of
United States. Each contention has had the support of those whose views
a e e«ft!ed to weight. This Court has noticed the question, but has never
found it necessary to decide which is the true construction.
Mr. Justice Story,
in his Commentaries, espouses the Hamiltonian position.
We shall not review
the writings of public men and commentators or discuss the legislative practice.
Study of all these leads us to conclude that the reading advocated by %fr. Justice
Story is the correct one. While, therefore, the power to tax is not unlimited,
its confines are set in the clause which confers it, and not in those of section
8 which bestow and define the legislative powers of the Congress. It results
that the power of Congress to authorize expenditure of public moneys for public
purposes is not limited by the direct grants of legislative power found in the
Constitution.
But the adoption of the broader construction leaves the power to spend subject to limitations.
As Story says:
"The Constitution was, from its very origin, contemplated to be the frame of
a national government, of special and enumerated powers, and not of general
and unlimited powers.
Again he says:
"A power to lay taxes for the common defense and general welfare of the
United States is not in common sense a general power. It is limited to those
objects. It can not constitutionally transcend them.
That the qualifying phrase must be given effect all advocates of broad construction admit. Hamilton, in his well-known Report on Manufactures, states
that the purpose must be "general, and not local.
Monroe, an advocate of
Hamilton's doctrine, wrote: "Have Congress a right to raise and appropriate the
money to any and to every purpose according to their will and pleasure7
They certainly have not.
Story says that if the tax be not proposed for
the common defense or general welfare, but for other objects wholly extraneous,
it would be wholly indefensible upon constitutional principles.
And he makes
it clear that the powers of taxation and appropriation extend only to matters
welfare.
of nntional, as distinguished from local
As elsewhere throu hout the Constitution the section in question lays down
princip!es which control the use of the power, and does not attempt meticulous
or de!ailed directions. Every presumption is to be indu!ged in favor of faithful compliance by Congress with the mandates of the fundamental law. Courts
are reluctant to adjudge any statute in contravention of them. But, under our
frame of government, no other place is provided where the citizen may be
heard to urge that the law fails to conform to the limits set upon the use of
a granted power. When such a contention comes here we naturally require
a showing that by no reasonable possibility can the challenged legislation fall
within the wide range of discretion permitted to the Congress. How great is
the extent of that range, when the subject is the promotion of the general welfare of the Unitecl States, we need hardly remark. But, despite the breadth
of the legislative discretion, our duty to hear and to render judgment remains.
If the statute plainly violates the stated principle of the Constitution we must
so declare,
We are not now required to ascertain the scope of. the phrase "general welfare
of the United States" or to determine whether an appropriation in aid oi'
agriculture falls within it. Wholly apart from that question, another principle
embedded in our Constitution prohibits the enforccnient of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act. The Act invades the reserved rights of the States. It is a
statutory plan to regulate and control agricultural production, a matter beThe tax, the appropriayond the powers delegated to the Federal Government.
are but
tion of the funds raised, and the direction for their disbursement,
parts of the plan. They are but means to an unconstitutional end.
From the acceptec'1 doctrine that the United States is a Government of delegated powers, it follows that those not expressly granted, or reasonably to be
implied from such as are conferred, are reserved to the States or to the people.
ts Loo. rit. , Chapter XIV, passim.
cs LOG. Gtt. , section OOO.
cc Lno. rit. , section 922.
ts Worl&a, Volnme III, page 260.
's Richardson, Messages and Papers of the Presidents, Volnme II, page IBI.
"Loe. oit. , page 673.
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To forestall any suggestion to lhe contrary, the tenth amendment was adopted. »
The same proposition, otherwise stated, is that powers not granted are prohibited. Noue to regulate agricultural production is given, and therefore legis.
lation by Congress for that purpose is forbidden.
It is an established principle that the attainment of a prohibited end may
not be accomplished under i.he pretext of the exertion of powers which are
granted.

"Should Congress, in the execution of its powers, adopt measures which are
prohibited by the Constitution;
or should Congress, under the pretext of
executing its powers, pass laws for the accomplishment
of objects not intrusted to the Government; it would become the painful duty of this tribunal,
should a case requiring such a decision come before it, to say that such an
Act was not the law of the land. " (3IcCnttocb, v. 3Iarttland, 4 Wheat. , 81B,
423. )
"Congress can not, urder the pretext of executing delegated power, pass
lavvs tor the accomplishment
of objects not intrusted to the Federal Government. Aud we accept as established doctrine that any provision of an Act of
Congress ostensibly enacted under power granted by the Constitution,
not
naturally and reasonably adapted to the effective exercise of such power but
solely to the achievement of something plainly within power reserved to the
States, is invalid and can not be enforced. " (Linder v. United States, 208
U. S, 5, 17.)
These principles are as applicable to the power to lay taxes as to any other
I~ederal power. Said the Court, in 3IcCnlloch, v. 3Iaryland (supra, 421):
et the end be legitimate, let it be within the scope of the Constitution, and
all means which are approprial. e, which are plainly adapted to that end, which
are not prohibited, but consistent with the letter and spirit of the Constitution,
are constitutionaL"
The power of taxation, which is expressly granted, may, of course, be
adopted as a means to carry into operation another power also expressly
granted. But resort to the taxing power to effectuate an end which is not
legitimate, not within the scope of the Constitution, is obviously inadmissible.
"Cougress is not empowered to tax for those purposes svhich are within the
exclusive province of the States. " (Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 IVheat. , 1, 199.)
"There are, indeed, certain virtual limitations, arising from the principles
of the Constitution itself. It would undoubtedly be an abuse of the [taxing]
power if so exercised as to impair the separate existence and independent scli'government of the States, or if exercised for ends inconsistent with the limited
grants of power in the Constitution. " (Vcazie Bank v. Fenno, 8 Wall. , 533,
541.)
In the Child Labor Tax case (259 U. S., 20) and in Hill v. IVallace (259
U. S., 44), this Court had before it statutes which purported to be taxing
measures.
But their purpose was found to be to regulate the conduct of manufacturing and trading, not in interstate commerce, but in the States matters
not within any power conferred upon Congress by the Constitution
and the
The Court held this was not a
levy of the tax a means to force compliance.
constitutional use, but an unconstitutional
abuse of the power to tax. Iu
Iinder v. United States, supra, we held that the power to tax could not justify'
the regulation of the practice of a profession, under the pretext of raising
In United States v. Constantine (decided December 11, 1985) [Ct. D.
revenue.
1058, C. B. XIV—2, 408] we declared that Congress could not, in the guise
of a tax, impose sanctions for violation of State laiv respecting the local sale
of liquor. These decisions demonstrate that Congress could not, under the
pretext of raising revenue, lay a tax on processors who refuse to pay a certain price for cotton and exempt those who agree so to do, with the purpose
of benefiting producers.
Third. If the taxing power may not be used as the instrument to enforce a
regulation of matters of State concern with respect to which the Congress has
no authority to interfere, may it, as in the present case, be employed to raise
the money necessary to purchase a compliance which the Congress is powerlesS
The Government asserts that whatever might be said against
to command'.
the validity of the plan, if coinpulsory, it is constitutionally sound because the
» The tenth amendment declares: "The posvers not delegated to the United Slates hy
lhe Constirution, "nor prohibiied by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively,

"I.
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or to the people.
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end is accompBshed by voluntary cooperation.
There are two sufficient answers to the contention. The regulation is not in fact voluntary.
The farmer,
course. mav refuse to comply, but the price of such refusal is the loss of
The amount offered is intended to be sufficient to e~ert pressure on
hjm to agree to the proposed regulation.
The power to confer or withhold
unlimited benefits is the power to coerce or destroy. If the cotton grower
elects not to accept the benefits, he will receive less for his crop; those who receive payments will be able to undersell him. The result may well be financial
ruin. The coercive purpose and intent of the statute is not obscured by the
fact that it has not been perfectly successful. It is pointed out that, because
there still remained a minority whom the rental and benefit payments were
insufficient to induce to surrender their independence of action, the Congress
has gone further and, in the Bankhead Cotton Act, used the taxing power
This pro ression
iu a more directly minatory fashion to compel submission.
only serves more fully to expose the coercive purpose of the so-called tax
imposed by the present Act. It is clear that the Department of Agriculture
has properly described the plan as one to keep a noncooperating minority in
line. This is coercion by economic pressure. The asserted power of choice
is illusory.
In Frost Truckfvlg Oo. v. R. R. Uorrnussfon (271 U. S., 588), a State act was
considered which provided for supervision and regulation of transportation
Certifilcates of convenience
for hire by automobile on the public highways.
and necessity were to be obtained by persons desiring to use the highways
for this purpose. T'he regulatory commission required that a private contract
carrier should secure such a certificate as a condition of its operation. The
effect of the commission's action was to transmute the private carrier into
a public carrier. In other words, the privilege of using the highways as a
private carrier for compensation
was conditioned upon his dedicating his
While holding that
property to the quasi public use of public transportation.
the private carrier vvas not obliged to submit himself' to the condition the
commissiou denied him the privilege of using the highways if he did not do so.
The argument was, as here, that the carrier had a free choice. This Court
said, in holding the act as construed unconstitutional:
"If so, constitutional guaranties, so cn. refully safeguarded against direct
assault, are open to destruction by the indirect but no less effective process
of requiring a surrender, which, though, in form voluntary, in fact lacks none
of the elements of compul. ion. Having regard to form alone, the act here
is an offer to the private carrier of a privilege, which the State may grant
or deny, upon a condition, which the carrier is free to accept or reject. In
reality, the carrier is given no choice, except a choice between the rock and
an option to forego a privilege which may be vital to his
the wlffrlpool
which n&ay constitute an intolerable
livelihood or submit to a requirement
"
burden.
(Page 5M. )
But if the plan were one for purely voluntary cooperation it would stand
At best it is a scheme for
no better so far as Federal power is concerned.
purchasing vrith Federal funds submission to Federal regulation of a subject
reserved to the States.
It is said that Congress has the undoubted right to appropriate money to
executive officers for expenditure under contracts between the Government and
individuals; that much of the total expenditures is so made. But appropriapurposes
under contracts for proper governmental
tions and expenditures
can not justify contracts which are not within Federal power. And contracts
for the reduction of acreage and the control of production are outside the
range of that power. An appropriation to be expended by the United States
under contracts calling for violation of a State la'w clearly would offend the
Is a statute less objectionable which authorizes expenditure of
Constitution.
Federal moneys to induce action in a field in which the United States has
The Congress can not invade State jurisdiction to
no power to inteiuneddle7
compel individual action; no more can it purchase such action.
m United
Slates Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Adjustment, page 9: "Experience of cooperative associations and other groups bas shown that without such Govern-

"

—

of their
ment support, the efforts of the farmers to band together to control tbe amountunder
such
Almost always,
product sent to market are nearly always brought to nothing.
refusing
to
along
which,
go
minority,
noncooperating
has
been
a
there
circumstances,
sacridces
the
majority
on the outside and tried to benefit from tbe
with the rest, has stayed
e It ls to keep this noncooperating
minority ln line, or at least prehas made. g
vent it from doing harm to the majority, that the power of the Government has been
adjustment
programs.
behind
the
marshaled
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We are referred to numerous types of Federal appropriation which have
been made in the past, and it is asserted no question has been raised as to their
validity.
We need not stop to examine or consider them. As was said ln
'lfassackusetts v. 3fellon, supra (pa e 487):
as an examination of the Acts of Congress will disclose, a large
number of statutes appropriating or involving the expenditure of moneys for
non-Federal purposes have been enacted arid carried into effect,
As the opiuion points out, such expenditures
have not been challenged
because no remedy was open for testing their constitutiouality in the courts.
We are not here concerned with a conditional appropriation of money, nor
with a provision that if certain conditions are not complied with the appropriation shall no longer be available.
By the Agricultural Adjustment ACt
the amount of the tax is appropriated to be expended onlv in payment under
contracts whereby tlie parties bind themselves to regulation by the Federal
Government.
There is an obvious difterence between a statute stating the
conditions upon which moneys shall be expended and one effective only upon
of a contractual obligat;on to submit to a regulation which otherassumption
wise could not be enforced. 5lany examples pointing the distinction might bo
cited. We are referred to appropriations in aid of education, and it is said
that no one has doubted the power of Congress to stipulate the sort of
education for which money shall be expended.
But an appropriation to an
educational institution which by its terms is to become available only if the
benciiciary enters into a contract to teach doctrines subversive of the Constitution is clearly bad. An aiIirmance of the authority of Congress so to
condition the expenditure of a i oppropriation would tend to nullify all constituiioual limitations upon legislative power.
But it is said tliat there is a wide dii'fereuce in another respect, betiveen
compulsory regulation of the local affairs of a State's citizens and the mere
making of a contract relating to their conduct; that, if. any State objects,
it may declare the contract void and thus prevent those under the State' s
jurisdiction from complying with its t rms. The argument is plainly fallacious.
The United States can make tlie contract only if the Federal power to tax
and to appropriate reaches the subject matter of the contract. Ii' this does
reach the subject matter, its exertion can not be displaced by State action.
To say otherwise is to deny the supremacy of tiie laws of the United States:
to make them subordinate
to tliose of a State. This would reverse the
cardinal principle embodied in the Constitution and substitute one which
declares that Congress may only effectively legislate as to matters within
Federal competence when the States do not dissent.
Congress has no power to enforce its coinmands on the farmer to the ends
sought by the Agricultural Adjustment Act. It must follow that it may not
indirectly accomplish those ends by taxing and spending to purchase compliance. The Constitution and the entire plan of our Government negative any
such use of the power to tax and to spend as the Act undertakes to authorize.
It does not help to declare that local conditions throughout the Nation have
created a situation of national concern; for this is but to say tlmt whenever
there is a widespread similarity of local conditions, Congress may ignore
constitutional limitations upon its own powers and usurp those reserved to
the States. If, in lieu of compulsory regulation of subjects within the States'
reserved jurisdiction, which is prohibited, the Congress could invoke the taxing and spending power as a means to accomplish the same end, clause I of
section 8 of Article I would become the instrument for total subversion of the
governmental powers reserved to the individual States.
If. the Act before us is a proper exercise of the Federal taxing power, evidently the regulation of all ind'ustry throughout the United States may be accomplished by similar exercises of the same power. It would bo possible
to exact money from one branch of an industry and pay it to another branch
in every field of activity which lies within the province of the States. The
mere threat of such a procedure might well induce the surrender of rights and
the compliance with Federal regulation as the price of continuance in business.
A few instances will illustrate the thought.
Let us suppose Congress should determine that the farmer, the miner or some
other producer of raw materials is receiving too much for his products, with
onsequent depression of the processing industry and idleness of its employees.
Though, by confession, there is no power vested in Congress to compel by statute a lowering of the prices of the raw material the same result m1ght
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be accomplished, if the questioned Act be valid, by taxing the producer upon
his output and appropriating the proceeds to the processors, either with or
with&iut conditions imposed as the consideration for payment of the subsidy.
We have held in Sokeohter poultrp Corporation v. United States (2M U. S.,
495) that Congress has no power to regulate wages and hours of labor in a
local business. If the petitioner is right this very end may be accomplished
by appropriating
money to be paid to employers from the Federal Treasury'
under contracts whereby they agree to comply with certain standards fixed
by Federal law or by contract.
Should Congress ascertain that sugar refiners are not receiving a fair
profit, and that this is detrimental to the entire industry, and in turn has its
repercussions in trade and commerce generally, it might, in analogy to the
present law, impose an excise of 2 cents a pound on every sale of the commodity and pass the funds collected to such refiners, and such only, as will
agree to maintain a certain price.
Assume that too many shoes are being manufactured throughout the Nation;
that the marl-et is saturated, the price depressed, the factories running halftime, the employees suffering.
Upon the principle of the statute in question
Coiigress might authorize the Secretary of Commerce to enter into contracts
with shoe manufacturers
providing that each shall reduce his output and that
the United States will pay him a fixed sum proportioned to such reduction, the
to
make
the
money
payments to be raised by a tax on all retail shoe dealers or
their customers,
Suppose that there are too many garment workers in the large cities; that
this results in dislocation of the economic balance. Upon the principle contended for an excise might be laid on the manufacture of all garments manufactured and the proceeds paid to those manufacturers
who agree to remove
their plants to cities having not more than a hu. idred thousand population,
Thus, through the asserted power of taxation, the Federal Government, against
the will of indiviclual
States, might completely redistribute the industrial
population.
A possible result of sustaining the claimed Federal power would be that
might demand that
every business group which thought itself underprivileged
a tax be laid on its vendors or vendees the proceeds to be appropriated to the
redress of its deficiency of income.
These illustrations are given, not to suggest that any of the purposes mentioned are unworthy, but to demonstrate the scope of the principle for which
the Government contends; to test the principle by its application; to point out
that, by the exercise of the asserted power, Congress ivould, in effect, under
the pretext of exercising the taxing power, in reality accomplish prohibited
The supends. It can not be said that they envisage improbable legislation.
posed cases are no more improbable than would the present Act have been
deemed a few years ago.
Until recently no suggestion of the existence of any such power in the
Federal Government has been advanced. The expressions of the framers of
the Constitution, the decisions of this Court interpreting that instrument and
the writings of great commentators will be searched in vain for any suggestion
that there exists in the clause under discussion or elsewhere in the Constitution, the authority whereby every provision and every fair implication from
that instrument niay be subverted, the independence of the individual States
obliterated, and the United States converted into a central Government exercising uncontrolled police power in every State of the Union, superseding all
local control or regulation of tlie affairs or concerus of the States.
Hamilton himself, the leading advocate of broatl interpretation of the power
to tax and to appropriate for the general welfare, never suggested that any
power granted by the Constitution could be usetl for the tlestruction of local
It seems
self-government in rhc States. Story countenances no such doctrine.
never to liave occurred to them, or to those who have agreed ivith them, that
the general welfare of the Ilnite&l States (which has aptly been termed "an
indestructible Union, composed of indestructible States" ) might be servetl by
obliteratin ~ the constituent memliers of the Union. But to this fatal conclusion the doctrine contended for ivoultl inevitably leatl. And its sole premise is
that, though the makcis of the Constitution, in erecting the Federal Government, intentled sedulously to limit and define its powers, so as to reseiwe to
the States and the people sovereign poiver, to be wielded by the States and
their citizens and not to be invacled by the United States, they iievertheless by
a single clause gave power to the Congress to tear down the barriers, to invade
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the States' jurisdiction, and to become a parliament of the whole people, subThe argument when seen
no restrictions save such as are self-imposed.
in its true character and in the light of its inevitable results must be rejected,
Since, as we have pointed out, there was no power in the Congress to
impose the contested e~action, it could not lawfully ratify or confirm what
an executive officer had done in that regard. Consequently the Act of 1935
does not affect the rights of the parties.
The judgment is affirmed.

ject to

United States of Americ, petitioner, v. Williurn M. Butler et al. , Receivers of
Hoosao Jfills Corporation.
Ou writ of certiorari

to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the First Circuit.

[January 6, 1936.]
DISSENTIrco orINION.

Mr. Justice SToNE: I think the judgment should be reversed.
The present stress of widely held and strongly expressed diiferences of
opinion of the wisdom of the Agricultural Adjustment Act makes it important,
in the interest of clear thinking and sound result, to emphasize at the outset
certain propositions which should have controlling influence in determining the
validity of the Act. They are:
1. The power of courts to declare a statute unconstitutional is subject to
iwo guiding principles of decision which ought never to be absent from judicial
consciousness.
One is that courts are concerned only with the power to enact
statutes, not with their wisdom. The other is that while unconstitutional exercise of power by the executive and legislative branches of the Government is
subject to judicial restraint, the only check upon our own exercise of power
For the removal of unwise laws from the
is our own sense of self-restraint.
statute books appeal lies not to the courts but to the ballot and to the processes
of democratic government.
2. The constitutional power of Congress to levy nn excise tax upon the procThe present levy is held
essing of agricultural products is not questioned.
invalid, not for any want of power in Congress to lay such a tax to defray
public expenditures, including those for the general welfare, but because the
use to which its proceeds are put is disapproved.
3. As the present depressed state of agriculture is Nation-wide in its extent
and eiTects, there is no basis for saying that the expenditure of public money
in aid of farmers is not within the specifically granted power of Congress to
levy taxes to "provide for the e e e general welfare. " The opinion of the
Court does not declare otherwise.
4. No question of a variable tax flxed from time to time by fiat of the Secretary of Agriculture, or of unauthorized delegation of legislative power, is now
The schedule of rates imposed by the Secretary in accordance with
presented.
the original command of Congress has since been specifically adopted and conflrmed by Act of Congress, which has declared that it shall be the lawful tax,
Stat. ,
(Act of August 24, 1935,
) That is the tax which the Government
now seeks to collect. Any defects there may have been in the manner of laying
the tax by the Secretary have now been removed by the exercise of the power
of Congress to pass a curative statute validating an intended, though defective
tax. (United States v. Heintzen &6 Co. , 206 U. S., 370; Graham d Poster v.
Goodcell, 282 U. S., 409 [Ct. D. 287, C, B. X—
1, 191]; cf. JIilliloen v. United
Stntes, 283 U. S., 15 [Ct. D. 320, C. B. X—1, 472]. ) The Agricultural Adjustment
Act as thus amended declares that none of its provisions shall fail because others
are pronounced invalid.
It is with these preliminary and hardly controverted matters in mind that we
should direct our attention to the pivot on which the decision of the Court is
within the taxing power of
made to turn. It is that a levy unquestionably
Congress may be treated as invalid because it is a step in a plan to regulate
agricultural production and is thus a forbidden infringement of State power.
Tbe levy is not any the less an exercise of taxing power because it is intended
to defray an expenditure for the general welfare rather than for some other
Nor is the levy and collection of the tax pointed to
support of government.

—
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as effectin the regulation.
While all Federal taxes inevitably have some infi«nce on the internal economy of the States, it is not contended that the levy

processing tax upon manufacturers
using agricultural products as raw
ma«rial has any perceptible regulatory effect upon either their production or
manufacture.
The tax is unlik~ the penalties which were held invalid in the
Child Labor Ta+ case (259 U. S., 20), in Itill v'. IValtace (259 U. S., 44), in
Linden v. United Htates (268 U. S., 5, 17), and in United States v. Constantine,
decided December 11, 1935 [Ct. D. 1053, C. B. XIV—2, 403], because they were
themselves the instruments of regulation by virtue of their coercive effect on
matters left to the control of the States. Here regulation, if any there be, is
accomplished not by the tax but by the method by which its proceeds are
exptnded, and would equally be accomplished by any like use of public funds,
regardless of their source.
'I'he method may be simply stated. Out of the available fund payments are
made to such farmers as are willing to curtail their productive acreage, who in
fact do so and who in advance have filed their written undertaking to do so
with the Secretary of Agriculture.
In saying that this method of spending
public moneys is au invasion of the reserved powers of the States, the Court
does not assert that the expenditure of public funds to promote the general
welfare is not a substantive power specifically delegated to the National Government, as Hamilton and Story pronounced it to be. It does not deny that the
expenditure of funds for the benefit of farmers and in aid of a program of
curtailment of production of agricultural products, and thus of a supposedly
better ordered national economy, is within the specifically granted power. But
it is declared that State power is nevertheless infringed by the expenditure of
the proceeds of the tax to compensate farmers for the curtailment of their
cotton acreage. Although the farmer is placed under no legal compulsion to
reduce acreage, it is said that the mere offer of compensation for so doing is a

species of economic coercion which operates with the same legal force and effect
as though the curtailment were made mandatory by Act of Congress. In any
event it is insisted that even though not coercive the expenditure of public
funds to induce the recipients to curtail production is itself an infringement of
State power, since the Federal Government can not invade the domain of the
States by the "purchase" of performance of acts which it has no power to
compel.
Of the assertion that the payments to farmers are coercive, it is enough to
say that no such contention is pressed by the taxpayer, and no such consequences were to be anticipated or appear to have resulted from the administration of the Act. The suggestion of coercion finds no support in the record
or in any data showing the actual operation of the Act. Threat of loss, not
hope of gain, is the essence of economic coercion. Members of a long depressed
been tempted to curtail acreage by the hope of
industry have undoubtedly
resulting better prices and by the proferred opportunity to obtain needed ready
money. But there is nothing to indicate that those who accepted benefits were
impelled by fear of lower prices if they did not accept, or that at any stage in
the operation of the plan a farmer could say whether, apart from the certainty
of cash payments at specified times, the advantage would lie with curtailment
of production p!us compensation, rather than with the same or increased acreage
plus the expected rise in prices which actually occurred. Although the Agricultural Adjustment Act was put into operation in June, 1933, the oflicial
reports of the Department of A~culture show that 6, 343,000 acres of productive cotton land, 14 per cent of the total, did not participate in the plan in
1934, and 2, 790,000 acres, 6 per cent of the total, did not participate in 1935.
Of thc total number of farms growing cotton, estimated at 1,500,000, 33 per
cent in 1934 and 13 per cent in 1935 did not participate.
It is significant that in the congressional hearings on the bill that became
the Bankhead Act (48 Stat. , 598), as amended by Act of June 20, 1934 (48 Stat. ,
1184), which imposes a tax of 50 per cent on all cotton produced in excess of.
limits prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture, there was abundant testimony
that the restriction of' cotton production attempted bv the Agricultural Adjustment Act could not be secured without the coercive provisions of the Bankhead
Act. (See hearing before Committee on Agriculture, United States Senate, on
S. 1974, Seventy-third Con mess, second session; hearing before Comtuittee on
Agricultare, United States House of Representatives, on H. R, 8402, Seventythird ("ongress, second session. ) The Senate and House committees so reported (Senate Report No. 283, Seventy-third Congress, second session, page
8; House Report No. 867, Seventy-third Congress, second session, page 3.) The
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report of tlie Department of Agriculture on the administration of the Agricultural Adjustment Act (February 15, 1984, to December 81, 1984), page 50,
points out that the Bankliead Act was passed in response to a strong sentiment
in favor of mandatory production control "that would prevent noncooperatin
farmers from increasing their own plantings in oriler to capitalize upon the
price advances that had resulted from the reductions made by contract signers. " '
The presumption of constitutionality of a statute is not to be overturned by an
assertion of its coercive effect which rests on nothing more substantial than
groundless speculation.
It is upon tlie contention that State power is infringed by purchased regulation
of agricultural production that chief reliance is placed. It is insisted that,
while the Constitution gives to Congress, in specific and unambiguous terms, the
power to tax and syend, the power is subject to limitations which do not find
their origin in any express provision of the Constitution and to which other
expressly delegated powers are not subject.
The Constitution requires that public funds shall be spent for a defined
purpose, the promotion of the general welfare. Their expenditure usually involves payment on terms which will insure use by the selected recipients
ivithin ihe limits of the constitutional
Lixpenditures would fail oi'
purpom.
their purpose and thus lose their constitutional sauction if the terms of payment were not such that by their infiuence on the action of the recipients the
perinitted end ivould be attained. The power of Congress to spend is inseparab'e from persuasion to action over which Congress has no legislative controL
Congress may not command that tbe science of agriculture be taught in State
universities.
But if it ivould aid the teaching of that science by grants to
State institutions, it is appropriate, if not necessary, that the graut be on the
condition, incorpora. ted in the llIorrill Act (1" Stat. , 508; 26 Stat. , 417), that
it be used for the intended purpose. Similarly it would seem to be compliance
with the Constitution, not violation of it, for the Government to take and the
university to give a contract that the grant would be so used. It makes no
difference that there is a promise to do an act which the condition is calculated
to induce. Condition and promise are alike valid since both are in furtherance
of the national purpose for which the n oney is appropriated.
These efiects upon individual action, which are but incidents of the authorized
expenditure of Government money, are pronounced to be themselves a limitation
upon the granted power, and so the time-honored principle of constitutional
interpretation that the granted power includes all those which are incident to
it is reversed. "Let the end be legitimate, " said the great Chief Justice, "let
it be within the scope oi' the Constitution, and all means which are appropriate,
which are plainly adapted to that end, which are not prohibited, but consist
with the letter and spirit of the Constitution, are constitutional. " (3foCulloeh
v. 3faryland, 4 IVheat. , 816, 421.) This cardinal guide to constitutional exposition must now be rephrased so far as tbe spending power of the Federal
Let the expenditure be to promote the general
Government
is concerned.
welfare, still, if it is needful in order to insure its use for the intended purpose
to influence any action which Congress can not command because within the
sphere of State government, the expenditure is unconstitutional.
And taxes
if they are appropriated
otherivise lawfully levied are lil-ewise unconstitutional
to the expenditure whose incident is condemned.
Congress through the Interstate Comnierce Commission bas set aside intrastate railroad rates. It has made and destroyed intrastate industries by raising
or lowering tariffs. These results are said to be permissible because they are
incidents of the commerce power and the power to levy duties on imports.
(See 3linnesota Rate cases, 280 U, S., 852; Shreveport Rate cases, 284 U. S.,
842; Itoard of Trustees of the University of Illinois v. United States, 289 U. S.,
48. ) The only conclusion to be drawn is that results become lawful when they
are incidents of those powers but unlawful when incident to the similarly
granted power to tax and spend.
Such a limitation is contradictory and destructive of the power to appropriate
for the public welfare, and is incapable of practical application. The spending
power of Congress is in addition to the legislative power and not subordinate
to it. This independent grant of the power of the purse, and its very nature,
involvin ~ in its exercise the duty to insure expenditure within the granted
power, presuppose freedom of selection among divers ends and aims, and the
Whether coercion was the sole or the dominant purpose ot the Bankhead Act, or
whether tlie Act: was designed also for revenue or other legitimate ends, there is no
occasion to consider now.
&
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p city to impose such conditions as will render the choice effective. It is a
adt«on in terms to say that there 1s power to spend for the national
welfare, while rejecting any power to impose conditions reasonably adapted to
the at«ininent of the end which alone would justify the expenditure.
The limitation now sanctioned must lead to absurd consequences.
The
Government may give seeds to farmers, but may not condition the gift upon
their being planted in places where they are most needed or even planted at
all. The Government may give money to the unemployed, but may not ask that
those who get it shall give labor 1n return, or even use it to support their
families.
It may give money to sutferers from earthquake, fire, tornado,
pestilence or flood, but may not impose conditions
health precautions designed
to prevent the spread of disease, or induce the movement of population to safer
or more sanitary areas. All that, because it is purchased regulation infringing
State powers, must be left for the States, who are unable or unwilling to supply
the necessary relief. The Government may spend its money for vocational
rehabilitation (48 Stat. , 389), but it may not, with the consent of. all concerned,
supervise the process which it undertakes to aid. It may spend its money for.
the suppression of the boll weevil, but may not compensate the farmers for
the growth of cotton ln the infected areas. It may aid State
suspending
reforestation and forest fire prevention agencies (43 Stat. , 653), but mav not be
permitted to supervise their conduct. It may support rural schools (39 Stat. ,
929; 45 Stat. , 1151; 48 Stat. , 792), but may not condition its grant by the
requirement that certain standards be maintained.
It may appropriate moneys
to be expended by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation "to aid in financing
commerce
agriculture,
and industry,
and to facilitate "the exportation of
agricultural and other products. " Do all its activities collapse because, in order
to effect the permissible purpose, in myriad ways the money is paid out upon
terms and conditions which infiuence action of the recipients within the States,
which Congress can not command?
The answer would seem plain. If the
expenditure is for a national public purpose, that purpose will not be thwarted
because payment is on condition which will advance that purpose. The action
which Congress induces by payments of money to promote the general welfare,
but whicli it does not command or coerce, is but an incident to a specifically
granted power, but a permissible means to a legitimate end. If appropriation
in aid of a program of curtailment of agricultural production is constitutional,
and it is not denied that it is, payment to farmers on condition that they reduce
It is not any the less so because the
their crop acreage is constitutional.
farmer at his own option promises to fully the condition.
That the governmental power of the purse is a great one is not now for
the first time announced.
Every student of the history of government and
economics is aware of its magnitude and of its existence in every civilized govBoth were well understood by the framers of the Constitution when
ernment.
they sanctioned the grant of the spending power to the Federal Government,
and both vere recognized by Hamilton and Story, whose views of the spending
power as standing on a parity with the other poivers specifically granted, have
hitherto been generally accepted.
The sug "estion that it must now be curtailed by judicial fiat because it
So
may be abused by unwise use hardly rises to the dignity of argument.
"The power to iax is the power to destroy, "
may judicial power be abused.
but ive do not, for that reason, doubt its existence, or hold that its efficacy
is to be restricted by its incidental or collateral effects upon the States. (See
Vcazie Bank v. Fenno, 8 AVall. , 533; ifcCray v. United States, 195 V. S., 27;
compare 3Iagnano Uo. v. Hamilton, 292 U. S., 40. ) The poiver to tax and
One restriction is that the purspend is not without constitutional restraints.
Another is that it may not be used to coerce
pose must be truly national.
action left to State control. Another is the conscience and patriotism of Conmust be remembered that legislators are the
gress and the Executive.
ultimate guardians of the liberties and welfare of the people in quite as great
a degree as the courts. " (Justice Holmes, in Nissourf, , Kansas c6 Texas E. R.
Co. v. Matt, 194 U. S., 267, 270. )
A tortured construction of the Constitution is not to be justified by recourse
to extreme examples of reckless congressional spending ivhich might occur
if courts could not prevent expenditures which, even if they could be thought
to effect any national purpose, would be possible only by action of a LegislaSuch suppositions are addressed
ture lost to all sense of publ:c responsibility.
to the mind accustomed to believe that it is the business of courts to sit in
judgment on the wisdom of legislative action. Courts are not the only agency
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of government that must be assumed to have capacity to govern, Congress
and the courts both unhappily may falter or be mistaken in the performance
of their constitutional duty. But interpretation of our great charter of government which proceeds on any assumption that the responsibility
for the
preservation of our institutions is the exclusive concern of any one of the
three branches of government, or that it alone can save them from destruction
is fa.r more likely, in the long run, "to obliterate the constituent members"
of "an indestructible union of indestructible States" than the frank recognition that language, even of a Constitution, may mean what it savs; that the
power to tax and spend includes the power to relieve a Nation-wide economic
maladjustment by conditional gifts of money.
Mr. Justice BRANDEIS and Mr. Justice CARDozo join in this opinion.
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ADJUSTMENT ACT
COURT.

—DECISION

OF SUPREME

1. AMENDMENT

OF AC~NSTITUTIONALITY.
The changes made by the Act of August 24, 1935, amending the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, 1933, do not cure the infirmities of
the original Act. The exaction still lacks the quality of a true tax,
and remains a means for eftectuating the regulation of agricultural production, a matter not within the powers of Congress.
2. COLLEGTIDN BY DIBTRAINT INJUNCTIoN.
Upon the issue of the right of the petitioner to an injunction to
restrain collection of processing taxes on rice imposed by the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, it was held, in view of the
decision in United States v. Butler et al. (Ct. D. 1070, page 421, this
Bulletin), decided January 6, 1936, that the petitioner can not be
required to pay any outstanding tax; that if the collector should
now attempt to collect the tax by distraint he would be a trespasser; Bnd that a decree should be entered enjoining collection.
In so holding the Court did not pass upon the adequacy of the
relief afForded by section 21(d) of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act, as amended.

—
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No. 577. Ricfcert Rice 3Etlls, Inc. , petitioner, v. Rufus W. Rontenot, Individually
and as i4cting United States Collector of Intefvuxl Revenue for the District of
Louisiana.
On writ of certiorari

to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.

[January 13, 1936.]
OPIiV ION.

Mr. Justice RoBEBTs delivered the opinion of the Court.
This is one of eight companion cases. ' They were consolidated for hearing
by the district court. It will be suiflcient briefly to state the facts in No. 577:
The petitioner, a processor of rice, filed its bill in the District Court for
Eastern Louisiana, to restrain the responuent from assessing or collecting taxes
levied for the month of September, 1935, and subsequent months, pursuant to
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, 1933,' as amended by the Act of August 24,
r The others are: 578, Dere v. Fontenotf 579, United Rice Sfilllng Products Co., Ino. ,
v. Fontenot; 580, Baton Rouge Rice jfa/, Ino. , v. Fontenot; 581, 8unon v. Fontenot 585,
Leog Piice Milnng Co., Inc. , v. Pontcnotf 586, Farvners Rice Jfill~ng Go. , Ino. , V. Fontenoti
and 587, Nobte-Trotter Rice Killing Co., Inc., v. Ipontenot.
s Ch. 25, 48 Stat. , 31.

[Regs. 81, Art. 4.

The bill charges the exaction is unconstitutional and alleges the respondent threatens collection by &iistraint, which will cause irreparable injury, as
the Petitioner has no adequate remedy at law to recover what may be collected.
A Pieiiminary injunction vvas sought. The respondent fil& d a motion to dismiss,
g Ite»sed Statutes 8224 and section 21(a) of the amended Agricultural
Adjustment Act as prohibiting restraint of collection, and also asserting that
the Petitioner had a plain, adequate, and complete remedy at. Iam. The court
refused an interlocutory injunction and entered a decree dismissing the bill.
APpeal was perfected to the circuit court of appeals. The district judge refused to grant an injunction pending the appeal. Application to the circuit
court of appeals for such an injunction was denied upon the view that the
petitioner had an adequate remedy at law and the statute deprived the court
of jurisdiction to restrain collection.
In praying a writ of certiorari the petitioner asserted that by reason of
the provisions of section 21(d) it would be impossible to recover taxes collected,
even though the Act were unconstitutional,
since the section forbids recovery
except upon a showing of facts not susceptible of proof, This Court granted
the writ and restrained collection of the tax upon condition that the petitioner
should pay the amount of the accruing taxes to a depositary, to the joint
credit of petitioner and respondent, such funds to be withdrawn only upon the
further order of the Court. The cause was advanced for hearing and has been
fully argued on the questions of the constitutionality
of the exaction and the
inadequacy of the remedy for recovery of taxes paid.
The changes made by the amendatory Act of August 24, 1985, do not, cure
the infirmities of the original Act which were the basis of decision in United
Bfates v. Butler (Zanuary 6, 19M [Ct. D. 1070, page 421, this Bulletin]). The
exaction still lacks the quality of a true tax. It remaius a means for effectuating the regulation of agricultural production, a matter not within the powers of
Congress.
We have no occasion to discuss or decide whether section 21(d) affords an
adequate remedy at lam. As yet the petitioner has not psid the taxes to
the respondent, aud, in view of the decision in the Butler ca -, hereafter can
not be required so to do. If the respondent should now attempt to collect the
tax by distraint hc woubd be a trespasser. The decree of the district court
will be vacated, an appropriate order entered directing the repayment to the
petitioner of the funds impounded pendente lite, and the cause remanded to the
district court for the entry of a decree enjoining collection of the assailed
exaction. A similar disposition mill be made of the companion cases.
So ordered.

' Public,

'No.

820, Seventy-fourth

Congress, first session.
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BITUMINOUS COAL CONSERVATION ACT, 1935 (PUBLIC,
NO. 402, SEVENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS).
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COAL CONSZRVATION

COURT.

1.

—DECISION OF SUPREME
AGT —
STocK HOLDERs'

ACT

IN JIINcTIoNs AGAINST EN FoscEMENT oF
SUITs JURIsnicTION oF CGURT oF EQUITY.
Suits brought by coal companies against officials of the Federal

—

Government, to enjoin the enforcement of the Bituminous Coal
Conservation Act of 1985, and suits by stockholders against such
companies and their otficers, to enforce compliance with their
demands, are maintainable in a court of equity, and are not prenlature xvhere brought to prevent an injury xvhich is certainly
impending.

2.

CONsTITUTIONALTTF.

The Bituminous Coal Conservation Act of 1985, the declared purposes of which are to stabilize the bituminous coal-mining industry
and promote its interstate commerce, to provide for cooperative
marketing of such coal, to levy an excise tax thereon, to declare
the production, distribution, and use of such coal to be affected
with a national public interest, to conserve the national coal resources, to provide for the general welfare, and for other purThe so-cal!ed excise tax is not a tax
poses, is unconstitutional.
but a penalty; the general purposes which th Act recites are
beyond the power of Congress; the labor provisions of the Act do
not come within the power of Congress as a regulation of interstate commerce; the delegation of power to fix hours of labor is
arbitrary and violates the due process clause of the fifth amendment; and the price-fixing provisions are inseparable from the
unconstitutional
labor-regulating provisions.
SUPRExIE CQURT oF THE UNITED STATEs.

James Waiter Carter, petitioner, v. Carter Coal Co. , Ceorge D. Carter, as
Irice President and a Director of said Company, et al.
651. Guy T. IIelvering et al. , petitioners, v. James Walter Carter et al.

G86.

On uTlts of cerllorarl

to the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.

R. C. Tu;ay Coal Co. , Kentucky Cardinal Coal Corporat:"on, IIarlan-Waltins
Coal Corporation, et al. , petdtioners, v. Selden R. Glenn, Individually and as

G49.

Collector of Internal Revenue for the District of Kentucky.

656. R, C. Ttoay Coal Co., R. C. Ttcay, President and. Directors of R. C. Trcay
Coal Co. , et aL, petitioners, v. C. II. ClarE;.
On writs of certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit
[May 18, 1986.]
OPINION.

Mr. Justice SUTHERLAND delivered the opinion of the Court.
The purposes of the "Bituminous Coal Conservation Act of 1985," involved
in these suits, as declared by the title, are to stabilize the bituminous coalmining industry and promote its interstate commerce; to provide for cooperative marketing of bituminous coal; to levy a tax on such coal and provide for
a drawback under certain conditions; to declare the production, distribution,
and use of such coal to be affected with a national public interest; to conserve
the national resources of such coal; to provide for the general welfare, and
for other purposes. (Ch. 824, 49 Stat. , 991.) The constitutional validity of the
act is challenged in each of the suits.
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666 and 651 are cross-writs of certiorari in a stockholder's suit, brought
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia by Carter against the Carter
«a& 'Co. and some of its officers, Guy T. Helvering (Commissioner of Internal
Revenue of the United States), and certain other oificers of the United States,
to enjoin the coal company and its oiiicers named from filing an acceptance of
the code provided for in said Act, from paying any tax imposed upon the coal
company under the authority of the Act, and from complying with its provisions
or the provisions of the code. The bill sought to enjoin the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue and the other Federal oflicials named from proceeding under
the Act in particulars specified, the details of which it is unnecessary to state.
No. 649 is a suit brought in a Federal district court in Kentucky by petitioners against respondent collector of internal revenue for the district of
Kentucky, to enjoin him from collecting or attempting to collect the taxes
sought to be imposed upon them by the Act, on the ground of its unconstitutionality.
No. 656 is a stockholder's suit brought in the same court against the coal
company and some of its officers, to secure a mandatory injunction against
their refusal to accept and operate under the provisions of the bituminous
coal code prepared in pursuance of the Act.
By the terms of the Act, every producer of bituminous coal within the
United States is brought within its provisions.
Section 1 is a detailed assertion of circumstances thought to justify the Act.
It declares that the mining and distribution of bituminous coal throughout
the United States by the producer are affected with a national public interest;
and that the service of. such coal in relation to industrial activities, transportation facilities, health and comfort of the people, conservation by controlled
of just and
production and economical mining and marketing, maintenance
rational relations between the public, owners, producers and employees, the
right of the public to constant and adequate supplies of coal at reasonable
prices, and the general welfare of the Nation, require that the bituminous coal
industry should be regulated as the Act provides.
Section 1, among other things, further declares that the production and distribution by producers of such coal bear upon and directly affect interstate
imperative
commerce, and render regulation of production and distribution
for the protection of such commerce; that certain features connected with the
production, distribution, and marketing have led to waste of the national coal
resources, disorganization of interstate commerce in such coal, and burdening
and obstructing interstate commerce therein; that practices prevailing in the
production of. such coal directly affect interstate commerce and require regulation for the protection of that commerce; and that the right of mine workers
to organize and collectively bargain for wages, hours of labor, and conditions
of employment should be guaranteed in order to prevent constant wage cutting
and disparate labor costs detrimental to fair interstate competition, and in
orrler to avoid obstructions to interstate commerce that recur in industrial
disputes over labor relations at the mines. These declarations constitute not
enactments of law, but legislative averments by way of inducement to the
enactment which follows.
The substantive legislation begins with section 2, which establishes in the
Department of. the Interior a National Bituminous Goal Commission, to be apUpon this
pointed and constituted as the section then specifically provides.
commission is conferred the power to hear evidence and find facts upon which
its orders and actions may be predicated.
Section 8 provides:
"There is hereby imposed upon the sale or other disposal nf all bituminous
coal produced within the United States an excise tax of 15 per centum on
the sale price at the mine, or in the case oi' captive coal the fair market
value of such coal at the mine, such tax, subject to the later provisions of
this section, to be payable to the United States by the producers of such coal,
and to be payable monthly for each calendar month, on or before the first
business day of the second succeeding month, and under such regulations, and
in such manner, as shall be prescribed by the Gommi. «ioner of Internal
Revenue: Provtded, , That in the case of captive coal produced as aforesaid,
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue shall fix a price therefor at the current
market price for the comparable kind, quality, and size oi' coals in the locality
where the same is produced: Prided further, That any such coal producer
who has filed with the National Bituminous Coal Commission hfs acceptance
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of the code provided for in section 4 of this Act, and who acts in compliance
with the provisions of such code, shall be entitled to a drawback 1n the form
of a credit upon the amount of such tax payable hereunder, equivalent to
90 per centum of the amount of such tax, to be allowed and deducted therefrom at the time settlement therefor 1s required, in such manner as shall be
prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Such right or benefit
of drawback shall apply to all coal sold or disposed of from and after the
day of. the producer's filing with the commission his acceptance of said code in
such form of agreement as the commission may prescribe. No producer shall
by reason of his acceptance of the code provided for in section 4 or of' the
drawback of taxes provided in section 3 of this Act be held to be precluded
or estopped from contesting the constitutionality of any provision of said code,
or its validity as applicable to such producer. "
Section 4 provides that the commission shall formulate the elaborate provisions contained therein into a working agreement to be known as the Bituminous Coal Code. These provisions require the organization of 28 coal districts, each with a district board the membership of which is to be determined
in a manner pointed out by the Act. Minimum prices for coal are to be established by each of these boards, which is authorized to make such classification
of coals and price variation as to mines and consuming market areas as it
"In order to sustain the stabilization of wages, working
may deem proper.
conditions, and maximum hours of labor, said prices shall be established so
as to yield a return per net ton for each district in a minimum price area,
as such districts ' are identified and such area
is defined in the subjoined
table designated
Minimum-price
area table, ' equal as nearly as may be to
the weighted average of the total costs, per net ton, determined as hereinafter provided, of the tonnage of such minimum price area. The computation of the total costs shall include the cost of labor, supplies, power, taxes,
insurance, workmen's compensation, royalties, depreciation, and depletion (as
determined by the Bureau of Internal Revenue in the computation of the
Federal income tax) and all other direct expenses of production, coal operators'
association dues, district board assessments for board operating expenses only
levied under the code, and reasonable costs of selling and the cost of administration. " The district board must determine and adjust the total cost of the
ascertainable tonnage produced in the district so-as to give eifect to any
changes in wage rates, hours of employment,
or other factors substantially
affecting costs, which may have been established since January 1, 1934.
AVithout repeating the long and involved provisions with regard to the fixing of minimum prices, it is enough to say that the Act confers the power
to fix the minimum price of coal at each and every coal mine in the United
States, with such price variations as the board may deem necessary and
proper. There is also a provision authorizing the commission, when deemed
necessary in the public interest, to establish maximum prices in order to protect the consumer against unreasonablv high prices.
All sales and contracts for the sale of coal are subject to the code prices
provided for and. in effect when such sales aiid contracts are made. Various
unfair methods of competition are defined and forbidden.
The labor provisions of the code, found in part III of the same section, require that in order to efiectuate the purposes of the Act the district boards
and code members shall accept specified conditions contained in tlie code,
among which are the following:
Employees to be given the right to organize and bargain collectively, through
representatives of their own choosing, free from interference, restraint, or coercion of employers or their agents in respect of their concerted activities.
Such emplovees to have the right of peaceable assemblage for the discussion of the principles of collective bargaining and to select their own checkweighman to inspect the weighing or measuring of coal.
A Labor Board is created, consisting of three members, to be appointed by
the president and assigned to the Department of Labor. Upon this board is
conferred authority to adjudicate disputes arising under the provisions just
stated, and to determine whether or not an organization of employees had been
promoted, or is controlled or dominated by an employer in its organization,
management,
policy, or election of representatives.
The board "may order
a code member to meet the representatives of its employees for the purpose
of collective bargaining.
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Subdivision (g) of Part III provides:
Whenever the ma~imum daily and weekly hours of labor are agreed upon
in any contract or contracts negotiated between the producers of more than
two thirds of the annual national tonnage production for the preceding calendar
year and the representatives of more than one-half of the mine workers em»yed such maximum hours of labor shall be accepted by all the code memers. The wage agreement or agreements negotiated by collective bargaining
of.
in anv district or group of two or more districts, between representatives
producers of more than two-thirds of the annual tonnage production of such
district or each of such districts in a contracting group during the preceding
calendar year, and representatives of the majority of the mine workers therein,
shall be filed with the Labor Board and shall be accepted as the minimum
wages for the various classifications oi' labor by the code members operating
in such district, or group of districts. "
The bill of complaint in Nos. 686 and 651 was filed in the Supreme Court
of the District of Columbia on August 81, 1985, the day after the Coal Conservation Act came into eifect. That court among other things, found that
the suit was brought in good faith; that if Carter Coal Co. should join the
code it would be compelled to cancel existing contracts and pay its proportionate share of administering the code; that the production of bituminous
coal is a local activity carried on within State borders; that coal is the Nation's greatest and primary source of energy, vital to the public welfare, of
the utmost importance to the industrial and economic life of the Nation and
the health and comfort of its inhabitants; and that its distribution in interstate commerce should be regular, continuous, and free of interruptions, obstructions, burdens, and restraints.
Other findings are to the effect that such coal is generally sold f. o. b. mine,
and the predominant portion of it shipped outside the State in which it is
interstate in
produced; that the distribution and marketing is predominantly
character, and that the intrastate distribution and sale are so connected that
interstate regulation can not be accomplished effectively unless transactions of
intrastate distribution and sale be regulated.
The court further found the existence of a condition of unrestrained and
and marketing such
destructive competition in the system of distribution
coal, and of destructive price-cutting, burdening and restraining interstate
normal
flow.
its
commerce and dislocating and diverting
The court concluded as a matter of law that the bringing of the suit was
not premature; that the plaintiif was without legal remedy, and rightly
invoked relief in equity; that the labor provisions of the Act and code were
for reasons stated, but the price-fixing provisions were valid
unconstitutional
that the labor provisions are separable; and, since the
and constitutional;
provisions with respect to price-fixing and unfair competition are valid, the
taxing provisions of the Act could stand. Therefore, except for granting a
permanent injunction against collection of the "taxes" accrued during the
148), the court denied the relief
suit (Ea parte Young, 209 U. S., 128, 147—
sought, and dismissed the bill.
Appeals were taken to the United States Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia by the parties; but pending hearing and submission in that
court, petitions for writs of certiorari were presented asking us to review the
decree of the Supreme Court of the District without awaiting such hearing and
Because of the importance of the question and the advantage of
submission.
( U. S.,
)
a speedy final determination thereof, the writs were granted.
The remaining two suits (Nos. 649 and 650), involving the same questions,
were brought in the Federal District Court for the Western District of Kentucky. That court held the Aet valid and constitutional in its entirety and
(12 F. Supp. , 570. ) Appeals were tal-en to the
entered a decree accordingly.
Circuit Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit; but, as in the Carter case and
for the same reasons, this Court granted writs of certiorari in advance of
)
hearing and submission.
( U. S.,
The questions involved vill be considered under the following heads;
1. The right of stockholders to maintain suits of this character.
2. Whether the suits were prematurely brought.
8. Whether the exaction of 15 per centum on the sale price of coal at the
mine is a tax or a penalty,
84826' 88
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4. The purposes of the Act as set forth in section 1, and the authority vested
in Congress by the Constitution to ei'fectuate them.
5. Whether the labor provisions of the Act can be upheld as an exercise
of the power to regulate interstate commerce.
B. whether subdivision (g) of Part III of the code, is an unlawful delegation
of power.
7. The constitutionality
of the price-fixing provisions, and the question of
severability
that is to say, whether, if either the group of labor provisions or
the group oi price-fixing provisions be found constitutionally invalid, the other
can stand as separable.
First. In the Carter case (Nos. 686 and 651) the stockholder who brought
the suit had formally demanded of the board of directors that the company
should not join the code, should refuse to pay the tax fixed by the Act, and
should bring appropriate judicial proceedings to prevent an unconstitutional
and improper diversion of the assets of the company and to have determined
the liability of the company. under the Act. The board considered the demand,
determined that, while it believed the Act to be unconstitutional
and econoniically unsound and that it would adversely affect the business of the company if accepted, nevertheless it should accept the code provided for by the
Act because the penalty in the form of a 15 per cent tax on its gross sales
This action
would be seriously injurious and might result in bankrupt~.
of the board was approved by a majority of the shareholders at a special
meeting called for the purpose of considering it.
In the Tway company cases, the company itself brought suit to enjoin the
enforcement of the Act (No. 649); and a stockholder brought suit to compel
the company to accept the code and operate under its provisions (No. 650).
Without repeating the long averments of the several bills, we are of opinion
that the suits were properly brought and were maintainable in a court of
The right of stockholders to bring such suits under the circumstances
eqiuity.
'disclosed is settled by the recent decision of this Court in Aslwoander et al. v.
Tennessee Valley Authority ( U. S.,
) (February 17, 1986), and requires no
further discussion.
brought also is clear. SecSecond. Tha. t the suits were not prematurely
tion 2 of the Act is mandatory in its requirement that the commission be apThe provisions of section 4 that the code be formupointed by the President.
The so-called tax of 15 per
lated and promulgated are equally mandatory.
cent is deQnitely imposed, and its exaction certain to ensue.
In Pennsyluania v. West ViryAsia (262 U. S., 558, 592—595) suits were brought
by Pennsylvania and Ohio against West Virginia to enjoin the defendant State
from enforcing an act of her legislature upon the ground that it wo'uld injuriously affect or cut off the supply of natural gas produced in her territory
and. carried by pipe lines into the territory of the plaintiff States and there
sold and used. These suits were brought a few days after the West Virginia
act became effective. No order had yet been made under 'it by the public
Service commission, nor had it been tested in actual practice.
But it appeared
that the act was certain to operate as the complainant States apprehended
it would. This Cour( held that the suit was not premature. "One does not
have to await the consumDiation of threatened injury to obtain preventive
relief. If the injury is certainly impending that is enough.
Pierce v. Society of Si~ters (268 U. S., 510, 585—586) involved the constitutional validity of the Or'egon compulsory education act, which required every
parent or other person having control of a child between the ages of 8 and 1B
years to send him to the public school of the district wliere he resides. Suit
was brought to enjoin the operation of the act by corporations owning and conducting private schools, on the ground that their business and property was
threatened w1th destruction through the unconstitutional
compulsion exercised
The suits were held to be not premaby the act upon parents and guardians.
ture, although the effective date of the act had not yet arrived. We said"The injury to appellees was present and very real, not a mere possibility in
the remote future. If no relief had been possible prior to ihe effective date of the
Prevention of impending injury
act, the injury would have become irreparable.
by unlawful action is a well recognized function of courts of equity.
(See, also, Terrace v. Thorn peon, 268 U. S., 197, 215-216; Sunft d Co. v. t7nited
States, 276 U. S„811,826; Euclid v. Ambler C'o. , 272 U. S., 365, 88B; City Itantr,
Co. v. Schnader, '291 U, S., 24, 84. )
Third. The so-called excise tax of 15 per centum on the sale price of coal at
the mine, or, in the ease of captive coal the fair market value, with its drawback
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"
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wance of 13Vs per cent, is clearly' not a tax but a penalty. The exaction
applies to all bituminous
coal produced, whether it be sold, transported or
consumed in interstate commerce, or transactions in respect of it be confined
wholly to the limits of the State. It also applies to "captive coal
that is to
say, coal Produced for the sole use of the producer.
It is very clear that the "excise tax" is not imposed for revenue but exacted
as a Penalty to compel compliance with the regulatory provisions of the Act.
The whole purpose of the exaction is to coerce what is called an agreement—
which, of course, it is not, for it lacks the essential element of consent. One who
does a thing in order to avoid a monetary penalty does not agree; he yields to
compulsion precisely the same as though he did so to avoid a term in jail.
The exaction here is a penalty and not a tax within the test laid down by this
Court in numerous cases. (Cttitd Labor Taa ease, 259 U. S., 20, 37—
39; United
States v. La Franca, 282 V. S., 568, 572; United States v. Constantine, 296 U. S.,
287, 293 et seq. ; United States v. Butler, 297 U. S., 1, 70. ) While the lawmaker
is entirely free to ignore the ordinary meanings of words and make definitions
of his own (Ifarnuth v. United States, 279 U. S., 231, 242; TyLer v. Unite/
States, 281 U. S., 497, 502 [Ct. D. 190, C. B. IX—1, 383] ), that device may not be
employed so as to change the nature of the acts or things to which the words
are applied. But it is not necessary to pursue the matter further. That the
"tax" is in fact a penalty is not seriously in dispute. The position of the
Government, as we understand it, is that the validity of the exaction does not
rest upon the taxing power but upon the power of Congress to regulate interstate commerce; and that if the Act in respect of the labor and price-fixing
provisions be not upheld, the "tax" must fall with them. With that position
we agree and confine our consideration accordingly.
Fourth. Certain recitals contained in the Act plainly suggest that its makers
were of opinion that its constitutionality could be sustained under some general
Federal power, thought to exist, apart from the specific grants of the Constitution. The fallacy of that view will be apparent when we recall fundamental principles which, although hitherto often expressed in varying forms
of words, will bear repetition whenever their accuracy seems to be challenged.
The recitals to which we refer are contained in section 1 (which is simply
a preamble to the Act), and, among others, are to the effect that the distribution of bituminous coal is of national interest, affecting the health and
comfort of the people and the general welfare of the Nation; that this circumstance, together with the necessity of maintaining just and rational relations between the public, owners, producers, and employees, and the right
of the public to constant and adequate supplies at reasonable prices, require
regulation of the industry as the Act provides. These affirmations
and the
and distribution
of such coal
further ones that the production
directly
"
aifect interstate commerce, because of which and of the waste of the national
coal resources and other circumstances, the regulation is necessary for the
protection of such commerce do not constitute an exertion of the milt, of.
Congress which is legislation, but a recital of considerations which in the
opinion of that body existed and justified the expression of its will in the
On the
present Act. Nevertheless, this preamble may not be disregarded.
clear, except for the pure assumpcontrary it is important, because it makes
"
directly" affect interstate commerce,
tion that the conditions described
that the powers which Congress undertook to exercise are not specific but of
the most general character namely, to protect the general public interest and
the health and cotnfort of the people, to conserve privately-owned coal, ma, in.
tain just relations between producers and employees and others, and promote
the general welfare, by controlling nation-wide production and distribution of
coal. These, it may be conceded, are objects of great worth; but are thev
ends, the attainment of which has been committed by the Constitution to the
This is a vital question; for nothing is more certain
Federal Govcrnment7
than that beneficient aims, however great or well directed, can never serve
in lieu of constitutional power.
The ruling and firmly established principle is tha. t the powers which the
General Government may exercise are only those specifically enumerated in
the Constitution, and such implied Powers as are necessary and proper to
carry into effect the enumerated powers. Whether the end sought to be
attain(d by an Act of Congress is legitimate is wholly a matter of constitutional power and not at all of legislative discretion. Legislative congressional
discretion begins with the choice of means and ends with the adoption of
methods and details to carry the delegated powers into effect. The distinc-
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tion between these two things power and discretion
is not only very pla1n
but very important.
For while the powers are rigidly limited to the enumerations of tlie Constitution, the means which may be employed to carry the
powers into eRect are not restricted, save that they must be appropriate,
plainly adapted to the end, and not prohibited by, but consistent with, the
letter and spirit of the Constitution.
(3$eCullooh v. 3larttland, 4 Wheat. , 816,
421.) Thus, it may be said that to a constitutional end many ways are openl
but to an end not within the terms of the Constitution, all ways are closed.
The proposiiion, often advanced and as often discredited, that the power of
the Federal Government inherently extends to purposes aRecting the Nation
as a whole with which the States severally can not deal or can not adequately
deal, and the related notion that Congress, entirely apart from those powers
delegated by the Constitution, may enact laws to promote the general welfare,
have never been accepted but always definitely rejected by this Court. Mr.
Justice Story, as early as 1816, laid down the cardinal i~le, which has ever
since been followed that the General Government "can claim no powers which
are not granted to it by the Constitution, and the powers actually granted, .
must be such as are expressly given, or given by necessary implication.
(3fartin v. A'unter*s Lessee, 1 Wheat. , 804, 826. ) In the Framers Convention,
the proposal to confer a general power akin to that just discussed was included
in Mr. Randolph's resolutions, the sixth of which, among other things, declared
that the National Legislature ought to enjoy the legislative rights vested in
Congress by the Confederation, and "moreover to legislate in all cases to
which the separate States are incompetent, or in which the harmony of the
United States may be interrupted by the exercise of individual legislation. "
The convention, however, declined to confer upon Congress power in such
general terms; instead of which it carefully limited the powers which it
thought wise to entrust to Congress by specifying them, thereby denying all
others not granted expressly or by necessary implication.
It made no grant
oi' authority to Congress to legislate substantively
for the general welfare
(United States v. Butler, supra, page 64); and no such authority exists, save as
the general welfare m!y be promoted by the exercise of the powers which
are granted. (Compare Jaeobsen v. 3Iassaoliusetts, 197 U. S., 11, 22. )
There are many subjects in respect of which the several States have not
legislated in harmony with one another, and in which their varying laws and
the failure of some of. them to act at all have resulted in injurious confusion
and embarrassnient.
(See Addyston Pipe ck Steel Co. v. United States, 175
U. S., 211, 282-288. ) The State laws with respect to marriage and divorce
present a case in point; and the great necessity of national legislation on that
subject has been from time to time vigorously urged. Other pertinent examples
are laws with respect to negotiable instruments, desertion and nonsupport,
certain phases of State taxation, and others which we do not pause to mention.
In many of these fields of legislation, the necessity of bringing the applicable
rules of law iuto general harmonious relation has been so great that a Commission on Uniform State Laws, composed of commissioners from every State
in the Union, has for many years been industriously and successfully working
to that end by preparing and securing the passage by the several States of
uniform laws. If there be an easier and constitutional way to these desirable
results through congressional action, it thus far has escaped discovery.
Replying directly to the suggestion advanced by counsel in Kansas v. Col@redo (206 U. S., 46, 89—SO), to the effect that necessary powers national in
their scope must be found vested in Congress, though not expressly granted or
essentia. lly implied, this Court said:
"But the proposition that there are legislative powers affecting the Nation as
a whole which belong to, although not expressed in the grant of powers, is in
direct conflict with the doctrine that this is a government of enumerated
powers. That this is such a government clearly appears from the Constitution,
independently
of the amendments, for otherwise there would be an instruinent
granting certain specified things made operative to grant other and distinct
things. This natural construction of the original body of the Constitution is
made absolutely certain by the tenth amendment.
This amendment, which was
seemingly adopted with prescience of just such contention as the present, disclosed the widespread fear that the National Government might, u~der the
pressure of a supposed general welfare, attempt to exercise powers which had
the framers intended that no
With equal determination
not been granted.
such assumption should ever find justification fn the organic act, and that If
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the future further powers seemed necessary they should be granted by the
the manner they had provided for amending that act. "
The g'eneral rule with regard to the respective powers of the National and
the State Governments under the Constitution, is not in doubt. The States
before the Constitution; and, consequently,
their legislative powers
antedated the Constitution.
Those who framed and those who adopted that
instrument meant to carve from the general mass of legislative powers, then
possessed by the States, only such portions as it was thought wise to confer
upon the Federal Government;
and in order that there should be no uncertainty in respect of what was taken and what was left, the national powers
were
of legislation
not aggregated but enumerated
with the result that what
was not embraced by the enumeration remained vested in the States without
"when
change or impairment.
Thus,
it was found necessary to establish a
National Government for national purposes, " this Court said in Swann v.
"a
illinois (94 U. S., 113, 124),
part of the powers of the States and of the
eople of the States was granted to the United States and the people of the
This
nited States.
grant operated as a further limitation upon the powers
of the States, so that now the governments of the States possess all the powers
of the Parliament of England, except such as have been delegated to the
United States or reserved by the people. " While the States are not sovereign
in the true sense of that term, but only qnasi-sovereign, yet in respect of all
as independeut of the General
powers reserved to them they are supreme
Government
as that Government within its sphere is independent
of the
)tates. " (The Collector v. Day, 11 Wall. , 113, 124. ) And since every addition
to the National legislative power to some extent detracts from or invades the
ower of the States, it is of vital moment that, in order to preserve the fixed
alance intended by the Constitution, the powers of the General Government
be not so extended as to embrace any not within the express terms of the
It is no
several grants or the implications necessarily to be drawn therefrom.
longer open to question that the General Government, unlike the States (Hasnsner v. Dagenhart, 247 U. S., 251, 275), possesses no inherent power in respect of
the internal affairs of the States; and emphs. tically not with regard to legislation.
The question in respect of the inherent power of that Government as to the
external affairs of the Nation and in the field of international 1am is a wholly
(See, however,
different matter which it is not necessary now to consider.
Jones v. United States, 137 V. S„202,212; Nishirnara Ebtn v. United States,
142 U. S., 651, 659; Fang Yne Ting v. United States, 149 U. S., 698, 705 et seq. ;
Barnet v. Broolcs, 288 V. S., 378, 396 [Ct. D. 648, C. B. XII-1, 362]).
The determination of the Framers Convention and the ratifying conventions
io preserve complete and unimpaired State self-government in all matters
not committed to the General Government ls one of the plainest facts which
And adherence
to that
emerges from the history of their deliberations.
equally upon the Federal Government and the
1s incumbent
determination
States. State pomers can neither be appropriated on the one hand nor abdicated on the other. As this Court said in Texas v. White (7 Wall. , 700, 725)—
"the preservation of the States, and the maintenance of their governments,
are as much within the design and care of the Constitution as the preservation
The Conof the Union and the maintenance of the National Government.
looks to an indestructible Union, composed of
stitution, in all its provisions,
States. " Every journey to a forbidden end begins with the
indestructible
flrst step; and the danger of such a step by the Federal Government in the
direction of taking over the powers of the States is that the end of the journey
may flnd the States so despoiled of their powers, or what may amount to
which possession of the
the same thing so relieved of the responsibilities
powers necessarily enjotns, as to reduce them to little more than geognaphical
subdivisions
of the national domain. It is safe to say that if, when the
Constitution was under consideration, it had been thought that any such danger
lurked behind its plain words, it would never have been ratified.
And the Constitution itself is in every real sense a law the lawmakers
being the people themselves, in whom under our system all political power and
sovereignty primarily resides, and through whom such power and sovereignty
primarily spealrs. It is by that law, and not otherwise, that the legislative,
executive, and judicial agencies which it created exercise such political authority ns they have been permitted to possess. The Constitution speaks for
their import ls not rationally
itself in terms ao plain that to misunderstand
possible. "We the People of the United States, " it says, "do ordain anIl
"
~
~
~
establish this Constitution
. Ordain and establish I These are defi-
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nite words of enactment, and without more would stamp what follows with
the dignity and character of law. The framers of the Constitution, however,
Were not content to let the matter rest here, but provided explicity~'ThiS
Constitution, and the laws of the United States which shall be made ia pux
suance thereof; ~ ~ 4 shall be the supreme law of the landl
The supremacy of the Constitution as law is thus declared without qualification. That supremacy is absolute; the supremacy of a statute enacted by
Congress is not absolute but conditioned upon its being made in pursuance of
the Constitution.
And a judicial tribunal, clothed by that instrument
with
complete judicial power, and, therefore, by the very nature of the power,
required to ascertain and apply the law to the facts in every ease or proceeding
properly brought for adjudication, must apply the supreme law and reject
the interior statute whenever the two conflict. In the discharge of that duty,
the opinion of the lawmakers that a statute passed by them is valid must be
givea great weight (Adkins v. ghildren's Hospital, 261 U. S., 525, 544); but
their opinion, or the court's opinion, that the statute will prove greatly'
or generally beneficial is wholly irrelevant to the inquiry.
(Schechter v.
United States, 295 U. S., 495, 549—
550. )
We have set forth, perhaps at unnecessary length, the foregoing principles
because it seemed necessary to do so in order to demonstrate that the general
purposes which the Act recites, and w'hich, therefore, unless the recitals be
disregarded, Congress undertook to achieve, are beyond the power of Congress
except so far, and only so far, as they may be realized by an exercise of some
specific power granted by the Constitution.
Proceeding by a process of
elimination, which it is- not necessary to follow in detail, we shall find no
grant of power which authorizes Congress to legislate in respect of these
general purposes unless it be found in the commerce clause and this we
now conside.

—

Fifth. Since the validity of the Act depends upon whether it is a reflation of interstate commerce, the nature and extent of the power conferred
upon Congress by the commerce clause becomes the determinative
question
in this branch of the case. The comraerce clause vests in Congress the
power
To regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several
States, and with the Indian Trtbes. " The function to be exercised is that
The thing to be regulated is the commerce described. In
of regulation.
exercising the authority conferred by this clause of the Constitutioa, Congress.
is powerless to regulate anything which is not commerce, as it is powerless
to do anything about commerce which is not regulation.
We first inquire,
The term as this Court many times has said,
then —. What is commerce2
definition has ever been formu$s one of extensive import. . No albemIbracing
lated. Tbe questioa is to be approached both atfirmatively and negatively—
from
the
points of view as to what it includes and what it
that is to say,
excludes.
In gibbons v. Ogden (9 Wheat. , 1, 189-190), Chief Justice Marshall said, :
"Commerce, undoubtedly, is trafilc, but it is something more: it is intercourse. It describes the commercial intercourse betvveen nations, and parts
of nations, in all its branches, and is regulated by prescribing rules for carrying
on that intercourse.
As used in the 'Goustitution, the word, " commerce" is the equivalent of the
phrase "intercourse for' the purposes of trade, " and includes transportation,
purchase, sale, and exchange of commodities between the citizens of the
different States. And the power to regulate commerce embraces the instruments by which commerce is carried on. (Welton v. State of Missouri, 91
U. S., 275, 280; Addyston Pipe c5 Steel go. v. United States, 175 U. S., 211, 241;
HopLins v. United States, 171 U. S., 578, 597.) In Adair v. United States
208 U. S., 161, 177) the phrase "Commerce among the several. States" was
"traific, intercourse, trade, navigation, communicaefined as comprehending
tion, the tran'sit of persons and the transmission of messages by telegraph—
indeed, every species of commercial intercourse among the several States. " In
'Veazie et al. v. 3foor (14 How. , 568, 578—574), this Court, after saying that
fbe phrase could never be applied to transactions wholly internal, significantly
added: "Nor can it be properly concluded, that, because the products of
domestic enterprise in agriculture or manufactures,
or in the arts, may
ultimately become the subjects of foreign commerce, that the control of the
means or the encouragements
by which enterprise is fostered and protected,
is legitimately within the import of the phrase foreip'n commerce, or fairly

—"

implied

in any investiture

of the power to regulate

such commerce.

A pre-

tens«n as far-reaching as this, would extend to contracts between citizen and
citizen of the same State, would control the pursuits of the planter, the
grazier, the manufacturer, the mechanic. the immense operations of the collieries and mines and furnaces of the country; for there is not one of these

avocations, the results of which may not become the subjects of foreign
commerce, and be borne either by turnpikes, canals, or railroads, from point
to point within the several States, towards an ultimate destination, like the
one above mentioned.
The distinction between manufacture and commerce was discussed in Xfdg
v. Pearson (128 U. S., 1, 20, 21, 22); and it was said:
"No distinction is more popular to the common mind, or more clearly expressed in economic and political literature, than that between manufacture
the fashioning of raw maManufacture is transformation
and commerce.
terials into a change of form for use. The functions of commerce are different. ~ ~ ~ If it be held that the term includes the regulation of all such
manufactures as are intended to be the subject of commercial transactions in
the future, it is impossible to deny that it would also include all productive
industries that contemplate the same thing. The result would be that Congress would be invested, to the exclusion of the States, with the power to
regulate, not only manufactures, but also agriculture, horticulture, stock raisFor
1n short, every branch of human industry.
ing, domestic fisheries, mining
is there one of them that does not contemplate, more or less clearly, an interstate or foreign market2 Does not the wheat grower of the Northwest and
the cotton planter of the South, plant, cultivate, and harvest his crop with an
The power being
eye on the prices at Liverpool, New York, and Chicago2
vested in Congress and denied to the States, it would follow as an inevitable
result that the duty would devolve on Congress to regulate all of these delicate,
interests which 1n their nature are and must
multiform, and vital interests
"
be local in all the details of their successful management.
And then, as though foreseeing the present controversy, the opinion proceeds:
"Any movement toward the establishment of rules of production in this
vast country, with its many different climates and opportunities, could only be
at the sacrifice of the peculiar advantages of a large part of the localities in
it, if not of every one of them. On the other hand, any movement toward the
local, detailed and 1ncongruous legislation required by such interpretation would
be about the widest possible departure from the declared object of the clause in
Nor this alone. Even in the exercise of the power contended for,
question.
Congress would be confined to the regulation, not of certain branches of 1nevery branch
dustry, however numerous, but to those instances in each~ and
~
~
A situation
where the producer contemplated an interstate market.
more paralyzing to the State governments, and more provocative of conflicts
between the General Government and the States, and less likely to have been
what the framers of the Constitution intended, 1t would be difficult to imagine.
Chief Justice Fuller, speaking for this Court in Voted States v. E. C. 27nighf
Co. (156 U. S., 1, 12, 16), said:
"Doubtless the power to control the manufacture of a given thing involves
in a certain sense the control of its disposition, but this is a secondary and not
the primary sense; and although the exerc1se of that power may result in
bringing the operation of commerce into play, it does not control it, and affects
Commerce succeeds to manufacture, and is
1t only incidentally and indirectly.
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not a part of it.
"It is vital that the independence of the commercial power and of the
police power, and the delimitation between them, however sometimes perplexing, should always be recognized and observed, for while the one furnishes
the strongest bond of union, the other is essential to the preservation of the
and
autonomy of the States as required by our dual form of government;
acknowledged evils, however grave and urgent they may appear to be, had
better be borne, than the risk be run, in the effort to suppress them, of more
serious consequences by resort to expedients of even doubtful constitutionality.
The regulation of commerce applies to the subjects of commerce
and not to matters of internal police. Contracts to buv, sell, or exchange
and 1ts
goods to be transported amon the several States, the transportation
and articles bought, sold, or exchanged for the purposes of
instrumentalities,
such transit among the States, or put in the way of' transit, may be regulated, but this is because they form part of interstate trade or commerce.
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The fact that an article is manufactured
for export to another State does
not of itself make it an article of interstate commerce, and the intent of the
manufacturer does not determine the time when the article or product passes
from the control of the State and belongs to commerce.
That commodities produced or manufactured within a. State are intended
to be sold or transported outside the State does not render their production
or manufacture subject to Federal regulation under the commerce clause.
As this Court said in Goe v. Errol (116 U. S., 517, 526), "Though intended for
exportation, they may never be exported; the owner has a perfect right to
change his mind; and until actually put in motion, for some place out of the
State, or committed to the custody of a carrier for transportation to such
place, why may they not be regarded as still remaining a part of the general
mass of property in the State7" It is true that this was said in respect of
a challenged power of. the State to impose a tax; but the query is equally
pertinent where the question, as here, is with regard to the power of regulation. The case was relied capon in Kidd v. Pearsoa, supra, page 26. "Thy
application of the principles above announced, " it was there said, "to the case
under consideration leads to a conclusion against the contention of the plaintiff in error. The police power of a State is as broad and plenary as its
taxing power; and property within the State is subject to the operations of the
former so long as it is within the regulating restrictions of the latter. "
In Heisler v. Thomas Cether)I Co. (260 U. S., 245, 259-260), we held that the
possibility, or even certainty of exportation of a product or article from a
State did not determine it to be in interstate commerce before the commencement of its movement from the State. To hold otherwise "would nationalize
all industries, it would nationalize and withdraw from State jurisdiction and
deliver to Federal commercial control the fruits of California and the South
the wheat of the West and its meats, the cotton of the South, the shoes ok
Massachusetts and the woolen industries of other States, at the very inceptjon
of their production or growth, that is, the fruits unpicked, the cotton and wheat
ungathered, hides and fiesh of cattle yet 'on the hoof, ' xvool yet unshorn, and
coal yet unmined, because they are in varying percentages destined for and
surely to be exported to States other than those of their production. "
In Oliver Iron Co. v. ord (262 U. S., 172, 178), we said on the authority of
numerous cited cases: "Mining is not interstate commerce, but, like manufacturing, is a local business subject to local regulation and taxation.
Its character in this regard is intrinsic, is not affected by the intended use or
disposal of the product, is not controlled by contractual engagements, and persists even though the business be conducted in close connection with interstate
commerce. "
The same rule applies to the production of oil. "Such production is essentially a mining operation and therefore is not a part of interstate commerce
even though the product obtained is intended to be and in fact is immedi(Champlin Rfg. Co. v. Commission. , 286
ately shipped in such commerce.
U. S., 210, 235. ) One who produces or manufactures
a commodity, subsequently sold and shipped by him in interstate commerce, whether such sale
and shipment were originally intended or not, has engaged in two distinct
and separate activities. So far as he produces or manufactures a commodity
his business is purely local. So far as he sells and ships, or contracts to sel
and ship, the commodity to customers in another State, he engages in interstate commerce. In respect of the former, he is subject only to regulation
by the State; in respect of the latter, to regulation only by the Federal Government.
(77tah Power d
Co. v. Pfost, 286 U. S., 165, 182.) Production
is not commerce; but a step in preparation for commerce.
(Chassaniol v,
Qreevsoood, 291 U. S., 584, 587. )
We have seen that the word "commerce" is the equivalent of the phrase
"intercourse for the purposes oi' trade.
Plainly, the incidents leading up to
and culminating in the mining of coal do not constitute such intercourse.
The
of men, the fixing of their wages, hours of labor and working
employment
conditions, the bargaining in respect of these things whether carried on separately or collectively each and all constitute intercourse for the purposes of
production, not of trade. The latter is a thing apart from the relation of
employer and employee, which in all producing occupations is purely local
in character. Extraction of coal from the mine is the aim and the completed
result of local activities. Commerce in the coal mined is not brought into
being by force of these activities. but by negotiations, agreements, and cir-
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cumstances entfrely apart from production,
Minfng brings the subject matter
of commerce into existence. Commerce disposes of it.
A consideration
of the foregoing, and of many cases which might be added
to those already cited, renders inescapable the conclusion that the effect of
the. labor provisions of the Act, including those in respect of minimum wages,
wage agreements, collective bargaining, and the Labor Board and its powers,
primarily falls upon production and not upon commerce; and conflrms the
further resulting conclusfon that production is a purely local activity.
It
follows that none of these essential antecedents of production constitutes a
transaction in or forms any part of interstate commerce. (8chechter Corporation v. United 8tates, supra, 542 et seq. ) Everything which moves in interstate commerce has had a local origin. Without local production somewhere,
interstate commerce, as now carried on, would practically disappear. Nevertheless, the local character of mining, of manufacturing
and of crop growing
is a fact, and remains a fact, whatever may be done with the products.
Certain decisions of this Court, superficially considered, seem to lend supBut upon examination,
port to the defense of the Act now under review.
Thus, Corouado Co. v. U. N. WorA:ers (268
they wfll be seen to be inapposite.
U. S., 295, 310), and kindred cases, involved conspiracies to restrain interstate
commerce in violation of the anti-trust lnws. The acts of the persons involved
were local in character; but the intent was to restrain interstate commerce,
and the means employed were calculated to carry that intent into efTect.
Interstate commerce was the direct object of attack; and the restraint of
such commerce was the necessary consequence of the acts and the immediate
end in view.
(Bedford Co. v. Stone Cutters Assn, 274 U. S., 37, 46. ) The
applicable law was concerned not with the character of the acts or of the
means employed, which might be in and of themselves purely local, but with
the intent and direct operation of those n. cts and means upon interstate commerce. "The mere reduction in the supply of an article, " this Court said
in the Coronado Co. case, supra, page 310, "to be shipped in int. erstate commerce by the illegal or tortious prevention of its manufacture or production
fs ordinarily an indirect and remote obstruction to that commcrce. But wheu
the intent of those unlawfully preventing the manufacture or production is
shown to be to restrain or control the sup~)ly enterin ~ and moving in interstate
commerce, or the price of ft in interstate markets, their action is a direct
violation of the Anti-Trust Act. "
Another group of cases, of which 8unft d Co. v. United Htates (196 U. S.,
375) is an example, rest upon the circumstance that the acts in question
flow" of commerce among the
constituted direct interferences with the
States. In the Swift case, live stock was consigned and delivered to stockyards not as a place of final destination, but, as the Court snfd in 8tagord v."
Wallace (258 U. S., 495, 516), "a throat through which the current flows.
The sales which ensued merely changed the private interest in tbe subject of the
(Industrial Ass'n v. United
current without interfering with 1ts continuity.
8tates, 268 U. S., 64, 79.) It was nowhere suggested in these cases that the
interstate commerce power extended to the growth or production of the things
which, after production, entered the flow. If the Court had held that the
raising of the cattle, which were involved in the Swii't case, including the
wages paid to and worl-ing conditions of the herders and others employed fu
the business, could be regulated by Congress, that decision nnd decisions holding similarly would be in point; for it is that situation, and not the one
with which the Court actually dealt, which here concerns us.
The distinction suggested 1s illustrated by the decision in Arkadefphia Co. v.
St. Louis 8. W. Ry. Co. ("49 U. S., 134, 150-152). That case dealt with
orders of a State commission flxing railroad rates. One of the questions
considered was whether certain shipments of rough material from the forest
to mills in the same State for manufacture, followed by the forwarding of
the finished product to points outside the State, was a continuous movement
It appeared that when the rough material reached
In interstate commerce.
into various articles which were stacked or
the mills it was nmnufnctured
Markets for
placed in kflns to dry, the processes occupying several months.
the mnnufncturcd articles were almost entirely in other States or in foreign
countries. About 95 per cent of the fin1shed articles was made for outbound
When the rough material wns shipped to the mills, it was expected
shipment.
by the mills that this percentage of the flnished articles would be so sold
and shipped outsfde the State. And nll of them knew and intentled that
thfs 95 per cent of the finishe product would be so sold and shipped. This
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Court held that the State order did not interfere with interstate commerce,
and that the Swift case was not in point; as it is not in point here.
The restricted iield covered by the Swift and kindred eases is illustrated
by the Schechter case, supra, page 543. There the commodity 1n question,
although shipped from another State, had come to rest in the State of its
destination, and, as the Court pointed out, was no longer in a current or Sow
of interstate commerce. The Swift doctrine was rejected as inapposite.
In
the Schechter case the flow had ceased. Here it had not begun. The difference is not one of substance.
The applicable principle is the same.
But section I (the preamble) of the Act now under review declares that
all productio~ and distribution of bituminous coal "bear upon and directly
and that reguLation thereof is imperative for
affect its interstate commerce
the protection of such commerce. The contention of the Government is that
the labor provisions of the Act may be sustained in that view.
That the prpduction of every commodity intended for interstate sale and
transportation has some effect upon interstate commerce may be, if it has not
already been, freely granted; and we are brought to the Qual and decisive
inquiry, whether here that effect is direct, as the "preamble" recites, or
indirect. The distinction is not formal, but substantial in the highest degree,
as we pointed out in the Schechter case, supra, page 548, et seq. "If the commerce clause were construed, " we there said, "to reach all enterprises and
transactions which could be said to have an indirect effect upon interstate
commerce, the Federal authority would embrace practically @11 the activities
of the people and the authority of the State over its domestic concerns mould
exist only by sufferance of the Federal Government.
Indeed, on such a theory,
even the development of the State's commercial facilities would be subject to
Federal control.
It was also pointed out, page 548, that "the distinction
between direct and indirect effects of intrastate transactions upon interstate
commerce must be recognized as a fundamental
one, essential to the maintenance of our constitutional system. "
Whether the effect of a given activity or condition is direct or indirect
is not always easy to determine. The word "direct" implies that the activity
not mediately, reor condition invoked or blamed shall operate proximately
to produce the effect. It connotes the absence of an
motely, or collaterally
efDcient intervening agency or condit1on. And the extent of the effect bears no
logical relation to its character. The distinction between a direct and an
indirect effect turns, not upon the magnitude of either the cause or the
effect, but entirely upon the manner in which the effect has been brought
about. If' the production by one man of a single ton of coal intended for interstate sale and shipment, and actually so sold and shipped, affects interstate
commerce indirectly, the effect does not become direct by multiplying the tonnage, or increasing the number of men employed, or adding to the expense or
complexities of the business, or by all combined.
It is quite true that rules
of law are sometimes qualitied by considerations of degree, as the Government
argues. But the matter of degree has no bearing upon the question here, since
that question is not What is the eatent of the local activity or condition,
or the extent of the effect produced upon interstate commerce' but What 1s
the relation between the activity or condition and the effect
Much stress is put upon the evils which come from the struggle between
employers and employees over the matter of wages, working cond''tions, the
r1ght of collective bargaining, etc. , and the resulting strikes, curtailment and
irregularity of production and effect on prices; and it is insisted that interstate
commerce is greattp affected thereby. But, in addition to what has just been
said, the conclusive answ'er is that the evils are all local evils over which the
Federal Government has no le islative control. The relation of employer and
employee is a local relation. At common law, it is one of the domestic relations.
The wages are paid for the cloing of local work. Working conditions are obviously local conditions. The employees are not engaged in or about commerce,
a commodity.
And the controversies and evils,
but exclusively in producin
which. it is the object of the Act to regulate and minimize, are local controversies and evils affecting local work undertaken to accomplish that local
result. Such effect as they may have upon commerce, however extensive it
may be, is secondary and indirect. An increase in the greatness of the effect
It does not alter its character.
adds to its importance.
The Government's contentions in defense of the labor provisions are reaily
disposed of adversely by our decision in the Schechter case, supra. The only
perceptible difference between that case and this is that in the Schechter case,
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power was asserted with respect to commodities which had come
to rest after their interstate transportation; while here, the case deals with
commodities at rest before interstate commerce has begun. That difference is
witho ut significance.
The Federal regulatory power ceases when interstate
commercial intercourse ends; and, correlatively, the power does not attach until
interstate commercial intercourse begins. There is no basis in law or reason
«» applying difTerent rules to the two situations. Xo such distinction can be
found in anything said in the Schechter case. On the contrary, the situations
were recognized as akin. The opinion, at page 546, after calling attention to
the fact that if the commerce clause could be construed to reach transactions
having an indirect effect upon interstate commerce the Federal authority would
embrace practically all the activities of the people, and the authority of the
State over its domestic concerns would exist only by sufferance of the Federal
Government, we said: "Indeed, on such a theory, even the development of the
State's commercial facilities would be subject to Federal control. " And again,
after pointing out that hours and wages have no direct relation to interstate
commerce and that if the Federal Government had power to determine the
wages and hours of employees in the internal commerce of a State because of
their relation to cost and prices and their indirect eifect upon interstate commerce, we said, page 549: "All the processes of production and distribution
that enter into cost could likewise be controlled. If the cost of doing an intrastate business is in itself the permitted object of Federal control, the extent
of the regulation of cost would be a question of discretion and not of power.
A reading of the entire opinion makes clear, what we now declare, that the
want of power on the part of the Federal Government is the same whether
the wages, hours of service, and working conditions, and the bargaining about
them, are related to production before interstate commerce has begun, or to
sale and distribution after it has ended.
Sixth. That the Act, whatever it may be in form, in fact is compulsory
We have already discussed section 3, which imposes the
clearly appears.
excise tax as a penalty' to compel "acceptance" of the code. Section 14 provides that the United States shall purchase no bituminous coal produced at
any mine where the producer has not complied with the provisions of the
code; and that each contract made by the United States shall contain a provision that the contractor will buy no bituminous coal to use on, or in the
carrying out of, such contract unless the producer be a member of the code,
as certiffed by the Coal Commission. In the light of these provisions we come
to a consideration of subdivision (g) of Part III of section 4, dealing with
Labor relations.
That subdivision delegates the power to iix maximum hours oi' labor to a
part of the producers and the miners namely, "the producers of more than
two-thirds of the annual national tonnage production for the preceding calendar year" and "more than one-half of the mine workers employed"; and
to producers of more than two-thirds of the district annual tonnage during
the preceding calendar year and a majority of the miners, there is delegated
the power to iix minimum wages for the district or group of districts. The
effect, in respect of wages and hours, is to subject the dissentient minority,
either of producers or miners or both, to the will of the stated majority,
since, by refusing to submit, the minority at once incurs the hazard of enforcement of the drastic compulsory provisions of the Act to which we have
referred. To "accept, in these circumstances, is not to exercise a choice,
but to surrender to force.
The power cont'erred upon the majority is, in effect, the power to regulate
the affairs of an unwilling minority. This is legislative delegation in its most
obnoxious form; for it is not even delegation to an offlcial or an official body,
presumptively disinterested, but to private persons whose interests may be and
often are adverse to the interests of others in the same business. The record
shows that the conditions of competition differ among the various localities.
In some, coal dealers compete among themselves. In other localities, they also
compete with the mechanical production of electrical energy and of natural
gas. Some coal producers favor the code; others oppose it; and the record
clearly indicates that this diversity of view arises from their conflicting and
The difference between producing coal and regueven antagonistic interests.
The former ls a private
lating its production is, of course, fundamental.
activity; the latter is necessarily a governmental function, since, in the very
nature of things, one person may not be entrusted with the power to regulate
the business of another, and especially of a competitor. And a statute which
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attempts to confer such power undertakes an intolerable and unconstitutional
interference with personal liberty and private property. The delegation is so
clearly arbitrary, and so clearly a denial of rights safeguarded by the due
process clause of the fifth amendment, that it is unnecessary to do more than
reier to decisions of this Court which foreclose the question. (Schechter Corporation v. United States, 295 U. S., at page 537; Eubank v. Richmond, 226
U. S„187,148; Seattle Trust Co. v. Rcberge, 278 U. S., 116, 121—
122.)
Seventh. Finally, we are brought to the price-fixing provisions of the code.
The necessity of considering the question of their constitutionality will depend
upon whether they are separable from the labor provisions so that they can
stand independently.
Section 15 of the Act provides;
"If any provision of this Act, or the application thereof to any person or'
circumstances, is held invalid, the remainder of the Act and the application
of such provisions to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected
thereby. "
In the absence of such a provision, the presumption is that the legislature
intends an act to be effective as an entirety
that is to say, the rule is against
the mutilation of a statute; and if any provision be unconstitutional,
the
presumption is that the remaining provisions fall with it. The effect of the
statute is to reverse this presumption in favor of inseparability, and create
the opposite one of separability.
Under the nonstatutory rule, the burden is
upon the supporter of the legislation to show the separability of the provisio~
involved,
Under the statutory rule, the burden is shifted to the assailant to
But under either rule, the determination, in the
show their inseparability.
end, is reached by applying the same test namely, What was the intent of
the lawmakers7
Under the statutory rule, the presumption must be overcome by considerations which establish "the clear probability that the invalid part being eliminated the legislature would not have been satisfied with what remains",
(Wittiams v. Standard, OLL Co., 278 U. S., 285, 241 et seq.
or, as stated in
Utah Pouer ck L. Co. v. Pfost (286 U. S., 165, 184—185), "the clear probability
that the legislature would not "have been satisfied with the statute unless it
Whether the provisions of a statute are so
had included the invalid part.
interwoven that one being held invalid the others must fall, presents a question
of
legislative intent, to the determination
of
of statutory construction and
which the statutory provision becomes an aid. "But it is an aid merely; not
"
v.
Iiansas,
264
(Dorchg
V. S., 286, 290. ) The prean inexorable command.
sumption in favor of separability does not authorize the court to give the
"
different
from
that
an
effect
altogether
sought by the measure
statute
viewed as a whole. " (Retirement Board v. ALton R. Co., 295 U. S., 380, 362. )
construction
in
no
alters
the rule that in order
aid
to
The statutory
way
and uphold another part as
to hold one part of a statute unconstitutional
separable, they must not be mutually dependent upon one another. Perhaps
a fair approach to a solution of the problem is to suppose that while the
bill was pending in Congress a motion to strike out the labor provisions had
prevailed, and to inquire whether, in that event, the statute should be so construed as to ]ustify the conclusion that Congress, notwithstanding,
probably
would not have passed the price-Ming provisions of the code.
Section 8 of the Act, which provides that no producer shall, by accepting
the code or the drawback of taxes, be estopped from contesting the constitutionaHty of any provision of the code is thought to aid the separability clause.
But the effect of that provision is simply to permit the producer to challenge
any provision of the code despite his acceptance of the code or the drawback.
It seems not to have anything to do with the question of separability.
With the foregoing principles in mind, let us examine the Act itself. The
title of the Act and the preamble demonstrate, as we have already seen, that
Congress desired to accomplish certain general purposes therein recited. To
that end it created a commission, with mandatory directions to formulate into
a working agreement the provisions set forth in section 4 of the Act. That
being done, the result is a code. Producers accepting and operating under
the code are to be known as code members; and section 4 speciiically requires
that, in order to carry out the policy of the Act, "the code" shall contain the
~ ~ ", which are then
following conditions, provisions, and obligations
set forth. No power is vested in the commission, in formulating the code,
The mandate to
to omit any of these conditions, provisions, or obligations.
include them embraces all of them. Following the requirement fust, quoted
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in the same section (International
Textbook Co. v. Pigg,
9» 112—113) under appropriate headings, the price-fixing and laborreguiattng Provisions are set out in great detail. These provisions, plainly,
meant to operate together and not separately, constitute the means designed
to bring about the stabilization of bitumiuous-coal production, and thereby
to regulate or affect interstate commerce in such coal. The firs. clause of the
title is: "To stabilize the bituminous coal-mining industry and promote its
interstate commerce.
Thus, the primary contempla'ion of the Act is stabilization of the industry
through the regulation of labor and the regulation of prices; for, since both were
adopted, we must conclude that both were thought essential. The regulations
of labor on the one hand a.nd prices on the o'. her furnish mutual aid and
support; and their associated force not one or the other but both combinedwas deemed by Congress to be necessary to achieve the end sought.
The
statutory mandate for a code upheld by two legs at once suggests the improbability that Congress would have assented to a code supported by only one.
This seems plain enough; for Congress must have been conscious of the fact
that elimination of the labor provisions from the Act would seriously impair,
if not destroy, the force and usefulness of the price provisions.
The interdependence of wages and prices is manifest.
Approximately two-thirds of the
cost of producing a ton of coal is represented by wages. Fair prices necessarily
depend upon the cost of production; and since wages constitute so large a
proportion of the cost, prices can not be fixed with any proper relation to
cost without taking into consideration this major element.
If one of them
becomes uncertain, uncertain'. y with respect to the other necessarily ensues.
So much is recognized by the code itself. The introductory clause of Part III
declares that the conditions respecting labor relations are "To efi'ectuate the
purposes of this Act. " And subdivision (a) of Part II, quoted in the forepart
of this opinion, reads in part: "In order to sustain the stabilization of wages,
working conditions, and maximum hours of labor, said prices shall be established so as to yield a return per net ton for each district in a minimum price
area, ~ ~ ~ equal as nearly "as may be to the weighted average of the
Thus wages, hours of labor, and working
total costs, per net ton ~ ~
conditions are to be so adjusted as to effectuate the purposes of the Act; and
stabilize wages, working conditions, and
to
so
regulated
as
to
be
prices are
hours of labor which have been or are to be fixed under the labor provisions.
The two are so woven together as to render the probability plain enough that
uniform prices, in the opinion of Congress, could not be fairly fixed or effectively
re~lated, without also regulating these elements of labor which enter so
largely into the cost of production.
These two sets of requirements are not like a collection of bricks, some oi
which may be taken away without disturbing the others, but rather are like
the interwoven threads constituting the warp and woof of a fabric, one set of
which can not be removed without fatal consequences to the v-hole. I'araphrasing the words of this Court in Butts v. N'erchants Transp'n Co. (23Q II. S.,
126, 133), we inquire What authority has this Court, by construction, to convert the manifest purpose of Congress to regulate production by the mutual
operation and interaction of fixed wages and fixed prices into a purpose to
regulate the subject by the operation of the latter alone'l Are we at liberty
to say from the fact that Congress has adopted an entire integrated svstem
that it probably would have enacted a doubtfully effective fraction of the
system? The words of the concurring opinion in the Bohechter case (295 I:. S.,
at pages 554—555) are pertinent in reply. "To take from this code the pro* ~ ~
visions as to wages and the hours of labor is to destrov it altogether.
Wages and the hours of labor are essential features of the plan, its very bone
and sinew. There is no opportunity in such circumstances "for the severance
The conclusion
of the infected parts in the hope of savin the remainder.
is unavoidable that the price-fixing provisions of the code are so related to
and dependent upon the labor provisions as conditions, considerations or compensations, as to make it clearly probable that the latter being held bad, the
former would not have been passed. The fall of the latter, therefore, carries
(International
Textbook Co. v. Pigg, supra, 113;
down with it the former.
Warren v. 3fagor and Aldermen of Charlesto~en, 2 Gray [hlass. ], 34, 98—99.)
The price-fixing provisions of the code are thus disposed of without coming
to the question of their constitutionality; but neither this disposition oi' the
matter, nor anything we have said, is to be taken as indicating that the Court
is of opinion that these provisions, if separately enacted, could be sustained.
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If there be in the Act provisions other than
may stand independently, the quest/on of their
mination when, if ever, that question shall be
The decrees in Nos. 686, 649, and 650 must
manded for further consideration in conformity
in No. 651 will be affirmed.
It is so ordered.
SEPARATE OPINIoN

OIP

those we have considered, that
validity is left for future deterpresented for consideration.
be reversed and the causes rewith this opinion. The decree

MR. CHIEF' JUBTIcE HUGHEs.

I agree that the stockholders were entitled to bring their suits; that, in
view of the question whether any part of the Act could be susts. ined, the suits
were not premature; that the so-called tax is not a real tax, but a penalty;
that the constitutional power of the Federal Government to impose this penalty must rest upon the commerce clause, as the Government concedes; that
in this case mining
which precedes commerce, is not itself comproduction
merce; and that the power to regulate commerce among the several States is
not a power to regulate industry within the State.
The power to regulate interstate commerce embraces the power to protect
that commerce from injury, whatever may be the source of the dangers which
threaten it, and to adopt any appropriate means to that end. (Second Ernployers' Liability cases, 228 U. S., 1, 51.) Congress thus has adequate authority to maintain the orderly conduct of interstate commerce and to provide
for the peaceful settlement of disputes which threaten it. (Texas cf R. 0. R.
Co. v. Railroay Clerks, 281 U. S., 548, 570. ) But Congress may not use this
protective authority as a pretext for the exertion of power to regulate activities and relations within the States which affect interstate commerce only
Otherwise, in view of the multitude of indirect effects, Congress
indirectly.
in its discretion could assume control of virtually all the activities of the
If
people to the subversion of the fundamental principle of tbe Constitution.
the people desire to give Congress the power to regulate industries within the
State, and the relations of employers and employees in those industries, they
are at liberty to declare their will in the appropriate manner, but it is not
for the Court to amend the Constitution by judicial decision.
I also agree that subdivision (g) of Part III of the prescribed code is
invalid upon three counts: (1) It attempts a broad delegation of legislative
power to fix hours and wages without standards or limitation.
The Government invokes the analogy of legislation which becomes effective on the happening of a speciffed event, and says that in this case the event is tbe agreement of a certain proportion of producers and emplovees, whereupon the other
producers and employees become subject to legal obligations accordingly,
I
think that the argument is unsound and is pressed to the point where the
It would remove all restrictions upon
principle would be entirely destroyed.
the delegation of legislative power, as the making of laws could thus be
referred to any desi nated officials or private persmrs whose orders or agreements would be treated as "events,
with the result that they would be
invested with the force of law having penal sanctions.
(2) The provision
permits a group of producers and employees, according to their own views of
expediency, to make rules as to hours and wages for other producers s.nd
employees who were not parties to the agreement.
Such a provision, apart
from the mere question of the delegation of legislative power, is not in accord
with the requirement of due process of law which under the fffth amendment
dominates the regulations which Congress may impose.
(8) The provision
goes beyond any proper measure of protection of interstate commerce and
attempts a broad regulation of industry within the State
But that is not the whole case. The Act also provides for the regulation
of the prices of bituminous coal sold in interstate commerce
a.nd prohibits
'
unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce. Undoubtedly transactions in carrying on interstate commerce are subject to the Federal power to
regulate that commerce and the control of charges and the protection of fair
competition in that commerce are familiar illustrations of the exercise of the
power, as the Interstate Corcmerce Act, the Packers and Stockyards Act
and the Anti-Trust Acts abundantly
show. The court has repeatedly stated
that the power to regulate interstate commerce among the several States is
supreme and plenary.
(Minnesota Rate cases, 280 U. S., 852, 898.) .It ia
"complete in itseli', and may be exercised to its utmost extent, and acknowl.
edges no limitations, other than are Prescribed in the Constitution.
(gibbons
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9 Wheat. 1, 196.) We are not at liberty to deny to the Congress,
commerce, a power commensurate with that enjoyed
by the States in the regulation of their internal commerce.
(See Xebbia v.
Seto York, 291 U. S,, 5()2. )
~

Ogden,

,
wit»espect to interstate

Whether the policy of fixing prices of commodities sold in interstate commerce is a sound policy is not for our consideration.
The question of that
policy, and of its particular applications, is for Congress. The exercise of
the powei of regulation is subject to the constitutional restriction of the due
process clause, and if in fixing rates, prices or conditions of competition, that
requirement
is transgressed, the judicial power may be invoked to the end
that the constitutional limitation may be maintained.
(Interstate Commerce
Commission v. Union pociftc R. R. Co., 222 U. S., 541, 547; St. Joseph Stock
Yards Co. v. United States, decided April 27, 1936.)
In the legislation before us, Congress has set up elaborate machinery for
the fixing of prices of bituminous coal sold in interstate commerce. That
provision is attacked in limine. Prices have not yet been fixed. If fixed,
If contested, the Act provides for review of the
they may not be contested.
administrative ruling. If in fixing prices, due process is violated by arbitrary,
capricious or confiscatory action, judicial remedy is available.
If an attempt
is made to fix prices for sales in intrastate commerce, that attempt will also
action. In that relation it should be
be subject to attack by appropriate
noted that in the Carter cases, the court below found that substantially
all
the coal mined by the Carter Coal Co. is sold f. o. b. mines and is transported
into States other than those in which it is protluced for the purpose of filling
orders obtained from purchasers in such States. Such transactions are in
interstate commerce. (Saoago v. Jones, 225 U. S., 501, 520. ) The court
below also found that "the interstate distribution aud sale and the intrastate
distribution and sale" of the coal are so "intima. tely and inextricably connected" that "the regulation of interstate transactions of distribution and
sale can not be accomplished efi'ectively without discrimination against interstate co~merce unless transactions of intrastate distribution and sale be
the same situation is disclosed in the Kentucky
regulated. " Substantially
cases. In that relation, the Government invokes the analogy of transportation
rates. (The Shreoeport case, 234 U. S., 842; IVizconstn Railroad Commission
v. Chicago, Bnrlington cf Qninotf R. R. Co. , 257 U. S., 568. ) The question will
be the subject of consideration when it arises in any particular application
of the Act,
Upon what ground, then, can it be said that this plan for the regulation of
transactions in interstate commerce in coal is beyond the constitutional power
of Congress7 The Court reaches that conclusion in the view that the invalidity
of the labor provisions requires us to condemn the Act in its entirety. I am
unable to concur in that opinion. I think that the express provisions of the
Act preclude such a finding of inseparability.
This is admittedly s question of sta. tutory construction; and hence we must
search for the intent of Congress. And in seeking that intent we should not
fail to give full weight to what Congress itself has said upon the very point.
The Act provides (section 15):
any provision of this Act, or the application thereof to any person or
circumstances; is held invalid, the remainder of the Act and the application
of such "provisions to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected
thereby.
That is a fiat declaration against treating the provisions of the Act as
insepa. rable. It is a declaration which Congress was competent to make. It
is a declaration which reverses the presumption of indivisibility and creates an
(Utah Pmoer ck Light Co. v. Pfost, 286 U. S., 165, 184.)
opposite presumption.
The above quoted provision does not stand alone. Congress was at pains to
make a declaration of similar import with respect to the provisions of the
code (section
"No producer shall by reason of his acceptance of the code provided for in
section 4 or oi' the drawback of taxes provided in section 8 of this Act be held
to be precluded or estopped from contesting the constitutionality " of any provision of said code, or its validity as applicable to such producer.
This provision evidently contemplates, when read with the one first quoted,
that a stipulation of the code may be found to be unconstitutional and yet that
its invalidity shall not be regarded as affecting the obligations attaching to
the remainder.

"If

8):
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I do not think that the question of separability should be determined by
trying to imagine what Congress would have done if certain provisions found
to be invalid were excised. That, if taken broadly, would lead us into a realm
of pure speculai. ion. Who can tell amid the host of divisive influences playing
upon the legislative body what its reaction would have been to a particular
excision required by a finding of invalidity)
The question does not call for
speculation of that sort but rather for an inquiry whether the provisions are
That is, when Congress states
inseparable by virtue of inherent character.
that the provisions of. the Act are uot inseparable and that ihe invalidity of
any provision shall not affect others, we should not hold that the provisions are
inseparable unless their feature, by reason of an inextricable tie, demands that
conclusion.
All that is said in the preamble of the Act, in the directions to the commission which the Act creates, and in the stipulations of the code, is subject to
the explicit direction of Congress that the provisions of the statute shall not
be treated as forming an indivisible unit. The fact that the various requirements
furnish to each other mutual aid and support does not establish indivisibility.
The purpose of Congress, plainly expressed, was that if a part of that aid
were lost, the whole should not be lost. Congress desired that the Act and code
should be operative so far as they met the constitutional test. Thus we are
brought, as I have said, to the question whether, despite this purpose of
Congress, we must treat the marketing provisions and the labor provisions as
inextricably tied together because of their nature. I find no such tie. The
labor provisions are themselves separated and placed in a separate part (Part
III) of the code. It seems quite clear that the validity of the entire Act can
not depend upon the provisions as to hours and wages in paragraph (g) of
Part III. For what was contemplated by that paragraph is manifestly independent of the other machinery of the Act, as it can not become eifective unless
the specified proportion of producers and employees reach an agreement as to
particular wa es and hours. And the provision for collective bargaining in
paragraphs (a) and (b) of Part III is apparently made separable from the
code itself by section 9 of the Act, providing, in substance, that the employees
of all producers shall have the right of collective bargaining even when producers do not. accept or maintain the code.
The marketing provisions (Part II) of the code naturally form a separate
category. The interdependence of wages and prices is no clearer in the coal
business than in transportation.
But the broad regulation of rates in order
to stabilize transportation conditions has not carried with it the necessity of
fixing wages. Again, the requirement, in paragraph (a) of Part II that dim
trict boards shall establish prices so as to yield a prescribed "return per net
ton" for each district in a minimum price area, in order "to sustain the stabilization of wages, working conditions and maximum hours of labor, " does not
link the marketing provisions to the labor provisions by an unbreakable bond.
Congress evidently desired stabilization through both the provisions relating
to marketing and those relating to labor, but the setting up of the two sorts
of requirements did not make the one dependent upon the validity of the other.
It is apparent that they are not so interwoven that they can not have separate
operation and eifect. The marketing provisions in relation to interstate commerce can be carried out as provided in Part II without regard to the labor
provisions contained in Part III. That fact, in the light of the congressional
declaration of separability, should be considered of controlling importance.
In this view, the Act, and the code for which it provides, may be sustained
in relation to the provisions for marketing in interstate commerce, and the
decisions of the courts below, so far as they accomplish that result, should
be afiirmed.
MB. JUBTICE CSBDozo (DIssENTINQ IN Nos. 686, 648, AND 650, xND IN .No. 651
CoiVCUBBINO IN THE RESULT).

stated are these:
up a valid system of' price-fixing as applied
to transactions in interstate commerce and to those in intrastate commerce
where interstate commerce is directly or intimately affected. The prevailing
opinion holds nothing to the contrary.
(b) Part II, with its system of price-fixing, is separable from Part III,
which contains the provisions as to labor considered and condemned in
opinion of the Court.
My conclusions

compendiously

(a) Part II of the statute sets

[Misc.
'(c) Part II he1ng valirl, the complainants are under a duty to come in
under the code, and are subject to a penalty if they persist in a refusal.
(d) The suits are premature in so far as they seek a judicial declaration
as
the validity or invalidity of the regulations in respect of labor embodied
in Part III. No opinion is expressed either directly or by implication as to
those aspects oi' the case. It will be time enough to consider them when there
is the threat or even the possibility of imminent enforcement.
If that time
shall arrive, protection will be given by clear provisions of the statute (section
8) against any adverse inference flowing from dela, y or acquiescence.
(e) The suits are not premature to the extent that they are intended to
avert a present wrong, though the wrong upon analysis will be found to be
unreal.
The complainants are asking for a decreq to restrain the enforcement of
the statute in all or any of its provisions on the ground that it is a void
enactment, and void in all its parts. If some of its parts are valid and are
separable from others that are or may be void, and if the parts upheld and
separated are sufficient to sustain a regulatory penalty, the injunction may not
issue and hence the su'its must fail. There is no need when that conclusion has
Of the provisions not considered, some
been reached to stir a step beyond.
which
may never take effect, at least in the absence of future happenings
Some may operate in one way as to one
are still uncertain and contingent.
group and in another way as to others according to particular conditions as
A decision in advance as to the operation and
yet unknown and unknowable.
validity of separable provisions in varying contingencies is premature and
"The court will not 'anticipate a question of constitutional
hence unwise.
law in advance of the necessity of deciding it. ' (Steamship Co. v. E&uigration
Commissioners, 118 U. S., 88, 80; Abrams v. Van Schaiclc, 203 U. S., 188; IVilshire Oit Co. v. United States, 295 U. S., 100.) ' It is not the habit of the court
to decide questions of a constitutional nature unless absolutely necessary t&& a
decision of the case. ' (Burton v. United States, 196 U. S., 288, 295. )" (Per
U. S., —,February
Brandeis, S., in Ashu&ander v. Tennessee Valley Authority,
17, 1986.) The moment we perceive that there are valid and separable portions,
broad enon'"h to lay the basis for a r~)atory penalty, inquiry should lm]t.
The complainants must conform to whatever is upheld, and as to parts excluded from the decision, especially if the parts are not presently effective, must
make their protest in the future when the occasion or the need arises.
First: I am satisfied that the Act is within the power of the Central
Government in so far as it provides for minimum and maximum prices upon
sales of bituminous coal in the transactions of interstate commerce and in
those of intrastate commerce where interstate commerce is directly or intimately affected. Whether it is valid also in other provisions that have been
considered and condemned in the opinion of the court, I do not find it necessary to determine at this time. Silence must not be taken as importing acquiescence. Much would have to be written if the subject, even as thus restricted
were to be explored through all its implications, historical and economic as
well as strictly legal. The fact that the prevailing opinion leaves the price
provisions open for consMeration in the future makes it appropriate to forego
a fullness of elaboration that might otherwise be necessary, As a system oi'
price fixing the Act is challenged upon three grounds; (1) because the governance of prices is not within the commerce clause; (2) because it is a denial of
due process forbMden by the fifth amendment; and (8) because the standards
for administrative action are indefinite, with the result that there has been
an unlawful delegation of legislative power.
(1) With reference to the first objection, the obvious and sufficient answer is,
in such
so far as the Act is directed to interstate transactions, that sales made
conditions constitute interstate commerce, and do not merely " affect" it.
(Dahnke-IValker Milling Co. v. Bondurant, 257 U. S., 282, 290; Flanagan, v.
Federal Coal Co. , 267 U. S., 222, 22o; Lemke v. Farmers & ain Co. , 258 U. S, ,
50, 00; Public Utilities Commission v. Attleborc Steam d Electric Cc., 273
U. S., 83, 00; Federal Trade Commission v. Pacific States Paper Trade Association, 273 U. S., 52, 04. ) To regulate the price for such transactions is to
regulate commerce 1tself, and not alone its antecedent conditions or its ultiThe very act of sale 1s limited and governed. Prices in
mate consequences.
interstate transactions may not be regulated by the States. (Bald&ctn v. Scrlig,
204 U. S, 511,) They must therefore be subject to the power of the Nation
supervision.
unless they are to be witlidrawn altogether from governmental
(Cf. The IIcad Money cases, 112 V. S., 580, 598; Story, Commentaries on the
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section 1082, ) If such a vacuum were permitted, many 8
Constitution,
public evil incidental to interstate transactions would be left without a remedy.
This does not mean, of course, that prices may be fixed for arbitrary reasons
or in an arbitrary way. The commcrce power of the Nation is subject to the
requirement of due process like the police power of the States. (JIamilton v.
Kentucky Distillcries Co. , 251 U. S., 146, 156; cf. Brooks v. United States, 267
U. S., 432, 436, 437; iVebhia v. Net York. , 291 U. S., 502, 524. ) Heed must be
given to similar considerations of social benefit or detriment in marking the
division betiveen reason and oppression.
The evidence is overwhelming that
in the adoption of this Act.
Congress did not ignore those considerations
What is to be said in that regard may conveniently be postponed to the part
of the opinion dealing with the fifth amendment.
Regulation of prices being an exercise of the commerce power in respect of
interstate transactions, the question remains whether it comes within that power
as applied to intrastate sales where interstate prices are directly or intimately
affected. Mining and agriculture and manufacture are not interstate commerce
considered by themselves, yet their relation to that commerce may be such that
for the protection of the one there is need to regulate the other. (Schechter
Ponltiy Corpora'tion v. United States, 295 U. S., 495, 544, 545, 546. ) Sometimes it is said that the relation must be "direct" to bring that power into
play. In many circumstances such a description will be sufficiently precise to
meet the needs of the occasion. But a great principle of constitutional law is
not susceptible of comprehensive statement in an adjective. The underlying
thought is merely this, that "the law is not indifferent to considerations of
degree. " (Schechter Poultry Corporation v. United States, supra, concurring
opinion, page 554. ) It can not be indifferent to them without an expansion of
the commerce clause that would absorb or imperil the reserved powers of the
States. At times, as in the case cited, the waves of causation will have radiated
so far that their undulatory motion, if discernible at all, will be too faint or
obscure, too broken by cross-currents, to be heeded by the law. In such circumstances the holding is not directed at prices or wages considered in the abstract,
The relation may be tenuous
but at prices or wages in particular conditions.
or the opposite according to the facts. Always the setting of the facts is to be
viewed if one would know the closeness of the tie. Perhaps, if one group of
adjectives is to be chosen in preference to another, "intimate" and "remote"
will be found to be as good as any. At all events, "direct" and "indirect, "
even if accepted as sufficient, must not be read too narrowly.
(Cf. Stone, y. , in
Di Santo v. Pennsyioania, 273 U. S., 84, 44. ) A survev of the cases shows that
the words have been interpreted with suppleness of adaptation and ilexibility
The power is as broad as the need that evokes it.
of meaning.
One of the most common and typical instances of a relation characterized as
direct has been that between interstate and intrastate rates for carriers by rail
where the local rates are so loiv as to divert business unreasonably from interstate competitors. In such circumstances Congress has the power. to protect
encroachments.
the business of its carriers against disintegratin
(The Shreveport ca'se, 234 U. S., 342, 851, 852; Wisconsin Railroad Commission v. Chicago,
Burlington d- Quincy R. Co., 257 U. S., 563, 588; United States v. Louisiaiia,
290 U. S., 70, 75; Florida v. United States, 292 U. S., 1.) To be sure, the relation even then may be characterized as indirect if one is nice or overliteral in
the choice of words. Strictly speaking, the intrastate rates have a primary
eÃect upon the intrastate traific and not upon any other, though the repercussions of the competitive system may lead to secondary consequences affecting
interstate traffic also. (Atlantic Coast Line R. Co. v. Florida, 295 V. S., 801,
806. ) What the cases really mean is that the casual relation in such circumstances is so close and intimate and obvious as to permit it to be called direct
without subjecting the word to an unfair or excessive strain. There is a like
immediacy here. Within rulings the most orthodox, the prices for intrastate
sales of coal have so inescapable a relation to those for interstate sales that a
system of regulation for transactions of the one class is necessary to give adequate protection to the system of regulation adopted for the other. The argument ls strongly pressed by intervening counsel that this mav not be true in
all communities or in exceptional conditions. If so, the operators unlawfully
atfected may show that the A.ct to that extent is invalid as to them. Such
partial invalidity is plainly an insufficient basis for a declaration that the Act
is invalid as a whole. (Dahnke-Walker Co. v. Bondurant, supra, 289; Dupont
v. Comsnissioner, 289 U. S., 685, 688.)
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+hat
been said in this regard is said with added certitude when compiainants' business is consirlered in the light of the statistics exhibited in the
Several records. In No. 636, the Carter case, the complainant'has
admitted
that "substantially all" (over 07ttt't per cent) of the sales of the Carter company are inade in interstate commerce.
In No. 649 the percentages of intrastate sales are, for one of the complaining companies, 25 per cent, for another
per cent, and for most of the others 2 per cent or 4. The Carter company
as its mines in West Virginia; the mines of the other companies aro located
in Kentucky.
In each of those States, moreover, coal from other regions is
purchased in large quantities, and is thus brought into competition with the
locally
produced.
coal
Plainly, it is impossible to say either from the statute
itself or from any figures laid before us that interstate sales will not be prejudicially affected in 15Vest Virginia and Kentucky if intrastate prices are maintained on a lower level. If it be assumed for present purposes that there
are other States or regions where the effect may be different, the complainants
are not the champions of any rights except their own. (Ifatctt v. Reacdon,
204 U. S., 152, 160, 161; Premier-Pabst Sales Co. v. Grosso(tp (May 18, 1086),
U. S.,
)
(2) The commerce clause being accepted as a sufHcient source of power,
the next inquiry must be whether the power has been exercised consistently
with the fifth amendment. . In the pursuit of that inquiry, Nebbia v. Netc
There a statute
York (201 U. S., 502) lays down the applicable principle.
of New York prescribing a minimum price for milk was upheld against' the
We
objection that price fixing was forbidden by the I'ourteenth amendment.
found it a sufhcient reason to uphold the challenged system that "the conditions or practices in an industry malhe unrestricted competition an inadequate
safeguard of the consumer's interests, produce waste harmful to the public,
threaten ultimately to cut off the supply of a commodity needed by the public,
or portend the destruction cf the industry itself. " (201 U. S., at page 538.)
All this may be said, and with equal, if not greater force, of the conditions
and practices in the bituminous coal industry, not only at the enactment of
this statute in August, 1035, but for many years before. Overproduction was
at a point 1vhere free competition had been degraded into anarchy. Prices
had been cut so low that profi had become impossible for all except a lucky
handful.
Wages came down along with prices and with profits. There were
strikes, at times nation-wide in extent, at other times spreading over broad
areas and many mines, with the accompaniment of violence and bloodshed
and misery and bitter feeling. The sordid tale is unfolded in many a document and treatise. During the 23 years between 1013 and 1935, there wer(t
19 investigations or hearings by Congress or by' specially created commissions
The hope of betterment was
with reference to conditions in the coal mines.
faint unless the industry could be subjected to the compulsion of a code. In
the weeks immediately preceding the passage of this Act the country was
The plight of
threatened once more with a strike of ominoias proportions.
the industry was not merely a menace to owners and to mine worl-ers; it was
and had long been a menace to the public, deeply concerned in a steady and
uniform supply of a fuel so vital to the national economy.
Congress was not condemned to inaction in the face of price wars and wage
Commerce had been chol-ed and burdened; its
Wars so pregnant with rlisaster.
normal flow had been diverted from one State to another; there had been bankruptcy and waste and ruin alike for capital and for labor. The liberty protected by the fifth amenrlment does not include the right to persist in this
con(erns
anarchic riot. "When industry is greviously hurt, whcu prod(icin
iuounts and communities dependent upon profitable
fail, when unemployment
(.4ppatacliian Coats,
production are prostrated, the wells of commerce go dry.
Inc, , v. IJ»ited States, 288 U. S., 844, 372. ) The free competition so often fig-
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welfare of the group. (Cf. The Sugar Institute, Inc. , v. United States,
U. S., —,March 80, 1966.) There is testimony in these records, testimony even
by the assailarits of the statute, that only through a system of regulated prices
can the industry be stabilized and set upon the road of orderly and peaceful
progress. ' If further facts are looked for, they are narrated in' the findings as .
well as in congressional reports and a mass of public records.
After making
every allowance for difference of opinion as to the most efficfent cure, the
student of the subject is confronted with the indisputable truth that there were
ills to be corrected, and ills that had a direct relation to the maintenance of
commerce among the States without friction or diversion. An evil existing, and
also the power to correct it, the lawmakers were at liberty to use their own
discretion in the selection of the means. '
(8) Finally, and fn answer to the third objection to the statute in its pricefixing provisions, there has been no excessive delegation of legislative power,
The prices to be fixed bv the district boards and the commission must conform
to the following standards: they must be just and equitable; they must take
account of the weighted average cost of production for each minimum price
area; they must not be unduly prejudicial or preferential as between districts
or as betweeu producers within a district; and they must reflect as nearly
as possible the relative market value of the various kinds, qualities and sizes
of coal, at points of delivery in each common consuming market area; to the
end of affording the producers in the several distrfcts substantially the same
opportunity to dispose of their coals on a competitive basis as has heretofore
existed. The minimum for any district shall yield a return, per net ton, not
less than the xveighted average of the total costs per net ton of the tonnage of the minimum price area; the maximum for any mine, if a maximum
is fixed, shall yield a return not less than cost plus a reasonable profit. Iteasonable prices can as easily be ascertained for coal as for the carriage of.
passengers or property under the Interstate Commerce Act, or for the services
of brokers in the stockyards (Tagg Bros. d 3focrhead v. United States, 280
U. S., 420), or for the use of dwellings under the emergency rent laws
(Block v. Hirsh, 256 U. S., 185, 157; )lfarcus Broum Co. v. Feldman, 256 U. S.,
170; Ler7I Leasing Co. v. Siegel, 208 U. S., 242), adopted at a time of excessive
scarcity, lvhen the laws of supply and demand no longer gave a measure
The standards established by this
for the ascertainment of the reasonable.
Act are quite as definite as others that have had the approval of this Court.
Corporation
v. United States, 287 U. S., 12, "4;
(Net York Central Securities
Federal Radio Commission v. Nelson Bros. Bond c6 fffortgage Co. , 289 U. S.,
266, 286; Tagg Bros. d Moorhead v. United States, supra; Mahler v. Ebg,
264 U. S., 82. ) Certainly a bench of judges„not experts in the coal business,
can not say with assurance that members of a commission will be unable, when
advised and informed by others experienced in the industry, to make the
standards workable, or to overcome through the development of an administrative technique many obstacles and dffflcultfes that might be bafiffng or confusing
to inexperience or ignorance.
The price provisions of the Act are contained in a chapter known as Part II.
The final subdivisions of that part enumerate certain forms of conduct which
are denounced as "unfair methods of competition. " For the most part the
prohibitions are ancillarv to the fixing of a. minimum price. The power to
flx a price carries with it the subsidiary power to forbid and prevent evasion.
(Cf. United States v. Ferger, 250 U. S., 199.) The few prohibitions that may
be viewed as separate are directed to situations that may never be realized
in practice. None of the complainants threatens or expresses the desire to

' See also the Report of the Fifteenth Annual Meeting of the National Coal Association
October 26—27, 1934, and the statement of the resolutions adopted at the sixteenth annual
meeting as reported at hearings preliminary to the passage of this Act. Hearings before
a Subcommittee of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, Seventyfourth Congress, first session, on E. R. 8479, pp. 20, 152.
4 There
ls significance in the many bills proposed to the Congress after painstaking
reports during successi;e national administrations with a view to the regulation of the
coal industry bv congressional action. S. 2557, October 4 1921, Sixty-seventh Congress,
first session; S. 3147 February 13, 1922, Sixty-seventh Congress, second session 'H. R.
9222. February 11, 1()26, Sixty-ninth Congress, first session; H. R. 11898, May 4 192B
&S. 4177), Sixty-ninth
Congress, Brst session; S. 2935, January 7, 1932 (H. R. 7536),
Seventy-second Congress, first session; also same session H. R. 12916 and 9924.
' " Price control, like any other form oi discrimination, is unconstitutional only ff arbitrary, discriminatory or demonstrably irrelevant to the policy the legislature fs free to
adopt, and hence an unnecessarv and unwarranted interference with individual liberty. u
(iV ebbis v. Ne~o york, supra, et page 588.)
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do these forbidden acts. As to those phases of the statute the suits are
premature.
The next inquiry must be whether Part I of the statute which
creates the administrative agencies, and Part II, which has to do in the main
with the price-fixing machinery, as well as preliminary sections levving a tax
ot' penaltV, are separable 1'rom Part III, which deals with labor relations in
the industry, with the result that what is earlier would stand if what is later
were to fall.
The statute prescribes the rule by which construction shall be governed.
any provision of' this Act, or the application thereof to any person or circumstances, is held invalid, the remainder of the Act and the application of such
provis1ons to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby.
(Section 15.) The rule fs not read as an inexorable mandate.
(Dorch1 v.
Eensae, 264 U. S., 286, 290; Utah Pox", er cf Light Co. v. Pfost, 286 U. S., 165,
184; Raffroad Retirememt Board v. Alton R. Co., 295 U. S., 880, 862. ) It
creates a "presumption of divisibility, " whfch fs not applied mechanfcally or
1n a manner to frustrate the intention of the lawmakers.
Even so, the burden
is on the litfgant who would escape its operation. Here the probabilities of
intention are far from overcoming the force of the presumption.
They fortify
and confirm it. A confirmatory token is the formal division of the statute into
"parts" separately numbered. Part III which deals with labor is physically
separate from everything that goes before it. But more convincing than the
evidences of form and structure, the division into chapters and sections and
paragraphs, each with fts proper subject matter, are the evidences of plan
and function. Part II, which deals with prices, is to take effect at once, or as
soon as the administrative
agencies have finished their administrative
work.
Part III fn some of its most significant provisions, the section or subdivision
in respect of wages and the hours of labor, may never take effect at all. This
fs clear beyond the need for argument from the mere reading of the statute.
The maxitnum hours of labor may be fixed by agreement between the producers
of more than two-thirds of the annual national tonnage production for the
preceding calendar year and the representatives of more than one-half the mine
workers.
Wages may be fixed by agreement or agreements negotiated bj
collective bargaining 1n any district or group of two or more districts between
of producers of more than two-thirds of the annual tonnage
representatives
production of' such districts or each of such districts in a contracting group
during the preceding calendar year, and representatives of the majority of the
mine workers therein. It is possible that none of these agreements as to hours
and wages will ever be made. If made, they may not be completed for months
or even years. In the meantime, however, the provisions of Part II will
Plainly,
be continuously operative, and will determine prices in the industry.
then, there was no intention on the part of the framers of the statute that prices
for
or
hours
if
the
provisions
wages
of
labor
were
found
fixed
should not be
to
be invalid.
Undoubtedly the rules as to labor relations are important provisions of the
statute. Undoubtedly the lawmakers were anxious that provisions so important
But they announced with all the directness
should have the force of law.
possible for words that they would keep what they could have if they could
Stabilizing prices would go a long way toward stabilizing
not have the whole.
labor relations by giving the producers capacity to pay a living wage. ' To
All fn vain have
hold otherwise fs to ignore the whole history of mining.
ofifcial committees fnquired and reported 1n thousands of printed pages if
this lesson has been lost. In the face of that history the Court is now holding
'At a hearing before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Ways aud Means, House of
Seventy-fourth
Congress, first session, on H. R. 8479, counsel for the
Representnttves

"If
"

Hotted
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M1ne %forkers
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of America, who had cooperated

tu the drafting

of the Act, said

"We have, as can be well understood, a provisfon of this code dealing with labor relations at the mine. We think that ts justified; we think tt 1s impossible to coucstve of any
regulation of this industry that does uot provide for regulattou of labor relations at the
mines. I realize that while tt may be contested. yet I feel that tt ts goin to be sustained.
"Also, there fs a provision fu this Act that tf this Act, or any part of ft, ts declared to
be invalid as affecting any person or persons, the rest of tt will be vattd, and if tbe other
rovtstons of this Act stttl stand aud the labor provisions are struct- down, we still want
he Act, because 11 stnbitfzcs the industry aud z~abtes us to negotiate with them on a
basis whtch witt at least be dtlferent from what we have been confronted with since April,
nnd that fs a dtstucttnation to even negottafe a labor wage scale because they claim they
nr~ ' 1ostug money.

lf the tabor pcovfstous go down we still want the fudustry stabtttzcd so that our
union may negotiate with them on the basis of a ttv1ng American wage standard.

"
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that Congress would have been unwilling to give the force of law to the provisions of Part II, which were to take effect at once, if it could not have Part
III, which in the absence of agreement between the employers and the miners
Indeed, the prevailing op1nion goes so far,
would never take effect at all.
it seems, as to insist that if the least provision of the statute in any of the
three chapters is to be set aside as void, the whole statute must go down, for
the reason that everything from end to end, or everything at all events beginning with section 4, is part of the Bituminous Coal Code, to be swallowed
at a single draught, without power in the commission or even in the court to
abate a jot or tittle. One can only wonder what is left of the "presumption
of divisibility" which the lawmakers were at pains to establish later on.
The ReCodes under the National Recovery Act are not a genuine analo~.
covery Act made it mandatory (section Va) that every code should contain provisions as to labor, including wages and hours, and left everything else to
the discretion of the codiffers. Wages and hours in such circumstances were
properly described as "essential features of the plan, its very bone and sinew"
(Schechter Poultry Corporation, v. United States, supra, concurring opinion,
page 555), which taken from the body of a code would cause it to collapse.
Here on the face of the statute the price provisions of one part and the
labor provisions of the other (the two to be administered by separate agencies)
are made of equal rank.
What is true of the sections and subdivisions that deal with wages and the
hours of labor is true also of the other provisions of the same chapter of the
Act. Employees are to have the right to organize and bargain collectively
through representatives
of their own choosing, and shall be free from interference, restraint or coercion of employers, or their agents, in the designation
of such representatives, or in self-organization'or in other concerted activities
for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection, and
no employee and no one seeking employment shall be required as a condition
of employment to join any company union. No threat has been made by
any one to do violence to the enjoyment of these immunities and privileges.
No attempt to violate them may be made by the complainants or indeed by
any one else in the term of 1'our years during which the Act is to remain
in force. By another subdivision employees are to have the right of peaceable assemblage for the discussion of principles of collective bargaining, shall
to inspect the weighing or
be entitled to select their own check-weighman
measuring of coal, and shall not be required as a condition of employment to
None of
live in company houses or to trade at the store of the employer.
has been threatened with impairment.
No
these privileges or immunities
attempt to impair them may ever be made by any one.
Analysis of the statute thus leads to the conclusion that the provisions pf
Part III, so far as summarized, are separable from Parts I and II, and that
any declaration in respect of their validity or invalidity under the commerce
clause of the Constitution or under any other section will anticipate a controversy that may never become reaL This being so, the proper course is
to withhold an expression of opinion until expression becomes necessary.
different situation would be here if a portion of the statute, and a portion
sufficient to uphold the regulatory penalty, did not appear to be valid. If
the whole statute were a nullity, the complainants would be at liberty to stay
the hand of the tax gatherer threaten1ng to collect the penalty, for collection
in such circumstances would be a trespass, an illegal and forbidden act.
((lhild Labor Tax case, 259 U. S., 20; Iftll v. Wallace, 259 U. S., 44, 62;
Terrace v. ThoNtpsoe, 268 U. S., 197, 215; Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U. S.,
510, 536. ) It would be no answer to say that the complainants might avert
the penalty by declaring themselves code members (section 8) and fighting
In the circumstances supposed there would be no
the statute afterwards.
power in the National Government to put that constraint upon them. The
Act by hypothesis being void 1n all 1ts parts as a regulatory measure, the complainants might stand their ground, refuse to sign anything, and resist the
But the case
onslaught of the collector as the aggression of a trespasser.
as it comes to us assumes a diiferent posture, a posture inconsistent with the
The hypothesis of comcommission of a trespass either present or prospective.
plete 1nvalidiiy has been shown to be unreal. The price provisions being
Valid, the complainants were under a duty to come ln under the code, whether
the provisions as to labor are valid or invalid, and their faQure to come in
has exposed them to a penalty lawfully imposed. They are thus in no position to restrain the acts of the collector, or to procure a judgment defeating

t Mls
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the operatfon of the statute, whatever may be the fate hereafter of particular
p ovf»ons
not presently enforcible. The right to an injunction failing, the
.
suits must be dismissed. Nothing more is needful no pronouncement more
elaborate for a dfsposition of the controversy.
A last assault upon the statute is still to be repulsed.
The complainants take
the ground that the Act may not coerce them through the imposition of a
penalty into a seeming recognition or acceptance of the code, if any of the
code provisions are invalid, however separable from others. I can not vield
assent to a position so extreme. It is one thing to impose a penalty for
It is a very difTerent
refusing to come in under a code that is void altogether.
thing if a penalty is imposed for refusing to come in under a code invalid at
operative, the right to
the utmost in separable provisions, not immediately
contest them being explicitly reserved. The penalty in those circumstances is
adopted as a lawful sanction to compel submission to a statute having the
quality of law. A sanction of that type is the one in controversy here. So
far as the provisions for collective bargaining and freedom from coercion
are concerned, the same duties are iinposed upon employers by section 9 of
the statute whether they come in under the code or not. So far as code members are subject to regulation as to wages and hours of labor, the force of the
complainants' argument is destroved when reference is made to those provisions
of the statute in ivhich the effect of recognition and acceptance is explained
and limited.
By section 3 of the Act, "No producer shall by reason of his
acceptance of the code provided for in section 4 or of the drawback of taxes
Iirovided for in section 3 of this Act be held to be precluded or estopped
of any provision of said code, or its
from contesting the constitutionality
validity as applicable to said producer. " These provisions are reinforced and
niade more definite by sections 5(c) and 6(b), which so far as presently
material are cuoted in the margin. ' For the subscriber to the code who is
doubtful as to the validity of some of its requirements, there is thus complete
protection. If this might otherwise be uncertain, it would be macle clear
by our decision in Es& parte Young (201) U. S., 123), ivhich ivas applied in the
court below at the instance and for the benefit of one of these complainants to
give relief a& ainst penalties accruing during suit. (Helverfng v. Carter, No.
651.) Finally, the adequacy of the remedial devices is made even more apparent when one remembers that the attack upon the statute in its labor regulations assumes the existence of a controversy that may never become actual.
The failure to agree upon a wage scale or upon maximuin hours of daily or
weekly labor may make the statutory scheme abortive in the very phases
AVhat the code will proand aspects thnt the Court has chosen to condemn.
vide as to wages and hours of labor, or whether it will provide anything, is
still in the domain of prophecy. The opinion of the Court begins at the wrong
end. To adopt a homely forln of words, the complainants have been crying
before they are really hurt.
My vote is for affirmance.
I am authorized to state that Mr. Justice BSANnEis and Mr. Justice SToNf&f
join in this opinion.
v Sx&c. 6. (o) Any producer
whose membership fn the code and whose right to a draw-

—

—

ack on the taxes as provided under this Act has been canceled, shall have the right to
restored upon pnyment by him of all taxes in full for the time durc
ave his mrmbcrship
ng which it slmll be found by the commission that bfs violatfon of the code or of nny
regulation thereunder, the observance of whlcli is required by its terms, sf&all have continued.
In making its findlngs under this subsection the commission shall state specifically (I) the period of time during which such violation continued, nnd (2) flic amount
of taxes required to be pnid to bring about reinstatement as a code member.
Sac. 6. (b) Any person aggrieved by an order issued by the commission or Labor Board
ln a proceeding to which such person is a party ruay obtnln a revi&w of such order in the
Circuit Court of Appeals of the United States, nithin any circuit wherefn such person
resides or has his pmncipnl ploce of business, or in the United States Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia, by filing in such court, within 60 days after the entry of such
order a ivritten petition prnving that the order of the commission or Labor Board be
muffled or s&'t nside in xvhole or in part. " " v The judgiuent and decree of the
court;, nfifrmfng, modifying, and enforcing or setting aside, in whole or iu part any such
order of the commission or Labor Boar&i, as the case mny be, shnll be final, subject to
States upon certiorari or certificatio ns proi& vie&v by the Supr& n&e Court of the United
vided in sections 230 nnd fiqo of the Judicial Code, as amended (U, S. C. , Title 28, sections
SJG nnd 847. )
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CARRIERS TAXING ACT, APPROVED AUGUST 29, 1935
(PUBLIC, NO. 400, SEVENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS).

—

SECTION 1. DEFINITIONS.

" employee. "98) ARTIGLE 3: Definition

REQULATIONS

XV—26—8147

of

S. S. T. 8

operating the business of a carrier is not an
"employee" within the meaning of sections 2 and 4 of the Carriers
Taxing Act. Accordingly, his compensation is not subject to the
ta~es imposed by that Act. The receiver is, however, liable for
collection of the employees' income tax and for the excise tax
imposed by that Act.

The receiver

A.dvice is requested whether the compensation of a receiver operating the business of a carrier is subject to the taxes imposed by
sections 2 and 4 of the Carriers Taxing Act, approved August 29,
1935 (Public, No. 400, Seventy-fourth Congress).
The employees' income tax imposed by section 2 of the Carriers
Taxing Act and the excise tax on carriers imposed by section 4 of
that Act are both measured by the "compensation
of "employees "
of a "carrier, " as such terms are defined by the Act and Regulations
93 issued pursuant thereto.
Section 1(b) of the Act provides in part as follows:
The term "employee" means (I) each person who at or after the enactment

"

hereof is in the service of a carrier,

Article 3 of Regulations 98 reads in part as follows:
When used in these regulations, the term emproyoe means a person
who at any time after August 28, 193fi, performs services for a carrier in an
employment as defined in article 4. However, the relationship between the
person who performs such services and the carrier must, as to those services,
The words "employ, "
be the legal relationship of employer and employee.
"employer, and "employee" are to be tal-en in their ordinary meaning.

"

It is held that a receiver operating the business of a carrier is
not an "employee" of the carrier within the meaning of section
1(b) of the Carriers Taxing Act and article 8 of Regulations 98.
Accordingly, neither the employees' income tax imposed by section
2 of the Act nor the excise tax on carriers imposed by section 4
thereof attaches with respect to the compensation paid to the receiver
for services performed as such. The receiver is, however, required
to collect the employees' income tax imposed by section 2 of the Act
bv deducting or causing to be deducted the amount of the tax
from the compensation of each employee of the carrier as and when
paid, and he is also liable for the carriers' excise tax imposed by
section 4 of the Act with respect to the compensation paid to each
The receiver is liable for the employees' income
such employee.
tax whether or not collected from the employees.

—

SECTION 3. DEDUCTION OF TAX FROM WAGES.

98 ARTIGLE 208: Collection of,
XV—24-8126
and liability for, employees' tax.
S. S. T. 5
(Also Section 4 and Article 808.)
Carriers' liability for employees' income tax and carriers' excise
tax with respect to the compensation of an individual employed hy
two carriers.

REQIILATIONs
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Advice is requested relative to the liability of carriers under sectrons 8 and 4 of the Carriers Taxing Act, approved August 29, 193o
(pub»c, No. 400, Seventy-fourth Congress), wvith respect to the
compensation paid to an individual by each of two carriers.
Section 2 of the Act imposes a tax upon the income of every employee of a carrier at the rate of 3&/s per cent of the employee's compensation not in excess of $800 per month.
Section 8(a) provides
that the tax imposed by section 2 shall be collected by the carrier by
deducting the amount of the tax from the compensation of the
employee as and when paid, and that the carrier shall be liable for
the payment of such tax. Section 4 imposes an excise tax upon
every carrier at the rate of 8&/2 per cent of the compensation not in
excess of $800 per month paid by it to its employees.
The individual in question is employed by the M Carrier and the
N Carrier. The compensation received from each carrier is in excess
of $800 per month. The following questions are raised:
1. whether the M Carrier is required to deduct the tax from thy
compensation paid by it to the employee if the N Carrier makes such
If
a deduction from the compensation it pays to such employee&
the M Carrier is required to make such deduction and the yCarrier
collects and pays over to the United States the tax on the compensation paid by it, is the M Carrier required to pay over to the United
States the amount of tax deducted by it or may it return such amount
to the employee?
2. If the N Carrier pays the carriers' excise tax imposed by section 4 of the Act, is the i%I Carrier also required to pay such tax
with respect to the compensation paid by it to the employee?
The $300 limitation prescribed in section 2 with respect to the
income tax on employees relates to the total compensation of the
employee, whether received from one carrier or several carriers. In
other words, an employee of two carriers who receives a total compensation in excess of $300 per month from both is required to pay tax
on only $800. Accordinglv, where the total compensation received
from both carriers is $300 or less per month, under section 8(a) of
the Act each carrier is required to deduct the tax from the compensation paid by it. If the employee receives more than $300 per month
from each carrier, the tax may be collected entirely from one carrier
or in part from each carrier, since the Act does not provide for an
allocation of the employees' income tax between the two carriers
when the same individual is employed by two carriers and receives
more than +:&00 per month from each carrier. In order to prevent
an overcollection and overpayment of the employees' income tax ancl
the consequent adjustments in such a case, the carriers may by mutual
agreement determine the portion of the tax each shall cleduct from
the employee's compensatron.
If the correct amount of the tax is
deducted and accounted for by either or both of the carriers, the
arrangement between the carriers may be made as their judgment
and convenience warrant. In any event, both carriers must maintain
records definitely sho~ing how the tax was collected, and must. submit
such information with their returns on Form 942. If the correct
amount of tax is not reported and paid to the collector, each carrier
may be held liable for payment of the correct amount of tax due on
the compensation paid by it.
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In the instant case, if the N Carrier deducted the entire amount of
the employees' tax due with respect to the employm's compensation,
the M Carrier should return to the employee the amount of such tax
deducted from the compensation paid by it.
)Vith respect to the excise tax on carriers imposed under section 4
of the Act, the limitation contained in that section under which the
amount of compensation in excess of $800 per month is not subject to
such tax, relates to the total compensation paid by the carrier to its
employee, regardless of whether the employee also receives compensation from another carrier. Accordingly& the tax liability of the M
Carrier under section 4 of the Act is distinct and is not afFected by
the tax imposed by that section upon the N Carrier with respect to
the compensation paid by it to the employee in question. It follows
that the M Carrier and the N Carrier are each liable for the carriers'
excise tax at the rate of 8i/s per cent of the total amount of compensation not in excess of $800 per month paid by each carrier to the
employee.

—

SECTION 7. INCOME TAX ON EMPLOYEES' REPRESENTATIVE.

6: Definition of " com[in the case of a representative].

REGULATIONS 98q ARTICLE

pensation"

XV-91-8099

S. S. T. 3

Method of computing tax liability of a full-time representative
of employees of a carrier.

Advice is requested as to the method of computing the tax under
section 7 of the Carriers Taxing Act, approved August o9, 1985
(Public, No. 400, Seventy-fourth Congress), in the case of a full-time
representative of an employee organization who is duly designated
and authorized to represent employees under and in accordance with
the Railway Labor A.ct.
Section 7 of the Carriers Taxing Act provides:
In addition to other taxes, there shall be levied, collected, and paid
of each employees' representative received by such repretax of 7 per centum annually upon that portion of the
compensation of such employees' representative not in excess of $300 per month.
The compensation of a representative for the purpose of ascertaining the tax
thereon shall be determined according to such rules and regulations as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue shall deem just and reasonable and as near as
may be shall be the same compensation as if the representative were still in the
employ of the last former carrier.
upon the compensation
sentative an income

Article 6(b) of Regulations 98 reads in part as follows:
When used in these regulations, the term compensation, in the
case of a representative, means all remuneration received by him for services
performed as an officer or other oificial of the employee organization.
If the
remuneration of the representative for services performed during any calendar
month exceeds $300, the term does not include that part of such remuneration
which is in excess of the first $300 thereof.
If, however, the representative
establishes to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that he would have received
a lesser amount of remuneration from his last former carrier employer had he
remained continuously
in the employ of such carrier, the portion of the
received by him as representative, not in excess of such lesser
remuneration
amount, shall be the representative's compensation.

Under the law and regulations above quoted, $800 per month is
the maximum amount of compensation received as an employees'
representative which is subject to the tax. Where the representative
establishes to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that for the same
erlod for which remuneration
was received as a representative
ess remuneration would have been received as an employee of his
last former carrier employer (had he remained continuously in its
employ) than that received as a representative, then the tax may be
computed at the rate of 7 per cent of the amount that would have
I&'or example, if the representabeen so received as an employee.
tive's compensation as such is $850 for a given calendar month, only
$800 of that amount is taxable. If he would have received $810 for
the month from his la, st former crier employer had he remained
continuously in its employ, the taxable compensation is still $800.
If, however, the compensation he would have received from such
carrier is $'250 or a lesser amount, only $250, or the lesser amount,
as the case may be, is subject to the tax.
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NATIONAL

FIREARMS ACT (1934), AS AMENDED.

20: Meaning of terms.

88, ARTIcLE

REGULATIQNs

—

XV—22—8107
T. D. 4645

Taxes on certain firearms and machine guns. Section 1(a) of
the National Firearms Act approved June 26, 1984, amended by
Congress, approved April 10,
Public, No. 490, Seventy-fourth
1986. Article 20 of Regulations 88, approved August 17, 1984,

—

amended.
TPWASURY

DEPARTMENT)

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE)
W'ashington) D. O.

To Collectors of Internal Revenue and Others Concerned:
Regulations 88 are amended to give effect to the provisions of
Public, No. 490, Seventy-fourth Congress, approved April 10, 1936.
Preceding article 20, and following section 1(k), there shall be
inserted the following:
SECTION 1(a) OF THE NATIONAL FIREARMS ACT APPROVED JUNE 96,
1934, AMENDED BY PUBLIC, No. 490, SEVENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS,
APPROVED APRIL 10, 1936.

Be it enacted, by the Henate and ETonse of Representatives of the
United States of America, in Congress assembled, That subsection (a)
of section 1 of the National Firearms Act relating to the definition
of "firearms" is amended by inserting after "deiinition" a comma
and the following: "but does not include any rifle which is within
the foregoing provisions solely by reason of the length of its barrel
if the caliber of such rifle is .22 or smaller and if its barrel is 16
inches or more in length.

"

Pursuant to the foregoing provisions of law article 20(a) of
Regulations 88 is amended to read as follows:
(a) The terms defined in the above provisions of law shall have the meanings so assigned to them, and the definition of "firearms" contained in subsection (a) above does not include any. rifie having a caliber of .22 or smaller
if the length of its barrel is 16 inches or more.
This document is issued under the authority contained in section 12
of the National Firearms Act.
GUY

Cornrnissioner

Approved

May 25, 1936.

WAYNE

C.

T.

HELVERING,

of Internal Revenue

TAYLOR,

Acting Secretary of the Treasury.
(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register May 27, 1M6, 11.59 a. m. )
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NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY ACT.

XV—8—7917

SEonoN 216.

I. T. 2951

Computation of excess profits tax liability under the National
Industrial Recovery Act for the period January 1 to September 30,
1933, where a corporation changed its accouuting period.

Advice is requested whether the declared value of the AI Company's
capital stock as disclosed by its capital stock tax return for the year
ended June 80& 1988, should be prorated in computing its excessprofits tax liability for the period January 1 to September 80, 1938,
under section 216 of the X'ational Industrial Recovery Act, the taxpayer having been granted permission by the Bureau to change its
accounting period beginning with the year 1988.
The question arises in view of the fact that section N9 of the
Revenue Act of 1984 provides in the case of an excess-profits tax
return for an income-tax taxable year which is a period of less than
19 months that the adjusted declared value of the capital stock set
forth in the corporation's capital stock tax return shall be reduced to
an amount which bears the same ratio thereto as the number of
months in the period bears to 12 months, but the National Industrial
Recovery Act contains no correspondin~ provision. It is proposed
by the revenue agent to place the incoine on an annual basis under
section 47(c) of the Revenue Act of 19M and at the same time to
prorate or reduce the adjusted declared value of the capital stock.
Section o16 of the National Industrial Recovery Act provides in
part as follows:
SEO. 216. (a) There is hereby imposed upon the net income of every corporation, for each income-tax taxable year ending after the close of the first year
in respect of which it is taxable under section 215, an excess-profits tax equivalent to» per centum of such portion of its net income for such incometax
taxable year as is in excess of 12&&s per centum of the ad]uste&1 declared value
'&
* as of the close of the preceding income-tax
of its capital stock
taxable year ~ ~ ~. The terms used in this section shall have the same
meaning as when used in the Revenue Act of 1932.
(b) The tax imposed by this section shall be assessed, collected, and paid
in the same manner, and shall be subiect to the same provisi&&ns of law (including penalties), as the taxes imposed by Title I of the Revenue Act of
&

1932.

Section 47(a) of the Revenue Act of 1982 prescribes the returns
to be filed for a "short period resulting from change of accounting
period. " Section 47(c) of that Act reads as follows:
If a separate return is made under
(c) Income placed on ann&&nl has&'s. —
subsection (a) on account of a change in the accounting period, the net

income, computed on the basis of the period for which separate return is
made, shall be placed on an annual basis by multiplying the amount thereof
l&v 12 and dividing
by the number of n&onths included in the period for which
the separate return is made. The tax shall be such part of the tax computed
on such annual basis as the number of months in such period is of 12 months.

In determining excess-profits tax liability under the provisions of
section 916 of the National Industrial Recovery Act, the provisions
of the Revenue Act of 1982 are applicable except where they are inconsistent. Accordingly, section 47(c), supra& applies, there being
no specific provision in the National Industrial Recovery A& i for
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the reduction of the adjusted declared value of capital stock corresponding to section 702(a) of the Revenue Act of 1984. In the
instant case the corporation's net income for the period January
1 to September 80, 1938, was $24,000, and the adjusted declared value
of its capital stock (value as of December 81, 1982) for the year
ended June 80, 1938, on which the excess-profits tax deduction for
the period ended September 80, 1988, is based, was $100,000. The
excess-profits tax liability should be computed as follows:
(1) Net income for 9-month period
$24, 000. 00
(2) Item (1) multiplied by 12
288, 000. 00
32, 000. 00
(3) Net income on annual basis ($288, 000 —:9)
(4) Deduction of adjusted declared value (12r/a per cent of
12, 500. 00

$100,000)

(5) Net income subject to excess-profits tax
19, 500. 00
975. 00
(0) Tax on item (5) at 5 per cent annual basis
731.25
(7) Amount of tax for period ($975&&s/4)
It is held, therefore, that in computing the excess-profits tax liability under the National Industrial Recovery Act for a period of
less than a year where a corporation changed its accounting period,
the adjusted declared value of its capital stock should not be reduced
but its income should be placed on an annual basis. Even though the
result may be the same under the National Industrial Recovery Act
and under the Revenue Act of 1984, different methods of computation are prescribed by those Acts.
It may be added that the above computation may not be invoked in
the case of the first return after organization of a corporation, or the
last return upon dissolution, regardless of the fact that the period
during which its income is received or earned is less than a full year.
(See Bankers' Trust Co. v. Bowers, 295 Fed. 89, T. D. 8547, C. B.
III—1) 287; G. C. M. 2292, C. B. VI 2, 78) , G. C. M. 2080, C. B.
VI—2, 288; Louis Hyrael Planting c6 3farI ufacturing ( o. v. Co~treissioner, 5 B. T. A. , 910, acquiescence, C. B. VI —2, 8; I. T. 2817, C. B.
XIII—2, 116. Compare G. C. M. 15987, page 146. this Bulletin. )

—

—.

THE POTATO ACT OF 1935.

KV—1—7896
T. D. 4620

1.
Joint regulations pursuant to the provisions of section 200(b)
of the Potato Act of 1MS pertaining to the form of, and the terms
and conditions relating to the issuance of potnto tax-exemption
stamps for the allotment year beginning December 1, 1Mfi.
POTATO JOINT REGULATIONS

NO.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE&
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.
UNITED STATES TREASURY DEP.'-RTMENT,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

By virtue of the authority vested in the Secretary of Agriculture
and the Secretary of the Treasury by section 209 (b) of the Potato Act
of 1985, being Title II of the Act of Congress approvecl August 24,
1985, Public, No. 820, Seventy-fourth Congress, we, R. G. TUGwEI. I.,
Acting Secretary of Agriculture, and T.
COOLIDGE, Acting Secretary of the Treasury, do make, prescribe, publish, and give public
notice of the following regulations pertaining to the form of, and
the terms and conditions relating to, the issunnc™eof potato tax-exemption stamps for the allotmcnt year begirning December 1, 1985, to
be in force and effect from the date of approval hereof until amended
or superseded by regulations hereafter ]orntly made by the Secretary
of Agriculture and the Secretary of the Treasury unclcr such Act.
IN TEsTIMGNY wHEREor I have hereunto set my hand and caused the
offrcial seal of the Department of Agriculture to be affixe in the city
of I&Vashington this 9th day of December, 1985.

J.

R. G.
Acting
IN TEsTIMGNY wIIEREGF I have hereunto
offrcial seal of the Treasury Department
Washington this 80th day of December,

TUGwEI, I,,

Secretarvf of Apii&ufture.
set my hand and caused the
to be affixed in the city of
1985.

T

J

COOLIDGE&

Acting Secreta&y of the Trea'ury.
ABTICLE

I.

Foaxr OF poTATo TAx-ExssrpTrox

STAxfps.

—

SECTrov 1. 5'or&rr of sta&»ps for nllot»rent pear cr&s&r~&rc»ci&rg Dccci&rl&cr I, 1i)85.
Potato tax-exemption stamps shall be prepared in tire f&&rm of n&lliesive stamps
and shall be similar in size to the snmll size United States postn e stamp. On
the fnce of such stnmps ~hall
" nppe;ir the expressions, "II. S. Department of
Agriculture, " "Series I&i,'Ifi&, nnd "T,rx-Exempt Potatoes. " In addition, the
f;ice of each such stnrnp slmll sliow there&'n, in proniinent fi ures follorved by
the rvord "Pounds" or "Pound" ns the case in&11 1&e, the denomination of the
xpresscd in the number of pounds of potatoes for ivhich such stamp is
stnnip
cnlcuhit& d to eetnblish an exemption froin the tax levied aud assessed by the
Potato Act nt Ifigfir.
Srz. o, I'c»&&»&i»&rtio» of sta&»t&s. The follorving denominations of potnto tnxexemption stamps are prescribed for use in evidencing tax-exempt potato sales
under enid Act: One bun&i&'cd arid sixty-five (105) pounds, one hundred and
(100) pounds, fiftv (50) pound~, twenty-five
il fty (1;&0) pourlds, one hundred
('&5&) pounds,
flftcen (15) pounds, ten (10) poun;ls, fire (5) pounds, four (4)
&

—

pounds, three

(S) pounds, tivo

(") pounds,

nnd one

(1)

pouiid,

M4c. ]
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ARTICLE

II

TEEMS AND CONDITIONS RELATING TO TIIK ISSUANCE OF POTATO TAX-EXEMPTION
8TAXIP8.

After apportionments to farms are established in accordance with regulations
prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture, tax-exemption stamps for a quantity
of potatoes equal to the apportionment to each such farm shall be issued to the
person who, being eligible therefor, executes and files, in the form and manner
prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture, an application for tax-exemption
stamps for such farm, a receipt for such stamps, and an agreement relating to
the utilization of such stamps by or on behalf of each producer slIaring in the
potatoes produced for sale on such farm during the allotment year for which
such apportionments
were made. Such tax-exemption stamps shall be issued
in accordance with such procedure as shall be established by the Secretary oi'
Agriculture and through such agents or agencies as. shall be designated for such
purpose by the Secretary of Agriculture.
ARTICLE

III.

AIIENDMENTS.

These regulations, in whole or in part, shall be subject to such modifications,
amendments, and additions as may from time to time be jointly approved by
the Secretary of Agriculture and the Secretary of .the Treasury.

[Misc.

SOCIAI. SECURITY ACT.
TITLE VII!.—
TAXES

VyITH

RESPECT TO E dPLOY~IEXT,

SEcrroz 807: Collection and paymciit of tazes.
(Also Section 905.)
Penalties for misrepresentation
the Social Security Act.

concerning

XV—6—7950
S. S. T. 1

the taxes imposed by

Titles VIII and IX of the Social Security Act impose taxes at
specihed rates measured by the amount of "wages" as defined in
sections 811 and 907 of the A. ct. The Act does not prohibit the inclusion of the amount of the taz actually paid or payable in the cost
of production of an article or in the price at which an article is
sold or leased. However, section 1128 of the Revenue Act of. 1926,
made applicable by sections 807(c) and 905(b) of the Social Security Act, provides for certain penalties for misrepresentation of. any
tax imposed under the authority of the United States.
Section 1128 provides as follows:
Whoever in connection with the sale or lease, or offer for sale or
lease, of any article, or for the purpose of making such sale or lease, mal-es
any statement, w: itten or oral, (1) intended or calcula. ted to lead any person
to believe that any part of the price at which such article is sold or leased,
or oifi red for sale or lease, consists of a tax imposed under the authority of
the United States, or (2) ascribing a particular part of such price to a tax
imposed under the authority of the United States, knowing that such statement is false or that tlie tax is not so great as the portion of such price ascribed to such tax, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more than S1,()00 or by imprisonment
not exceeding one year, or both.

Any person, as defined in section 1101(a)8 of the Social Security
Act, ivho makes any statement, written or oral, intended or calculated
to lead any person to believe that any part of the price for which an
article is sold or leased, or offered for sale or lease, consists of a tax
imposed under the Social Security Act, knowing that the statement is
false or that the amount so represented as the tax is oreater than the
amount of taz actually paid or payable as such, is subject, upon coiiviction, to the penalties provided for in section 1123 of the Revenue
Act of 1926.

811: Definitions.
XV—20—8091
S. S. T. 2
(Also Section 907, Article 206(5) —(6).)
Titles
VIII
and
IX
imposed
of
the
taxes
Social
The
by
Security

SEcTIOA

Act are not applicable ivith respect to employees of a lighting
plaut, waterworks, or cemetery owned and operated by a city.

Advice is requested whether liability for tile tazes iniposed by
Titles VIII and IX of the Social Security Act is incurred with
respect to services performed in the eniploy of a lighting plant,
waterworks, or cemetery owned and operated by a cit&-.
Titles VIII and IX of the Social Security Act impose tazes at
v ith respect tp
specified r;iles measured bv the aniount of "wages
"employment" as clefined in sections 811 and 907 of the Act. Sec
si", '-'s'

—3G

—
16

'
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Miso. ]

tion 811(b) provides that the term "employment" used in Title
VIII means any service, of whatever nature, performed within the
United States by an employee for his employer, except—
(7) Service performed in the employ of a State, a political subdivision
or an instrumentality

thereof,
visions;

of one or more

States or political

subdi-

Section 907(c)6 contains an identical exception with respect to

the tax under Title

IX.

Article 206(5) —(6) of Regulations

on employers under Title

90, relating to the excise tax
as follows:
Services performed by federal and State

IX, provides

—

government employee8.
employees are excepted. The exception extends to every service performed
by an individual in the employ of the United States, the several S ates, the
P'strict of Columbia, or the Territory of Alaska or Hawaii, or any political
thereof, including every unit or agency of
subdivision
or instrumentality
government, without distinction between those exercising functions of a governmental nature and those exercising functions of a proprietary nature.

Since the exception in section 811(b)7 is identical with that contained in section 907(c) 6, the interpretation of the latter section in
article 906(5)-(6) of Regulations 90 is equally applicable to Title

VIII.
It is

held that neither the income tax on employees nor the excise
tax on employers imposed by Title VIII of the Social Security Act
will apply with respect to services performed in the employ of a
city owned and operated lighting plant, waterworks, or cemetery,
and that the excise tax on employers imposed by Title IX of that
Act does not attach with respect to such services.

811: Definitions.
(Also Section 907, Article 906.)

SzoTioN

XV—94—8197
S. S. T. 6

Liability of the M Committee, a political organization, for the
taxes imposed upon employers and employees by Titles VIII and
IX of the Social Security Act.

Advice is requested whether the M Committee a political organization, is subject to the taxes imposed by the social Security Act.
The tax imposed by section 801, Title VIII, of the Social Security
Act is an income tax equal to the specified percentages of the wages
(as defined in section 811) received by every individual after December 31, 1936, with respect to "employment" after such date.
The tax imposed by section 804, Title VIII, of' the Act is an excise
tax on every employer with respect to having individuals in his
emplov, equal to the specified percentages of the wages paid by him
after December 31, 1936, with respect to "employment" after such
date. The tax imposed by section 901, Title IX, of the Act is
an excise tax on every employer (as defined in section 907(a) ), with
respect to having individuals in his employ, equal to the specified
percentages of the total wages payable by him with respect to "employment" during the calendar year 1986 and succeeding calendar
years.
The term "employment" as used in Titles VIII and IX of the
Act is defined. by section 811(b) and section 907(c) of the Act as
meaning any service, of whatever nature, performed within the

[3 lisc.

U»ted States by an employee for his employer, with the exception
of certain services which are specifically set forth in those sections.
Since the taxes imposed by Titles VIII and IX of the Social
Security Act are applicable with respect to all "employment, " except

as provided in sections 811(b) and 907 (a) and (c), and as it does
not appear that the services performed for the M Committee by its
employees come within any of the excepted services specified in sections 811(b) and 907(c) of the Act, it is held that the M Committee, which qualifies as an "employer, is liable with respect to the
taxes imposed upon employers and employees by Titles VIII and IX
of the Social Security Act.

"

811: Definitions.
(Also Section 907, Article 203.)

SEcvloN

o=ganization from filing returns of
Exemption
under the provisions of the income tax laws of the United
does not extend to taxes imposed by the Social Security Act,
tion from which must be determined solely on the basis
exemption provisions contained in that Act.
of' an

XV—24—8128

S. S. T. 7

income

States
exempof the

Advice is requested whether the M Chamber of Commerce is exempt from taxation under the provisions of the Social Security Act.
The inquirer is of the opinion that inasmuch as the M Chamber of
Commerce is exempt from income taxation under the various Revenue Acts it is also exempt from taxation under the Social Security

Act.
The taxing provisions of the Social Security Act, are contained in
Titles VIII and IX of that Act. The excise tax under the Social
Security Act, , eciual to specified percentages of the "wages" paid

"

"

regardis leviecl on all "employers,
with respect to ' employment,
less of status under the provisions of other taxing Acts, with respect
to having individuals in their employ, and the income tax is levied
on the "wages" received by every individual, regardless of status
under the provisions of other taxing Acts, with respect to "employment" (as defined in the Act).
Section 811(b) of the Act provides as follows:

The term "employment" means any service, of whatever nature,
performed within the United States by an employee for his employer, except—
(1) Agricultural labor;
(2) Domestic service in a private home;
(3) Casual labor not in the course of the employer's trade or business;
(4) Service performed by an individual who has attained the age of 05;
(5) Service performed as an oflicer or member of the crew of a vessel documented under the laivs of the United States or of any foreign country;
(6) Service performed in the employ of the United States Government or of
of the United States;
an instrumentality
(7) Service performed in the employ of a State, a political subdivision
of one or more States or political subdivisions;
thereof, or an instrumentality
(8) Service performed in the employ of a corporation, community chest,
fund, or foundation, organized and operated exclusively for reli'ious, cliaritable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of
cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to
the benefit of any private shareholder or individual.

Section 907(c) of the Act provides as follows:
+
~ The term "employment"
means any service, of ivliatevcr nature,
performed within the United States by an employee for his employer, except—
()) Agricultural labor;

~
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Regs. 90, Art. 200.i

(2) Domestic service in a private home;
(S) Service perfornied as an officer or member of the crew of a vessel oa
the navigable waters of the United States;
(4) Service performed by an individual in the employ of his son, daughter,

or spouse, and service performed by a child under the age of 21 in the employ
of his father or mother;
(5) Service pe:formed in the employ of the United States Government or
of an instrumentality of the United States;
(6) Service performed in the employ of a State, a political subdivision
of one or more States or political subdivisionsi
thereof, or an instrumentality
(7) Service performed in the employ of a corporation, community chest,
i'und, or foundation, organized and operated exclusivelv for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of
cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to
the beneQt of any private shareholder or individual.

Exemption was granted to the M Chamber of Commerce under
the income tax laws in view of the specific exemption contained in
the various Revenue Acts (for Federal income tax purposes only)
applying to business leagues, chambers of commerce, real estate
boards, or boards of trade not organized for profit and no part of
the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareAlthough the M Chamber of Commerce has
holder or individual.
been held to be exempt from filing returns of. income under the provisions of the income tax laws such exemption does not extend to the
taxes imposed by the Social Security Act. Exemption, if any, under
that Act must be d:etermined solely on the basis of the exemption
provisions contained therein. There is no provision in that A.ct
under which the M Chamber of Commerce is entitled to exemption
from its taxing provisions.

—

TITLE IX. TAX OX EMPLOYERS OF EIGHT OR MORE.
SEcTrom
ARTicLz

901: Imposition of tax.
200: Nature of tax.

XV—o2—8105
S. S. T. 4

Individuals who were pensioued prior to December 31, 1966,
and who have performed no services for their former employer
since that date are not considered to be employees within the
meaning of Title IX of the Social Security Act.

The following question has been submitted by an employer in the
State of R:
We have about y people whom we pay weekly, having been pensioned off by
us for life, the pensions running from a dollars to 4+ dollars per week. The
question is, do we have to pay unemployment
compensation upon the amount
of this pay roll each week, also will we have to make payment against this part
of our pay roll for old age assistance7

Section 901 of the Social Security Act provides in part:
On and after Zanuary 1, 1936, every employer (as deQned in section
907) shall pay for each calendar year an excise tax, with respect to having
individuals in his employ, equal to the following percentages of the total wages
(as defined in section 907) payawe by him (regardless of the time of payment) with respect to emplovment
(as defined by section 907) during such

calendar

year:

It will be noted
IX of"the Social

from the foregoing that the tax provided by Title
Security Act is imposed with respect to "employment.
That, term is defined by section 907(c) of the Act as being
"any service, of whatever nature, performed within the United States

477

[Regs. 90, Art. 206 (5)-(6).

"

by an employee for his employer, with certain exceptions not pertinent to this inquiry.
Title IX of the Act, which became eRective
January 1 1986, contemplates only those services rendered by employees subsequent to December 81, 1985. Accordingly, individuals
who were pensioned prior to December 81 1985, and who have performed no services for their former empIoyer since that date, are
not considered employees within the meaning of Title IX of the
Social Security A.ct and the taxing provisions of that title are not
applicable with respect to such individuals.
SzcTroN

905: Administration,

refunds, and penalties.
Penalties for misrepresentation
concerning the taxes imposed. by
the Social Security Act, (See S. S. T. 1, page 478. )

907: Definitions.
208: Persons liable for the tax.
Exemption of organizations from taxes imposed by the Social
Security A. ct. (See S. S. T. 7, page 475. )
SEGTroN

ARTIcLE

SzcTroN 907: Definitions.
ARrrcr. E 206: Excepted services generally,
M Committee and employees of that organization.
6, page 474. )
SEcTroN 907: Definitions.
Government
ARTrcr. E 206 (5) —

(See S. S. T.

employees.
(6):
Employees of a lightin~ plant, waterworks, or cemetery owned and
operated by a city. (See A. S. T. 2, page 478. )

Regs. 8(1934), Art. 110.]

TOBACCO.

8(1984), ARTIOIE 110: Contents of

REGULATIGNs

statutory packages.
Contents

cigarettes.

of statutory

packages

XV~7946
T. D. 4628

of tobacco, snuff, cigars, and

Regulations No. 8, relating to the taxes on tobacco, snu(F, cigars,
and cigarettes, also on cigarette papers and tubes and purchase
and sale of leaf tobacco, amended.
TREASURT DEPARTMENT~
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAI, REvENCE

W'ashington,

D. C'.

To Collectors of Internal Revenue and Others Concerned:
Article 110 of Regulations No. 8, as revised and approved November 19, 1984, is amended to read as follows:

—

AsT. 110. contents of statutory packages.
(a) Manufacturers are required
to put up their tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes in statutory packages.
statutory package of tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes means a package which
contains only that article upon which the tax is paid. The contents of. a
statutory package must be limited to the net number of pounds or ounces of
tobacco or snuff, or the number of cigars, or cigarettes, indicated by the stamp
atfixed to the package. However, manufacturers
may place within their statutory packages containing tobacco, snu(F, cigars, or cigarettes small advertising cards, coupons, certificates, paper bands, circulars, trade-mark tin tags,
and trade-mark strips which do not materially increase the weight of the
contents or the size of the package, and which are intended as an advertisement of the business of the manufacturer
and concern the manufacture and
sale of his tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes. The manufacturer's
registered
factory number, district, and State, or. his name and address shall appear
upon such cards, coupons, certificates, or other advertising
ma(ter. Manufacturers using tissue, foil, cellophane, or other lightweight wrappings for cigars,
may print thereon the name and address, or business of the distributor, customer, or consumer.
(b) Lottery features barred, . The advertising matter to be packed by a
manufacturer
within his statutory package of tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes will not be prohibited, although intended to be returned to the manufacturer or to some person designated by him thereon and exchanged for other
articles, provided the distribution of the prize articles does not depend upon
the event of a lottery. The equality or inequality of the redemption value of
coupons, certificates or other advertising matter on the one hand, or cost of
redemption thereof to the manufacturer on the other hand, determines whether
the statute is violated. Any differentiation
as to the character of coupons,
certificates or other advertising matter which have a redemption value, to meet
varying conditions in difFerent States which bar their use, constitutes a violation of the statute.
(c) Indecent pictures, prints, or m&ords, etc. It is not the purpose of the
Commissioner
to define or decide what pictures, representations,
prints, or
words shall be regarded as immoral or indecent as distinguished
from other
pictures, representations, prints, or words that may be regarded as legitimate,
must refrain from submitting to the office any question
and manufacturers
relai. ing to the proposed use of doubtful matter for advance ofilcial opinion,
and the circulation of advertising matter will be at the risk of the manufacturer inclosing the same in statutory packages of tobacco, snuiF, cigars,
and cigarettes.
found violating the law with respect to lottery tickets
If a manufacturer is
Secretary
and indecent and immoral
pictures, representations,
prints, or words, the
penalties imposed by section 3456 of the Revised Statutes will be invoked.

—

—

GIIF
OornrnMsioner

Approved

January 80, 1986.

T. J. COOLlnGE,
Acting

of the Treasury.

T. HELVERING&

of Internal Revenue.

MISCELLANEOUS Rti LINGS.
DISTILLED SPIPiITS, ETC.
REGULATIohis 20& ARTIcLE
Amendment

XV—11-8001
T. D. 4628

3.
of article 8, Regulations

20.

TREASURY DEPART&IE~X T&
OFFICE OF ColrIMISSIONER OF Ii&TER&&AL REvE&UFo
IrVashing ton& D.

C.

To District 8upervzsors an&j Others Concerned:
Regulations 20, article 3, is hereby amended to read as follows:
A general bonded warehouse must be an entire building, suitable for that
purpose, or a separate and secure room in a suitable building; but no dwelling
house shall be used for such purpose, and no door, window, or other opening
shall be made or permitted in the walls of such building or room leading into
any other room or building, except that when a room is used the door, when
necessary, may lead into a hall or passage way, or elevator shaft; and all
doors, except the one on which the Government lock is placed, must be securely
closed and barred on the inside, and on all windows iron bars must be placed,
or solid shutters which must be securely barred or fastened on the inside.
Such warehouse shall not be under the same roof or in the same building
with a distillery, industrial alcohol plant or rectifying establishment, provided,
horvever, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, may, in instances where the
revenue will not be jeopardized thereby, permit a general bonded warehouse
to be under the same roof or in the same building with a rectifying establishment, and, except as to such warehouses heretofore establishe&1, no distiller
or any other person engaged in the production or rectifying of distilled spirits
shall be interested in such warehouse as proprietor.
Such warehouse must be a first-class warehouse, according to the classifica. tion of fire insurance companies of the city or place, or of the board of iiro
underrvriters where such exists.
GUY T. HELVERIXO,

Con&missioner.

Approved March 6, 1936.
O'AYNE

C.

TAYLOR,

Acting 8ecretavp of the Treasury.

XV—6-7944
T. D. 4624

(T. D. (Customs) 48104)
Disposition to be made of forfeited
alcohol), wine, and malt beverages.

distilled

spirits

(including

TREASURY DEPARTyfEi T&
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY&

washington& D. C., January lo& 1M6.
To District Supervisors, Internal Revenue& Collectors of ('ustoms&
and Others Concerned:
Section 9 of the I"ederal Alcohol Administration
Act, approved
Augtlst 29& 1935& provides as follows:
(a) All distilled spirits, wine, and malt beverages forfeited, summarily or by
order of court, under any law of the United States, shall be delivered
Secretary of the Treasury to be disposed of as hereinafter provided.
(479)

io the
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(b) The Secretary of the Treasury shall dispose of all distilled spirits, wing
and malt beverages which have been delivered to him pursuant to subsection

(a)—

(I) By delivery to such Government agencies as, in his opinion, have a need
for such distf lied spirits, wine, or malt beverages for medicinal, scientific, or
mechanical purposes; or
(2) By gift to such eleemosynary institutions as, fn his opinion, have a need
for such distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages for medicinal purposes; or
(3) By destruction.
(c) No distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages which have been seized under
any law of the United States may be disposed of in any manner whatsoever
except after forfeiture and as provided in this section.
(d) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to make all rules and regulations necessary to carry out the provis. &ns of this section.
Pursuant to the authority contained in the above section of law,
are prescribed:
1. As used in these regulations the terms(a) "Alcohol" means that substance known as

the following regulations

of ethyl, or spirit of wine from whatever
duced.

ethyl alcohol, hydrated oxide
source or whatever processes pro-

(b) "Institution" and "eleemosynary institution" shall mean any nonprofit
institution organized and operated for charitable purposes, whose net income
does not inure in whole or in part to the benefit of shareholders or individuals,
which shall have filed with the Director of Procurement a satisfactory affidavit
establishing such status.
(a) "Agency " or " Government agency" shall mean any executive department,
board, commission, bureau, service, or division of
independent establishment,
the United States and any corporation in which the United States owns all or
a ma)ority of the stock.
2. The Director of Procurement shall dispose of all distilled spirits (including
alcohol), wine, and malt beverages which have been reported to him under these
regulations by the seizing agencies in the manner outlined in paragraph (b)
of section 9 of the federal Alcohol Administration Act.
3. The Director of Procurement shall maintain lists of all distilled spirits
(including alcohol) „wine, and malt beverages reported to him, and Government
institutions desiring the transfer thereof shall
agencies and eleemosynary
forward their requisitions in triplicate to the Director of Procurement to cover
not more than one year's requirements, specifically stating the kind desired,
quantity, place of delivery, and other specifications, if any, required to fill the
particular need, and the purpose for which to be used. The heads of the
departments or fndependent establishments of the United States shall submit
all requisitions of their agencies.
4. The Director of Procurement shall act upon such requests as he may
determine proper, giving preference, however, to the requests of Government
agencies. The receivfng agency or institution shall pay all costs in connection
with packing and transportatfon.
5. In order to avoid delays and costs incident to possible shipment of distilled
spirits (including alcohol), wine, and malt beverages, which will not meet the
requirements of the requisitioning agency or institution, it shall, except in the
case of alcohol for mechanical use, arrange directly with the se1zing agency as
soon as transfer is authorized to have samples forwarded for testing before
shipment of the entire quantity is undertaken.
6. If it fs determined from samples furnished that any such distilled spirits
(including alcohol), wine, and malt beverages do not meet the requirements
and are not desired, the requisitionfng
agency or institution will advise the
Director of Procurement, 1n order that other disposition thereof may be made.
7. No forfeited distilled spirits (including alcohol), wine, or malt beverages
shall be sold. All prior regulations relating to the sale of forfeited distilled
spirits (including alcohol), wine, and malt beverages, and predicated upon
other existing law are hereby superseded.
8. No distilled spirits (including alcohol), wine, or malt beverages, seized
under any law of the United States, shall be destroyed or otherwise disposed
of except after forfeiture and as provided in these regulations.
All regulations or instructions relating to destruct1on or other disposition of seized distilled spirits (including alcohol), wine, or malt beverages, prior to forfeiture,
are hereby superseded.

9. I. pon consummation of summary or administrative forfeiture, or upon
receipt of advice of the entry of a court order decreeing forfeiture and directing delivery to the Secretary of the Treasury, of distilled spirits (including
alcohol)~ w&ne, or malt beverages the chief oificer of tbe seizing ageucy will
prepare inte&mal-revenue Form 1503 in quintuplet, submitting three copies to
the Director of Procurement, sending one copy to the head of his agency, and
retaining the remaining copy in his file: Provided, Tb&at distilled spirits (including alcohol), wine, or malt beverages not fit for human consumption or for
scientific or mechanical purposes, and alcohol of less proof than 100 degrees,
need not be reported to the Director of Procurement but shall be destroyed.
10. Domestic wine, malt beverages, and distilled spirits (other than alcohol),
which are not produced at a registered winery, brewery, or distillery, will be
regarded as unfit for human consumption and shall be destroved after forfeiture. Alcohol of less proof than 160 degrees shall also be destroyed after
forfeiture. Forei n wine, malt beverages and distilled spirits (other than
alcohol), and domestic». ine, malt beverages and distilled spirits (other than
alcohol), produced at registered wineries, breweries or distilleries shall not
be destroyed, cvcept as prov!dcd in paragraph 11 or unless analysis by Govern.
ment chemists shows that they are unfit for human consumption.
11. Where the amount of distilled spirits (including alcohol), wine, or malt
beverages involved in auy seizure is less than 5 wine gallons, internal-revenue
I orm 15C3 need not be prepared or submitted to the Director of Procurement,
and such distilled spirits (including alcohol), wine, or malt beverages wifi be
destroyed immediately after forfeiture: Provided, That distilled spirits (other
than alcohol) of any one 1;ind and brand in ezcess of 1 gallon, shall not be
destroyed under this paragraph.
12. Itepresentative samples of all alcohol, and of other distilled spirits, wine,
and malt beverages not destroyed under the authority contained in paragraphs
(10) and (11) hereof shall be talren from tbe containers in which seized, and
shall be analyzed by the nearest Government chemist. A copy of the chemist's
report will be attached to the original of internal-revenue Form 1503 transmitted
to the Director of Procurement, and a copy of the report retained in the files of
the seizing agency.
13. Icorfeited alcohol may be awarded by the Director of Procurement to
eleemosynary institutions for medicinal purposes only. It may be awarded by
the Director of Procurement to Government agencies (1) for medicinal or scientific purposes, and (2) for mechanical purposes for use by such agencies in
instances where, in the judgment of the seizing agency and upon approv:&I of
the head thereof, any part or all of a seizure can economically be rlenatured and
transferred.
Potable alcohol awarded for transfer to any agency for n&echanical purposes shall be denatured in the manner required by the seizing agency,
under the supenision of an officer of the seizing a ency, prior to release or
transfer thereof. The agency designate&1 to receive such alcohol shall purchase
all denaturing materials and pay for labor costs incident to such denaturation.
14. When distilled spirits (including alcohol), vine, or n. alt 1&everages which
Forin 1503 are not;issigned to a Govhave been reported on internal-revenue
ernment agency for officiul use, or disposed of by gift to an eleemosynary irstithe fornIs will be so advised by the Director of
tution, field oificers submittin
Procurement, and the spirits (including alcohol), wine, or ma. lt beverages .-hall
be destroyed.
15. Field officers will maintain a. record of all forfeited spirits (including
alcohol), ». iue, or malt bevera es reported to the Director of Procurcn. ent.
Where authority is not received within a reasonable time to transfer the a&ticles to a Governnient a ency or an eleemosynary institution. a follow-up letter
should be sent to the Director of Procurement requesting elefinite information
Pron&pt dispos'tion shou!d be made to
concerning their ultimate disposition.
prevent unnecessary storage cliarges.
Form 1505, prepareil
1G. District supervisors will report on intel'n'll-l'evenue
in duplicate, the disposition of all spirits (including a!colml), wine, or malt
bevera es directed by the Director of Procurement, I.he ori inal thereof to be
sent to the Deputy Commissioner and the copy retained in the rlistrict supervisor's files. Collectors of customs shall report such disposition in the n&ai&ner
required by regulations for reporting the transfer of sc zcd;&roperty to other
age&icies for oiQcial use.
T. COOLIDGI'. ,
Acting Sec!eta&y of the Treasury.

.

J.
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XV—15-8040
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—

—
1. FORFEITORE PRDOEEDINGs —
SALE oF ALcoHDL —
PsooEEDINGs To
KNFDRGE TAx LIEN AGAINST PROGEKns —
TIMELINEss oF PEPITIDN.

X'AX ON

DISTILLED SPIRITS

REVENUE ACT OF 192B REVISED STATUTES—
DECISION OF SUPREME COURT.

The United States filed a libel in admiralty seeking forfeiture
of a cargo of alcohol seized in December, 1932, for violation of
customs and navigation laws. The circuit court of appeals, reversing the decree of forfeiture entered by the district court,
ordered the alcohol sold free of all Government taxes or tax liens
and the proceeds paid into the registry of the court. Later, a
petition of the United States, asking that the proceeds of the sale be
applied in Satisfaction of its tax lien, was denied by the circuit
court of appeals on the ground that the question of taxes had not
been raised in the libel. Under these facts, deferring the claim for
taxes until after final adjudication of the libel proceeding was not
dilatory conduct, since, if a forfeiture had been decreed, there
would have been no occasion to proceed against the property for
taxes.
2. TAx oN ALcolioI LIEN.
The tax sought to be recovered was not a penalty imposed for
violation of the National Prohibition Act and hence uncollectible
because of the repeal of the eighteenth amendment, but was the
basic tax upon distilled spirits, irrespective of their legal or illegal
origin. The United States has the right to enforce its lien for
taxes, which attaches as soon as the alcohol comes into existence
as such, continues until the tax is paid, and is valid against all
transferees without assessment, distraint, or other administrative
proceedings.
3. Ks TGPI EL ELEG TION OF REMEDIES WAIVER.
By instituting forfeiture proceedings the United States was not
estopped. because of an election of remedies, f'rom later prosecuting its tax claim, the tax proceeding being founded upon a right
distinct from, and entirely consistent with, the rights theretofore
asserted. Nor is the United States estopped where the order of
sale provided, in effect, that existing liens should attach to the
proceeds of the sale, and counsel for the Government had made no
agreement to waive the tax lien on the proceeds.
4. JURlsnlerloN oF COURTS.
The circuit court of appeals sitting in admiralty has jurisdiction to enforce the lien for taxes, the proceeds of' the sale being
in its custody, and the Supreme Court has jurisdiction to review
the decision as to the tax question, which had not theretofore been
litigated snd which was not barred by the earlier proceedings.

—

SUPREME COURT 0F THE UNITEn

STATES.

Vnited States, petitioner, v. Frank Rtzzo, ClaAnant of fuff, f87 Gallons of Alcohol.
On certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.

[March 9, 1936.]
OPINION.

Mr. Justice BRANnEls delivered the opinion of the Court.
In December, 1932, a cargo of alcohol was seized by Customs and Coast
Guard officials acting together; and the United States filed, in the Federal
court for New Jersey, a libel in admiralty praying forfeiture for violation
of the customs and navigation laws. Itizzo, as claimant, filed an answer.
decree of forfeiture was entered on the ground that the cargo was carrted
on a vessel employed in a trade other than that for which she was ficenseIL
The court of appeals reversed, citing Un(ted States V. Cham, hers (291 'U. S.,

483
~17)

[Miso.

While

the Government's
petition for a rehearing, later denied,
that court ordered, upon application by Rizzo for sale of the alcohol,
that it be sold, "free and clear of all claims of any kind or character"; that
the proceeds be deposited in the registry; and that thev "be substituted in the
place and stead of said 140,157 gallons of alcohol, and that all further proceedings herein shall be against said proceeds of sale. "
The marshal sold the alcohol for $1.85 per wine gallon. In confirming the
sale, tbe court ordered (1) that the alcohol be delivered to the purchaser free
of all Government taxes or tax liens and customs duties; (2) that it "shall
as
be treated by the United States Government and any of its departments
tax-paid, irrespective of the laclr. of any stamp or tax certificate afiixed thereto
on the respective containers in which said alcohol may be deposited or contained"; and (8) that the proceeds of sale be paid into the registry of the
court. We denied a writ of certiorari, sought on the ground that tbe circuit
court of appeals lacked authority to include the provision regarding taxes in
its order of confirmation.
(294 U. S., 709. )
Thereupon, the United States filed in the circuit court of appeals a petition
asking that tlie proceeds of the sale be paid into the Treasury of the United
Staies in satisi'action of the lien for taxes due on the alcohol; made proof
tliat the taxes exceeded the proceeds of the ale; and filed with tbe clerk
notices of levy and warrant for distraint.
The court ruled that the petition
could not be entcrtaine&l, because the Government bad faiied to raise the question of taxes ivhen it filed its libel but liad waited until after denial of certiorari
to seek such relief. Accordin 'ly, the court directed that the proceeds be paid
To revieiv this order we granted certiorari, a
to the claimant or bis assigns.
misconstruction of the statutes concerning tax liens and a departure from the
usual course cf proceedings being charged,
(298 U. S.,
)
~

pending,

—.

Ii'irst. Rizzo does not attempt hero to support the order on the ground
stated by the court of appeals. Nor could he &veil do so. The claim for taxes,
bein nonmaritime, could not have been set forth in the libel. (Compare The
Stccmlzoaf Orleans v. Plzochus, 11 Pet. , 175, 182.) To defer presenting the
claims for taxes until after the final decree adjudicating the right to the
property was not dilatory conduct. Obviously, there irould hare been no
occasion to proceed against the property for collection of the tax if the alcohol
hail been declared forfeit to the United States.
Second. Rizzo contends tliat the tax sought to be recovered is a penalty
imposed for violation of the National Prohibition Act; hence uncollectible, be(United States v. Cl amDers,
cause of the repeal of the eighteenth amendment.
291 U. S., 217. ) But this tax is not a penalty. It is the basic tax upon distilled
spirits irnspective of their legal or illegal origin. (United States v. One Ford
Coupe, 272 U. S., 321, 328; Various Items of Personl Property v. United States,
282 U. S, , 577, 579. ) A lien attaches to alcohol "as soon as it is in existence
as such" and continues until the tax is paid. (Revised Statutes, sections 8248,
8251; Tkcznpson v. United States, 142 U. S., 471, 474. ) That lien is valid
a ainst all transferees, without assessment, distraint or other administrative
(Alkan v. Bean, 1 Fcd. Cas. No. 20~, 418; United States v. Turner,
proceedings.
28 Fed. Cas. No. 10,548, 232. )
Rizzo objects here that the alcohol does not appear to have been of domestic
Iiis answer in the district court stated that it was not imported;
manufacture.
and there is no showing that it was. As the alcohol was subject to the tax,
(Revised Statutes, section
the burden rested upon him to prove payment.
The contrary
3388, as amended. ) No evidence to that effect was introduced.
was established.
Third. Rizzo contends that tlie United States is estopped from collecting the
tax, because it elected to seek forfeiture for violation of the National proThe libel sought
hibition Act. Put the Government made no such attempt.
forfeiture on four grounds. Three of them rrere for violation of provisions
in the Tariff Act of. 1930 (June 17, 1980, ch. 497, 40 Stat. , 590). The fourth
(Revised Statutes, section 4377. )
&ras for violation of the navi ation laws.
The district court decreed forfeiture on the fourth ground, without passing on
the other three. The petition presented to the circuit court of appeals has
no relation to navigation or customs laws. It states a claim based solely upon
the internal revenue laws. The present proceeding is thus founded on a right
distinct f'rom, and entirely consistent with, the rights theretofore —asserted.
(Compare United States v. One Ford Coupe, 272 U. S., 321, 827, 38o 334. ) No
i nizzo had flie with the clerk notices of assignment
gating ncariy iiie whole of tiio deposlh

of tiie proceeds ln amounts aggre-

reference was made in the libel, and no evidence was introduced in the district
court, with respect to the tax due upon the domestic production of alcohoL
There is no basis for the contention that the Vnited States is estopped by an
election of remedies.
(Compare Southern PaHtc Co. v. Bogcrt, 250 V. S. 483,
490—491.)
Fourth. Rizzo contends that the United 8tates is also barred because its
counsel agreed, when the terms of sale were framed, that the proceeds should
be answerable only to the causes of forfeiture set forth fn the libel and that
The notice of
any tax lien should be waived. There was no such agreement,
the "terms and conditions under which the sale will be conducted" (to which
counsel for the Government is alleged to have consented) recited: "8. The
cargo of alcohol which ls being sold fs to be sold free and clear of all claims
of any kind or character. " The order of sale had provided that "all further
proceedings herein shall be against said proceeds of sale. " Thus it was fn
the common form authorized by Admiralty Rule 40, which fs interpreted as
transferring all existing liens from property to proceeds. (Compare The Lottauranna, 20 Wall. , 201, 211, 221; Schuchardt v. Ship Angeliqne, 19 How. , 239,
241.) Since counsel did not agree to waive the tax lien on the proceeds, and
s1nce the court of appeals made no finding of such a waiver, we need not consider whether a Vnited States attorney had authority to waive the Government's right. (Compare Utah v. United States, 284 U. 8., 534, 545-546. )
Fifth. Rizzo contends that the circuit court of appeals sitting in admiralty
lacks jurisdiction to enforce the lien for taxes. The argument is that collection of internal revenue taxes must be effected ln accordance with prescribed
statutory methods; and that the Act of February 26, 1926 (ch. 27, section
&15, 44 Stat. , 117), and Revised Statutes section 838 provide specifically for
collection by the collector of internal revenue through proceedings specffied.
(But compare Revised Statutes, section 3213.) The order of the appellate
court confirming the sale deprived the Government of two of the statutory
methods.
First, the right to forfeit the alcohol even after it had been transferred to a bona fide purchaser while in a container not properly stamped (Act
of January 11, 1934, ch. 1, Title II, section 206, 48 Stat. , 317). Second, the
right to collect the taxes from the purchaser under the court's order (Revised
Statutes, section 3334, as amended by Act of March 1, 1879, ch. 15, section 5,
20 Stat. , 340). But in ordering sale of the alcohol free of liens, the court
of appeals fn effect provided, in accord with the common practice, that existing
liens should attach to the proceeds. (Compare Terre Haute cf L. Rg. v. Harrison, 96 Fed. , 907, 911.) These being ta custodia legis, ft was proper to petition
that they be applied towards satisfaction of the tax. (Compare Marshall v.
New& York, 254 U. S., 880, 884-485; Iu re Tgler, 149 U. S., 164, 182-188, 187.)
The practice prevails in admiralty as 1n other courts. In Schuchardt v. Ship
g~gelique (19 How. , 239, 241), where proceeds of the sale of' a mortgaged shfp
had been paid into the registry, the court, refusing to entertafn a "libel simply
to foreclose a mortgage, or to enforce the payment of a mortgage, " said: "As
the fund is in the custody of the Admiralty, the application must necessarily
be made to that court by any person setting up an interest fn lt. This application by petition is frequently entertained for proceeds in the registry, in
eases where a suit in the Admiralty would be wholly inadmissible. " (Admi21 Wall. , 558, 582—583; The Z. E,
ralty Rule 42; compare The
Rumbell, 148 U. S., 1, 15.) The practice prevails fn appellate courts as well
as in courts of original jurisdiction.
(Compare In re Awtigo Screen Door Co.,
252. )
123 Fed. , 249, 251—
Rizzo
Sixth. Finally,
contends that this Court lacks jurisdiction because the
order appealed from does no more than carry out another order not here for
This
not
true.
The United States seeks to enforce against property
review.
fs
fn the possession of the circuit court of appeals a right which had not theretof'ore been litigated, and which was not barred by earlier proceedings.
If
the Government had been a stranger to the litigation ft would have been
entitled to intervene (compare Savannah v. Jesup, 106 U. 8., 563, 564—565;
Xriypendorf v. Hyde, 110 U. 8., 276, 282 —283; Gurabel v. Pitkin, 113 U. S., 545,
547—
548; 124 U. 8., 131); and a denial of intervention would have been review
able as a final judgment (compare Ceatral Trust Co. v. Orant Locoraotiee
Works, 185 V. S., 207, 224 —
225; Credits Conwnutatkm Co. v. United States 177
U. S., 811, 815—
816; Clark v. WilHard, 292 U. S., 112, 117—119). Its right to
have the new issue adjudicated is not to be denied because it was already a
arty to the suit. (Compare In the Matters of Houxrrd, 9 Wall. , 175, 183.)
he cases which hold that merely administrative proceedings under a
~

Lott~,

[XI sc.
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may not be brought here for review have no application.
(See TV)tnl;oop, etc.,
Uo v moines, 227 U. S., 4. Uompare Uollins v. i)filler, 2o2 U. S., M4, 310—
3Y1;
Farmers' Logn g Y'rust Uo. , petitioner, 129 U. S., 20G. )
The order is reversed with direction to tbe circuit court of appeals to pay
to the United States the proceeds of the sale now in the registry after deducting the usual court charges.

Reversed.

20—8098
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T. D. 4642

Stamps indicating

tax payment of distilled spirits in bottles.
TREASURY' DEPARTMENT)

OrFIcz oF COMMissloNER oz

INTERNAL REYENUE,

1Vashington, D. C'.
and Others

To Co~lectors of Internal revenue, Dist ict Superv~'sors,
Concesvwd:

1. Elfcctive Junc 1, 1986, the placing (by printing, writing, peror other method) of the name and adforating, rubber-stamping,
dress (or symbol number) of the bottler of. domestic spirits, or any

other information, on strip stamps prescribed by the Liquor Taxino
Act of 198-' is prohibited: Provided, however, That the name and
address of the importer and the brand and kind of distilled spirits
shall
continue to be ovcrprinted on strip stamps to be aSxed to
inglyy.
bottles of iinported spirits in accordance with present regulations.
2. A.ll overprintcd strip stamps on hand June 1, 1986, may be
u seri.

8. All Tin asury decisions inconsistent herewith are amended accordGUY

Approved May 7,
AVAYNE

Commissioner

198.

T.

HELvERINO,

of Internal Revenue

C. TAYI, oR,

Acting Secretary of the Trenary.
(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register ofay 11, 1930, 1.32 p. m. )

XV—28—8118
T. D. 4647
Stamps indicating

tax payment

of distilled spirits in bottles.

TRFASUII Y DEPARTMENT
OF INTERNAL REvENUE,

OFFICE OF COAIMIssIONEI'

H~ash, in. gton, D. O.
Ri
Distaict
Su@el visors, and Others
cnue,
To Collectors of Intel nal
Concerned:
1'. Thc eA'ective date of Treasury Decision 4642 [above], prohibiting the ovcrprinting of rcd strip stamps for donicstic spirits is hereby
extended from June 1, 1986, to July 1, 198').
~

GUY T. HELYERINO,
C ommisvioneI of Internal Revenue.

Appi oved June 1, 1986.
IVAY

iE

C.

. [ctiny

TAYLOR&

Secretary of the Treasury.

(Filccl wlih the Division of the I"e:ieral Rc isicr Jun

4, 1930, 10.02 a. m )
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Misc. ]

XV-18-807o

8(Alcohol): Cistern room.

RzoULATIoNs

Pipe lines connecting

receiving

T. D. 4639

cisterns.

TREASURY DEPARTMENTS

OFFIGE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUzi

Washington, , D. C.
To District Svpervisors and Others Concerned:
The first paragraph on page 19 of Regulations 8, under the caption "Cistern Room, " is hereby amended to read as follows:
These cisterns must not be connected with each other, and must be so constructed as to leave an open space of at least 8 feet between the top and the
roof or floor above, and a space of not less than 18 inches betv een the bottom
and the iioor below, and they must be separated so that the offlcer may pace
around them, and so constructed as always to be exposed to the view of the
oflicer; provided, however, that a connecting pipe line between receiving cisterns
will be permitted in order to prevent loss of spirits by overflow.
Such connecting pipe line must be located as close to the top of each cistern as the
constructiou of the cistern will permit, and must be closed and all connections
therein brazed or otherwise effectually sealed to prevent abstraction of spirits
without evidence of tampering.
A valve in the connecting pipe, equipped for
locking with Government lock, must be provided and same must be closed and
locked before the spirits are proofed and while the spirits are being drawn off.
GUY T. HELVERINO,

Commissioner

Approved

of Internal Revenue.

April 29, 1936.

|VVAYNE

C. TAYLORi

meeting Secretary of the Treasury.
(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register May 1, 19M, 11.40 a. m. )

XV—19—8019
T. D. 4681
Marking
Amendment

packages of distilled
of Gauging Manual.

spirits,

other

than

alcohol.

—

TRzAsURY DFPARTMENTi
OFFIGE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE&

Washington, D. C.
To District Svpervzsors and Others Concerned,
KR'ective A. pril 1, 1936, paragraph 71 of the Gauging Manual, as
amended by Treasury Decision 26 (Bureau of Industrial Alcohol),

:

is hereby amended to read as follows:
PAR. 71. (a) The kind (class and tvpe) of the spirits

will be branded on the
package according to the standards of identity for distilled spirits fixed by
the Federal Alcohol Administration.
(b) The distiller will mark on the head of each package of whisky the
proof at which the spirits were distilled. This will be done by stenciling,
cutting or burning the words "Distilled not over 160 Proof" or "Distilled
over 160 Proof, s.s the case may be, in letters not less than i' inch in height.
Such marking may be suitably abbreviated, as "D not over 160 P" and "D
over 160 P." The proof of the spirits in the cistern room, prior to reduction,
will be taken as the proof at which the spirits were distilled.
(c) When packages ot' whisky, filled on and after April 1, 1936, or filled
prior thereto and not marked "Straight" at the time of filling, meet the
requirements of the classification "Straight Whisky" at the time of withdrawal,

"

[Regs. 13, Art. 1.
the distiller will cut or stencil the word "Straight" on the package immediately before the designation "»Vhisky, " "Rye Whisky, " etc.
(d) Where packages of whisky, filled prior to April 1, 1966, were mark d
"Straight" at the time of filling and meet the requirements of the classification " Straight Whisky" at the time of withdrawal, the designation "Straight"
may remain on the pacl-age, but where the spirits are not entitled to such
designation at the time of withdrawal, the distiller will scrape off the word
"Straight" prior to shipment of the pacl-ages.

~%larch 13, 1936.
Approved reacting
AVAFNE

C.

GIIx T. HELVERING&
Commissioner of Interna/ Revenue.

TA+Lor&

Secretary of the Treasury.
REGULATIQNs

13&

AETIci.r.

1: Definitions.

Re ulations

XV—o0—809o
T. D. 4641

16 amended.
TrcEASUitv

DzrAIIT~IENT,

OFFicz oF TIIE Szcr!;-rA!iv or TIIE TrzAsUrr,
Washington, D. C.
Concerned:
and
Others
Interna/
Revenue,
District
Supervisors&
To
Article 1, para«raph (e), and Appendix 8, of Re~lations 13,
issued under tlie provisions of joint resolution approved June 18,
1934, entitled "Joint resolution to protect the "revenue by regulation
of the trafBc in containers of distilled spirits, are hereby amended
to read as folloivs:
ArTiciw 1. (e) "Liquor bottle" shall mean any glass container for packagiiig distilled spirits for sale at retail, of a capacity of one-half pint or greater,
coiiforming to t)iese re ulations anil to the regulations prescribed by the 1'ederal A. lcohol Administrai. ion, the rcgul:itions in that regard promulgated by the
being hereby adopted as a part of these
I'ederal Alcohol Adniinistration
re ulaiions.

APPENDIX B.
POETioi& s oz RsoIILATIoNs oP THE FEosnAL ALconoL
Ar&M!xisT&IATIov RELATINs To STANDAim BoT1LKs FoR DisTILLED SPIRITs.

DIGEsT oP CERTAIN

1. The standard bottles prescribed by regulations of the Federal Alcohol
are bottles of such size that they hold distilled spirits in an
Administration
amount equal to one of the standards of fill set forth in paragraph 2, with
a liead space not iu excess of 8 per centuin of the total capacity of the bottle
after closiire.
fi&. The
standards of fill for distilled spirits in liquor bottles are as follows,
subject to the tolcranccs set forth in paragraph 3 (fills in amounts less than
Ig„pints oiuit ted):
For all distilled spirits, whether

domestically

manufactured,

domestically

bottled, or imported:
1 g;&lion.
I&s gallon.

1 quart.
~;!, quart.
1 pint.
pint.
In addition, for Scotch and Irish whisky and Scotch and
and for brandy ai:d rum:
pint.

Ir

sh type whisky;

Regs. 18, Art. 1.]
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3. The following tolerances shall be allowed!
(a) Discrepancies due exclusively to errors in

measuring

which

in compliance with good commercial practice.
Discrepancies due exclusively to dif'ferences in the capacity

occur in

filling conducted

of bottles,
(b)
resulting solely from unavoidable difficulties in manufacturing
such bottles
. so as to be of uniform
capacity: Prmrided, That no greater tolerance shall be
allowed in case of bottles which, because of their design, can not be made
of approximately uniform capacity than is allowed in case of bottles which
can be manufactured so as to be of approximately uniform capacity.
(o) Discrepancies in measure due exclusively to differences in atmospheric
conditions in various places and which unavoidably result from the ordinary
The
and customary exposure of alcoholic beverages in bottles to evaporation.
reasonableness of discrepancies under this paragraph shall be determined on
the facts in each case.
4. Distilled spirits domestically bottled prior to January 1, 1985, and imported distilled spirits entered in customs bond in bottles prior to March 1,
1985, shall be regarded as being in conformity with the prescribed standards
of fill (1) if the bottle, or the label on the bottle, contains a conspicuous statement of the net contents thereof, and (2) if the actual capacity of the bottle
is not substantially less than the capacity it appears to have upon visual
examination under ordinary conditions of purchase or use.
5. As used with reference to standard bottles, the term "gallon" means
United States gallon of 281 cubic inches of alcoholic beverages at 68' F.
(20' C. ), and all other units of liquid measure are subdivisions of the gallon
as so defined.
6. The standards of fill herein set forth do not apply to the following:
(u) Distilled spirits imported as vintage spirits under permit issued by a
district supervisor of the Alcohol Tax Unit of the Bureau of Internal Revenue
pursuant to Regulations 18 (Liquor Bottle Regulations) issued by the Secretary
of the Treasury.
(b) Cordials and liqueurs, and cocktails, highballs, gin fizzes, bitters, and
such other specialties as are specified from time to time by the Administrator.
of the Federal Alcohol Administration relating
V. Copies of the regulations
to standards of fill for bottled distilled spirits (Labeling and Advertising of
Distilled Spirits, Regulations No. 5) mav be obtained from the Pederal Alcohol
Department of Justice Building, Washington, D. C.
Administration,
8. This Treasury decision shall be in force and effect on and after August
15, 1936.

A. ctf'ng

Approved

May 6, 1936.

+AYNE C. TAYLOR)
Senetary of the Teems~.

(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register May 9, 1936, 1235 p. m. )

[Misc.

INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOI

XV—1—7897
T. D. 4621

RzounaTrovs 8(Alcohol) ARTxcm 117: Sale
and use of completely clenatured alcohol.
Treasury Decision 4553 [C. R. XIV—1, 524] amended.

~gram DEr~~ww,

OFrtcz oF CommrssroiER oz I~ Tzaw~ Rmwwcz,

]l ashington, D. C.

To District Supervisors and Others Concerned:
The time within which stocks of completely denatured alcohol, formula Xo. 5, made prior to June 1, 198~, which are in the hands of producers or controlled br them, must be disglosed of, is hereby extended
*om Januarv 1, 1936, to April 1, 1986.
GET T. HELYERING)
Approved

Commissioner
December 81, 1985.

T. J. CooL1noE.

Acttri g Secretary

of

Intertidal

Revenue.

of the Treasury.

XV-28-8119
T. D. 4648
S.uthorizing

completelv

OFFICE OF

denatured

alcohol formulae 11, 1'2, and 13.

TrE~sczr Dzr~itEx T,
Co~ssIOXER OF Iw rsrÃAL REMA~,
Washingtonv D. C.

To District Supervisors and Others Concerned:
Pursuant to authority conferred by the Act of June 7, 1906, and
Title III of the Xational Prohibition Act, the following completely
denatured

alcohol formulae are hereby authorized:
Completely

denatured

alcohol formula

Xo. 11.

alcohol of not less than 160' proof add:
To every 100 parts by volume of ethyl
K, " or a compound similar thereto.
8 parts by volume of "Pontol —
"
"
—
8 parts by volume oi' ST 115, or a compound similar thereto.
1 part by volume of gasoline.
0.8 part by volume of "Agdtte" or a compound similar thereto, or 1 part by
volume of "Hydronol" or a compound similar thereto.
Completely

det&atured

alcohol forvnuta

Xo. 12,

of ethyl alcohol of not less than 160' proof add:
To every 100 parts by volume —
"
4 parts by volume of "Pontol E, or a compound similar thereto.
2 parts by volume of methyl isobutvl ketone.
1 part by volume of gasoline.
1 part by volume of "4 dite" or a compound similar thereto, or 2 part; by
volume of "Hvdronol" or a compound similar thereto.

490

Misc. ]
Contpleteltl

denatured

alcohol formula No. 18.

To every 100 parts by volume of ethyl alcohol of not less than 160' proof add;
4 parts by volume of "ST—115," or a compound similar thereto.
2 parts by volume of methyl isobutyl l-etone.
1 part by volume of gasoline.
0.5 part by volume of "Agdite" or a compound simi'lar thereto, or 1 part by
volume of "Hydronol" or a compound similar thereto.

All completely denatured alcohol formulae heretofore authorized
are hereby revoked, except that the formulae for the modification of
existing stocks of coinpletcly denatured alcohol formulae Nios. 5—A.
and 10 prescribed by Treasury Decision 4646, approved May 27, 1936
[page 491, this Bulletin]) shall remain in efFect until such stocks are so
modified,
This regulation shall become efFective July 1, 1936.
GUY' T. HZLVKRI 0)
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Approved June 3) 1936.
WAYNE C. TABOR)
Acting 8ecretary of the Treasury.
&&

(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register June 5, 1030, 9.45 a. m. )

XV—22—8108
T. D. 4644
Amending

specially denatured

alcohol formulae 25 and 25—A
TREASURY DXPART3IEK T)
OF INTERNAL REVENtrE)

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER

Washington) D. C.
To District 8upervisors and Others Concerned:
Pursuant to authority conferrecl by the Act of June 7, 1906, and
Title III of the National Prohibition A.ct, specially denatured alcohol formulae 25 and 25—
A are hereby amended to read as follows
effective at once:
8pectalltt denatu)ed

alcohol formula No.

&)5.

To every 100 gallons of ethyl alcohol add:
20 pounds of iodine, U. S. P., and
15 pounds of potassium iodide, U. S. P., or
15 pounds of sodium iodide, U. 8. P.
Bpecialltl denatured

alcohol formula No. 25—A.

To every 100 gallons of ethyl alcohol add:
A solution composed of 20 pounds of iodine, U. S. P.
15 pounds of potassium iodide, U. S. P., or
15 pounds of sodium iodide, U. 8. P., and
15 pounds of water.

GIIY T. PiELVEPJ'NQ)
Comnw'sooner of Internal Revenue

Approved May 25, 1936.
WA~E C. TABOR)
Acting 8ecretang of the Treasury.
(F&iled with the Division of the Federal Pegister May 27, 1000, 11.58 a. m. )

XV—22—8111
T. D. 4646
hiodifying completely denatured alcohol formulae 5—A and 10 and
stocks of these formulae on hand,

further denaturing

TREAsURv DEFARTirzNT,
OFFICE OF Col@MISSIONER OF INTERNAI REVENUE)

W'ashington, D. C.
To District Supervisors and Others Concerned:
Pursuant to authority conferred by the Act of June 7, 1906, and
Title III of the National Prohibition Act, completely denatured
A and 10 authorized by Treasury Decision No. 10,
alcohol formulae 5—
approved June 80, 19M, are modified to read as follows, effective
from the date of approval hereof to July 1, 1%6:
Completely

denatured

alcohol formula

No. 6—ck modified.

To every 100 parts by volume of ethyl alcohol of not less than 160' proof add:
2.5 parts by volume of denaturing grade isopropa. nol.
3 parts by volume of the compound pontol or a compound similar thereto.
2 parts by volume of methyl isobutyl ketone.
0.5 parts by volume either aldehol grade 4 or denatol or a compound similar
thereto.
0.5 parts by vohune of the compound calorite or a compouud similar thereto.
0.25 parts by volume of commercial alpha terpineol, denaturing grade.
Completely

denatured

alcohoL formula No. I& modified.

To everv 100 parts by volume of ethvl alcohol of not less than 160' proof add:
5 parts by volunre of the compound tecsol or a compound similar thereto.
2.5 parts by volume of the compound pontol or a compound similar thereto.
2. 5 parts by volume of denaturing grade isopropanol.
2 parts by volume of methvl isobutyl ketone.
0.5 parts by volume of aviation gasoline.

Except as to that packaged in drums or smaller containers all
stocks of completely denatured alcohol formulae Nos. 5—
A and 10 on
the premises or in the possession or under the control of dena. turers,
including stocks sold on consignment and remaining in the hands of
the denaturers or their consignees, must be immediately further denatured by having added thereto 1.75 gallons of Inethyl isobutvl
ketone to every 100 gallons. This denatured alcohol must be marked.
A Modiand branded completely Denatured Alcohol Formula No. 5—
fied or Completely Denatured Alcohol Fornzdla No. 10 Modified,
respectively.
Spectftcattons for methyl ieobutyl ketone.

— —
—

Acidity. Not more than 0.02 per cent as acetic acid.
8pecific gravity. 0.790 to 0.804 at 20/20" C.
Color. Water-white.
Boiling range (760 mm. ). None should come over below 113 C. or none
above 119' C. when distilled by the A. 8. T. M. method,

—

GUF T. HEI.VER&Nr, ,
Corn~nissioner of Internal Revenue.

Approved May 97, 1936.
XVAFNE C. TABOR,
Acting Secretary of the Treasury.
(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register 51ay 27, 1036, 4.35 p. m. )
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XV-14-8088
T. D. 4689

—

Form 1477. Treasury

Decision 4551 [O.

B. XIV-1,

542] amended,

TREASURY DEPARTMENT)
OFFICE oF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE)

Washington, D. C.
To Dzstrict Snpe&eisors and Others Concerned:
Treasury Decision 4551 is hereby amended to read as follows:
.

Form 1477, "Application

for permit to procure specially denatured

alcohol,

"

by persons holding permits on Form 1476 or Form 1481, will hereafter be
approved by district supervisors for one year. Not more than one-twelfth of
the amount of. specially denatured alcohol authorized by a permit Form 1477

may be procured in any one calendar month, and withdrawals must be so regulated that the permittee will not have on hand, in transit and unaccounted for,
during any calendar month, more than the quantity fixed in his basic permit,
Form 1476 or Form 1481: Provided, Rozuever, ihe district supervisor may, in
his discretion, upon proper showing of necessity therefor, (1) in the ease of a
seasonal business, authorize the withdrawal
during any one month of more
tlmn one-twelfth but not to exceed one-sixth of the total quantity of specially
denatured alcohol authorized by the permittee's basic permit to be withdrawn
during the year, or (2) issue to the permittee, in lieu nf an annual permit, one
or more withdrawal permits, Form 1477, for a specified quantity or period,
subject to the above restrictions as to the maximum quantity that may be withdrawn during any one month; but tlie total quantity authorized under (1) and
(2) shall not exceed the total quantity specified in the permittee's basic permit,
Form 1476 or 1481, to be v) ithdrawn during the year.

GUY T. HELVERING)
Coznnussioner of InternaZ Rez)enue.

March 81, 1986.

Approved

WAYNE

C.

TAYLOR)

Acting Secretary of the Treasury.
(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register April 2, 1986.)

XV—6-7945
T. D. 4625

(T. D. (Customs) 48105)
Reports, requests for assignment,
and abandoned property

and disposition

of forfeited

TREASURY DEPARTMENT)

To

CoZZectors

of

01"FICE OF TIIE DIRECTOR OF PROCUREMENT)
TVashington) D. C.
lnternaZ Revenzje) CoZZectors of Czjstoms) District

Supert)zsors, and Others Concerned:
The following regulations relating to abandoned and forfeited
property are hereby prescribed pursuant to the provisions of Title
of the Liquor Law Repeal and Enforcement Act, approved
August 27) 1985 (Public 847, Seventy-fourth Congress):

III

AarrcLE

1.

DEFINITIONS.

The following terms shall have the meaning set forth below whenever used
in these regulations:
(a) "Director" means the Director of the Procurement Division of the
Treasury Departinent of the United States.
(b) "Federal agency" includes any executive department, independent' establishinen, board, commission, bureau, service, or division of the United States,
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a 4 any N&~ration in which the United States owns all or a ma]ority of
the stock.
(o) AbmIdoned" means voluntarily abandoned to any Federal agency fn
such manner as to vest tftle to the property fn the United States.
(&) "Forfefted" includes forfeitures whether by summary process or by
order of court pursuant to any law of the United States.
(s) "Property" means all personal property, including but not limited to
vessels, vehicles, aircraft, and abandoned alcoholic beverages, except—
(1) Forfeited distilled spirits (including alcohol), wine, and malt beverages,
as defined in section 17(a) of the Federal Alcohol Administration Act.
(2) Arms or munitions of war condemned pursuant to the provisions of
section 4 of Title VI of the Act entitled "An Act to punish acts of interference
with the foreign relations, the neutrality, and the foreign commerce of the
United States, to punish espionage, and better to enforce the cruninal laws
of the United States, and f'or other purposes" (40 Stat. , 228), approved Jane
15, 1917, as amended.
(8) Opium, coca leaves, cocaine, or any salt, derivative, or preparation of
opium, coca leaves, or cocaine.
(4) Shotguns or rifies having barrels less than 18 inches in length, or any'
other weapon (except a pistol or revolver) from which a shot is discharged by'
an explosive if such weapon is capable of being concealed on the person, or a
machine gun, and includes a muffier or silencer for any firearm whether or not
such firearm is included within the foregoing definition, and any weapon which
more than
shoots, or ls designed to shoot, automatically or semiautomatically,
one shot, wfthout manual reloading, by a single function of' the tri ger.
ABTIar. E

II.

REPORTS, BEIfUESTS 1POB ASSIGNMENT,

—

END DISPOSITION.

SEarrov 1. Annual reports. There shall be submitted to the Director not later
than July 15, of each year, an itemized report covering the following property
forfeited and abandoned during the preceding fiscal year, giving estimated values
but not describing it in detail:
(a) Abandoned property which the Federal agency to which ft was abandoned
retained for offici use.
(b) Property forfeited otherwise than by court decree and not ordered by
competent authority to be returned to any claimant, which the seizing Federal
agency retafned for oflicial use.
(a) Forfeited and abandoned property whose condition was such that ft had
no value except as scrap material, and was, as hereby authorized, disposed of
under existfng law and regulations.
(d) Money and valuable securities, which shall be disposed of under existing
law and regulations.
(e) Perishable commodities and prohibited articles including but not limited
to indecent or obscene articles which were, as hereby authorized, disposed of
under existfng law end regulations.
SEc. 2. Reports required promptlp upon abandonment or action loolctng toIcard
forfeiture. All abandoned or forfeited property, except that specified in section
1 of this article, including the following:
(a) Abandoned property whfch the Federal agency to which it was abandoned
does not desire to retain 1'or ofiicial use.
(b) Property forfeited otherwise than by court decree and not ordered by
competent authority to be returned to any claimant, which the seizing Federal
agency does not desire to retain, and
(c) Property concerning which court proceedings are being or have been
commenced for forfeiture by court decree, whether or not the property is desired
for offici use by the seizing Federal agency shall be reported promptly to the
Director by the head of the Federal agency by which the property was seized or
to which it was abandoned, except that ff a seizure made by one Federal agency
fs adopted by another for prosecution under the laws enforced by the adopting
Federal agency, the report shall be made onlv by the adopting Federal agency.
Reports made pursuant to this section shall contain the following informa-

—

tion:

(a) Name of the reporting Federal agency.
(b) Status of the property, whether (1)

feited otherwise

been commenced

voluntarily abandoned,
(2) forthan bv court decree, or (8) proceedings are being or have
fer forfeiture by court decree.

Misc. ]

(c) Place and date of abandonment or forfeiture, or place and judicial district of court from which decree will be issued.
(d) Statute or statutes under which abandoned or forfeited or under which

forfeiture proceedings will be prosecuted.
(c) Present oihcial custodian of property, and street, city, and State address
where located.
(f) Condition of the property.
(g) Estimated value.
(h) Existence or likelihood of lien or claim oi' lien, and amount involved.
(i) Charges incurred for hauling, transporting, towing and storage to date
of report, and rate of storage charges.
(j) If the property is a vehicle, reports shall also show (1) type, (2) make,
(8) model or vear, (4) body, (5) color, (6) capacity, (7) speedometer read(10) motor nmnber, (11)
ing, (8) number of wheels, (9) extra equipment,
nature and probable cost of repairs necessary to put in serviceable condition,
(12) condition of tires.
(A:) If the property is a vessel or an aircraft, reports shall also show (1)
type, (2) manufacturer,
(8) identifying offieial name or number, (4) age, (5)
description.
(i) If the property is abandoned alcoholic beverages, the reports shall also
contain the following data: (1) Name of person from whom seized, (2) qualities and kinds (whether ethyl alcohol or hydrated oxide of ethyl; rye or
bourbon or other whisky and its brand, if any; sparkling or still wine and its
color or brand; cordial, brandy, gin, etc. ), (8) proof rating and other qualities
shown by test, (4) number and size of containers, (5) condition (whether iit
for medicinal, scientific or mechanical purposes), and basis therefor, (6)
condition for shipping.
(m) Other property shall be sufficiently described to enable a decision to be
made regarding its desirability and utility.
Sra. 8. Requests for assignment of property. All requests for assignment oi
forfeited and abandoned property, for official use, shall be filed promptly with
the Director by the head of the Federal agency desiring the same (and not
When property desired by the seizing
by the head of any field activity).
Federal agency is in the custody of another Federal agency which has adopted
the seizure for forfeiture, the seizing Federal agency shall apply to the adopting Federal agency for delivery of the property in the event of forfeiture, and
(a) if forfeited otherwise than by court decree and not ordered by competent
authority to be returned to any claimant, the adopting agency shall deliver
same to the seizing agency without reference to the Director, but (b) if proceedin s are commenced for forfeiture by court decree, the adopting agency
shall request the Director to petition the court, before entry of a decree, for
deiivery of the property to the seizing agency in the event of forfeiture.
Each such request (except requests submitted by seizing agencies) must be
accompanied by a statement describing the need for the property in question
and justifying the request.
SEc. 4. Disposition of forfeited and abandoned property. All property reported to the Director pursuant to the provisions of section 2 of this article
shall be disposed of as follows:
(a) If such property has been abandoned or forfeited otherwise than by
court decree and not ordered by competent authority to be returned to any
claimant, the Director will cause the same to be delivered to any Federal
agency which has filed request therefor pursuant to the provisions of section
8 hereof, and which, in his judgment should receive the property; or, in the
absence oi' such request, clear the same for disposition by the holding agency
as otherwise provided by law.
(b) If proceedings are being or have been commenced for the forfeiture of
the property by court decree, the Director will promptly and before entry of the
decree apply to the court to order delivery of such property:
(1) To the seizing Federal agency if it has theretofore filed a request for
such property for its official use; or
(2) To any other Federal agency which has filed a request therefor pursuant to the provisions of section 8 hereof, and which in the judgnaent of
the Director, should be given such property if the seizing agency has not filed
a request therefor; or
(8) To the seizing agency to be retained in its custody, if the Federal agency
which seized such property has not requested it, and no other Federal agency
has requested, and in the judgment of the Director should be given, such

—

—
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p op«ty and, if in the judgment of the Director, the property may later benecessary for any Federal agency for oiiicial use. Thereafter, the
Director will, within a reasonable time, order such agency to deliver the property to anV other Federal agency which requests and in his judgment should
be given such property, or to dispose of it as otherwise provided by law.
SEo 5. XvailaNlity of appropriations
for acquisition, maintenance, etc. , of
orfeited and abandoned property.
ia) Section 805 of Title III of the Liquor
aw Repeal and Enforcement Act reads as follows:
"The appropriation available to any agency for the purchase, hire, operation,
maintenance, and repair of property of any kind shall be available for the payment of expenses of operation, maintenance, and repair of property of the same
kind received by it under any provision of this title for otiici»l use; for i.he payment of any lien recognized and allowed pursuant to law, and for the payment
of all moneys found to be due any person upon the duly authorized remission or
mitigation of any forfeiture; and for reimbursement of other agencies as hereafter provided. The costs of hauling, transporting, towing, and storage of such
property shall be paid by the agency which has seized such propertv or to which
it has been abandoned; and, if such property is later delivered to another
agency for official use und'er sections 802, 808, or 804 of this title, the latter shall
make reimbursement
for all such costs incurred prior to the date of delivery
to it of such property.
(b) When a seizure of property is adopted for forfeiture purposes by another than the seizing agency, the adopting agency shall be entitled to the
same reimbursement
for costs incurred by it as is allowed the seizing agency
under the provisions of law quoted above.
The Procurement Division will not in any case
Sjsc. 6. Custody of property.
undertake custody of the property pending delivery to another Federal agency.
The holding agency shall have custody of, ami' be responsible for, such property until shipped or delivered to the receiving Federal agency or otherwise
disposed of after clearance by the Director. This provision shall apply to
roperty turned over to the holding Icederal agency by court order to be reained until disposed of upon order of the Director. Ail questions involving
for costs and like matters,
shipping or delivery instructions, reimbursements
sh»il be handled' between the holding and receiving agencies.
under
these regulations.
SEc. 7. Status of property assigned
Any property,
when authorized for official use under the provisions oi law and these regulaor
abandoned
forfeited
tions, loses its identity as
property and becomes the
property of the United States. When no longer needed for otffcial use, such
surplus
the mam(er provided in
shall
be
disposed
of
as
in
property
property
section G of the Regulations Governing the Operation of the Procurement
Division, Branch of Supply.

—

"

—

—

C.

January 15, 1936.

Approved

J. PEOPLES&

Director of Procurement.

T. J. COOLIUGE,

Acting Secretary of the Treasury.

XV—18—8073
T. D. 4640

12) ARTIcLE 80: Contents not to
be disclosed without permission.

REGULATIGNs

Investigators

permitted

to testify in State courts.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT)

OFFICE OF CoMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REvENUE

Washington,

To District Supervisors and Others Concernedl
The second paragraph of article 80, Regulations
ber 1, 1920, is hereby amended to read as follows:

k.

G».

12, revised octo-

officers»re hereby prohibited from giving out »nv rccord9
Internal-revenue
or any copies thereof, to private persons or to local officers, or to produce such
records or copies thereof in a St»te court, whether in answer to subpoena duces

Regs. 12, Art. 80.]
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tecum or otherwise, or to testify to facts coming to tlielr knowled e in their
oihcial capacities without express authority from the Commissioner: Provided,
however, That if the interests of the United States will not be jeopardized
thereby, and if information will not be divulged contrary to section 8167,
Revised Statutes, as amended, district supervisors of the Alcohol Tax Unit
may upon receipt of subpoenas or requests of State authorities, and at the
expenses of the State, authorize investigators and other employees under their
supervision to attend trials iind administrative
hearings in liquor cases in
wiiich the State is a party, produce records and testify as to facts coming to
their knowledge in their oQicial capacities.

GUY

Commissioner

Approved

T.

HELYERING)

of Interna/

Revenue.

April 20, 10o~6.

WAYNE C. TAYLOR,
Actin&y Secretary

of the Treasury.

(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register 51ay 1, IK6, 11.41 a. m. )
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MISCELLANEOUS.

XV~7%4

Mim. 4411

Fxemption of pensions and other benefits paid to veterans and
retired emergency oilicers.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT)
OF INTERNAL REVENUE&

OFFICE OF CoMMissioNER

Washington, D. C., t'angary JI, , 1M'.
Collectors of Internal Re~en', Internal Ee~enue
gent8 in Charge,
and Others Concerne~:
1. Section 3 of an Act of Congress approved August 12, 1985
Stat. , 607, Public, No. 262, Seventy-fourth Congress), entitled
I49
' An Act to
safeguard the estates of veterans derived from payments
of pension, compensation, emergency officers' retirement pay and
insurance, and for other purposes, provides:

8

"

Payments of benefits due or to become due shall not be assignable,
and such payments made to, or on account of, a benedciary under any of the
laws relating to veterans shall be exempt from taxation, shall be exempt from
the claims of creditors, and shall not be liable to attachment, levy, or seizure
by or under any legal or equitable process whatever, either before or after
Such provisions shall not attach to claims of the
receipt by the bene5ciary.
United States arising under such laws nor shall the exemption herein contained as to taxation extend to any property purchased in part or wholly out
~ ~
of such payments.

2. Section 5 of the Act referred to provides:
That this Act shall take eiTect and be in force from and after its
passage, but the provisions hereof shall apply to payments made heretofore
under any of the Acts mentioned herein.

8. Section 2 of the Act mentions the War Risk Insurance Act, as
amended, the World War Veterans' Act, 1924 as amended, the
Emergency Officers' Retirement Act, as amendeci, the World War
Adjusted Compensation Act, as amended, the pension laws in effect
prior to March 20& 1988, Public Law No. 9, Seventy-third Congress,
as amended, Public Law No. 484, Seventy-third Congress, and any
Act or Acts amendatory of such Acts.
4. In accordance with the above-quoted provisions of law, benefits paid to or on account of any beneficiary under any of the Acts
mentioned in section 9 of the Act of August 12, 1985, or any other
laws relating to veterans, are exempt from Federal income tax under
all the Revenue Acts.
5. Any person claiming exemption under the Act of August 19,
1935l of any payment or benefit paid by the United States, when
required by the Commissioner, . shall show by competent evidence
that such payment or benefit was paid and received under one of
the Acts mentioned in section 9 of that Act or under other laws
relating to veterans.
6. Claims for refund based on the exemption provided by the Act
of August 12, 1985, of amounts paid by the United States to veterans
may be filed by taxpayers but may be allowed only if filed within
the statutory period of limitation provided by the Revenue Act
applicable to the year for which the tax was paid. Each claim filed
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shall, when required by the Commissioner, be supported by competent evidence showing the A.ct or laws relating to veterans under
which the amounts were paid. Any such claim shall be filed with
the collector of internal revenue in whose district the return was
filed, and shall be forwarded by tl. e collector to the Income Tax Unit
in washington
for appropriate action. If the claim relates to a
return made on Form 1040A. which is in the collector's ofiice, the collector will transmit the return with tlie claim to Washington.
7. Correspondence and inquiries regarding the provisions of this
mimeograph should refer to the number and the symbols IT: E: CTR.
CHAS.

T.

RUssELL,

Acting Commissioner.

XV—8—7967
Mim. 4429
Exemption from Federal income tax of payments to veterans
under the Adjusted Compensation Payment Act, 1986.

TSEASUrv DEPARTMENT,

ONCE

OF COMMISSIONER

OF INTERNAL

REVENUE)

7i'ashington, D, C., February $, 1986'.
Collectors of Internal Revenue, Internal Revenue Agents in Charge,
and Others Concerned:
The A.djusted Compensation Payment Act, 1%6 (Public, Xo. 405,
Seventy-fourth Congress), sometimes referred to as the "world War
Veterans' Bonus A.ct, " provides in part:
That notwithstanding the provisions of the ivorld War Adjusted Compensation Act, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 38, ch. 11), the adjustedservice certificates issued under the authority of such Act are hereby declared to be immediately payable. * ~ ~
SEc. 4. The amount certified pursuant to section 1 of this Act shall be paid
to the veteran or his estate on or after June j5, 1936, by the Secretary of
the Treasury by the issuance of bonds of the United States, registered in the
name of the veteran only, in denominations of $50 having a total face value
up to the highest multiple of $50 in the amount certified as due the veteran,
and the dii'ference between the amount certified as due the veteran and the
face amount of the bonds so issued shall be paid to the veteran or his estate
by the Secretary of the Treasury out of the fund created by section 505 of
The bonds shall
the World War Adjusted Compensation Act, as amended.
be dated June 15, 1936, and shall mature on June 15, 1945, but shall be redeemable at the option of the veteran or his estate at any time, at such
places, including post ofiices, as the Secretary of the Treasury may designate.
Such bonds shall be issued under the authority and subject to the provisions
of the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended, and shall not be transferable,
assignable, subject to attachment, levy, or seizure under any legal or equitable
process and shall be payable only to the veteran or, in case of death or inof his estate. Interest on
competence of the veteran, to the representative
each bond issued hereunder shall accrue at the rate of 8 per centum per
annum from June 15, 1936, to date of. maturity or payment of the principal
of the bond, whichever is earlier, and will be paid with such principal: provided, liouever, That no interest will be paid on any bond redeemed prior to
June 15, 1937. The provisions of this section shall be carried out subject
to regulations of the Secretary of the Treasury to be issued from time to time
to eifectuate the purposes of this Act.

Section 808, chapter 157, of the W'orld War Adjusted Compensation Act, appr~oved May 19, 1994 (43 Stat. , 195), as amended by sec-
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tion

8(a),

chapter 751, of the Act, of July 8, 1926 (44 Stat. , 897),'
the Unit d'Stat
1984 edition, provides:

m16M as ~tion 618 of chapter 11 of title 88 m

«de,

No sum payable under this chapter to a veteran or his dependents, or to
his estate, or to any beneficiary named under part V of this chapter, no
adjusted-service certificate, and no proceeds of any loan made on such certificate shall be subject to attachment, levy, or seizure under any legal or equitable process, or to National or State taxation, and no deductions on account
of any 1ndebtedness of the veteran to the United States shall be made from
the adjusted-service credit or from any amounts due under this chapter.

In view of the foregoing, it is held that payments to veterans
under the Adjusted Compensation Payment A. ct, 1986, whether in
the form of bonds as provided in section 4, or payments in redemption thereof, or interest, are exempt from Federal income tax.
Correspondence
and inquiries regarding the provisions of this
mimeograph should refer to the number and to the symbols
E1

RR: CTR.

IT:

Gux T. HELVERINO,
Cornnussioner.

XV—7—7957
O. C. M. 16099
The cash surrender values of veterans' war risk insurance policies are not subject to distraint proceedings to collect internal
revenue taxes due the United States.

An opinion is requested whether, in order to collect taxes due the
United States, the cash surrender values of veterans' war risk insurance policies are subject to distraint proceedings.
Section 92 of the World War Veterans' Act of 19o4 (48 Stat. , 607)
provided as fooows:
SEc. 22. That the compensation, insurance, and maintenance and support
allowance payable under Titles II, III, and IV, respectively, shall not be assignable; shall not be subject to the claims of creditors of any person to whom
sn award is made under Titles II, III, or IV; and shall be exempt from all
taxation: Provided, That such compensation, insurance, and maintenance and
support allowance shall be subject to any claims which the United States may
have, under Titles II, III, IV, and V, against the person on whose account the
compensation, insurance, or maintenance and support allowance is payable.
That the provisions of this section shall not be construed to prolfibit the
assignment by any person to whom conver(ed insurance shall be payable under
Title III of such Act of his 1nterest in such insurance to any other member of
the permitted class of beneficiaries.

Section 4747 of the Revised Statutes, not directly involved in
the question under consideration, also contained certain provisions
relative to exemption from attachment, levy, or seizure by or under
legal or equitable process of moneys due to pensioners.
On August 12, 1985 an Act of Congress (Public, No. 962, Seventyfourth Congress, 49 )tat. , 607) entitled "An Act to safeguard the
estates of veterans derived from payments of pension, compensation,
emergency oScers' retirement pay and insurance, and for other purposes" became effective. As shown by the report of the Committee
on World War Veterans' Legislai. ion and the report of the Senate
Committee on Finance, which reports accompanied H. R. 8979,
enacted into law as Public No. 26O, Seventy-fourth Congress, it
was one of the purposes of that bill to replace section 29 of the

Misc. l
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World War Veterans' Act of 1924 and section 4747 of the Revisef
Statutes by a new section (section 8 of H. R. 8979) in order that
the same protection, immunity, and exemption might be provided
for all benefits to pensioners and other veterans.
ection 3 of the
Act which became efFective August 12, 1935, reads as follows:
SEo. 3. Payments of benefits due or to become due shall not be assignable,

and such payments made to, or on account of, a beneficiary under any of the
laws relating to veterans shall be exempt from taxation, shall be exempt from
the claims of creditors, and shall not be liable to attachment, levy, or seizure
by or under any legal or equitable process whatever, either before or after
Such provisions shall not attach to claims of the
receipt by the beneficiary.
United States arising under such laws nor shall the exemption herein contained as to taxation extend to any property purchased in part or wholly
Section 4747 of the Revised Statutes and section 22
out of such payments.
of the World War Veterans' Act, 1924, are hereby repealed, and all other
The provisions
Acts inconsistent herewith are hereby modified accordingly.
of tlfis section shall not be construed to prohibit the assignment by any person,
to whom converted insurance shall be payable under Title III of the World
War Veterans' Act, 1924, of his interest in such insurance to any other member
of the permitted class of beneiiciaries.

Prior to the enactment of Public, No. 262, in view of section 22
of the World War Veterans' Act of 1924, a lien of the United States
for internal revenue taxes did not attach to a taxpayer's converted
war risk insurance policy, and claims of the Government, except
the classes of claims mentioned in section 22, were not enforceable
against such a policy. Titles II, III, IV, and V of the World War
Veterans' Act of 1924, referred to in section 22 of that Act, relate
respectively to compensation and treatment, insurance, vocational
rehabilitation, and penalties. Any claim of the United States based
upon an indebtedness arising out of such compensation and treatInent, insurance, vocational rehabilitation, and pena. lties is chargeable against the value of a converted policy, but except as to claims
so arising, it is evident that any claim of a different character made
by the United States against the value of the policy is not enforceable. The specification by name of the classes of claims cognizable
under the statute excludes all other classes not mentioned.
Although the language employed in section 22 of the world War
Veterans' Act was difFerent from that used in section 8 of the Act
of August 12, 19M, the intent under the latter Act (section 8) to
exempt payments aiid benefits (with specific exceptions) due or to
become due under a veteran's policy issued. by the United States
is just as clear as it was in the repealed section. It is clearly the inteiit of that section to limit claims which are chargeable against
such benefit payments to claims of the United States arising "under
Were a Federal tax claim enany of the laws relating to veterans.
forceable against the cash surrender value of such a policy, the
enforcement~ obviously would deprive the person entitled thereto of
benefits payable under the policy.
Such enforcement would indirectly acconiplish that which the statute specificallv prohibits.
Accordingly, it is the opinion of this once that in view of the provisions of section 8 of the Act of August 12& 1985, the cash surrender
values of veterans' war risk insurance policies are not subject to distraint proceedings to collect internal revenue taxes due the United

"

States.
HRRBIAN OLIPIIANT&

General Cotinsel for the Department

of the Treasury.
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SECTION 3 OF THE VINSON ACT (PUBLIC, NO. 185,
SEVENTY- THIRD CONGRESS).
XV—10—i988
Mim. 4431
Determination, assessment, and collection
Navy contracts under the Vinson Act.

of excess profits on

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
XTERXAL REVZab UE

OFFICE OF CON&IISSIOXER OF

I

Washington, D. C., February lo, 1M6.
Collectors of Internal Revenue, Internal Revenue Agents in Charge,
and Others Concerned:
Treasury Decision 4484 (C. B. XIII—1, 540), promulgated under
section 8 of the Vinson Act (Public, No. 185, Seventy-tliird Congress H. R. 6604), delegates to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue the duty of determining the proSt and the excess profit, if any',
on contracts entered into under that Act; and provides that if the
Commissioner determines in respect of any such contract that there
is an excess profit in an amount exceeding the excess profit voluntarily paid into the Treasury~ the Commissioner may proceed to collect the amount of such unpaid excess profit under the usual methods
employed under the internal revenue laws to collect Federal income

taxes.
Pursuant to the foregoing, the following procedure for the determination, assessment, and collection of the excess profit, if any,
on contracts entered into under the Vinson Act is hereby prescribed:
The procedure for the determination of the profit, and the excess
profit, if any, and for the assessment and collection of any excess
profit on Navy contracts entered into under the Vinson Act will be,
in general, the same as the established procedure for the examination,
of income tax returns and the determination of the tax liability,
including opportunities for protests and conferences. As far as practicable, the reports of contractors covering completed contracts will
be associated with the income tax returns of respective contractors
for the related year or years. AVhether or not a copy of a report of a
completed contract is flled with the collector as required by Treasury
Decision 4434, the profit, and the excess proflt, if any, on any completed contract will be determined, as far as practicable, at the same
time as the income tax liability of the contractor for the related
The results of field investigations of
year or years is determined.
completed contracts will be reported separately from the results of
the mvestigations of income tax returns. In no case will appropriate
action in respect of either the income tax liability or the excess profit
liability, which has been finally determined by the Commissioner, be
delayed pending a final determination of the other liability. .
A review by the United States Board of Tax Appeals of the determination of excess pro6ts on Navy contracts entered into under
the Vinson Act is not authorized under that Act. Accordingly,
regardless of whether or not the excess profit has been fully paid, no
statutory notice of the Commissioner's final determination thereof
is required as in the case of a deficiency in the Federal income tax.
(See section os, Revenue Act of 1934.) However, if an excess
profit in an amount which exceeds the excess profit reported by the
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contractor

and/or previously a sessed is finally determined by the
Commissioner, the contractor will be advised of the final determination by letter and such excess profit will be promptly assessed
on the Commissioner's assessment list, and will be collected under
the usual methods employed under the internal revenue laws to
collect Federal income taxes.
Correspondence and inquiries re~ardintr tile provisions of' this
CTR.
mimeograph should refer to the number and the symbols IT:
G II?' T. IIELVEIuNos
Commissioner.

E:

OI EOMARGARINE.

XV—5—7%4
MS. 171

Schedule of oleomargarine produced' and materials fzsed dartvtg the month of
December, 19S5, as compared goith Decentbcr, 198$.
December,
1935.

December,
1934.

Pounds

Pounds

Total production of uncolored oleomargarine

33, 322, 515

Total withdrawn

33, 388, 096

tax-paid

Ingredient schedule for uncolor ed oleomargarine:
Babassue oil

Salt

Sesame oil
Soda (benzoste of)
Soya bean oil
Vegetable oil

Total
Total production of colored oleomargarine
Total withdrawn

tax-paid

29, 769, 335

931, 806

Butter

Coconut oil
Corn oil
Cottonseed oil
Derivai, ive of glycerine
Lecithin
Milk
Neutral lard
Oleo oil
Oleo stearine
Oleo stock
Pa, lm oil
Palm kernel oil
Peanut oil

30, 346, 741

150
13, 730, 13?

14, 926, 840
30, 115
9, 096, 433
89, 218
2, 363
6, 888, 475
158, 607
1, 248, 422
191, 375

7, 513, 698
71, 808

'733

6, 843, 414
405, 117
Zr 051, 074
283, 565
171, 356

139, 019

2, 525

94, 054
377, 170
1, 725, 450
8, 353
14, 1?7
271, 080

1, 799, 543

36, 192, 957

33, 224, 353

316, 160
10, 487
24, 413
175

s

183, 496

123, 137

49, 188

57, 334

98, 775
199
23, 609
143
43, 378
6, 607

41, 047
101
19, 384

Ingredient schedule for colored oleomargarine:
Babassue oil

Baiter

Coconut oil
Color
Cottonseed oil
Derivative of glycerine
Milk
Neutral lard
Oleo oil
Oleo stearine
Oleo stock
Palm oil
Peanut oil

Salt
Soda (benzoate of)
Sunaower seed oil

Total
the amount produced, 32,411 pounds were reworked.
Of the amount produced, 28, 931 pounds were reworked.
Of the amount produced, 64 pounds were reworked.

r Of
s
z

35

271
36, 634
10, 453
"9,446
140
395

20, 582
625

1, 810
3, 100
50
14, 035

2GO

1, 190
8, 598

]6

3

2, 1?0
212, 502

~

147, 895
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XV-9-7979
MS. &7o
Nohedute

of ofeorlargartrte ffrrodueed rkrtd ntateriats used during the ninth
January, 1988, as eornpared eAth, January, 198$.
January,

January,
1935.

1936.

Total production of uncolored oleomargarine

.

Total withdrawn tsx-paid
Ingredient schedule for uncolored oleomargarine:

Bsbassue oil

Butter

Coconut oil
Cottonseed oil
Derivative of glycerine
Lecithin

M'ilk

Neutral lard
Oleo oil
Oleo stesrine

Oleo stock
Palm oil
slm kernel oil
eanut oil

Salt
Sesame oiL
Bode (benzoate of)
Boys bean oil

Total

Total production of colored oleomargarine
Total withdrawn tsx-paid
Ingredient schedule for colored oleomargarine:
Babassue oil

Butter

Coconut oiL
Color
Cottonseed oil
erivative of glycerine
ilk

hleutral lard
Oleo oil
Oleo stesrine
Oleo stack
Falra oil
Peanut oil

alt
ads (benzoate of))

Sunflower seed oil

Total
z

s
k

Of the amount produced, 27, 474 pounds were reworked.
Of the amount produced, 8,613 pounds were reworked.
Of the amount produced, 12 pounds were reworked.

of

Pounds.

i 36, 364, 235

36, 017, 532

PouaCh.
338, 618

z 33&

33, 126, 541

655, 045

951
8, 578, 194
99, 112

17& 8 & 5,

2, 176
7, 345, 554
182, Ms
1, 349, 979
408, 409
179, 200
103, 838
15, 861
468, 969
1, 948, 392
9, 180
16, 353
242, 199
89& 480&

979

368
14, 351, 756
8, 980, 979
88, 875
1, 326
7, 636, 998
415, 534
2, 199, 924
240, 842
229, 085
383, 686
1, 961, 698

16, 846
6, 931

», I»,

&

194, 240
54, 270

68, 052

1, 410
25
70, 164

175
48, 201
252
60, 584
6, 712

1, 815
1, 300
311

76, 405
172
34, 057

'273

94, 191
17, 412
95, 042
4, 475
1, 780

910

4, 567
21, 041
12
13, 750

225, 037

863, 202

14, 207
43
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XV-13—

MS. 173
produced and matert'als used durtng tire mantis of
Eebruary, IM8, as compared tottft I~'ebruartf, 198o.

Bcltedule of oleontargartfte

February,
1936.

Total production of uncolored oleomargarine
Total withdrawn

tsx-paid

Posada
&

38, 528, 731
37, 974, 385

Ingredient schedule for uncolored oleom srgarine:
Babassue oil

16, 950, 525
5, 064
10, 665, 426
106, 581
1, 809
7, 474, 87$
281, 257
1, 486, 203
246, 573
171, 016
101, 271
27, 171
559, 343
1, 973, 760
6, 318
16, 749
347, 861

M'ilk

Neutral lard
Oleo oil
Oiee stearine
Oleo stock
Palm oil
Palm kernel cil

Peanut oil
Salt

Sesame oil
Soda (benzoate of)
Soya bean oil
Vegetable oil

Total

41, 409, 494

tax-paid

Butter

Coconut oil
Color
Cottonseed oil
Derivative of glycerine

34, 444
338
80, 287
7, 621
53, 903

Oleo oil
Oleo stearine
Oleo stock
Palm oil
Peanut oil

3, 408
5, 150
578
23, 716

Salt
Soda (benzoate of)
Sunflower seed oil

Total

r

amount
amount
amount
amount

produced,
produced,
produced,
produced,

600
17, 187, 775
12, 121, 444
165, 241
1, 308
9, 512, 070

491, 331
2, 512, 820
213, 727
309, 66S

2&

613, 714
448, 348
20, 796
26, 022

10,971 pounds were reworked.
30,369 pounds were reworked,
20 pounds were reworl-ed.
12 pounds were reworked.

45, 664, 669
4

343, 027

120, 946

1, 200

300

Neutral lard

Of the
Of the
Of the
Of th.

306 510

147& 204

1VI ilk

r
r

s

58, 710

?ngredient schedule for colored oleomargarine:
Babassue oB

s

41, 551, 563

41, 599, 446

39, 805

Total production of colored oleomargarine
Total withdrawn

Pounds.
z

974, 689

Butter

Coconut oil
Corn oil
Cottonseed oil.
Derivative of glycerine
Lecithin

February,
1935.

44
94, 104
286
49, 869
492
109, 824
13, 972
103, 077
3, 107
6, 260

109
3, 605

424
24, 731
21
7, 750

861, 863

413, 961
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XV—17—8063

MS. 174

achedulk) of oleomargarine

produced and materials used during the month of March,
It)8(f, as compared faith March, I98tf.
March, 1936. March, 1935.

Total production of uncolored oleomargarine
Total withdrawn

tsx-paid

Ingredfent schedule for uncolored oleomargarine:
Babsssue ail

Butter

Coconut oil
Corn oil
Cottonseed oil
Derivative of glycerine
I ecithin
Milk
Neutral lard
Oleo oiL
Oleo stesrine
Oleo stackPalm oil
Peanut oil

Posed k.

PossCk.

t 83, 541, 659

' 33, 907, 0 10

33, 991, 252

33, 668, 036

2, 849, 728

13, 160, 094
98, 672
8, 783, 733
89, 245
1, 767
6, 564, 464
202, 358
1, 239, 851
277, 492
191, 499
174, 776
400, 195
1, 746, 526
9, 234
15, 1yt)
289, 814

Salt.
Sesame oil
Soda (benzoate of)
Soya bean oil

Total

36, 094, 568

Total production of colored oleomargarine

k

9, 818, 353
121, 978
1, 680
7, 647, 0 3
364, 248
1, 687, 587
224, 021
215, 576
378, 218

1, 915, 780
7, 238
15, 102
118, 206

36, 991, 213

252, 603

tsx-pai d

Total withdrawn

289
14, 475, 864

89, 748

Ingredient schedule for colored oleomargarine:
Babassue oil

Butter

Coconut oil
Color
Cora oil
Cottonseed oil
Der i vat i ve of gl
Milk
Neutral lard
Oleo oil
Oleo siecrine
Oleo stock
Palm oil
Peanut oil

128, 454
216

33
year

34, 005
235
57, 640
5, 138
80, 326
609
2, 617
2, 300
359
20, 695
89
550

ino

Salt.

Soda (benzoate of)
Soya bean oil

289, 818

Total

'
k

~

Of
Of
Of
Of

the
the
ihe
the

amount
amount
amount
amount

64326'

produced.
produced,
producod,
produced,

15,420 pounds were rawarkcd.
20, 491 pounds v. cre reworked.
32 pounds kvere rekvorked.
1,824 pounds were reworked.

—

—36

35, 527
343
53, 339
9, 810
SS,'359
4, 080
4, 025

333
20 372

15
12, 250

Sunflower seed oil

t

15
84, 300
258

17

313, 026
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XV—29—8110
MS. 175

Scftedute of oteomargarine produced and materials used during
A pril, 1989, as compared ttrtth ztprit, ZMo.

the month, of

April, 1936.

Total production of uncolored oleomargarine
Total withdrawn

tsx-paid

Ingredient schedule of uncolo red oleomargarine:
Babsssue oil

Butter

Coconut oiL
Corn oil
Cottonseed oil
Derivative of glycerine
Lecithin
Milk
Neutral lard
Oleo oil
Oleo stearine
Oleo stock
Palm oil
Palm kernel oil
Peanut oil
Rape seed oil

Salt
Sesame oil
Soda (benzoate of)
Soya bean oil
Vegetable oiL

Total
Total production of colored oleomargarine

Total withdrawn

tax-paid

Ingredient schedule of colored oleomargarine:
Babessue oil
Coconut oil
Color
Corn oil
Cottonseed oil
Derivative of glycerine
Lecithin
1

Neutral lard
Oleo oil
Oleo stesrine
Oleo stock
Peanut oil

Salt
Soda (benzoate of)
Soya bean oil
Sunflower seed oil

Total

' Of the amount produced,

' Of the

14, 206 pounds were reworked.
amount produced, 31,459 pounds were reworked.
181 pounds were reworked.

s Of the omount produced,

&

Pounds.
31, 975, 375
31, 936, 612

AprB, 1935.

Pounds.
~

37, 177, 814
37, 159, 911

2, 859, 125

12, 168, 147
291, 079
8, 509, 822
91, 229
I, 617
6, 443, 712
178, 466
I, 253, 798
291, 792
133, 207

63, 483'
71, 374
221, 298
8, 786
I, 701, 939
4, 880
14, 711
376, 851

298
15, 864, 015

10, 962, 009
174, 309
3, 493
8, 584, 149
321, 857
I, 663, 749
160, 296
217, 943
496, 171
2, 161, 022
6, 410
19, 041
156, 979
408

34, 685, 316

40, 791, 147

326, 441

s 241, 673

64, 943

100, 937

4, 925
165, 646

80, 538

312
11

'227

37, 072

42, 824

85, 011
5, 041
49, 660

7
60, 871
12, 717
59, 061

412

I, 330
3, 660

2, 982
I, 251
21, 763
43
I, 225

587
21, 989
58

375, 584

289, 095

64
4, 750

.
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XV—96-8149
MS. &76
Schedule of oleomargarine produced and materials used during
ofay, 1939, as compared totth stay, 1939.

the month

51ay, 193B.

May, 1935.

Pounds.

Total production of uncolored oloomargarine

Total withdrawn

tax-paid

Ingredient schedule of uncolore d oleomargarine:
Babassue oil

Butter.

Coconut oil
Corn oil
Cottonseed oil
Derivative of glycerine
ecithin

k'ilk

Neutral lard
Oleo oil
Oleo stearine
Oleo stock
Palm oil
Palm kernel oil

Peanut oil
Salt
Sesame oil
Soda (benzoato of)
Soya bosn oil

Total
Total production of colored ole„margarine
Total withdrawn

tax-paid.

Ingredient schedule of colored oloomargarine:
Babassue oil
Coconut oil
Coior
Corn oil
Cottonseed oil
Dorivative of glycerine
Milk
ICoulrallard
Oleo oil
Oloo steariue
Oleo stock
Peo. nut oil
Balt
Soda (bonzoate of)
Soya beau oil
Sunflower seed oil.

Total
r

Of the amount producod, 35, 231 pounds were rervorked.
amount produced, 14,461 pounds were row orgcd.
Of tho amount produced, 382 pounds were roworkod.

' Of the
s

r

25, 2G5, 493
25, 452. 311

of

r

Pounds.
30, 105, 563
SO, OM,

178

1, 034, 517
9, 793, 729
226. 196
7, 332, 137
70, 871
1, 441
4, 971, 350
135, 251
1, 085, 333
316, 449
117, 844

100
13, 729, 043

7, 784, 953
92, 280
3, 269
6, 950, 601
251, 154
1, 417, 177
213, 222
176, 019

71, 096
215, 542
168, 364
1, 297, 187
1, 400
11, 030
299, 135

842, 126
1, 727, 004
4, 800
17, 755
149, 517

27, 148, 822

32, 859, 020

314, 700

232, 919

44, 670

60, 102

s

766
185, 493
242
41
28, 835
391
57, 266
3, 389
28, 717
5, 000
2, 603
1, 04B
22, 798

55
923

74, 724
259
34, 211
422

61, 665
6, 800
56, 436
3, 885
1, GGO
522
17, 602

33

11, 000
337, 625

269, 219
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TOBACCO.

XV—1—7894

T. 18

8tatement

tobacco produced, by classes, during
of maotufactured
of October, 1985, as compared with October, 1981s.

p
ine-cut chewing
crap chewing

Nag. —
These

October,
1935.

October,
1934.

Pounds.

Pounds.

5, 928, 206
543, 396
460, 703
4, 067, 658

6, 517, 732
426, 637
378, 330
3, 565, 782

the month

October,
1935.

Pounds.
Smoking

Total

figures sre subject to revision until published

October,
1934.

Pounds.

18, 280, 680

17, 792, 319

29, 280, 643

27, 680, 800

in the Commissioner's

annual report.

XV~7947

T. 19

Htatement

of' manufactured tobacco produced, by classes, during the month of
No47ember, 1985, as compared with Vo77ember, 198$.
November,
1935.

T

Fine-cut chewing
Scrap chewing

Noss. —
These

November,
1934.

Pounds

Pounds.

4, 726, 630
437, 994
368, 346
8, 407& 964

4, 678, 830
443, 883
241, 328
8, 463, 579

November,
1935.

Pounds.

Smoking

Total

figures sre subject to revision until published

November,
1934.

Pounds.

14, 811, 607

16, 141, 488

23, 752, 541

25, 169, 108

in the Commissioner's

annual report.

XV—10—7989
T. 90
Statement of manufactured tobacco produced, by classes, during the month of
December, 1985, as compared with December, 198$.

Plug
Twist
FIne-cut chewing
Scrap chewing

Nova.

—These

December, 1935.

December, 1934.

Pounds.

Pounds.

4, 052, 361
457, 084
393, 977
3, 083, 642

4, 159, 842
370, 551
211, 651
3& 057, 694

figures are subject

December, 1935.

Smoking

Total

Pounds.

December, 1934.

Pounds.

13, 883, 600

13, 152, 883

21, 870, 664

20, 952, 621

to revision until published in the Commissioner's

annual report.
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XV—15-8042
T. 21
Statement of manufactured
tobacco produced, by classes, during the month of
January, 1988, as corrzpared totth January, 1985.

Plug

Twist
Fine-cut chewing
Scrap chewing

Nova.

—These

January,
1936.

January,
1935.

Pounds.

Pounds.

4, 596, 069
444, 667

6, IOS, 497
450, 252
252, 919

413, 101
8, 616, 615

Smoking

Total

January,
1936.

January,
1935.

PounCk.
15, 797, IS8

PounCk.
16, 431, 140

24, 867, 640

26, 012, 301

3, 769, 493

ilgures are subject to revision until published

in the Commissioner's

annual report.

XV—19—8082
T. 22
Btatement

of manufactured tobacco produced, by classes, during the month of
Eebt'uary, 1980, as compared saith Eebruary, 1985.
February,
1936.

Phl3
Twist
Fine-cut chewing.
These
Nors. —

Pou. ndk.
4, 804, 301
620, 855
353, 138

February,
1935.

February,
1936.

Pounds.
4, 710, 520
441, 442
191, 817

Scrap chewing
Smoking

Total

figures are subject to revision until published

PounCk,

February,
1935.

Pounds.

3, 459, 671
15, 433, 634

3, 169, 622
14, 657, 76S

24, 571, 599

23, 171, 169

in the Commissioner's

annual report,

XV—22-8109
T. 23
Statement

of manufactured tobacco produced, by classes, during
Ijtarclz, 1988, as corn pat cd zvith jjt'arch, 1985.

Plug

Twist
Fine-cut chewing
Scrap chewing

Nova.

—These

March,

March,

1036.

1935.

Pounds.

Pounds.

4, 987, 982

4, 907, 117
430, 334
367, 678
3, 484, 097

561, 499
379, 414
3, 547, 83S

the month, of

March,
1936.

Smoking

Total

figures are subject, to revision until published

March,
1935.
Pounds.

PounCk,
17, 281, 200

15, 424, 215

26, 757, 933

24, 613, 441

in the Commissioner's

Annual Report.
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BOARD OF TAX APPEALS.

XV-13-8(91

—

Rule 47. Depositions upon written interrogatories
February 28, 1986).

(as amended

Depositions may be taken in the discretion of the Board upon
written interrogatories in substantially the same manner as proAn
vided in rules 45 and 46 for depositions upon. oral examinations.
original and five copies of the interrogatories must be filed with the
The clerk will serve one copy of the application and
application.
If the opposite
of the interrogatories upon the opposite party.
party desires to file objections or cross-interrogatories, he must do
so within 10 days after the application and interrogatories have
been served upon him.
Cross-interrogatories
must consist of an
original and five copies. The clerk will serve one copy thereof upon
the opposite party who, if he has any objection thereto, must file his
objections within 10 days thereafter. No objections to the interrogatories or cross-interrogatories will be considered at the hearing unless
timely filed in accordance with this rule.
No person other than the witness, a stenographic reporter, and the
ofilcer taking the deposition upon written interrogatories and crossinterrogatories shall be present at the examination of the witness.
This fact shall be certified by the oKcer taking the deposition. That
ofhcer shall propound the interrogatories
and cross-interrogatories
to the witness in their order and reduce the testimony to writing in
the witness's own words.
Depositions obtained in foreign countries must be taken upon
written interrogatories, except as otherwise directed by the Board
for cause shown.

MISCELLANEOUS.
FEDERAL

XV—12—8013

REGISTER ACT

[PUBLIC, NO. 220, SEVENTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS; 49 STAT. , 500—508].

An Act to provide for the custody of Federal proclamations,
orders, regulations, notices, and other documents, and for the
prompt and uniform printing and distribution thereof'.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of' the
United States of America in Congress assernb(ed, That the Archivist
of the United States, acting through a division established by him
in the National Archives Establishment, , hereinafter referred to as
the "Division, is charged with the custody and, together with the
Public Printer, with the proinpt and uniform printing and distribution of the documents required or authorized to be published under
section 5. There shall be at the head of the Division a director,
appointed by the President, who shall act under the general direction of the Archivist of the United States in carrying out the provisions of this Act and the regulations prescribed hereunder, who
shall receive a salary, to be fixed by the President, not to exceed
$5,000 a year.

"

511
REo. 9. The original and two duplicate originals or certified copies
of any document required or authorized to be published under section 5 shall be flled with the Division which shall be open for that
urpose during all hours of the worLing days when the A.rchives
uilding shall be open for official business.
The Director of the

Division shall cause to be noted on the original and duplicate originals or certified copies of each document the day and hour of filing
thereof: Provkled, That when the original is issued, prescribed, or
promulgated outside of the District of Columbia and certified copies
are filed before the filing of the original, the notation shall be of the
day and hour of filing of the certified copies. Upon such filing, at
least one copy shall be immediately available for public inspection
in the office of the Director of' the Division. The original shall be
retained in the archives of the National Archives Establishment and
shall be available for inspection under regulations to be prescribed
The Division shall transmit immediately to the
bp the Archivist.
Government Printing Office for printing, as provided in this Act,
one duplicate original or certified copy of each document required
or authorized to be published under section 5. Every Federal agency
shall cause to be transmitted for filing as herein required the original and the duplicate originals or certified copies of all such documents issued, prescribed, or promulgated by the agency.
Sza. 8. All documents required or authorized to be published under
section 5 shall be printed and distributed forthwith by the Government Printing Office in a serial publication designated the "Federal
Register. " It shall be the duty of the Public Printer to make available the facilities of the Government Printing Office for the prompt
printing and distribution of the Federal Register in the manner and
at the times required in accordance with the provisions of this Act
The contents of the daily
and the regulations prescribed hereunder.
issues shall be indexed and shall comprise all documents, required
or authorized to be published, filed with the Division up to such time
of the day immediately preceding the day of distribution as shall
There shall be printed with each
be fixed by regulations hereunder.
document a copy of the notation, required to be made under section
2, of the day and hour when, upon filing with the Division, such
Distribution
document was made available for public inspection.
shall be made by delivery or by deposit at a post office at such time
in the morning of the day of distribution as shall be fixed by such
The prices to be charged for the
regulations prescribed hereunder.
committee
Federal Register may be fixed by the administrative
established by section 6 without reference to the restrictions placed
upon and fixed for the sale of Government publications by section 1
of the Act of May 11, 1922, and section 807 of the Act of June 80,
1932 (U. S. C., title 44, sections 72 and 72a), and any amendments
thereto.
Szc. 4. As used in this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,
the term "document" nieans any Presidential proclamation or Executive order and any order, regulation, rule, certificate, code of fair
competition, license, notice, or similar instrument issued, prescribed,
or promulgated by a Federal agency; the terms "Federal agency" or
"agency" mean the President of the United States or any executive department, independent board, establishment, bureau, agency,

Misc. l
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institution, commission, or separate ofBce of the administrative branch
of the Government of the United States but not the legislative or
judicial branches of the Government; and the term "person " means
any individual partnership, association, or oorporation.
Szo. 5. (a) Ehere shall be published in the Federal Register (1)
all Presidential proclamations and Executive orders, except such as
have no general applicability and legal effect or are efFective only
against I&'ederal agencies or persons in their capacity as ofBcers,
agents, or employees thereof; (2) such documents or classes of documents as the President shall determine from time to time have general applicability and legal efFect and (3) such documents or classes
of documents as may be requireci so to be published by Act of the
Congress: Provided, That for the purposes of this Act every document or order which shall prescribe a penalty shall be deemed to have
general applicability and legal effect.
(b) In addition to the foregoing there shall also be published in
the Federal Register such other documents or classes of documents
as may be authorized to be published pursuant hereto by regulations
prescribed hereunder with the approval of the President, but in no
case shall comments or news items of any character whatsoever be
authorized to be published in the Federal Register.
CommitSEC. 6. There is established a permanent Administrative
tee of' three members consisting of the Archivist or A.cting Archivist,
who shall be chairman, an ofBcer of the Department of Justice designated by the Attorney General, and the Public Printer or Acting
Public Printer. The Director of the Division shall act as secretary
of the committee. The committee shall prescribe, with the approval
of the President regulations for carrying out the provisions of this
Act. Such reguIations shall provide, among other things: (a) The
manner of certification of copies required to be certified under section 2, which certification may be permitted to be based upon confirmed communications from outside of the District of Columbia;
b) the documents which shall be authorized pursuant to section
(b) to be published in the Federal Register; (c) the manner and
form in which the Federal Register shall be printed, reprinted. compiled indexed, bound, and distributed; (d) the number of copies of
the Federal Register which shall be printed, reprinted, and compiled
the number which shall be distributed without charge to Members o3
Congress, ofBcers and employees of the United States, or any Federal
agency for their official use and the number which shall be available
for distribution to the pub)ic; and (e) the prices to be charged for
individual copies of, and subscriptions to, the Federal Register and
reprints and bound volumes thereof.
SEo. '(. No document required under section 5(a) to be published
in the Federal Register shall be valid as against any person who has
not had actual knowledge thereof until the duplicate originals or
certified copies of the document shall have been filed with the Division and a copy made available for public inspection as provided
in section 2; and, unless otherwise specifically provided by statute,
such filing of any document, required or authorized to be published,
under section fi shall, except in cases where notice by publication
is insufBcient in law, be sufficient to give notice of the contents of such
document to any person subject thereto or afFected thereby.
The
publication in the T&'ederal Register of any document shall create a
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rebuttable presumption (a) that it was duly issued, prescribed, or
promulgated; (b) that it was duly filed with the Division and made
available for public inspection at the day and hour stated in the
printed notation; (c) that the copy contained in the Federal Register is a true copy of the ori~~nal; and, (d) that all requirements of
this Act and the regulations prescribed hereunder relative to such
document have been complied with. The contents of the Federal
Register shall be judicially noticed and, without prejudice to any
other mode of citation, may be cited by volume and page number.
SEC. 8. whenever notice of hearing or of opportunity to be heard
is required or authorized to be given by or under an Act of the
Congress, or may otherwise properly be given, the notice shall be
deemed to have been duly given to all persons residing within the
continental United States (not including Alaska), except in cases
where notice by publication is insuflicient in law. if said notice shall
be published in the Federal Register at such time that the period
between the publication and the date fixed in such notice for the
hearing or for the termination of the opportunity to be heard shall
be (a) not less than the time specifically prescribed for the publication of the notice by the appropriate Act of the Conpess; or (b)
not less than 15 days when no time for publication is specifically
prescribed by the Act, without prejudice, however, to the e8ectiveness of any notice of less than 15 days where such shorter period
is reasonable.
SEc. 9. Every payment made for the Federal Register shall be
«overecl into the Treasury as a miscellaneous receipt. The cost of
printing, reprinting, wrapping, binding, and distributing the Ferleral Register and any other expenses incurred by the Government
Printing Once in carrying out the duties placed upon it by this
Act shall be borne by the appropriations to the Government Printing Ofiice and such appropriations are hereby made available, and
are authorized to be increased by such additional sums as are necessary for such purposes, such increases to be based upon estimates
submitted by the Public Printer. The purposes for which appropriations are available and are authorized to be made under section
10 of the Act entitled "An Act to establish a National Archives
of the United States Government, and for other yurposes" (48
Stat. , 1122), are enlarged to cover the additional duties placed upon
the hational Archives Establishment by the provisions of this Act.
Copies of the Federal Register mailed by the Government shall be
entitled to the free use of the l. nited States mails in the same manner
as the ofiicial mail of the executive departments of the Government.
The cost of mailing the Federal Register to ofBcers and employees
of Federal agencies in foreign countries shall be borne by the respective agencies.
SEc. 10. The provisions of section 2 shall become effective 60
days after the date of approval of this Act and the publication of
the Federal Register shall begin within three business days thereafter: Proei&lccl. , That the appropriations involved have been increased as required by section 9 of this Act. The limitations upon
the e8ectiveness of documents required, under section 5(a), to be
published in the Federal Register shall not be operative as to aiiv
prior to the date wlleii
document issued& prescribed, or promulgated
such document is first required by this or subsequent Act of the

M]so.]

Congress or by Executive order to be published in the Federal
Register.
SEa. 11. Within six months after the approval of this Act each
agency shall prepare and file with the committee a complete compilation of all documents which have been issued or promulgated
prior to the date documents are required or authorized by this Act
to be published in the Federal Register and which are still in force
and e&ect and relied upon by the agency as authority for, or invoked
or used by it in the discharge of, any of its functions or activities.
The committee shall within 60 days thereafter report with respect
thereto to the President, who shall determine which of' such documents have general applicability and legal e8ect, and shall authorize the pubhcation thereof in a special or supplemental edition or
issue of the Federal Register. Such special or supplemental editions
or issues shall be distributed in the same manner as regular editions
or issues, and shall be included in the bound volumes of the Federal
Register as supplements thereto.
SEC. 19. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to apply to treaties, conventions, protocols, and other international agreements, or
proclamatioiis thereof by the President.
SEa. 18. Ail Acts or parts of Acts in confiict with this Act are
hereby repealed insofar as they confiict herewith,
Sza. 14. This A. ct may be cited as the "Federal Register Act. "
Approved, July 96, 1985.
'

[Extract from Public Law No. 440, Seventy-fourth
GOVERNMENT

Congress, approved February

11, IMS.]

PRINTING OFFICE.

Public printing and binding: For the printing and distribution
of the Federal Register and such documents as may be required to

be printed and distributed by the Division of the Federal Register
during the fiscal year 1986 in accordance with the provisions of
Public Act Numbered. 920, Seventy-fourth Congress, approved July
96, 1985, $100,000: Provided That the provisions of section o of the
Federal Register Act shall become efFective 80 days after said
appropriations become available and the publication of the Federal
Register shall begin within two business days thereafter.

—

ORDER REGULATIONS GOVERNING
SENTATION, FILING, AND DISTRIBUTION OF
I'ROCLAMATIONS.

EXECUTIVE

THE PREPARATION, PREEXECUTIVE ORDERS AND

By virtue of and pursuant to the authority vested in me by the
Federal Register Act approved July 96, 1985 (49 Stat. , 500), and
as President of the United States, I hereby prescribe the following
presentation,
regulations
governing the preparation,
filing, and
distribution of Executive orders and proclamations:
1. Proposed Executive orders and proclamations shall be prepared
in accordance with the following requirements:
(a) A suitable title for the order or proclamation shall be provided.
(5) The authority under which the order or proclamation is
promulgated shall be cited in the body thereof.
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(o) Punctuation,

capitalization,

orthography,

[Mfsc.
and other matters

of style shall conform to the most recent edition of the Style Manual

of the United States Government Printing Office.
(d) The spelling of geographic names shall conform to the most
A.
recent ofiicial decisions made pursuant to Executive Orders No. 97—
of September 4, 1890, No. 899, of January 28, 1906, and No. 6680, o)
April 17, 1934.
(e) Descriptions of tracts of lands shall conform, so far as practicable, with the most recent edition of the "Specifications for
Descriptions of Tracts of Land for Use in Executive Orders and
Proclamations, " published by the Federal Board of. Surveys and
Maps.

(f) Proposed Executive orders and proclamations shall be typewritten on paper approximately 8 by 12i/z inches shall have a lefthand margin of approximately 9 inches and, a right-hand margin of
approximately 1 inch, and shall be double-spaced, except that quotations, tabulations, or descriptions of land may be single-spaced.
9. The proposed Executive order or proclamation shall first be submitted to the Director of the Bureau of the Budget. If the Director
of the Bureau of the Budget approves it, he shall transmit it to the
Attorney General for his consideration as to both form and leg lity.
If the Attorney General approves it, he shall transmit it to the Director of the Division of the Federal Register, the National Archives.
If it conforms to the requirements of paragraph 1 hereof, the Director of the Division of the Federal Re@ster shall transmit it and three
copies thereof to the President. If it is disapproved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget or the Attorney General, it shall not
thereafter be presented to the President unless it is accompanied by
the statement of the reasons for such disapproval.
8. If the order or yroclamation is signed by the President, the
original and two copies thereof shall be forwa, rded to the Director
of the Division of the Federal Register for appropriate action in
conformity with the provisions of the Federal Register Act: Provided, ho+, ever, That the seal of the United States s'hall be affixed to
The
the originals of all proclamations prior to such forwarding.
Division of the Federal Register shall cause to be placed upon the
copies of all Executive orders and proclamations the following notaauthorized by
tion, to be signed by the Director or by some person
him; "Certifled to be a true copy of the ori~mnal. " The Division of
the Federal Register shall number and shall supervise the promulgation, publication& and distribution of all Executive orders and
proclamations.
4. The Division of the Federal Register shall cause a limited number of copies of the Executive orders and proclamations not required
or authorized to be filed and published under the provisions of the
Federal Register A.ct to be made available in slip form to the appropriate agencies of the Government.
5. The Division of the Federal Register shall file in the National
Archives the originals of all Executive orders and proclamations.
6. The signed originals and copies of all Executive orders and
proclamations heretofore promulgated and now in the custody of
the Department of State shall be transferred to the National
Archives.
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V. Nothing in this order shall be construed to apply to treaties,
conventions, protocols, and other international agreements, or proclamations thereof by the President.
8. This order shall become e8ective on March 12, 1936, and shall
thereupon supersede Executive Order No. 624Y, of August 10, 1938.

FRANKLIN

D. RooszvzLT.

THE WHITE HousE,

Eebruary 18, 1M6'.
i No. 7298]
PRESCRIBED BY THE ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE OF THE
FEDERAL REGISTER, AND APPROVED BY THE PRESIDENT, PVRSVANT To
THE AVTHORITY CONTAINED IN SECTION B OF THE FEDERAL BEGISTER ACT
(49 STAT. . 500L

REGVLATIONS

I. DESTNITIONS.
As used herein& unless the context otherwise requires:
a) The term 'Act" nieans the Federal Register Act, approved
Ju y 26) 1935 (49 Stat ) t500).'
(5) The terms "agency or "Federal agency" mean the President of the United States, or any executive department, independent
board, establishment,
bureau, agency, institution, commission, or
separate office of the administrative branch of the Government of
the United States, but not the legislative or judicial branches of the
Government.

"

"

"

"

Committee
or Administrative
Committee
(e) The terms
mean the A.dministrative Committee established under section 6 of

the Act.
(0t) The term "Director" means the Director of the Division of
the Federal Register, The National Archives.
(e) The terms "date of issue" or "distribution day mean Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, excepting where
such days follow a legal holiday.
(f) The term "Division" means the Division of the Federal Register, The National Archives.
(g) The term "document" means any Presidential proclamation
or E'xecutive order, and any order, regulation, rule, certificate, code
of fair competition, license, notice, or similar instrument issued,
prescribed, or promulc'ated by a Federal agency.
(h) The term "Federal Register" means the daily issue of the
Federal Register.
(i) The term "Federal Register Supplement" means the documents published under the provisions of section 11 of the Act.
(j) The term "person" means any individual& partnership, association, or corporation.

"

IL DOCVMEXTS

REQUIRED TO BE FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR AND
PUBLISHED IN THE FEDERAL RESISTER.

A. There shall be filed in the oince of the Director and published
in the Federal Register:
(a) Such 'documents or classes of documents as may be required
so to be published by Act of Congress.

(5) All Executive orders and proclamations having general applicabihty and legal effect, except such as are effective only against
Federal agencies or persons in their capacity as officers, agents, ox'
em loyees thereof.
c) The following documents or classes of documents, except
Executive orders and proclamations, issued by the following Federal
agencies;
0

~

S&

&

DKPABTMENT OF THE TBE&ISUBY.

BUBE&kU OF INTEB1&&"AL BEVENUE.

Regulations and Treasury Decisions, so entitled, prescribed or
approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, with respect to internal
revenue, issued under authority of any law or laws or Executive
orders relating to internal revenue,

B. All

other documents having general applicability and legal
or promulgated by any Federal agency not
designated in section II A(c) of these Regulations shall be forwarded by the agency issuing the same to the Division. There shall
also be forwarded to the Division any document having general
applicability and legal effect issued prescribed, or promulgated by
any Federal agency pursuant to authority delegated to such agency
subsequent to the approval of these regulations.
The Director shall under the direction of the Administrative Committee, examine the documents forwarded to the Division pursuant to
the above paragraph, and if, under such direction, it is determined
that the documents have general applicability and legal effect, shall
cause such documents to be filed m accordance with the regular
routine and published in the daily issue of the Federal Register.
efFect issued& prescribed,

III. DOCUMENTS

EFFlMZIVE ONL'Y AGAINST

FEDE1ELL AGENCIES& ETC.

No documents effective only against Federal agencies or persons
in their capacity as officers, agents, or employees thereof shall be
filed in the office of the Director or forwarded to the Division purB of these
suant to the provisions of section
A(c) or
regulations.

II

IV.

II

DOCUMENTS POBWARDKD TO THE DIVISION HXVING NO GENERAL
XND

MPLIC~ILITY

LEGm EFFECT.

All documents, except Executive orders and proclamations, forB of these regulawarded to the Division pursuant to section
tions, which the Administrative Committee shall determine to have
no general applicability and legal effect, shall be returned by the
Division to the agency issuing the same.

II

V.

DOCUIIENTS PBESCRIBED JOINTLY BY TWO OB NIOBE

FED~ &GENCI

S

Documents bearing the signature of officers of two or more Federal,
agencies& shallI foi tlie purposes of these regulations, be deemed to
have been issued, prescribed, or promulgated
by the oScer last

5I8
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signing the same, and the duty of filing such documents in the offlce
of the Director, or forwarding such documents to the Division shall
rest upon such officer. Where necessary such officer shall make the
appropriate arrangements for keeping the other agency or agencies
informed regarding the filing.
VI.

KXECI|TZVE ORDERS AND PI|OCLAMATIONS.

The preparation, presentation, promulgation, and distribution of
Executive orders and proclamations shall conform to the procedure
prescribed in Executive Order No. 7298, dated February 18, 1986.
VII.

PEEPAEATION

OE

DOCIIMEN T8.

AH documents required to be filed in the office of the director or
forwarded to the Division shall be prepared as follows:
a) A suitable title shall be provided.
5) The authority under which the document is promulgated shaH
be cited in the body thereof.
(c) Punctuation, capitalization orthography, and other matters
of style shaH conform to the most, recent edition of' the Style Raniial of the United States Government Printing Office.
(d) The speHinp of geographic names shall conform to the most
recent ofFicial decisions made pursuant to Executive Orders, No. 27—
A
of September 4, 1890, No. 899 of January 98& 1906, and No. 6680
of April 17) 1934.
(e) Descriptions of tracts of land shall conform, so far as prac-'
ticable, with the most recent edition of the Specifications for Descriptions of Tracts of Land for Use in Executive Orders and
Proclamations, published by the Federal Board of Surveys and
Maps.
(f) AH documents shall be typewritten on paper 8 by 1'/z inches,
shaH have a left-hand margin of approximately 9 inches and a righthand margin of approximately 1 inch, and shall be double-spaced,
except that quotations, tabulations, or descriptions of land may be
single-spaced.
Where it is the established practice of an agency to
cause the originals of its documents to be put in print before they
are signed such printed originals and duplicates thereof. may be
received if the style and form have been duly approved
by the

Director.
(g) There shall be attached to the original or confirmed copy,
except Executive orders and proclamations, three certified copies
thereof.
VIII. AzEIEATION os' SEAL.

The seal, if any, of the agency issuing the same shall be affixed to
the original and certified copies of aH documents required to be filed
in the office of the Director or forwarded to the Division.

IX. CERTIFICATION.
The certihed copies of aH documents required to be filed in the
of the Director or forwarded to the Division, except Executive
orders and proclamations, shall be certified as follows: "Certified
to be. a true copv of the original, " and each such certification shaH
office
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be signed by the officer signing the original or by an officer or emloyee designated by him; provided, that notice of such designation
filed with the Division.

X.

DocvMENTS IssvED OUTSIDE OP THE DISTBIOT OP COLUMBIA.

In the case of documents issued, prescribed, or promulgated outside of the District of Columbia which are required to be filed in the
office of the Director or forwarded to the Division, there may be filed
or forwarded, in lieu of the original, a confirmed copy of such document. There shall be on such copy so filed or forwarded the notation
Confirmed, which notation shall be signed by an officer or employee
designated for that purpose by the head of the agency concerned;
rovided, that notice of such designation shall be filed with the
ivision.

"

"

XI. FoRwkRDING

AND

FIIING DocvMENTs.

Documents required to be filed in the office of the Director or forwarded to the Division shall be forwarded by messenger to the Division and received only durin~ the hours of the working days
when the National Archives Building shall be open for official business, i. e. , 9 a. m. to 4.30 p. m. (Saturday 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. ).

XII. REcEIPT

AND

ol' DocvMENTs.

DIRPosITIGN

(a) ImmeI1iately upon the receipt of those documents required to
be filed and published in the Federal Register, there shall be placed
upon the original and certified copies the day and hour of filing.
(b) The originals of such documents shall be forwarded to the
National Archives for custocly.
(c) One certified copy shall be made immediately available for
public inspection in the office of the Director.
(d) One certified copy shall be forwarded to the Government
Printing Office.
XIII. TREATIES,

ETC.

&

NOT

Nothing in these regulations shall be construed to apply to treaties,
conventions, protocols, and other international agreements or proclamations thereof by the President.
XIV. TIME

CP PUBLIcATIoN

GE

DocvMENTs

FILED.

Documents required to be filed and published in the Federal Register, which are filed in the office of the Director prior to 1 p. m. ,
ehall be published in the issue of the Federal Register appearing the
following distribution day. Documents required to be filed and
ublished in the Federal Register which are filed in the office of the
irector subsequent to 1 p. m. , shall be published in the issue of
the Federal Register appearing the second following distribution
day.
XV.

ILLUSTRATIONS

The inclusion of illustrations as a part of documents required or
authorized to bc published in the I& ederal Register should be avoided
Illustrations
such documents,
accompaiiying
wherever possible.
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when published, shall be reduced to a size not greater than 7 by 10
inches and be line cuts only. Copy for illustrations must be forwarded to the Division with the documents of which they are a part.

XVI. DaTzs

OP

Prrarro&Trow

oz Fzozzuu. RzarsTza.

The Federal Register shall be distributed by the Government
Printing Once every Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday morning, excepting davs following legal holidays, and
shall be in the general form, style, and size of the Congressional
Record.
XVII. CoNTENTs
INDEIING oz FzozsAx RzsrSTzs.
The contents of the Federal Register shall be indexed daily,
monthly, quarterly, annually, and at such other times as the Director
may prescribe.
XVIII. DrsTarnUTroN.
Distribution of the Federal Register shall be made by delivery
or by deposit at a post once at or before 9 a. m. of the day of
distribution.

~

KIK. Corrzs

woa

Omrcrm

Um.

Copies of the Federal Repster shall be distributed without charge
to Members of Congress OBrcers and employees of the United States,
or any Federal agency for their ofBcial use.

XX. REQUESTS FOR COPIES.
All requests for copies of the Federal Register shall be addressed to
the Superintendent
of Documents, Government Printing Once,
Washington, D. C.
XXI. NOTrczs.
Notwithstanding
anything in these regulations to the contrary,
no notices shall be published in the Federal Register except those
which issue, amend, or repeal regulations; or those which prescribe
a penalty or notices or orders for a public hearing or opportunity
for a pub/ic hearing with respect to any proceeding to which a Federal agency is required or authorized by statute to admit as a party
any State or political subdivision thereof, or any authorities thereof,
or representatives of investors, consumers, or other interested class or
classes of persons.
These regulations shall become effective immediately and shall
supersede the regulations approved by me on March 9, 1986.
Approved:
FrrANISLIN

D. RoosEVELT,

THE WHrTE Horrsz,
iVarch 11, 1986'.

XV—9—7977
S. 3934. PUBLIC,

NO. 433, SEVENTY-FOURTH

CONGRESS.

An Act to repeal the Kerr Tobacco A.ct, the Bankhead
Act of 1934, and the Potato Act of 1935.

Cotton

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assemb ted, That Public Law
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488, Seventy. -third Congress. as amended, known as the
169, Seventy-third
Congress, as amended, known as the Bankhead Cotton Act of 1984,
except section 24 thereof, and sections o01 to o88, both inclusive, of
Public Law Numbered 820, Seventy-fourth Congress, known as the
Potato A.ct of 1985, be, and the same hereby are, repealed; and all
liens for taxes imposed as provided in subdivision (f) of section 4
of Public Law Numbered 169 are hereby canceled and released.
Approved February 10, 1986.
Numbered

Kerr Tobacco Act, and Public Law Numbered

XV-}5-4041
S. 8227. PUBLIC,

NO. 470, SEVENTY-FOURTH

CONGRESS.

An Act to amend section 8 of the A.ct approved May 10, 1928, entitled "An Act to extend the period of restriction in lands of
certain members of the Five Civilized Tribes, and for other purposes, " as amended February 14, 1981.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Houise of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 8
of the Act of May 10, 1928, entitled "An Act to extend the period
of restriction in lands of certain members of the Five Civilized
Tribes, and for other purposes, as amended February 14, 1981, be
amended to read as follows:

"

SEc. 8. That all minerals, including oil and gas, produced on or after April
26, 1931, from restricted allotted lands of members of the Five Civilized Tribes
in Oklahoma, or from inherited restricted lands of full-blood Indian heirs or
devisecs of such lands, shall be subject to all State and Federal taxes of every
kind and character the same as those produced from lands owned by other
citizens of the State of Oklahoma; and the Secretary of the Interior is herebv
authorized and directed to cause to be paid, from the individual Indian funds
held under his supervision and control and belonging to the Indian owners oi
the lands, the tax or taxes so assessed against the royalty interest of the respective Indian owners in such oil, gas, and other mineral production: Provided,
That nothing in this Act shall be construed to impose or provide for double
taxation and, in those cases where the machinery or equipment used in producing oil or other minerals on restricted Indian lands are subject to the ad
valorem tax of the State of Oklahoma for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1931,
the gross production tax which is in lieu thereof shall not be imposed prior
to July 1, 1931: Provided further, That in the discretion of the Secretary of
the Interior, the tax or taxes due the State of Oklahoma may be paid in the
manner provided by the statutes of the State of Oklahoma.

Approved

March 12, 1986.

XV—1~054
S. 8978. PUBLIC,

NO. 482, SEVENTY-I OURTH

CONGRESS.

An Act relating to taxation of shares of preferred stock, capital
notes, and debentures of banks while owned by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and reaffirming their immunity.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representati res of the
in Oongre's assembled, That section 804
United States of
of the A.ct entitled uAn Act to provide relief in "the existing national
approved March 9,
emergency in banking and for other purposes,

8~ca
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1%3, as amended, be further amended by adding at the end thereof
the following:

any other provision of law or any privilege or consent to
granted thereby, the shares of preferred stock of
national banking associations, and the shares of preferred stock, capital notes,
and debentures of State banks and trust companies, heretofore or hereafter
acquired by Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and the dividends or interest
derived therefrom by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, shall not, so long
as Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall continue to own the same, be sub1ect to any taxation by the United States, by any Territory, dependency, or
possession thereof, or the District of Columbia, or by any State, county, municipality, or local taxing authority, whether now, heretofore, or hereafter imposed,
levied, or assessed, and whether for a past, present, or future taxing period.

Notwithstanding

tax expressly or, impliedly

SKo. 2. Effective upon the date of enactment of this Act, interest
charges on all loans by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to
closed banks and trust companies, now in force, or made subsequent
to the date of enactment of this Act, shall not exceed W/& per centum
per annum on condition that the rate of interest charged debtors
of such banks or trust companies shall not exceed 4&/s per centum per
annum; otherwise such interest rate shall be as Axed by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation: Provided, houever, That no provision of this Act shall be construed. to authorize a reduction ln the
rate of interest on such loans by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation retroactive from the date of enactment of this Act,
Szo. 8. If any provision, word, or phrase of this Act, or the
application thereof to any condition or circumstance, is held invalid,
the remainder of the Act, and the application of this Act to other
conditions or circumstances, shall not be affected thereby.
Approved March 20, 1936.

XV—18—8071
H. R. 11365. PUBLIC, NO. 510, SEVENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
Xn Act relating

for other purposes.

to the filing of copies of income returns,

and

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Eepreeentativee of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 54
of the Revenue Act of 1984, as amended, is amended by inserting at
the end thereof the following new subsection:
(d) Corrzs or RETuiiivs. If any person, required by law or regulations
made pursuant to law to file a copy of any income return for any taxable
year beginning after December 31, 1934, fails to file such copy at the time

—

required, there shall be due and assessed against such person $5 in the case
of an individual return or $10 in the case of a fiduciary', partnership, or corporation return, and the collector with whom the return is filed shall prepare
such copy. Such amount shall be collected and paid, without interest, in the
same manner as the amount of tax due in excess of that shown by the taxpayer upon a return in the case of a mathematical error appearing on the
face of the return. In case of a person who filed a return for any taxable
year not beginning after December 31, 1935, such amount of $5 or $10 shall be
due and assessed only if the copy is not filed before the expiration of fifteen
days after the mailing by the collector in whose ofiice the return is fiied, of a
request to such person for the filing of the copy. Copies of returns filed or
prepared pursuant to this subsection shall remain on file for a period of not
less than two years from the date they are required to be filed, and may be
destroyed at any time thereafter under the direction of the Commissioner.

Approved April 10, 1986.

[Miso.
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D. C. 230 (Revised)
Laws

AND REGELATIGNs GovEBNING THE REcoGNITION GF ATTGBNEYs, AGENTs, AND
OTHEB PEBsoNS REPBEsENTIlvG CLAI5IANTs AND OTHERs BEFoBE THE TBEAsI, BY
DEPABTBIENT AND OFFIczs THEBEGF.

[Department

Circular

No. 230 of 1934 (Revised)' (1936 Amendment).
Enrollment and Disbarment. ]

~STIR+

Committee

on

DEFARTMENT&

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARYt

Washington, J'anuary 18, 1M6'.
Department Circular No. 230 (Revised) I of October 1, 19M, section
1, is hereby amended to provide for the appointment of a part-time
member or members of the Committee on Enrollment and Disbarment. As amended paragraph 1 of section 1 will read as follows:
SEOTION 1. Commettee on Enrollmenf
and Dlsbarn~t.
A Committee on En-

—

rollment and Disbarment is hereby created consisting of three members who
The Secretary of the
shall be appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury.
Treasury shall designate a chairman and vice chairroan oi' the committee. The
his
part-time
member or members
Secretary in
discretion also shall appoint a
of the committee, and whenever in his judgment such action is necessary, the
Secretary shall appoint some person to serve temporarily as a substitute for a
The committee shall have such powers to
regular menib:r of the committee.
prescribe Ivfies for its own government and procedure as are set forth elsewhere
The committee shall meet at such times as it may desigin these regulations.
nate or S.t the call of the chairman. Tvro members of the committee shall constitute a quorum. Hearings for the purpose of talttng testimony in proceedings
for reprimand, suspension, or disbarment may be held by a single member of
the coinmittee at such places as the committee may designate, but all findings
of fact aud recommendations thereon shall be made by the committee, a quorum
being present.
HENRY MGRGENTIIAII,
,

Jr.

Seer'etary of the Treasury.

' EIIective

October

No. 239, dated July

1, 1934. This circular supersedes Treasury Department Circular
1, 1927, and the amendments thereof and supplements thereto.

XV—16—8055
Disbarments

and

suspensions

from
attorneys

practice before
and agents. s

Treasury

Department

of

DISBARMENTS.

The Secretary of tbe Treasury, after due notice and opportunity
for hearing, has ordered the disbarment from further practice before the Treasury Department of the following-named attorneys and
agents:
Name.
Gorham, Jr. , Fred
Green, Charles J
Hinds, Ralph L
Hoffmann, Arthur

h

J

Kent, Jr. , Robert C

Landreau, Norman B
Leavitt, Benjamin D
McElhill, Frank B
Ober, Harry

Date of
disbarment.

Address.

Grand Rapids, Mich
Pa
Cincinnati, Ohio
11 West Forty-second Street, New York,

Philadelphi,

N, Y.

Beacon, N. Y

Washington, D. C
Chicago, Ill
Forznerly New York, N. Y., now Lsrchmont, N. Y.
Formerly Boston, Mass. , now Brookline, Mass.

Mar. 6, 1935
hug. 29, 1935
Mar. 26, 1936

hpr. 30, 1935

Mar. 6, 1935
Mar. 6, 1935
Mar. 6, 1935
Mar. 26, 1936
June 27, 1935

SUSPENSIONB.

The Secretary of the Treasury, after due notice and opportunity
for hearing, has ordered the suspension from practice before the
Treasury Department for the period stated in each case of the
following-named attorneys an. d agents:
Name.
Ellmore, D. Carroll
Fleischer, A. . A. lvin
Kirtley, I'red H
Mahler, Benjamin
O' Connor, Raymond A
Thompson, Donald A.

Address.
Sheboygan, Wfs
New Pork, N. Y
Formerly Washington,
C., now Miami, Fla.
New York, N. Y
Niagara Falls, N. Y
Lancaster, Ohio

Period of suspension.

D.

90 days, from Jsn. 10, 1936.
6 months, from Jan. 29, 1936.
5 years, from Aug. 8, 1934.

Jan. 29, 1936.
6 months, from Jan. 29, 1936.
6 months, from Jan. 29, 1936.
6 months, from

1 This ruling (8055) includes also rulings Nos. 7895, 7905, 7916, 7925, 7932 7949, 7959, 7969, 7978, 7990 8002,
8014, 8022, 8032, and 8044. These rulings have been thus consolidated because publication of each one
separately would be largely duplication.
& This list fncjudes
all attorneys and agents whose disbarment from practice before the Treausry Departent was published during the period ended April 20, 1936, and sll suspensions ln effect during the period
anuary 1 to April 20, 1936, inclusive. It does not fnclude those barred from practice by reason of disap.
provsl of their application for enrollment.
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Page.

A.
and forfeited property, regulations
tax. (See Miscellaneous taxes: Admissions. )
i0filiated corporations:
Net loss deduction
Returns.
(See Returns. )
Agricultural Adjustment Act:
Constitutionality
Processing taxes, rice injunction to restrain collection
Rental payments un er, to Puerto Rican sugar company, income
Alcohol, industrial:
Formulae 5—A and 10, modified
Formulae 11, 12, and 13, authorised
Formulae 25 and 25—
A, amended
Alcohol Tax Unit, investigators testifying in State courts, regulations amended
Alien Property Custodian, limitation period upon assessment and
collection of taxes
Allocation of income, sales between related domestic and foreign
corporations
Amendments:
Gauging Manual, paragraph 71
Regulations 8
Regulations 8 (1934), article 110
Regulations 12, article SO
Regulations 13—

Abandoned
Admissions

9

Appendix
Article 1
Regulations 20, article 3
Regulations 77, article 191
Regulations 80—
Article 6
Article 7
Article 8
Article 9
Article 48
Article 57
Article 63
Article 6o
Article 68
Article 69
Article 70
Article 78
Article S4
Article 85
Article 92
Regulations 81, Treasury Decision 4501 revoked
Regulations 86—
Article 1—1
Article 11—1
Article 12—2

(525)

7945

492

8097

283

7943
7956

421
436
436

8102

138

8111
8119
8108

491
489
490

8073

495

8136

318

8050

181

8012
8069
7946
8073

486
421
478
495

8092
8092
8001
8043

487
487
479

7980
7980
7980
7980
7980
7980
7980
7980
7980
7980
7980
7980
7980
7980
8069

341
341
341
341
341
341
341
341
341
341
341
341
341
341
341
421

7970
7970
7970

61
61
61

79SO

118

526
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Amendments
Continued.
Regulations 86 Continued.
Article 13—1
Article 23(k) —1
Article 23(o) —1
Article 23(o) —2 (revoked)
Article 23(r) —1 (added)
Article 51—2
Article 55(b) —1
Article 55(b) —2
Article 55(b) —3
Article 55(b) —4
Article 101 (11)—1
Article 112(b) (6) —1 (added)
Article 112(b) (6) —2 (added)
Article 112(b) (6) —3 (added)
Article 112(b) (6) —4 (added)
Article 112(b) (6) —5 (added)
Article 112(c)—1
Article 112(e)—1
Article 112(h)—1
Article 112(i)—1
Article 113(a) (5)—1
Article 118(a) (6)—1
Article 116—1
Article 143—1
Article 143—
3
Article 144—1
—
Article 161 1
Article 166—1
Article 201(b) —1
Article 203(a) (3)—
1
Article 204(a) —1
—
Article 232 1
Article 261—
2
Article 261—
4
—
Article 273 1
—
Article 291 1
Article 351—
3
Article 351—
5
Regulations 88, article 20
Revenue Act of 1934, section 54

Treasury Decisions—
489
4551
4553
Annuities:
Civil Service Retirement Act, deceased employee's beneficiary, exemption
Retired employees, taxability
Contract, distraint
Army officer, retirement pay, taxability
Assessments:
Charge for failure to file duplicate r eturns
Taxes. (See Taxes. )
Assignments, trust income
Attorneys and agents:
Disbarments and suspensions
Fees, business expense deduction
Regulations governing recognition b y Treasury Department
Automobiles:
Collision damage, loss deduction

7970
8043
7970
7970
7970
8094
7970
7970
7970
7970
8045
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
8003
8003
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
7970
8107
8071

Page.

61

118
61
Bl
61
124
61
61
61
61
127
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61

61

61
140
140

61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
468
522

7906
8033
7897

420
492
489

7993
8140
8078
8016

88
87

313

8086

126

7983

159

8055
8076
7948

524
108
523

8026

115
299

85

52T
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Automobiles

Page.

—

Continued.
Parts or accessories. (See Manufacturers' excise taxes. )
Sales. (See Manufacturers' excise taxes. )

Awards:
Mixed Claims Commission, return of capital, income
Settlement of War Claims Act

Bad debts:

Ascertainment

Banks—

of worthlessness

Charge-off deduction
Real estate acquired in settlement
deduction
Bankhead Cotton Act of 1934, repeal of

of debts, charge-oif

Banks:
Bad debts—

Charge-oQ' deduction
Real estate acquired in settlement of debts, charge-oF
deduction
Stock, notes, etc. , owned by Reconstruction Finance Corporation, exemption
Belgium, ships' earnings, equivalent exemption
Bequests:
Conditional, to charity, deduction
Retirement annuity of deceased Federal employee
Bituminous Coal Conservation Act, constitutionality
Bonds:
Extension of time for paying tax, suit, collector's authority,
estoppel
Home OPwners' Loan Corporation, exchanged for mortgage,
gain or loss
Purchase and retirement, income
Refundment prior to maturity, capital losses, limitation
Retirement, unamortized discount, premiums, and expenses,
deduction
United States savings, increment in value, when reported
Business expenses:
Attorneys' fees. (See Fees. )
Corporation's contributions to Community Chest
Guaranty payments, deduction
Substitute school teacher, payments to

alifornia franchise taxes
anada, copyright tax on nonresidents, credit against tax
spital gains and losses:
Bonds refunded prior to maturity, loss limitations
Property acquired by bequest or intestacy
Redemption of stock
Carriers Taxing Act:
Carriers' liability with respect to compensation of an employee of two carriers
Employees' representative, method of computing tax liability
Taxability of compensation of a receiver operating the business of a carrier
hamber of commerce, Social Security Act, taxable status
harit'y, conditional bequests to
heck, when gift is complete
igarette stamp tax, Connecticut

8028
8029

172
176

8058

302

8043

118

8141
7977

520

8043

118

8141

119

8054
8049

521
144

8137
7993
8117

359
88

7954
7887

7996
8142

185
128
152
162
136

8061
7963

308
120

8027
8122
8084

171
167

8066
8017

107
138

8142
7909
7940

136
150
207

8126
8099

464
466

8147
8128
8137
8038
7927

464
475
359
369

119

438

89

93

528
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Cisterns, receiving, pipe lines connecting, regulations amended
Civil Service Retirement Act, annuities under
Cleveland, Ohio, division, determination of income and profits tax
1'n
Coal Conservation Act, Bituminous, constitutionality
Coconut oil. (See Processing tax. )
Commissions, sale of stock, deduction
Community property, California, gift to wife
Compensating tax:
Peanuts, regulations amended
Regulations 81 amended (Y. D. 4501, C. B. XIII—2, revoked)
Compensation:
Additional, insurance premiums, employees' ordinary and
group life policies
Estates, services rendered prior to taxpayer's death, year
reported
State officers and employees.
(See State. )
Stock transferred to former einployees, income
Comptroller General of the United States:
Articles sold for use of United States, inclusion or exclusion
of excise tax
Inclusion or exclusion of manufacturers' excise tax
Connecticut, cigarette stamp tax
Consolidated returns.
(See Returns. )
Consular officers. (See Miscellaneous taxes: Stamp taxes. )
Contributions, Community Chest, corporation's business expense
deduction
Conveyances.
(See Miscellaneous taxes: Stamp taxes. )
Copyrights, tax on nonresidents use in Canada, credit
Corporations:
Affiliated, returns.
(See Returns).
Contributions to Community Chest, business expense deduction
Dissolution, transferees' tax liability
Exemption.
(See Exempt corporations. )
Personal liability of officers for admissions taxes collected
by corporation
Purchase of own bonds, income
Returns.
(See Returns. )
Cotton Act of 1934, Bankhead, repeal of
Court decisions:
Asiatic Petroleum Co. (Delaware), Ltd. , v. Commissioner
Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Co. v. Commissioner
Beech v. Commissioner
Bingham et al. v. United States
Binzel v. Commissioner
Bourjois, Inc. , v. McGowan
Bowler v. Helvering
Braden Steel Corporation v. Commissioner
Brea Canon Oil Co. v. Commissioner
Broun v. Commissioner
Bus 4 Transport Securities Corporation v. Helvering
Butler et al.; United States v

Buzard v. Helvering

Cannon et al. v. Nicholas
Carolina, Clinch jield &0 Ohio Railway Co. v. Commissioner
Carter v. Carter Coal Co. et al
Carter Coal Co. et al. ; Carter v
Carter et al. ; Helvering et al. v
Childers v. Commissioner
Clark; Tway Coal Co. et al v
Coleman-Gilbert Associates; Helveriiig v

Page.

8072
7993

486
88

8117

8035

127
438

8030
8059

198
370

7906
8069

420
421

87

7982

84

7939

121

8090

292

7968
8070
7927

399

8027

171

8017

138

8027
7922

171
326

8125
7996

404
162

7977

520

8050
8122
8131
7893
7955
7991
8089
8008
7973
8036
7902
7943
7922
8078
8122

181
167
193
367
217
383

8117
8117
8117
8077

8117
7910

400

93

248
238
209
222
192
421
326

313
167
438
438
438
226
438
A61

529
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Court decisions

Page.
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Colher Service Corporation v. Commissioner
Columbian National Fire Insurance Co. v United States
Combs et al. Helvering v
Commissioner; Asiatic Petroleum Co. (Delaware), Ltd. , v
Commissioner; Atlantic Coast'Line Railroad Co. v
Commissioner; Beech v
Commissioner; Binzel v
Commissioner; Braden Steel Corporation v
Commissioner; Brea Canon Oil Co. v
Commi s si oner; Brown v
Commissioner; Corohna, Clinchfield & Ohio Railway Co. v
Commissioner; Chi'. dere v
Commissioner; Colher Serice Corporation v
Commissioner; Consumers Natural Gas Co. v
Commissioner; Davis v
Commissioner; Export Leaf Tobacco Co. v
Commissioner; Georgia Raihvay & Electric Co. et al. v
Commissioner' , Great Western Pouer Co. of Cahfornia v
Commi sioner; Guaranty Trust Co. of New York v
Commissioner; Hulburd v
Commissioner; Igleheart v
Commissioner; Kraus v
Commissioner; Lee Mercantile Co. v
Commissioner; London Shoe Co. , Inc. , v
Commissioner; Manhattan General Equipment Co. v
Commissioner v. Manus Muller & Co. , Inc
Commissioner; McCarthy Co. v
Commissioner; Menihan v
Commissioner; Miller v
Commissioner; Montana, Wyoming & Southern Railroad Co. v
Commissioner; Morrissey et al. v
Commissioner; Mount Vernon Trust Co. v
Commissioner v. National Casket Co. , Inc
Commissioner; Pennsylvania Indemnity Co. v
Commissioner; Peerless Investment Co. v
Commissioner; Shamrock Oil Co. v
Commissioner; Slayton v
Commissioner; Smith Paper Co. v
Commissioner; Southern Rail~ay Co. v
Commissioner v. Speyer
Commissioner; Speyer v
Commissioner; Swanson et al. v
Commissioner; United States Trust Co. of Neiv York v
Commissioner; Van Vleck v
Commissioner; Watson v
Commissioner; Wilhams Co. v
Consumers Natural Gas Co. v. Commissioner
Crown Willamette Paper Co. v. McLaughhn
Davis v. Commissioner
Dusenbury v. Helvering
Evening Star Newspaper Co. Helvering v
Export Leaf Tobacco Co. v. commissioner
Fidelity & Deposit Co. of Maryland; United States v
Fontenot; Rickert Rice Mitts, Inc. , v
G. & K. Manufacturing Co. v. Helvering
General Utihties & Operating Co. v. Hehering
Georgia Railway & Electric Co. et al. v. Commissioner
Gilhs v. Welch
Glenn; Tway Coal Co. et al. v
Great Western Power Co. of California v. Commissioner
Guaranty Trust Co. of New York v. Commissioner
er v
Helverin g Boivler

;

7975
8030

7913
8050
8122

8131

7955
8008
7978
8086
8122
8077
7975
7974
8090
8009
8010
8051
8062
7891
7985
8090
8058
8148
7975
7984
8144
8037
8000
7096
7911
7965
8020
7964
8103
8052
7997
8009
8124
8028
8028
7912
7930
8088
8132
8009
7974
8079
8090
7922
8027
8009
7954
7956
7900
7890
8010
8059

8117
8051
8062
8089

280
198
272

181
167
193
217
238
209
222
167
226
280
212
292
240
804
808
349
320
351
202
302
205
280
250
252
299
202
162
264
176
243
163
203
382
164
240
806
172
172
270
245
282
280
240

212
335
202
326
171
240
185
436
188
214
304
870
488
808
349
248
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Court decisions

Page.
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Helvering; Bus & Transport Securities Corporation v
Heloering; Buzard v
Helvering v. Coleman-Gilbert Associates
Helvering v. Combs et al.
Helvering; Dusenbury v
Heloering et al. v. Carter et al
Heleering v. Evening Star Newspaper Co
Heleering; G. dc K. Manufacturing Co. v
Heloering; General Utilities & Operating Co. v
Helcering; Koshland v
Heteering v. McIlcaine et al
Heloeri'ng v. Minnesota Tea Co
Heloering; Nelson Co. v
Heloering v. Peterson
Helcering v. Salcage
Heloering; Salvage v
Helcering v. San Joaqu"'n Fruit & Inoestment Co
Heleering v. Sicard
Helcering v. Sloane
Helsering v. Watts
Inc. , v
Heloering; Wishnick-Tumpeer,
Hulburd v. Commissioner
Industrial Trust Co. et al. v. United States
Igleheart v. Commissioner
King, Alice S., v. United States
King Louise B., v. United States
Koshfand v. Helvering
Kraus v. Commissioner
La Budde; Red Star Yeast & Products Co. v
Larkin et al. v. United States
Lee Mercantile Co. v. Commissioner
London Shoe Co. , Inc. , v. Commissioner
Los Angeles Soap Co. v. Rogan
Manhattan General Equipment Co. v. Commissioner
Manus Muller dc Co. , Inc. ; Commissioner v
McCarthy Co. v. Commissioner
McCaughn v. Real Estate Land Title dc Trust Co. et al
McGoicani Bourjois, Inc. , v
McIlcaine et al. Helvering v
McLaughlin; Croicn Willamette Paper Co. v
Mead v. Welch
Menihan v. Commissioner
Metropolitan Building Co. v. United States
Miller v. Commissioner
Minnesota Tea Co. Helcering v
Mississippi Cottonseed Products Co. ; Sheldon v
Montana, Wyoming & Southern Railroad Co. v. Commissioner
Morrissey et al. v. Commissioner
Mount Vernon Trust Co. v. Commissioner
National Casket Co. , Inc. Commissioner v
Nelson Co. v. Helcering
¹cholasi Cannon et aL v
Peerless Investment Co. v. Commissioner
Pennsyleania Indemnity Co. v. Commissioner
Peterson; Flelcering v
Real Estate Land Title & Trust Co. et al.; McCaughn v
Red Star Yeast & Products Co. v. La Budde
Rickert Rice MiRs, Inc. , v. Fontenot
Rizzo; United States v
Rogan; Los Angeles Soap Co. v
Rogers v. Safety Car Heating ck Lighting Co=
Rosenberg, In re

;

;

;

7902
7922

7910
7913
7922

8117

8027

?900
7890
8123
7929
7901
7903
7901
7940
7940

8018
7904
7904
7904
8019
7891
7892
7985
7983
7966
8123
8090
8146
7942
8058

8143
8104
7975
7984
8144
8067
7991
7929
8079
8137
8037
7998
8090
7901
8068
7996
7911
7965
8020
7903
8078

8103
7964
7901
8067
8146
7956
8040

8104
7931
7921

192

326
261
272
826
438
171
188
214

219
245

189
274

189

207
207

196

276
276
276
234
320
348
351
159
277
219
292
389
288
302
205
373
280
250
252
365
883
245

335
359
299
224
292

189

405

162
264

176

243
274

313
203

168
18$
365
389
436
482
873
294
258

531
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Safetlt Car Heating dc Lighting Co.
A'ogers v

United States v
8alvage v. Helvering
8alvage; Helvering v

San Joaquin Fruit

dc Investment
Co.; Helvering v
Semon, Banlcrupt, In the matter of
Shamrock Oil Co. v. Commissioner
Sheldon v. Mississippi Cottonseed Products Co
8icard; Helvering v
Slayton v. Commissioner
8loane; Helvering v
Smith Paper Co. v. Commissioner
Southern Railwazt Co. v. Commissioner
Speyer v. Commissioner
Speyer; Commissioner v
Swanson et al. v. Commissioner
Tway Coal Co. et al. v. Clark
Tway Coal Co. et aL v. Crlenn
United States; Bingham et al. v
United 8tates v. Butler et al
United States; Columbian National Fire Insurance Co. v
United States v. Fidelity dc Deposit Co. of ilIarytand
United States; Industrial Trust Co. et aL v
United State:; Abce S. ECing v
United States; Louise B. King v
United States; Larkin et al. v
United States; Metropolitan Building Co. v
United States v. Rizzo
United States v. Safety Car Heating dc Lighting Co
United States; Wilson &fc Co. , Inc. , v
United States; Zimmern et a/, . v
United States Trust Co. of New Fork v. Commissioner
Van Vleck v. Commissioner
Watson v. Commissioner
Watts; Helvering v
Welch; Gillis v
Welch; Mead v
Wilhams Co. v. Commissioner
Wilson etc Co. , Inc. , v. United States
Wishnick- Tumpeer, Inc. v. Helvering
Zimmern et al. v. United' States
Courts, jurisdiction, findings of fact, etc. , by Board
Credits, foreign taxes:
Canada, nonresidents', use of copyrights
Computation where taxpayer has capital net gain or loss
Germany, similar credit requirement
Limitation on credit "source" of dividends determined
Netherlands, similar credit requirements
prior year payments

D
Deduction:
Patent infringement, profits and damages, when deductible
Profits included in return subsequently ps, id over to another
Deeds. (Sec Miscello, ncous taxes: Stamp taxes Conveyances. )
(See Taxes: Deficiencies. )
Deficiencies.
Denatured alcohol:
Feria 1477 filed annually, regulations amended
Formula No. 5, extensions of time for disposal of stock
Formulae 6—A and 10, modified
Formulao 11, 12 and 13 authorized
Formulae 25 and 25 —A, amended

—

7931
7931
7940
7940
8018
7941
8052
8068
7904
7997
7904
8009
8124
8028
8028

7912
8117
8117

7893
7943
8030
7954
7892
7983
7966
7942
7998
8040
7931
8097
8098
7930
8088
8132
7904
8059
8137
8009
8097
8019
8098
7890

8017
7972
7888
7899
8121

294
294
207
207
196
257
332
405
276
164
276
240
306
172
172
270
438
438
367
421
198
185
348
169
277
288
224
482

294
283
312
245
232
230
276
370

359

240
283
234

312
214
138
152

8028

140
156
140
172

8135
8130

299
179

8083
7897

492
489
491

8111
8119
8108

4i9

490

532
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Depletion, oil and gas wells:
Casinghead gasoline
Gas supplied direct to consumers
Depositions upon written interrogatories, Board's discretion, regulations covering
Depreciation, lessor's and lessee's deduction
Disbarments.
(See Attorneys and agents. )
Discount:
Bond retirement.
(See Bonds. )
Methed of accounting
Distilled spirits:
Containers, regulation of traffic in, regulations amended
Disposition of (including alcohol), wine, and malt beverages,
procedure
Forfeiture proceedings, alcohol sold tax-free, liens, election of
remedies
In bottles, stamps indicating tax payment
Made from materials other than fruit, regulations amended
Marking packages of (other than alcohol)

Distraint:
Life insurance policies and annuity contract
War risk insurance, cash surrender value of
Distributions, in liquidation, used in part to pay corporation's tax,
stockholder's income
District of Columbia, substitute school teacher,
deduction
Dividends:
Cancellation or redemption of stock

payment

to,

Stock—

Common, on preferred stock holding, gain or loss basis
Of another corporation
Withholding tax at source, payments
Dutch Administration Offices
Foreign corporations

to-

Page.

7973
7974

209
212

8021
8010

510
304
167

7965

176

8092

487

7944

479

8040
8093

482
485
485
479
486

8001
8012
8078
7957

313

8133

274

499

8084

89

8036

222

8123
7955

219
217

8096

60

7919

58

E.
Embezzlement proceeds, income
Emergency gross receipts tax, Maryland
Emplovees' representative, carriers' tax. (See Carriers Taxing
Act. )
Estates and trusts:
Articles 161—1 and 166—1, Regulations 86, amended
Compensation, services rendered prior to taxpayer's death,
year reported
Deductions, perpetual care of mausoleum
Gross estate—
Life insurance policies bought from corporation by
stockholder
Nonresident's interest in French partnership
owning
property in the United States
Proceeds of life insurance policy, retroactivity
Transfers in contemplation of death
Regulations amended

Estate tax:

Deduction, conditional bequest to charity
Gross estate—
Personal property outside United States, English death
duties not deductible

8075

82

8113

111

8003

140

7939
7985

121
351

7985

351

7958
7892

7985
7980

363
348
367
351
341

8137

359

8062

349

Ruling
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Estate tax

Psge.

— —

Continued.
Gross estate Continued.
Transfer inContemplation
of death, review of evidence by
court of appeals
Trust, power to alter, amend, or revoke
Estoppel:
Stock acquired as compensation, gain from sale, change in
basis
Suits, extension of time for paying tax, bond s curity, collector's authority
Excess profits on Navy contracts under Vinson Act, assessment
and collection
Excess-profits tax:
Period less than 12 months, computation
National Industrial Recovery Act
Revenue Act of 1934
Exchange rates, foreign
Exchanges, gain or loss. (See Gain or loss. )
Excise tax, Social Security Act. (See Social Security taxes. )
Exempt corporations:
Farmers' or other mutual, etc. , insurance companies
Social Security Act. (See Social Security taxes. )
Exempt income:
Annuities, Civil Service Retirement Act
Indians.
(See Indians. )
Ships' earnings—
Belgium

Spain
State lands, rents received by lessee of

Veterans'—

Adjusted coznpensation payment, 1936 Act
Pensions, ctc
Retirement pay, Army, Navy, or Marine Corps officers
Export, "drive-away ' sales of automobiles or trucks
Extension of time:
Filing of returns, mutual insurance companies, calendar year

1935
Payment of taxes, suit, bond security, collector's authority,
estoppel

Fair market price, jewelry, etc. , sold at retail
Federal employees, Civil Service Retirement Act annuities
Federal farm loan bonds, exemption
Federal Register Act, regulations, etc
Fees:
Attorneys', business expense deduction
Brokerage, sale of business, loss deduction
Fiduciaries, executor, notice of transferee asscssmcnt after discharge, liability
Firearms.
(See Miscellaneous taxes: Stamp taxes. )
Floor taxes, Agricultural Adjustment Act, constitutionality
Foreign exchange, rates prevailing December 81, 1935
Form 1477, denatured alcohol, regulations amended
Franchise taxes, California, deduction
Fur. (See Manufacturers' excise taxes. )

8137

8067

365
359

7942

288

7954

185

7988

501

7908

7917
7908
7938

146
469
469
146
120

8045

127

7998
8140

88
87

8049
8087
7998

144
145
224

796?
8016
8061

498
497
85
418

8060

124

7954

185

7915
7993

398
88
87
851
510

7924

7985

8013

8030

172
108
198

7891

320

7943
7988
8033
8066

421
120
492
107

8028

Rii!ing
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G.
Gain or loss:
Dividend payable
exceeding cost

in stock of another

corporation,

value

Exchanges—

Mortgage for Home Owners' Loan Corporation bonds

Stock, reorganization
Life insurance policy, surrender of, loss deduction
Liquidation of contracts, valuation, burden of proof
Redemption of preferred stock on which dividends paid in
common stock

7890

214

7887

128
152
192

8143
8103

205
203

8123

219
188
189

Re organization
Bonds as securities

Sales—

Basis, property acquiredBy corporation in exchange for stock
Under option at expire, tion of lease
Corporate assets, good will allowance
Stock, compensation for services, change in basis, estoppel
Stock acquired in reorganize, tion, basis
Games.
(See Manufacturers' excise ta es: Sporting Goods. )
Gasoline.
(See Taxes: Motor vehicle fuel. )
Germany, taxes, simile, r credit requirements
Gifts:
Compensation for services distinguished
Retirement annuity, deceased Federal employee's beneficiary
Gift tax:
Check, when gift is complete
Community property, California, gift to wife
Note, when gift is complete
Good will, sale of business, gain or loss
Guardian, transfer of bonds to ward, New York
Guffey Coal Act, constitutionality
Home Owners' Loan Corporation, bonds exchanged for mortgage,
gain or loss
Husband and wife, returns, joint and separate, net loss deduction

193

7904

274
276

7966
8018
8030

277
196
198

7942
7975

288
280

7888

146

8090
7993

292
88

8038
8059
8038
8030
8039

369
370
369
198
418

8117
7887

438

8088

128
152
232

7931
8130

294
179

8102
8134

138
293

8041
7937
7961
8064

521
78
80

I.

Income:

Accrued prior to March 1, 1913, patent infringement, income
Claim of right, when taxable
From sources without United States, rental or benefit payments under Agricultural Adjustment Act to Puerto Rican
sugar company
Royalties, title to producing land in litigation, when taxable

Indians:
Five Civilized Tribes, income from—
Mineral lands

Restricted allotment
Osage, income from restricted allotment
Inspection of returns, regulations governing
Insurance:
Life, policy surrender, loss deduction
Policies, distraint
Premiums, employees' ordinary and group life policies, income

8143
8078
7982

310
205

313

Ruling
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Insurance companies:
Foreign, deposit of stocks and bonds with trustee in United
States, stamp taxes
Mutual (other than life), extension of time, filing returns, calendar year 1935

P axe.

8138

414

8060

124

8079
7941

335
257

Jewelry.
(See Manufacturers' excise taxes. )
Jurisdiction, courts', findings of fact, etc. , by Board

7890

214

Kerr Tobacco Act, repeal of

7977

520

8053
8057

416
145

7977
8013

520

8041
7977
8071

521
520
522

8054
7977

521
520

7921

258

Interest:

Deficiencies, notice and demand,
1926 Act
Taxes, bankrupt, different rates

abatement

claim, effect of

Leases, oil and gas:
Arkansas, as conveyances
Royalty payments
Legislation:
Bankhead Cotton Act of 1934, repeal of
Federal Register Act
Five Civilized Tribes, Act to extend restriction period,
amended
Potato Act of 1935, repeal of
Returns, income, filing of copies
Stock, notes, etc. , of banks owned by Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, taxation of
Tobacco Act, Kerr, repeal of
Liens, Federal taxes, spendthrift trust, creditors' judgment rights
under State law
Limitation period.
Assessment of taxes, Alien Property Custodian
Collection of taxes—
Alien Property Custodian
By suit, appeal to circuit court of appeals, original and
amended decree
Suits, collection of tm;es, appeal to circuit court of appeals,
original and amended decree

Waivers-

Delivery and consent, validity
Executed before finding of deficiency, validity
Liquidation, distribution in, used in part to pay corporation's tax,
stockholder's income

Losses:
Affiliated corporations, liquidation of subsidiary
Automobiles, collision damage, deduction
Compromise payments under contracts of indorsement

guaranty
Debt, ascertainment of worthlessness
Guaranty payments, deduction
Life insurance policy, surrender of
Purchase and sale of securities, parent and subsidiary
re, tions
Sale of l&usincss, brokerage fees
Stock, sale and repurch»se
Louisiana, personal property taxes, deduction
Lubricating oil. (See Manufacturers' excise taxes. )

8136
8136

318

8098

312

8098

312

8144
8144

252
252

8133

274

8020
8026

243

8037
8058
8122
8143

299
302
167
205

7964
8030
7997
8076

163
198
164
108

and

corpo-

510

115
299

536
Bal&g
No.

Manufacturers' excise taxes:
Automobiles or trucks—
"Drive-away" sales for export
Parts or accessories, baby auto seats, auto beds, and auto
hammocks
Company which controls the fabrication of cosmetics by
another company is the manufacturer
Comptroller General's opinion, inclusion or exclusion of tax
on articles sold for use of United States
Fair market price of jewelry, etc. , sold exclusively at retail
Fur, wholesale fair market price, retail sales and retail fur
repair jobs
Jewelry, etc.
Engraving charges
Fair market price, retail sales
Lubricating oilNeatsfoot oil, transformer oil (S. T. 558 [C. B. XI—2,
450) modified)
Sale for mixing with gasoline
Sporting goods—
Games, coin-operated machines, certain types taxable as
8ames
Shoes, taxability of certain types
Toilet preparations, etc.
Addition of water to tax-paid preparations by beauty
parlors, etc
Sale price, arm' s-length transaction, transfer to subsidiaries
Yeast used as cosmetic, injunction to restrain assessment
and collection, evidence
Marine Corps, retirement pay of officer, taxability
Maryland emergency gross receipts tax
Miscellaneous taxes:
Admissions—
Personal liability of officers for taxes collected by the
corporation
Theatrical performances sponsored by the Works Progress Administration
Stamp taxes—
Bonds, maturity postponement, renewal
Conveyances, oil and gas leases, Arkansas
Deposit of stocks and bonds by foreign insurance company with trustee in United States
Firearms and machine guns, Regulations 88 amended
Merger or consolidation, transfer of stock held in fiduciary capacity, New York
Passage tickets, consular officers of Finland
Tobacco, snuff, cigars, etc. , statutory packages
Transfer of bonds from guardian to ward, New York
Transfer of stockBy a broker, as agent of purchaser, to broker's nominee or purchaser's nominee
From trustee for life tenant to life tenant
Held in fiduciary capacity, merger or consolidation,
New York
Mississippi, property taxes, accrual date
Missouri sales tax
Mixed Claims Commission awards, return of capital, income
Mortgages, exchanged for Endome Owners' Loan Corporation bonds,
gain or loss
fuel—
Motor vehicle
0hio'
Washington

—

—

Page.

8061

418

8080

896

7999
7968
7915

380
899
400
893

8116

891

7933
7915

895
893

8145
7951

879
880

8000
8081

397
896

7914

382

7991

883

8146
8016

8113

389
85
111

8125

404

8011

403

8068
8053

405

8138
8107

414
468

7923
7976
7946
8039

409
416
478
418

7986
7987

411
413

7923
7886
8025
8028
7887

409
90
102
172
128
152

8048

104
146

8115

416

Ruling
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Navy:
Contracts, Vinson Act, excess profits on, assessment and collection
Retirement psy of officer, taxability
Netherlands, taxes, similar credit requirements
Net losses:
Affiliate corporations
Change in accounting period
Separate snd joint returns, deduction
New Jersey sales tax
Note, when gift is complete
Ohio, motor vehicle fuel
Oil snd gss:

tsx

Depletion allowanccCasinghead gasoline
Gas sold direct to consumers
Leases, royalty payments
Oleomargarine:
Schedule of production and materials used—
December, 1935 and 1934
January, 1936 and 1935
February, 1936 snd 1935
March, 1936 and 1935
April, 1936 snd 1935
May, 1936 snd 1935

Palm oil. (See Processing taxes. )
Passage ticl'ets. (See 51iscellaneous taxes. )
Patents, infringement, profits of infringer prior and subsequent to
March 1, 1913
Payment of taxes:
Treasury bills
Treasury notes
Peanuts.
(See Conipcnsating tax. )
Penalties:
concerning Social Security tax
Misrepresentation
Nonpayment of tax, banl'rupt, different interest rates
Pensions, veterans and retired emergency officers
Personal holding companies, clas ification
Pipe lines connecting receiving cisterns, regulations amended
Potato Act of 1935, repeal of
Potato tax-exemption stamps, regulations governing
Processing taxes:
Agricultural Adjustment Act, constitutionality
Coconut oil, produced in Philippines, validity of tax upheld
Denatured 1&aim oil
Rice, injunciion to restrain collection, constitutionality
Property taxes. (See Taxes. )
Publicity, liquor records, investigators testifying in State courts,
regulations aniended
Puerto Rico, sugar company's Agricultural Adjusimcnt Act payments, source of income

Page.

7988
8016
8121

501
85
140

8097
8019
8088
7962
8038

283
234
232
96
369

8048

104

7973
7974
8057

200
212
145

7934
7979
8023
8063

8110
8149

502
508
04
505
506
507

7931

294

8004
8046

338
339

(950

473
257
497
145
486
520
471

79 11
7924
8057
8072

7977
7896
7943
8104
8106
(956

373
378

8073

405

8102

138

8085
8124

122
30 ii

421

436

R.
Railroa, ds:
Car repairs, when deductible
I'cderal control part of year, apportionment
Si33G' 3G
iS

—

—

of tax

538
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Rates of exchange, foreign
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,

bank stock, notes, etc. ,

owned by, exemption
Register, The Federal, Act and regulations
Regulations:
Abandoned and forfeited property
Disposition of distilled spirits (including alcohol), wine, and
ms, lt beverages
80, amendment of
86, amendment of
Governing recognition of attorneys, agents, and others by
Treasury Department
Withholding of income tax, 1936 Act
Rentals, Agricultural Adjustment Act, payments to Puerto Rican
sugar company, income
Reorganization, gain or loss. (See Gain or loss. )
Repairs, railroad cars, when deductible
Retired emergency officers, pensions, etc. , exemption
Retirement pay, Army, Navy, or Marine Corps officers
Returns:
Affiliated corporations—
Agreement as to payment of tax, estoppel
Loss deduction, liquidation of subsidiary

Consolidated—

Change in accounting period, "taxable year,
ary's net loss
Foreign corporation affiliate
Duplicate copies, filing of
Copy of subsidiary's return filed in parent's
instructions

" subsididistrict,

Election to file separate returns, change of basis
Extension of time for filing, mutual insurance companies,
calendar year 1935
Filing of duplicate copies of
Husband and wife, separate and joint, net loss deduction
Inspection of, regulations governing
Preparation of, correct address requirements,
regulations

amended
Revocation, Treasury Decision 4501
Rice. (Sec Processing taxes. )

Page.

7938

120

8054
8013

521

7945

492

7944
7980
7970

479
341
61

8148

7948

523
49

8102

138

8085
7924
8016

497

8097
8020

283
243

8019
7984

234
250
522
126

8086

510

122
85

7953
8008

125
238
240

8060

124
522
126
232

8086
8088
8064

310

8094
8069

124
421

8057
8135

299

8050

181

8030

198

8084

89

8049
8087

144
145

8128

475

8091

473

Royalties:

Oil and

as lease

Title to producing land in litigation, when taxable
Sales:
Between domestic and foreign corporations of related group,
income allocation
Gain or loss. (See Gain or loss: Sales. )
Stock, commissions, deduction
Taxes. (See Taxes. )
School teachers, substitute, District of Columbia, payments to,
business expense deduction
Ships, foreign, exemption of earnings:
Belg ium
Sp ain
Social security taxes:
Chamber of commerce
Employees of city owned angl operated lighting plant, waterworks, or cemetery

145

—

Social security taxes Continued,
Income tax deduction
Organizations exempt from income tax, status
Penalties for misrepresentation
Pensioners and employees distinguished
Political organization
South Dakota, retail occupational sales tax
Spain, ships' earnings, equivalent exemption
Sporting goods. (8ee Manufacturers' excise taxes. )
Stamps, strip, indicating tax payment of distilled spirits in bottles
Stamp taxes. (See Miscellaneous taxes. )

7994
8128
7950
8105
8127
8006
8087

98
475
473
476
474
9S
145

S093

4S5
485

State:

Income, rents received by lessee of State lands
Officers and employees, compensation—
Attorney for irrigation district
Chief counsel for investigation committee
Taxability
Taxes. (See Taxes. )

7998

224

8077
8132
7935

226
230
130

Acquired in reorganization, gain or loss basis
Cancellation or rcdcmption, cash dividend
Exchs, nge of, stock for tock, reorganization, gain or loss

7975
8036
8131

2SO

Gain or loss
Preferred stock on which dividends
stock gain or loss
Sale and repurchase, loss deduction

7940

207

8123
7997

219

7942
8030
8090

2SS

Stock:

Redemption—

paid in common

Sales—

Acquired as compensation, gain or loss basis, change in,
estoppel
Commissions, deduction
Transfer to former employees, compensation

Suits:
Collection
I.imitation
Recovery
lector's
Suspensions.

of tax by suit
period. (See Limitation period: Suits. )
of taxes, extension of time, bond security,
authority, estoppel
(See Attorneys and agents. )

222

193

164

198
292

8098
col-

7954

1So

8125

404

Taxes:

personal liability of officers for tax collected by
the corporation
Assessments—
Charge for failure to fil duplicate returns
Consolidated returns, agreement as to payment, cs'. oppcl
Lindtation period
Transferee's liability under will of dcccascd stockholder
of dissolved corporation
California franchise tax
Cigarette stamp, Connecticut

8086

126

8097
8136

2S3

7891
8066
7927

320
107
93

Cash surrender value of veteran's war risk insurance policies
Life insurance policies and annuity contract
Limitation period
(See I.imitation period. )
Suit, limitation period.
Credit for. (See Credits. )

8078
8136

Admissions,

Collection—
Distraint—

7 I57

318

499

313
318

540
Ruling
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Taxes Continued.
Deficiencies—
Income tax withheld at source
Interest on, notice and demand and abatement
effect of 1926 Act

8114

claim,

8079

Notices—

Income tax withheld at source
Sufficiency
Excise, Social Security Act, income tax deduction
Foreign, credit for. (See Credits. )
Germany, similar credit requirement
Income and profits, Cleveland division
Income withheld at source, deficiency notices
Lien for Federal taxes. (See Liens: Federal taxes. )
Maryland emergency gross receipts tax
Misrepresentation of Social Security tax, penalties
fuel—
Motor vehicle
0hio'
Washington
Payment ofTreasury bills
Treasury notes

8114
8144
7994

252
98

7888
8035

140
127

8114

8113

Property—

Louisiana
Mississippi

Sales—

Missouri
New Jersey
South Dakota
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming
Socia, l Security Act. (See Social security taxes. )
Wisconsin chain store license

Tobacco:

Contents of statutory packages
Statement of manufactured, produced, by classes—
October, 1935 and 1934
November, 1935 and 1934
December, 1935 and 1934
January, 1936 and 1935
February, 1936 and 1935
March, 1936 and 1935
Tobacco Act, Kerr, repeal of
Toilet preparations.
(See Manufacturers' excise taxes. )
Transferred assets, claims against:
Board's jurisdiction, limitation period
Consolidation of joint stock associations
Executor and legatee under will of deceased stockholder
dissolved corporation
Treasury:
Hills, accept" nce in payment of tax
Notes acceptance in payment of tax
Trucks. (See Manufacturers' excise taxes. )

113

of

113

113
111

7950

473

8048

8115

104
146

8004
8046

338
339

8076
7886

108
90

8025
7962
8006
7928
7920
8007

102
96
98
94
92
100

8101

109

7946

478

7894
7947
7989
8042
8082

8109
7977

508
508
508
509
509
509
520

7922
8052

326
332

7891

320

8004
8046

338
339

8003

140

f7929

245
245
143

Trusts:

Articles 161—1 and 166—1 Regulations

Income—

86 amended

Separate trusts created by amendment
Taxable to grantor

—

(7930

541
Ruling
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Psge.
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Trusts Continued.
Revocable, settlor's tax liability
Taxable as associations

United States Board of Tax Appeals:
Decisions
List of acquiescences and nonacquiescences
regulations
Depositions upon written interrogatories,
covering
United States Savings bonds, increment in value, when reported

of-

V.
Veterans':
Adjusted compensation payments, 1936 Act
Pensions, etc
War risk insurance policies, cash surrender values, distraint
Vinson Act, excess profits on Navy contracts under, assessment
and collection

Waivers:
(See Limitation period: Waivers. )
War Claims, awards under Settlement of War Claims Act
War risk insurance policies, cash surrender values, distraint
Washington:
Motor vehicle fuel tax
Sales tax
West Virginia, consumers' sales tax
Wisconsin, chain store license tax, deduction
Withholding tax at source:
Dividends payable
Dutch Administration Offices
Foreign corporations, procedure
Sections 143 and 144, 1936 Act, regulations
admissions to theatrical
Works Progress Administration,
formances sponsored by
Wyoming sales tax

to-

per-

8089
7910
7911
7912

7913

248
261
264
270
272

8139

1-48

8021
7963

510

7967
7924
7957

498
497
499

7988

501

8029
7957

175
499

8115
7928
7920
8101

146
94
92
109

8096
7919
8148

60
58
49

8011
8007

403

120

100

